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Imitation
by Edgar Allan Poe
A dark unfathomed tide
Of interminable pride A mystery, and a dream,
Should my early life seem;
I say that dream was fraught
With a wild and waking thought
Of beings that have been,
Which my spirit hath not seen,
Had I let them pass me by,
With a dreaming eye!
Let none of earth inherit
That vision of my spirit;
Those thoughts I would control,
As a spell upon his soul:
For that bright hope at last
And that light time have past,
And my worldly rest hath gone
With a sigh as it passed on:
I care not though it perish
With a thought I then did cherish

Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849)
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This 18th volume No.6 presents actual papers on main topics of Journal specialization, namely, Mathematical and
Computer Modelling, Computer and Information Technologies, Operation Research and Decision Making
and Nature Phenomena and Innovative Engineering.
Our journal policy is directed on the fundamental and applied sciences researches, which are the basement of a fullscale modelling in practice. This edition is the continuation of our publishing activities. We hope our journal will be
interesting for research community, and we are open for collaboration both in research and publishing. We hope that
journal’s contributors will consider the collaboration with the Editorial Board as useful and constructive.

EDITORS
Yuri Shunin
Igor Kabashkin



EDGAR ALLEN POE was born in Boston, January 19, 1809, and after a tempestuous life of forty years, he died in the city of Baltimore, October
7, 1849. His literary work may be summed up as follows: 1838- The Narrative of Arthur Gorden Pym; 1839- editor of Burton's Gentleman's
Magazine Philadelphia, 1840 - editor of Graham's Magazine, 1845-Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque, The Raven.The most remarkable of his
tales are The Gold Bug, The Fall of the House of Usher, The Murders of the Rue Morgue, The Purloined Letter, A Descent into Maelstrom and The
Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar, The Raven and The Bells alone would make the name of Poe immortal. The teachers of Baltimore placed a
monument over his grave in 1875.
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Abstract
Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) are state-of-art Machine Learning techniques and one of the most important unsupervised learning
algorithms. Training DBNs is computationally intensive which naturally leads to investigate FPGA acceleration. Fixed-point
arithmetic can be used when implementing DBNs in FPGAs to reduce execution time, but it is not clear the implications for
accuracy. Previous studies have focused only on accelerators using some fixed bit-widths. A contribution of this paper is to
demonstrate the bit-width effect on various configurations of DBNs in a comprehensive way by experimental evaluation. Explicit
performance changing points are found using various bit-widths. The impact of sigmoid function approximation, required part of
DBNs, is evaluated. A solution of mixed bit-widths DBN is proposed, fitting the bit-widths of FPGA primitives and gaining similar
performance to the software implementation. Our results provide a guide to inform the design choices on bit-widths when
implementing DBNs in FPGAs documenting clearly the trade-off in accuracy.
Keywords: deep belief network, fixed-point arithmetic, bit-width, FPGA

running on a 2.8-GHz Intel processor [5]. Using Altera
Stratix III FPGA, Kim et al. [6] also gained significant
speedup for a 256x1024 RBM. Multi-FPGA solutions
were discussed to determine the extensibility of RBM in
[7, 8].
Existing works on FPGA implementations of neural
networks often have vast and regular processing units to
map neurons partially or wholly at a time. Weights and
neuron values are stored in on-chip RAM during
processing and are swapped out to off-chip memory after
processing. It is too expensive to support a large number
of floating-point units on chip and store values using the
standard double precision floating-point representations
in on-chip RAMs. Many of the previous attempts with
FPGAs for neural networks implemented fixed bit-widths
(8 bits, 16 bits or 32 bits). Bit-widths with integral
multiple of bytes are convenient to align with other
components (such as IP cores and user interfaces) and
easier to design. Previous works have mainly analysed
the impact of bit-widths on accuracy and execution time
of old-style neural networks [9-11]. All reported RBM (a
building component of DBN) designs on FPGA selected
fixed-point arithmetic with a fixed bit-width as well, e.g.
16 bits in [6, 8] or 32 bits in [5] without analyzing in
depth the implications for accuracy. Thus, it is not clear
whether this kind of fixed bit-width is really the most
suitable and area efficient for DBNs.
Using bit-width unequal to the machine word-length
on a standard processor or GPU may rarely deliver any

1 Introduction
Deep neural networks have become a “hot topic” in the
Machine Learning community with successful results
demonstrated with Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) [1],
denoising autoencoder [2], sparse coding [3] and etc.
DBNs have been shown to be among the best neural
networks even for challenging recognition, mining and
synthesis tasks. A DBN is built on a subset of neural
networks known as Restricted Boltzmann Machine
(RBM). Running a DBN is a time-consuming task due to
its large scale and processing characteristics. Many
experiments have often reported taking weeks, to search
the large parameter space (numbers of layers and
neurons, learning rate, momentum and all kinds of
regulation terms) and calculate millions of parameters
(weights and biases). One good example is Quoc et al. [4]
who used a cluster in Google of 1,000 machines (16,000
cores) for a week to demonstrate the success of larger
scale unsupervised learning from internet images
recognition.
Reducing the execution time of the training phase and
prediction of a DBN is one critical barrier which has
restricted the mass adoption of DBNs. Interest in the
acceleration of DBNs has built up in recent years. FPGAs
are attractive platforms for accelerating DBNs. For
example, a RBM of 256x256 nodes was tested on a
platform of four Xilinx Virtex II FPGAs and gained a
speedup of 145-fold over an optimized C program
* Corresponding author e-mail: jingfeijiang@nudt.edu.cn
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speedup. Programs need more instructions to do
alignment and splicing which is not a negligible cost. On
the other hand, speed and resource usage in FPGAs are
more sensitive to the bit-width as many logics are
mapped to fine-grain LUTs. As DBNs have grown in
size, compared with old-style neural networks, to satisfy
the learning demands of contemporary applications,
resource saving due to narrower bit-widths has become
more attractive to implement larger processing array in
FPGAs. However, shrinking the bit-width may harm the
convergence and accuracy of DBNs. Antony et al. [12]
provided an initial study of the arithmetic effects on
RBM for a specific network configuration. This paper
reports a comprehensive study where in particular it
improves the coverage of the variation of DBN and
investigates how mixed bit-widths DBNs can offer a
better accuracy and area efficiency. As it is expensive to
implement exponential function and division operations
directly on FPGA, it is important to understand the
implications of approximation on the required sigmoid
functions part of DBNs.

achieve satisfactory performance in many significant
applications. Based on the network model and CD, the
overall process of RBM is:
h 0  logistic  v 0  W  a 
v rec  logistic  h 0  W '  b  ,
h
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SDAE is another type of deep neural network, which
is based on a different learning theory but has similar
computations to DBN. SDAE denoises its inputs in a
corruption level and then gets a distinctive property that
even with a high capacity model it can avoid learning the
identity mapping. Empirical results showed that SDAE
can perform better than non-denoised ones with a suitable
corruption level. We try to use the denoising idea on
DBN to improve performance. This is done by first
corrupting the initial input v to get a partially transformed
version v~ by means of a stochastic mapping
v~ ~ qD v~ | v  . The corrupted input v~ is then used to train
the RBM using Equation (3). qD can use additive
Gaussian Noise, random zeroing noise, and salt-pepper
noise as well [2]. Random zeroing noise which is most
commonly used was selected in our experiments. A fixed
percentage of randomly chosen units set their values to 0,
while the others are left untouched.
From an information theoretic perspective, converting
double precision floating-point arithmetic to fixed-point
arithmetic will lose some information of inputs as well as
intermediate data. Denoising DBN seems also lose
information of inputs, just in a stochastic way. The
training process becomes more “coarse” than before in
both cases. The advantage of such approximation is that
high-dimensional input loose the redundant and useless
information during processing and then can learn features
easier. The disadvantage is that some critical information
may be lost and make the feature more indistinct to be
learned. In SDAE, a suitable corruption level can make
the advantages of inputs denoising outweigh its
disadvantages. For the similar reason, a suitable bit-width
may trade-off both-side effects well.

where, wij is the connection weight between visible unit vi
and hidden unit hj, ai and bj are biases of vi and hj
respectively. σ is a parameter. In the case of using binaryvalued visible units, the first term of Equation (1) will
disappear [13]. Training the parameters wij, ai and bj so as
to minimize the energy can take the way of Gibbs
Sampling by alternatively sampling each layer's units
given the other layer, which uses conditional distributions
to approximate the joint distribution. Hinton cut down the
process into two steps, which crudely approximate the
gradient of the log probability of the training data v0:
 log(v 0 )

wij

0

(3)

where logistic is the logistic function which is labeled as
a sigmoid function y  11e x .


1 
  ai vi   b j h j   vi h j wij 
 2  iv
jh
i, j


wij 

rec

W  v h  v h

Our work is inspired by the original DBN of [1] and the
idea of Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoder (SDAE) [2].
Hinton et al. [1] proposed an algorithm for learning deep
networks based on a hierarchical probabilistic graphical
model. A DBN is built on a structure of multi-layers
RBMs. Each layer of RBM defines an energy function as
a goal of minimization, which is represented as the
negative log probability of a state between inputs (visible
units) and outputs (hidden units):
1
2 2

 logistic  v
0

2 DBNs in a Nutshell

E (v, h)   log P(v, h) 

rec

3 Experimental Methodology
For our experiments, we modified the floating-point
versions of the original DBN (oDN) and the denoising
DBN (dDN) into fixed-point versions and we compared
them. The dDN version adds a corruption process before
the pre-training of each RBM layer. The fixed-point
versions take bit-widths as parameters, including bitwidths of neural units, weights, logistic function and
random number generator, so it can run in any bit-width

(2)

The “rec” means the second step of Gibbs Sampling.
ε is the learning rate. The gradient obtained from this
simplification is like the gradient of another objective
function called Contrastive Divergence (CD). Though it
is a kind of approximation, it works well enough to
8
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configuration. Fixed-point versions of oDN and dDN
were implemented by amplifying each data in RBM by a
factor of 2fractional-width and truncating each operation result
by a factor of 2bit-width, thus simulating the calculation
process as a limited fixed-point one. Only pre-training
was translated into a fixed-point version. Testing and
fine-tuning were still computed using double precision
floating-point. All experiments were done in
Matlab2010a.
MNIST classification was selected as the objective
application because of its popularity in machine learning
studies and we use the most common configurations of
DBNs in these studies. The dataset is 60,000 training and
10,000 testing samples of 28x28 pixel images of the
digits. Three layers DBN with size of 784-400-400-40010 and one layer DBN with size of 784-400-10 were
built, with lower layers of unsupervised pre-training and
the top layer of output logistic regression using softmax
(multinomial logistic regression). The whole network was
then fine-tuned as usual for multi-layers perceptrons, to
minimize the output prediction error. The minibatch size
for pre-training was 100 and the one for fine-tuning was
1000. Every minibatch in every epoch used different
random numbers generated by the same random seed.
50 epochs of pre-training were used in order to find
out the whole effect of fixed-point versions. 30 epochs of
fine-tuning were used because the network in our
configuration can get a rather good result after 30 epochs
of fine-tuning and our aim was not to achieve best
performance but to compare performance change among
different options. We did not use Mean Squared Error
(MSE) criterion in our experiments because MSE is
sometimes incomparable among different configurations
of DBN. Classification error on testing set was directly
used as the criterion. For some fixed-point versions with
narrower bit-widths, the more of pre-training epochs is
not better to gain performance. Our experiments showed
that sometimes the MSE between input data and
reconstruction data became divergent as the pre-training
progressed. Therefore, we used an early-stop strategy
when MSE was not convergent during pre-training and
recovered the previous update point, which had the
smallest MSE as the final pre-training result.
The starting point where the pre-training procedure is
initialized has some impact on DBN performance. We ran
each version of DBN 40 times under 40 random seeds,
which were decided by the “clock” value. Up to 120
random seeds were tried on some bit-width
configurations. The result distributions are very similar

Jiang Jingfei, Hu Rongdong, Mikel Lujan, Dou Yong

with the results running from 40 random seeds.
Therefore, we thought 40 random seeds were objective
enough to evaluate effect of the initialization point. We
used several nodes of the TianHe-1A supercomputer [14]
and all the experiments were completed in less than a
month. We explored in detail bit-width configurations
from 14 bits to 32 bits and found noticeable changing
points.
4 Effect of bit-width
When considering a fixed-point representation for real
numbers, the integer part of a number mainly influences
the representation scope while the fractional part mainly
decides the precision. Overflow may affect the DBN
performance heavily.
We ordered the results by the bit-width of the integer
part. Figure 1 shows the test classification error
distributions of three layers DBNs, obtained with 5 bits, 6
bits and 7 bits integers, as the fractional part increase
(The X axis shows as “integer-decimal” pair denoting
integer width and fractional part). In Figure 1(left), the
noticeable thing is that 5 bits integer is not wide enough
for scope representation. Therefore, the errors are very
large and unstable. When the integer width increases one
or two bits, the representation scope is mostly satisfied
and the representation precision effects dominated.
Configurations with 6 bits or 7 bits integer seem much
more robust with respect to the random initialization seed
and achieve better performance. The wider the fractional
width is the better performance they can achieve. For
different configurations with the same bit-widths (7-8 and
6-9, 7-10 and 6-11, 7-12 and 6-13), 6 bits integer perform
almost the same as (or just a little better than) 7 bits
integer (It can be explained that precision limitation
harms the performance more severely when integer width
is enough). We also evaluated 8 bits integer and got the
same trend. It indicates that the changing points where
most reasonable performance (below 1.5%, the best is
about 1.2%) can be achieved for our three layers oDN is
6~7 bits integer and 10~13 bits fractional part. A bitwidth of 19 bits is wide enough to achieve the best
performance. In a FPGA implementation of such DBN,
there is really a precision lost if 16 bits are used and there
is a big waste if 32 bits are used, as some previous
implementations do. We also evaluated wider bit-widths
from 21 bits to 32 bits and the distributions are
indistinguishable from the floating-point version, which
confirms the conclusion.
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FIGURE 1 Performance of three layers oDN (left, Y axis is in log scale to show clearly) and dDN (right). fl: Floating-point version

FIGURE 2 Epochs taken by configurations of Figure 1 in oDN (left) and dDN (right)

Figure 2 (left) shows the number of epochs (average
of three layers) each configuration in Figure 1 (left) takes.
It indicates the direct reason why narrower bit-widths get
worse performance. DBNs with narrower bit-widths take
less epochs up to converge during pre-training (under the
control of early stop). There is a large difference among
configurations: only the configurations achieving best
performance (6-13 and 7-12) take as many epochs as the
floating-point version (up to 50), others take rather a few
epochs (below 20). It seems more difficult for narrow bitwidth to converge efficiently. All comparisons were
based on the same DBN parameters except the bit-width.
If other parameters are adjusted distinctively,
performance for narrow bit-width may be better. But we
only wanted to compare the effects in the same situation.
We also tried to adjust weight costs but got no better
results. The good news is that using narrow bit-width not
only reduces the executing time of DBN kernel assuming
that narrower multiplication and addition in Equation (3)
are calculated faster), but also reduces the number of
epochs, thus reduces the whole executing time greatly.
Figure 1 (right) and Figure 2 (right) show the similar
situations on dDN. The corruption level of 5% was used

for dDN, which is the suitable corruption level to gain
better performance. dDN performs better than oDN,
especially on stability. 18 bits width (6-12) can achieve
best performance requiring epochs below 44. Better
performance and stability of fixed-point dDN is attributed
to input corruptions, which not only highlight the discard
of redundant information but also neutralize some effects
of bit-width shrink.
Figure 3 shows the performance comparisons between
DBNs with three layers and DBNs with one layer. The
overall performance of one layer DBN is off cause worse
than three layers DBN. The performance variations of
three layers DBNs are a little larger than one layer DBNs
because of the better sensitivity of deeper DBN. For
example, variations of one layer oDN and dDN from
1L6-9 to 1L6-13 are about 0.2%. Variations of three
layers are about 0.3%. Comparing Figure 1 (left) with
Figure 3 (left) and Figure 1 (right) with Figure 3 (right),
the trend of variations are almost the same. 19 bits oDN
and 18 bits dDN of one layer can gain best performances
just as their three layers contrasts. These results indicate
that bit-width influences on DBNs with different numbers
of layers are relatively consistent.
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FIGURE 3 Bit-width impact on different layers of oDN (left) and dDN (right). 3L: three layers DBNs, 1L: one layer DBNs

each piece, the numbers of pieces and the bit-width
determine the actual precision of PLA implementation. A
PLA module was built in Verilog according to Table 1,
parameterizing bit-width, number of piece, input scope in
each piece, bias number (such as the addends of 2, 5, 27
in PLA1 and 2, 56 in PLA2) and shift number (such as
the divisors of 4, 8, 32 in PLA1 and 4, 64 in PLA2).
PLA1 and PLA2 configured with 6 bits integer and
different fractional parts were simulated in Modelsim.
Software versions of sigmoid function with
corresponding bit-widths were also run in Matlab.

5 Effect of sigmoid function approximation
In our experiments aforementioned, a software version of
exponential function and division was used to calculate
the logistic function. Only input and output were
constrained by bit-width. As it is very expensive to
implement exponential function and division directly on a
FPGA,
approximations
applicable
to
FPGA
implementation can be considered. Therefore, the results
above may have been more optimistic than real
implementation. The sigmoid function approximation
impact should be evaluated.
The methods of sigmoid function approximation can
be divided into two groups from the perspective of
implementation complexity. One group includes
algorithms based on higher order Taylor Series
Expansion [15], Least Square Approximation [16] and
Lookup Table combined with interpolation [7]. These
algorithms need nonlinear functions implementation or
large volume of memory. The latency and resources
usage are relatively high. They are more suitable for the
design choices of small number of units and high
precision. The other group includes many Piecewise
Linear Approximation of nonlinearity algorithms (PLAs)
[10, 17, 18], which use linear functions and can be
implemented on FPGA easily, but may be not so
accurate. They are suitable for the design choices of
vastly replicated units. FPGA implementations of DBNs
need as many units as possible to execute in parallel.
Accordingly, the same number of sigmoid function
modules is needed. PLA is preferred in this situation.
Whether the precision of PLAs will harm the DBN
performance needs to be considered. Two PLAs with
different precisions were used in our next experiment.
One (PLA1) is from [18], which is a typical algorithm
and used in an implementation of RBM [6]. The other
(PLA2) was used in MLP-BP neural networks by Antony
et al. [10]. Two algorithms are shown in Table 1.
PLAs have uniform structures like Table 1. PLA1 has
4 pieces and PLA2 has 3 pieces. The linear functions in

TABLE 1 Piecewise Linear Approximation algorithms
PLA1
x
0 ≤ |x|<1
1 ≤ |x|<19/8
19/8 ≤ |x|<5
|x|≥5
x<0

PLA2

y
y =(|x|+2)/4
y =(|x|+5)/8
y =(|x|+27)/32
y=1
y =1- y

x
0 ≤ |x|<8/5
8/5 ≤ |x|<8

y
y =(|x|+2)/4
y =(|x|+56)/64

|x|≥8
x<0

y =1
y =1- y

Figure 4 shows function curves and absolute errors
(compared with its corresponding software versions) of
PLA1 and PLA2, with 6 bits integer and 13 bits fractional
part. The maximum precision difference between PLA1
and PLA2 is about 5% (6.8% of PLA2 vs 1.9% of PLA1).
Figure 5 shows the maximum and mean absolute errors
of PLAs in different fractional parts. It shows that the
precisions are stable when fractional width is up to 9~10
bits for both PLAs. We selected these two PLAs as
representatives to show how PLAs do with different
precision lost affect DBN performance.
The sigmoid functions in oDN and dDN of one layer
were replaced by PLA1 and PLA2 respectively. Figure 6
shows the results using PLA1. The software version and
PLA1 configured with same bit-width get almost the
same distributions on both oDN and dDN, which means
PLA1 configured with the same bit-width as other
operations has enough precision to benefit the overall
performance.
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FIGURE 4 left: Sigmoid function curve of software version, PLA1 and PLA2. right: Absolute errors of PLA1 and PLA2 with 6 bits integer and 13
bits fractional part

FIGURE 5 Maximum (left) and Mean (right) absolute errors of PLA1 and PLA2

FIGURE 6 Performance of oDN (left) and dDN (right) using software version sigmoid function (s) and PLA1 (p)

Figure 7 shows the performance comparison between
PLA1 and PLA2. The performance difference becomes a
little larger as the bit-width increases. It means that PLA2
with lower precision may not satisfy the precision
requirement of the whole DBN. Harm appears more
clearly when more epochs are taken (when wider bitwidth as 6-13 is used).

FIGURE 7 Performance of oDN using PLA1 (p1) and PLA2 (p2)
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width configurations can gain best performances like 613. It further indicates that weight precision dominates
the overall accuracy.

6 Mixed Bit-widths
Matrix operations for DBN include multiplications,
accumulations and additions. Modern FPGAs supply
built-in primitives to support such operations. For
example, the primitive of DSP48E slice from Xilinx Inc.
supports many functions such as multiply, multiply
accumulate (MACC) and multiply add. The primitives
have their favourite bit-widths. For example, One
DSP48E contains one 25x18 two's complement
multiplier, an adder, and an accumulator. The output of
DSP48E is commonly wider than sum of inputs bitwidths for accumulation (up to 48 bits). Block RAM is
built by primitives, which also have fixed bit-width
(RAMB18 and RAMB36).
It is somehow unfortunate that our result of 19 bits is
the narrowest bit-width to achieve best performance on
oDN. Table 2 show the resource usage of a MACC unit
generated from Xilinx Core Generator. It shows that
resource cost (mainly the DSP48s) will double or triple if
the bit-width DBN required exceeds the basic bit-width
of primitive. Meanwhile, multiple primitives will cascade
to form a processing unit, which will increase the pipeline
stages of the unit. The latency and control complexity
will increase finally. Multiplier resources like DSP48 are
relatively precious in a FPGA (several tens or hundreds).
Therefore, using one suitable bit-width for DBN may not
be area efficient.

FIGURE 8 Performance of oDN using mixed bit-widths

7 Conclusions
Our work gives a comprehensive evaluation for
implementing DBNs on FPGAs by studying a wide range
of bit-width achieving best performance and area
efficiency. Bit-width impacts show similar trend on
different layers of DBNs, but are a little different between
oDN and dDN. The PLA with higher precision can
satisfy the overall DBN, but the other with lower
precision does become the precision bottleneck of DBN.
From these results, a mixed bit-widths solution is
proposed. Assigning different bit-widths to neural units
and weights can fit hardware primitives better and gain
better
performance.
The
control
complexity
implementing irregular bit-width (not integral multiple of
bytes) seems a little high. But our design experience on a
memory sub-system of DBN accelerators supporting
various bit-widths has shown that it is not as difficult as it
may sound. The cost is only little in hardware and does
not affect the critical path.

TABLE 2 Resources usage of a MACC
Description
multiplier width
multiplicand width
DSP48s
LUTs
Flip-Flops

18
18
1
0
0

18
25
1
0
0

Values
19
19
19
25
3
3
0
0
0
0

19
30
2
50
99

25
25
2
27
53

A mixed bit-widths solution is proposed to
accommodate the requirement of hardware primitives. In
DBNs, multiply operations are multiplication of a neural
unit value and a weight or multiplication of two neural
unit values. Weights record the feature values, which
need higher precision, while neural units can be corrupted
to some extent according to our experiments. Therefore, a
narrower bit-width can be used for neural units and a
wider one can be used for weights. A mixed bit-widths
version of one layer DBN was modified and evaluated. 8
bits integer and 17 bits fractional part were used for
weights (fitting in one DSP48). 6 bits and several narrow
decimals were used for neural units. PLA1 was used for
sigmoid function with the same bit-width of neural units.
Figure 8 shows the results. It is clear that the mixed bit-
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Abstract
With the complex event processing technology has been widely used in processing the information of the internet of things, many
scholars have proposed a lot of event query languages(EQL) for different scenarios. Early scholars generally study the operational
semantics of EQL. Recently, many researchers begin to pay attention to the correctness of the operational semantics of the EQL.
Some researchers have shown the correctness of the operational semantics by proven the equivalence between the denotational
semantics and the operational semantics of EQL. The internet of vehicles is an important research branch of internet of things and it
has a very wide range of applications. STeCEQL is a spatial and temporal constraint EQL for the internet of vehicles. In this paper,
we focus on the correctness of the operational semantics of STeCEQL. We mainly establish the denotational semantics of STeCEQL.
Finally, we prove the equivalence between the two semantics of STeCEQL. Therefore, the operational semantics of STeCEQL are
correct.
Keywords: Complex Event Query Language, Internet of things, Mobile System, Denotational Semantics, Operational Semantics

researchers only give the operational semantics of EQL.
Zhu has proposed an EQL SEL and given its operational
semantics [7]. Seiriö has proposed an EQL ruleCore and
given its operational semantics [8]. Wu has proposed an
EQL SASE and given its operational semantics [9].
Demers has proposed an EQL Cayuga and given its
operational semantics [10].
In recent years, some researchers begin to concern the
correctness of the EQL’s operational semantics. Michael
has proposed an EQL XChange and given its operational
semantics and the denotational semantics [11]. Finally, he
has demonstrated the equivalence of two semantics.
Darko has proposed an EQL ETALIS and demonstrated
the equivalence of its two semantics [12]. The
denotational semantics is more abstract than the
operational semantics. The equivalence of two semantics
is often used to verify the correctness of the operational
semantics.
Therefore, we establish the denotational semantics of
STeCEQL and proved the equivalence between the two
semantics of STeCEQL in this paper. The remainder of
this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 restates the
syntax of STeCEQL. Section 3 defines the denotational
semantics of STeCEQL. Section 4 proves the equivalence
of two semantics of STeCEQL by structural inductive
method. The last Section concludes this paper.

1 Introduction
In recent years, many researchers have concerned the
internet of things and they has achieved a great deal of
results [1]. Internet of vehicles is an important kind of the
internet of things and it has very broad applications.
Unlike the other internet of things, there are a lot of nonmoving agents in internet of vehicles and many fast
moving agents in it. All kinds of sensors of agents in the
internet of vehicles produce great amount of temporal,
spatial and other data. Meanwhile, the internet of vehicles
is a performance critical system, which requires real-time
processing the data in the system [2, 3]. However, the
database technology cannot solve the daunting task.
In order to real-time processing these data of the
internet of vehicles, some researchers have introduced the
complex event processing technology into it. The
complex event processing technology is filtering the
amounts of data flow into the events by the EQL. When
there are some events occurs, the system will real-time or
near real-time to make the appropriate treatment, which
based on the predefined rules base. Moody has proposed
an EQL SpaTec and it has been applied to monitoring the
bus system of London [4, 5]. Jin has proposed an EQL
CPSL and it can describe the relationship between the
properties of the internet of vehicles [6]. We have
proposed STeCEQL and given its syntax and the
operational semantics, which can effectively describe the
internet of vehicles.
The operational semantics is an important means to
describe the computer language. In the early studies, the
*

2 Syntax and operational semantics of STeCEQL
The STeCEQL can express the base events of the internet
of vehicles and the complex events composed by the base

Corresponding author e-mail: lihuiyongchina@126.com
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events in a specific relationship. The syntax of the
STeCEQL is as follows:
ABexp:
attribute :: true | false | xa  a | xa !  a

xa  a,   true, if  ( xa )  a
xa  a,   false, if  ( xa )  a
xa  a,   true, if  ( xa )  a

| xa  a | xa  a | xa  a | xa  a

| attribute0  attribute1 | attribute0  attribute1

xa  a,   false, if  ( xa )  a

TBexp:
time :: true | false | xt BEFORE t | xt AFTER t

attribute0 ,   b0

attribute1,   b1

attribute0  attribute1,   b

| xt EQUAL t | xt OVERLAP t | xt DURING t

,

if b0  true and b1  true, b  true; else b  false

| time0  time1 | time0  time1

attribute0 ,   b0

LBexp:
location :: true | false | xl EQ l | xl OP l | xl IN l

attribute1,   b1

attribute0  attribute1,   b

,

if b0  true or b1  true, b  true; else b  false
TBexp:
true,   true

| xl NORTH l | xl SOURTH l | xl EAST l | xl WEST l
| xl NORTHWEST l | xl NORTHEAST l
| xl SOURTHWEST l | xl SOURTHEAST l

false,   false

| location0  location1 | locaiton0  location1

xt BEFORET t ,   true, if  ( xt ).endn  t .start1

DBexp:
direction :: true | false | xd  d | xd !  d
EBexp:
time
e :: agent
(attribute1; attribute2; attribute3 )

xt BEFORET t ,   false, if  ( xt ).endn  t.start1

xt AFTER t ,   true, if  ( xt ).start1  t.endn
xt AFTER t ,   false, if  ( xt ).start1  t.endn

| agentlocation (attribute1; attribute2; attribute3 )

xt EQUAL t ,   true,

time
| agentlocation (attribute1; attribute2; attribute3 )

if (i  N . ( xt ).starti  t.starti and  ( xt ).endi  t.endi)

time
| agent(location, direction) (attribute1; attribute2; )

xt EQUAL t ,   false,
if (i  N . ( xt ).starti  t.starti and  ( xt ).endi  t.endi)

CEexp:
ce :: e1  e2 | e1  e2
The operational semantics of the STeCEQL is as
follows:
ABexp:
true,   true

xt OVERLAP t ,   true,
if ( ( xt ).endn  t.start1 and  ( xt ).endn  t.endn)

or ( ( xt ).start1  t.start1 and  ( xt ).start1  t.endn)

false,   false

xt OVERLAP t ,   false,

xa  a,   true, if  ( xa )  a

if  ( xt ).endn  t.start1 or  ( xt ).start1  t.endn

xa  a,   false, if  ( xa )  a

xt DURING t ,   true,

xa !  a,   true, if  ( xa )  a

if  ( xt ).start1  t.start1 and  ( xt ).end1  t.endn

xa !  a,   false, if  ( xa )  a

xt DURING t ,   false,

xa  a,   true, if  ( xa )  a

if  ( xt ).start1  t.start1 or  ( xt ).end1  t.endn

xa  a,   false, if  ( xa )  a

time,   true

xa  a,   true, if  ( xa )  a

time,   false

xa  a,   false, if  ( xa )  a
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if b0  true or b1  true, b  true; else b  false
DBexp:
true,   true

time,   false
time,   true

time0 ,   b0

time1,   b1

time0  time1,   b

false,   false

,

xd  d1,   true, if  ( xd )  d1

if b0  true and b1  true, b  true; else b  false

time0 ,   b0

time1,   b1

time0  time1,   b

xd  d1,   false, if  ( xd )  d1
xd !  d1,   true, if  ( xd )  d1

,

xd !  d1,   false, if  ( xd )  d1
EBexp:

if b0  true or b1  true, b  true; else b  false
Lexp:
true,   true

time,   b1 a1,   b 2 a 2,   b3
,
time
agent
( attribute1; attribute 2; ) ,   true

false,   false

if b  (b1, b2, b3,

xl EQ l ,   true,
if (i  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowi and  ( xl ).columni  l.endi )

time,   b1 a1,   b 2 a 2,   b3
,
time
agent
( attribute1; attribute 2; ) ,   false

xl EQ l ,   false,
if (i  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowi or  ( xl ).columni  l.endi )

if b  (b1, b2, b3,
t ,   b1

xl OP l ,   true,

l ,   b2

a1,   b3

t ,   b1

l ,   b2

t, 

xl IN l ,   false, if  ( xl )  l

 b1

l, 

 b2

d, 

agent

if

if (i, j  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowj and  ( xl ).columnj  l.columnj )

a 2,   b 4
),

,

 false

a 2, 

 b4

 b5
,

(l ,d )

( attribute1; attribute 2;

) ,

 true

b  (b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 ), b  true

t, 

xl NORTH l ,   false,
if (i, j  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowj or  ( xl ).columnj  l.columnj )

 b1

l, 

 b2

d, 

a 1, 

 b3

agent

 b4

a 2, 

 b5
,

time
( location , direction )

( attribute1; attribute 2;

) ,

 false

if b  (b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 ), b  false
CEBexp:
e1,   b1 e 2,   b 2
, if b  (b1, b 2), b  true
e1  e 2 ,   true

location,   true
location,   false
location,   false

e1,   b1

location,   true

e 2,   b 2

e1  e2 ,   false

e1,   b1

,

e1,   b1

, if b  (b1, b 2), b  false

e 2,   b 2

e1  e 2 ,   true

if b0  true and b1  true, b  true; else b  false

location0  location1,   b

a 1, 

 b3

t

xl NORTH l ,   true,

location1,   b1

,

 true

if b  (b1, b2, b3, b4 ), b  false

xl IN l ,   true, if  ( xl )  l

location0  location1,   b

),

a1,   b3

time
agentlocation ( attribute1; attribute 2;

if (i, j  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowj and  ( xl ).columni  l.columnj )

location1,   b1

a 2,   b 4

if b  (b1, b2, b3, b4 ), b  true

xl OP l ,   false,

location0 ,   b0

), b  false

time
agentlocation ( attribute1; attribute 2;

if (i, j  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowj and  ( xl ).columni  l.columnj )

location0 ,   b0

), b  true

e 2,   b 2

e1  e2 ,   false

, if s  ( s1, s 2), b  true

, if b  (b1, b 2), b  false

,
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and ( , b0 ) 

a0 and ( , b1)  a1 }
attribute0  attribute1  {( , b0 T b1) |   

3 Denotational semantics of STeCEQL
Let the states set  is composed by the function  that
from the storage set to different attribute values set. And
then,  ( X ) is the value of the storage unit X under the
state  . The ordered pair  attribute,   true means
that the value of the expression attribute is true under the
state  . The value of the complex event expressions is
Boolean. Let Boolean set is B={true, false} and the
element of the set express by b. Therefore, in the
STeCEQL, the denotational functions of the all kinds of
Boolean expressions are the mappings from the states set
Σ to the Boolean set B.
Numeric Boolean expressions attribute∈ABexp,
denotational function
attribute :   B .
Temporal Boolean expressions time∈TBexp,
time :   B .
denotational function
Spatial Boolean expressions location∈LBexp,
denotational function
location :   B .
Directional Boolean expressions direction∈DBexp,
denotational function
direction :   B .
Event Boolean expressions e∈EBexp, denotational
function e :   B .
We define the denotational semantic function by the
structural induction as below:
: ABexp  (  B)

TBexp:
true  {( , true) |   }

false  {( , false) |   }
xt BEFOREt  {( , true) |    and  ( xt ).n  t.1}
{( , false) |    and  ( xt ).endn  t.start1}
xt AFTERt  {( , true) |    and  ( xt ).1  t.n}
{( , false) |    and  ( xt ).start1  t.endn}
xt EQUALt  {( , true) |   
and (i  N . ( xt ).si  t.si and  ( xt ).ei  t.ei )}
{( , false) |   

and (i  N . ( xt ).si  t.si and  ( xt ).ei  t.ei )}
xt OVERLAPt  {( , true) |   
and ( ( xt ).endn  t.start1and  ( xt ).endn  t.start1)
or ( ( xt ).start1  t.start1and  ( xt ).start1  t.endn)}
{( , false) |    and  ( xt ).n  t.1or  ( xt ).1  t.n}
xt DURINGt  {( , true) |   
and  ( xt ).s1  t.s1and  ( xt ).e1  t.en}

: TBexp  (  B)
: LBexp  (  B)
: DBexp  (  B)
: EBexp or CEBexp  (  B)
ABexp:
true  {( , true) |   }
false  {( , false) |   }

{( , false) |   

and  ( xt ).start1  t.start1and  ( xt ).end1  t.endn}
time0  time1  {( , b0 T b1) |   
and ( , b0 )  time0 and ( , b1)  time1 }
time0  time1  {( , b0 T b1) |   
and ( , b0 ) 

xa  a  {( , true) |    and  ( xa )  a}
{( , false) |    and  ( xa )  a}

time0 and ( , b1) 

time1 }

LBexp:
true  {( , true) |   }

false  {( , false) |   }

xa !  a  {( , true) |    and  ( xa )  a}
{( , false) |    and  ( xa )  a}

xl EQl  {( , true) |   
and i  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowi and  ( xl ).columni  l.columni}

xa  a  {( , true) |    and  ( xa )  a}
{( , false) |    and  ( xa )  a}

{( , false) |   

and i  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowior  ( xl ).columni  l.columni}

xa  a  {( , true) |    and  ( xa )  a}
{( , false) |    and  ( xa )  a}

xl OPl  {( , true) |   
and i, j  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowj and  ( xl ).columni  l.columnj}

xa  a  {( , true) |    and  ( xa )  a}
{( , false) |    and  ( xa )  a}

{( , false) |   

and i, j  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowj and  ( xl ).columni  l.columnj}

xa  a  {( , true) |    and  ( xa )  a}
{( , false) |    and  ( xa )  a}

xl IN l  {( , true) |    and  ( xl )  l}
{( , false) |    and  ( xl )  l}

attribute0  attribute1  {( , b0 T b1) |   

xl NORTH l  {( , true) |   
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and i, j  N . ( xl ).ri  l.rj and  ( xl ).cj  l.cj }

The denotational semantics describes the relationships
between the state sets. To illustrate the correctness of the
operation semantics, we prove the equivalence between
the operational semantics and the denotational semantics
of STeCEQL.
Theorem 1: For every expression attribute∈ABexp,
we have
attribute  {( , b) | attribute,   b} .
Proof. We prove the theorem by structural induction.
We have that
P( attribute)  def

{( , false) |    and i, j  N . ( xl ).ri  l.rj }

location0  location1  {( , b0 T b1) |   
and ( , b0 )  location0 and ( , b1)  location1 }
location0  location1  {( , b0 T b1) |   
and ( , b0 )  location0 and ( , b1)  locaiton1 }
DBexp:
true  {( , true) |   }

attribute  {( , b) | attribute,   b}
The case: attribute≡true.
Let ( , b)  true     and b  true .
Obviously, if ( , b)  true , then b≡true and
 true,   true.
Conversely, if  true,   true , then the only
possible derive is b≡true, thus ( , b)  true .
The case: attribute≡(xa=a), xa is the storage unit.
By the definition:
xa  a  {( , true) |    and  ( xa )  a}

false  {( , false) |   }
xd  d  {( , true) |    and  ( xd )  d }
{( , false) |    and  ( xd )  d }
xd !  d  {( , true) |    and  ( xd )  d }
{( , false) |    and  ( xd )  d }
EBexp:

agent

time

(attribute1; attribute2; attribute3; )

 {( , b1 T b2 T b3 T

and ( , b1) 
and ( , b3) 

) | 

{( , false) |    and  ( xa )  a} .

t and ( , b2)  a1
a 2 and ( , b4)  a3 }

Then ( , true) 

xa  a     and  ( xa )  a .
xa  a , then  ( xa )  a .
If ( , true) 
By the operational semantics of the expression, we
get  xa =a,   true .

agentlocation (attribute1; attribute2; attribute3; )
 {( , b1 T b2 T b3 T ) |   

and ( , b1)  location and ( , b2)  a1
and ( , b3)  a 2 and ( , b4)  a3 }
time
agentlocaiton (attribute1; attribute2; attribute3; )
 {( , b1 T b2 T b3 T ) |   
and ( , b1) 

and ( , b3) 

t and ( , b2) 

a1 and ( , b4) 

Conversely, suppose  xa =a,   true , then there
must be a derivation as below:
 ( xa )  a

 xa =a,   true
Thus, ( , true) 

location
a2 and ( , b5) 

Hence, ( , true) 

a3 }

time
agent(locaiton,direction) (attribute1; attribute2; )
 {( , b1 T b2 T b3 T

and ( , b1) 

l and ( , b3) 

d
a2 and ( , b6) 

and ( , b4)  a1 and ( , b5) 
CEBexp:
e1  e2  {( , b1 T b2) |   

and ( , b1) 

e1 and ( , b2) 

a3 }

The case: attribute≡(attribute0∧attribute1),
attribute0 and attribute1 are ABexp.
Suppose P(attribute0) and P(attribute1) are true.
By the definition:
( , b)  attribute0  attribute1

e2 }

e1  e2  {( , b1 T b2) |   

and ( , b1) 

e1 and ( , b2) 

true  xa =a,   true

Similarly,
( , false)  true  xa =a,   false .
Thus,
we
can
xa =a  {( , b) | xa =a,   b}

) | 

t and ( , b2) 

true .

get:
let

    and b0 , b1. b  b0 T b1
and ( , b0 )  attribute0 and ( , b1) 

e2 }

4 Equivalence between operational semantics and
denotational semantics

Thus, suppose ( , b) 

attribute1 .
attribute0  attribute1 ,

then b0 , b1 ( , b0 )  a0 and ( , b1)  a1
By the suppose, the P(attribute0) and P(attribute1)
are true, then

The operational semantics of STeCEQL describes the
behavioural characteristics of each step. The denotational
semantics is more abstract than the operational semantics.
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 attribute0 ,   b0 and  attribute1,   b1
Hence,
we
can
derive
 attribute0  attribute1,   b，b  b0 T b1 .

The case: time≡(time0∧time1), let time0 and time1
are TBexp.
Suppose P(time0) and P(time1) are true.
By the definition:
( , b)  time0  time1    

 attribute0 ,   b0  attribute1 ,   b1
 attribute0  attribute1,   b
For a b0 and b1,we can derive b  b0 T b1 .
Because the P(attribute0) and P(attribute1) are true,
( , b0 )  attribute0 and ( , b1)  attribute1 .

and b0 , b1. b  b0 T b1
and ( , b0 )  time0 and ( , b1) 

Hence, ( , b)  attribute .
The proofs of other cases are completely analogous.
We finish the proof of this theorem.
Theorem 2: For every expression time∈TBexp, we
have
time  {( , b) | time,   b}
Proof. We prove the theorem by structural induction.
We
have
that
P(time) def
time  {( , b) | time,   b}

Thus,

( , b) 

true

then

For a b0 and b1, we can derive b  b0 T b1
Because the P(time0) and P(time1) are
( , b0 )  time0 and ( , b1)  time1 .

can
of

true,

Hence, ( , b) 
time .
The proofs of other cases are completely analogous.
We finish the proof of this theorem.
Theorem 3: For every expression location∈LBexp,
we have
location  {( , b) | location,   b}
Proof. We prove the theorem by structural induction.
We have that
P(location)  def

Then
( , true) 

xt BEFORE t
    and  ( xt ).endn  t.start1 .
,

then

 time0 ,   b0  time1,   b1
 time0  time1,   b

{( , false) |    and  ( xt ).endn  t.start1}

xt BEFORE t

,

Hence,
we
derive  time0  time1,   b，b  b0 T b1 .
Conversely,
every
derivation
 time0  time1,   b must have the follows:

|    and  ( xt ).endn  t.start1}

( , true) 

( , b) 

time0 and ( , b1)  time1 .
By the suppose, the P(time0) and P(time1) are true,
then
 time0 ,   b0 and  time1,   b1

b  true而且  true,   true .
Conversely, if  true,   true , then the only
possible derive is b≡true, thus ( , b)  true .
The case: time≡(xt BEFORE t), xt is the storage
unit.
By the definition:
xt BEFORE t  {( , true)

If

suppose

time1
time0  time1

( , b0 ) 

The case: time≡true
Let ( , b)  true     and b  true .
if

xt BEFORE t

 xt BEFORE t ,   true .
Similarly,
( , false)  xt BEFORE t  xa =a,   false .
Thus we can get:
xt BEFORE t  {( , b) | xt BEFORE t ,   b}

Conversely,
every
derivation
of
 attribute0  attribute1,   b must have the follows:

Obviously,

( , true) 

Hence,

then

 ( xt ).endn  t.start1 .

location  {( , b) | location,   b}
The case: location≡true.
Let ( , b)  true     and b  true
Obviously,
if
,
then
( , b)  true
b  true and  true,   true .
Conversely, if  true,   true , then the only
possible derive is b≡true, thus ( , b)  true .
The case: location≡(xl EQ l), xl is the storage unit.

By the operational semantics of the expression, we get
 xt BEFORE t ,   true .
Conversely, suppose  xt BEFORE t ,   true ,
then there must be a derivation as below:
 ( xt ).endn  t.start1

 xt BEFORE t ,   true
xt BEFORE t .
Thus, ( , true) 
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By the definition:
xl EQ l  {( , true) |   

The proofs of other cases are completely analogous.
We finish the proof of this theorem.
Theorem 4: For every expression direction∈LBexp,
we have
direction  {( , b) | direction,   b}
Proof. We prove the theorem by structural induction.
We have that P(direction)  def

and i  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowi and  ( xl ).columni  l.endi}

{( , false) |   

and (i  N . ( xl ).ri  l.rior  ( xl ).ci  l .ci )}

( , true) 

direction  {( , b) | direction,   b}
The case: direction≡true.
Let ( , b)  true     and b  true .
Obviously,
if
,
then
( , b)  true
b  true and  true,   true .
Conversely, if  true,   true , then the only
possible derive is b≡true, thus ( , b)  true .
The case: direction≡(xd=d), xd is the storage unit.
By the definition:
xd  d  {( , true) |    and  ( xd )  d }

xl EQ l 
   and i  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowi and  ( xl ).columni  l.endi .
Then

( , true) 

,
then
xl EQ l
i  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowi and  ( xl ).columni  l.endi .

If

By the operational semantics of the expression, we get
 xl EQ l ,   true .
Conversely, suppose  xl EQ l ,   true , then there
must be a derivation as below:
i  N . ( xl ).rowi  l.rowi and  ( xl ).columni  l .endi

{( , false) |    and  ( xd )  d }

 xl EQ l ,   true
Thus, ( , true)  xl EQ l .
Hence, ( , true)  xl EQ l  xl EQ l ,   true .

Then
( , true) 

xd  d     and  ( xd )  d .
If ( , true)  xd  d , then  ( xd )  d .
By the operational semantics of the expression, we
get  xd  d ,   true .

Similarly,
( , false) 

xl EQ l  xa =a,   false .
Thus we can get:
xl EQ l  {( , b) | xl EQ l ,   b}

Conversely, suppose  xd  d ,   true , then
there must be a derivation as below:
 ( xd )  d

The case: locaiton≡(location0∧location1), let location0
and location1 are LBexp.
Suppose P(location0) and P(location1) are true.
By the definition:
( , b)  location0  location1    

 xd  d ,   true
Thus, ( , true)  true .
Hence, ( , true) 

and b0 , b1. b  b0 T b1
and ( , b0 )  location0 and ( , b1) 

Similarly,
( , false) 

location1
By suppose, the P(location0) and P(location1) are
true, then
( , b0 )  location0 and ( , b1)  location1

true  xd  d ,   false .
Thus,
we
can
xd  d  {( , b) | xd  d ,   b}

get:

The proofs of other cases are completely analogous.
We finish the proof of this theorem.
Theorem 5: For every expression e∈EBexp, we have
e  {( , b) | e,   b}
Proof. We prove the theorem by structural induction.
e  {( , b) | e,   b} .
We have that P(e) def

Hence,
we
can
derive  location0  location1,   b，b  b0 T b1 .
Conversely,
every
derivation
of
 location0  location1,   b must have the follows:
 location0 ,   b0  location1,   b1
 location0  location1,   b

The

case:
time
(attribute1 ; attribute2 ; attribute3 ) , let time
e≡ agent
is EBexp, attributes are ABexp,
Suppose P(time) and P(attribute)s are true.
By the definition:
time
( , b)  agent
(attribute1; attribute2 ; attribute3 )

For a b0 and b1, we can derive b  b T b .
0
1
Because the P(location0) and P(location1) are true,
( , b0 )  location0 and ( , b1)  location1 .
Hence, ( , b) 

true  xd  d ,   true .

location .

    and b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 . b  b1 T b2 T b3 T b4
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and ( , b1 ) 

time and ( , b2 ) 

and ( , b3 ) 

attribute2 and ( , b4 ) 

attribute3

Thus,

suppose

time

( , b)  agent
(attribute1; attribute2; attribute3) ,
then b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , ( , b1 )  time and ( , b2 )  a1
and ( , b3 )  a2 and ( , b4 )  a3 .
By the suppose P(time) and P(attribute)s are true,
then
 time,   b1 and  attribute1,   b2
and  attribute2 ,   b3and  attribute3 ,   b4 .

For a e1 and e2 , we can derive b  b0 T b1 .
Because the P(e1) and P(e2) are
( , b0 )  e1 and ( , b1)  e2

b  b1 T b2 T b3 T b4 .
Conversely,
every
derivation
of
time
 agent
(attribute1; attribute2; attribute3),   b
must have the follows:

For a time and attributes , we can derive
b  b1 T b2 T b3 T b4 .

5 Conclusion and outlook

Because the P(time) and P(attribute) are true,
( , b1)  time and ( , b2 )  attribute1
and ( , b3 )  attribute2 and ( , b4 )  attribute3 .

In this paper, focusing on the correctness of the
operational semantics of the EQL STeCEQL, we give the
denotational semantics of it and prove the equivalence of
two semantics of STeCEQL by structural inductive
method. From the view of formal semantics of computer
language, the equivalence of the operational semantics
and the denotational semantics show the correctness of its
operational semantics.
Since the internet of vehicles is a typical real-time
distributed mobile networked system, we will study the
processing algorithm of the STeCEQL in next steps

Hence,

time
( , b)  agent
(attribute1; attribute2; attribute3) .
The proofs of other cases are completely analogous.
We finish the proof of this theorem.
Theorem 6: For every expression ce∈CEBexp, we
have
ce  {( , b) | ce,   b}
Proof. We prove the theorem by structural induction.
We
have
that
P(e) def
ce  {( , b) | ce,   b} .
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The case: ce≡(e1∧e2), let e1 and e2 are EBexp,
Suppose P(e1) and P(e2) are true.
By the definition: ( , b)  e1  e2    
e2

true,

Hence, ( , b)  ce .
The proofs of other cases are completely analogous.
We finish the proof of this theorem.
Up to date, we have finished the proof of equivalence
between the operational semantics and the denotational
semantics of STeCEQL.

 t ,   b1  a1,   b2  a2 ,   b3
 agentt ( a1, a2 , a3 ),   b

e1 and ( , b1) 

suppose

 e1,   b0  e2 ,   b1
 e1  e2 ,   b

Hence,
we
can
derive
time
 agent
(attribute1; attribute2; attribute3),   b，

and b0 , b1. b  b0 T b1 and ( , b0 ) 

( , b) 

,
then
e1  e2
b , b , ( , b )  e and ( , b )  e .
0 1
0
1
1
2
By the suppose P(e1) and P(e2) are true, then
 e ,   b
and  e ,   b .
1
0
2
1
Hence,
we
can
derive
 e  e ,   b, b  b T b .
1 2
0
1
Conversely, every derivation of  e  e ,   b
1 2
must have the follows:
Thus,

attribute1

.
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Abstract
This paper discusses discrete event system simulation output analysis method with fuzzy input parameter. For a classic discrete event
model, which contains randomness, once stimulation running is only a sampling according to systematic behaviour, which could not
represent all features of the system. Hence, there should be a systematic analysis method, under the guidance of which to apply
multi-times stimulation of model and analyse output data of stimulation. This paper provides a solution and introduces random fuzzy
theory at last to improve traditional output analysis method. Result of stimulation experiment proves that the method could improve
the reliability of stimulation output analysis.
Keywords: Discrete event system, Fuzzy Parameters

Hence, corresponding computer stimulation algorithm
should be designed based on definition of each numerical
characteristic [2, 3].
Method 1: Calculate expectation of random fuzzy
variable  in possible space (  , P(  ), Pos).

1 Introduction
This paper mainly contains two sections: single system
output analysis method based on fuzzy discrete event
stimulation and evaluation of influence of input
parameter fuzziness on stimulation output result.
Section One analyses problems of stimulation output
analysis method in discrete event system with fuzzy
parameters, provides solutions and improves traditional
output analysis method by introducing random fuzzy
theory at last. Result of stimulation experiment proves
that the method could improve reliability of stimulation
output analysis.
Section Two provides influence index of evaluating
fuzziness of input parameter on stimulation output,
including absolute index and relative index. Absolute
index could perform single evaluation of influence of
some input parameter on stimulation output and relative
index could compare the influence of each parameter on
output. At last application of the method is illustrated
through stimulation experiment.

1) Select N  k k  1,2,...,N  , which satisfy Pos k   0
from  ;
2) Make i  1 ;
3) Evaluate expectation E t  of random variable

 i  ;
4) If i<N, then i=i+1, return 3);
5) Make, b  max E i  ;
1 i  N

6) Randomly generate M number rk k  1,2,...,M  from
section a, b ;
7) Make sum=0, j=1;
8) If r j  0 , then sum  sum  Cr   E    r j , or









sum  sum  Cr   E    r j ;

9) If j<M, then j=j+1, return 8);
10) Calculate E   a  0  b  0  sumb  a  / M .
Algorithm to calculate variance is to calculate expectation
of  2 and  separately, then calculate V   .
Method 2: Calculate variance of random fuzzy variable
.

2 Numerical characteristics of random fuzzy variable
Among computer algorithm, it always requires numerical
characteristics such as mathematical expectation or
variance of some random fuzzy variable. For random
variable, it could sample in probability space, use method
of statistical to evaluate corresponding numerical
characteristics [1]. However, because law of large
numbers does not exist in possible space, method of
statistical could not be used to evaluate mathematical
expectation or variance of some random fuzzy variable.

 

1) Use method 1 to calculate E  2 of random fuzzy
variable  ;
2

2) Use method 1 to calculate E  of random fuzzy
variable  ;
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3) Calculate V    E   E  .
2

S Wq 

2

2
n

Wq  n   tn 1,1 / 2

3 Stimulation data analysis of fuzzy discrete event

n

Wq 100   0.166 S

2
100

3.1 INFLUENCE OF INPUTTING INCORRECT
PARAMETER ON STIMULATION OUTPUT
ANALYSIS

2
S100

Wq 100   t99,0.95

In order to explain the influence of inputting incorrect
parameter on stimulation output analysis, next
experiment is designed to illustrate this issue.
Let’s consider an M/G/1queue model, in which
process of customer coming is a simple Poisson process,
process parameter   1 / 15 service table is independent
identically distribution for each customer service, mean
value is p time unit, variance is 1; performance index
which users care is average waiting time Wq of each
customer as system is stable.
Now, suppose that true value of p is 10, but
stimulation modelling analyst does not know this value;
and suppose that it is not allowed to take samples of
service time in large quantities to evaluate value of p.
There could only be 5 samples at most and mean value of
5 samples is value of pin the model.
Next, use true value p=10 and sampling evaluation
value as input parameter separately to run 100 times
independent stimulation and calculate confidence interval
with confidence level of 90% [4, 5]:

W 
W 
q

.

(1)

q

100

Then verify if this interval contains true value of Wq:

Wq 



 S2

 1 
2    
2



1 
1 
1  2 
15  10 

 9.9 .
21
1
  
10  10 15 

(2)

In order to verify if confidence interval built could
reach confidence level of 90% which is required, 100
times independent experiments are applied for both
conditions separately. Statistical stimulation result is
“correct”, i.e. confidence interval contains times and
proportion of true value of 9.9. Experiment result is
illustrated in table 1.
It can be told, that using inaccurate information to
build system model causes severe deterioration of result
of classic stimulation output analysis. And it lowers
meaning of system stimulation. Hence, if model input
parameter is inaccurate, it must be handled to improve
method of stimulation output analysis and keep the result
of stimulation reliable.

TABLE 1 Comparison of 90% confidence interval built by using accurate parameter and inaccurate parameter
Experiment order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
……
96
97
98
99
100
Correct times (proportion)

Using accurate parameter
Confidence interval
Contains true value
[9.6161,10.090]
Y
[9.5746,10.146]
Y
[9.7620,10.291]
Y
[9.8680,10.339]
Y
[9.7634,10.209]
Y
[9.7908,10.282]
Y
[9.8805,10.408]
Y
[10.038,10.598]
N
[9.7846,10.341]
Y
[9.7657,10.274]
Y
[9.7177,10.272]
Y
[9.7611,10.225]
Y
……
……
[9.7648,10.309]
Y
[9.9056,10.444]
N
[9.7687,10.290]
Y
[9.8506,10.306]
Y
[9.6661,10.201]
Y

Using inaccurate parameter
Parameter P value
Confidence interval
Contains true value
9.4337
[7.6949,8.1134]
N
10.569
[12.093,12.889]
N
10.400
[11.284,12.007]
N
10.062
[9.8531,10.451]
Y
10.121
[10.086,10.703]
N
9.9297
[9.3474,9.9017]
Y
10.622
[12.359,13.179]
N
10.096
[9.9864,10.595]
N
9.6414
[8.3448,8.8155]
N
9.5193
[7.9559,8.3952]
N
10.479
[11.656,12.412]
N
9.7320
[8.6466,9.1421]
N
……
……
……
9.8510
[9.0611,9.5912]
N
9.3565
[7.4674,7.8681]
N
9.2652
[7.2071,7.5876]
N
9.7417
[8.6796,9.1779]
N
9.7611
[8.7460,9.2498]
N
89(89%) 12(12%)

y n  to evaluate E y  and build confidence interval of
confidence level 1    as follow [6]:

3.2 TWO METHODS OF SOLVING
DETERIORATION OF OUTPUT ANALYSIS
RESULT
Aim of supposed stimulation is to evaluate expectation
E y  of some output variable y, then run n times
independent stimulation, using sampling mean value

y  n   tn 1,1 / 2

Sn2  y 
n

.

(3)
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According to central-limit theorem, several mean
values of random variables of IID are similar to normal
distribution. Hence, distribution of y n  could be

need to be evaluated, this method could be applied to
each index [9].
Suppose inaccurate parameter in model is p, output
performance index is E y  , and suppose true value of p is

recognized as normal distribution and use E y  as
expectation. When input parameter of system model is
inaccurate, expectation of y n  could deviate from E y  .
See figure1.

p0, corresponding true value of E y  is Ey0  . Now
suppose stimulation modelling staff and analyst could
only get one inaccurate value p* of p. When input
parameter p*, value of output performance index is
Ey * . Normally, it could not be told true value p0 is
bigger or smaller than mastered value p* now, hence, it
could not find out if Ey0  is bigger than Ey * , or not.
In fact, as information is insufficient, it could not make
mid-point of confidence interval move along the direction
to Ey0  . Hence, the aim could not be achieved through
the first method.
This paper applies another method of adjusting on this
issue: through adjustment, it could make mid-point of
confidence interval move along some direction (positive
direction or negative direction) to decrease maximum
error (i.e. confidence interval could not contain true
value) probability. Idea of this method is explained as
follow.
Suppose true value p0 of input parameter is different

FIGURE 1 Probability density function of y n 

Among those, distribution A is probability
distribution of y n  when input parameter is accurate. If

S n2  y 
, i.e.
n
section under the shadow in figure 1, then confidence
interval in (3) will contain E y  . At this moment,
probability of event “confidence interval contains true
value” is area of shadow section in figure 1, set as
1    .
When model input parameter is inaccurate, output
variable y may deviate. For example, expectation of y is
Ey * , and sample mean value y n  submits to
distribution B in figure 1. In this condition, probability of

y n  is in section of E y   tn 1,1 / 2

with p * obtained at present, when p0 is separately

p * (i.e.
p0  p *  or p0  p * ,   0 ), there are 3
conditions of difference between Ey0  and Ey * .
smaller or bigger than an equality of

When p0 is bigger than p * , difference between
Ey0  and Ey * is huge, i.e.:

Ey p *   Ey p *  Ey p *   Ey p * . (4)

S n2  y 
will
n
decrease (to the area of curve of distribution B in the
shadow), equally, probability of confidence interval

y n  falling into section E y   tn 1,1 / 2

When p0 is bigger or smaller than a equality of p * ,

there is no difference between Ey0  and Ey * , i.e.:

S 2 y
containing E y  will decrease
y n   tn 1,1 / 2 n
n
too which is lower than set up value 1    [7, 8].
It can be told that, when input parameter is inaccurate,
reliability of stimulation output analysis conclusion will
lower. Hence, this paper shall solve this issue from two
aspects: adjusting mid-point of confidence interval and
enlarging half width of confidence interval.

Ey p *   Ey p *  Ey p *   Ey p * . (5)
When p0 is smaller than p * , difference between

Ey0  and Ey * is huge, i.e.:

Ey p *   Ey p *  Ey p *   Ey p * . (6)

3.2.1 Adjusting mid-point of confidence interval

See three conditions above in (a) (b) and (c). In figure
2, suppose that there is a positive correlation between
E y  and p (i.e. E y  increases as p increases), but it
does not influence effect of the method.
For condition 1, it should try to make mid-point of
confidence interval move to positive direction to avoid
when p0 is bigger than p * , evaluated distance value of

Firstly, it will explain the first method. In order to make it
simple, let us think about the condition that in system
model, it only contains one inaccurate input parameter
and one output performance index. When model has more
than one inaccurate parameter, concept of solving the
issue is similar; when several output performance index

Ey0  is too far away, which is out of confidence
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interval; similarly, for condition 3, mid-point of
confidence interval should move to the negative
direction; for condition 2, it does not need to move.
Figure 3 takes condition 1 as example to explain the
influence of moving mid-point of confidence interval on
maintaining an acceptable confidence level.

Zhao Cuirong, Wang Honghai

3.3 USING RANDOM FUZZY THEORY TO SOLVE
PROBLEM OF CLASSIC ANALYSIS METHOD
In order to achieve two improving methods above, this
paper introduces fuzzy variable to input parameter, uses
method of fuzzy discrete event system stimulation, and
uses evaluation of expectation and variance of output
random fuzzy variable to replace evaluation of
expectation and variance of output random variable in
classic method.
First of all, using mathematical expectation evaluation
of output random fuzzy variable could adjust mid-point
of confidence interval according to required direction.
Suppose that fuzzy input parameter p has symmetrical
triangle subordinating degree function, the centre of
which does not locate at parameter value p * , then
subordinating degree function shape of system output
performance index E  y ( p)  (which is fuzzy variable at
here) under three conditions illustrated in figure 2 are
separately illustrated in (a) (b) and (c) in figure 4.

FIGURE 2 Response of Ey  to p

FIGURE 3 Influence of adjusting mid-point of confidence interval

It can be told from figure 3 when p0 is bigger than
*

p , original confidence interval could miss true value
Ey0  with a big probability. As mid-point of confidence
interval moves to positive direction, the probability shall
decrease. Because in the condition 1, Ey p *  is
closer to mid-point of confidence interval than to
Ey p *  . As illustrated in figure 3, new confidence
interval after moving confidence interval still contains
Ey p *  [10, 11].
3.2.2 Enlarging half width of confidence interval
Second method of increasing confidence level is to
enlarging half width of confidence interval. Obviously,
this method could improve confidence level for sure.
Tough people prefer a smaller (which means accurate)
confidence interval rather than a bigger section scope.
But when there is not enough information, it is a safe
choice for selecting a bigger confidence interval. It is
more reasonable than determining a very thin confidence
interval according to unreliable information.

FIGURE 4 Subordinating degree functions of input parameter and
output index
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In figure 4 (a), expectation of E  y ( p)  will be
bigger than Ey p * , because right side of Ey p *
has more possible value. Similarly, in figure 4 (c),
expectation of Ey p * will be smaller than Ey p * .

k

i j 

 

i 

p n )   x1 , x2 ,

xn 



 qˆ  x , x ,..., x    qˆ  x , x ,..., x 
1

i j 

2

n

1

xi  aij

2n 1  bi j  aij 

2

l

, n .

(10)

V ( pl )

i

1.

(11)

At this time, compare each input parameter to
determine fuzziness of which parameters have more
influence on performance index.
5 Stimulation experiment
In order to testify effectiveness of method above, a
stimulation experiment is designed. As for a system
model, it is stimulated and analysed separately by classic
discrete event system stimulation and output analysis
method, and fuzzy discrete event system stimulation and
output analysis method provided in this paper. And
results of two methods are compared.

parameter

combination, and mark the performance index calculated
by stimulation as qˆ x1, x2 ,...,xn  .
(5) Separately calculate absolute influence index of each
parameter pi  i  1, 2, n  on subordinating degree  j :

x  bi j



,  i  1, 2,

i 1

(7)

in

n

n

(4) Perform discrete event stimulation on each parameter
combination of subordinating degree  j , calculate value
of
performance
index
.
Make
q~

( p1 , p 2 ,

(9)

After handling like that, i i  1,2,...,n are all
dimensionless indexes, and satisfy:

is calculated based on

,n .

i V ( p l )
l 1

subordinating degree of all input parameters:

Ii j  aij , bi j  , i  1, 2,

,  i  1, 2,..., n  .

each parameter on output result is defined as follow:

(1) Divide subordinating degree into several degrees,
such as 1,  2 ,..., k ;
(2) Make j=1;
(3) On subordinating degree  j ,  level set of each

( pi )a j

 j

Absolute index of influence of fuzzy input parameter on
output result is stated above, influence index of each
parameter may has different dimension, hence, influence
of each parameter could not be compared. Next, absolute
index obtained based on method above shall be handled
to get relative index, which could influence evaluation to
meet requirement of comparison of parameters.
Mark variance of each fuzzy input parameter as
V ( pi )  i  1, 2, n  , then relative index of influence of

Influence evaluation index here is initially applied
through subordinating degrees, and they form a general
influence index. Suppose that system has n fuzzy input
parameters: p1 , p 2 , p n , output performance index is
q~ . Detailed method is as follow:

n

k

j

i

4.2 RELATIVE INDEX OF INFLUENCE OF FUZZY
INPUT PARAMETER ON OUTPUT RESULT

4.1 ABSOLUTE INDEX OF INFLUENCE OF FUZZY
INPUT PARAMETER ON OUTPUT RESULT

pi  i  1, 2,

j

j 1

j 1

But in figure 4 (b), E  y p  will be equal to Ey p * .


So centre of confidence interval shall be moved to
mathematical expectation estimator position of random
fuzzy variable y.
Secondly, estimator of variance of random fuzzy
variable y is used to calculate half width of confidence
interval, because y has two uncertainties which are
randomness and fuzziness at the same time. Increasing of
uncertainty could be expressed in variance of y.
Influence evaluation of fuzzy input parameter on
output result.

parameter

 

5.1 DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
For model of 3.1 which is still being used, according to
classic discrete event stimulation method, use p (5)
(mean value of 5 samples) as value of parameter p; and
for fuzzy discrete event model, use p (5) as centre value

n

,  i  1, 2,..., n  . (8)

(6) If j<k, then j=j+1, return (3);
(7) Calculate influence of fuzziness of each parameter
pi  i  1, 2, n  on output performance index:

of fuzzy input parameter p (use symmetrical triangle
subordinating degree function), and use 2 times of
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1
  Pos E     r   Nec E      r 
2
1
  Pos E     r   1  Pos E     r . (13)
2
1
  Pos E      r  1  1
2

Cr    E      r

standard deviation of 5 samples as half width of support
set of p , i.e. p   p  5  2 p , p  5 , p  5  2 p  .
Confidence intervals of 90% of Wq are built by two
methods separately and times and proportion of
confidence interval built by two methods, which contains
true value 9.9 of Wq are compared.
5.2 STIMULATION OPERATION



For model above, perform stimulation separately by
classic discrete event stimulation method and fuzzy
discrete event stimulation method provided in this paper
and build confidence interval of 90% by corresponding
output analysis method separately. In the output analysis
method taken by this paper, expectation of random fuzzy
variable should be calculated.
In this algorithm, for model in this experiment,
reliability measuring method is as follow: suppose
E   could reach minimum value a, and maximum
value b, point which has a possibility of 1 is c, then if
r c:



Cr         r

 
 







Experiment result is illustrated in figure 2. It can be told
that only 12 of 100 confidence intervals built based on
classic stimulation and output analysis method which is
not using fuzzy parameter contain true value 9.9; for
those which fuzzy input parameter is introduced , 86 of
100 confidence intervals built based on stimulation
analysis method provided in this paper contain true value
9.9. In addition, because relationship between input and
output in model of this case matches condition 1 stated in
section 3.2.1, it can be told from table 2 that for the same
model input parameter information, new method could
make mid-point of confidence interval move to positive
direction and width of confidence interval is enlarged.
Hence, this method could effectively achieve the two
improving method provided in this paper and finally
improve reliability of result. Though confidence interval
obtained is wider than the one, which does not consider
fuzziness, but when information is insufficient, it is
necessary cost for maintaining confidence level.

 . (12)







5.3 RESULT ANALYSIS







Use two methods to independently perform the
experiment for 100 times, and separately make statistics
of times and proportion of confidence intervals which
contains true value 9.9.



1
Pos E     r   Nec E      r
2
1
 Pos E     r   1  Pos E     r
2
1
 1  1  Pos E      r
2
1
 1  Pos E      r
2




1
Pos E      r
2



But if r  c , then:

TABLE 2 Comparison of 90% confidence interval considering parameter fuzziness and not considering parameter fuzziness
Experiment times
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
……
96
97
98
99
100
Correct times (Proportion)

Fuzzy input parameter
Fuzzy P value
Confidence interval
[8.601,9.434,10.27]
[6.6729.971]
[9.987,10.57,11.15]
[10.15,3.92]
[9.293,10.40,11.51]
[9.553,3.35]
[9.385,10.06,10.74]
[7.943,11.62]
[8.956,10.12,11.29]
[8.323,12.12]
[8.586,9.930,11.27]
[7.718,11.52]
[10.00,10.62,11.24]
[10.39,14.18]
[9.189,10.10,11.00]
[8.072,11.63]
[8.441,9.641,10.84]
[6.494,10.28]
[8.431,9.519,10.61]
[7.205,10.18]
[9.514,10.48,11.44]
[9.809,13.61]
[9.180,9.732,10.28]
[6.641,10.44]
……
……
[8.265,9.851,11.44]
[7.737,11.54]
[8.347,9.357,10.37]
[6.843,10.28]
[8.558,9.265,9.972]
[5.184,8.976]
[8.502,9.742,10.98]
[6.883,10.68]
[9.447,9.761,10.08]
[6.837,10.64]

True value
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
……
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
86(86%)12(12％)

P value
9.434
10.57
10.40
10.06
10.12
9.930
10.62
10.10
9.641
9.519
10.48
9.732
……
9.851
9.357
9.265
9.742
9.761

Non-fuzzy input parameter
Confidence interval
True value
[7.695,8.113]
N
[12.11,12.89]
N
[11.28,12.01]
N
[9.753,10.45]
Y
[10.09,10.70]
N
[9.347,9.902]
Y
[12.36,13.18]
N
[9.986,10.60]
N
[8.345,8.816]
N
[7.956,8.395]
N
[11.66,12.41]
N
[8.647,9.142]
N
……
……
[9.061,9.590]
N
[7.467,7.868]
N
[7.134,7.587]
N
[8.680,9.178]
N
[8.746,9.250]
N
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Specifically speaking, suppose sample quantity
n=5,10,20,50,100,200,500,1000, build 1000 confidence
interval for each condition, and compare proportion
occupied by confidence intervals (confidence level of
90%) of considering fuzziness of parameter and not
considering fuzziness which cover true value. See Figure
5.

It could be told that when sample numbers are large,
i.e. information is sufficient, both method of this paper
and classic stimulation method could obtain acceptable
result.
6 Conclusion
This paper uses stimulation experiment by testing
influence of input parameter fuzziness on stimulation
output analysis result, pointing out that fuzziness could
severely deteriorate reliability of result, which is gotten
by using traditional method; Furthermore, it analyses root
of this deterioration and provide solution; finally, it
provides new analysis method. Because numerical
characteristics of statistical magnitude could often be
used in statistical analysis, and stimulation method based
on possible space in this paper is built based on random
fuzzy theory, hence, analysis method provided in this
paper uses numerical characteristics of random fuzzy
variable.

FIGURE 5 Relationship of accuracy and information quantity of
confidence interval.
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Abstract
Rough set theory can effectively analyse and deal with incomplete information in simulation techniques. This paper studied the
knowledge reduction problem and discrete continuous attributes and improved the BP neural network on the basis of rough set
theory. Firstly, methods of attribute reduction of classical are analysis. This paper proposes a heuristic algorithm for reduction of
knowledge based on information entropy. Subsequently, it studied the combination algorithm of rough set and neural network. Pretreatment of sample data based on rough set in dealing with imprecision and uncertainty issues on the edge. The decision rules
obtained after reduction in order to map to the training sample of neural network. Finally, the neuron number of hidden layer of
neural network and hidden layer makes the neural network more logical. The simulation results show that the simulation technique of
rough set and neural network has obvious complementary and reduce the time to train the neural network. It improved the training
accuracy and generalization ability simulation techniques achieved satisfactory results.
Keywords: simulation techniques, rough set, knowledge reduction, BP neural network

According to the literature of [3] neural network PID
controller general difficult to obtain defect prediction
system of output value, we put forward an improved
rough set neural network PID controller. The literature
[4-6] based on neural network put forward an evaluation
method of rough set and neural network project, the
method uses data to enrich the data of rough set theory.
From the given learning found a set of rules in the
sample, extraction rules as the input of neural network.
This method simplifies the structure of the neural
network, improve the training efficiency. Literature [7-9]
presented a neural network model based on rough sets,
the method using the data analysis method of rough set,
extracted from the data input output mapping rules to the
subspace. Analysis and modelling on the stability of rock
slope. And compared with the traditional modelling
method of neural network, illustrates the effectiveness of
the method. The literature [10-13] and put forward a new
method of discrete interval of a division of property,
according to this classification, a method is proposed for
reduction and the establishment of a joint pattern
recognition system based on rough sets and LVQ neural
network.
The computer simulation technology research starting
from the rough set model and elaborates the basic theory
of rough set. Study on the discretization method of
continuous attributes reduction of knowledge. In view of
the limitation of the rough set model, the extended model
of fuzzy rough set model and variable precision rough set
model are discussed in detail. Based on rough set theory
and neural network in the processing logic of
complementarily, the combining algorithm application in

1. Introduction
The computer simulation technology is the use of
computer science and technology building is a
comprehensive technology simulation model system and
dynamic experiment of the model under some
experimental conditions. Human thinking is the organic
combination of image thinking and logical thinking. And
the integration of rough set and neural network is not
accidental, but rather reflect the qualitative and
quantitative, human intelligence is clear and implied and
serial and parallel cross the conventional thinking
mechanism. Intelligent hybrid system is some intelligent
technology to combine the use to overcome the
shortcomings of single species technology, realize the
complementary advantages. So as to facilitate the
processing of information in different type in one
integrated system. Combining rough set and neural
network is the research focus in the field of intelligent
information
processing.
Knowledge
acquisition,
knowledge expression and reasoning decision rules from
a large number of observations and experimental data is
an important task for intelligent information processing
system. Especially for the inaccurate, incomplete
knowledge, rough set theory and artificial neural network
shows the infinite charm, rough set method to simulate
the human abstract logical thinking, intuitive thinking
simulation image of the neural network method.
The literature [1, 2] presented a neural network based
on rough sets theory, which consists of rough neurons
and conventional neurons. Rough neuron consists of a
traditional neuron, the data in the upper and lower
boundaries as input or output values of the network.
* Corresponding author e-mail: 915799718@qq.com
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system modelling, and the corresponding simulation, and
achieved good results in this paper.

TABLE 1 Upper approximation and lower approximate relation
Headache
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

U
U1
U2
U3
U5
U6
U7
U8

2 Rough set theory
Rough set cannot confirm individuals vest in border
areas, and the boundary area is defined as the upper
approximation set and lower approximation set difference
set. Because it has certain mathematical formula
description, complete by data decision, so as to avoid the
influence of subjective factors. In data pre-treatment
process, the rough set theory can be applied to feature
more accurate extraction. Data preparation process, using
rough set theory, data reduction properties of data set for
dimension reduction operation. In data mining stage, the
rough set theory is used for classification rule discovery.
In the interpretation and evaluation process, the rough set
theory can be used for the result of statistical evaluation.
The basic method of rough set has been in decisionmaking, forecasting, uncertainty reasoning, the network
planning, and the ensemble.
A relational database can be viewed as an information
system, the column to property and the line to object.
Suppose P  A,
xi , x j U , definition two binary

Temp.
Normal
High
Very-high
High
Very-high
High
Very-high

Flu
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Suppose S  {U , A,V , f } is a information system and
X  U , P  A , then the accuracy of approximation of
X in S is as follows:

P ( X ) 

P (X )
P (X )



card ( PX )
card ( PX )

.

Note: card (X ) is the number of elements in set X .
Suppose S is a information system and P  A . Let
  {x1, x2 ,...,xn } is a classification of U and X i  U ,
then the P  lower approximations and the P  upper
approximations of  can expressed as follows:

P  {PX1 , PX 2 ,, PX n } ,

relation IND(P) called equivalence relation:

P  {PX1 , PX 2 ,

IND( P)  {( xi , x j ) U U | p  P, p( xi )  p( x j )}

The quality of classification of  , which conformed
by the attribute subset P  A is as follows:

If and only if P( xi )  P( x j ) for all p  P , then x i , x j

, PX n } .

n

is equivalence relation about the property set P .
Suppose X  U is a subset of the individual domain
in the information system S  {U , A,V , f } , then the
lower approximation and upper approximation set and the
boundary region of X are as follows:

 P ( ) 

 card ( PX i )
i 1

card (U )

.

The classification quality represented by the ratio of
all object attribute subset P of correct classification
number and the number of information system.

PX  {Y U / P : Y  X } ,
3 BP neural network
PX  {Y U / P : Y  X  } ,

Neural network also can deal with inaccurate and
incomplete knowledge. However rough sets theory and
artificial neural network method of two different, rough
set method to simulate human abstract thinking, neural
network method is used to simulate the image intuitive
thinking. Neural network general cannot handle with
semantic form of input rough set theory can input
qualitative and quantitative or mixed information neural
network can be realized without guide.
Sum up the biological neurons in the process of
transfer information biological neurons is a multiple input
and single output unit. When the nerve cell j has many
inputs xi(i=1,2,…,m) and single output yj, then the
relationship between input and output can be expressed as
follows:

Bnd P ( X )  PX  PX ,

where P X are elements in X  U and must be classified
collection, that is the maximum of definable sets in X and
P X are elements in U and must be classified collection,
that is the minimum of definable sets in X . BndP(X ) is
the set of elements which cannot be classified in X  U .
Lower and upper approximation schema: assume that
there is an information system, there are two attributes.
Attributes of a 5 value, attribute two has 6 values. For
example, the upper approximation and lower approximate
relation as follows:
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 s j   wij xi   j
.
i 1

 y  f (s )
j
j


4.1 FORWARD PROPAGATION PROCESS SIGNAL

The wij is connection weights from neurons i to
neurons j, and f is the transfer function or called
excitation function. After determining the neuron model,
topology structure and learning method of characteristics
and the ability of a neural depends on the network.
BP Neural network is error back propagation neural
network is referred to as ", it consists of an input layer,
one or more of the hidden layer and an output layer
structure, each time by a certain number of neurons
composition. These neurons as a man of nerve cells are
interrelated. The structure as shown in Figure 1 shows:

neti   wij x j  i .

m

The input neti of the first i node in hidden layer as
follows:
M

j 1

The output yi of the first i node in hidden layer as follows:

M

yi   (neti )     wij x j  i  .
 j 1

The input netk of the first k node in hidden layer as
follows:
q
q
M

netk   wki yi  ak   wki   wij x j  i   ak .
i 1
i 1
 j 1


The output ok of the first k node in hidden layer as
follows:
 q

ok   (netk )     wki yi  ak  
 i 1

.
q
M




   wki   wij x j  i   ak 
 j 1

 i 1


FIGURE 1 The BP neural network model

The traditional rough set of lack of semantic, rough
neurons into semantic structure. Rough neural consists of
a pair of overlapping normal neuron: r (Upper Neural)

4.2 BACK PROPAGATION OF ERROR
Back propagation error, namely first by the output layer
to output error calculation of each layer of neurons, and
then to adjust the weights of each layer and the threshold
error gradient descent method, so that the final output of
the modified network can meet its expected value.
For the two type of error criterion, function Ep of each
sample p as follows:

and r (Lower Neural) , neurons output output r is always
greater than the lower neuron output output r :

output r  max( f (inputr ), f (inputr )) ,
output r  min( f (inputr ), f (inputr )) .

Ep 

The function f is the transfer function.
4 Algorithm design

1 L
 (Tk  ok )2 .
2 k 1

The total system error criterion function on the
training sample is as follows:

This template provides authors with most of the
formatting specifications needed for preparing their
articles.
Neural network can deal with imprecise and
incomplete knowledge. However, the rough set method
both theory and artificial neural network simulation
method is different, the abstract thinking of human rough
set, neural network method simulation image intuitive
thinking. It has different characteristics.
The basic BP algorithm includes two aspects: the
counter-propagating signals prior to the dissemination
and error. The calculation of actual output from input to
output direction, while the weights and thresholds of
correction from the output to the input direction.

E

1 P L
 (Tkp  okp )2 .
2 p 1 k 1

We can get the correction output layer threshold Δak
and the correction of hidden layer weights Δwij and the
correction of hidden layer threshold  i according to the
error gradient descent method are modified correction
output layer weights Δwki. The output layer weights
adjustment formula as follows:

wki  

E
E netk
E ok netk
 
 
wki
netk wki
ok netk wki

And formulas as follows:
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Step 2: the initial breakpoint CUT   .
Step 3: in each column of S * , calculation of the
number 1 in the last row.
Step 4: the breakpoint to join in the nuclear CUT ,
S0  S * .
Step 5: breakpoint at will add to place CUT in the
columns of S 0 and on this column value is 1 line, get
information table S1 .
Step 6: if S1 is empty, then turn to step 13.
Step 7: Re-calculate the number of column 1 in the
last line of S1 .
Step 8: in the last row if only the maximum value of a
column of S1 , then the row where the breakpoint is
added to the CUT , S 0  S1 , turn to step 5.

P L
E
  (Tkp  okp )  '(netk )  wki
yi
p 1 k 1

So finally obtained the following formula:
P

L

wki    (Tkp  okp )  '(netk )  wki   '(neti )  x j
p 1 k 1

P

L

i    (Tkp  okp )  '(netk )  wki   '(neti )
p 1 k 1

Additional momentum method with the help of
network in the correction of the weight, not only consider
the role of error in the gradient, and considering the
changing trends in the error surface. In the absence of
additional momentum effect, the network may get into
local minimum shallow value, using the additional
momentum effect may be over these minima. The method
is every weight in based on back-propagation method on
changes on a proportional plus on previous weight or
threshold changes in the amount of value, and to generate
new weights based on the back propagation method or
threshold changes. With additional momentum factor
weights and threshold adjustment formula:

wij (k  1)  (1  mc) i p j  mcwij (k ) ,
where k is the number of training and MC is the
momentum factor and generally around 0.95.
Usually adjust the learning rate criterion is: check
whether the real weight reduces the error function, and if
it does, then the learning rate is small, can increase an
amount; if not, the overshoot, so would reduce the value
of the learning rate. The formula gives an adaptive
learning rate adjustment formula:

1.05 (k ) if E (k  1)  E (k )

 (k  1)  0.7 (k ) if E (k  1)  1.04 E (k ) ,
 (k )
other


FIGURE 2 The flowchart of the improved BP algorithm program

Step 9: set the maximum value of the column has a
maximum value n , respectively, where the column and
the column value is 1 line, get n information tables
S11 , S12 ,..., S1n .

where E (k ) is the first k step error sum of square. The
initial learning rate of the selected range has great
arbitrariness.
The calculated properties of mutual information in the
greedy algorithm to process it is difficult to judge the
importance of the breakpoints. Then, consider the
example of those breakpoints can be separated from the
most. With the next breakpoint mutual information to a
breakpoint to chose which one breakpoint when a
breakpoint importance of the same. The improved
algorithms are as follows:
Input: decision information system S  (U , A, d ) .
Output: a discrete interval set CUT .
Step 1: according to the information system S
construction of the new information system S * .

Step 10: if there is any empty table in S11 , S12 ,..., S1n ,
have to break a table space to join in CUT , turn to step 13.
Step 11: in each column of S11 , S12 ,..., S1n , calculation
of the number 1 in the last row. Were calculated for each
table in the last line of column values corresponding to
the maximum of the breakpoint of S1i for mutual
information in the table S are the breakpoint.
Step 12: take the minimum mutual information such
as not only a column is the one corresponding to the
breakpoint and get the breakpoint S1i to join in CUT,

S 0  S1i , turn to step 9.
Step 13: the end.
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5 Simulation procedure

TABLE 5 Information table

The simulation results show that, the design method of
the control system performance improved significantly.
Information system decision table as shown in the table:

U*

p1a

p 2a

p3a

p 4a

p1b

p3b

(u1 , u3 )

1

1

0

0

0

1

(u1 , u5 )

1
0
0

1
1
1

1
1
0

0
0
0

0
1
1

0
0
0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0
2

0
4

0
3

1
2

0
2

1
2

(u 2 , u 4 )

TABLE 2 The decision table information system
U

a

b

d

(u 2 , u7 )
(u3 , u6 )

1

0.8

2.0

1

(u5 , u6 )
SUM

2

1.0

0.5

0

3

1.3

3.0

0

4

1.4

1.0

1

5

1.4

2.0

0

6

1.6

3.0

1

7

1.3

1.0

1

S12

Table 4 shows that the column of p3a and then
remove column value is 1 rows. We calculate the mutual
information in the table S for the breakpoint p3a as
follows:

I ( p3a , p2b )  H ( p2b )  H ( p2b p3a ) 

TABLE 3 S * of Table 2

U*

p1a

p 2a

p 3a

p 4a

p1b

p 2b

p 3b

SUM

(u1 , u 2 )

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

3

(u1 , u3 )

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

3

(u1 , u5 )

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

3

(u 2 , u 4 )

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

3

(u 2 , u 6 )

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

(u 2 , u 7 )

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

2

(u3 , u 4 )

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

3

(u3 , u 6 )

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

(u3 , u 7 )

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

(u 4 , u5 )

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

Table 5 shows that the column of p 2b and then
remove column value is 1 rows, the p2a column number
1 to a maximum of 4. Calculation of the mutual
information in the table S for the breakpoint p2b as
follows:

(u 5 , u 6 )

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

2

(u5 , u 7 )

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

2

SUM

3

5

6

3

4

6

5

3
3 4
4
3 1
1 2
2
 ( log 2  log 2 )  [ ( log 2  log 2 ) 
7
7 7
7
7 3
3 3
3
4 2
2 2
2
( log 2  log 2 )]  1.9502
7 4
4 4
4

I ( p3a , p3b )  H ( p3b )  H ( p3b p3a ) 
5
5 2
2
3 1
1 2
2
 ( log2  log 2 )  [ ( log 2  log 2 ) 
7
7 7
7
7 3
3 3
3
4 2
2 2
2
( log 2  log2 )]  1.8282
7 4
4 4
4

It exist number 1 identical at the column of p 3a and

I ( p2b , p2a )  H ( p2a )  H ( p2a p2b ) 

p 2b is the largest in Table 3. At this time were the

5
5 2
2
3 1
1 2
2
 ( log 2  log 2 )  [ ( log 2  log 2 ) 
7
7 7
7
7 3
3 3
3
4 1
1 3
3
( log 2  log 2 )]  1.7203
7 4
4 4
4

maximum value of columns and the value is 1 line.
TABLE 4 Information table

S11

U*

p1a

p 2a

p 4a

p1b

p 2b

p3b

(u1 , u 2 )

1

0

0

1

0

0

(u1 , u3 )

1

1

0

0

0

1

(u 2 , u7 )

0

1

0

1

0

0

(u3 , u7 )

0

0

0

0

1

1

(u 4 , u5 )

0

0

0

0

1

0

(u5 , u6 )

0

0

1

0

0

1

SUM

2

2

1

2

3

3

Because breakpoint p 2a on the breakpoint p 2b of
minimum mutual information, thus remove the
breakpoint is p 2a and p2b , the two breakpoint columns
and on this column value is 1 of the line, and the
information table is S1 . In fact, because of the breakpoint

p 2b is to distinguish objects 4, 5 only a breakpoint in this
case the algorithm, and add the first breakpoint CUT and
remove the breakpoint, the information table S1 is shown
as follows.
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TABLE 6 Information table

S1

U*
(u1 , u3 )

p1a

p 2a

p3a

p 4a

p1b

p3b

1

1

0

0

0

1

(u1 , u5 )

1

1

1

0

0

0

(u 2 , u 4 )

0

1

1

0

1

0

(u 2 , u7 )

0

1

0

0

1

0

(u3 , u6 )

0

0

1

1

0

0

(u5 , u6 )

0

0

0

1

0

1

SUM

2

4

3

2

2

2

6 Conclusions
The computer simulation technology has the advantages
of high efficiency, safety, environmental conditions of
constraint, can change the time scale etc. It has become
an important tool for analysis, design, operation,
evaluation, and training of complex systems. Neurons in
the hidden layer of neural network and the hidden layer
number in order to map to the training sample of neural
network. To make neural network more logical, and
reduce the time to train the neural network, improve the
training accuracy and generalization ability. Based on the
research of related literature, the rough set and weak
coupling mode using the automatic control in the neural
network system, the training sample pre-treatment of the
neural network, improve the training speed. In pattern
recognition, it is using the concept of rough membership
function, constructing sub neural network pattern
recognition system based on rough set. The output of the
simulation computing improved the anti-noise ability and
the accuracy of pattern recognition. It reduced the fuzzy
neural network training time, and improving the precision
of training.

From the Table 6, the column p2a number 1 to a
maximum of 4. The breakpoint columns and on this
column values for the 1 line, the table is in Table 5. The
following process is no longer here.
This algorithm integrates the advantages of several
algorithms. Because of the amount of information mutual
information represents a source obtained from another
source size, so take small mutual information column as a
breakpoint makes its own more information. Satisfactory
effect was obtained through the example. It solved the
limitation of former algorithms effectively.
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Abstract
In order to provide the unified representation of granules under Granular Computing, this paper studied the granules’ basic meaning,
descriptions and relationships between the features of granules, and described that the four elements of granules were closely related
to granular features. Then the paper presented four-tuples formal representation on data levels based on granular features. The
representation includes the object set, feature set, relationship sets and constraints set. Then the representations of several special
granules were presented. They showed the unity and advantage of the representation. At last, this paper gave a specific example. By
the example, the formal representation has important significance in methodology to solve the granular representation on data levels
based on granular features well. And this method is conductive to solve problems and study of granular computing theory.
Keywords: granule, feature, formalization, representation, granular computing

subsequent series of literatures. In 2001, Skowron
described the information granule [6, 7] and its
calculation. In 2002, Y. Y. Yao defined a fundamental
granule through logical language [8]. In 2004, Qing Liu
took the binary symmetric theory as the fundamental
theory [9]. In 2006, Liang Zhang used Galois connection
to describe granule [10]. In 2009, Hong Li proposed the
four-tuples formal representation of granules [11].
From the paper [1] to the paper [10], all took the
fuzzy sets, quotient space, rough set or concept lattice as
background in an information system. And they have
significant limitations. The formal four-tuples
representation of the granule has a certain abstract
meaning in [11]. But its application is not convenient.
This paper gives the meaning, feature, and the other
formal representation of granules based on the above
work. In this paper, there is not the background of fuzzy
sets, quotient space, rough set or concept lattice.
Therefore, this method is conducive to solve the
problems.

1 Introduction
The world is composed of granules. People understand
the world in the way of the granule. In this sense, the
granule is the concept applied to practice accompanied
with human’s existence. It is a natural way to deal with
the problem of human daily life [1]. The granule concept
should be devoted to L.A.Zadeh who published a paper in
1979 [2]. In that paper, information granule is described
to be a proposition.
In the fuzzy sets, quotient space, rough sets, concept
lattice or other different models of granular computing,
the meaning of granule is more and more clear but
different. The different meanings are not conducive to the
development of granular computing. The granular
computing is based on the formation of granule which
includes granule formalization and granule representation
[3]. Due to different representations of granule, there is
no unified basis and premise for the theory of granular
computing. Therefore, a unified form and meaning
interpretation of the granule will greatly facilitate the
study in granule computing. And it is beneficial to
establish the granular computing in a unified theory
framework.
The granular computing theory has a long history.
The granular computing theory formed a variety of
granular representations relative to the specific
background. In 1979, L. A. Zadeh studied the size of
classified category or the granules [2]. In 1990, Bo Zhang
studied the quotient space granular computing. He took
quotient set as granules and used granules to calculate. In
1998, T. Y. Lin defined the granule through the binary
relations at the view of the neighbourhood [5] in the
*

2 The feature of granules
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE GRANULAR FEATURES
Any object has a large number of basic features, which
are independent of other objects. People abstract the
common feature of some object and call the feature is
part of this class object. Any granule has three basic
properties. They are the intrinsic, external and
environmental properties [12]. It is believed that granular
features are the combination of these three basic
properties and the formed values. These three basic
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properties include internal feature, external feature and
environmental feature. The formed values are in the form
of the property-value’s binary pair. In addition to basic
features, there are other features. The granular
identification can be increased. There is Definition 1 and
Definition 2 to understand the attribution characteristics
of granule.
Definition 1 (Granular Feature): A special logo of a
granule is called granular feature to distinguish it from
others. It describes the unit granular ingredients, which
include both property and property value. The property is
called feature items and the property value is called
feature values.
Definition 2 (Granular feature's description): The
description of the formal granular feature is a three tuples:
GF=<id, A, V>. The id represents the granular unique
identifier. The A represents the attribute sets or feature set
of the granule. It is an n-dimensional vector (a1, a2, a3, …,
an) and n is a natural number. The V represents the set of
attribute value or the feature value. They are n mdimensional vectors (bi1, bi2, bi3, …, bim). The m and n are
both natural numbers. And m is feature value with the
maximum number in n attributes (i=1,2,…,n).
In general, the description GF of granular feature can
be reduced to tuple form. If F is the feature set of granule,
i.e. F=<A, V>, then GF=<id, F>.
Any granular feature can be divided into the common
and unique feature. The common feature contains all
common properties in problem domain. It is common
feature of all granules in problem domain. The unique
feature is the property of part granules in problem domain.
Any feature of granules can be divided into two
classes which are the essential and phenomena feature.
The essential feature belongs to a particular granule
which is the granule that contains all the inherent feature
of individual objects. The inherent properties include the
structure properties, behaviour, functions, etc. They are
common features set of these class individual objects.
The phenomenon feature is the external feature shown by
the appearance of the class individual objects or the
individuals.
Similarly, granular feature can be divided into atomic
and complex feature. Atomic fee221q`q23ature is no
longer divided to other basic feature. The type of atom is
real, character and Boolean and other basic data types. A
complex feature is constructed from the other defined
complex features based on atomic features.
In the decision-making problem, the granular feature
can be divided into condition and decision-making
feature. The feature describing the problem condition is
called the conditional feature. And the feature describing
the problem of making decisions is called the decisionmaking feature.
Feature value is an instance of feature item. The
possible values reflect the variability of feature item itself
in a different environment. Feature items with the feature
value are cases of the relationship. They describe the
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general and special relationship between the feature item
and feature value.
Definition 3 (The feature space of problem domain):
All the characteristics are given by the related problem
domain and structural forms. The structural forms are
constructed by all the relationships between features. All
the characteristics are named as the feature space of
problem domain. The feature space of problem domain is
expressed as Ω=<FS, FR>. The FS is the set of problem
domain feature. And FR is a collection of feature
relationship.
The feature space in the problem area usually uses the
form of the tree structure to represent. It is shown as in
the Figure 1. Each node of feature tree in the feature
space represents the feature item. It can be identified by a
unique feature mark. The feature leaf node represents
atom feature. The non-leaf node represents complex
features. The feature tree has only one root node to
express the root of the problem domain feature space.
The root node represents a concept or system. In the
feature tree, the parent-child tree nodes are connecting
directly. That represents the parent feature and child
feature. In this way, the granule can be divided into
atomic granule and complex granule corresponding to the
granular feature level.
2.2 THE RELATIONSHIP AND EXPRESSION OF
GRANULAR FEATURE
There are relations between any two things. There are
various relationships between feature and feature of
granules. The relationship between a pair of features
usually has different type. A type of relationship can be
applied to a different feature set, and format different
semantic information. Therefore, it is particularly
important to determine the type of relationship and study
the association between various types of mechanisms.
In general, there are four types of relationships
between two features. The first is parent-child
relationship. The feature item of the parent relationship
decides which sub-feature is necessary item to constitute
the feature. For example, the "age" feature is such feature.
And it decides "juvenile", "youth", "middle", "old" and so
on. The second is separation-integration relationship. It is
feature aggregation and decomposition. The complex
feature can be formed through aggregating features.
Simple feature can be formed through decomposing the
feature and ultimately form atomic characteristics. The
third is dependency relationship. That is an instance value
of a set of features. On the other hand, it determines the
unique or multiple instance values of another set of
features. The "Age" and "title" instance features can
decide "professional", "health" and other features
instance value. The fourth is association relationship. It
exists between the features of the semantic association.
The timing relationship between operating features, the
combination relationship between describing features, the
mapping relationship between operating and describing
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features and so on are the examples. At some view, the
parent-child relationship and separation-integration
relationship together form the combination relationship.

This type of relationship between features can be divided
into the combination, dependency and association
categories.

FIGURE 1 Tree diagram of granular features

Here study the expressions of these three type
relationships.
Definition 4 (Feature set is derivable): Suppose that
the two granules’ features are described as GF1=(id1, F1)
and GF2=(id2, F2) in the same problem domain feature
space Ω. If all the granules’ features in F2 can be defined
by some granules’ feature in F1 and the features’ existing
condition in F1 has no direct relationship whether the
features in F2 exists or not , it is called that feature set F2
is derivable from the feather sets F1. It is denoted as
F1  F2.
Proposition 1: suppose that F1 and F2 are the two
features of the same problem domain Ω set in feature
space, and the feature set F2 is derivable from the feature
set F1. Any feature in F2 is the parent feature of all
features that is used to define the feature self in F1. And
all the features in F1 are the sub feature of F2.
Definition 5 (Feature set is dependent): Suppose that
the two granular features are GF1 =(id1, F1) and GF2=(id2,
F2) in the same problem domain feature space Ω. If
F1  F2, we call that there exist dependent relationships
between the feature sets F2 and F1. F2 exists dependent of
F1. It is expressed as F1  F2.
Definition 6 (Feature sets are equivalent): Suppose
that the description of the two granules feature are
GF1=(id1, F1) and GF2=(id2, F2) in the same problem
domain feature space Ω. If F1  F2 and F2  F1, we say
that the feature set F2 and the feature set F1 are equivalent.
Or it is interdependent between the feature set F2 and the
feature set F1. It is denoted as F1≡F2.
Definition 7 (Feature set is independent): Suppose
that the description of the two granules feature are
GF1=(id1, F1) and GF2=(id2, F2) in the same problem
domain feature space Ω. If there not exists F1  F2 and
also not exists F2  F1, then the feature sets F2 and F1 are
independent each other. It is denoted as F1 ≠ F2.
Proposition 2: Suppose F1 and F1 are two
independent feature sets in the same problem domain
feature space Ω. Then any one feature in F1 and any one
feature in F2 are characteristic independent on each other.
Definition 8 (Feature relationships): Suppose that the
description of the two granules feature are GF1=(id1, F1)

and GF2=(id2, F2) in the same problem domain feature
space Ω. The formula RF=< GF1, GF2>={<a1,a2>| a1∈F1,
a2∈F2} denotes the relations between GF1 and GF2.
If the feature sets F2 and F1 are independent separately,
then there are no relations or exists empty relation
between GF1 and GF2. It is denoted as RF=Φ.
If there is dependent relation between the feature sets
F2 and F1, then there exists not empty relation between
GF1 and GF2. It is denoted as RF≠Φ.
Definition 9 (Feature relationship’s representation):
Suppose that the description of the two granules feature
are GF1 =(id1, F1) and GF2=(id2, F2) in the same problem
domain feature space Ω. And there is no empty relation
between GF1 and GF2. There are the following inferences.
 If F1  F2， there exist a1, a2∈F1 and a3∈F2. And
there are the features of father and son between a3
and a1, a2. However, there are brother characteristics
between a1 and a2. There exists a3=a1∪a2, then we
say that there exists combination relations between
GF1 and GF2. That is denoted as GF1→cGF2.
 If there exist X  F1 and Y  F2 to make X  Y
established in Ω，then there is one-way dependent
relation between GF1 and GF2. It is expressed as
GF1→iGF2. Especially, if there exist X  F1 and Y
 F2, and X  Y and Y  X are simultaneously
established in Ω, then there are bidirectional
dependent relations:
 or interdependent relations. It is expressed into
GF1↔iGF2.
 If there exist X  F1 and Y  F2, and there is a
constrained condition J=f (X ,Y) between the feature
combination X and the feature combination Y, we
call there is a link between GF1 and GF2. It is
expressed as GF1→a GF2. Generally, suppose that
there is multiple granules features' description
GFi=(idi, Fi) and Xi  Fi(i=1,2,…) in the same
problem domain feature space Ω. If there is a
constrained condition J=f(X1,X2,…) among many
granules feature combination J=f(X1,X2,…), then
there is multiple correlation between GFi(i=1,2,…).
It is denoted as→a(GF1, GF2, …).
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The combination, dependency and association
relationships between granule features are shown in the
Figure 2. The granule feature and relationships between
granule features provide an important prerequisite for
their formal representations.

Li Hong, Ma Xiaoping, Xin Zhenghua

feature, the relationship and the state. As objects,
relations and states three elements are closely related with
the feature elements, using these four elements as formal
representation of granule is essentially feature-based
representation.
3.1 THE FORMAL REPRESENTATION OF
GRANULE
Information science uses four levels [14, 15]. These
levels are in the following order, from the data, the
information, the knowledge to the wisdom. They describe
the different abstraction levels of the human-centred
information procession. Each level needs to use the
appropriate computer system to achieve. The information
is commonly referred to general information. It includes
the form, the carrier or the content [16]. In addition,
general information and data is usually confused. Data is
the information carrier. And the performance of
information is data. The information in this paper
indicates the general information with the indiscriminate
data.
In the data layer, people use database management
system (DBMS) to store and retrieve the structured data.
The basic unit of storage and retrieval is the entity
containing some values of the object attribute. The
information storage and retrieval is the specific form of
granule. The paper only discusses the formal
representation of the granule in the data level here.
Definition 10 (Granule formal representation):
Suppose the given feature space problem domain is Ω. A
granule of this problem domain can be formally defined
as the following four bytes in the following quadruple
form: G=(O, F, R, J)
The G is used to describe a granule. The O represents
those studied individual objects set of granules. It is
called the granules’ extension or the domain. It can be a
common set and also be a fuzzy set. In some aspects, it
can be limited. It also can be infinite. For example, in a
certain interval, the F is all the feature set of granules. It
is named as the granules’ connotation, F=(F1, F2, …, Fn).
Fi={ Fi1, Fi2, …, Fim } (1≦i≦n,m≧0) is the i-feature of
each individual object in O. The Fij is the j-feature of each
individual object of granules in the i-feature. The F
embodies the internal, the external and environmental
features, etc. The R represents a collection of all
relationships in granules, including the sequence structure,
topology structure, and graph structure of various
elements or individuals and so on. It also includes all
kinds of relationships between features and various
relations. The various relations first establishes between
individual objects and the characteristics. Then they and
features output all kinds of relationships. Of course, the
output relationships are included in the F. The J is a set of
constraints, which regulates the legal status of granules
and timing sequence and so on. And it is used to
represent the static, dynamic and unity properties of
granules. J includes the static constraints and dynamic

(a) combination relationship

(b) dependency relationship

(c) association relationship
FIGURE 2 Relationships of granular features

3 The formal representation of granules
Since the granule is the model which is a shared objective
of the various components [13]. In the process of the
applying granular computing to solve real problems, the
complex relationships of large original problem must be
formed. Therefore, the large original problem needs to be
decomposed into a number with complete information
granule. The necessary merging operation and other
treatments have been done according to the specific
requirements and background. This requires the
definition of internal restraint mechanism. The
mechanism used the same granule structure of formal
representation. The definition must include the complete
information of granules.
Some references analysed the granular objects,
features, relationships, and the state of the four basic
elements [13]. Describing a granule should be used the
four elements. The four elements are the object, the
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constraints. The static constraints refer to the determining
formulas of granules. They provide all the legal status of
this kind of granules. Dynamic constraints include the
timing constraints and real-time constraints. These
constraints are the time constraints, distance constraints
or the rules limitation.
Definition 11 (Relationships between individual
objects): Suppose the feature space of given problem
domain is Ω, a granule of the problem domain can be
formally defined as G=(O, F, R, J), let RO={<o1,o2>| o1,
o2∈O} indicate the relationship between the individual
object o1 and the individual object o2. If there is a feature
a∈F to make the establishment of a (o1) = a (o2), then
we say that there is not distinguishable relationship
between o1 and o2 on the feature a. It is denoted as RO≠Φ.
Otherwise, we call there exist distinguishable relationship
between o1 and o2 on the feature a. It is denoted as RO =Φ.
According to definition 8, definition 10 and definition
11, there exists R= RF∪RO. On the basis of definition 10,
there are the following three propositions with the
hypothesis that (O, F, R, J) is the primary granule.
Proposition 3: The granule (O′, F′, R′, J′)is atomic
granule, if and only if O′  O∧|O′|=1, R′=Ф, J′=Ф.
Atomic granules have the smallest size. Because
atomic granules do not contain any constraints, they can
use every feature item of features at utmost. This makes
the absolute multiplexing degree reach the maximum. But
as the feature’s degree is the smallest. The efficiency of
reusing is the lowest.
Proposition 4: The granule (O′, F′, R′, J′) is
elementary granule, if and only if F′  F, R′  R, J′  J.
The basic granules are implemented by non atomic
features, while atomic granules can also be considered as
a special kind of basic particle (R′=Ф). The two are
essentially the same. They both are mapping that a
feature directly to an independent particle. The basic
granule’s size is larger than the size of atomic granules.
Thus the mining efficiency is improved. But because of
too many demanding characteristics, the cost of mining
massive data increases.
Proposition 5: The granule (O′, F′, R′, J′) is original
granule, if and only if O′≌O, F′≌F, R′≌R, J′≌J.

Li Hong, Ma Xiaoping, Xin Zhenghua

subsets or sub-granules corresponding to a certain
equivalent division of the original problem. This granule
description corresponds to a quotient space of the original
problem space.
When the relationship R is an equivalence relation, a
sub-granule is a subset of the original problem. This
granule description corresponds to the granule of a rough
set.
The relationship R is fuzzy relation at the fuzzy view
of granule. It naturally corresponds to the granule of a
fuzzy set.
Therefore, the granule representation form with fourtuples (O, F, R, J) of the definition 10, is convenient to
converse at different views, such as macro and micro, the
overall and partial, precise and vague. It is consistent
with the features of human intelligence. It is also
convenient to absorb some relatively mature theory,
extract their common characteristic, and benefit to
establish a unified theoretical framework for granular
computing.
3.3 THE ADVANTAGES OF GRANULAR FOURTUPLES REPRESENTATION
Compared with the definition of granule in the literature
[4-11], using the four-tuples (O, F, R, J) of definition 10
to describe the granule has strong advantages.
1) the granule representation of this paper reflects the
unity of granule. The granules defined in literature [5-10]
take fuzzy sets, quotient space, rough set or concept
lattice as background in information systems. It has
significant limitations. In addition, the formal
representation of the four-tuples for granule has a certain
abstract meaning in [11], but its application is not
convenient. According to the above section B, the
granular representation of this paper gets rid of the
background of fuzzy sets, quotient space, rough set or
concept lattice. It can be well unified the existing quotient
space, rough sets and fuzzy sets etc. It is a typical
granular computing model.
2) it reflects the concrete and abstract unity
characteristic. In the four-tuples (O, F, R, J), some
specific individual objects, the specific feature and
conditions together form a granule. Therefore, the granule
is the set of entities, which reflects the specific nature of
granules. At the same time, this granule representation
solves problems based on the user's needs, and
establishes a way to perceive the objective world. In this
computing model, the objective world is granulated into
granules. Because the virtual world in users’ opinion is
composed of the granules, it can support and help users
understand the objective world. And this reflects the
abstract characteristic of granule.
3) it reflects the unification of connotation and
extension well. In the four-tuples (O, F, R, J), O indicates
the individual object set of the granules. It is the
extension of granule. It is also a universe term. It can be a
normal set or a fuzzy set. F is the set of all the granule

3.2 THE UNITY ANALYSIS OF GRANULAR FOURTUPLES REPRESENTATION
The four-tuples (O, F, R, J) of definition 10 can be well
unified fuzzy sets, quotient space and rough set etc. It can
be used as a model of the granular computing
When taking the granules (O, F, R, J) as the whole
study corresponding to the original problem space is the
original granule. At this time, the element of granule can
be in the elements of the original problem. And it can
also be the sub-granule composed of elements of the
original problem space.
The relationship R is an equivalence relation at the
macro view of granule. A raw granule is composed of all
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features. It is the content of granules, F = (F1, F2, ..., Fn).
Fi = {Fi1, Fi2, ..., Fim} (1 ≦ i ≦ n, m ≧ 0) is the i-feature
of each individual object in O. Fij is the i-j-feature of each
individual object of the granule (1 ≦ i ≦ n, 0 ≦ j ≦ m).
F reflects the internal and external, environmental and
other basic features of the granule. Compared with the
granule definitions in the literature [4-11], the granule
representation of this paper reflects preferable unification
of the connotation and extension.
 Fourth, it reflects the unification of static and dynamic
feature. In the four-tuples (O, F, R, J), J is a set of
constraints. It provides the legal statuses of granules
and the timing between the legal statuses with such
constraints. It includes the static constraints and
dynamic constraints. Static constraints determine the
granule style. They provide all the legal status of such
granules. Dynamic constraints include granule timing
constraints, real-time constraints between the legal
statuses. It may be time constraints or distance
limitations, the rules limitations and so on. Compared
the static feature with the definition of granule in the
literature [4-10], it reflects the unification of static and
dynamic feature well.
 Fifth, it reflects the unification of the original granule
and the basic granules. When any problem is studied,
the original granule takes the whole object as a
granule. Atomic granule does not contain any
constraints, with minimum size of the granule. It
usually contains only a feature of each item. The basic
granule is achieved by the non-atomic feature. Atomic
granule is a special form of basic granules. The
propositions from the proposition 3 to 5, it gets the
original, the basic or atomic granule according to
different selection of O, F, R, J in the four-tuples (O,
F, R, J). They reflect the unification of the original
granule and the basic granule. But the granular
representation forms in the literature [4-11] do not
have this feature.

by A. Each item has different feature values. The value of
each feature set is denoted by VA. A and VA constitute a
building block feature. It is denoted that F=A×VA, A=
{colour, shape, size, stability}, VA = {values of each
feature item}. There is such relationship, R: F→O. The
objects set O is decomposed into a smaller subset
according to the given constraints J to select the feature
item values. The original granule problem of building
blocks can be expressed as G=(O, F, R, J).
For example, according to the colour feature, these
building blocks can be granulated into R1 = {red, yellow,
blue} three tablets. Then all the building blocks in the red
colour constitute the kernel granule X1={x1, x2, x6}. The
yellow building blocks constitute the kernel granule
X2={x3, x4}. The building blocks in the blue colour
constitute the kernel granule X3={x5, x7, x8}. Then
O/R1={X1, X2, X3}={{x1, x2, x6},{x3, x4},{x5, x7, x8}}
according to the colour granulation. Similarly, R2=
{triangle, square, circle}, R3= {large, medium, small}
indicates the size. R4 = {stable, unstable} indicates the
stability. The equations are as follows according to the
shape granulation, the size granulation and the stable
granulation respectively.
O/R2={Y1, Y2, Y3}={{x1, x2},{x5, x8},{x3, x4, x6, x7}},
O/R3={Z1, Z2, Z3}={{x1, x2, x5},{x6, x8},{x3, x4, x7}},
O/R4={T1, T2, T3}={{x1, x2, x5},{ x3, x4, x6, x7, x8}}.
If one wants to find the "large and triangular" building
blocks, he/she can use R2∩R3 to find the required result
granule. Similarly, if one wants to find the "big or
triangular" building blocks, he can use R2∪ R3 terms.
When mining massive data, it is complex and difficult
to extract the valuable information. And it needs large
calculation by operating data sets directly. This method
presented in this paper can get knowledge in the higher
level of abstraction. It may be more universal. It can
construct the corresponding concept or identity-level tree
by the abstract feature value in a given data table.
Multiple abstraction levels can be achieved to solve
granular computing problem. At the same time, the
original data set can also be horizontal compression to
reduce data size, and improve efficiency for solving
problems. At this point, more abstract levels of granulebased knowledge representation can be introduced. Such
granular representation can provide an important
prerequisite for category theory based granular
computing method.
The granular triple-tuples representation based on
knowledge level would be study in other paper.

4 A case study
This paper gives a case to illustrate the formalization of
granule. The Table 1 is a table of building block
information to study the changes of granule.
TABLE 1 Building block information table
Element
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8

Colour
red
red
yellow
yellow
blue
red
blue
blue

Shape
triangle
triangle
circle
circle
square
circle
circle
square

Size
big
big
small
small
big
middle
small
middle

Stability
stability
stability
instability
instability
stability
instability
instability
instability

5 Conclusion
This paper provides a uniform granular representation for
granular computing, which studies the feature of the
granule. It illustrates that the four elements of granule are
closely related to granular feature. It presents a new
feature-based four-tuples representation of granule. By

Suppose 8 blocks form a set of objects O. It is noted
that O={x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8}. Each building block
has four kinds of feature items. That feature set is denoted
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comparison,
this
paper's
granular
four-tuples
representation reflects the unity of granule, the specific
and abstraction, the connotation and extension, static and
dynamic, origination and basic granule. The formal
representation has important methodology. It is a good
solution to the data level feature-based granular
representation problem. It is conducive to solve problem
and granular computing theory. Of course, this
representation is only a preliminary exploration, which
still needs further test for its effectiveness. In addition,
the abstract representation of granules needs further study.

The introduction of category theory provides an
important prerequisite for the granular calculation.
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Abstract
An event structure acts as a denotational semantic model of concurrent systems. Action refinement is an essential operation in the
design of concurrent systems. But there exists an important problem about preserving equivalence under action refinement. If two
processes are equivalent with each other, we hope that they still can preserve equivalence after action refinement. In linear time
equivalence and branching time equivalence spectrum, interleaving equivalences, which include interleaving trace equivalence and
interleaving bisimulation equivalence are not preserved under action refinement [9-11, 14, 16, 21]. In this paper, we define a class of
concurrent processes with specific properties and put forward the concept of clustered action transition, which ensures that
interleaving equivalences are able to preserve under action refinement.
Keywords: event structure, action refinement, concurrency, interleaving equivalence, clustered equivalence

Vogler [14, 15] first raised the basic thought of
preserving equivalence under action refinement. Czaja,
Van Glabbeek and Goltz [21] demonstrated that if
interleaving bisimulation equivalence doesn’t produce
choice operations or action self-concurrences after
actions are refined then it can preserve equivalence under
action refinement, but interleaving trace equivalence still
cannot preserve. Goltz and Wehrheim [20] proved that
history preserving bisimulation is consistent with global
causal dependencies, but they did not further discuss
about the problem how to preserve equivalence under
action refinement, and did not discuss that there are other
situations under environment of action independencies.
Van Glabbeek and Goltz [11, 21] summarized the
research results of action refinement, gave a detailed
explanation for preserving equivalence problem under
action refinement, and proved that interleaving
equivalence cannot preserve under action refinement in
general, but did not discussed further. Moreover, no work
further discusses preserving problem under action
refinement of interleaving trace equivalence and
interleaving bisimulation equivalence. In this paper, we
define a class of concurrent processes with specific
properties and put forward the concept of clustered action
transition, which ensures that interleaving equivalences
are able to preserve under action refinement in the
absence of constraints.

1 Introduction
In order to model concurrent systems, we hope to have
formal method for hierarchical structure. Action
refinement is the core operation of the hierarchical
method, which interprets an action in higher abstract
layer with a process in lower layer, hence reduces the
level of abstraction and eventually reaches its
implementation layer. In the development course from
top to bottom of concurrent system, we must first build
models, which depict the system with description
language of top layer; subsequently, according to these
descriptions, we complete its implementation. This
course often requires equivalence notion to verify the
correctness of implementation of system. More
concretely, assuming that
represents the descriptions
of system and
represents its implementation, if
is
equivalent with
(expressed as
), then this

shows that
is correct. In development, the description
of a system can be refined layer-by-layer, accordingly
its implementation
can be converted from framework
into code or electronic components. Only the description
and its implementation at all levels are required to
maintain equivalence so as to ensure correctness of its
implementation. This leads to an important question what
kind of equivalence is maintained under action
refinement, that is, if two concurrent systems are
equivalent with each other, we hope that they still can
preserve equivalence after action refinement.
*
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events e1, e2, e3, e4, e5 with l (e1)  a, l (e3)  c ,
l (e2)  l (e4)  b , l (e5)  d , where e1e2 , e3  e4  e5 ,
each of e1, e2 is in conflict with each of e3, e4, e5. This
event structure is expressed in Figure 1.

2 Event structures and action refinement
Let Act be a set of actions.
Definition 2.1 [2, 12, 18]: A event structure
tuple  E, , #, , l  , where

is a 5-

 E is the set of events;
  E  E is irreflexive partial relation, and satisfy
the
rule
of
finite
causes
that
e  E : e1 E e1  e is finite; In addition, its

e1

inverse “<” is expressed as “>”;
#  E  E is irreflexive and finite conflicting
relation, and satisfy the rule of inheriting of
conflict
that
e1, e2, e3  E : e1  e2 
e1# e3  e2# e3 ;
   E  E is irreflexive concurrent relation,
altogether with < and # to satisfy the principle of
partition that
 #   E  E , e1e2 
(e1  e2  e1  e2  e2  e1  e1# e2) ;


e4

e3

e5

e2

 l : E  Act is a label function of actions.
In this paper, let
denote the set of all event
structures.
Definition 2.2 [2, 11]: Let
,  . A relation
between
and
is called isomorphic (expressed as
) if there exists an bijection between their sets

and preserves corresponding relations with , #,  and
same corresponding labels.
Unless specified, we do not discriminate isomorphic
event structures.
The behaviours of a event structure are expressed with
its configurations which are considered as all possible
states of the system. The following is its definition.
Definition 2.3 [2, 12, 18]:Let X be a subset of the set
.
E of all events in event structure
(1) X is left closed if e1, e  E : e  X  e1  e 
e1 X ;
(2) X is conflicted-free if
X is conflicted-free;

terminated configurations.
Main thought of action refinement [1, 3, 5, 8, 22] is:
replace an action in higher layer with a process in lower
layer, do in the same way layer by layer, until get detailed
design or implementation of the system.
Definition 2.4 [13, 14, 17, 22]: A function
ref : Act  E   is called a refinement function of

(3) X is a configuration if X is not only left closed but
also conflicted-free.
Here, let C   represent the set of all configurations

 e1, e1 ref    e2, e2 iff

in event structure
.
A configuration X

( X C 



)

is

FIGURE 1 The event structure

Its configurations are , e1 , e2 ,

e3, e4 , e3, e4, e5

, where

e1, e2 ,e3 ,
e1, e2 , e3, e4, e5 are

event structure, if a  Act : ref (a) is not empty, finite


and conflict-free. Let

. ref

 

is an event

structure defined as follows:

Eref (

)



  e, e e  E , e  Eref l

e1  e2  e1 ref l

called

(successfully)
terminated
configuration
if
e  E : e  X  e1 X : e1# e .
The event structure is also often represented with
graph, where ,
stands for casual relation and
immediately conflict relation in event structure
respectively, inherited conflict relation is not considered
and indenpent relation is not explicitly expressed.
  a b    c; b; d  ,
Example 2.1: A system

( e1) 

 e

,

e1  e2 or

e2 .

 e1, e1 #ref    e2, e2 iff

e1# e2 ,

 e1, e1 ref    e2, e2 iff

e1 e2 or

e1  e2  e1ref l
lref 



 e, e  lref l

( e1) 

(e)

e2 ,
(e) .

Example 2.2: Continue with Example 2.1. Assuming
that ref (b)  (b1; b2)  b3 , the event structure after action
refinement is expressed in Figure 2.

executing either a, b concurrently or c, b and d
sequentially, can be described by the event structure with
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X 0 ,

Under action refinement, each event e labelled by the
action b is replaced by a disjoint copy, e , of ref (b) ,
i.e., the event e2 is replaced by (e22<e23)#e21 and the

followed e will casually follow all events of e , and all
events in conflict with e will be in conflict with all
events of e .

e
3

e
4
2

C  

between

and

is called a interleaving bisimulation
if

 ,    R

and if

 X ,Y   R

A relation between
and
is called interleaving
bisimulation equivalence (expressed as
) if there
ib
exists a interleaving bisimulation between them.
Finally, we introduce another kind of equivalence
named pomset trace equivalence which depends on
partial order theory. we will still study whether quotient
event structure and original event structure are pomset
trace equivalences or not.
Definition 3.5: Let  .
(1) Let R1  X 1,  X 1 , l X 1 and R2  X 2,  X 2 , l X 2

e
5

e2
1

e2
3

R  C

a
a
Y 
 Y , a  Act  X  : X 
 X    X , Y    R .

e4
3

e2
2

i

then
a
a
X 
 X , a  Act  Y  : Y 
 Y    X , Y    R ,

e
4
e4
1

a
 Xi ,
 : X 0   and Xi-1 

i  1, , n .
Here, trs( ) represents the set of all traces in event
structure
.
Definition 3.3: Let ,  . A relation between
is called interleaving trace equivalence
and
(expressed as
it ) if trs( )=trs( ).
Furthermore, we define interleaving bisimulation
equivalence.
Definition 3.4: Let
. A relation
, 

event e4 is replaced by (e41<e42)#e43 [17]. The
causality and conflict structure is inherited from
: all
events which were casually before e will be casually
before all events of e , every event which casually

e
1

, Xn C 

e
2

be two partial sets labelled in Act R1 and R2 is
isomorphic with each other (expressed as R1  p R2 ) if

f : X Y
e1, e2  X 1: e1  X 1 e2  f (e1)  X 2 f (e2),

there
FIGURE 2 The event structure after action refinement

l

X1

exists

l

X2

a

bisection

such

that
and

f . A isomorphic class of partial set in the

set Act is called pomset.
(2)
Partial
sets

pomset ( X )   X ,  X , l

3 Interleaving equivalences
Interleaving equivalences can be divided into interleaving
trace equivalence and interleaving bisimulation
equivalence [9, 10, 11, 21]. To begin with, we give the
definition of single action transition.
Definition 3.1: Let
 . A transition relation
a
X 
 X  is called single action transition if
a  Act , X , X   C   , X  X  ,
and
e  E :

event

pomsets 

of
configuration
X
is

X    . The set of all pomsets in
p
structure
is

   pomset ( X ) X  C   .

Definition

X   X  e, l (e)  a .
a
Here, X 
 X  denotes that the state expressed
by configuration X turns into the one expressed by
configuration X’ after performing action a in event
structure
 .
Then, we define trace and interleaving trace
equivalence.
 . A word w  a1 an
Definition 3.2: Let
if
 Act * is called a trace of event structure

3.6:

Let

,



pomsets 

   pomset  X  X  C  

pomsets 

   pomset Y  Y  C   .

A relation between
and
equivalence
(expressed

as

.

Assume

that
and

is called pomset trace
pt
)
if

pomsets    pomsets   .
Article [17] has proved that pomset trace equivalence
is able to preserve under action refinement.
Proposition 3.1: Let
,  , let ref be a
pt
refinement function. If
then ref( ) pt ref( ) .
The proof confers theorem 8.1 in article [11].
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(1) For any configuration X  C 

Pomset trace equivalence requires that casual and
independent relations between events must be consistent.
Apparently, it can directly reach a conclusion that pomset
trace equivalence implies interleaving trace equivalence.
pt
Proposition 3.2: Let
then
,  . If

2.2, there is #

C   E

preserving

bisimulation

 , ,    R ,
then

E



there always exists

and

 X ,Y , f   R

pomsets 

  trs   . Given
trs    trs   ,
we
pomsets    pomsets   , hence

if
,

a
Y 
 Y ,  X , Y , f    R  f  X  f ;
a
Y 
 Y , a  Act  X , f  :

a
X 
 X ,  X , Y , f   R  f  X  f .

namely,
obtain

it

Similarly, for any configuration Y  C 

Let
and
is
,  . A relation between
called history preserving equivalence (expressed as
h ) if there exists a history preserving bisimulation
between them.
History preserving equivalence is able to preserve
under action refinement. The following gives the
conclusion by means of Proposition 3.3.
Proposition 3.3: Let
,  , let ref be a
refinement function. If
then ref( ) h ref( ) .
h
The proof can confer theorem 9.1 and proposition 9.2
in article [11].
According to definition 3.4 and definition 3.7, we
immediately attain a result that history preserving
equivalence can deduce interleaving bisimulation
equivalence.
Proposition 3.4: Let
then
h
,  . If

to

ib

,

we

obtain

 Y  : Y 
 Y    X , Y   R
a

 X , Y  ,  X , Y   R .



pt

.

 , So is Y. Due

X 
 X , a  Act
a

and

 ,   ,

Now, we want to prove X  p Y

and X   p Y  . Distinctly, the bisimulation between
and
starts from initial configuration  and gets to
states of bisimulation (expressed as X, Y) by performing
same actions. Also, X, Y is total order and they execute
corresponding events of same actions, hence X  p Y .
Similarly, X   p Y  . According to symmetry [6, 19], for
any
a
a
Y 
 Y , a  Act  X  : X 
 X    X , Y    R ,
there also exist Y  p X and Y   p X  . Following the
above method, we are able to find a history preserving
bisimulation between
and , i.e.,
h . Also, by

ib .
Interleaving equivalences cannot preserve under
action refinement. However, if restrictions with some
properties based on event structure model are placed,
some useful results will be attained. The following
proposition shows that if no independency exists in event
structure then interleaving equivalences (include
interleaving trace equivalence and interleaving
bisimulation equivalence) are able to preserve under
action refinement.
Proposition 3.5:
Let
,  , let ref be a
refinement function    = .
(2) If
Proof:

,

pt  ref( ) pt ref( ) . Also,
by
proposition
3.2,
we
obtain
that
ref( ) pt ref( )  ref( ) it ref( ) .
(2) Based on the above proof, For any configuration
X  C   , there only exists a total order relation in X.

a
X 
 X , a  Act  Y , f  :

it
ib

it

By proposition 3.1,

f is a bijection between X and Y;

(1) If

  . Moreover, because    , X is

X , Y  C    X  Y  wX , wY  trs    wX  wY .
On the condition that actions names cannot give rise
to confusion, we represent corresponding event with its
pomsets    trs   . Similarly,
action name,

is called a history

between

by definition

left closed, there exists a total order relation in X. By
definition 3.2, X corresponds to unique trace (expressed
as
),
namely,
wX

it .
Subsequently, we introduce distinct kind of
equivalence called history preserving bisimulation which
is finer than interleaving bisimulation and is able to
preserve under action refinement.
Definition 3.7: Let
. A relation
, 
R  C

|X

,

h  ref( ) h ref( ) . By
proposition 3.4, ref( ) h ref( )  ref( ) ib ref( ) .
proposition

3.3,

4 Clustered action transition
We present a new class of action transition, where A is a
multiple set in action set Act and all actions within A
independently perform with each other. We call this
multiple set A as a clustered action and call this class
transitions as clustered action transitions. With clustered
action transitions, we construct two new types of
equivalence.
A
Definition 4.1: Let  . A transition X 
X
Act
is called a clustered action transition if A  N (i.e., A
is
multiple
set
in
Act)

then ref( ) it ref( ) .
then ref( ) ib ref( ) .
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X , X  C 

 , X  X , X   X  G ,

e1 , e2  E : e1  e2    e1  e2    (e1 )  (e2 )   .

the events in set G

The above proposition shows that if all transitions in
an event structure are clustered action transitions, then all
independent actions involved in a clustered action
transition are seen as a “big” action, its corresponding
events can be thought of as a “big” event. Hence, not only
no independency between events exists in this event
structure but also independency sets of cause divide set of
events into different parts, which induces an equivalence
relation in set of events of this event structure.
Definition 4.3: Let
. A sequence

Act
w  A1 An  Ai  N
i  1, , n   is called a

satisfy:
(1) entire independency of causes:



d , e  G :  d  X e   e1  E e1  e

e  E
2

d  G 

e2  d

e 

and l (G)  A .

(2) same causality:

e1  E \ G, e2  G :  e1  e2  e3  G : e1  e3 
  e1  e2  e3  G : e1  e3  ;

clustered
trace
X 0 , , X n  C 

(3) same conflict relation:

e1  E \ G, e2  G :  e1 # e2  e3  G : e1 # e3  .
Here, l

l

G   N Act

(e)  a .

A
Clustered action transition X 
 X  represents that
after independently executing all actions of set A, the
state expressed by configuration X is changed into the one
expressed by configuration X  in event structure
.
Definition 4.2: suppose that e is an event in event
structure
. Independency set of cause on e   e  ,

e
including
itself,
is
  e   e1  E e1  e e .

defined

Clusteredtrs 

A N

l

X , X C 

 , X  X , X   X  G

A  N Act

,

X , X C 

and

eE

i.e.

and

ct

(4) e1 , e2  E : e1  e2    e1  e2  

 (e1 )  (e2 )   .

4.1, we obtain  (e)   (e1 )   (e2 ) , consequently obtain

e1  e2    e1  e2  .
conclusion that

Accordingly,

contradict
arrive

versa.

Consequently,

it

that

,

.

W  A1 ,..., An ,

where

Ai  N Act

After discussing clustered trace equivalence, we begin
with another new class of equivalence and study whether
they can maintain under action refinement or not. This
class of equivalence is designated clustered bisimulation
equivalence. The following provides for its definition.
Definition 4.5: Let ,  , let all transitions in
and
be clustered action transitions. A relation

Proof: Conclusions (1), (2) and (3) is very easy to
reach, omitted here. Only give proof of (4). If
 (e1 )  (e2 )   then e   (e1 )  (e2 ) . By definition
This

vice

(i  1,..., n) be a clustered trace, and Ai stand for the
number of elements, then the clustered trace W
corresponds to A1 !  A2 !  ...  An ! general traces.

 e  E ;

.

,

  Clusteredtrs    trs    trs  



Provide

either e1  e2 or e1  e2

Aj

in

Clusteredtrs 

G   A ;
(3)

is
as

Performing of any action in Ai does not interfere with

where

 , X  X , X   X  G

be the sets of all clustered traces of

then all actions in Ai are independent of those in A j .
those

A
  X 
 X   d  E : G   (d ),



The following proposition shows that clustered trace
equivalence can imply interleaving trace equivalence.
Proposition 4.2: Let ,  . If all transitions in
event structures
and
are clustered action
transitions then
ct  it .
Proof: By definition 4.1 and proposition 4.1,
Ai , Aj (i  1,..., n, j  1,..., n, i  j) in a clustered trace,

as

G   A .
(2)

l

,

if
and

,
respectively. A relation between
and
called clustered trace equivalence (expressed
ct ) if Clusteredtrs( )  Clusteredtrs   .

In order to study the follow-up problems, we give a
proposition in advance.
Proposition 4.1: Let  . If all transitions in
are clustered action transitions then
A
(1) d  E   X 
 X  :  (d )  G, where
Act

structure

Ai
Xi-1 
 X i , i  1, , n is a clustered action transition.
Here, Clusteredtrs( ) represents the set of all
clustered traces of event structure
.
Subsequently, we define clustered trace equivalence.
Definition 4.4: Let ,  , all transitions in
and
be clustered transitions. Let Clusteredtrs( ) and

results from

G  (a)  e  G l

of
event
 : X0  

with
at

R  C

the

C  

is called a clustered bisimulation
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between

and

if

 ,    R

 X ,Y   R

and if

action transitions, ref be a refinement function. If
then
ct
it  ref ( ) it ref ( ) .
Proof: By proposition 5.1,
.
ct  pt

then
A
A
X 
 X , A  N Act  Y  : Y 
 Y    X , Y    R,

Also,
pt

A
A
Y 
 Y , A  N Act  X  : X 
 X    X , Y    R .

ref ( ) pt ref ( )  ref ( ) it ref ( ) . Consequently,

A relation between
and
is called clustered
bisimulation equivalence (expressed as
cb ) if there
exists a clustered bisimulation between them.
Obviously, by definition 4.5, we come to a decision
that
cb  ct .
Proposition 4.3 Let ,  . If all transitions in
event structures
and
are clustered action
transitions then
cb  ib .
Procedure of proof is similar to that of proposition
4.2, omitted here.

we

arrive
at
a
conclusion
that
it  ref ( ) it ref ( ) .
This proposition shows that if two event structures
satisfy clustered trace equivalence and their all transitions
are clustered action transitions, then interleaving
equivalence can hold under action refinement. This is an
important conclusion and is one of research goals to be
achieved.
Subsequently, we discuss the topic that interleaving
bisimulation equivalence can preserve under action
refinement in given conditions.
Proposition 5.3: Let ,  . If all transitions in
event structures
and
are clustered action
transitions then
cb  h .

5 Preserving of interleaving equivalences
These papers [9-11, 14, 16, 21] have demonstrated that
interleaving equivalence cannot preserve under action
refinement in the general case. However, proposition 3.5
shows that interleaving equivalence without concurrency
can preserve under action refinement. In this part, we will
testify that in the presence of concurrency interleaving
equivalence is able to preserve under action refinement in
given conditions. In order to prove the conclusion, we
first discuss the relationship between clustered trace
equivalence and partial order trace equivalence.
Proposition 5.1: Let ,  . If all transitions in
event structures
and
are clustered action
ct  pt .
transitions, then
Proof: For any configuration X  C 

,

Proof: Assume that the relation R  C 

be a clustered bisimulation between
construct
a
history
preserving
R  C    C   between
and

(2) Now assume that

we

 X ,Y 

element of R , and given
A

have already been an

cb

X 
 X , Y 
 Y , A  N
A

Act

, also assume that
and

 X , Y   R,

cb  ct , by definition 4.3,
. Hence, X  p Y and X   p Y  . If
there are n (n>1) elements in multiple action set A and the
execution among these elements is interleaving then there
exist
n!
sequences
of
single
action
an1
a1
a2
transition: X 
 X1 
 X 2 X n 1 

 X .
Accordingly, there exists the corresponding sequence
of
single
action
transition:
an1
a1
a2
Y 
 Y1  Y2 ,..., Yn 1 
 Y , and meets
X1  p Y1 , X 2  p Y2 ,..., X n 1  p Yn 1. Apparently, add
also because of
we obtain
pt

since all

then there exists a configuration Y  C   reached by
the implementation of clustered trace W .
Obviously,
i.e.
X p Y,
X  C   
Similarly,
  X  p Y.
Y  C    X  C    Y  p X .

C  

and
. We
bisimulation
by inductive

method:
(1) First let the element  ,   add into the set R ;

transitions in event structures
are clustered action
transitions, there exists unique one clustered trace, let it
be W, construction of W starts from initial configuration
 and evolves into configuration X. Also, given
ct , we obtain Clusteredtrs( )  Clusteredtrs( ) ,

Y  C 

by
proposition
3.1,
 ref ( ) pt ref ( ) . And, by proposition 3.2,

obtain

these n elements

Isomorphism

 X i , Yi  (i  1,..., n)

to R , meanwhile,

add  X , Y   to R , where X i  p Yi . Along this route, we

ensures
they
have
same
labels,
therefore
pt .
pomsets    pomsets   i.e.
At present, we discuss about the problem that
interleaving equivalence can preserve under action
refinement in given conditions.
Proposition 5.2: Let
,  . Assume that all
transitions in event structures
and
be clustered

construct all elements of the set R which are
configuration pairs acquired by same single action
transitions from X and Y respectively. Therefore, R is a
history preserving bisimulation, i.e.
h .
This proposition shows that clustered bisimulation
equivalence  bb can imply history preserving
equivalence  h .
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Subsequently, we discuss the relationship under
action refinement between clustered bisimulation
equivalence and interleaving bisimulation equivalence.
Proposition 5.4: Let
,  . Assume that all
transitions in event structures
and
be clustered
action transitions, ref be a refinement function. If

bisimulation equivalence can preserve under action
refinement.
(2) In event structures, if all transitions are clustered
action transitions, then with clustered trace equivalence
between event structures, we can reach that interleaving
trace equivalence can preserve under action refinement;
likewise, with clustered bisimulation equivalence
between event structures, we can reach that interleaving
bisimulation equivalence can preserve under action
refinement. Therefore, we find a class of concurrent
processes with specific properties, which enable
interleaving equivalence to preserve under action
refinement in the absence of constraint.
Our next work is to introduce the thought of clustered
action transition into model checking so as to deal with
states explosion problem [4, 7, 15] in the process of
system verification.

then
cb
ib  ref ( ) ib ref ( ) .
Proof: By proposition 5.3,
. Also, by
h
proposition 3.3, ref ( ) h ref ( ) . And, by proposition
3.4,
ib  ref ( ) ib ref ( ) . Therefore, we can
obtain
ib  ref ( ) ib ref ( ) .
This proposition shows that if two event structures
satisfy clustered bisimulation equivalence and their all
transitions are clustered action transitions, then
interleaving bisimulation equivalence also can hold under
action refinement. Proposition 5.2 and proposition 5.4
extend proposition 3.5, which demonstrates that in the
presence of concurrency interleaving equivalence is able
to preserve under action refinement in given conditions.
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6 Results and Discussion
The paper has demonstrated that
(1) In event structures without independency between
events, interleaving trace equivalence and interleaving
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Abstract
Based on the assumption of variable-investment, this paper introduces growth opportunity into the model of liquidity needs (Tirole,
2006). Through the establishment of mathematical optimization model, we analyse the influence of growth opportunities on liquidity
needs and liquidity investment decisions. Both of mathematical derivation and numerical simulation show that, the entrepreneur
tends to overinvest in illiquid assets if the growth opportunity is small; otherwise, he will overhoard of liquid assets. In addition, the
agency costs due to information asymmetry may also affect the entrepreneur's decisions of liquid assets investment.
Keywords: Growth opportunity, liquidity monitoring, variable-investment model, mathematical optimization

1 Introduction

entire community. Unsurprisingly, liquidity planning is
central to the practice of corporate finance and consumes
a large fraction of chief financial officers’ time. Studies
for liquidity monitoring have never stopped.
There are lots of factors that affect liquidity demand
and liquidity risk, and growth prospect is also one of
them. The writer of [7] firstly puts forward the concept of
growth opportunity, and he thinks growth opportunity
refers to the part of enterprise's value depending on
discretionary expenditures in the future. Growth
opportunities, in other words, not only including
traditional investment opportunities, also including
discretionary spending, which can bring greater success
for the enterprise [8]. Growth opportunities depend not
only on the external environment, but also depend on the
enterprise itself [9]. And different enterprises may own
different growth opportunities [10].
The essence of liquidity supervision is liquidity risk
management, and lots of scholars study the factors that
influence the liquidity and risk management. The purpose
of liquidity risk management is to seek anticipated cost
trade-off in the ample liquidity and abundant liquidity
[11]. The major factors that affect the liquidity are
company size, growth opportunities, physical assets
investment yields, the company's ability to create
operating cash flow, working capital management
efficiency as well as the debt ratio and so on [12].
Otherwise, maintaining high liquidity can improve the
value of the inter-temporal investment options [13].
At present, research on liquidity monitoring is
concentrated
on
definition,
classification
and
measurement through qualitative analysis. Some scholars
have discussed the impact and causes of liquidity
monitoring by empirical analysis. However, few scholars

As the vitality of enterprises, liquidity is necessary to
ensure the normal operation of enterprises. As ongoing
entities, firms are concerned that they may in the future
be deprived of the funds that would enable them to take
advantage of exciting growth prospects, strengthen
existing investments, or simply stay alive. Enterprises in
the process of actual operation often face a liquidity
shocks, and then the liquidity demand will happen.
Liquidity is the most important part of the business,
whether purchasing, production, sales and other business
sectors, or investment in new projects, distribution of
profits to shareholders, as well as the repayment of debt
principal and interest, all of these require a lot of
liquidity.
As the first one explained the meaning of mobility,
Keynes believes that liquidity refers to how easy is it to
convert asset into payment [1]. In the definition of
enterprises' liquidity, however, the academia has yet
formed a clear definition. The study of [2] points out that
the liquidity of enterprises not only includes the solvency,
but also contains the whole cash needs. However, the
author of [3] holds that corporate liquidity is the total
liquidity of each single asset. The research for liquidity
assets describes enterprise liquidity as frequency of fund
flows [4]. Liquidity risk is divided into market liquidity
risk and financing liquidity risk [5]. The market liquidity
risk can be further divided into two categories, exogenous
and endogenous [6].
As the vitality of enterprises, liquidity is necessary to
ensure the normal operation of enterprises. The
occurrence of liquidity risk accidents tends to endanger
the survival of the enterprise, and even spread to the
*Corresponding author e-mail: xianiyang@126.com
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have made theoretical study for liquidity monitoring,
from the perspective of demand for liquidity.
On the basis of liquidity needs model [14-17], this
paper analyses the impact of growth opportunities on
liquidity needs. Illiquidity may affect the normal
operation, make it impossible to repay maturing debt, and
even endanger the survival of the enterprise; conversely,
excess liquidity will reduce the profits. Therefore, we try
to study the influence of growth opportunities on the
firm’s liquidity investment decisions by establishing and
solving the mathematical optimization model. Ultimately,
we want to prove the need for monitoring liquidity assets.
The result shows that the entrepreneur will overinvest
in illiquid assets when the growth opportunity is
relatively small. Conversely, the entrepreneurs will
overboard liquid assets when the growth opportunity is
relatively big. In addition, agency costs will also affect
the entrepreneur's investment decisions on liquid assets.
Therefore, in order to prevent entrepreneurs make some
investment decision not conducive to the development of
enterprises, the company's liquidity ratio must be
formulated in loan agreement.

entrepreneur has a project requiring fixed investment I ,
he initially has “assets” A and needs to borrow I  A
from investors. At date 1 , the firm meets a new
investment chance requiring an amount I , where  is
ex ante unknown and has cumulative distribution
function F (  ) with density f (  ) on   [0, ) . The
realization of  is learned at date 1 .
The probability of success p is affected by the effort
degree of the entrepreneur, which is unobservable.
Behaving yields probability p  pH of success, and
misbehaving results in probability p  pL  pH of
success and private benefit BI  0 .
Let p  pH  pL  0 . If the firm does not reinvest
I , then it yields, at date 2 , RI with probability p and

0 with probability 1  p . If the firm reinvests I , then it
yields, at date 2 , RI with probability p   and 0 with
probability 1  ( p   ) , where   0 .
The investment has positive NPV. Both the
entrepreneur and investors are risk neutral. The
entrepreneur is protected by limited liability. Investors
behave competitively in the sense that the loan, if any,
makes zero profit. We summarize the timing in Figure 1:

2 Assumption
This paper introduces growth prospects on the basis of
the liquidity risk management model, in the contest of the
variable-investment framework. At date 0 , the
Date 0

Date 1

Financing
contract
• The entrepreneur
Invest
has wealth A
• The entrepreneur
borrows I−A from
investors

Date 2

Not reinvest
New
investment
chance I

No change

Reinvest

Moral hazard

Eventual profits

p  pH or pL

• Success(Profit RI)
• Failure (profit 0)

Moral hazard

p  pH  
or pL  

Probability
of success
increases

Eventual profits
• Success(Profit RI)
• Failure (profit 0)

FIGURE 1 Figure of the timing

3 Optimal models

any

cut-off

of

reinvestment

c

:

c

Suppose that the financing contract takes the following
state-contingent form: {I ;  c ; ( Rb , 0); ( RI  Rb , 0)}.

0

The contract specifies that  c is a cut-off of
reinvestment: only if    c , the firm reinvests and the
investment level is I . If the project success, the
entrepreneur and investors get Rb and RI  Rb

[ F (  c )  pH ]R  [1    f (  )]
0

 F (  c )  pH



B
.
p

The
probability
of
reinvestment
Pr ob{   c }  F (  c ).
So the optimization problem becomes

is

respectively; if the project fail, both of them get 0 . For
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 max
F (  c )( pH   ) Rb 
 Rb ,  c , I

[1  F (  c )] pH Rb  A

 s.t. (a1) F (  c )( pH   ) Rb

 F (  c )[( pL   ) Rb  BI ],

.

(b1) [1  F (  c )] pH Rb


 [1  F (  c )]( pL Rb  BI ),


(c1) F (  c )( pH   )( RI  Rb )  [1  F (  c )]

c

 pH ( RI  Rb )  I    If (  )d   A
0


The intercept of the line (b1) is 0 and the slope is
B p . Since 0  k1  B p , the “feasible contract set”
is not an empty set if A  0 .And then, it is the bigger the
better for Rb . So the point F constitutes the optimal
(1)

contract: Rb*  BI p .
Secondly, consider the optimal I for a given  c .
Actually, take R *b into the problem (2) and it can be
further simplified as that

max m(  c ) I
 c ,I

c
c
 s.t. {F (  )( pH   )  [1  F (  )] pH } ,

c

 ( RI  Rb )  I    If (  )d   A
0


(a1) is the objective function is the entrepreneur’s
utility, when the entrepreneur’s incentive-compatibility
constraint if the firm can come up with enough cash to
reinvest. (b1) is the incentive-compatibility constraint if
not, and both of them could be simplified as:
Rb  BI p . (c1) is the investors’ individual-rationality
constraint and it holds with equality. So the optimal
model (1) will be simplified as:

(3)

where
c

m(  c )  [ pH   F (  c ]R  [1    f (  )d  ],
0

I * ( c )  k ( c ) A

 max
{F (  c )( pH   )  [1  F (  c )] pH }RI
 Rb ,  c , I

c
 [ I    If (  )d  ],

0

.
 s.t. (a 2) Rb  BI / p,

(b2) {F (  c )( pH   )  [1  F (  c )] pH }

c

 ( RI  Rb )  I    If (  )d   A

0


k1 



0

 F (  c )  pH

Ub (  )  m(  c )k (  c ) A.
Finally, we could solve  c .
Proposition 1: If  c* is equal to the expected unit
cost of effective investment, U b (  c )


maximum, that is: 

c*

 c(  ) 
c*

Proof:
Ub ( c ) 

 f (  )d  ]

1    f (  )d 
0

pH   F (  c )

.
fact

c

{[ pH   F (  )]R  [1    f (  )d  ]} A
0

c

[1    f (  )d  ]  [ F (  )  pH ]( R  B p) .
c

0

 R  c(  c )

A
c
c(  )   ( R  B p )

.

So U b (  c )

reaches its maximum means that


c

min
c(  c )  [1    f (  )d  ] [ pH   F (  c )] .
c
0

The
first-order
c
 f (  )[ pH   F (  c )]

F

condition

is:

c

c

 f (  c )  f (  c )   f (  )d   0

The investors'
individual-rationality
constraint

.

0

That is

 c*

0

reaches its

c

In
c



E

,

0

Rb  BI p

Rb

[1    f (  )d  ]  [ F (  c )  pH ]( R  B p)
c

Firstly, get Rb for a given  c and I . We may
illustrate the “feasible contract set” of (2) by Figure 2,
and it may be constituted by the shaded area OEF.
First of all, it is easy to get that the intercept of the
line (b2) is A [ F (  c )  pH ] and the slope is:

[ F (  c )  pH ]R  [1  

c

(2)

The optimal solution of the model (2) can be got
through the following three steps.

c

A



I

pH





 c*

0

F (  )d   1 .

(4)

FIGURE 2 The solution for the model
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c*
Assume that Z  1   ( p H  ) 

then

c(  c* ) 

from
(4)
we
c*
Z   [ pH   F (  c* )]



 c*

0

incentive compatible. Lenders then offer to increase
the borrower’s reward in the case of “success” and so
they raise the borrower’s payoff in the case of success
to BI ' p in order to make sure the borrower
behaves.
It should be noted that the high payoff can be
achieved only if investors agree that. Now suppose that
investor may get more when the entrepreneur behaving
than misbehaving, the entrepreneur's high payoff will not
be cancelled. Then the following proposition can be
drawn.
Proposition 3: The entrepreneur's high payoff will not
be cancelled if  , p L and B are relatively small, p H

F (  )d  0 ,

can

get

that

  c* .

pH   F (  c * )

Proposition 2:  c* is increasing with the increase of

 pH .
Proof:
  c(  c* )

Because

c*

  c * F (  c * )   c * ( pH  )  1  

 c*

0

 f (  )d  .

Solving the partial derivative of  c* with respect to

 pH

on

both

[  c* f (  c* )  F (  c* )]
  c* f (  c* )

sides

of

above

p


  c*  H
 ( pH  )
  ( pH  )


 ( pH  )
c*

It is easy to get that 

formula:

c*

{F (  c* )( pH   )  [1  F (  c* )] pH }( R  B / P) I '

or

 {F (  c* )( pH   )  [1  F (  c* )] pL }( RI ' B / PI * )

.

(P)( R  B / P)

That means  c*  [ F (  c* ) 

then

the

c*

and R are relatively big.
Proof: In fact, as long as

c*

pH



 [ pL   F (  c* )]( B / P)[  c* / (1   c* )] .


.
( pH  )
c*

]

(5)

This

 0 , F (  c* )  pH /   0 , and

means

Y1  (P)( R  B / P) 

 c*
 c*
0
 0.
 ( pH  )
( pH )

[ pL   F (  c* )]( B / P)[  c* / (1   c* )]  0.

Then the high payoff may not be cancelled.  c* will
reduce

4 Monitoring 0verinvestment in illiquid assets

as 

decreases

and

pH

increases,

and

 c* /(1   c* ) will also reduce. Furthermore, with the

In most instances, loan agreements do not focus solely on
the borrower’s solvency, but also strictly constrain the
borrower’s liquidity. For example, many loan agreements
require that the borrower maintain a minimum level of
working capital. It is not a priori clear why this is so. Let
us bring one answer to this puzzle, and show that it may
be optimal for lenders to simultaneously impose gearing
and liquidity ratios.
In the absence of a liquidity requirement, suppose that

decreasing of p L and B and the increasing of R , the
left side of (5) will increase and the right side will
decrease, that means (5) will be set up.
Proposition 4: The entrepreneur will overinvestment
in illiquid assets if  , p L and B are relatively small,

p H and R are relatively big.
Proof: Indeed, the borrower, who, regardless of the
design of her initial compensation contract, receives
expected rent pH B / p per unit of illiquid assets,

the borrower invests the full I * (1   c* )  I ' in illiquid
assets; despite the lack of cash left for reinvestment, the
project will often be continued. An interesting issue
relates to whether the investors should renegotiate the
borrower’s compensation scheme so as to account for the
unexpectedly high scale of operations. The answer to this
question depends on the way the managerial
compensation contract was initially drawn.
 If the borrower owns a share in the firm’s final profit,
then managerial compensation scales up with
investment, and the initial incentive scheme remains
incentive compatible as investment increases and is
not renegotiated by lenders to account for the altered
firm size.
 If the entrepreneur gets a fixed reward for “success”;
because the private benefit scales up with investment,
the initial incentive scheme is then no longer

prefers investing I ' rather than I * if:
{F (  c* )( pH   )  [1  F (  c* )] pH }( BI * / P)
or
 {F ( ˆ 0 )( pH   )  [1  F ( ˆ 0 )] pL }( BI '/ P),
F (  c* )  F ( ˆ0 )  [( pH /  ) F ( ˆ0 ] c* .

(6)

That

means

Y2  F (  )  F ( ˆ0 )  [( pH /  ) F ( ˆ0 ]  0
c*

c*

and

if

 / pH is relatively small, pH /  will be relatively big,
then (6) will be set up. Furthermore, with the decreasing
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{F (  )( pH   )  [1  F (  )] pH }( BI ''/ P)

of p L and B and the increasing of R , ̂ 0 will increase

{F (  c* )( pH   )  [1  F (  c* )] pH }( BI * / P)

and (6) will be set up more easily.
Corollary 1: The overinvestment in illiquid assets will
be achieved if  , p L and B are relatively small, p H

{F [  c*  (1   c* ) ]  F (  c* )}
 f (  c* )[  c*  (1   c* )   c* ]
 f (  c* )(1   c* )

and (7) will be like that
 f (  c* )(1   c* )  [ F (  c* )  pH /  ]
 f (  c* )(1   c* )  [ F (  c* )  pH /  ]

(8)

is relatively small, pH /  will be relatively big, then (8)
will be set up.

investment I to obtain more than U b , and that U b is
the maximum utility for the borrower consistent with a
nonnegative profit for the lender.). Hence, the optimal

Roughly, if liquidity shocks around the threshold  c*
are quite likely, hoarding a bit more liquidity than
allowed is privately profitable for the borrower. The
borrower would always prefer underinvesting to investing

investment lever is not I * and the rationale for a liquidity
requirement.

I * if she had a fixed claim (namely, BI * / p in the case

5 Monitoring overhoarding of liquid assets

of success).

As mentioned earlier, lenders may also need to verify that
the borrower does not underinvest in illiquid assets in
order to overinsure against liquidity shocks. We select a
specific set of assumptions for the sole purpose of
illustrating a possible incentive to underinvest in illiquid
assets.
 The borrower can use the excess liquidity in order
to withstand the liquidity shock;
 The borrower and investors receive shares of the
date 2 profit with share ( B / p) R held by the

6 Numerical simulation and conclusions
As mentioned earlier, lenders may also need to verify that
the borrower does not underinvest in illiquid assets in
order to overinsure against liquidity shocks. We select a
specific set of assumptions for the sole purpose of
illustrating a possible incentive to underinvest in illiquid
assets.
Now, we make some numerical calculations on the
theoretical results. Table 1 shows the influence of  on
financing. Where, basic parameters are R  3 , B  0.8 ,
pL  0.07 , pH  0.36 ,  U [0,1] . From table 1, it can

borrower and share ( R  B / p) R held by the
investors;
 Unused liquidity is returned to investors and the
firm only issue stock.
Proposition 5: The entrepreneur will overhoard of
liquid assets if  / pH is relatively big.

be get that  c* increases with the increasing of  and
the entrepreneur will overinvestment in illiquid assets if
 is relatively small. (In all of the following tables,
“Ent.” means the entrepreneur and “Inv.” Means
investors).
Table 2 shows the influence of  / p H on financing.

Proof: Suppose further that the borrower invests I ''  I *
in illiquid assets and thus hoards liquidity equal to
 c* I *  ( I *  I '') . She can then withstand liquidity shocks

   [  c* I *  ( I *  I '')] / I ''  

.

That
means
Y3  f (  c* )(1   c* )  [ F (  c* )  pH /  ]  0 and if  / pH

*

 I ''   c* I *  ( I *  I '')

(7)

For small underinvestments, that is   0

and R are relatively big.
From proposition 3 and proposition 4, we may get
that the entrepreneur will overinvestment in illiquid
assets and the investors will not cancel his high payoff if
 , p L and B are relatively small, p H and R are
relatively big.
Alternatively, the entrepreneur may have been granted
in the initial agreement a fixed reward for “success”.
Because the private benefit scales up with investment, the
initial incentive scheme is then no longer incentive
compatible. Because the borrower is then strictly better
off overinvesting, the lender should rationally anticipate
to lose money overall (That the lender loses money
results from the facts that the borrower deviates from

 such that:

.

Where, basic parameters are R  3 , B  0.8 , pL  0.07 ,

.

 U [0,1] . From table 2, we may get that  c* is
increasing with the increase of  pH and the
entrepreneur’s incentive to overboard of liquid assets
increases with the increasing of  / pH .

Letting   ( I *  I '') / I '' , and using the all-equityfirm assumption, the borrower prefers to underinvest only
if:

Table 3 shows the influence of p L on financing.
Where,

basic

parameters

are

R3 ,

B  0.8 ,
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 0.38 ,   0.55 ,  U [0,1] . From Table 3 some

pH

(ii) The entrepreneur’s incentive to overinvest in
illiquid assets decreases with the increasing of
B;
(iii) Investors will gradually become opposed to their
high payoff with the increasing of B . Therefore,
overinvestment in illiquid assets would be
achieved only if B is relatively small.
Generally speaking, this paper analysed the influence of
growth opportunities on liquidity needs and liquidity
investment decisions. Firstly, the “first-best cutoff” of
reinvestment increases with the increasing of growth
opportunity. Secondly, with the increase of growth
opportunities, the entrepreneur’s incentive to overinvest
of illiquid assets decreases and investors will gradually
become against the high payoff. As long as one
participant does not agree, overinvesting will not happen.
In other words, overinvesting of illiquid assets becomes
possible only if the growth opportunity is small.

endings may be got: (i)  c* has nothing to do with p L ;
(ii) The entrepreneur’s incentive to overinvest in illiquid
assets decreases with the increasing of p L ; (iii) Investors
will gradually become opposed to their high salaries with
the increasing of p L . Therefore, overinvestment in
illiquid assets would be achieved only if p L is
comparatively small.
Table 4 shows the influence of B on financing.
Where, basic parameters are   0.5 , pL  0.05 , R  3 ,

p H  0.4 ,  U [0,1] . From table 3 we may get the
following conclusions:
(i)

 c* has nothing to do with B ;

TABLE 1 The growth opportunity





0.01
0.06
0.11
0.16
0.21
0.26
0.31
0.36
0.41
0.46
0.51
0.56

0.03
0.16
0.29
0.41
0.51
0.59
0.67
0.73
0.79
0.83
0.87
0.91

c*



and overinvesting of illiquid assets

I*
1.09
1.08
1.05
1.02
0.98
0.95
0.92
0.89
0.87
0.86
0.84
0.83

Y1

Ent.

Y2

Inv.

Overinvest

-0.97
-0.84
-0.70
-0.56
-0.44
-0.33
-0.23
-0.15
-0.08
-0.02
0.03
0.07

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
×
×

0.06
0.04
0.01
-0.04
-0.09
-0.16
-0.24
-0.32
-0.41
-0.50
-0.59
-0.69

√
√
√
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

√
√
√
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

TABLE 2 The ratio of growth opportunity  pH and overhoarding of liquid assets

pH



 c*

I*

Y3

Overhoard

0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.44
0.42
0.40
0.38
0.36
0.34

0.21
0.26
0.31
0.36
0.41
0.46
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40

0.51
0.59
0.67
0.73
0.79
0.83
0.69
0.71
0.73
0.75
0.78
0.80

0.98
0.95
0.92
0.89
0.87
0.86
1.57
1.33
1.15
1.00
0.88
0.77

-0.71
-0.38
-0.16
0.00
0.12
0.22
-0.10
-0.05
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15

×
×
×
√
√
√
×
×
√
√
√
√

TABLE 3 The success probability of misbehaving pL and overinvesting of illiquid assets

pL

 c*

I*

I'

Y2

Ent.

Y1

Inv.

Overinvest

0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.09
0.11
0.13
0.15
0.17
0.19

0.883
0.883
0.883
0.883
0.883
0.883
0.883
0.883
0.883
0.883

5.085
3.612
2.726
2.135
1.713
1.396
1.149
0.951
0.790
0.655

9.575
6.801
5.134
4.021
3.225
2.628
2.163
1.791
1.487
1.234

-1.155
-1.059
-0.951
-0.830
-0.691
-0.533
-0.348
-0.132
0.125
0.436

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
×
×

0.133
0.035
-0.067
-0.174
-0.289
-0.411
-0.543
-0.688
-0.849
-1.031

√
√
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

√
√
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
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TABLE 4 The private benefit

B and overinvesting of illiquid assets

B

 c*

I*

I'

Y2

Ent.

Y1

Inv.

Overinvest

0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
1.04

0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825

3.383
2.429
1.895
1.553
1.316
1.142
1.008
0.902
0.817
0.759

6.173
4.432
3.458
2.834
2.401
2.083
1.840
1.647
1.491
1.386

-1.008
-0.878
-0.747
-0.617
-0.487
-0.356
-0.226
-0.096
0.035
0.139

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
×
×

0.092
0.012
-0.068
-0.148
-0.228
-0.308
-0.387
-0.467
-0.547
-0.611

√
√
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

√
√
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Finally, if the growth opportunity is big, the
entrepreneur tries to overhoard of liquid assets. In
addition, agency costs, which may be measured by
B / p will affect the entrepreneur's investment decisions
on liquid assets. In order to prevent the entrepreneur to
make wrong investment decisions, it is optimal for
lenders to simultaneously impose gearing (leverage) and
liquidity ratios.
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Abstract
The overall aim pursued in this work is to demonstrate how quantitative data and a range of different corpus-based analytical
techniques can be used in assessing an author’s literary originality in relation to his texts’ structures and meanings. With this in mind,
the present study provides a sample of quantitative analysis of the two literary texts –Shakespeare’s Hamlet [1685] and Sumarokov’s
Gamlet [1787]. Prior research has explored Hamlet and Gamlet in terms of historical, philosophical, language-based, etc. approaches
that have existed to date. Taking into consideration the aforementioned visions of both plays, a special perspective on Hamlet and
Gamlet is adopted herein. Given the importance assigned to computer-assisted analysis of literary texts, the current study is based on
the idea that the texts under examination contain a certain number of particular characters that are distributed in a special way within
and among the acts and intervene with a particular frequency specified by the authors. To achieve this aim, the texts are closely read
and, then, computational and quantitative resources are applied. In general, the relevant findings unveil substantial structural
deviations of the presence and interventions of all main characters, leading to noticeable diversions in the role and weight assigned
by the authors to them per different acts inter-plays.
Keywords: Corpus-based, computational, quantitative, presence, interventions

Sumarokov, rendered into English by Richard Fortune in
1970.
For ease of reference, the abbreviations are used
instead of the complete titles of the plays. For example,
Hamlet or SH for Shakespeare’s text, SG-R for
Sumarokov’s text, whereas Gamlet or SG for the English
translation of the Russian text. However, one should keep
in mind that in this research SG-R and SG are
interchangeable, even though the general parameters of
structural distinctions are explored between SH and SG
and not between SH and SG-R. The selected texts are
shown in Table 1.

1 Introduction
Corpus-based analytical techniques and specific ways in
which corpus analysis has been applied to the study of
literature have become more widespread over the recent
decades. Interestingly, the works of such scholars as
Stubbs [2005], Wynne [2006], Biber [2011], Johnson
[2011], etc. demonstrate that it is increasingly becoming
possible to test empirically claims about the language of
literature, to search for and provide evidence from texts,
to establish the norms of literary and non-literary style,
and to have in-depth insights into the texts’ structures and
meanings.
The present research addresses a fundamental
question concerning how quantitative data and a range of
different computational and quantitative tools can be used
in assessing an author’s literary originality in relation to
his texts’ structures and meanings. It should not only
benefit research on computer-assisted analysis of literary
texts but also be of interest more generally to scholars of
translation and comparative literature, leading to a more
far-reaching understanding of many aspects of literature.
At the same time, it should be noted that translation
stricto sensu is not the main topic of the present
investigation.
The overall aim pursued in this paper is to provide an
example of quantitative analysis of the two literary texts –
the Fourth Folio Edition of The Tragedy of Hamlet
Prince of Denmark [1685] by Shakespeare and the
English translated version of Gamlet [1787] by

TABLE 1 Texts selected for the analysis
Genre

Author
Shakespeare

Drama
Sumarokov

Title
The Tragedy of Hamlet
Prince of Denmark
(1685), the Fourth Folio
Edition
Gamlet (1787), in
Russian (for reference)
Hamlet (1970), in
English

Abbreviation
SH

SG-R
SG

The rationale behind my selection of Sumarokov’s
Gamlet for the current study is based on the fact that it
was the first appearance of any of Shakespeare’s plays in
Russian culture, literature and theatre, although
Shakespeare’s name was nowhere mentioned [Lang
1948: 67] and the author himself denied any resemblance
to Shakespeare’s tragedy, ‘apart from the monologue at
the end of the third act and Claudius’ falling down on his
knees’ [in Levitt 1994: 320]. The Fourth Folio Edition of
The Tragedy of Hamlet Prince of Denmark [1685] was
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selected for the comparison due to the fact that
Sumarokov may have been acquainted with this edition
before writing his Gamlet and, thus, may have been
influenced by it [Levitt 1994: 322].
Prior research has analysed Hamlet and Gamlet in
terms of historical, philosophical, language-based, etc.
approaches that have existed to date. With respect to
Hamlet, Bradley [1904], Wilson [1959], Johnson [1960],
Eagleton [1986], Kermode [2000], to name but few, have
provided studies by using previously mentioned
perspectives. With regard to Gamlet, Tynianov [1929],
Lang [1948], Billington [1970], Levitt [1994 and
Gukovskii [2003], among others, have contributed
relevant works based on the above-mentioned
approaches.
Lately, original scholarly contributions within
Shakespeare studies have appeared. Murphy [2007: 67]
suggests that a popular interest in Shakespeare has been
paralleled in the last decade by a rise of computerassisted textual analyses of his plays, specifically in the
field of literary stylistics, although met with resistance by
some literary critics such as Fish [1996], Louw [1997],
etc. From within the field of corpus linguistics, Stubbs
[2005: 22] calls to combine the findings of corpus
stylistics with close reading of texts.
Recent corpus-based studies on Shakespeare have
examined distinct aspects of his plays such as
characterisation in Romeo and Juliet [Culpeper 2002], the
morpho-syntactic variability of the second person
pronouns in the Shakespeare Corpus [Busse 2002], key
semantic domains and metaphor in love tragedies and
love comedies [Archer, Culpeper and Rayson 2009], the
rhetoric of suicide in Hamlet [Anderson and Crossley
2011], etc.
Having taken the aforementioned visions of both
plays into consideration, a special perspective on Hamlet
and Gamlet has been adopted herein. Given the
importance assigned to computer-assisted analysis of
literary texts, the current study is based on the idea that
the analysed texts contain a certain number of particular
characters that are distributed in a special way within and
among the acts and intervene with a particular frequency
specified by the authors. Hence, to achieve this aim, the
texts are closely read and, then, computational and
quantitative resources are applied.
To identify the dimensions of structural divergences
that are especially characteristic of Hamlet and Gamlet,
this investigation focuses on those aspects of the plays
that could be easily located, extracted, quantified and
computerized –in other words, on the distribution patterns
of the presence and interventions of all main characters
per distinct acts inter-plays. In so doing, the researcher
seeks to reveal probable commonalities and/or deviations
in the weight the authors put on all main characters
within the plays that have led Sumarokov to introduce
substantial changes into the structure of his play
compared to Shakespeare’s original play Hamlet.

The two phases of the present research include the
analysis and discussion of the data associated with the
distribution patterns of the presence and total
interventions of all main characters, namely Hamlet,
Claudius, Polonius, Gertrude and Ophelia, per different
acts inter-plays.
2 Methodology
Two variables (including presence and intervention
categories) are chosen in the current work under the
criteria that they are quantitative and require certain
computational tools. Each text is analysed with respect to
the occurrences of these features that are quantified. The
quantification of presence and intervention variables is
carried out manually by exploring the two text files.
After, the extracted data is computerised, tabulated (intraplay), cross-tabulated (inter-plays) and presented in tables
and figures. The tools used for the computational
quantification and presentation of the data in tables and
figures are SPSS V.15 and Excel (Office 2007).
For the purposes of analysis, the data shown as a
percentage throughout various phases of the present
investigation are considered more valid than the data
given in figures.
However, the aim is to normalise the data
quantitatively in order to provide more precise
identification and comparison of the general trends
employed by the two playwrights in relation to the
distribution patterns of the presence and interventions of
all main characters per distinct acts inter-plays.
The instrument used for the standardisation of the
data and their presentation in figures is Pearson’s
Correlation Test [Altman 1991: 285-288]. Correlation is a
kind of technique that summarises the strength of the
connection between two variables. For example, in this
study, the presence and intervention variables in one text
(SG) are compared with the presence and intervention
variables in another text (SH) –in other words, there is
one variable in each text separately that is compared
between two texts.
The general requirement for Pearson’s correlation
coefficient is the observation of the two variables, which
are measured on an interval or ratio scale and the
calculation is based on the actual values [Altman 1991:
285-288]. In the present research, Pearson’s Correlation
Test computes the quantitative correlation between the
presence and intervention variables per act inter-plays.
3 Findings and discussion
3.1 PRESENCE VARIABLES
Table 2 and Figure 1 incorporate the data linked to the
distribution patterns of the presence of all main characters
per act intra-play and inter-plays. However, as has
already been commented in section 2, only the data
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presented as a percentage inter-plays are analysed and
discussed.

V. Even though the lines cross in act V inter-plays, the
movement is downward in SH as opposed to the upward
movement in SG.
As a result, the data in Table 2 and Figure 1 possibly
demonstrate that both playwrights follow diverse
distribution patterns of all main characters per act interplays, specifically in acts I and V.

TABLE 2 Distribution Patterns of the Presence of All Main Characters
per Act
Act
I
II
III
IV
V

SH
Presence
5
5
5
4
3

SH %
Presence
22.73
22.73
22.73
18.18
13.64

SG
Presence
2
3
3
3
4

SG %
Presence
13.33
20.00
20.00
20.00
26.67

3.2 INTERVENTION VARIABLES
Table 3 and Figures 2 and 3 comprise the data linked to
the distribution patterns of the total interventions of all
main characters per act and per full text intra-play and
inter-plays.

Comparing these data, the following diversions can be
observed: the distribution pattern varies a little in acts II,
III and IV inter-plays, whereas, in acts I and V, the
difference is the greatest as in act I it equals 22.73 % in
SH against 13.33 % in SG and, in act V, 13.64 % in SH
against 26.67 % in SG.
As a result, the difference in the distribution is not
statistically significant inter-plays (  2 = 1.293; df = 4; p
= 0.862), which is a clear sign of divergence.
The data in Figure 1 display a probable quantitative
correlation between the distribution patterns of the
presence of all main characters per act inter-plays. These
data show that the patterns of the presence of all main
characters are negatively correlated per act inter-plays.
The statistically non-significant correlation (ρ = -0.790;
df (8); p = 0.111) might indicate distinct distribution
patterns.

TABLE 3 Distribution Patterns of the Total Interventions of All Main
Characters per Act and per Full Text
Act
I
II
III
IV
V
I-V

Frequency of
Interventions
SH
100
145
197
98
111
651

Percentage of
Interventions
SH %
9.17
13.30
18.07
8.99
10.18
59.72

Frequency of
Interventions
SG
32
22
47
22
37
160

Percentage of
Interventions
SG %
16.67
11.46
24.48
11.46
19.27
83.33

Comparing the data expressed as a percentage interplays, it can be seen that the frequency of total
interventions of all main characters per act is higher in
SH than in SG. As can be appreciated in Table 3 and
Figure 2, the frequency of occurrence of total
interventions is significantly higher in SH, although the
percentage of total interventions is greater in SG,
especially in acts I, III and V. For example, the difference
is the highest in acts I and V as it equals 9.17 % against
16.67 % and 10.18 % against 19.27 % in SH versus SG,
respectively. However, the distribution pattern is more or
less alike in acts II and IV inter-plays.
Although the divergence in the distribution is
statistically significant inter-plays (2 = 9.407; df = 4; p =
0.049), which might indicate similar distribution patterns,
there appears to be a partial dissimilarity, particularly in
acts I and V.
To identify a possible quantitative correlation
between the distribution patterns of the total interventions
of all main characters per act inter-plays, Figure 3 is
generated. According to the data shown in this figure, the
quantitative correlation between the distribution patterns
of the total interventions of all main characters is
statistically not significant per act inter-plays (ρ= 0.608;
df (8); p = 0.276); a clear sign of a distinct inter-play
behaviour.

FIGURE 1 Quantitative Correlation between the Distribution Patterns of
the Presence of All Main Characters per Act

It should be observed that Figure 1 clearly illustrates
that the line, which corresponds to SH, remains in the
same position in acts I-III as Shakespeare distributes all
main characters equally in these acts whilst in acts IV and
V it drops dramatically due to the reduction of the
number of all main characters. Sumarokov behaves
differently as the line goes up from act I to act II, remains
in the same position in acts II-IV and again goes up in act
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FIGURE 2 Distribution Patterns of the Total Interventions of All Main Characters per Act

To better illustrate the distribution patterns of the total
interventions of all main characters per full text, Figure 4
is designed. The data in this figure show that the
frequency of occurrence of total interventions of all main
characters per full text equals 651 in SH in contrast to
160 in SG. However, the total percentage of interventions
of all main characters is substantially higher in SG than in
SH, that is, 83.33 % against 59.72 %, respectively.
Indeed, the data in Table 3 and Figures 2-4 seemingly
point towards the fact that all main characters are
assigned a more notable role in SG as opposed to SH.

FIGURE 3 Quantitative Correlation between the Distribution Patterns of
the Total Interventions of All Main Characters per Act

In fact, the line that displays the total interventions of
all main characters in SH rises from act I to act II, goes
up considerably in act III, falls in act IV and rises a little
in act V. In SG, the line falls and rises more strikingly.
Moreover, in act III, the upward movement is more
significant in SG than in SH.
As a result, Shakespeare and Sumarokov apparently
follow dissimilar distribution patterns of the total
interventions of all main characters in all acts, especially in
acts I and V.

3.3 SUMMARY OF THE MAIN FINDINGS
With regard to the distribution patterns of the presence, I
have observed that Shakespeare keeps more or less the
same number of all main characters from act I to act III,
decreasing their presence dramatically in acts IV and V.
By contrast, Sumarokov gradually increases their
number, reaching its peak in act V.
With respect to the distribution patterns of the total
interventions of all main characters, I have found out that
all main characters intervene more frequently and,
therefore, carry more weight, specifically in acts I and V
in SG. In act III, Sumarokov, as opposed to Shakespeare,
distributes them in a more striking way, which proves
that there exists a considerable partial divergence in this
act inter-plays.
The aforementioned findings fit with the results in the
previous research linked to the analysis of the presence,
interventions and interactions of the main and secondary
characters as well as of the topics dealt with in SH and
SG [Keshabyan-Ivanova 2011].
To give an example of clear correlations between the
results of the quantitative approach and Sumarokov’s
literary originality in relation to his text’s structure and
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FIGURE 4 Distribution Patterns of the Total Interventions of All Main
Characters per Full Text
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meaning, I shall compare the findings from this work as
well as from the above-mentioned investigation linked to
act I in SH and SG.
As a result of these studies, in act I Shakespeare’s
Hamlet intervenes much more than the other main
characters, namely Claudius, Polonius, Gertrude and
Ophelia; however, not more than the secondary
characters [Keshabyan-Ivanova 2011: 92-95, 128, 129,
137 and 138]. Moreover, he interacts only two times with
Claudius and three times with Gertrude [KeshabyanIvanova 2011: 137].
In comparison to Shakespeare, only two main
characters –Hamlet and Gertrude appear and socialise
with each other in act I in SG. At the same time, Hamlet
interacts, although with a lower frequency, with his
confidant Armans –a secondary character that is present
only in SG [Keshabyan-Ivanova 2011: 157].
Consequently, the interrelation between Hamlet and
secondary characters is more prominent in act I in SH
than in SG where the linkage between two main
characters –Hamlet and Gertrude, who represent all main
characters in this act, is of major interest.
Furthermore, the results, obtained through the
quantitative and qualitative comparison of the distribution
patterns of the most frequent content words in act I,
provide evidence to the fact that the topic of religion,
with its traditional moral values, represents a greater
appeal for Sumarokov as opposed to Shakespeare who is
drawn to it to only some extent [Keshabyan-Ivanova
2011: 290-291].
Indeed, Sumarokov, through his main character
Hamlet, tries to improve the morality of another main
character Gertrude –in other words, in line with
Sumarokov, to save the sinner’s soul. Shakespeare also
links the human soul to God’s instructions, although he is
less straightforward and explicit than Sumarokov is in his
moral plan [Keshabyan-Ivanova 2011: 270].

4 Conclusions
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Abstract
This paper analyses the key issues confronted when SIHFT is implemented on the SPARC V8 platform, gives the algorithm to solve
the problem and the corresponding technology solutions. Software error detection technology system was designed based on SPARC
V8, and software signature control flow error detection technology was implemented, the system is based on the architecture of
SPARC V8, uses software signature control flow error detection technology and copy instruction error detection technology as the
prototype, it’s a software system which detects transient faults induced by space radiation and was developed through research,
analysis and transformation, with availability, modifiability, portability, maintainability, readability, scalability and other features.
The error detection coverage rate of software error detection technology suitable for target platform was tested through simulation
experiments. The result data of experiments conducted in the emulator TSIM shows that on the basis of given average performance
overhead, the system had high error detection coverage rate when brought in register injected fault and memory injection fault. This
proved the SIHFT technology is feasible and effective.
Keywords: SIHFT, architecture, SPARC V8

Bound by design technology and production
technology and other aspects, there is a large gap between
the domestic research on microprocessor and application
level
with foreign. Generally speaking, the
microprocessor performance is low and relies on import
leading to cannot satisfy the spacecraft to achieve more
control autonomously and data processing requirements.
What’s more, in the field of high technology our
countries are blockaded by foreign countries. Therefore,
it is very difficult to obtain radiation-hardened hardware
from abroad, so the software fault-tolerant technology has
a special significance in the development of China's space
industry. This paper analyses the key issues confronted
when SIHFT is implemented on the SPARC V8 platform,
gives the algorithm to solve the problem and the
corresponding technology solutions. And on this basis,
design a software error detection technology system
based on SPARC V8.

1 Introduction
SIHFT (Software Implemented Hardware Fault
Tolerance) technology is a Software fault-tolerant
technology, which is developed by the Stanford
university centre for reliability calculation for ARGOS
projects, through the method of software to detect and
correct hardware transient fault caused by radiation. It is
comprised of a software implemented EDAC technology,
copy instruction error detection technology (EDDI),
Control Flow Checking by Software Signatures (CFCSS)
and Watchdog timer. Due to the majority of storage has
implemented hardware EDAC at present, while watchdog
timer belongs to the category of hardware research, so in
this article, we are dedicated to research two core
technologies which are Control Flow Checking By
Software Signatures(CFCSS) and copy instruction error
detection (EDDI).
SIHFT is still in the preparatory stage in domestic,
has not yet entered the stage of practical development [1,
2]. In foreign countries, space research institutions and
academia carried on the thorough research on this
question and some research results were obtained [3, 4].
The United States ARGOS (the Advanced Research and
Global Observations Satellite) Satellite did an in-orbit
experiment about the main method of the commercial
device resist radiation and the SIHFT error detection
coverage reached more than 99% [5].

*

2 Fundamental Concepts
2.1 SOFTWARE SIGNATURE CONTROL FLOW
ERROR DETECTION TECHNOLOGY
Software signature control flow error detection
technology is a kind of do not need a watchdog processor
or other hardware accessory pure software control flow
error detection technology, used to test the execution of a
program control flow errors which caused by the
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radiation. The primary idea is to divide program into
basic blocks, and next construct the program flow chart,
for each basic block gives a unique signature in advance,
which called a compile time signature, and compute the
value which is the result of function f while the input is
the signature of the father’s basic block and the son’s, and
later save the value into the basic block of the son, this
information is compiled into the program at compile
time. When the program executed, the control flow for
each run to a new node will generate a runtime signature
G according to the information, which is compiled into
the program at compile time. Subsequently compare the
runtime signature G and compile time signature, if they
are equal, there are no program control flow errors
occurred; if unequal, there are the program control flow
errors have taken place, then turn into fault handler.
When multiple control flow inflow the same node,
runtime adjusted signature D is required to test control
flow detection.
Software signature control flow error detection
technology used V = {v1, v2,...,vn } represents the basic
block of a collection of nodes, used E = { brij | brij is the
edge from node vi to another node vj} represent a
collection of edges of control flow between the basic
blocks, so a program can be expressed by a program flow
chart map P = {V, E}. Node vj is included by the succeed
collection suc (vi) of node vi, if and only if brij in E.
Node vi is included by the precursor collection pred (vj)
of node vj, if and only if brij in E. If during the program
executes, the edge brij exist but brij is not in E, says edge
brij is illegal. Illegal side shows that the control flow
error happened. If one node v received more than two
control flow, referred to as the fan-in node, which has
more than one node in the pred (v).

3 System Design
Software error detection technology system to after
modification of the GCC cross compiler generates a fixed
part of registers the assembly language source as an
input, and to the error detection function of an assembly
language program as an output. As shown in figure 1, it is
the top chart of the system data flow graph, depicts that
the developed system data exchange relations with the
surrounding environment.

FIGURE 1 The system model of software error detection system

By analysing software signature control flow error
detection technology and copy instruction error detection
technology, the processing steps of the system should be,
first of all, needed to divide the assembly language source
program into basic blocks, based on basic block generate
the program flow chart, and next according to the
structure of the program flow chart in each basic block's
head to add software signature check instructions. For
each basic block, no stores basic block is divided at first,
subsequently generates shadow instruction and constructs
a dependency graph, finally carries on the instruction
scheduling. Therefore, we will functions divided into
basic blocks; software signature technology processing
and copy instructions deal with three parts, as shown in
figure 2.

2.2 COPY INSTRUCTION ERROR DETECTION
TECHNOLOGY
Copy instruction error detection technology refers to the
repeated calculation by "copy" instructions to error
detection. The basic idea is to use different registers and
instruction of the variable "copy" assembly language
source program. The original instruction of the assembly
language source program is called main instructions; the
"copy" instructions added to the source program is called
shadow instruction. General registers and memory units
are divided into two groups to correspond to the main
instructions and shadow instructions. The homologous
registers and memory units should always have the same
value, if the value in a pair of register corresponding to
the main instructions and the shadow instructions
becomes not equal because of the instantaneous error,
therefore, compare values in this two register can detect
the errors. In the copy instruction error detection
technology, introducing comparison order to compare the
value of the corresponding register, if they are an unequal
then call error handler.

FIGURE 2 The function of software error detection system

System has three input files, which are the assembly
language source program; instruction opcode grouped
information file and register division method file.
Considering the modifiability and scalability of the
system, will be mainly related to the specific platform
information about an input to the form of a configuration
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file. Instruction opcode grouped information file storage
system related instruction operation code and the
information about the operation code group. Register
division method file storage SPARC V8 registers the use
method includes the corresponding relation of main
registers and shadow registers; software signature control
flow error detection technology used registers, the
matching relation of status register and a certain register.
After the assembly language source program divided into
basic blocks, with basic block’s information and the
configuration file input to the software signature part
processing, therefore, obtained the assembly language
program, which has the function of control flow check.
Finally, delivery the signature check instructions and
assembly language source program of each basic block to
copy instruction’s parts processing, obtained the
assembly language program which has the function of
copy instructions check and control flow check.
After dividing the basic block, the data flow passed to
copy instruction’s error detection technology is the
information of basic block. After software signature error
detection technology processing, the data flow passed to
copy instruction technology is with signature check
instructions information of basic block. These two types
of information transmitted is intended to enable the two
technologies can be used independently; the system is
easy to cut.
In summary, the software error detection technology
based on SPARC V8 system architecture is shown in
figure 3. System consists of three modules. Basic block
partition module called label mapping, function return
statement processing, determine the basic block entry and
determine the basic block exports. Software signature
technology processing function subdivided into control
flow graph generation; add software signature check
instructions and optimization. Copy instruction’s
technology processing called no store basic block
division, produce the shadow’s instructions, and construct
a dependency graph and instruction scheduling.
Command recognition module almost is called by all
modules (not noted on the picture). Each module
implements must follow high cohesion and low coupling
principles. System according to the level gradually
refined until the bottom of the module.
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4 The key technology research
4.1 INSTRUCTION RECOGNITION
Function of the instruction recognition modules is given
an instruction; identify the opcode of this instruction. In
basic block division, shadow instruction generation and
other process modules, all need to be able to correct
recognition instruction, thus instruction recognition
module is called by the upper most modules.
In order to improve the efficiency of instruction
recognition, all the opcode saved into the hash table in
alphabetical order, hash function: hash address = first
address of the hash table + opcode field first character
ASCII value - 97. During the recognition, first calculate
the hash address according to the opcode field first
character, second followed by matching opcode of the
overflow table, if the overflow table has a prefix of the
encoding, depending on the opcode field length matching
recognition.
All the instruction cpcode related to system and
grouping information are stored in the instruction cpcode
grouping information files, the instructions grouped by
category (data processing, data transmission and control
flow), syntax format and the processing method of
shadow instruction.
4.2 BASIC BLOCK DIVISION
Basic block is the largest collection of the statement’s
sequence for the program, which can be executed
sequentially; it has only one entry statement and export.
Basic block is an important concept in the control flow
and data flow analysis to the compiler theory. Basic block
division is the preamble step to construct a program flow
graph. Program flow graph is the program's control flow
semantic representation; each node represents a basic
block, and edge represents control flow between basic
blocks. The division of basic block in compiler theory
and based on basic block division code optimization is
carried out on the intermediate code, while the software
error detection technology basic block division was
conducted on the assembly code. The abstract
intermediate code of a basic block division algorithm is
applied to the assembly language on basic block division,
and the handling of the specific issues related to an
instruction set is needed for basic block division problem.
The intermediate code of the basic block division
algorithm from here, assembly language basic block
division algorithm is given.
4.2.1 Basic block division algorithm of assembly
language program

FIGURE 3 The structure of software error detection system

Input: assembly language source program;
Output: The information table of Basic block
(1) Label mapping
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number of each node’s precursors, if the number of
precursor is greater than 1, mark for the fan-in node;
the number of each node’s successor and the
number of fan-in node in the successor, mark
whether each successor is fan-in node.
(2) Grants each node of the program flow graph a
unique signature.
(3) Sort all the nodes by the number of fan-in node in
successor descending.
(4) For each node i in the list after sorting
If (no precursor node) //head node
{
Assembly code is “mov GSR, Si”; location is
G_FLAG;
If there is no successor node, there is no instruction of
“D=SiSj” in the mark error detection instruction.
}
else
//both have precursor and successor node
{
if (successor node j is non-fan-in node)
{
calculate dj=SiSj, there is instruction of “G=G
dj” and ”br G≠sj error” in the mark error detection
instruction, there is no instruction of “G=G D”,
location is G_FLAG.
If there is no fan-in node in the successor of node,
there is no instruction of “D=SiSj”, location is
G_FLAG.
}
else if(successor node j is fan-in node)
{
if(i’s D_FLAG has set)
{
if(there is a fan-in node in it’s successor node
G_FLAG has not set)
tip exit;
else go to(4)(handle next node)
}
else
{
if(there is a D_FLAG had positioned pioneer
node ,which is node i’s successor’s fan-in ) tip exit;
else
for each fan-in node j: calculate dj=SiSj, there is
instruction of “G=G dj”, “br G≠sj error” and “G=G
D” in the mark error detection instruction, location
is G_FLAG.For i, instruction of “D=0000” in the
mark error detection instruction ,location is D_FLAG.
For each non- precursor node of i, there is instruction
“D=SiSm” in the mark error detection instruction,
location is D_FLAG.
}
}
}

Establish one-to-one relationship between the label
and its line number.
(2) Sub functions return statement processing
Set up corresponding relationship between function
return statements of assembly language program and the
statement to jump.
(3) Determine the entry of basic block
After program entry, the line numbers in the assembly
instructions to fill entrance set.
For the part of operation code, which is
B/CALL/TA/FBA/CBA or B + A unconditional jump
instruction, the label will have to jump map to line
number, fill the assembly instruction line number which
after the line number just mentioned to the entrance set .
For the function return statements, fill the line number
followed by the line number of assembly instruction, to
which is function return statement jumped to the entrance
set.
For conditional transfer instruction, assembly
instruction line number after this instruction fills to the
entrance set. Then let the conditional transfer instruction
label mapping line number, fill the assembly instruction
line number followed by this line number to the entrance
set.
(4) Determine the export of basic block
Sort the entrance set by the line number ascending,
S1, S2,…,Sn. For Si, i = 1, 2,... , n - 1, will be the first
transfer instruction’s line number after Si into export sets,
if there is no transfer instruction, will be the last one
before entrance Si+1 assembly instruction line number
fill in the exports set. For Sn, will be the first transfer
instruction’s line number after Sn into export sets
4.3 CFCSS INSTRUCTION GENERATION
4.3.1 Generation algorithm of signature error detect
instruction
Input: Program flow graph
Output: The information table is comprised of error
detect instruction
Explanation: Algorithm is to define the composition of
each node in the flow diagram error detect instructions.
The error detect instructions are divided into instruction
related to G as “G=Gdj” 、 “br G≠sj error” 、
“G=GD” and related to D such as “D=0000”or
“D=SiSm” .There are all or part of the instructions
included by one node. For one certain node, the position
of G_FLAG represents the composition of error detect
instruction related to G has been defined; the position of
D_FLAG represents whether error detect instruction
related to D has been defined in the error detect
instructions. When it detects a situation that is beyond
the scope of processing a message will be sent out and
quit.
Algorithmic process:
(1) Initialization, count the data which the subsequent
steps of the algorithm needed. Including, the

4.3.2 The optimization of the signature error detect
instructions
The function of optimization of the signature error
detected instructions is to optimize the signature error
detect instruction, to reduce the cost of add signature
error detect instructions. According to software signature
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error detection technology optimization algorithm, under
the need in some basic blocks first do not conduct the
compare of error detection. If there is an error of control
flow, error will be according to the control flow being
transferred to the back, until detected in once compared.
The advantage is to reduce the comparison instruction,
improves the application performance; the shortcoming is
to accumulate the error backward, once found errors,
code needs to be executed again whose length gets
greater during restoration.
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the register data-related to establish dependency
relationship.
In the copy command error detection technology, goal
of scheduling instruction is to maximize the error
detection coverage and minimize the execution time.
Under the superscalar architecture, instruction scheduling
can reduce the program execution time [9, 10]. Assembly
line of SPARC V8 processor is five levels; it has no
correlation [11] in every stage, so the instruction
scheduling will not reduce the instruction execution time.
Thus, the goal of instruction scheduling is how to
maximize the error detection coverage. According to the
instruction scheduling algorithm, on the premise of meet
the dependency graph, required to execute commands to
the i, number of primary instructions and shadow not
equal. On the premise of meet the dependency graph,
priority scheduling primary instruction, when perform to
a certain instruction, the number of primary instructions
and shadow are greatest, therefore, the error detection
coverage is the largest. In no stored basic block does not
participate in instruction scheduling is storage instruction
located on the last of no stored basic block and transfer
instruction and so on. Therefore, before the instruction
scheduling, it first determines the boundaries of
scheduling and then establishes a dependency graph,
finally perform scheduling.
Instruction Scheduling Algorithm:

4.4 INSTRUCTION GENERATION OF EDDI
Copy instruction error detection technology through the
"copy" instruction to conduct repeated to calculate to
detect transient faults. In this technique, general-purpose
registers are divided to two groups, called primary
registers group and shadow registers a group. The values
of the primary register with the corresponding shadow
register always are same. Under the SPARC V8
architecture, some registers do not have enough
corresponding shadow registers, so that bringing shadow
instruction generation method difference with the original
technology method. Learned by the ideas of SWIFT
algorithm, in the implementation, not have the copy on
storage instructions and memory, which does not
implement the memory test.
4.5 INSTRUCTION SCHEDULING

input: Instruction list of the no stored basic block
output: Instruction list after scheduling
Algorithmic process:
(1) Determine the boundaries of scheduling
(2) Establish dependency graph
(3) Perform scheduling according to dependency
graph:
The node which precursor is 0 arranged in two
lists by the main command and shadow command.
while (number of main command in the list>0 ||
number of shadow command >0)
{if (number of main command in the list >0)
{Select the line number the smallest primary
instruction scheduling. In the original list to
delete the node, added to the end of the list of
instructions to be scheduled, number of main
command in the list reduce one; Subsequent
penetration of this command reduce one, add
the nodes which penetration is zero to the
end of the list of main and shadow command
by main command and shadow command.
Calculate the number of list command of
main command and shadow command. }
else {Steps to deal with the main command list and
shadow command list is the same.}
}

Instruction scheduling is the method of a sort for main
instruction and shadow instruction to improve the error
detection coverage rate and reduce the execution time in
the instruction error detection technology. In order to
ensure the instruction sequence after scheduled and
without scheduling instruction sequence on the semantic
equivalence, instruction scheduling be based on
instruction dependency relationship graph. In copy
instruction error detection technology, the dependency
relationship graph is instructions as the vertex and the
dependency relationship as to the edge of the directed
graph.
The dependency relationship between instructions is
must satisfy the constraint conditions during instruction
scheduling. Reference [6] is pointed out shortcoming of
the definition [5] of the original dependency relationship,
according to the principle of compilation techniques [7,
8], dependency relationship between instructions was
redefined as: the instruction j after the instruction i,
instructions j depend on the i when the instructions i and j
is really relevant / anti-related or output-related. In the no
storage basic block when the last instruction is store
instructions or transfer instructions, not to participate in
instruction scheduling. Thus, in no storage basic block,
instruction which participated in scheduling could only
happen in the register data-related. In establishing
instruction dependency graph, only need to according to
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technology system processing into assembly code with
fault-tolerant code, using the BCC [13] compile a
connection to generate the ELF file and execute in the
TSIM.
The experiment process is to inject a fault into register
and memory code runtime, count the experimental data.
Limited space, Table 1 and Fig.4 only show the final
experimental results.

5 Simulation and result analysis
In our experiment, we use a simulator is tsim-eval-2.0.7a
[12]. Experimental test code using the QuickSort,
InsertSort, Fibonacci, MatrixMul these four commonly
used test programs, using Gaisler Research compile BBC
cross compiler developed by LEON2 and LEON3 to
assembly file, and then use software error detection
TABLE 1 Result of fault injection
index

Fibonacci

QuiciSort

InsertSort

MatrixMul

PC test
NPC test
R test
FP test
MEM test

88.0%
75.9%
98.0%
76.0%
82.4%

82.1%
76.3%
96.1%
72.9%
83.2%

86.7%
88.6%
90.4%
99.0%
75.7%

92.1%
70.8%
90.0%
92.1%
78.0%

The average detected
coverage of SIHFT
87.2%
77.9%
93.6%
85.0%
79.8%

Source average
accuracy
54.5%
45.0%
75.7%
28.1%
37.5%

FIGURE 4 Comparison chart of source code and SIHFT error detection rate

According to calculation of 32 general-purpose registers/
PC/ NPC and four status register, statistics of Fibonacci,

etc. four test cases used r register, through calculation,
error detection coverage over the last as shown in table 2.

TABLE 2 Result of fault injection
Test procedure
Fibonacci
QuickSort
InsertSort
MatrixMul
average value

Source Code incorrect
results rate
10.3%
11.0%
10.4%
11.4%
10.8%

SIHFT undetected rate

SIHFT detected rate

4.8%
4.0%
5.3%
4.8%
4.7%

95.2%
96.0%
94.7%
95.2%
95.3%

It can be seen from table 2 source code register failure
not detection rate was 10.8% (system crash + wrong
result+ Infinite loop) and after joining fault-tolerant code,
register failure not detection rate fell to 4.7%, namely the
register error detection coverage rate is 95.3%.
In the results from the experiments on the simulators,
TSIM data indicate that assuming the given performance
overhead, register to inject faults, error detection
coverage rate is 95.3%; Memory Injects faults, error
detection coverage of 79.8%, this suggesting that SIHFT
technique is effective and feasible.

6 Conclusions
This paper, according to the actual requirements of
project, analysed the key problems that are realized on
SPARC V8 platform to SIHFT technology, and gave the
algorithm to solve the problems and the corresponding
technical solution, on this basis, designed a software error
detection technology system based on SPARC V8,
realized the software signature control flow error
detection techniques, tested the error detection coverage
that is suitable for the target platform software error
detection technology by the simulation test. The results
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from the experiments on the simulators TSIM data show
that, on the basis of the average performance overhead
has been given, the coverage of error detection is higher
when register and storage injection failure has been
introduced, it shows that SIHFT technique is effective
and feasible.
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Abstract
This research aims to recognize the defect of concrete materials using an ultrasonic computed tomography imaging technique.
Filtered Backprojection method was used to reconstruct concrete images in this paper. Ultrasonic time of flight data was measured to
reconstruct computer tomography images. 306 data paths were obtained in total by manual scanning for one computer tomography
image. We examined the effect of the interpolation data as the density of time of flight data has a considerable effect on image
quality. The feasibility of concrete reconstruction system and time of flight data interpolation were examined in detail using
numerical and concrete phantoms.
Keywords: Image reconstruction, Time of flight, Filtered Backprojection, Interpolation, Concrete

Ultrasonic TOF data testing of concrete is based on
ultrasonic velocity in concrete method to provide
information on the uniformity of concrete, cavities,
cracks and defects [16-18]. The date of TOF in concrete
depends on its density and its elastic properties, which in
turn are related to the quality and the compressive
strength of the concrete. It is therefore possible to obtain
information about the properties of components by
ultrasonic velocity [19].
FPB algorithm is an image reconstruction method for
ultrasonic TOF computer tomography. It was modified to
reconstruct computer tomography images from the
incomplete time of flight profiles of wood by Fan and of
concrete by Suryono et al [20, 21]. Although the quality
of the object can be determined, it is difficult to
accurately find the position of the holes in reconstruction
images [22, 23]. In this paper, we proposed an approach
to concrete inspection by ultrasonic TOF computer
tomography on the basis of the FBP algorithm.
Furthermore, the interpolation of TOF data was applied
to enhance image quality in FBP imaging process. The
effects of image quality and the number of interpolations
in the TOF data were examined in detail with concrete
phantom.

1 Introduction
Concrete is currently the most widely used construction
material. Its huge popularity is the result of a number of
well-known advantages, such as low cost, general
availability, and wide applicability. Testing and quality
checkup is important at different stages during the life of
a structure [1, 2]. The traditional method of evaluating
the quality of concrete in civil structures is to test
specimens cast simultaneously for compressive, flexural,
and tensile strengths; these methods have several
disadvantages such as the absence of immediate result
prediction [3].
Computer tomography seems to provide a better
alternative for quality inspection since it provides the
visual difference as reflected in the radiation attenuation
profile, radiation attenuation distribution, detail position
and detail dimension [4, 5]. Ultrasonic time of flight
(TOF) computed tomography was applied to evaluate
wooden pillars quality by Tomikawa et al [6]. In the
recent research reports, Filtered Backprojection (FBP)
algorithm was used for image reconstruction [7-9]. The
FBP algorithm was modified to reconstruct computed
tomography images from incomplete TOF profiles of
wood by Yanagida [10]. FBP algorithm has been
extended to fan beam data acquisition geometry in some
report [11-13], and has been widely used in industrial
computer tomography [14].
In ultrasonic TOF computer tomography, the spatial
distribution of sound velocity is estimated [15].

2 Image reconstruction using FBP algorithm
FBP algorithm for parallel beam projection data with and
without attenuation has been well established [24].
Without attenuation, the FBP algorithm has been

* Corresponding author e-mail: fanhonghui@hotmail.com
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extended to fan-beam data acquisition geometry, and has
been widely used in computer tomography.
The FBP turns to Fourier theory to approach the
problem of finding the linear attenuation coefficient at
various points in the cross-section of an object [25]. A
fundamental result linking Fourier transform to crosssectional images of an object is the Fourier Slice
Theorem [26], and this paper only concerns parallel beam
projection data. The Fourier Slice Theorem for the
parallel beam projection data is given here. The same
justifications can be made for fan beam and cone beam
projection data.
When the data Io obtained from the observation is
expressed as a function by the line integral for route s
physical weight distribution f(x, y) of the measurement
section.

I o   f ( x, y)ds .

y

Transmitter
Transmitter

y
rr

s
θ
x
x

x,y) y)
f(f(x,
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θ)θ)
r(r,
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(1)

s

FIGURE 1 Object f(x, y) and its projection P(r, θ)

Based on Equation (2), f(x, y) from P(r, θ) could be
calculated easily by using two-dimensional Fourier
transform and Equation (3).
Here, μ=ρcosθ, ν=ρsinθ make a polar coordinate
conversion. And using Equation (2), Equation (5) could
get

The arrangement is shown in Figure 1, P(r, θ) is the
projection data obtained at position r, and observed from
direction θ. r-s coordinate system that is rotated by an
angle θ from the x=y coordinate system.
P(r, θ) could be represented by the Equation (2).
Here, δ is delta function of Dirac, and the Equation (2) is
called Radon transform.
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Equation (5) indicates that Fourier transforms of
projection data P(r, θ) from the angle θ is identical to the
cross-section cut at angle θ spectra of the twodimensional Fourier transform of a physical quantity
distribution f(x, y). Thus, two dimensional Fourier
spectrum is obtained by collecting the projection data
from all directions, and restored physical quantity
distribution f(x, y) from a set of projection data P(r, θ) by
working the inverse operator. Equation (6) expresses the
method of conversion Equation (5) to two dimensional
inverse Fourier transform.

However, because the calculation amount is large, the
FBP method is often used in this process. Polar
coordinates transform the Equation (6) by using the
symmetry of the Fourier transform. Equation (7) is
composed as follows.


f ( x, y)    G(  ) |  | exp( j 2r )d d .

 
 

(7)

Here,
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G(  )   p(r , ) exp(  j 2r )dr .


 1  a11 f1  a12 f 2    a1m f m
  a f  a f    a f
 2
21 1
22 2
2m m
.


 n  an1 f1  an 2 f 2    anm f m

(8)

The system is intended to apply to the contact type
transmission time computer tomography image
reproduction principle using the FBP method. Physical
quantity to be measured in our system since the
propagation time, the projection data are represented as
follows.

1
TOF (i, j )  s
ds .
c( x, y )

1
dl   f j ( x, y)dl ,
V j ( x, y)
Li
Li

(12)

3 Experimental Methods
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

(9)

The experimental system was shown in Figure 2. A
couple of bolt-clamped Langevin-type transducers (BLT)
of 68 kHz centre frequency were used as an ultrasound
transmitter and a receiver.
The 36 measurement points were placed on the
circumference of the test sample and labelled 0 to 35.
Every measurement point transmits and receives
ultrasonic signals in our system.
36 measuring points were placed 10 degrees (θc=10o)
apart on the circumference of the test sample and labelled
with numbers from 0 to 35. The burst wave was
transmitted from the l-th point and received at the m-th
point with a gap number n, that is, m=(l+n)mod36. When
gap angle θc=10o, the gap of numbers between the
transmitter and receiver, n, was kept for θc/10=1 such as
(transmitter 0, receiver 1), (1, 2), …(l, m),…(35,
0(=(35+1)mod36)).
TOF for a gap number n was described as tl(n), where l
is the number of measuring point. TOF of gap angle
θc=10o can be described as

Here, (i, j) is measurement point number, TOF (i, j) is
time of flight data when measurement point i be used as
transmission point, and measurement point j be used as
reception point. In addition, s is the shortest path of time
flight, c(x, y) shows a sound speed distribution in the
measured cross-section.
In Equation (1), Io replaced by TOF (i, j), f(x, y)
replaced by 1/c(x, y), TOF could be considered as a
projection. Therefore, the image obtained by the
reconstruction is distributed of the inverse of the sound
velocity c (slowness).
In the Equation (10) above, the terms inside the
square brackets (the operation indicated by the inner
integral) represent a filtering operation and evaluate the
filtered projections. The operation being performed by
the outer integral evaluates the back projections, which
basically represents a smearing of the filtered projections
back onto the object and then finding the mean over all
the angles.
Given that n rays pass through a measuring section, li
is the length of ray i (distance between transmission and
reception transducer), ti is the time that ray travels along
li. From Randon transform,

i  
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(i )
(n)
t l = t l l  035 .

(13)

 c  10
measuring point(0~35)
Transducer for reception
Transducer for sending

(10)

The interval of transducer
for transmitting and
receiving is expanded.

where Vj(x, y) is the velocity of cell j, fj(x, y) is the
slowness of cell j. It is assumed that the cell is small
enough, so fj(x, y) of each cell can be considered as
constant. Equation (11) can be written as progression
form,
m

 j   aij f j ,

(11)

j 1

The interval of the transducer
for transmitting and receiving
is made constant, the data of
one lap is collected.

where aij is the length of ray i in cell j. In view of
mathematics Equation (12) is a linear equation group.

FIGURE 2 Measurement procedures
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interpolations, one 64 × 64 pixel computer tomography
image could be clearly reconstructed.

When wave data were received, there were some
noises of low-frequency and high-frequency. To remove
the noises from the measurement data, a band pass filter
of 10–100 kHz was used for all TOF data. After the
filtering, the amplitudes of the wave data were calculated.
To avoid error detection by high-frequency noise, 20% of
the maximum amplitude value of each wave data was
used as threshold levels for TOF detection (Figure 3).

Angle interpolation
for fan beam

max
TOF

Intensity of received signal

Distance interpolation
for parallel beam

TOF
20% of max

TOF

FIGURE 4 TOF data interpolation by fan beam geometry and parallel
beam geometry

TOF

Time

[μsec]

The process of reconstruction image based on FBP
method in our system is shown in Figure 5. The position
of measurement points and shape data were first
calculated according to coordinates of measurement
points and measurement object. According to the interval
of transducer for sending and reception, all ultrasonic
velocity data were made up of 9 groups. Interpolation
TOF data was got using fan beam and parallel beam
geometry under measurement TOF beam profile, and
pixel value was designated on that wave path. A
computer tomography image could be reconstructed
based on FBP algorithm.

FIGURE 3 The TOF determination

3.2 TOF DATA INTERPOLATION
The wavelength of ultrasound of 68 kHz was about 20
mm. 36 measurement points were placed on the
circumference. The distance of the interval was about
17mm. All measurement paths were 306. It takes about
two hours to obtain 306 TOF for one computer
tomography image. So, the number of data that can be
measured is thought that 306 were near the upper bound
timely and spatially. However, the 306 data was not
enough to obtain a clear computer tomography image. To
raise the pixel level, angle interpolation for fan beam and
distance interpolation for parallel beam were used in the
imaging process. The TOF data were obtained measured
with the fan - beam geometry of non-equal and coarse
intervals. The obtained TOF profiles are converted into
the small and regularly-interval data by the spline
interpolation.
In the case of θc=10o, the measurement path, such as
(0, 1), (0, 3), (0, 5) … (0,35) was interpolated, and TOF
data with a denser fan beam geometry was obtained. So
one measurement point would be passed by more fanbeam, such as (transmitter 0, receiver 1), (0, 2), (0, 3) …
(0, 34), (0, 35). The number of paths was 35 with one
measurement point, the TOF data number became 612 {=
(number of measurement point 36 × measurement path
from one measurement point 35 - duplicate path of
diameter route 36) ÷exchange 2} after angle interpolation.
The second step interpolation was used for obtaining
the parallel beam with equal intervals of measurement
path distance. After angle interpolation, such as (0, 1),
(35, 2), (34, 3) … (19, 18), the number of measurement
path with same horizontal was 19. Using distance
interpolation we could get 39 (=19 × 2+1) path for one
horizontal parallel beam, so total interpolation TOF data
of 1404 (=39 × 36) paths were obtained. After these

Coordinates of
measurement points

Ultrasonic velocity
measurement

Shape measurement
Position and
shape data

Packet
processing
TOF data

TOF beam profile
Fan Beam interpolation
Parallel beam interpolation
Pixel formation
Determined value was designated
to all pixels on wave path
CT image reconstruction
Based on FBP
FIGURE 5 Flowchart for reconstruction image based on FBP
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From the reconstructed images which without
interpolation, some artefacts were observed in the images
and no clear defects were observed. When angle and
distance interpolation TOF data was used, the betterquality computer tomography images could be
reconstructed.

4 Results
4.1 NUMERIAL PHANTOM
A numerical phantom containing a circle shaped defect
was assumed which was composed of 64 x 64 square
pixels. The acoustic velocities were 5000 m/s for normal
part, the acoustic velocities 2500 m/s for defect part.
Parameters of numerical concrete phantom were shown in
Table 1.

4.2 CONCRET PHANTOM
Four concrete test specimens (A test concrete phantom, B
test concrete phantom, C test concrete phantom and D
test concrete phantom) were produced for the verification
of the proposed experimental system. The test specimens
were composed of mortar and Styrofoam. A test concrete
phantom was consisted entirely of mortar, and was
without defect. B, C and D test concrete phantoms were
consisted entirely of mortar and polystyrene foam. As
shown in Figure 7, B and C test concrete phantoms had a
defect which was set in the centre, and the diameter of the
defect was 8 cm and 4 cm respectively. All of the test
specimen diameters were 25 cm.
The images in Figure 8 were the reconstruction results
of the four test concrete phantoms. Test concrete
phantoms could be reconstructed based on FBP algorithm.
The different defects in the three test concrete phantoms
could be found in the reconstructed images. The defect
position and size of B, C and D test concrete phantoms
were observed, but it was possible that some artefacts
were recognized. The results demonstrated the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

TABLE 1 Parameters of concrete
Property
Poisson's ratio
Young's modulus [N/mm2]
Density [kg/m3]

Normal part
5000 [m/s]
0.3
1.075×1010
430

Defect part
2500 [m/s]
0.3
2.688×109
430

a)
b)
FIGURE 6 Reconstruction images of numerical phantom

The reconstruction images based on FBP method are
shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a is the reconstruction image
which uses 306 TOF data, Figure 6b is the reconstruction
image using interpolation TOF data (1404 paths).

7cm
●

center

8cm
4cm

25 cm

A

25 cm

25 cm

B

C

4cm

25 cm

D

FIGURE 7 Inspection object
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a)

b)
c)
FIGURE 8 Reconstruction results of the four test concrete phantoms

d)

concrete and Volatility of ultrasonic were not considered
in our system.

5 Discussions
When the FBP method was used for the ultrasonic
computer tomography of concrete, 306 TOF data were
not sufficient to obtain clear images. By applying the
FBP method to ultrasonic computer tomography, we
should obtain more TOF data or use an interpolation in
the imaging process. Defects with diameters ranging from
4cm to 8cm were recognized by visual observation.
However, the defects could not be found clearly in the
reconstructed images of the concrete phantom. By
comparing the reconstruction images with numerical
phantom and concrete phantom, we concluded that
visually, the defect was clearly reconstructed in the
numerical phantom, and the defects could not be found
clearly in the reconstructed images of concrete phantoms.
The reason was considered that the sound propagation
path was a straight line and it intends to reconstruct the
concrete section image in proportion to the distribution of
the equivalent sound velocity. The anisotropic property of
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Abstract
Line segment detection is a typical image processing problem with constantly evolving solutions. Following the line segment detect
(LSD) by Grompone von Gioi, two branches of algorithms merged. The first branch aimed to improve its speed at the cost of lower
accuracy; the second applied in the opposite way. We investigated the philosophies of these methods, and attempt to develop a line
segment detection algorithm based on statistical analyses of quantified directions (LSDSA) to achieve better accuracy and faster
speed. We utilize a statistical approach estimating the distributions of pixels with direction values approximating the direction
changes when traversing along the edges given by any edge detector. It efficiently reduces the dimension of the input data, and incurs
limited increasing in computation time for validation process. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm achieves
better performance compared to the existing typical LSD algorithms. The experiment using industrial data in noisy cases also
exhibits excellent performance.
Keywords: Line segment detection, Hough transformation, Image processing, Pattern recognition

direction image scanning (TODIS) [22], which achieves
better detection accuracy compared to LSD, but it
consumes about 8 times of the computational time than
LSD.
(3) Algorithms using line geometrical properties and
the relative positions of pixels. They extract the line
segments by traversing along the edge pixels given by the
edge detectors. As an example, the algorithm proposed in
[20] tries to find the blurred lines in a grey level image
and its prototype is reported in [19]. Although the
algorithm detects segment accurately, it also generates
lots of positive false [7, 17, 22].
Generally, algorithms faster than LSD such as
EDLines suffer from lower accuracies; algorithms with
higher accuracies than LSD such as TODIS consume
more computation resources. In this paper, we attempt to
explore a method that could preserve higher accuracy and
higher speed, namely, faster than TODIS and more
accurate than EDLines
Inspired by the strategy introduced in [18] and
direction value processing method proposed in [23], we
develop an algorithm called LSDSA maintaining
statistical records about direction values found in steps of
the traverse and it dynamically decides whether the
current traverse should continue or cease in each step
based on the records. Once LSDSA finds the traverse
leads to a line whose direction values differ a lot from the
traversed line segment, the traverse terminates and the
line segment is stored. After all found segments are
validated, the distorted ones are split to shorter segments
based on a statistical computation of the records. Finally,

1 Introduction
Straight lines, such as straight roads, horizons and the
walls, are basic visual elements in the world. They are
represented by line segments in digital images. As mobile
devices and digital cameras became popular, processing
images are serviced as a common daily task for many
people, and the number of digital images has increased
heavily.
As a basis of the image processing algorithms, line
segment detection are useful for various high-level image
processing tasks such as crack detection in materials [1],
robot-navigation [2] and many others [3, 5, 6, 4].
Roughly, there are three sets of typical algorithms for line
segment detection [7]:
(1) Algorithms based on geometric duality [9, 11, 12,
10] such as Hough transformation (HT) [8] and Gaussian
kernel-based Hough Transform (KHT) [13]. They usually
suffer from the expensive computational costs of
implementing geometric duality and the low detection
accuracy. Although KHT made a great improvement of
the voting procedure introduced by HT, it totally depends
on the pre-processing procedure composed of algorithms
proposed in [14] and [15] to provide the input data.
(2) Algorithms based on the analysis of the gradient
orientations. Following the typical LSD of noneparameter-turning features [16], Akinlar proposed a line
segment detector based on edge drawing algorithm
(EDLines) [7]. EDLines is about 10 times faster than
LSD, while its accuracy just approximates LSD. Yang
proposed a line segment detector using two-orthogonal
* Corresponding author e-mail: ngsun@cczu.edu.cn
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LSDSA checks the possibility of linking the segments of
the similar direction values by appropriately extending
the segments.
Basically, LSDSA needs two parameters: sample size
and the minimal length of a line segment. Since there is
no record initially, we sample a number of pixels as the
first parameter. The minimal length filters the found
segments based on their lengths. Actually, we can
combine these two parameters into one parameter and
automatically determine it by the dimensions of the
image space if necessary. The experiment shows that
LSDSA runs at least 2 times faster than TOIDS and its
accuracy is higher than EDLines.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces the work related to LSD. Section 3 presents
LSDSA. The experimental results are reported in in
Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

the searching to move to the found pixel and repeat. A
continuous series of searches is called tracing. The
tracing always starts at the first non-zero pixel in the
upper left corner of the region and ends at the same pixel,
no matter what shape of the checked region is used. Nonzero pixels of the inner border may be record more than
once if the region is not closed, e.g., a one-pixel-width
curve.
Inner Border Tracing
Find P0 with the minimal x and y coordinates
Define a variable dir and initialize its value to 7

[dir is even]

[dir is odd]

dir = (dir + 7) mod 8

dir = (dir + 6) mod 8

Start from the direction of dir, search the 3-by3 neighborhood of the current pixel in an anticlockwise order and update dir after the search

2 Background
In this section, we focus on two issues related to LSDSA,
namely, inner border tracing [23, 24] and foot-of-normal
method [27].

Store the first-found non-zero pixel as Pi
[else]
[Pi = P1 && Pi-1 = P0]
Return P0, P1, … ,Pn-2 as the inner border

2.1 INNER BORDER TRACING
The border tracing is used to find the inner border of a
region in a binary image. Typical border tracing methods
includes versions for 4-connectivity and 8-connectivity.
They label the positions in the neighbourhoods of the
different connectivity’s by using direction values tied to
the directions in the image plane. The direction values of
8-connectivity as shown in Fig. 1 reflect more directions
than 4-connectivity.

FIGURE 2 General structure of inner border tracing

2.2 INNER BORDER TRACING
The algorithms based on Hough transformation (HT)
usually have high computation cost. Their most
expensive step is the procedure called voting to change
the values of points (cells) in the parameter space
according to pixel coordinates s in the image foreground.
Its computational complexity is O(m ● n2 ) where m
denotes the degree of the parameter space discretization
and n denotes one dimension of an image.
The foot-of-normal algorithm could reduce the
computational complexity of the voting to O(n2) based on
the fact that one line can only have one intersection with
the normal which crosses the origin of the coordinate
system. The intersections just are defined as votes as
shown in Fig. 3.

2
3

1

4

0
5

7
6

FIGURE 1 Direction values of 8-connectivity

The border tracing algorithm of 8-connetivity is
shown in a diagram named activity diagram [25, 26]
which satisfies the standards of Unified Modelling
Language (UML) as shown in Fig. 2. The mod operations
associated with the estimation of odevity of the dir yield
values lying in a fixed range when dir can only be one of
the values shown in Fig. 1. Hence there is a mapping
between the input and output values of dir. The mapping
can be represented by a matrix, i.e., a look-up table and
the computations of the mod operations which actually
are replaced by simple searches are accordingly reduced
to O(1).
The anti-clockwise search for the non-zero pixel is
implemented by updating the variable dir after each
check of a pixel in the neighbourhood, and stops once a
non-zero pixel is found. The search will lead the centre of

G(gx, gy)

Y axis
P(x, y)

N(x0, y0)

0

X axis

FIGURE 3 Foot-of-normal method
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The origin is a fixed reference point. Assuming P is a
point on the line and line ON is the normal of line PN ,
from the facts that vector ON is perpendicular to vector
PN and ON parallels to gradient vector (gx, gy) given
by a Sobel operator, we get

g x / g y  y0 / x0 and ( x  x0 ) x0  ( y  y0 ) y0  0 .

designed to (1) find roughly straight-line segments, (2)
find and break distorted line segments, and (3) link
adjacent line segments with similar directions. They are
represented by rectangles marked Subroutine 1,
Subroutine 2 and Subroutine 3 in Fig. 5 and the sub steps
of Subroutine 2 and Subroutine 3 are shown in their
rectangles respectively.
When the detection of line segments is completed, the
detected segments can be directly returned or processed
by a post-processing to generate the global straight lines.
As shown in Fig. 5, the two possible choices are denoted
by two branches below the rectangle of the proposed
algorithm. By combining the foot-of-normal method and
the inverse HT algorithm [28, 29], the global lines can be
obtained as the final result.

(1)

Solving the above formulae for x0 and y0, we obtain
the formula of the voting point,

x0  v  g x , y0  v  g y , where v 

x  gx  y  g y
gx2  g y2

(2)

Davies [27] analysed the line estimation error and
found the image should be subdivided to reduce the error.
The basic steps of the foot-of-normal method consist of
subdividing the image, computing (x0, y0) in each subimage whose origin is its centre instead of the upper-left
corner, and finally making a vote at (x0, y0). Fig. 4 shows
the voting results of a real-word image. The original
image is divided to 20-by-20 and 50-by-50 sub-images
indicated by white lines. The squares in the resulting
images denote the voting points. Obviously, the more the
image is subdivided, the more lines can be detected.

Detect Edge

1-pixel-width edge image

Proposed Algorithm

Subroutine 1
Subroutine 2

Rough segments

Step 2.1 Find Distorted Segments
Step 2.2 Find Split Position
Step 2.3 Split Distorted Segments
Separated segments

Subroutine 3

Separated segments

Step 3.1 Estimate Terminals
Step 3.2 Estimate Linking

FIGURE 4 Results of the foot-of-normal method

Step 3.3 Link Segments
Refined segments

3 The Proposed Algorithm

Line segments

The basic idea of LSDSA is to dynamically link the
pixels in the foreground of an image by using a statistical
approach with low computational complexity. We
develop a novel approach to represent the geometrical
properties of line segments. Here, 8 infinite directions
could be represented by direction values defined in
section 2.1. The number of directions is determined by
the resolution of the input image and the size of the
neighbourhood employed. Among the neighbourhood of
small sizes, a 3-by-3 neighbourhood reflects an adequate
range of directions.
The general structure of LSDSA is shown in Fig. 5. It
requires a pre-processing to generate the binary edge
image based on the input image. The pre-processing is
denoted by a solid rectangle labelled by the text “Detect
Edge”. Any edge detector can be employed in the preprocessing.
In Fig. 5, the largest dotted rectangle denotes the body
of LSDSA. In this rectangle, three subroutines are

[line segments are desired]

Return line segments

[global lines are desired]

Apply foot-of-normal method
Apply inverse Hough Transformation
Return global lines

FIGURE 5 General procedure

3.1 FINDING ROUGHLY STRAIGHT LINES
Subroutine 1 performs a scan of the edge image and
conditionally tracks each continuous curve (edge). It is
used to rapidly find roughly straight-line segments
without using any voting process. The following
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subroutines after Subroutine 1 do not need to scan the
whole image, and the size of the data is reduced to
segments found by Subroutine 1. T the relatively
sophisticated processing can be integrated to the
following subroutines without drastically decreasing the
speed of the algorithm. The details of Subroutine 1 are
shown in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 6, m and minLength represent the sample size
and the acceptable minimal length of the found line
segment respectively, which are configured manually as
input arguments. Variable toleranceVal is employed to
distinguish the line segments of difference directions,
e.g., if toleranceVal is set to 2, then direction values 0
and 1 are envisaged as representing the same direction
because their difference is less than toleranceVal. The
difference between two direction values is defined to be
the smaller number of sectors between the direction
values shown in Fig. 1. Namely, for direction values 0
and 3, the number of sectors can be anti-clockwise
counted as 3 or clockwise counted as 5, and the
difference is 3. The difference between two direction
values such as dir1 and dir2 can also be expressed as
if dir1 - dir2

 4 then difference  8 - dir1 - dir2 ;

else difference 

.

Initialize variables: m:int, toleranceVal: int, minLength: int, maxDir: int,
maxDirSample: int, Segments: List<List<int>>, Directions: List<List<int>>,
Occurences: List<int[ ]>, tempSegments: List<List<int>>, tempDirections:
List<List<int>>, tempOccurences: List<int[ ]>
Try to scan a new pixel just adjacent to a scanned
one from left to right in a single row and from the
top row to the bottom row in the image space
[There are pixels which are not scanned]

[else]

Scan a pixel
[New scanned pixel is non-zero]

[else]

Search the neighborhood of the scanned pixel
[There is a path formed by non-zero
pixels adjacent to the right
side of the scanned pixel]

This step simply records
coordinates, direction values
and statistical information of
linked pixels respectively in
tempSegments, tempDirections
and tempOccurences, and set
all found pixels to 0

[else]

Traverse the path to its end
Start the tracing at
the end of the path

Start the tracing at
the scanned pixel

Sample m pixels

[m pixels have been linked]

[else]

Set the last (mth) sampled pixel to the current pixel
[else]
[Under 8 connectivity, a
non-zero pixel adjacent to
the current pixel is found]
In Occurences, find the direction value of the largest
number of the linked pixels and copy the value to maxDir

(3)

dir1 - dir2

Compare the direction values of
the current pixel and maxDir

When a non-zero pixel is found during Subroutine 1
scan, the scan is temporarily paused and the track
operation is inserted. The track operation first tries to
locate the right end of the curve. To locate the right end,
the subroutine only checks the positions coinciding with
direction values of 6, 7 and 0 of Fig. 1 in the
neighbourhood of a non-zero pixel, moves the searching
centre to it and repeat. The last-found pixel is envisaged
as the right end of the line segment and the sampling
starts at it. The searching procedure may split a line
segment into several short segments, for example, if we
apply the right-end searching to the right segment in
Fig.7, it will stop before the pixel labelled 5 is reached
because this pixel is in the direction 5 instead of 6, 7 or 0.
This drawback may be fixed by merging segments in
Subroutine 3.
Segments, Directions and Occurences in Fig.6
respectively are the set of found line segments, the set of
the direction values and the set of statistical information
of direction values associated with each segment.
Variables
tempSegments,
tempDirections
and
tempOccurences contain the temporary data of Segments,
Directions and Occurences respectively. The data of
three temporary variables can be arbitrarily overwritten.
To illustrate these steps clearly, we depicts a simple
binary image whose foreground contains two line
segments in Fig. 7. Table 1 illustrates the result of its
sampling procedure. The sampling procedure is denoted
by the solid rectangle marked “Sample m pixels” in Fig.
6.

[else]

[The difference of
the compared direction
values are less than
toleranceVal ]

Sample m pixels

Update tempSegments, tempDirections and
tempOccurences based on the information
of the current pixel and set its value to 0

[else]

[m pixels have been linked]

Upadte
Segments,
Directions,
Occurences
based on the 3
temporary lists
and the value
of minLength

Find the direction value of the largest number of the
sampled pixels and copy the value to maxDirSample
Compare maxDir and maxDirSample
[The difference of the compared direction
values are less than toleranceVal ]

[else]

FIGURE 6 Details of Subroutine 1

7
7
5

7
7 0

5
5
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5
4 5
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FIGURE 7 Representation of a binary image by lattices
TABLE 1 Values of Segments, Directions and Occurrences
Value
Member
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Segments[0]
22 39 54 69 84 101 116 131 130
Segments[1]
41 58 59 76 91 108 125 141 Ø
Directions[0]
7 7 5 5 5 7 5 5
4
Directions[1]
7 7 0 7 5 7 7 6
Ø
Occurrences[0]
0 0 0 0 1 5 0 3
5
Occurrences[1]
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 5
7
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3.2 DETECTING AND BREAKING DISTORTED
LINES

represented by dirGroup in Fig. 8. For each group, the
differences among all elements are less than
toleranceVal. Initially, dirGroup is empty and then the
direction value of the first pixel encountered in the
checking is added to it. The direction values of the
following pixels are compared with the value in group. If
the difference is adequate, the pixel is taken into the part,
otherwise it is marked as a possible position in the
segment to split and recorded by positionsOfSplit in Fig.
8.
Step 2.3 shown in Fig. 9 tries to split the segment
according to postionsOfSplit. The lengths of different
parts of a segment are compared with minlength. Only a
segment with parts of lengths exceeding minLength is
split and causes Segments, Directions, and Occurences to
be updated. The updating procedure is denoted by four
solid rectangles just above the thick horizontal bar in Fig.
9.

In order to detect and break distorted lines, we launch
three steps in Subroutine 2: (1) detect distorted segments;
(2) determine positions of split; (3) splits distorted
segments.
We detect distorted segments based on Occurrences.
We find that the distribution of the direction values of a
roughly straight line segments is similar with a uni-modal
Gaussian distribution. Any multi-modal distribution
implies the corresponding segment is distorted. Once the
multi-modal is found, the difference between the
direction values of the largest and the second largest
modals is estimated. As shown in Fig. 8, we first detect
the direction value of the second largest number of pixels
which corresponds to a modal in the distribution in
Occurrences, and then estimate the ratio and the
difference of the maximal direction value and the found
value which are respectively denoted by the variables
maxDir1 and maxDir2. Only when the difference exceeds
torleranceVal and the ratio is larger than the parameter
thresholdRatio whose value is experimentally set to 0.8,
the corresponding segment is confirmed distorted.

Step 2.1 Find Distorted Segments
Step 2.2 Find Positions of Split

[There is an unvisited entry in positionsOfSplit]

Initialize variables: segmentIndex: int, entryIndex: int,
maxDir1: int, maxDir2: int, thresholdRatio: double,
dirGroup: List<int>, positionsOfSplit: List<int>

Check the member with index
segmentIndex in Segments
[else]

[The member exists]

Compute the length between the found entries in Segments
[else]

Try to read an unvisited member of Segments
[else]

[The computed length exceeds minLength]

Mark the checked
member visited

Find the entries in the member with segmentIndex in
Directions according to the values of the last visited
and the current entries of positionsOfSplit

Copy the index of the unvisited member to
segmentIndex and mark the member visited

Add the segments between the found entries in Segments and
Directions as the new members to Segments and Directions, and
delete the original segments in the corresponding old members

Find the largest and the second largest entries of the
member with the index segmentIndex in Occurences, then
copy their values to maxDir1 and maxDir2 repectively

[else]

[else]

Find the entries in the member with index segmentIndex
in Segments according to the values of the lastest
visited and the current entries of positionsOfSplit

Step 2.1 Find Distorted Segments

[There is an unvisited member in Segments]

The values of the lastest
visited and the current
entries are envisaged as
indices of entries in
Segments[segmentIndex]

Try to read an unvisited entry in positionsOfSplit

Compute the statistical information based on the new-added
segment in Directions, add the computed information as a new
member to Occurences, and delete this information from the
corresponding old member

[maxDir1/maxDIr2 > thresholdRatio AND the difference
between the direction values corresponding to maxDir1
and maxDir2 is not less than toleranceVal ]

Mark the new-added member in Segments visited

Step 2.2 Find Positions of Split
Clear the entries of positionsOfSplit and add 0 to positionsOfSplit
Mark the current entry of positionsOfSplit visited

Try to read an unvisited entry of the member with index segmentIndex in Directions
[There is an unvisited entry in the member]
Clear the entries of dirGroup

[else]

FIGURE 9 Details of the last step of Subroutine 2

Check the direction value to see
whether it is a new direction value
type to the types recorded in dirGroup

3.3 LINKING ADJACENT LINES WITH SIMILAR
DIRECTIONS

Copy the index of the entry to entryIndex, mark the entry visited, and
compute the differences between the entry and every entry of dirGroup
[All differences are less than toleranceVal]
Add the entry to dirGroup

[else]

In Subroutine 3, we attempt to merge segments by
appropriately extending the segments and comparing the
directions with other segments found adjacent to the
extensions. It composes three steps: Step 3.1 estimate
terminals, Step 3.2 estimate linking and Step 3.3 link
segments as shown in Fig. 5.
Step 3.1 locates the geometrical ends of segments for
the subsequent extending operation. Although Subroutine
1 starts the traces from the right ends of segments, the
first saved pixels may not be the right end because
Subroutine 2 split segments and some of the first saved
pixels of these segments are not the right end. The details

Add entryIndex to splitPostions
and clear all entries of dirGroup

Add the index of the last entry of the member with index segmentIndex in Directions
to positionsOfSplit, and mark the first entry of positionsOfSplit visited

Step 2.3 Split Distorted Segments

FIGURE 8 Details of the two steps of Subroutine 2

Next, in Step 2.2 we attempt to find the pixels where
the main direction of a segment drastically changes. The
strategy is assuming the segment is formed by several
parts associated with specific direction value groups
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of finding geometrical ends are shown in Fig. 10. The
ends can be easily found by estimating the directions of
segments, i.e., if the maximal direction value is one of 5,
6, 7 and 0 (1 <= maxDIrection <= 4), the first recorded
pixel is the geometrical right terminal; otherwise the first
one is the left terminal.
After identifying all ends, we will estimate the path
for extending in Step 3.2. Since the values of all entries in
Directions range from 0 to 7 and these entries can reflect
the geometrical shapes of segments basically, the entries
may be envisaged as strings of letters 0 to 7 and their
patterns can thus be found using approximating string
matching [21]. Here we consider a simple but efficient
strategy. We observe that the distribution of direction
values around the middle point of a segment always
follow a certain pattern. Therefore, we construct a path by
repeatedly copying the middle direction values as shown
in Fig. 11.

lattices around the middle lattice. The path adjacent to the
right terminal is obtained by reversing the direction
values of the left path consisting of direction values 5, 3,
5, 4 and 4; the right path contains the corresponding
inverse direction values 1, 7, 1, 0 and 0. The inverse path
is denoted by rightPath in Fig. 11.
When moving along a path, we could check the
neighbourhood of the moving centre to find other
segments but it is computationally expensive. We employ
an alternative approach by checking the ends of segments
whose identities lying in a range with the identity of the
current segment as centre and parameter detectRadius in
Fig. 11 as a radius. This is because the difference
between identities of two segments in Segments partially
reflects their geometrical distance in image space. The
detectRadius is set to 20 in our experiment.
After the connection information of all segments is
collected by Step 3.2, Step 3.3 showed in Fig. 12 checks
each member of Connections to perform the merging. If
the statuses of ends indicate valid linking, it will
simultaneously merge the associated segments with the
current one and checks the statuses of the merged
segments to see whether they can be further merged with
other ones. This iterative procedure will stop until the
statuses of both ends are null. For instance, segment 1, 3
and 4 will be merged together according to Connections.

Initialize variables: maxDirection: int, leftEnd: int,
rightEnd: int, terminals: List<int[ ]>
Try to read a member of Segments
The 1st entry of a
segment may not be its left
end, e.g., the 1st recorded
pixel of a segment with
maxDirection lying in [1 4] is
geometrically the right end
of the line segement

[There is an unvisited
member in Segments]

[else]

Read a member
Copy the index of the read member to
segmentIndex and mark the member visited

Step 3.1 Estimate Terminals

Find the direction value corresponding to the largest occurrence value
by checking the member with index segmentIndex in Occurences

Initialize variables: detectRadius: int, connections: List<CustomizedClass>, group: List<int>,
leftPath: List<int>, rightPath: List<int>, isLeftConnect: bool, isRightConnect: bool, tempIndex: int

Copy the found direction value to maxDirection

Try to read a member of Segments
[There is an unvisited member in Segments]

Copy the first and the last entries of the member with index
segmentIndex in Segments to leftEnd and rightEnd respectively
[1 <= maxDIrection <= 4]

Read a member
Copy the index of the read member to segmentIndex and mark the member visited

[else]

Set isLeftConnect and isRightConnect to true

Exchange the values of leftEnd and rightEnd

Check the member of index segmentIndex in connections
[The member contains information about leftEnd
and rightEnd with respect to the index segmentIndex]
If the variable connections indicates
two ends of current segment have
been linked to other segments, then
there is no need to check the current
segment

Add leftEnd and rightEnd to the member
with index segmentIndex in terminals

Only the segments of
direction values similar
with the current segment
are worthy to be
detected to see whether
the linkage is possible

Step 3.2 Estimate Linking
Step 3.3 Link Segments

Geometrically, the value
4 means the two segments
share the same slop

[else]

Namely, if the member
contains the information
about leftEnd, then set
isLeftConnect to fasle; if the
information about rightEnd is
contained, then set
isRightConnect to false,
otherwise leave isLeftConnect
or isRightConnect unchanged

Set isLeftConnect or isRightConnect to false according to the cases in
which the member contains no information about leftEnd or rightEnd
Find the direction value corresponding to the largest occurrence value
by checking the member with index segmentIndex in Occurences

Compute the range whose center is segmentIndex and the radius is detectRadius
In Occurences, find the member with the indices in the computed range, then find the
direction values corresponding to the largest occurrence values of these members
Compute the differences between maxDriection and the found direction values

[At least one of the differences is of value 4 or less than the toleranceVal]

[else]

Add the indices of the members found in Occurences satisfying the above condition to group

FIGURE 10 Details of Step 3.1 in Subroutine 3

Copy 50% direction values of the middle part of the member with the index segmentIndex in
Directions to leftPath and rightPath, and repeatedly copy the values if the total length is less
than minLength, then reverse the values of leftPath or rightPath based on maxDirection

Since Subroutine 1 traverses from one end of a line
segment to the other, the recorded direction values
reflects the pattern along the direction approximated by
maximal direction value. Hence, the found path is only
appropriate for one end, and inverses for the other. For
instance, two red lattices in Fig. 12 indicate two ends; the
colourful lattices between the ends denote the body of a
line segment and the grey pixels form the two paths. The
lattices of the segment except the paths are marked by
their direction values obtained by tracing from the
geometrical right terminal. The yellow pixel lies in the
middle of the segment. The path adjacent to the left
terminal, denoted by the variable leftPath in Fig. 11, is
obtained directly by copying the direction values of

[isLeftConnect is fasle]

[else]

In the image space, start from the leftEnd of the
member with the index segmentIndex in terminals,
move along the direction values recorded in
leftPath. In each move, check the neighborhood of
the moving center to see whether the ends of the
members in group are in the neighborhood

[One entry of group is found in the neighborhood]

[else]

[else]

[isRightConnect is fasle]

The copied
50% direction
values are
appropriate
to one end of
the segment
but opposite
to the other
end

In the image space, start from the rightEnd of the
member with the index segmentIndex in terminals,
move along the direction values recorded in
rightPath. In each move, check the neighborhood
of the moving center to see whether the ends of
the members in group are in the neighborhood

[else]

[One entry of group is found in the neighborhood]

Copy the corresponding index in group to tempIndex

Copy the corresponding index in group to tempIndex

rightEnd of the member with index tempIndex in
terminals; tempindex; leftPath; leftEnd of the member
with index segmentIndex in terminals; segmentIndex
are sequentially recorded in members of indices
segmentIndex and tempIndex in connection

leftEnd of the member with index segmentIndex in
terminals; segmentIndex; rightPath; rightEnd of
the member with index tempIndex in terminals;
tempIndex are sequentially recorded in members of
indices segmentIndex and tempIndex in connection

Step 3.3 Merge Segments

FIGURE 11 Details of Step 3.2 in Subroutine 3
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Step 3.1 Estimate Terminals
Step 3.2 Estimate Linking
Initialize variables: globalindex: int, tempSegment: List<int>
Try to read an unvisited member of connections
This iteration tries to
find and record the
chain of segments
whose right end can
be linked with the
left end of the
segment with the
index globalindex in
Segments

[else]
Return Segments

Jia Liang, Sun Nigang

parts of a continuous curve. For example, the circle on
the top of the building in the sub image labelled as H10
of Fig. 15 is indicated in H12. At the first glance, the
indicated circle may seem to be a false detection.
Actually, the detected circle in H12 is denoted by two
kinds of colours (blue upper and purple lower). Thus, two
roughly straight line segments are detected by the
algorithm instead of a circle. The values of parameters m
and minLength are set to 4 and 30 respectively according
to the resolution of the test images.

[There is an unvisited member in connections]
Copy the index of the member to globalindex
and tempIndex, and mark the member visited
Clear tempSegment
Copy tempIndex to segmentIndex

[The member of segmentIndex in connections contains the information
about the leftEnd with respect to the index segmentIndex]

[else]

Copy the index associated with the rightEnd
stored in the member of connections to tempIndex
Firstly generate a copy of the leftPath stored in the member of connections, secondly
generate a copy of the member with segmentIndex in Segments, then sequentially
link two copies and tempSegment, finally set tempSegment to the resulting segment
Delete the members with the same index segmentIndex
in Segments, Directions and Occurences

To ensure the
segments in the
connection chain
are invisible to
the following
iterations

Delete the connection information about the leftEnd with
respect to segmentIndex in the member of connections
Delete the connection information about the rightEnd
with respect to tempIndex in the member of connections
Mark the member with index tempIndex in connections visited

Generate a copy of the member with tempIndex in Segments, then sequentially link
the copy and tempSegment, finally set tempSegment to the resulting linked segment
Copy the globalindex to segmentIndex and tempIndex
Copy tempIndex to segmentIndex
[The member of segmentIndex in connections contains the information
about the rightEnd with respect to the index segmentIndex]

[else]

Copy the index associated with the leftEnd stored
in the member of connections to tempIndex
Firstly generate a copy of the member with segmentIndex in Segments, secondly
generate a copy of the rightPath stored in the member of connections, then sequentially
link two copies and tempSegment, finally set tempSegment to the resulting segment
Delete the members with the same index segmentIndex
in Segments, Directions and Occurences
Delete the connection information about the rightEnd with
respect to segmentIndex in the member of connections
Delete the connection information about the leftEnd with
respect to tempIndex in the member of connections

This iteration tries to find
and record the chain of
segments whose left end
can be linked with the
right end of the segment
with the index globalindex
in Segments

Mark the member with index tempIndex in connections visited

Generate a copy of the member with tempIndex in Segments, then sequentially link
tempSegment and the copy, finally set tempSegment to the resulting linked segment
Add tempSegment to Segments and mark it visited

FIGURE 13 LSDSA compared with KHT
FIGURE 12 Details of Step 3.3 in Subroutine 3

Fig. 14 compares the lines detected by LSDSA and
EDLines. The parameters m and minLength of LSDSA
are set to 3 and 8 respectively. All line segments detected
by EDLines are marked by solid lines in the second
column. Although the difference between LSDSA and
EDLines is not as large as the difference between KHT
and LSDSA, LSDSA can discover more significant line
segments that are ignored by EDLines, such as the seams
on the face of the building in G10 and the edges of the
front doors of the house in G20. We also note that
LSDSA can detect a line segment about the lady’s right
arm in G32, which is the border between the highlight
and the lowlight areas of the arm surface, and its
curvature continuously changes. However, EDLines fails
to detect it.
Although TODIS is the slower than EDLines, KHT
and LSD, it exhibits the best accuracy. Generally,
LSDSA achieves accuracy as good as TODIS as shown in

4 Experimental Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the performance of LSDSA, we test
KHT [13], EDLines [7], TODIS [22] and LSDSA using
two corpora of artificial and the real-world images. We
developed an application package [30] for edge detection
using C#. In general, LSDSA achieves performance
similar to TODIS, which is a better result than KHT and
EDLines. However, the computation cost of LSDSA is
obviously lower than TODIS.
4.1 CASE COMPARISONS
Figure 13 lists some samples of line detections using
LSDSA and KTH. We use colourful lines to display the
segment results of LSDSA to distinguish the distinctive
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Fig. 15. Almost all line segments detected by TODIS in
H01 are indicated by LSDSA in H02 as well, except the
broken vertical line on the left. Similar results are shown
in H11 and H12. LSDSA successfully detects the traces
in the right corner of H10 and the edges of the circle on
the top of the building. Note, the detected edges of the
circle are indicated by two colours (the blue upper/lower
curves). The two curves approximate two roughly straight
line segments. It says that LSDSA can detect roughly
straight line segments, and further example can be found
in G32 of Fig. 14. The detection of LSDSA is clearly
more accurate than TODIS inasmuch as the edges of
windows in the top of the skyscraper are detected in H22
but not in H21. The edges of the white circular lights on
the top of the hallway are indicated in H32 and ignored
by TODIS in H31. It suggests that LSDSA can detect the
roughly straight line segments correctly.

Jia Liang, Sun Nigang

when the current pixel is non-zero and set all traced
pixels to 0.

FIGURE 15 LSDSA compared with TODIS

Furthermore, we find a close relation between l and s.
If the length of a line segment l is very large, then the
number of segments s must decreases. Since the longer
the segments are, the more space in the image they will
occupy, and less space are left to the rest segments. It
suggests that fewer segments can be released in this
concise space. Conversely, if there are many segments,
then their lengths tend to be short. Therefore, a balance
exists between l and s.
The complexity of Subroutine 2 is Max(O(s ), O(l·d ))
where d is the number of the distorted line segments
found in this subroutine by performing a searching of
complexity O(s ). Since d can’t exceed s, the worst case of
the second subroutine is O(l·s ) as same as the first
subroutine.
The third subroutine is of complexity O(s ).
Theoretically, the time complexity of the proposed
algorithm is O(l·s ), while the complexity of TODIS is at
least O(n2) according to the analysis of the BU-Scan
procedure [22], which contributes only a half of the
computational cost of TODIS. Practically, we compare
the time consumed by KHT, EDLines, LSDSA and
TODIS under different conditions. The time consumed by
algorithms do not consist the pre-processing as edge
detection and post-processing as inverse Hough
Transformation.

FIGURE 14 LSDSA compared with EDLines

4.2 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
The computation cost of LSDSA is determined by
Subroutine 1 for finding roughly straight lines. The time
complexity of this part is O(l·s ) where l is the largest
length of a line segment and s denotes the number of
segments. Unlike TODIS with O(n2) where n represents
one dimension of the image space, LSDSA consume less
time obviously when original images are large. This is
because the first subroutine only performs the tracing
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Fig. 18 illustrates the time when the processed image
contains lots of lines. All algorithms even TODIS follows
a similar pattern when resolution is lower than 600 pixel.
As the resolution increases, EDLines and TODIS are
exceeded by KHT and LSDSA. In level of 2000 pixel,
there is a large gap between the group of algorithms with
capability of reducing input dimension, i.e., KHT and
LADSA, and the group of algorithm with no such
capability, i.e., EDLines and TODIS.
Generally, when the processed image is small, there
are little difference among the time consumed by KHT,
LSDSA, EDLines and TODIS. As the resolution
increases, the number of lines contained by image
becomes an important factor affecting the consumed
time. If lines are few, the difference may still remain
small even when resolution increases. If lines are many,
there will be an obvious gap between the time consumed
by algorithms with or without capability of reducing
input dimension. Hence, the feature of LSDSA illustrated
by Fig. 16 to Fig. 18 is the capability of fast processing
images with high resolution and complicated content.

FIGURE 16 Time consumptions with respect to few lines

Fig. 16 shows time spent on processing the image
containing few lines when the resolution ranges from 0by-0 to 2000-by-2000 in pixel. Note the unit of x-axis is
logarithm of the time, hence the crooked curve indicates a
roughly straight line in a plane with non-logarithm axes.
In Fig. 16, although TODIS consumes more time than
other algorithms, its curve implies the ratio of resolution
and time is linear (even the slop is very large). KHT,
EDLines and LSDSA all share a similar pattern when
resolution is lower than 1200 pixel in Fig. 16, but their
curves lead to different destinations when the resolution
reaches 2000 pixel. This implies their consumed time
may be quite different when the input data becomes very
large. In the level of 2000 pixel, LSDSA consumes less
time than EDLines and TODIS. This illustrates the
capability of LSDSA to reduce the dimension of input
data.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In our proposed method, LSDSA employs a statistical
tracing strategy to reduce the dimension of the input data
and distinguish the distorted segments by analysing the
distributions of direction values which are approximate
quantified values of geometrical directions in image
space. LSDSA collects statistical data of quantified
directions, so it is able to achieve higher speed under the
condition of good accuracy. We report the experiment
results of LSDSA using test images and industrial
images, and compare its performance with typical LSD
algorithms such as KHT, EDLines and TODIS. It
indicates that the accuracy of LSDSA is clearly better
than KHT and EDLines, and it is as good as TODIS. But
LSDSA consumes much lower computation cost than
TODIS does.
In order to further increase the accuracy of LSDSA,
we plan to explore more refined direction values and
large neighbourhood in the following research. At the
same time, we will investigate how to simplify its
processing procedure and proposed algorithm.

FIGURE 17 Time consumptions with respect to moderate lines

Fig. 17 shows the time consumed to process image
moderate lines when resolution is changing, As in Fig.
16, TODIS apparently consumes more time than other
algorithms, and EDLines and KHT share a similar
pattern. The curve of LSDSA follows the pattern when
resolution is higher than 1000 pixel, but still ends behind
EDLines.
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Abstract
As the massive damage caused by the failures of system control software becomes increasingly prominent, people pay more attention
to the construction of assurance case to demonstrate the dependability level of system control software. In this paper, a new assurance
case construction approach for system control software is proposed. Based on the metamodel of modular GSN, we give the basic
procedure and tree structure deductive algorithm of the approach, and verify our work using Brake Control software used in an
aircraft. The results show that the approach can develop assurance case effectively and efficiently.
Keywords: Software, Dependability, assurance case, GSN, modularization

popular one among these approaches [18]. It combines
rich graphical notations with modularization thinking to
present argument in an intuitive, explicit way. It can
clearly exhibit the logical relationship between productoriented and process-oriented evidence by establishing
the argument structure model and can be used in
qualitative or quantitative analysis to achieve the
evaluation of software dependability level [19]. However,
the rich elements in GSN also bring confusion in its
usage. Because of a lack of guidance on how to use this
powerful tool systematicly and unambiguously, the
modular elements are often abused or misused by
developers of assurance case. Therefore, the result of the
argument is strongly influenced by subjective factors,
which leads to the low effectiveness and the reduction of
confidence placed in the argument conclusion.
This paper proposes a structured development
approach for modular GSN in order to guide the
construction of assurance case for control software.
Based on the analysis of the GSN modular argument
elements, an extended GSN metamodel is proposed.
According to the metamodel, we give the progression
algorithm for constructing the core structure of assurance
case and the standard procedure of the argument
construction. We illustrate our contributions by
application to a Brake Control software system. The
results show that our approach can provide explicit
guidance and help to standardize the development process
of assurance case. It also reduces subjectivity and
ambiguity in the process, and improves the effectiveness.

1 Introduction
With the wide deployment of software in critical control
systems whose potential failure may cause huge damage,
the dependability of the control software has become a
major factor for proper system operation. Therefore, it is
of great importance to study on the dependability
assurance of this software. Demonstrating the expected
dependabiltiy properties of this software to provide
sufficient confidence for potential users is a key issue [1].
Traditional software development and certification are
generally based on a prescriptive standards, such as DO178B [2], IEC 15608 [3], ISO/IEC 15408 [4-6].
However, these certification approaches have some
deficiencies such as unclear rationale underlying some
process activities, lack of organization between evidence,
highly prescribed technical activities [7-8]. Therefore, a
new goal-basded assurance case approach is proposed
[9]. Through a clear argument structure and flexible and
effective organization of evidence, it can demonstrate the
system meet its original requirements in an explict and
structured way. This approach can overcome the
deficiencies of traditional approaches and receives
growing attention [10].
Assurance case is originally used in the safety area
[11], and gradually extended to other dependability area
[12-14]. It is defined as “a documented body of evidence
to provide a compelling justification that the systems
performing a specific task satisfies specified critical
properties in a specific environment” [15]. An assurance
case generally consists of three elements: claim,
argument, and evidence. How to represent the structure of
argument efficiently and concisely is a key problem in
assurance case research area. Many approached are
proposed [16-17]. Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) is a
* Corresponding author e-mail: greatdjz@163.com
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assurance case has an assurance subject. Assurance case
varies from safety assurance, security assurance,
reliability assurance, dependability assurance, etc. Every
assurance subject has a central assurance objective, this
assurance objective is proposed in the form of claim, and
is the top-level objective of assurance case. An assurance
case consists of three basic parts: claim, argument and
evidence. Assurance case is presented in the form of
structured argument and GSN is one of these arguments.

2 Model-Based Assurance Case Construction
Approach
2.1 GSN MODEL MODULARIZATION
On the basis of in-depth study of GSN basic concepts, we
propose a modular GSN meta-model, as is shown in
figure 1-4.
Figure 1 shows the correlation of macroscopic
concepts in assurance case. As is shown above, every
Safety assurance

Security assurance

Reliability assurance

Dependability assurance

Assurance Subject
1

Assurance Objective

+hasSubject

Assurance case
1..*

Basic Component

Claim

+representBy
Argument

Structure argument
Evidence
GSN structured argument

FIGURE 1 Macroscopic concept of assurance case
GSN structured argument

1

Inter-Module View

1
1
Inter-Module View

1..*

ArgContentElement

ArgLinkElement

Intra-Module View

Module

FIGURE 2 Macroscopic composition of GSN structured argument

Figure 2 shows the macro composition of GSN
structured argument. GSN structured argument can be
treated as two abstract granularities: the macroscopic and
abstract argument between modules, and specific intermodule argument. In general, for relatively simple
software systems, conducting fine-granularity argument
using basic GSN nodes can meet the requirement.
However, when we are arguing a complex large scale
system, adopting basic argument structure will make the
argument structure too big and complicated to manage,
especially when a system consists of many modules.
Introducing coordination mechanism of two-level
abstract of module view and inter-module view can deal
with this problem. Module view displays the relationship
between modules, it shows the overall argument structure
in a higher level of abstraction. Every module in the
module view represents a specific argument structure,
and an inter-module view in parallel.

1

C o n t r a c t +source/sink S u p p o r t e d B y
0..*
1

+source/sink

0..*
InContextOf
0..*

FIGURE 3 Basic concepts and correlation of module view

Figure 3 shows basic concepts and correlation of
module view. Module and contract are basic elements in
module view, module is a high-level abstraction of
specific argument structure, a contract shows the
relationship between modules and defines how a goal in
the module is supported by the argument in another
module. Modules and contracts are connected by
“supportedby” and “incontexof” elements to build the
macro view of the argument.
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AwayGoal
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0..1
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0..*

0..1
+child T r u n k E l e m e n t +parent I n C o n t e x t O f +child C o n t e x t E l e m e n t
0..1
*
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Strategy
+undevstg 1
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Solution
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0..1
0..1
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PublicGoal

PublicContext

AwaySolution

AwayContext
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FIGURE 4 Concept and correlation of argument view

Figure 4 shows the concept and correlation of specific
argument view. Elements in specific argument view can
be divides to standard GSN elements and extended
modularization elements. In standard GSN elements,
goal, strategy and solution forms the backbone element of
argument, undeveloped bodies provides effective support
for the development phased in argument through the
attachment to Goal and Strategy; context, assumption and
justification are ancillary elements providing background
information for the argument, “supportedby” and
“incontexof” elements are connectors in the argument,
“public elements” (public goal, public solution, public
context) and “away elements” (Away solution, away the
context and away goal) correspond each other, and
together they provide a general mechanism for the share
of inter-module argument elements. “Public elements”
are open external interface of the argument, indicating
these elements can be referenced by other argument
modules. When referenced by other argument modules,
they must be presented in the form of “away elements”.
Module reference elements and contract reference
elements corresponds module elements and contract
Start

Define top claim

elements, respectively. They can be considered as the
projection of module and contract element in the specific
argument view. The roles different elements play in the
argument are different, contract reference element can be
considered as a backbone element, “modulereference
element” is more special. Similar with “away elements”,
they come in a wide variety of roles in the argument, they
can be referred to as the backbone elements in argument
and reasoning, and they can provide background
information for argument and reasoning, so in this paper
we will define these as “MultiRoleElement”.
2.2 MODEL-BASED GSN ARGUMENT
CONSTRUCTION APPROACH
Based on the meta-model given above, we define a
Model-Based GSN Argument Construction Approach.
Because the modular GSN argument includes two levels:
macro and micro argument, we adopt the principle of
building the argument from macro to micro, and then
back to macro.

Premilinary establish
argument architecture

Construct IntraModule argument

Refine argument
architechture

End

FIGURE 5 Basic procedure of modular GSN Construction Approach
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 ConceptName is the name of the concept;

Figure 5 shows the basic procedure of modular GSN
construction approach. Firstly, define the top-level claim
according to our argument subject, which is the ultimate
goal of our argument. Then establish the preliminary
overall argument structure according to top-level claim.
We can establish the argument structure from different
angles according to the features of top-level claim and
evidence acquired. Through the investigation and
analysis of the literature on assurance case, we found
some typical argument structures, such as functional
arguments, workflow process arguments, life cycle
arguments, system structure arguments and risk
mitigation arguments, etc. Argument structure is shown
in the form of module view. This is only the preliminary
established macroscopic module view structures, but the
specific interface between modules is difficult to specify
at the moment, specific argument structure refinement is
needed to establish step by step. Next, we need refine
each module one by one. According to the meta-model
given in the figure above and the concepts related to
instantiation, we can gradually establish argument using
top-down approach. Along with the unfolding of
argument structure, modular elements are added to the
specific structure of argument. The introduction of
modular elements means that the shared interface
between this module and other modules are changed. In
this case, we need to backtrace the overall argument,
change the module view accordingly, which is step 4.
This process might involve two cases: 1. the share
interface are changed between this module and an
existing module, this case is likely to cause changing
relations between the two modules in the module view. 2.
This module has an interaction with a module excluded in
the module view, in this case, we need to create a new
module in the module view to reflect this change.
Establishing the specific argument view, namely step
3, is the focus of the modular GSN argument
construction. The introduction of modular elements
greatly enhanced the expression ability of GSN, however,
the abuse of modular elements can lead to the unclear
role of elements, bringing chaos in the argument view
structure and further influence the macro module view.
These will bring difficulties to users to understand and
communicate on assurance case. This paper defines a
modular development approach using formal methods.
This approach can clearly demonstrate the role and the
timing of use of each modular element in constructing the
argument, eliminating the ambiguity on understanding,
and implements a systematic construction of argument.
First, we will define some primitives to describe the
process, through the combination of these primitives we
can describe the establishment process of the argument.
The process describing primitives are as followed:
Declare primitives:
Declare(SetInstance, ConceptName)

This primitive declares the instance set “SetInstance”
of the concept “ConceptName”
Relationship defining primitives:
Define(SetInstance, LinkType, SourceInstance)

 SetInstance {instanceName1, instanceName2, …,
instanceNamen}, instanceNamei is the name of
the instance;
 LinkType is enumeration type variable,
enum{Supportedby, InContextof};
 SourceInstance is the name of the instance;

This primitive defines the relationship between
instance set “SetInstance” and instance source
“SourceInstance”. If SetInstance  Ø, then this primitive
defines the LinkType argument relationship from
SourceInstance to SetInstance; if SetInstance = Ø, then
this primitive does not define any relationship.
Judge primitives:
ifContextNeeded(InstanceName)
Determine if instance “InstanceName” needs
background information
ifAssumptionNeeded(InstanceName)
Determine if instance “InstanceName” needs
assumption information
ifJustificationNeeded(InstanceName)
Determine if instance “InstanceName” needs judge
information
ifDecomposeNeed (InstanceName)
Determine if instance “InstanceName” needs to be
decomposed
Based on the primitives above, we put forward a GSN
modular constructing process as followed:
BEGIN
Declare({topGoal}, Goal)
Step_DefineContextInfo(topGoal)
Step_DecomposeGoal(topGoal)
Step_DecomposeGoal(aGoal::Goal)
ifNeedDecompose(aGoal)
Delare({aStrategy}, Strategy)
Step_DefineContextInfo(aStategy)
Define({aStrategy}, Supportedby, aGoal)
Declare({subGoal1, subGoal2, …, subGoaln}, Goal)
Define({subGoal1, subGoal2, …, subGoaln},
Supportedby, aGoal)
 {1,…,n}
for each subGoali, i
Step_DecomposeGoal(subGoali)
Declare({awayGolname1, awayGolname2, …,
awayGolnamen}, AwayGoal)
Define({awayGolname1, awayGolname2, …,
awayGolnamen}, SolutionBy, aGoal)
RefreshModView({awayGolname1, awayGolname2,
…, awayGolnamen}, SolutionBy)
Declare({modname1, modname2,…,modnamen},
Module)

 SetInstance{instanceName1, instanceName2, …,
instanceNamen}, instanceNamei is the name of
the instance;
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Define({modname1, modname2,…,modnamen},
SolutionBy, aGoal)
RefreshModView({modname1,
modname2,…,modnamen}, SolutionBy)
Declare({contrname1, contrname2, …, contrnamen},
Contract)
Define({contrname1, contrname2, …,
contrnamen}, SolutionBy, aGoal)
RefreshModView({contrname1, contrname2, …,
contrnamen}, SolutionBy)

Define({justname1, justname 2, …, justname n},
ContextBy, aElement)
Declare({awayGolname1, awayGolname2, …,
awayGolnamen}, AwayGoal)
Define({awayGolname1, awayGolname2, …,
awayGolnamen}, ContextBy, aElement)
RefreshModView({awayGolname1, awayGolname2,
…, awayGolnamen}, ContextBy)
3 Application

else

This chapter takes brake system software on airplane for
example to illustrate to construction of modular GSN
argument. This software is the core control software of
the landing gear brake control system on the airplane,
which collects information like wheel speed sensor signal
and braking instruction signal, and realizes the function
of braking, skid resistance, and ground protection. It is
the key software to ensure the safety of taking-off and
landing of the plane, so it must have a high-level of safety
and reliability.
(1) Define the top-level claim
The theme of this example is to ensure the
dependability of braking software, we will consider this
matter from two angles: safety and dependability. Due to
space limitations, this section only demonstrates the
argument of the safety. Therefore, we set the top-level
claim as “the braking software on the airplane is safe”.
(2)Preliminary establish the structure of argument
According to the top-level claim established above,
we can preliminary establish the structure of argument.
The nature of software safety is “the ability of not
causing an accident of the software”, concerns about the
safety of the software are derived from system accidents,
system accidents are caused by system hazards.
Therefore, to analyse software safety, we must look from
the system level. We must consider the role of the
software as a component in accident of the system, and
the contributions they make to system hazards. Analysis
of these contributing factors, proposal of safety
requirements in related software, eliminating or retarding
the danger caused by software in the system, these are the
keys to ensure software safety. Therefore, in this
example, we preliminarily established the three-tier
argument structure of “top-level claim-system hazardsafety function”. Argument structure is shown in figure 6.

Step_GiveSolution(aGoal)
EXIT
Step_GiveSolution(aGoal::Goal)
Declare({solname1, solname2, …, solnamen},
Solution)
Define({solname1, solname2, …, solnamen},
SolutionBy, aGoal)
Step_DefineContextInfo(aElement::TrunkElement)
ifContextNeeded(aElement)
Declare({contname1, contname2, …, contnamen},
Context)
Define({contname1, contname2, …, contnamen},
ContextBy, aElement)
Declare({awaycontname1, awaycontname2, …,
awaycontnamen}, AwayContext)
Define({awaycontname1, awaycontname2, …,
awaycontnamen}, ContextBy, aElement)
RefreshModView({awaycontname1,
awaycontname2, …, awaycontnamen}, ContextBy)
Declare({awayGolname1, awayGolname1, …,
awayGolname1}, AwayGoal)
Define({awayGolname1, awayGolname1, …,
awayGolname1}, ContextBy, aElement)
RefreshModView({awayGolname1, awayGolname1,
…, awayGolname1}, ContextBy)
ifAssumptionNeeded(aElement)
Declare({assumname1, assumname 2, …,
assumname n}, Assumption)
Define({assumname1, assumname 2, …, assumname
n}, ContextBy, aElement)
ifJustificationNeeded(aElement)
Declare({justname1, justname 2, …, justname n},
Jusitification)
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Software Product
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Argument Module

Top-level Argument Layer

<<Hazard 1 Argument
Module>>

<<Hazard 2
Argument
Module>>

<<Hazard n
Argument
Module>>

……

Hazard Argument Layer

<<Software Safety
<<Software Safety
Requirement 1
Requirement 2
Argument
Argument
Module>>
Module>>
Functionality Argument Layer

<<Software Safety
Requirement 3
Argument
Module>>

……

<<Software Safety
Requirement n
Argument
Module>>

FIGURE 6 Safety argument structure of braking system software

by ABS software”}. Then, define relevant background
information for the strategy. We defined two context
elements,
Declare({contname1,
contname2},
Context),contname1={“Hazard
list
of
ABS
software”},contname2={“Hazard Identification method of
ABS software”}. We also declared an Assumption
element
Declare({assumname1},
Assumption),
Assumption information is given in the argument strategy
assumption1={“Hazards are independent and can be
argumented respectively”}.
Based on the information in argument strategy
background, we listed three system hazards to be
respectively argued. According to the macro argument
structure, each hazard should be argued in a separate
module, and we must use awayGoal instances to show
interface between top-level module and hazard argument
module.
We
will
declare
three,
like
Declare({awayGolname1,
awayGolname2,
awayGolname3}, AwayGoal),awayGolname1={“Hazard
‘Airplane can’t decelerate by braking function’ is
managed adequately”},awayGolname2= {“Hazard “Tire
blowout” is managed adequately”},awayGolname3=
{“Hazard ‘sideslipping and off tracking’ is managed
adequately”}. After finishing the declare of awayGoal
element, we didn’t declare other modular modules. By
the modular building approach above, decomposition
process of the goal is over.
Graphical results of modular argument are shown in
figure 7.

(3) Build concrete argument and elaborate argument
view
After the initial argument structure, we need to further
refine each module. According to the build process
presented in the above section, we can systematic develop
internal argument of each module. Take the top-level
argument module in software products for example:
First, declare top-level goal Declare({topGoal}, Goal)
We have declared a goal instance topGoal=Goal(“The
final implementation of ABS software meets the software
safety demands”), in which topGoal is the ultimate goal
of important argument in this module.
Then, define background information of the goal
Step_DefineContextInfo(topGoal).
Realization
of
software product defines and explains through
requirements, design documentation, and source code.
Therefore, we define the background information of
topGoal as Declare({contname1, contname2, contname3},
Context), in which contname1=Requirements of ABS
software,contname2=Design Specification of ABS
software,contname3=Source Code of ABS software.
After finishing the goal information definition, we can
determine whether the goal can be further decomposed.
According to the macro module structure, we further
decompose top-level goal adopting the way of riskorienting. Therefore, we will enter the iterative process of
goal decomposition Step_DecomposeGoal(topGoal).
Define argument strategy as Delare({aStrategy},
Strategy),aStrategy={“Argument over hazard introduced
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FIGURE 7 Results of modular argument

According to the top-level argument module, the
updated module view is shown in figure 8:
Software Product
Top-level
Argument Module

Top-level Argument Layer

Unable to
decelerate

Tire blowout

……

Sideslipping and
off tracking

Hazard Argument Layer

<<Software Safety
Requirement 1
Argument Module>>

<<Software Safety
Requirement 2
Argument Module>>

<<Software Safety
Requirement 3
Argument Module>>

……

<<Software Safety
Requirement n
Argument Module>>

Functionality Argument Layer
FIGURE 8 view module

technique, GSN, we extract the basic concepts and
terminology of modularization, and summarize the
relationships between concepts and constraints that must
be met. A new modular GSN metamodel is proposed,
which is a comprehensive, reusable description for the

4 Conclusion
This paper has presented a systematic construction
approach for modular software assurance case. On the
basis of in-depth analysis of the argument modelling
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internal logic of modular GSN, and can be seen as the
basis of a normative argument construction process for
modular assurance case. According to the metamodel, we
give the progression algorithm for constructing the core
structure of assurance case and present the
implementation process of modular GSN argument
construction in a “macro-micro-macro” iterative way.
Our approach can help the assurance case developers
gradually extract and analyse the argument elements, and
provides a modelling process guidance for assurance case
developer. We apply our approach in an ABS software
system, which is a typical control software, to examine

the feasibility and effectiveness. Results show that this
approach can greatly enhance the development efficiency
of dependability assurance case, and can improve
systematicness, comprehensiveness and scientificity of
the assurance case itself, thus providing strong support
for ensuring the software product can reach its desired
dependability level.
At present, our approach does not include the concept
of GSN pattern and its related elements, and there is also
lack of tool supporting. These will be important
directions of our future work.
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Abstract
Noise estimation is one of the most important research topics in image processing. Aishy and Eric had proposed a variance
estimation method used in Gaussian white-noise, in which, a measure was provided to determine the homogeneous blocks and an
analyser was used in calculating the homogeneities. The approach should present two shortcomings corresponding to structures and
textures. One is that the blocks with edge textures should be considered as intensity-homogeneous blocks that could have an effect on
estimation accuracy. The other is that some special blocks with high variance but low homogeneity could result in over estimation.
In order to avoid the two shortcomings, in this paper we have proposed an improved noise estimation approach by combining fast
edge detection and block based methods. The blocks hold continuous points were firstly excluded rejected by using fast edge
detection method. The experimental results indicated that our method can avoid over estimation effectively in special conditions and
can obtain more accurate results than the Aishy and Eric’s method did.
Keywords: Guess Noise, noise variance estimation, edge detection, image processing

from these blocks. The approach should present two
shortcomings. One is that the blocks with textures should
be considered as intensity-homogeneous blocks that
could have an effect on estimation accuracy. The other is
that some special blocks have high variance but low
homogeneity could result in over estimation. The two
problems were due to that the non-homogeneous blocks
recognized as homogeneous ones, and the problems could
be solved by excluding the blocks with strong textures by
some edge detection approaches.
In order to avoid the two shortcomings mentioned
above, we have proposed a modified method to improve
the performances of the method in [7] by combining fast
edge detection and block based methods. The blocks with
continuous points were firstly excluded by using fast
edge detection method and then the noise variance was
estimated from these intensity-homogeneous blocks. The
experimental results indicated that our method can avoid
over estimation effectively in special conditions and can
obtain more accurate results than the Aishy and Eric’s
method did.
This work is partially based on the Assembling Fast
Edge detection and Block Based Methods as an example
and Supported by Natural Science Basic Research Plan in
Shaanxi Province of China (2013JM8005).

1 Introduction

Noise is described as the random variation of brightness
or colour information in image. Denoise plays the most
important role in image processing due to the
performance should easily be corrupted by noise. In many
denoising methods [1], the noise was used as a parameter
but it was unknown in fact, so noise estimation
approaches could have great effects on the qualities of
denoising methods. Noise estimation has two mainly
approaches, Filter-based [2] and Block-based methods
[3]. The main idea of Filter-based methods is to calculate
the noise variation from the high frequencies information,
which are separated from the noise images and include
textures and structures, so Filter-based methods can
perform well for high noise levels but they are tending to
overestimate in the images with large textures or details.
Masoud [4] have proposed a Filter-based method that was
suit for images with abundant textures, however, the
method has a huge time complexity due to many times of
flitting processing. The idea of the Block-based method is
to calculate the noise variation of the intensityhomogeneities determined from the blocks obtained by
dividing a noise image into many blocks. Block-based
methods were tending to overestimate when noise levels
are low [5].
Aishy and Eric [6] have proposed a novel method
which fulfil well for both high noise level and low noise
level, and also perform well for images with abundant
textures. This method firstly determines the intensityhomogeneous blocks in the noisy image using an
effective structure analyser and then estimates the noise

2 Detection method

2.1 AISHY AND ERIC METHOD
Given an adding Gaussian image with unknown noise
variance  n2 , there exists the following model:

* Corresponding author e-mail: 282307708@qq.com
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I ( x, y)  S ( x, y)   ( x, y) ,

After the aggregate V was determined, the variance
was estimated as following:

(1)

where the I(x,y) is the noise image, S(x,y) is the original
image and η(x,y) is adding Gaussian noise. The purpose of
the noise estimation is to obtain the evaluative parameter
for noise variance  n2 . A intensity-homogeneous block
centred by pixel I(i,j) and with the size of S  S , was
presented in Equation (2).

Bkl  {I (i, j ) | (i, j )  Skl }
Skl  {(i, j ) | i  k  (S  1) / 2, j  l  (S  1) / 2}

.

 e2 

kl

m

’

(5)

where m was the number of blocks selected into V.
From above, we can get two conclusions:
1) When the sub-blocks Bkl with size greater than 3×3,
there could be exist some special sub-blocks with very
small homogeneities ζkl and very high variance  kl2 as
showed in Figure 2. If there was one special sub-block in
the image, the  kl2 should be determined as the referential

(2)

The variance and the mean of sub-block Bkl are
defined as  B2kl and  Bkl , respectively. The variance of an

variance  r2 , so it should result in serious over estimation
due to the  r2 was much higher than noise variance  n2 .
2) To determine that whether the sub-block Bkl was an
intensity-homogeneous block or not, is corresponding to
 kl2 , so the sub-blocks determined as intensityhomogeneous one should have structures and textures that
should take bed effects on the calculating accuracy.

intensity-homogeneous block mainly presented as noise
variance and satisfied with Equation (3).
limS   kl2   n2 .

 (k ,l )V  B2

(3)

From the Equation (3), it can be found that the
variance  n2 could be estimated accurately if there have
enough intensity-homogeneous blocks. The homogeneity
ζkl of sub-block Bkl was obtained from a structure analyser.
The analyser employed high throughput arithmetic
operators with coefficients {-1,…,W-1,…,-1} to calculate
the homogeneity from eight directions showed in Figure
1( with size of 3×3 pixels), and the ζkl was the sum of the
absolute values of the eight templates and the
convolutions of Bkl.

FIGURE 2 Two special sub-blocks with I-d>=0,I+d<=255

2.2 OUR METHOD
The two problems mentioned above could be voided
effectively by excluding the sub-blocks with continuous
points, in this paper, a simple edge detection method was
employed to accomplish the task. Firstly, the Sobel
arithmetic operators [1] were used in calculating the
gradient of image as showed in Equation (6).
FIGURE 1 Directions of homogeneity analyser for 3×3 blocks

G  Gx2  G y2

The block based method is difficult to confirm the all
intensity-homogeneous blocks. A self-adaptive method
had proposed in [8] to select intensity-homogeneous
blocks. Three blocks with minimal homogeneities were
found firstly and then the referential variance  r2 was
estimated as the mean of the variances calculated on the
three sub-blocks mentioned above. Each block Bkl was
included in the V, which was the aggregate of all
intensity-homogeneous blocks, and must be satisfied with
Equation (4), in where, the  i2 was the variance of the i-th
block, PSNR was Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, tPSNR was
threshold.

 1 - 2 - 1 
 1 0 - 1 


,
G x  I ( x, y ) *  0 0 0 G y  I ( x, y ) * - 2 0 - 2 . (6)
 1 - 2 - 1 
 1 0 - 1 

A gradient threshold Gth was selected and used in
detecting the boundary according to the following rules:
1. Given a settled threshold p, value of gradient Gth was
determined by if the gradients which were higher than Gth
took p% of the all gradients.
2. A point had a gradient G, which was higher than Gth
was confirmed as a boundary point.
So if a sub-block Bkl had N continuous points could be
excluded as an intensity-homogeneous block. In our
method, the approach mentioned in this section was used
firstly as a filter to get rid of the sub-blocks, than the

PSNRBr  PSNRBkl  t PSNR
PSNRi  10 log10

255 2

.

(4)

 i2
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method [1] was employed to estimate the noise variance
of the remainders of sub-blocks.

Tables 1 and 2 showed the estimation ratios (defined
in Equation (6)) obtained from the eight images showed in
Figure 3 between our method and Aishy method [1]. The
results listed in the two tables were the mean values of 20
times noises variance estimations under the same
experimental condition. From the results, we could find
that our methods have better performances at many
conditions. At the range of lower noise like  added <=3,
our method obtained the same performances as method
Aishy method [1]. Under this condition, the sub-blocks
were hardly determined to be homogeneous because of
variance of the block which had continuous points was
much higher than the noise variance. At the range of
middle noise like 10<  added <30, our method showed
superiority because the self-adaptive method [1] had high
probability to select the sub-blocks which hold continuous
points.
At high noise range of  added >=30, the two method

3 Results and Discussions
In order to make compressions between the two methods,
a ratio [1] was employed and showed in equation (7):
Estimation ratio 

 estimation
,
 added

(7)

where  estimation was standard deviation of estimated noise,
 added was the standard deviation of added noise. We had
made tests on several images with the size of 512×512
and under different level of noise as showed in Figure 3.
The image was decomposed into a series of sub-blocks
and each of the blocks was not overlapped and with the
size of 5×5. The parameters, thresholds tPSNR and p were
initialized with values of 3dB and 10, respectively. The
parameter N was initialized to three; it means that if the
number of continuous points detected in a sub-block was
greater than N, the block was rejected to be an intensityhomogeneous block.

Lena

Showed great performances when  added was at 30, 40
and 50. But our method had superiority on the images wih
abundant edge textures (see results listed in Table 2 of the
images Mandrill and Hyderabad).

Barbara

Boat

Cameraman

Mandrill

Hyderabad
Airplane
Godhill
FIGURE 3 Eight images with size of 512X512
TABLE 1 The results obtained by our method and Aishy [1] on the images of Lean, Barbara, Boat and Cameraman
σ added
0.5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
18
20
30
40
50

Lena
Method [1]
3.7740
2.3235
1.5660
1.2860
1.1596
1.1429
1.1139
1.1031
1.0489
1.0646
1.0294
1.0539
1.0188
1.0128
1.0164
1.0062
1.0005
0.9906
0.9875

Ours’
3.7740
2.3235
1.5660
1.2858
1.1595
1.1420
1.1106
1.1018
1.0479
1.0624
1.0281
1.0489
1.0157
1.0073
1.0037
1.0004
0.9992
0.9899
0.9870

Barbara
Method [1]
Method [1]
4.3330
4.3330
2.3785
2.3785
1.4890
1.4890
1.2892
1.2892
1.1951
1.1951
1.1281
1.1281
1.0847
1.0847
1.0656
1.0655
1.0761
1.0758
1.0792
1.0785
1.0361
1.0357
1.0251
1.0244
1.0291
1.0280
1.0147
1.0136
0.9882
0.9924
1.0191
1.0107
1.0107
0.9994
1.0009
0.9960
1.0266
0.9951

Boat
Method [1]
3.1730
2.1215
1.6495
1.3873
1.2993
1.2389
1.2039
1.1416
1.1176
1.1056
1.0937
1.0895
1.0493
1.0713
1.0363
1.0184
1.0199
0.9999
0.9870

Method [1]
3.1730
2.1215
1.6490
1.3872
1.2990
1.2386
1.2030
1.1409
1.1166
1.1022
1.0885
1.0869
1.0462
1.0536
1.0303
1.0065
0.9940
0.9919
0.9858

Cameraman
Method [1]
Method [1]
1.9430
1.9430
1.3940
1.3940
1.2063
1.2063
1.1003
1.1003
1.0609
1.0579
1.0312
1.0306
1.0407
1.0388
1.0034
1.0027
0.9989
0.9992
0.9969
0.9998
1.0128
1.0071
1.0023
0.9999
1.0072
1.0034
1.0075
1.0026
0.9817
0.9905
1.0101
1.0002
0.9836
0.9824
0.9817
0.9806
1.0041
0.9978
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TABLE 2 Results obtained by our method and Aishy’s on the images of Mandrill, Hyberabad, Airplane and Goldhill showed in Figure 3
σ added
0.5
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
18
20
30
40
50

Mandrill
Method [1]
Method
5.5770
5.5770
3.1825
3.1825
2.5780
2.5780
1.8380
1.8380
1.8477
1.8476
1.7128
1.7125
1.6258
1.6254
1.5097
1.5093
1.5442
1.5436
1.4886
1.4878
1.3148
1.3140
1.2979
1.2962
1.2451
1.2422
1.2279
1.2228
1.1814
1.1753
1.1098
1.0967
1.0786
1.0585
1.0448
1.0238

Hyberabad
Method [1]
Method
0.9860
0.9860
0.9895
0.9895
0.9953
0.9953
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9972
0.9972
1.0051
1.0051
1.0200
1.0200
1.0317
1.0317
1.0280
1.0280
1.0469
1.0469
1.0893
1.0891
1.1151
1.1103
1.0682
1.0679
1.1284
1.1080
1.1257
1.1198
1.1672
1.1590
1.1164
1.1016

Airplane
Method [1]
Method
1.1990
1.1990
1.1530
1.1530
1.1293
1.1293
1.0381
1.0379
1.0304
1.0301
1.0479
1.0471
1.0304
1.0295
1.0078
1.0042
1.0086
1.0071
1.0051
1.0002
0.9925
0.9954
0.9927
0.9952
0.9862
0.9919
1.0191
1.0072
0.9943
0.9965
1.0035
0.9969
0.9790
0.9753
0.9955
0.9885

Godhill
Method [1]
Method
1.5120
1.5120
1.3380
1.3380
1.1770
1.1770
1.1926
1.1924
1.1508
1.1401
1.1748
1.1738
1.1874
1.1814
1.1641
1.1607
1.1210
1.1128
1.1068
1.1019
1.0489
1.0437
1.0829
1.0719
1.0640
1.0476
1.0501
1.0378
1.0445
1.0223
1.0212
1.0022
1.0113
0.9970
0.9824
0.9816

hope that our method could play an important role in the
noise estimation research.

4 Conclusions
Our method was improved one based on the method [1],
compared with which there were two superiorities of our
method. One is that our method could get more accurate
performances at lover and middle noise range. The other
one is that our method could avoid over-estimations
effectively, as we know that over-estimation could
produce inestimable effects at later image processing. We
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Abstract
The deficiency of supervised discriminant information is the problem of Orthogonal Tensor Neighborhood Preserving Embedding
(OTNPE) proposed recently for face recognition. So a dimension reduction algorithm called Supervised Orthogonal Tensor
Neighborhood Preserving Embedding (SOTNPE) is proposed in the paper. On the basic of OTNPE, the algorithm achieves
neighborhood reconstructions within the same class, preserving supervised class label information and neighborhood reconstruction
information. Experiments on AR and YaleB face datasets show our proposed algorithm is efficient.
Keywords: face recognition, dimensionality reduction, orthogonalization, tensor neighborhood preserving embedding, neighborhood reconstruction

matrixes, OTNPE has more ability for preserving local
geometry structure and neighbor relations and has been
successfully applied to facial expression recognition.
However, if the sample image data is not smooth and
compact in manifold embedded, the discriminant
performance of OTNPE is not satisfactory.
Usually supervised information based on class label
strengthens the between-class separability of samples,
containing discriminant information. Inspired by OTNPE
problem, a dimensionality reduction algorithm named
Supervised Orthogonal Tensor Neighborhood Preserving
Embedding (SOTNPE) for face recognition is proposed
in the paper. The algorithm firstly regards multidimensional face image as a multi-order tensor data, and
then achieves approximately linear reconstruction of
samples within the same class and gets projections.
Projected data not only preserves the geometric structure
and local neighborhood information but also preserves
the between-class separability of samples. Experiments
on AR and YaleB show that our algorithm is efficient.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Related
works is presented in Section 2. We discuss SOTNPE in
Section 3. In Section 4, we present experiments for
demonstrating the effectiveness of SOTNPE. Conclusions
are drawn in Section 5.

1 Introduction
Manifold learning is an effective way of machine
learning in recent years, which discloses geometry
structure features hidden in data and has been
successfully applied to data mining. Typical manifold
dimensionality reduction algorithms include Locally
Linear Embedding (LLE) [1], Isometric Feature Mapping
(ISOMAP) [2], Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE) [3], Locality
Preserving Projection (LPP) [4] and Neighborhood
Preserving Embedding (NPE) [5].
NPE is the approximation of local linear embedding,
preserving local geometry structure and neighborhood
relations. Due to power discriminant performance, NPE
has attracted the attention of researchers and has been
widely used in face recognition. Nowadays researches on
NPE are divided into following three categories
according to the processing way of data.
1) Vector based NPE [6-10]. These algorithms need to
transform face image matrixes into vectors, which
increase complexity of computing matrix to vector
conversion.
2) Two-dimensional matrix based NPE [11-13].
However, the algorithms only are limited in the row or
column, ignoring the spatial relationship of the image
pixels.
3) Second-order and more order tensor based NPE
[11-13]. These algorithms represent face image with
second-order data, which not only preserve local
information of the image pixel but also preserve the
spatial structure of the image pixel [14-16]. On the basic
of NPE, researchers proposed Tensor Neighborhood
Preserving Embedding (TNPE) [15]. Liu et al [17]
proposed Orthogonal Tensor Neighborhood Preserving
Embedding (OTNPE). By orthogonalizing projections

2 Related Works
2.1 NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVING EMBEDDING
(NPE)
Given samples X   x1 ,..., xn   Rd n , NPE attempts to
search the projection matrix T to get Y  T T X . There
are some following steps for NPE:

* Corresponding author e-mail: chengjianjun_2012@163.com
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1) Construct the adjacent graph G. Point sets of G
consist of samples and common ways of selecting
neighborhoods are k  nearest neighbors and  
neighbor-hood.
2) Calculate reconstructive weights W. According to
the adjacent graph G, each point can be reconstructed
through the linear way with its k- neighborhoods. For xi
in X, the cost of reconstruction of xi is described with
following function [1]:

neighborhood reconstruction. The objective function of
TPNE is described as follows:
2

min  xi 1 U 1 ... k U l   M i , j x j 1 U 1 ... k U l
i

s.t. xi 1 U ... k U

j 1

i

s.t. wij  1 ,

(1)

j 1

x j  O  xi , k 

i

s.t. xi 1 U 2 U ... k U

U  U
i T

2

T



min Y  I  W  I  W  Y T  ,
T

T

(2)



X  I  W  I  W  XT 
T

min T XMXT 

where M   I  W  I  W  , constrain conditions are
introduced as follows:
T

i 1

i

0

1 N T
 yi yi  I 
N  1 i 1

.

(3)

min  x  U  U ...  U   M x  U  U ...  U
1

i

We replace Y  T T X in Equation (2) and Equation
(3). The optimization objective function of NPE is listed
as follows:
T

T XX T  I 
T

1

2

l

2

1

k

i, j

.

s.t. xi 1 U 2 U ... k U
i

T

1

2

l 2
F

2
l

k

F

 1

,

(7)

U  I (i  1, 2,..., l )
i

x j  label ( xi )

(4)

where label(xi) denotes the class label of xi and label ( xi )
denotes samples whose class label is as same as that of
xi .

2.2 TENSOR NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVING
EMBEDDING (TNPE)
TNPE is the tensors extend
X   x1 ,..., xn  in tensor space

of

R

NPE.

I1 I2 ...I k

3.2 ALGORITHM STEPS

Given
. The

Input: samples X   x1 ,..., xn   R m1 m2 .

destination of TNPE is to search l projection matrixes

U i  R mi mi  mi  mi' , i  1...l 

2

i

U 

j

2

j

1

T

'

(6)

 I (i  1,..., l )

i

min T T XMX T T

.

An i-dimensional image itself may be represented as a
matrix or a second-order tensor. With tensor algebra used
for the analysis of images, an i-dimensional image is
regarded as a point of i-order tensor space. On the basic
of Equation (6), we have introduced supervision
discrimination information based on class label,
Given samples X  [ x1 ,..., xn ]  [ 1 ,..., k ] , where  i
denotes samples of the i-th class. The objective function
of SOTNPE is described as follows:

T

N

i

 1

3.1 THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

T

y

F

F

3 Supervised Orthogonal Tensor Neighborhood
Preserving Embedding (SOTNPE)

2

T

l 2



min Y  I  W  


min T
T

2

i

j 1

i

2

j

1

3) Projected data Y  T T X satisfies Equation (1), we
get:

T

 1

F

min  xi 1 U 1 2 U 2 ... k U l   M i , j x j 1 U 1 2 U 2 ... k U l

where, O  xi , k  denotes the k- neighborhoods set of xi .

min  yi   wij y j

(5)

On the basic of TNPE, orthogonal conditions of
projections matrixes are added in TNPE. The objective
function of OTNPE is described as follows:

k

k

.

F

2.3 ORTHOGONAL TENSOR NEIGHBORHOOD
PRESERVING EMBEDDING (OTNPE)

min  xi   wij x j
T

l 2

i

2

k

j
1

to

preserve

Output: projection matrixes U 1 ,U 2 ,...,U l .

local
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Steps:
1) On the basic of Equation (1), constrain condition
are added, namely that yi and y j are in the same class.
k

min  xi   wij x j
T

4 Experiments
4.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

2

In the experiment, AR and YaleB face datasets are used
as experimental data and they are described as follows:
1) AR [18] consists of over 4000 face images of 126
individuals. For each individual, 26 pictures were taken
in two sessions (separated by two weeks) and each
section contains 13 images. These images include front
view of faces with different expressions, illuminations
and occlusions. Figure 1 shows a group of samples in AR.

j 1

i
k

s.t. wij  1

.

(8)

j 1

x j  label ( xi )
Calculate the reconstructive matrix W using the way
in [18].
2) Set U 0i  I (i  1,..., l ) .
i

3)
3.1) the number of iterations   1,2,...,t
3.1.1) Calculate l projection matrixes in iterations

FIGURE 1 A group of samples in AR

2) YaleB [19] consists of 2414 frontal-face images of
38 individuals. Face images were captured under various
laboratory-controlled lighting conditions. Figure 2 shows
a group of samples in YaleB.

m  1,2,..., l

3.1.1.1) Set ik  xi 1 U1 . 2 U2  ... l Ul ( i=1,…,n)
3.1.1.2) Set DK    i( k ) ( i( k ) )T and
i

S K   M ij  i( k ) ( (jk ) )T   M ij  (jk ) ( i( k ) )T 
i

j

i

j

.


T 
i  j M ij  (jk ) j M ij   (jk )  


3.1.1.3) If Dk is singular, then
Dk  Dk   I mk (  0.001) .

FIGURE 2 A group of samples in YaleB

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

1
 Dk  Sk  u k  l  Dk  u k

3.1.1.4) Calculate ulk in

l

l

TPCA [14], TLPP [15], TNPE [15] and OTNPE [17] are
selected to compare with our algorithm. Parameter
settings of them are listed in Table 1.

using the generalized matrix solution.
3.1.1.5) loop of iteration p=2,…, mk'
3.1.1.5.1) Set
U k( E 1)  u1k ,..., u kp 1  , H k( p 1)  U k( p 1) 
3.1.1.5.2) Set
 (k p 1) 

I

3.1.1.5.3)
u u / u
k
P

1

  Dk  U k( p 1)  H k( p 1)  U k( p 1) 
1

mk

k
P

k
P

Calculate
in 

( p 1)
k

u Pk

and

T

T

 Dk 

1

D 
k

1

TABLE 1 Parameter settings of algorithm

( Dk  Sk )

 Dk  Sk 

Orthogonalized

u p  l I k u using the generalized
k

SOTNPE

l 

Besides, we randomly select L images per class for
training and the remaining for test. Nearest Neighbor
algorithm for classification is adopted. All experiments
were repeated 40 times and the average of recognition
accuracy is gotten as experimental results.

3.1.1.6) Set U  u1 , u2 ,...., umk  .
3.1.1.7) End the loop k.
3.1.2) If   1 and Uk  Uk1   (  is error), then
k

Parameter settings
no
 
   l  
   l  

k
p

matrix solution.
3.1.1.5.4) end the loop p
k

Algorithms
TPCA
TLPP
TNPE
OTNPE

k

k

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

end the loop  .
3.2) End the loop  .
4) Get projection matrixes U i (i  1,2,..., l ) and

In order to improve the computational efficiency, images
of the AR are resized to 30 × 30. L is set to 6 and 10 and
the recognition accuracy is gotten respectively. Figures 3
and 4 show experimental results on AR.

Y  X 1 U 1 2 U 2 ... k U l .
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Dimension d×d
FIGURE 3 Recognition Accuracy VS. Dimension with L=6 on AR

Dimension d×d
FIGURE 6 Recognition Accuracy VS. Dimension with L=20 on YaleB

Recognition Accruacy(%)

We can draw following conclusions from Figure 5
and Figure 6:
1) In contrast to TPCA, TLPP, TNPE and OTNPE,
SOTNPE is superior obviously to them. The reason is
that SOTNPE not only captures the local nonlinear
structure information but also contains discriminant
information on YaleB.
2) Advantages of SOTNPE decline when L is set to
20, which also demonstrates that the overfitting problem
exists in SOTNPE.
5 Conclusions

Dimension d×d

An algorithm called Supervised Orthogonal Tensor
Neighborhood Preserving Embedding (SOTNPE) for
dimensionality reduction is proposed in the paper. The
algorithm achieves within-class reconstruction instead of
reconstruction based on k-nearest neighborhoods of
samples on the basic of OTNPE. In contrast to OTNPE,
SOTNPE not only inherits the characteristics of OTNPE
and fuses more supervision information based on class
label, containing power discriminant information. The
experiments in the AR and YaleB face database show that
SOTNPE outperforms OTNPE obviously. However, like
other supervised dimensionality reduction algorithms, the
problem of overfitting remains in SOTNPE, how to fuse
global unsupervised information is the next work.

FIGURE 4 Recognition Accuracy VS. Dimension with L=12 on AR

From above Figures 3 and the following conclusions
are drawn:
1) With increase in the dimension of the subspace,
recognition accuracies of all algorithms improve rapidly.
When the dimension exceeds a certain value, the
recognition accuracy of TPCA, TLPP, TNPE and
OTNPE become gradually stabile while that of SOTNPE
decreases slowly. This illustrates that SOTNPE gets the
best performance in less dimension.
2) In contrast to other algorithms, advantages of
SOTNPE decline when the number of training samples L
is set to 12, which demonstrates that the overfitting
problem exists in SOTNPE.
3) Similarly, images of the YaleB are resized to
30×30. Figures 5 and 6 show experimental results on
YaleB.
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Abstract
Aiming at the deficiency of supervise information in the process of sparse reconstruction in Sparsity Preserving Projections (SPP), a
semi-supervised dimensionality reduction method named Constraint-based Sparsity Preserving Projections (CSPP) is proposed.
CSPP attempts to make use of supervision information of must-link constraints and cannot-link constraints to adjust the sparse
reconstructive matrix in the process of SPP. On one hand, CSPP obtains the high discriminative ability from supervised pairwise
constraint information. On the other hand, CSPP has the strong robustness performance, which is inherited from the sparse
representation of data. Experimental results on UMIST, YALE and AR face datasets show, in contrast to unsupervised SPP and
existing semi-supervised dimensionality reduction method on sparse representation, our algorithm achieves increase in recognition
accuracy based on the nearest neighbour classifier and promotes the performance of dimensionality reduction classification.
Keywords: semi-supervised dimensionality reduction, pairwise constraint, sparse representation, sparse reconstruction, sparsity preserving
projections, face recognition

firstly constructs an adjacent weight matrix of the data set
based on SR and then evaluate the low-dimensional
embedding of the data to best preserve such weight
matrix. SPP is proved to outperform PCA, LPP and NPE,
and avoids the difficulty of parameter selection as in LPP
and NPE. Although SPP is effective, SPP is sensitive to
large variations in whole-pattern based feature extractors.
On the base of SPP, researchers combine other
dimensionality reduction algorithm to overcome the
defect of SPP under semi-supervised dimensionality
reduction frameworks. [17] proposed a sparse
representation-based classifier (SRC) [11] oriented
unsupervised dimensionality reduction algorithm which
combines SRC and PCA in its objective function. [18]
proposed discriminant sparse neighbourhood preserving
embedding (DSNPE) by adding the discriminant
information into sparse neighbourhood preserving
embedding. DSNPE not only preserves the sparse
reconstructive relationship of SNPE, but also sufficiently
utilizes the global discriminant structures. Discriminative
Sparsity Preserving Projection (DSPP) [19] attempts to
maintain the prior low-dimensional representation
constructed by the data points and the known class labels
and, meanwhile, considers the complexity of f in the
ambient space and the smoothness of f in preserving the
sparse representation of data. However, there is a
common defect in above semi-supervised dimensionality
reduction algorithms based on SR, namely, these
algorithms ignore making use of supervised information
to guide sparsity reconstruction of samples. In general,
there are different forms of supervision information or

1 Introduction
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [1] and Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [2] fail to explore the
essential structure of the data with non-linear distribution
and how to select kernel and optimal kernel parameter in
kernel version of them is still difficult. Representative
Manifold learning algorithms [3-6] have been developed.
Unfortunately, all of these algorithms are plagued by the
out-of-sample problem. The solution for this problem is
to apply a linearization procedure to construct explicit
maps over new measurements. For example, Local
Preserving Projections (LPP) [7] is a linearization version
of LE; Neighbourhood Preserving Embedding (NPE) [8]
is a linearization version of LLE; Isometric Projection
(IsoProjection) [9] can be seen as a linearized Isomap;
and Linear Local Tangent Spacen Alignment (LLTSA)
[10] is a linearization of LTSA. But these algorithms fail
to explore instinct geometry structure.
In recent years the study of sparse representation (SR)
of signals has attracted many attentions. The purpose of
the sparse representation is to optimize the most compact
representation of a signal with linear combination of
atoms in an over complete dictionary. SR has been
successfully applied in many practical problems [11–15].
Researches [11] showed that classifier based on SR is
exceptionally effective and achieves by far the best
recognition rate on some face databases. Nowadays
researches on dimensionality reduction based on SR have
attached more and more attentions. Sparsity Preserving
Projections (SPP) [16] is a representative algorithm. SPP
* Corresponding author e-mail: chengjianjun_2012@163.com
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prior knowledge, such as class label, pairwise constraint,
and others. Class label may be strong information from
the users and cost us many efforts. In contrast, it is more
natural to specify which pairs of data points are similar or
dissimilar [20]. As a kind of side information, pairwise
constraint contain must-links where the pair of data
points must be in a same class and cannot-links where the
pair of data points must be in two different classes [21].
The utility of pairwise constraints has been demonstrated
in many applications [20-30].
Inspired by SPP and pairwise constraints, Constraintsbased Sparsity Preserving Projections (CSPP) is proposed
in the paper. Different from above semi-supervised
dimensionality reduction algorithms based on SPP, CSPP
makes use of supervised pairwise constraint information
guide and adjust sparse reconstructive weights with
penalty item. Experimental results on Yale, UMIST and
AR show, in contrast to DSNPE and DSPP, our algorithm
is more efficient.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 reviews sparse representation, sparse reconstruction and
SPP. Our CSPP is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4,
CSPP is compared with some related works. The
experimental results are presented and made analyses.
Finally, some concluding remarks and future work are
provided in Section 5.

2.2 SPARSE RECONSTRUCTION

2 Related Background

SPP aims to preserve sparse reconstruction relation of
high-dimensional data space to low-dimensional data
space. Given the projection matrix T, T T Xsi is the
projection point of xi in high-dimensional data space. The
objective function of SPP is as follows:

Sparse reconstruction seeks a sparse reconstructive
weight vector si for each xi through the following
modified 1 minimization problem:

min || si ||1
si

s.t.xi  Xsi ,
1  1 si

a

set

si

where

si ,

(4)
T

2.3 SPARSITY PRESERVING PROJECTIONS (SPP)

of

n

min  T T xi -T T Xsi
T

i 1

2

.

(5)

s.t. T XX T  I

,

T

(1)
Equation (5) can be further transformed to

reconstructing xi . || si

s.t. T T XX T T  I

||0 is the pseudo-

0

T

norm which is

equal to the number of non-zero components in S .
However, Equation (1) is NP-hard. The solution of 0
minimization problem is equal to the solution of 1
minimization problem as follows:

s.t.xi  Xsi

of

The sparse reconstruction matrix S =  s1 , s2 , ..., sn  is
attained through calculating Si .

max T T X  S +S T  S T S  X T T 

si

normal

xi  si1x1  ...  sii 1xi 1  sii 1xi 1  ...  sin xn  .

where Sij denotes the contribution of each x j to

min || si ||1

1
n

xi , and 1 Rn is a vector of all ones.

T

s.t.xi  Xsi

the

Sij denotes the contribution of each x j to reconstructing

training
samples
X  {x1 , x2 , x3 ,..., xn } R
, sparse representation
seeks a sparse reconstructive weight vector si for each
xi through the following minimization problem:

si

denotes

si  [si1 ,..., sii 1 ,0, sii 1 ,..., sin ]  R is a vector in which

d n

min || si ||0

1

T

2.1 SPARSE REPRESENTATION
Given

(3)

T

.

(6)

3 Constraints-based Sparsity Preserving Projections
(CSPP)
3.1 BASIC IDEA

.

(2)

As described in section 1, in order to illustrate the
problem existed in SPP, experiments of SPP on a twodimensional dataset and the changed dataset are shown in
Figure 1.
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8
SPP
6
4

y

2
0
-2
-4

-5

0
x

(7)

other

size of CL. s ij denotes the adjusted sparse reconstructive
coefficient of x j to xi .  and  denote adjustment
parameters.
Equation (7) may be understood in such two
sentences: if two samples are in the same class, the
greater sparse reconstructive coefficient strengthens their
relation as much as possible. If two samples are in two
different classes, the less sparse reconstructive coefficient
alienates their relation as much as possible.

5

(a) SPP on a two-dimensional dataset
8
SPP
6
4
2
y

if ( xi , x j )  CL ,

where nM denotes this size of ML and nC denotes this

-6
-8

if ( xi , x j )  ML

0

According

to

Equation

(6),

with

n n

replacing S, the objective function is gotten as follows:

-4

T

-6
-8

 

S  sij

-2

-5

0
x

max
T

5

T

T T X ( S + S  S S ) X TT
T T XX TT

.

(8)

(b) SPP on the changed dataset

3.3 ALGORITHM STEPS

FIGURE 1 Experiments of SPP on a two-dimensional dataset and the
changed dataset

Figure 1 depicts 2-dimensional 2-class examples. The
circles and triangles denote the samples in positive and
negative classes. The solid and dashed lines denote the 1dimensional embedding spaces of SPP on the dataset. In
contrast to the dataset in (a), the vertical scaling of the
data is doubled in (b), which lead to change in the whole
structure of the dataset. This change of scales affects SPP
solutions, which illustrates a possible weakness of SPP
arising from its unsupervised nature.

Input: face training sample X  {xi | xi  Rd }in1 .

3.2 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

problem X (S +S  S S ) X Tti  i XX Tti ,1  i  l and

According above analyses, it is important to introduce
supervised information to guide sparse reconstruction in
order to overcome the weakness of SPP. Given training

get the projection matrix T  [t1 , t2 ,...tl ] .

Output: projection matrix T  Rd l (l  d ) .
Steps:
1) construct the sparse reconstructive matrix S using
of Equation (3).
2) get the adjusted sparse reconstructive matrix S
with pairwise constraint supervised information using
Equation (7).
3) transform Equation (8) into the generalized matrix
T

T

3.4 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSES

d n

samples X  {x1 , x2 , x3 ,..., xn }  R
, containing a
must-link (ML) set and a cannot-link (CL) set. According
to Equation (3) and Equation (4), the sparse
reconstructive weight matrix S   sij 
of samples is

Given samples X  {x1 , x2 , x3 ,..., xn }  Rd n . CSPP
contains main steps for solving S and the eigendecomposition using Equation (8). According to Equation
(7), solving S is the key part of solving the sparse
reconstructive weight matrix S .The computational
complexity of sparse learning is nearly that of solution of`
l1 norm minimization problems which is   d 3  [31].

n n

adjusted [13] proposed to make use of pairwise constraint
supervised information to refine adjacency relations of
samples with the weighted parameter way. Inspired by
[13], the paper adjust the sparse reconstructive weight
vector si of xi  X on the base of si . The adjustment
of the adjusted sparse reconstructive coefficient s ij of x j

Therefore the computational complexity of solving S is
  d 3  . The eigen problem on a symmetric matrix can be

to xi is described as follows:

efficiently computed by the singular value decomposition
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(SVD), which is   d

 . Hence,
complexity of CSPP is   d  .
3

TABLE 1 Parameter settings of various algorithms

the computational

Algorithms name
Baseline
SPP
DSNPE

3

4 Results and Analysis

Parameter settings
no
no
  0.5

 A  0.001 ,  I  1
  10 ,   30

DSPP
CSPP

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS
Some following face datasets are selected in the
experiment:
1) UMIST: This set contains 564 images of 20
individuals. Each face image is resized to 112 × 92
pixels with 256 gray levels. The images are covering a
range of poses from profile to frontal views. A group of
faces in UMIST are shown in Figure 2.

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to verify efficiently the performance of our
proposed algorithm, experiments and analyses are made
under different reduced dimensions and pairwise
constraints sets with the different size. All experiments
are repeated twenty times and average recognition
accuracy rates are gotten.
4.3.1 Effect of reduced dimension on the performance

FIGURE 2 A group of faces in UMIST

Reduced dimensions are selected with the certain
increment and corresponding average recognition
accuracy are calculated. Concrete experimental results are
shown in Figures 5–7.

2) Yale: this database contains 165 face images of 15
individuals. There are 11 images per subject, and these 11
images are, respectively, under the following different
facial expression or configuration: center-light, wearing
glasses, happy, left-light, wearing no glasses, normal,
right-light, sad, sleepy, surprised and wink. A group of
faces in Yale are shown in Figure 3.

100
90

Recognition Accuracy(%)

80

FIGURE 3 A group of faces in Yale

3) AR: this database consists of over 4000 face
images of 126 individuals. For each individual, 26
pictures were taken in two sessions (separated by two
weeks) and each section contains 13 images. These
images include front view of faces with different
expressions, illuminations and occlusions. A group of
faces in AR are shown in Figure 4.
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Baseline
SPP
DSNPE
DSPP
CSPP
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0
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30
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Reduced Dimensions

60
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(a)L=4 and PC=800
100

FIGURE 4 A group of faces in AR

90
80

Recognition Accuracy(%)

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
L images are selected randomly from a group face and
remains for test samples. Besides, pairwise constraints set
with the size PC are created randomly from training
samples. In order to eliminate the singular problem,
training samples are projected into the PCA [1] subspace.
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated
and compared with that of several methods using the
Nearest Neighbour Classifier (NNC). As a baseline, the
classification results of NNC directly used the raw data
without dimensionality reduction is given. SPP, DSNPE
and DSPP are also introduced for comparing with our
algorithm. Parameters of various algorithms are set in
Table 1.

70
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Baseline
SPP
DSNPE
DSPP
CSPP

20
10
0

20
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80
Reduced Dimensions

100

120

(b) L=8 and PC=1600
FIGURE 5 Recognition accuracy (%) VS. Reduced dimension on
UMIST with L and PC
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From Figures 5–7, the following conclusions are
drawn:
1) With increase on reduced dimensions, the
recognition accuracy of SPP and CSPP promote. CSPP is
superior to SPP in face datasets with different character,
which illustrates that the adjustment way on the sparse
reconstructive weight matrix in Equation (7) is efficient.
2) Although DSNPE combines sparsity criterion and
maximum margin criterion (MMC) together to project the
input high-dimensional image into a low-dimensional
feature vector, integrating both the robustness advantage
of sparse representation and distinctiveness advantage of
MMC, the recognition accuracy of CSPP still is higher
than DSNPE. This show that, in contrast to the way of
infusing sparse reconstruction information of SR and
discriminative information of MMC, the way of making
use of supervised pairwise constraints information to
guide the adjustment on sparse reconstructive weight
matrix is more efficient.
3) Owing to providing s an explicit feature mapping
by fitting the prior low-dimensional representations
which are generated randomly by using the labels of the
labelled data points, DSPP has a high discriminative
ability which is inherited from the sparse representation
of data. However, the CSPP outperform DSPP, which is
caused by the reason that DSPP pay attention to set the
smoothness regularization term to measure the loss of the
mapping in preserving the sparse structure of data and
ignore the defect of sparse reconstruction in SR.
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(b) L=6 and PC=400
FIGURE 6 Recognition accuracy (%) VS. Reduced dimension on Yale
with L and PC

4.3.2 Effect of the size of pairwise constraints sets on the
performance

100
90
80

Under different L on different face datasets, pairwise
constraints sets are created with the different size PC and
calculated the corresponding maximum recognition
accuracy. Concrete experimental results are shown in
Tables 2–4.
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TABLE 2 Experimental results on UMIST
L

180

4

(a) L=5 and PC=2000
100
90

8

Recognition Accuracy(%)

80
70

Recognition accuracy (%)
81.50
85.43
86.25
86.50
85.07
87.35
89.23
90.73

PC
400
800
1200
1600
500
1000
1500
2000

60

TABLE 3 Experimental results on Yale
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(b) L=10 and PC=4000

6

FIGURE 7 Recognition accuracy (%) VS. Reduced dimension on AR
with L and PC

PC
100
200
300
400
200
400
600
800

Recognition accuracy (%)
73.87
74.87
75.87
76.16
81.06
82.13
83.73
84.80
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TABLE 4 Experimental results on AR
L
5

10

PC
1000
2000
3000
4000
2000
4000
8000
10000
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on UMIST and Yale. It is reason for the problem that the
performance of CSPP is influenced by the ratio of the
increment of the pairwise constraints set to the size of the
training sample instead of the absolute increment of the
pairwise constraints set.

Recognition accuracy(%)
82.87
83.19
84.15
85.65
97.08
97.19
98.27
98.85

5 Conclusion
Constraints-based Sparsity Preserving Projections (CSPP)
is proposed for dimensionality reduction in the paper. On
the base of SPP, CSPP adjust the sparse reconstructive
weight matrix through the penalty way with supervise
pairwise constraints information. Experimental results on
UMIST、YALE and AR demonstrate the effectiveness
of our proposed algorithm. However, for CSPP, the
certain size of the pairwise constraints set is needed.
Although attaining pairwise constraints information is
simpler than class label information, the work cost us
much effort. Therefore, how to introduce new supervised
information guide sparse reconstruction is our next work.

From Tables 2–4, some conclusions are drawn as
follows:
1) With increase in the size of pairwise constraints
sets, the recognition accuracy become more higher, which
illustrate that more supervised pairwise constraints
information is effective for adjustments of sparse
reconstructive weight matrix in Equation 6.
2) Although there are less increment of the pairwise
constraints set on UMIST and Yale than AR, the
performance of CSPP is more sensitive to the increment
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Abstract
Aiming at the problem that Time of Advent-based wireless location is easily influenced by non-line-of-sight, a set of effective
wireless ranging system for mitigating the influence of non-line-of-sight has been proposed in this paper. At first, the Kalman filter
model has been established to eliminate the influence of non-line-of-sight, as well as the random interference. Secondly, it carries out
the off-line filter simulation with test data to verify the effectiveness of the model. Finally, a set of ranging system has been designed
by taking the ATmega1280 microprocessor as the controller and the nanoPAN5375 as the radio frequency chip, and it can carry out
the real test on the improved ranging platform. According to the results, the designed system can accomplish the real-time dynamic
filter, which can reduce the non-line-of-sight error with a high measurement precision, and it can also be applied in the location under
non-line-of-sight environment directly.
Keywords: time of advent, wireless location, non-line-of-sight, Kalman filter, nanoPAN5375

1 Introduction
The E-911 location demand released by Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) in 1996 gave rise to
an extensive study on the wireless location technology,
which turned the location and tracking of MT to be a
study field with rapid development [1]. The wireless
sensor network location technology has already been
applied in various fields, including the business, public
security and military field, for instance, it can test the
operational condition of the equipment when deploying
WSN in the industrial site, it can track the logistic
dynamics when deploying in warehouse, and it can even
provide the optimal route for the firemen when deploying
in the fire rescue scene [2, 3] etc. When compared to the
GPS that enjoys the widest application at present, the
wireless sensor network location system has its own
advantages. At first, GPS equipment cannot work in
places that GPS satellite signal cannot reach [4], such as
the indoor environment, thick forest, etc. while the
wireless sensor network location system is free from the
restrictions of the site. Secondly, the cost of GPS is too
high, and it is not applicable for the low-end and simple
application site.
At present, the study on the wireless sensor network
location is to make full use of the current resources in
each communication standard to improve the precision of
the wireless location in complicated wireless
communication environment, among which NLOS
transmission caused due to the shielding of physical
entity is the key element that influences the location
precision. Aiming at reducing the influence of NLOS
*

transmission on the precision of the TOA-based location,
substantial studies have been carried out in both home
and abroad. Reference [5] proposed the location
algorithm for the particle filter, reference [6] put forward
a new iterative minimum residual, reference [7] came up
with the residual test, and there are also some other
methods, for instance, reference [8] adopts the nonlinear
least square method for solving the inequality constraints,
modifies the delay caused by NLOS and locates later. All
these methods can reduce the unfavourable influence
brought by the NLOS error to a certain degree and
improves the location precision. But these methods have
a huge computation quantity, and some also need to
increase the storage capacity of the system, which all
increases the cost and complexity of the system.
Aiming at the NLOS transmission in the individual
indoor location [9], the KF algorithm that can eliminate
the NLOS error has been adopted for removing the
influence of NLOS. Moreover, a set of indoor wireless
ranging system has been established by taking the
ATmega1280 as the processor and nanoPAN 5375 as the
radio frequency chip, and the distance between the
moving tag and fixed base station has been measured
through symmetric double-side and two-way ranging
method. Meanwhile, according to the characteristics of
NLOS, KF model has been established on the basis of
distance, which will carry out the off-line algorithm
verification for the test data through matlab simulation
software, and then the algorithm will be realized
specifically on the designed ranging platform. According
to the experiment, for this wireless ranging system, the
algorithm is easy to be realized, with strong instantaneity
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and high precision, and it can also be applied for indoor
location directly.

Node
A

Node
B

2 System composition

Data

TOA is a ranging method based on the arrival time [13],
which will calculate the distance from the nodes
according to the transmission speed and time of the
signal. Suppose the reference point participating in the
ranging is A and the moving tag is B, the reference point
A is fixed, and the moving tag B moves towards C in
uniform linear motion. Establish the model as shown in
Figure 1, in which D is human or barrier, and it can form
the NLOS transmission effectively.

A

D

B

C

Second Measurement

2.1 TOA-BASED RANGING MODEL UNDER NLOS

First Measurement

The ranging system mainly relies on the anchor of the
wireless ranging function and moving tag to accomplish
the ranging function, while the data collector control
software operates in PC to display and save the distance
data measured timely and after filtering, among which,
the reference node and moving tag share the same
hardware system, consisting of the ATmega1280
SCM[10], radio frequency measurement module
nanoPAN 5375 [11] and the interface converting chip.
The radio frequency module employs the CCS [12] to
finish the communication. In this paper, it mainly focuses
on the study of the real-time filtering for the distance
obtained by the reference node and moving tag under
NLOS, aiming to achieve more accurate distance data.

T1

FIGURE 1 TOA-based ranging model under NLOS

T2

Data(contain T2)

Ack

T4

Calculate
distance

T3

Data(contain T3)

FIGURE 2 Symmetric Double Sided Two Way Ranging

In this method, it includes two symmetric
measurements. Firstly, the time from sending data
package by node A to receiving the package is T1; the
node B will start timing after receiving the data from
node A, and stop timing after returning the reply, suppose
the processing delay of node B is T2; the round-trip time
of the data package will be obtained by subtracting T1
from T2. Secondly, node B will send data package, and
node A will receive and reply, suppose the time measured
by node B and node A is T3 and T4 respectively, and then
the round-trip data of the data package is T3 – T4. Suppose
the transmission speed of signal in the medium is c, then
the theoretical distanced between the two nodes are:

d  c

Since the direct route of the signal is blocked by the
barrier, it delays the signal transmission time, leading to
the deviations in results and even zero value, and finally
it will decrease the location precision.

Ack

(T1  T2 )  (T3  T4 )
,
4

(1)

As shown in Figure 1, the reference point A achieves
the distance from the moving tag B according to SDSTWR, and then carries out filtering for the distance data
obtained under NLOS through KF algorithm.
3 Algorithm implementation

2.2 RANGING PRINCIPLE
3.1 NLOS ERROR AND KF MODEL
In this paper, the studied ranging algorithm is SDS-TWR
ranging method [14] (also called symmetric double-side
and two-way ranging method). SDS-TWR method can
reduce the ranging error brought by the nonsynchronization and drift, which mainly carries out a
reverse TWR process on the basis of TWR ranging
method. Thus, four time values can be obtained.
The principle of SDS-TWR is shown in Figure 2.

During the process of radio wave transmission, it will
reflex or reflect if there are barriers, so that the TOA is
extremely delayed. That is to say, it will produce NLOS
error.
Under NLOS, the ranging equation can be represented
by:
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R(ti)  N (ti)  T (ti)  S (ti) ,

(2)

where the R(ti) refers the distance measurement from
moving tag B to base foundation A at ti moment
(obtained by multiplying the transmission speed with the
transmission time), N(ti) stands for the real NLOS error,
since the error caused by NLOS is positive deviance, then
N(ti) > 0; T(ti) stands for the real distance from the tag to
the foundation base value, S(ti) stands for the standard
ranging error, and it is a random process with zero
average value.
The KF model can be designed according to equation
(2), in which z(t) stands for the TOA measured value
sequence, namely R(ti).
The related parameter settings of KF Equation (3) and
(4) are shown as follows:

x(t  1)  Ax(t )  p(t ) ,

(3)

z(t )  Gx(t )  h(t ) ,

(4)

T
 
1  

A


,
,
G

1
0
x

R
(
k
)
R
(
k
)
t


 ,
0 1 


p(t )  0 un  , h(t )  nm .
In which, R(k ) is the TOA waiting to be estimated,


R(k ) is the first derivative of R(k ) ,  is the sampling

gap of KF, u n is the process noise component, and nm is
the measurement error.
3.2 CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS
At first, since the NLOS error distribution in TOA
measurement is related to the barrier distribution on the
radio wave propagation route, NLOS error has a random
characteristic. The randomness gives rise to the dramatic
changes in NLOS error, so that the deviation in TOA
measurement value is extremely huge. These
measurement value greatly influenced by NLOS will
severely impact the correct estimation for TOA. As a
result, if the influence including relatively huge error
measurement can be eliminated, it can remove the NLOS
error to a great extent.
3.3 MEASURED VALUE DROPPING METHOD AND
OVERALL SHIFTING METHOD
The measured value dropping method refers to dropping
the measured value with great deviations through KF. It
will judge if the deviation in the current measured value
is within the acceptable error range through comparing
the deviation with the threshold value. The overall
shifting method makes advantage of the NLOS error and
makes the overall measured value has a feature of

positive deviation, and offsets the overall estimation
downwardly to eliminate the NLOS error. It has
advantages in eliminating the NLOS error of measured
value with small deviation, but it cannot eliminate the
influence of measured value with a huge deviation on the
follow-up estimation value effectively.
3.4 REALIZATION OF ALGORITHM SOFTWARE
The system software mainly includes the main program,
initial sub-program and functional sub-program, among
which, the initial sub-program mainly includes the
initialization of clock module, drive initialization of radio
frequency chip and initialization of application level,
while the functional sub-program mainly includes the
ranging sub-program, KF sub-program and display subprogram. The ranging sub-program is mainly applied in
receiving and sending signal, as well as achieving the
distance data. The KF sub-program is mainly responsible
for carrying out the mathematic processing for the
distance data obtained, thus to improve the ranging
precision. The displaying sub-program is mainly
responsible for sending the unprocessed distance data and
filtered distance data to the serial port, and then displays
it on the upper computer software.
The whole filtering algorithm is realized in reference
point A, and it is pre-processed with the measured-value
dropping method and overall shifting method, and then
the KF algorithm is employed to carry out the dynamic
filtering.
4 Design of system hardware
The system employs the nanoPAN 5375 radio frequency
module of the German nanotron Company, responsible
for generating the chirp spread spectrum signal. The
master control module employs the ATmega1280 SCM,
responsible for controlling the work of nanoPAN 5375
module.
The wireless communication module employs the
nanoPAN5375 module with 20dBm radio frequency
power, and the longest communication distance can reach
800 meters. The module integrates the nanoLOC TRX
receiver, radio frequency switch, power amplifier and
other matching and conditioning unit, which is applicable
for long-distance measurement and communication. The
unique CSS technology of nanotron has been employed
to measure the distance between the two points
accurately. Within sight distance, the ranging precision is
within 0.6 and 1.5 meters. The module provides three unoverlapped 2.4 GHz ISM channels that can be adjusted
freely, and it supports several independent physical
networks, and improves the co-existence with the current
2.4 GHz wireless technology [15]. Meanwhile it can
provide reliable data communication with optimal
transmission range. Therefore, the module can be widely
applied in the LBS, as well as the high-precision ranging,
real-time location and wireless sensor network.
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5 Experiment and analysis
In this paper, the test data has been employed to testify
the feasibility of the whole plan through simulation and
real system test.
5.1 ALGORITHM OFF-LINE SIMULATION
The system firstly carries out the ranging for moving tag
B according to Figure 1 without adding any algorithm.
Suppose in the experimental environment, the coordinate
of the reference point A is (0, 0), the cabinet is fixed in (1,
0) for making the NLOS transmission between A and B,
in which the moving tag B (2, 0) moves to C (13, 0) along
the x axis with 1 m/s speed, and the distance data
obtained will be stored. It will take advantage of matlab
simulation software to write the KF program to process
the distance data obtained with offline filtering, thus to
verify the effectiveness of the algorithm. The simulation
result is shown in Figure 5, in which the sampling time is
20 ms, the threshold is 2.5, the horizontal coordinate
stands for the quantity of the distance data obtained,
about 575, while the vertical coordinate stands for the
moving distance of the tag, and the unit is meter.

Wang Qinghui, Huang Wangyuan

threshold value is 0.3, while in Figures 5 and 6, it is the
offline filtering simulation when the threshold is 3 and 6
respectively. It can be seen from Figure 4 that the
threshold value is too small, and the estimation value
does not change according to the measurement value,
resulting that the KF does not converge. In Figure 5, it is
the normal condition about the threshold value selection.
In Figure 6, since the threshold value is too great, some
great TOA measurement value cannot be eliminated, thus
it cannot eliminate the influence of NLOS on TOA
estimation, and the KF cannot play a good role.

FIGURE 4 Threshold value is 0.3

FIGURE 3 True value and filtering of the offline data

In Figure 3, it can be seen obviously that under
NLOS, the real test value shakes severely, and there is
also xero value. After it is processed with KF algorithm,
it can decrease the fluctuation effectively, and eliminate
the zero value well, thus it can demonstrate the
effectiveness of the algorithm completely.

FIGURE 5 Threshold value is 3

5.2 INFLUENCE OF THRESHOLD ON THE
MEASURED VALUE DROPPING METHOD
The selection of threshold value in the measured value
dropping method will have a great influence on the
measurement results. It will not be able to eliminate the
TOA measurement value with great errors if it is set too
high, or it will eliminate too much measurement value,
and the estimation value will not change with the
measurement value, thus the KF will not converge. In
Figure 4, it is the offline filtering simulation when the

FIGURE 6 Threshold value is 6
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In the offline model, the threshold value will be
appropriate between 1.5 and 4. However, the threshold
value obtained through offline filtering cannot be put into
practice. In order to select the threshold value appropriate
for the experimental environment, it should pass
substantial on-site real tests to determine appropriate
threshold value. The sampling time of the system is 20
ms, and the threshold between 0.3 and 1.8 is relatively
appropriate for the experimental environment, as shown
in Figure 7, the threshold value is 0.9, and from which it
can be seen that KF plays an excellent role.
FIGURE 8 The system measured and filtering data

It can be seen from Figure 8 that since the dramatic
shaking in the measured value caused by NLOS generates
a huge error, and the filtering method is adopted to carry
out the real-time processing. When there is a measured
value with huge error, the measured value including great
NLOS error will be dropped during the iteration process.
Meanwhile, it can also eliminate the zero value caused by
the inaccessible signal, which reduces the influence of
NLOS error.
FIGURE 7 Threshold value is 0.9

6 Conclusion

5.3 REAL SYSTEM TEST
In this paper, the designed ranging system is employed to
carry out the real-time filtering test, according to the test
environment and procedure in 4.1, and it is applied to
prove the algorithm is feasible in the real system test. The
sampling time selected is 20 ms, the threshold value is
0.3, after comparing the distance before and after the
filtering, the result is shown in Figure 8, in which the
quantity of the distance data is 575.
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Abstract
The incomplete characters recognition in the license plate, characters can be divided into linear character and curve character. For the
curve characters, used a method of statistic the number of character holes as the character characteristics for feature extraction, which
extended seed filling algorithm in the Computer Graphics .For linear characters, we proposed a method of extracting a character
conversion slope of the line feature by Hough transform, which had a good effect on linear character recognition.
Keywords: license plate recognition; extraction of character feature; incomplete character recognition

slope detailed below instructions. It obtained better effect
on the incomplete character recognition by these two
features [4].

1 Introduction
An important sign for license plate recognition is the
recognition accuracy, under normal circumstances ,the
accuracy can reach 90% or even above 95%,but in the
practical applications, There are many factors caused
accuracy reduced, including artificial factors and natural
factors, such as some drivers deliberately paint brush in
license plate, with tape paste the license plate, place the
preparation tire cover license plate, these are artificial
factors, or rainy day, muddy, pollution, the shortage of
parked position is wrong, and insufficient light can also
result license plate fuzzy, In this case, it is difficult to
accurately identify a license plate number [1].
Therefore, extracting effective and easy to implement
feature is particularly important for incomplete
characters. We presented a character feature extraction
method, which can effectively increase the accuracy of
fuzzy license plate recognition. The method by extracting
characters of part features and build character database,
compare the part characteristics of the incomplete
characters with the database, and thus achieve the goal of
improve the incomplete character recognition.
The commonly used character feature extraction
include statistical feature extraction and topological
feature extraction, not all these methods of feature
extraction for incomplete characters have high effective
degree, so bearing this in mind, extracting the number of
character holes and character strokes straight slope
characteristics as a key object of study. Firstly, through
the license plate location, tilt correction and segmentation
process, extracting independently the license plate
character, and then through the character of thinning
algorithm processing to extract characters, at this point,
we can extract the feature of character [2, 3]. The number
of character holes and Hough transform algorithm for line

2 The number of holes of character for feature
extraction
This article presents a method that search the number of
circles and straight lines as characteristics, the main idea
of this method is that since many of the characters have
circles or holes, we use a recursive seed filling algorithm
to fill these holes statistically, [5] determines the number
of characters circles as a feature of the character.
This article uses the recursive seed-filling algorithm
in computer graphics to calculate the number of character
circles [6]. This algorithm firstly assumes that some
points in the closed contour line is known, and then
search the adjacent points around the seed point, and
these points must be in the contour lines. If it is found
that adjacent point is not in the contour line that is the
outline of the edge; if it is found that the adjacent point in
the contour line, this point will become a new seed point,
and continue to search as above method.
4-connected algorithm and 8-connected algorithm:
seed filling algorithm is essentially a recursive algorithm,
It specify a seed point firstly and use the seed point as the
benchmark to search in all directions, each pixel is
processed, until it meet the boundary, the differences
among all sorts of seed filling algorithm are in the colour
and edge processing mode. We introduced two concepts,
4-connected algorithm and 8-connected algorithm. We
start from any point in the region, if it was just for up,
down, left and right to search the four directions and
reach any pixel of the region, so the region is filled by
this method is called the 4-connected regions, the filling
method is called 4-connected algorithm. If we trigger
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of the region, the region is 8-connected regions, this
algorithm is called 8-connected algorithm.
Recursive seed filling algorithm process is shown in
Figure1 below.
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into the stack

Scan each pixel

top is
greater
than 0

Y

pop-up the current
stack value

N

from any one point in the region, and search the up,
down, left, right, bottom-left, top- left, bottom- right and
top- right under the eight directions and reach any pixel

The left
node value is
0

N

return

The bottom
node value is
0

N

N

The right
node value is
0

The top
node value is
0

Y

Y

Y

Y

put the node into
the stack

Scan the next pixel
FIGURE 1 The algorithm process of extracting the characters’ feature

We use the 4-connected filling algorithm, Specific
steps of the algorithm are:
1) Selecting seed , push the seed into the stack.
Scan each pixel value and set up two stack stack1 and
stack2, if the image data array [i] [j] = 0, then the pixel is
a white pixel, select it as a seed, the horizontal and
vertical coordinates were pushed into stack1 and stack2,
so stack1 [+ + top] = i, stack2 [top] = j.
2) If the stack is empty or the stack top value is less
than 0, then jump out.
3) If the stack is not empty, then the pixels into a
filling colour, namely the array [i][j] = flag, the flag value
represents a kind of colour , and judge whether the four
connected pixels adjacent to the pixel are boundary
colour or have set into a polygon fill colour, if not, then
push the pixel coordinates into stack, as a new seed. If
array [i]] [j-1] = 0, then push the top node into the stack,
stack1 [++top] = I, stack 2[top] =j. If array[i-1][j]=0,then
push the left node into the stack, if array[i+1][j]=0, then
push the right node into the stack , If array[i][j+1]=0,then
push the bottom node into the stack, when a hole filling is

completed, the flag automatically add 1, as a new colour,
repeat the first two steps of the algorithm.
4) End of the algorithm.
The Figures 2-4 show the results that deal with seed
filing algorithm , we can see the different circles are dyed
different colours, we take advantage of this to calculate
the number of circles in a character, and calculate where
these circles in the character according to the colour.

FIGURE 2 The character with no circle
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FIGURE 3 The character with one circle

FIGURE 4 The character with two circles

The algorithm process of extracting the feature of the
characters is shown in Figure 5.

get the bitmap handle IpDIB,image
pointer Ipsre point to the character
image data

read the recognizing
character bitmap resource

fill the character hole by recursive
filling algorithm and mark

count the number of pixels in the
filled holes and stored in array
jishu[i][j],assuming

Y

a small circle at the bottom
of the character

If array[i][j]=2

If circle >0.4

Y

N

a samll circle in the character

a large circle in the character

FIGURE 5 The algorithm process of extracting the characters’ feature

and degree of disability of the characters. Local features
will have a better recognition effect. For example, the
slope feature of the stroke, as long as we have a bit
remnants of the straight line in the direction can we find
the slope and recognize. But this kind of method have a
large amount of calculation, it has influence on the
system speed, so we should combine this feature with the
previous feature to recognize the characters, so that you
can balance the ability of recognition and the speed of
recognition.
We use the method of Hough transforms to detect the
straight line in the character and find the slope of the line

3 Feature extraction of the character slope
According to the above discussion on character, we know
its ability of recognition for the complete character is
good, but for the incomplete character is rather poor, in
order to improve the system's ability to recognize, this
section is put forward four character features in view of
the incomplete characters, which are the character stroke
slope feature, the angle feature of the stroke intersection,
the central angle feature and the curvature feature [5, 6].
For incomplete characters, we need to extract the local
features, because we cannot estimate the damaged parts
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[7, 8]. Due to the principle of Hough transform has been
elaborated in the past, no longer described here, the
reader can refer to relevant reference material [18].

Read the bitmap
of the characters

The results of
hough transform

Usually the process of detecting lines by Hough
transform is as shown in Figure 6 below.

Scan each
pixel

Quantitative θ
and calculate
ρ

Find the
maximum value
of accumulator

Accumulator
increase 1
automated

FIGURE 6 The process of detecting lines by Hough transform

1) Constructing an accumulator A (ρ,θ).Each element
of the array represents the transform space location of the
point and the number of straight lines through this point,
initialize A, each element is zero. Here we apply for a
pointer to the transform region, and apply large enough
memory space for accumulator through the pointer, int*
lpTransArea=(int *)malloc(lwidth * lheight * sizeof (int),
then we can save pointer address of the transform region
lpTrans = lpTransArea, finally the accumulator reset
memset(lpTrans,0,lwidth * lheight * sizeof(int)).
2) If the linear feature points were detected ,then
corresponding to each feature point (x, y) calculated the
value of θat 0 degree to 180 degrees ,loop in each pixel
scanning line , if the value of the data pointer lpsrc is 0 ,
it indicates that the pixel is a black pixel , we use
variable I AngleNumber represents the quantitative value
of ρ and calculated the value of ρ from 0 degree and 180
degrees using   x sin   y cos .
3) The value of the corresponding accumulator adds
one. We will make the pointer point to transform region
as the base pointer and make * (lpTransArea + iDist *
iMaxAngleNumber + iAngleNumber) add one. This
expression represents the corresponding memory space of
the accumulator.
4) We find the maximum value in the accumulator, the
value represents the linear parameter what we're
detecting. Using the parameters to find the slope of the
straight line k   tan  and put the value of slope into the
feature database.
In order to improve the precision and speed, we adopt
an improved linear detection method, algorithm is as
follows:
1) Searching in the image, find out a non-zero value
point p as a seed.
2) Make p as the starting point of a rectangle, the size
of the rectangle is M*N, search the non-zero points in the
rectangle, then calculate linear parameters (ρ, θ) of each
non-zero point.
3) Make the deviation value of ρ for Δρ and θ for Δθ,
we vote selection in the rectangle, then statistics the
number of parameters within ( i   ,i   ) , we get

so it can reduce the quantization error, the average value
of this parameter is the line parameter which through a
point p in this region.
5) Set T1 to line length threshold value ,if nmax is
bigger than T1 , go to step 6, search other points of the
line ;Otherwise thinking about the line which through
point p does not exist ,reset ,go to step 1and search again.
6) Search point p in the image and calculate the
corresponding value of ρ ,if      ,then count the
number of cumulative voting and set the grey value of
this point to 0.
7) After the full search ,if the number of line vote is
bigger than the setting threshold value ,then we think this
line exist ,then find the parameters of the line and put
them into the array line1 [n], line2 [n], these two arrays
store the value ρ and θ .N is the number of detected line.
According to this algorithm, we can calculate the
number of all lines in the binary images. In this way, we
counted the number of straight lines, [9-11] and found the
slope of the straight lines, recorded the slope of each
character one by one and put them into the feature
database [12-15].
For a complete or an incomplete character, we can
still extract the feature of slope by Hough transform.
Experimental results are as follows:
1) Searching in the image, find out a non-zero value
point p as a seed.
2) Make p as the starting point of a rectangle, the size
of the rectangle is M*N, search the non-zero points in the
rectangle, then calculate linear parameters (ρ, θ) of each
non-zero point.
3) Make the deviation value of ρ for Δρ and θ for Δθ,
we vote selection in the rectangle, then statistics the
number of parameters within ( i   ,i   ) , we get
the value ni .
1) Find the vote maximum nmax range in this region
and average to the parameter which belongs to the range,
so it can reduce the quantization error, the average value
of this parameter is the line parameter which through a
point p in this region.
2) Set T1 to line length threshold value, if nmax is

the value ni .

bigger than T1 , go to step 6,search other points of the

4) Find the vote maximum nmax range in this region
and average to the parameter which belongs to the range,
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line; otherwise thinking about the line which through
point p does not exist, reset, go to step 1 and search again.
3) Search point p in the image and calculate the
corresponding value of ρ, if      , then count the
number of cumulative voting and set the grey value of
this point to 0.
4) After the full search, if the number of line vote is
bigger than the setting threshold value ,then we think this
line exist ,then find the parameters of the line and put
them into the array line1 [n], line2 [n], these two arrays
store the value ρ and θ .N is the number of detected line.
According to this algorithm, we can calculate the
number of all lines in the binary images. In this way, we
counted the number of straight lines, [9-11] and found the
slope of the straight lines, recorded the slope of each
character one by one and put them into the feature
database [12-15].
For a complete or an incomplete character, we can
still extract the feature of slope by Hough transform.
Experimental results are as follows:

Song Kai, Niu Caihong

two special lines is respectively the horizontal and
vertical straight line, we calculated the slope of a straight
line, respectively k1 = 2.14286, k2 = 2.18182, k3 = 2.05.
We calculated the average value k = 2.1249 of the three.
The algorithm has to meet the requirements of extracting
its feature of slope for linear character.
Finally, we give some characters slope characteristics
and the range of error, the slope of the straight line,
horizontal and vertical not considered here. [13, 14]
Selecting (k-0.3, k+0.3) for the error interval, if the slope
of the straight line fall in this range, judging from the
value of K, we can know the character ,the value of K
represents the value of slope for the character.
1) The slope of a slash in the number 2 is k = 1.4;
2) The slope of a line in the number 4 is k = 2.1249;
3) The slope of two lines in the letter A is k1 = 5.25, k2
= 5.25;
4) The slope of two lines in the letter K respectively is
k1 = - 1.85, k2 = 4.4;
5) The slope of two lines in the middle of the letter M
respectively is k1 = 1.107, k2 = 1.18;
6) The slope of a line in the letter N is k1 = 2.64;
7) The slope of a line in the bottom- right side of the
letter Q is k = 1.66;
8) The slope of a line in the bottom- right side of the
letter R is k = 2.52;
9) The slope of two lines in the letter V respectively is
k1 = 4.8, k2 = 5.14;
10) The slope of four lines in the letter W respectively is
k1=-5.68, k2 = 16.25, k3= 5.77, k4 = -17;
11) The slope of two lines in the letter X respectively is
k1=2.51, k2 = -2.49;
12) The slope of two lines in the letter Y respectively is
k1=1.96, k2 = -1.96;
13) The slope of a line in the letter Z is k = 2.38.

FIGURE 7 The Slope feature extraction of incomplete “A”

Because of the quantization error, it will lead to some
errors, but this is entirely result from the quality of the
refinement algorithm, if the processing effect for the part
of character refinement algorithm is better, it will greatly
reduce the problem. FIGURE 8. The Slope feature
extraction of incomplete “N” reduces the problem.

4 Conclusion
Extraction the number of holes in the character, extends
the application of seed filling algorithm, this method is
easy to implement, with high accuracy, in addition, it is
an innovation to calculate the slope of the character
stroke by the method of Hough transform, we obtained a
relatively standard form about the slope of characters
through calculation, in the incomplete character
recognition, the slope has a great difference between the
characters, so it has a good degree of differentiation, we
achieved better results through experiment.

FIGURE 8 The Slope feature extraction of incomplete “N”
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Because the origin of coordinates in the image is
starting from the up-left corner, we will use this
coordinate system, so the calculated value of slope may
be different from common coordinate system, but there is
no effect on the slope of the character. The number 4 with
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Abstract
3D Reconstruction often faces to a serial of 2D contour lines but not to volume data, which as we often processed, so study of 3D
reconstruction based on multi-contours has important practical values. In the process of 3D-reconstruction based on multi-contours,
contours correspondence, contours splicing, branch problem, and terminal contours closing are all its key technologies. In this paper
we give the concrete solutions on every step of 3D construction of multi-contours. According to winding issue of contours we
provide means of gauging sum of angles of contour’s edges adjacent to each other, which avoided error judging of winding of
contours. As to branch issue of one contour corresponding to several contours, we give the way of splitting contour based on ratio in
circumference of corresponding contours. We also give the mean of maximal field angle to reduce the calculation time on
triangulating terminal contours. The solution we provided can give correct result of contours splicing under any kind of contours. It
proves that every step of the solution is correct and effective. The solutions we designed are more general than other solutions.
Keywords: contour, 3D reconstruction, Delaunay triangulate, convex hull

then reconstruct the tissue surface via these contour lines.
Therefore, the tissue surface reconstructed from organs
contour lines can assist medical diagnosis greatly,
provide a reliable basis for the elaboration of best surgical
options to improve surgical quality, reduce malpractice
[1]. Again also in 3D geological model reconstruction
technology, the solution should interlink the contour lines
of adjacent geologic sections to generate the 3D
geological model. Therefore, under the need of the
practical application of the above, the study of threedimensional reconstruction has very important practical
value. In the process of 3D-reconstruction based on
multi-contours, contours match, contours splicing,
contours divergence handling, and terminal contours
closing are all its key technologies. In [2], contours
splicing are based on OBB projection transformation,
authors first determine the vertices of the polygon
convexity, for concave vertex, convert it to the
corresponding convex hull, then calculate the Oriented
bounding box of convex hull, rotate and pan the bounding
box, compute the inscribed ellipse of bounding box,
project proportionally every vertices of contour lines on
this oval, splice the contour lines base on project vertices,
tell correspondence between the vertices of adjacent
contour lines; Finally, restore the actual coordinates,
perform a three-dimensional reconstruction of the
original model. The approach can resolve the problem of
cross-stitching better than the shortest diagonal method,
but under certain circumstances, this approach can also
occur distortions, for the reason of not considering

1 Introduction
We consider a 3D-Reconstruction problem, in which a
sequence of contour lines is to be sewed up to construct a
closed surface; with the surface, we can obtain threedimensional shape of geometric objects. 3DReconstruction problem based on multi-contours arise in
a wide area of applications, including medical data
visualizing, 3D geological modelling and biological
science displaying. In practical application, the data
information we get often not a volume data using which
we can construct object shape easily base on MC
algorithm, but a serial of contour lines information. For
instance, in the process of medical data visualization, if
the distance of two medical slices of CT or MRI image is
much greater than the image resolution, that is, the
sample interval in Z direction is very sparse. In this case,
we should outline contour lines to enclose the region we
are interested in on every image slices and reconstruct the
triangulation network model from the serial contour lines.
Another example is in the field of medical image threedimensional data visualization, though the distance
between two adjacent tomographic images are very small,
the computer cannot distinguish different co-exist
material from one to another based on current material
classification techniques. Therefore, we need medical
specialist to outline the areas of interest. In the medical
treatment system, In order to ensure the accuracy and
reliability of the treatment we should firstly outline
organs (blood vessels, nerves, etc.) contour lines, and
* Corresponding author e-mail: 2003_asecliu@126.com
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contour centre alignment problems and the changes of the
contour size, the model sometimes will be even worse
compared with the original model, and that the method
did not solve the problem of splitting of contour lines too.
In [3] Although author considered the centre alignment
and contours size change and proposed contours branch
solutions, When processing branch issues the solution
required manual intervention, reducing its automatic and
did not deal with the end of the contour line plugging
problems which would result in empty in the end of the
contour lines, so the spliced results can not to form a
closed surface. Current splicing resolutions of multi-lines
provided by all the paper involved focused to achieve
some particular steps, resolve some particular problem. It
only suit limited scope and is not universal. This paper,
aiming at the reconstruction problem of contour lines,
effectively resolved the cross-cutting issues in stitching
contour lines, achieved the automatic processing of
branch contour and closing of terminal contour.

 Contour2.x  (coutour1.x  PanFactor.x) * ZoomFactor.x
.(2)

Contour2. y  (contour1. y  PanFactor. y) * ZoomFactor. y

2.2 TWINING DIRECTION CONSISTENCY
ADJUSTMENT OF CONTOUR
For adjacent contour lines, after their position and size
have been adjusted, if their twining directions are not
identical, some of the contour lines direction should be
reversed to make their twining direction identical. These
judgments and treatment are problems often encountered
in computer graphics processing, pattern recognition,
CAD and other areas. In most cases, calculating the
contour line normal vector if the adjacent contour lines’
normal vector are inconsistent, then the twining direction
of contour line are different, so there needs to reverse the
twining direction of some contour lines, this can be
obtained by reverse the control points’ arrangement. As
the contour lines shape are diverse, the contour line may
be convex polygon or concave polygon, the method
judging the twining direction via contour line’s normal
vector only suits for convex polygon, there is likely to get
wrong result when contour line is concave polygon, one
solution is firstly projecting concave polygon onto it’s
convex hull, then calculating the normal vector of it’s
convex hull, but this method increases the amount of
computation. This paper adopts the method of judging the
sum of angles to solve the twining problem. This method
suits for diverse shapes of contour line, without having to
calculate concave polygon’s convex hull. When using
this means each edge of the polygon of contour lines can
be seen as a directed edge whose direction coincides with
the direction of the vertex arrangement. After calculated
the sum of deflection angles between current edge and the
next edge of the contour line, then judged the signs of
adjacent contour lines’ deflection angle sum, if their sign
are identical, their twinning direction coincident,
otherwise inconsistent. In order to get deflection angle
sum, the normal vector direction of the plane in which the
contour line lies should be ensured identical, then
computing respectively the dot product and cross product
of the two adjacent edge of the contour line, based on dot
product the angle between two adjacent edges of contour
line can be ascertained, based on the cross production of
the two adjacent edges of contour line and the normal
vector of the plane the sign of the angle can be
ascertained, if cross production vector has the same
direction with the plane normal vector the sign of angle is
positive otherwise negative. No matter concave polygon
or convex polygon the accumulative sum of deflection
angle of contour line is or near 2 or near 2 . The
process is as Figure 2 shows and the formula is as
Equation (3) shows. In which M i is the dot product of

2 Pre-treatment contours
As for adjacent contours lines, if the centre is aligned, the
shape resembling and the twining direction is identical,
Splicing results generally cannot go wrong. In fact, the
contour lines for three-dimensional reconstruction have
diversity shape, in order to improve the effect of
reconstruction, avoid wrong connection, it is necessary to
pre-process them before stitching.
2.1 CENTER ALIGNMENT AND SIZE ADJUSTMENT
OF CONTOURS
Adjacent contour lines shape and the centre position may
be largely different, so in order to correctly splice the
contour lines it is necessary to convert the contour lines
by panning and zooming coordinates, so that the centre is
identical to each other and the size ratio coincides with
each other, otherwise, it will produce cones phenomenon,
as Figure 1 shows. Assuming two adjacent contour lines
are Contour1 and Contour2, whose enclosing rectangle
centre coordinate are center1(x1,y1) and center2(x2,y2),
in which PanFactor and ZoomFactor denote the
translation distance and scaling factor of the contour line,
then there is formula as Equation (1) shows.

PanFactor.x  x 2  x1


PanFactor. y  y 2  y1

.

 ZoomFactor.x  width 2 / width1
 ZoomFactor. y  height 2 / height1

Liu Kunliang, Huang Jinming

All coordinates of Contour line of Contour 1
maintains unchanged, each point coordinate of Contour 2
are adjusted as Equation (2) shows.

(1)

FIGURE 1 Incorrect splicing, resulting in cones
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its convex hull, and then projects its concave vertices on
to the convex hull. The contour lines of connection area
of ore body delineation and stratigraphic section are
usually concave polygon, so it needs to disposal concave
polygon to convex polygon.
Convex hull is an important tool when describing the
shape and extracting the feature of object. It has been
widely used in the research field of pattern recognition,
image processing etc. The definition of convex hull is
very simple, as for an arbitrary point set s or a polygon p,
the convex hull is the minimal convex polygon that can
encircle the points set s or polygon p. we design and
implement the algorithm to convert arbitrary contour into
convex one, the main algorithm framework is as Figure 3
shows.
After having computed the convex hull of concave
contour line, we project points, which are concave points
of contour onto the line segment, which is determined by
the two nearest convex points of the contour line; we can
obtain a convex contour from an arbitrary contour. There
are two projection modes, one is according to the length
proportion, and the other is vertical projection. Due to
vertical projection has the result of folding line, so we
select length proportion projection based on the ration,
that the distance between current concave point and the
previous convex point compares to the distance the
previous convex point and the successive convex point on
contour line. Compared to the vertical projection mode
the length proportion project can effective avoids the
problem of cross-stitching due to folding line.

two adjacent edges, N i is the cross product of two
adjacent edges, N face is the plane normal vector in which
the contour line lies. The value of angle (i) is positive if
N i and N face have the same direction, otherwise,
negative.

FIGURE 2 Calculate deflection angles sum

M i  pi 1 pi  pi pi 1


N i  pi 1 pi  pi pi 1

Mi
 Angle(i )   ar cos(
)

pi 1 pi  pi pi 1

n

SumAngle
Angle(i )


i 0

(3)



2.3 COMPUTING CONVEX HULL OF CONTOUR
AND PROJECTING COORDINATES TO CONVEX
HULL
Convex contour can be stitched directly using splicing
technique, but concave contour needs to firstly computing
# define ConvexDeg(vi , v j , vk )

(vk .x  v j .x) * (v j . y  vi . y)  (vk . y  vi . y) * (v j .x  vi .x)

void CalConvexHull(V , n,& S )
input: contourline's vertex set V，vertex number n
output: contourline's convex hullvertex set S
{
InitStack(S);
push(S,v0 ); push(S,v1 );
k  2;
a  v 0 ; b  v1 ; c  v k ;
while( k !  1 )
{
whi le( ConvexDeg(a , b, c)  0 & & ( Top  1 )
{
P op(S);
}
a  S [Top] ; prior pointin V
b  S[Top];
c  S[Top] ; subsequentpointin V
whi le( ConvexDeg(a, b, c)  0 & & Top  1 )
{

V  V - vk ;
k  ( k  1 )% n;
a  S[Top - 1]; b  S[Top];

S[1] is the first pointin V）
for( i  1; i  Top - 1; i  )

c  vk ;

w hile(convexDeg(a, b, c)  0 )
{
V  V - vk ;

{
s[i]  s[i  1];
}
P op(S);
}

k  ( k  1 )% n;
c  vk ;
}
P op(S);
}
P ush(S,vk);
}
a  S[Top - 1];b  S[Top]; c  v1;
if( convexDeg(a, b, c)  0)
P op(S);
a  S[Top]; b  S[1]; c  S[2];
if( convexDeg(a, b, c)  0 & &

FIGURE 3 Main algorithm of converting arbitrary contour into convex one
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surface, in order to determine a combination of need,
through the development of different optimization
objective function, many scholars proposed different
optimization methods. For example: H. Fuchs proposed
the algorithm of smallest surface area; E. Kepple
proposed the algorithm of maximum volume;
Ehristiansen proposed the algorithm of shortest diagonal;
Gannapathy proposed the algorithm of adjacent contour
lines synchronously advancing [6]. Among them, the
maximum volume algorithm, the shortest diagonal
algorithm and the adjacent contour lines synchronously
advancing algorithm belong to heuristic method; the
minimum surface area algorithm and the largest volume
algorithm are all global optimum surface reconstruction
algorithm which need large amount of calculation and
more time-consuming; The shortest diagonal algorithm
and the adjacent contour lines synchronously advancing
algorithm belong to a local optimum determination
algorithm which need the smaller amount of calculation
and can improve computing speed. The shortest diagonal
algorithm suite the situation of the upper and the lower
contours’ size and shape are similar and centre points are
relative close. The shortest diagonal algorithm chooses a
shorter one of the two diagonals p1q2 and p2 q1 of the
quadrilateral p1 p2 q1q2 as the next triangular facet’s edge
to generate the triangular facet, as Figure 5 shows.

3 Contour line splicing
Assuming two adjacent parallel planes each have a
contour line, the upper contour line point array is
p0 , p1, ...., pm1, pm (in which p m and p0 are the same
point ), the lower contour line point array is
q0, q1 ,..., qn 1 , qn (in which q0 and qn are the same point),
the point array is arranged in counter clockwise. Every
line segment pi pi 1 or qi qi 1 is called line segment of
contour line. We can get a Triangular facets through
connecting two control points of one line segment to an
adjacent contour’s control point, as Figure 4 shows.
We define the line segment, which connects the point
on upper contour and the point on lower contour as span.
Obviously, a contour line segment and the two spans,
which connect the two control points of the line segment
to the adjacent contour line’s control point form a triangle
facet, it is called elementary triangle facet. The two spans
are called left span and right span respectively. The threedimensional shape reconstruction based on two convex
contour lines is to use a series of triangular facets
interconnecting the upper and the lower contour lines.
But how to guarantee the connected three-dimensional
shape reasonable and has a good properties are the issues
that need careful study. The numerous elementary facets
interconnecting the upper and the lower contour lines
must compose the interconnected three-dimension surface
and must not intersect each other inside the triangular
facets.

FIGURE 5 The shortest diagonal algorithm

After pre-processed the adjacent contour lines, their
size and shape are relatively approximate and centre
points are relative close, so they suit the shortest diagonal
algorithm.
When stitching the adjacent contour lines using the
shortest diagonal algorithm, we start from the first point
p 0 of contour line which has the less control points in the
two contour lines, then find the nearest point qi in the
corresponding contour line to the point p0 , look the line
segment p0 qi as starting side, and execute the shortest
diagonal algorithm.

FIGURE 4 Connecting control points

Therefore, if the triangular facets are reasonable they
must satisfied the two conditions as follow:
1) A contour line must and can only appear in an
elementary basic triangular facet. Therefore, if the two
upper and lower contour lines respectively have m and n
line segment, the reasonable three-dimension surface of
reconstructed shape must have m  n elementary triangular
facets.
2) If the span is the left span of an elementary
triangular facet, it must and only be the right span of
another elementary triangular facet.
The triangular facets meet the above criteria set are
acceptable body surface. For two adjacent contour lines
and points array on it, the acceptable body surface meets,
the above criteria can have a variety of different
combinations. In so many combinations of acceptable

4 Branching problem
When the number of two adjacent contour lines is
unequal, there needs to solve the branch problem. When
solving the branching problem caused by a number of
non-overlapping contour lines there is need to transfer
multi-branch problem to a group of single branch
problem. Contour lines merging and contour lines
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splitting are two means to solve the branch problem, the
way of contour lines merging is to merge the multiple
contour lines into one contour line, then to splice the
contour lines one corresponding one; the way of contour
lines splitting is to split a single contour line into multiple
contour lines via particular means, then to splice them
one corresponding one.

Liu Kunliang, Huang Jinming

Step3: connecting the line segments B0 B1 , B0 B2 ,
B0 B3 .
Step4: making line segments A0 A1 , A0 A2 , A0 A3
parallel to line segments B0 B1 , B0 B2 , B0 B3 in contour line
C0 .
Step5: computing the circumference of contour lines
C1 , C2 , C3 , assuming to be P1, P2 , P3 .
Step6: computing the coordinate of point M 1 in
contour line C0 , making M 1 splitting the A1, M1, A2 in
contour line C0 based on the circumference of contour
lines C1 ,C2 , that is A1M1 : M1 A2  P1 : P2 . Using the same
way, Splitting A1 , M 3, A3 and A3 , M 2 , A2 each into two
parts respectively based on the circumference of contour
lines C1 ,C3 and C 2, C3 .
Step7: matching contour lines C1, C2 , C3 with
M1 A0 M 3 A1M1 , M1 A0 M 2 A2 M1 and M 2 A0 M 3 A3M 2 , which
are split parts of contour line C0 .
Step8: Reconstructing the 3D entity using the way of
3D reconstructing of single-contours.
Note that: The split contour lines must be pre-treated
also prior to splicing the contour lines.

4.1 THROUGH INTERPOLATED EDGE SOLVING
BRANCH PROBLEM (WHEN BRANCH
NUMBER=2)
The way of solving the branching problem via
introducing interpolated edge belongs to contour lines
splitting method. It is suitable for solving the problem of
independent branching. The method utilizes a
perpendicular bisector to split single contour line into two
contour lines, then corresponds the two contour lines to
adjacent two contour lines. When using this method
under the circumstance of the shortest distance between
the adjacent contour lines and the difference in size are
relative great, the majority region of a single contour line
connects to the smaller one among adjacent contour lines,
thus reducing the accuracy of reconstruction, moreover,
when there are too many branch, it will be very difficult
to implement the method.
4.2 SOLVING BRANCH PROBLEM BASED ON
RATIO OF CIRCUMFERENCE (WHEN BRANCH
NUMBER  3 )
Since the adjacent contour lines’ distance is small and the
shape of the upper and lower contour line should have a
certain similarity, so we can transfer multi-branch
problem into several single branch problem by using the
ratio of the circumference of multiple contours.
Assuming there is only one closed contour line in lower
layer and there are several closed contour lines in upper
layer, then we should split the single contour line in
lower layer into several contour lines with the number
same to the number of contour lines in upper layer
according to the ratio of circumference of the upper
contour lines, then we splicing the contour lines
according to the followed algorithm steps. As Figure 6
shows, we assuming there are three contour lines
C1 , C2 , C3 in upper layer and there is one contour line C0
in lower layer, then method of splitting contour line is as
followed:
Step1: Computing barycentric coordinates of contour
lines C1, C2 , C3 , assuming to be B1, B2 , B3 , and calculating
barycentric coordinate of contour line C0 , assuming to be
A0 .
Step2: Computing the barycentric coordinate of the
polygon whose vertices are barycentric B1, B2 , B3 ,
assuming to be B0 .

FIGURE 6 Splitting when one line corresponds to multi-lines

5 Closure processing of the end contour lines
In order to achieve the closure processing of the end
contour lines, the paper designed and implemented an
arbitrary
polygon
triangulation
algorithm.
In
implementing the algorithm, we look on contour line as
an arbitrary polygon and triangulate the contour line
resorting to the triangulation algorithm of arbitrary
polygon. As for details of arbitrary polygon triangulation
algorithm, we can refer to the literature [7]. In order to
reduce the amount of calculation, as this paper
implements the algorithm we use the maximum opening
angle triangle method in search of the triangle which has
the minimum circumscribed circle radius, that is to say
that the point which has the maximum angle to the
current edge is to be the selected point, as Figure 7(a)
shows. As for line segment AB , there are angles 1 ,  2 ,
 3 ,  4 between the line segments and the other points,
in which the angle of  4 is maximum, and so we select
point C and the line segment AB to form a triangle.
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of contour lines, completely avoiding manual
intervention. The segmentation results meet engineering
requirements. Various form of the end contour lines are
regarded as the arbitrary polygon. Using the triangulation
algorithm of arbitrary polygon presented in this paper, the
triangulations of end contour lines are as Figure 8(a),
Figure 8(c) and Figure 8(d) showing, achieving the
processing of closing the end contour lines, and there are
no empties and triangulated triangles intersections. The
time complexity of the algorithm is the same to the
algorithm of literature [7], about O( N 2 ) , but when
searching for triangle with the smallest circumcircle
radius, using the method above can reduce the amount of
computing, the reason is that obtaining the radius needs
square root demanding large amount of calculation, and
the maximum opening angle triangle method requires
only multiplication and division demanding less amount
of calculation, and when in search of candidate points
under the circumstance of engineering field in which the
control point coordinates absolute value is very large but
relative value is very small, due to calculation accuracy
problem, the minimum circumcircle radius method will
triangulate in error and arise empties or triangulated
triangles intersection.

2
3

A

4

B

C

(a) Selecting point

(b) Triangulation result

FIGURE 7 Triangulating contour line

6 Achieving result
This paper selects VisualC++2010 and OpenGL as
development tools. Using a series of contour lines data
obtained by 2D inversion in the field of solid mineral
resources development, after contour lines preprocessing, contour lines branch, contour lines splicing
and the end contour lines closing we get the closed threedimensional shape model, as Figure 8 shows. The
stitching models of various form of contour lines are
correct, avoiding the phenomena of cross-stitching. The
case of one corresponding to multiple contour lines as
Figure 8(b) and Figure 8(c) shows (when one contour line
corresponding to more than three contour lines this
method is also effective.) can automatically achieve a
single contour divided by the ratio of the circumference

(a) No branch splicing

(b) Two branch splicing

(c) Three branch splicing

(d) Mesh line of splicing

FIGURE 8 Contour lines splicing and triangulation result
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methods above are practicable, intuitive, fast, versatile
compared with other contour lines stitching method.
When contour lines are not parallel, we can firstly
convert them to parallel or approximately parallel contour
line relative to the reference point or reference plane in
the pre-processing stage, then convert the coordinates to
its’ original coordinates after stitched the contour lines
using above method to get the correct reconstruction
result. In the future, we will study the three-dimension
shape reconstruction under the circumstance of the
contour lines not parallel and the smoothing of
reconstruction result to make the reconstruction algorithm
more general and the result of reconstruction more
natural and beautiful.

6 Conclusions
This paper studies the contour lines corresponding,
contour lines stitching, contour lines branching, the end
contour lines closing and other key technologies used in
multi-contour reconstruction, and provides the specific
solution of every implementation steps in threedimension reconstruction. For contour lines winding
direction problem the paper provides the method of
detection sum angle of polygon avoiding the
misjudgement of the contour line winding; First projects
the concave polygon onto its convex hull then splices the
contour lines in the process of stitching of contour lines
avoiding the cross-stitching; the paper provides the
method of basing on circumference ratio of contour lines
to solve the branching problem; as for the end contour
lines, we uses the arbitrary triangulating algorithm to
implement the closure of them, when searching for
minimal circumradius of triangle we uses the method of
maximum opening angle triangle in triangulating
reducing the amount of calculation. It proved that the
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Abstract
Detecting abnormal user behaviour is of great significance for a secured network, the traditional detection method, which is based on
machine learning, usually needs to accumulate a large amount of abnormal behaviour data for training from different times or even
different network environments, so the data gathered is not in line with practical data and thus affects accuracy, and that increases
overhead for data labelling. In light of these disadvantages, this paper proposes the detection method based on collaborate learning, it
uses under-sampling method based on distance and distribution to generate training sample from imbalanced data, and semisupervised learning method combined by ensemble classifying method to reduce demand for labelled data, it also uses differentiated
member classifiers based on mixed perturbation method for collaborate training and selectively build ensemble classifier according
accuracy to detect abnormal user behaviour. Experiments based on data from simulation and real network showed that this method
can effectively detect abnormal behaviour and outperform traditional methods in several evaluating indicators.
Keywords: abnormal user behaviour detection, collaborative learning, support vector machine

methods usually need to accumulate large amounts of
abnormal behaviour data as training sample from
different times or even different network environment, so
the data gathered is not in line with practical condition
and thus affects accuracy, but if practical data gathered in
targeted environment and over continuous time is used as
training sample, there is a new problem: abnormal user
behaviour only accounts for a small part of traffic in real
environment, which will cause imbalance of training data
and lead to over-fit of SVM classifier, and again affects
accuracy of classified detection. On the other hand, it is
very expensive to obtain the label, with increasing and
changing abnormal behaviour’s model; the large
overhead may lead to detection methods’ late response to
abnormal behaviour and consequently affects the effect of
detection application.
There are many specific sampling methods such as
under-sampling can construct the training data from
imbalance traffic. However, traditional under-sampling
method based on random sampling does not consider the
selected subset’s effect on accuracy of SVM classifier.
For problem about overhead of labelling, the semisupervised learning method can reduce the demand for
labelled data by training the classifier by part-labelled
sample data, but methods based on single classifier such
as Self-Training [8] has low accuracy, so researchers
combine the collaborative method with semi-supervised
learning, such as Co-Training [9] based on two
classifiers, Tri-Training [10] based on three classifiers,
CoForest [11] based on n classifiers, and so on. But in
iteration process of these methods, using 10-fold crossvalidation to calculate the label’s confidence can generate

1 Introduction
Abnormal user behaviour has become an increasingly
serious threat to network security, behaviour such as
worm, DDoS attack and botnet will burden network load,
leading to dramatic drop of service quality, or even
collapse of network. Therefore, accurate detection and intime warning place an important role in network
management [1, 2].
Abnormal user behaviour detection has always been a
hot topic for network research. Thanks to the progress of
machine learning, there are many different machinelearning methods been used in abnormal user behaviour
detection. Among these methods, SVM (Support Vector
Machine) [3-7] has gained more attention from
researchers due to its high efficiency, stability and strong
generalization ability; it can also overcome disadvantages
as over-fitting, local extreme and curse of dimensionality
in neural network and other methods. For example, Kim
et al. proposed anomaly detection method based on SVM
[4], and evaluated its performance via KDD99 data;
Laskov et al. put forward one-class SVM method for
intrusion detection [5], which performed well in respect
of false alarm rate; Tsang et al. held up core vector
machine CVM [6], which can finish fast training based
on large data set; Khan et al. combined SVM and
hierarchical clustering [7], which could improve the SVM
method’s efficiency and achieve high detection rate when
dealing with large data set. Though most of current
detection methods based on SVM have high efficiency,
their performances are not perfect in real network
environment. This is because, on one hand, the existing
*
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Cindex={C1,C2,…,Cn}, in which Ci, i  [1,n] represents
No.i recognition clues.
Current research literatures of traffic classification
and network security provide many behaviour
characteristics sets, Moore et al. even gives a list of 246
types of behaviour characteristics [12]. But in specific
situations, these characteristics are usually redundant or
irrelevant, and some of them need to be removed through
feature selection. In this paper, in consideration of
efficiency, principal component analysis is adopted as
feature selection method. In light of the length of this
paper, we are not going into details.
Detection method based on machine learning needs a
certain amount of labelled user behaviour data as training
samples, the basic procedure is as follows: capture user
traffic according to behaviour characteristics, analyse
behaviour data manually or in other methods, and label
the data. Since SVM is a two-category classification
method, the label could be set as t  {1,-1,0}, in which 1
is positive tag and means normal behaviour, and -1 is
negative tag and means abnormal behaviour, and 0 means
unknown type. So the definition of training sample could
be concluded.
Definition 2: training sample. Labelled user
behaviour data that could be used to train classifiers, the
training sample that consists of m entries of labelled data
could
be
shown
as
follow:
 x11 x12 ... x1n t1 


x21 x22 ... x2 n t2 
.
X  
... ... ... ... ... 


 xm1 xm 2 ... xmn tn 
m  ( n  1)
Every line of this sample is made up of measured
value xi , j , i  [1, m], j  [1, n] on Cindex={C1,C2,…,Cn},

large overhead. Moreover, all member classifiers are used
in detection application, so some classifiers affected by
noise accumulation should reduce the accuracy of
detection application.
To solve the above two problems, this paper proposes
an abnormal user behaviour detection method based on
collaborative learning. First, in order to improve the
traditional under-sampling methods, we calculate the
sampling ratio based on distribution of majority class and
distance between majority class’s subsets and minority
class in real data, thus balanced training sample is built
on the premise that real data distribution is retained as
much as possible, and classification accuracy is improved
as well. Secondly, we combine collaborative learning
method with semi-supervised learning method, trains
member classifiers based on partially labelled data to
reduce the need for labelled data. In the process of
training, cross-validation is replaced by the integration of
member classifiers’ results in order to reduce the
overhead. Finally, we use selective ensemble method to
build the ensemble classifier according to the member
classifiers’ accuracy gradually calculated in the process
of semi-supervised learning, and avoid the low accuracy
member classifiers’ affection to the effect of detection
application. The experiment results based on simulation
and practical network data showed that our method
performs better in several evaluating indicators,
compared with traditional methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as below: we
present the basic concepts and abnormal user behaviour
detection model in Section II. In section III, we introduce
the methods of under-sampling, generation method of
member classifiers, training and ensemble methods of
member classifiers, and the process of detection. In
section IV, we present the experiment, including the
experiment environment and results analysis, and in
section V, we make a conclusion and present some future
works.

with corresponding label ti , i [1, m], ti {1, 1,0} .
2.2 SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE THEORY

2 Model of abnormal user behaviour detection

Support vector machine is a machine learning method put
forward by Vapnil et al. [3] in the 1990s. It minimizes
structure risk on the basis of statistical theory and
overcomes the barrier of empirical risk minimization in
traditional methods, so it has good generalization ability
even with small sample. Its core theory is to replace a
nonlinear mapping with a kernel function that satisfies
Mercer condition, which allows sample point imported to
map a high dimensional feature space, and uses linearly
separable plane to obtain approximate ideal classification
result. If the linearly separable training samples:
S  {( xi , yi ), i  1, 2,..., r}, xi  R d , yi {1, 1} .
Optimal separating hyper-plane in d-dimensional
space is:

2.1 RELATIVE CONCEPTS
Different user behaviour’ network traffic has different
statistical characteristics, which reflects the intrinsic
characteristics of behaviour. The detection method based
on machine learning is to train classifiers with labelled
training samples, making it adapt to normal and abnormal
behaviour’s differences in terms of statistical
characteristics, and then use them to classify real traffic
in order to detect abnormal user behaviour. To better
understand our detection method, we provide the
following definitions:
Definition 1: behaviour characteristics. Factors of
user’s behaviour that could reflect differences between
normal and abnormal behaviour and be used in statistics
study, such as duration of flow, time between packet
arrivals and so on. It can be represented by vector

w x  b  0 .

(1)
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Then, seek optimal hyper-plane can be transformed
into the problem of constrained optimization:
1 2
x
.
2
s.t. yi [ w  xi  b]  1  0, i  1, 2,..., r

min  ( ) 

problem in previous space into linear separability
problem in feature space, therefore, appropriate K ( xi , x)
can transform nonlinear classification into linear
classification without increasing computation complexity.
After replacing inner product with kernel function, the
classification decision-making function is:

(2)

f ( x)  sign( i 1 ai yi K ( xi , x)  b) .
r

The optimal classification function obtained at last is:

f ( x)  sign( i 1 ai yi ( xi , x)  b) .
r

(3)
2.3 ABNORMAL BEHAVIOUR DETECTION MODEL

In this function, if ai does not equal to 0, then the
sample is called support vector; b could be calculated
when the support vector is selected. In linear inseparable
samples, a slack variable ξ and a penalty parameter c
could be added to the constraint condition in Equation
(2), which turns it into:
1 2
r
x  c i 1 i
.
2
s.t. yi [ w  xi  b]  1  i  0, i  1, 2,..., r , i  0

min  ( ,  ) 

Abnormal user behaviour detection procedure can be
described as follows: first, constructing training data on
the basis of real traffic. Since the imbalance of abnormal
behaviour data can affect classifier’s accuracy, a
appropriate sampling method is needed to build a
balanced training data on the premise that real data
distribution is maintained as much as possible; then use
semi-supervised learning technology to train classifiers
because this method can reduce reliance on labelled data
by using more unlabelled data, collaborate learning and
selective ensemble are also incorporated in semisupervised learning process to make up both sampling
method and semi-supervised learning’s adverse effects on
classification accuracy and overhead. The last procedure
is to design detection process. So the abnormal user
behaviour detection model proposed in this paper, which
includes sample processing, member classifiers building,
semi-supervised learning, selective ensemble and
abnormal behaviour detection, is shown in Figure 1.

(4)

In this way, the minimum risk requirements for
minimum misclassified samples and maximum class
interval have been compromised, and optimal
classification plane in broad sense is obtained. C>0 is a
constant, which controls penalty for misclassification.
According to functional theory, as long as kernel function
K ( x, x) satisfies Mercer condition, it corresponds with
some transformation space’s inner product. Appropriate
kernel function can transform the nonlinear separability
User 1

User 2

...

...

User n

Abnormal
behavior
detection

User behavior
traffic
sample data
with part
label

Sample
processing

...

Ensemble
classifiers
...

Training set
Semisupervised
learning

Member
classifiers
building

(5)

Member
classifiers set

Selective
Ensemble

...

Member
classifiers set
user abnormal behavior detection model
FIGURE 1 Abnormal Behaviour Detection Model
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Sample processing module: using under-sampling
method based on distance and distribution to process user
behaviour traffic and construct training sample.
Member classifiers building module: generate a
certain number of member classifiers by mixed
perturbation method on the basis of feature and parameter
for followed semi-supervised learning.
Semi-supervised learning module: using member
classifiers’ collaboration to conduct semi-supervised
learning.
Selective ensemble module: select member classifiers
according accuracy and integrate them into ensemble
classifier.
Abnormal behaviour detection module: classify user
behaviour traffic by ensemble classifier and detect
abnormal behaviour.
3 Abnormal behaviour detection method
3.1 CONSTRUCTION OF TRAINING SAMPLE
The quality of training sample is of great importance to
the accuracy of detection. The traditional machine
learning method usually accumulates abnormal behaviour
data as sample, since these data is gathered over a long
period of time or even from different network
environments, they may be not in line with practical
condition and affect sample quality. In order to obtain
high quality sample, it is better to sample and label data
from the targeted network and over a continuous period
of time. However, abnormal behaviour data only accounts
for a small part of real traffic and training sample may be
imbalanced if using uniform sampling method, which
may seriously affect detection ability of balanced-data
based SVM classifier. The traditional sampling methods

New Majority Class
By Sampling Based
on distance
&distribution

Majority Class by
Random Sampling

Minority
class

Lu You, Xi Xuefeng, Hua Ze, Wu Hongjie, Zhang Ni

for imbalanced data are oversampling and undersampling, the former is not appropriate because it
requires that minority class must be a convex set, but the
nature of abnormal data is unknown. The latter obtains
balanced sample number by reducing the number of
majority class sample, it has no requirement for the
distribution properties of majority class, so our method
uses under-sampling to construct training sample.
However, for the SVM based abnormal behaviour
detection method proposed in this paper, traditional
under-sampling methods [13], such as random undersampling, DROP and CNN algorithm, still have
deficiencies, because these methods only randomly select
a subset of the majority class, and do not consider the
selected subset’s effect on the accuracy of SVM
classifier. In fact, inappropriate subsets of majority class
may lead to disappointed classification result, as shown
in Figure 2(a), its subsets are too close to minority class,
which causes SVM classification boundary moving to
minority class and consequently reduces classification
accuracy. If the distance between subsets of majority
class and minority class is taken into consideration while
sampling, and reduce subsets close to minority class and
increase those far away, as shown in Figure 2(b), then the
classification boundary can return to correct position.
Besides, distance cannot be the only deciding condition
of sampling ratio, distribution of majority class data also
affects classification accuracy and should be considered
as well, that’s to say, if cluster majority class data, then
majority subset data should account for a higher
proportion in the sample, and minority subset should
account for a lower proportion. Training sample
constructed by this way can retain distribution of majority
class to the largest extent, and ensure accuracy of
classification.

Minority
class

Classification
boundary

Classification
boundary

(a) Classification boundary of random sampling
(b) Classification boundary of sampling based on distance
FIGURE 2 The effect of sampling methods to classification boundary
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 x11 x12 ... x1n t1 


 x21 x22 ... x2 n t2  .
Minor  
... ... ... ...
... 


 xs2 1 xs2 2 ... xs2 n tn 
Calculate the central value of minority class:

In light of above analysis, this paper proposed undersampling method based on distance and distribution, the
main idea is to cluster majority class (normal user
behaviour data) in data to be sampled and obtain its
distribution information, then calculate the distance
between different subsets of majority class with minority
class (abnormal user behaviour data), at last set sampling
ratio based on the size of subset and its distance. The
principle is that the more items the subset has, the higher
sampling ratio; and the farther the subset is from minority
class, the higher the ratio, thus enabling training sample
to reach a compromise between retaining as many data
distribution information as possible and making sampled
data of majority class being as far away from minority
class as possible.
Another noteworthy problem is that our method uses
semi-supervised learning method (it will be introduced
later) which uses partially labelled sample for training,
therefore, not all data to be sampled is labelled. This
makes it even more difficult to determine majority class
and minority class. This paper uses semi-supervised
clustering technology to deal with it, which means
clustering all data to be sampled (both labelled and
unlabelled data) into two categories, then study the
number of data labelled as -1 (abnormal behaviour) in
both subsets, the subset with more data labelled as -1 is
minority class, otherwise it is majority class.
In conclusion, sampling procedure used in this paper
is as follows:
Step 1. Sample practical traffic according to uniform
proportion or equal proportion, form data set to be
sampled, label part of the data manually or in other ways
(for training effect, data labelled as -1 needs to be
accumulated to certain threshold before stops labelling).
Assume there are s entries of data to be sampled, which is
 x11 x12 ... x1n t1 


x21 x22 ... x2 n t2 

shown as follow: Source  
,
... ... ... ... ... 


 xs1 xs 2 ... xsn tn 
ti {1, 1,0} are labels and xi , j , i  [1, s], j  [1, n] are user

xi




s2

x

j 1 ij

.

s2

Minor  ( x1 , x2 ,..., x n ' ) , in which xi




s2

x

j 1 ij

.
s2
Step 3. Cluster majority class Mayor (we use Clique
algorithm) into K subsets A1, A2,…, Ak, assume there are
Count(Ai) entries of data in subset Ai, calculate central
value of every category A  (a1 , a 2 ,..., a n ) , in which
ai




Count (A j )
j 1

xij

, calculate the distance between Ai and

Count (A j )

central

value

of

minority

Minor

class

:

Dist( Minor , A )  ( x1  a1 )2  ( x 2  a 2 )2    ( x n  a n )2 .
i

Step 4. Calculate the sampling ratio of subset Ai in
Mayor:
RatioAi 

Dist( Minor , A )



i



k
j 1

Dist( Minor , A )
i

Count (A j )



k
j 1

.

(6)

Count (A j )

According to ratio, number of sample Ai can be
calculated:

Size( Ai )  s0 

RatioAi



k

RatioAi
j 1

 count ( Ai ) .

(7)

In which count ( Ai ) is the number of labelled data in
subset Ai, s0 is the pre-set number of data item after
under-sampling of majority class, and s0≈s2.
Step 5. Randomly sample unlabelled data in subset Ai
according to the number Size( Ai ) , and add all labelled
data, after processing data in all subsets, combine
majority class’s processing result with minority class’s
data, thus forming the training sample Y:
 y1   x11 x12 ... x1n t1 
 y   x x ... x t 
21
22
2 n
2 
Y   2   
, in which
...  ... ... ... ... ... 


 
 ym   xm1 xm 2 ... xmn tm  m  ( n 1)
m  s0  s1 , ti {1, 1,0} .

behaviour data based on Cindex={C1,C2,…,Cn}.
Step 2. Cluster Source into two subsets (we use
Spherical K-Means algorithm), and study the number of
data labelled as -1 (abnormal behaviour) in both subsets,
set the subset with more data labelled -1 as majority class
Mayor, the other one is Minor. Assume there are s1
entries of data in Mayor and s2 entries in Minor, and
 x11 x12 ... x1n t1 


x21 x22 ... x2 n t2 

,
s1  s2  s , so: Major  
... ... ... ...
... 


 xs11 xs1 2 ... xs1n tn 
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method for member classifiers that ensures their
differences.
It has already proved that SVM classifiers are
characteristic-sensitive and parameter-sensitive [15].
Characteristic-sensitive means that different training
sample according different subsets selected from feature
space corresponds can generate different classifiers, and
parameter-sensitive means that Gaussian kernel based
SVM’s classification ability is closely related to its
parameter (ξ and penalty parameter C), and there is a
“low discrepancy area” in parameter ξ and C’s figure
region, giving them the feature of low discrepancy in
member classifiers within this area, the “low discrepancy
area” is called RegLow. On the basis of above conclusion,
this paper proposes the construction method of member
classifiers based on mixed perturbation: first use feature
perturbation technology to select different subsets (the
number is u) from the user behaviour characteristics set
Cindex={C1,C2,…,Cn}; then with the help of parameter
perturbation technology, randomly select v parameter ξ
and w parameter C for Gaussian kernel within the Reg Low
region; at last combine them together, which can generate
different member classifiers (the number of classifier is
u*v*w), the detail of method is:

3.2 Member classifier training and ensemble
In order to reduce demand for labelled data in training
process, semi-supervised learning method is adopted. It is
a reasonable choice to use partially labelled data to train
SVM classifier. The main idea of semi-supervised
learning is to train classifier with labelled data in the
sample and classify unlabelled data, then add
classification result with high confidence to labelled data
for future iterative learning, thus using the “knowledge”
obtained from unlabelled data to further strengthen
classifiers. Traditional collaboration based semisupervised learning (such as two classifiers based CoTraining [9] and three classifiers based Tri-Training [10])
still face problems like noise accumulation and
computational overhead. Therefore, some researchers
combined ensemble classification with collaborative
learning, such as n classifiers based Co-Forest [11]
method. It uses member classifiers’ ensemble
classification result as confidence to reduce overhead, but
in process of the iteration, for every member classifier
Fi(i i  [1, n] ), all the other classifiers’ Fj( i  [1, n] and j≠i)
ensemble classification results need to be calculated and
determined whether the result satisfies their own
condition of convergence, which consequently generates
a large overhead. In view of this, this paper further
improves this method by calculating confidence on the
basis of all member classifiers’ ensemble classification
results in every iteration process, then updates all member
classifiers’ labelled data and calculates overall condition
of convergence to reduce overhead. However, this
method cannot ensure optimization of every member
classifier, so selective ensemble method is introduced, we
increase the number of member classifiers (n) in semisupervised learning. When constructing ensemble
classifier at last, select member classifiers according
accuracy, and exclude member classifiers that fail in fully
optimized. Since research shows that when member
classifiers reach optimal performance, there is an upper
limit [14] for the number of member classifiers needed
(20-30), so ensemble classifier based on accuracy can still
assure accuracy.

Algorithm 1: member classifier generation based on mixed
perturbation
training sample Y, behaviour characteristic set
Input:
Cindex={C1,C2,…,Cn}, u (number of characteristic
subspace), v(number of parameter ξ), w (number of
parameter C)
member classifier set Fall={f1,f2,…,fu*v*w} and
Output:
characteristic
subspace
set
Call={C(f1),C(f2),…,C(fu*v*w)}
1:
For i = 1 to u
Randomly select m=n/2 characteristics entry from
2:
Cindex,
form characteristic subspace Cindex(i)={C’1,C’2,…,C’m},
then build new m-dimensional sample Yi from sample
Y according the characteristics in set Cindex(i).
Analyse sample Yi, calculate its RegLow by the method
3:
in literature [20], select v parameters  and w
4:
5:
6:

3.2.1 Member classifiers construction based on mixed
perturbation

7:

parameters C
For j = 1 to v
For k = 1 to w
Use parameter ξi and Ck to generate member classifier
f(i-1)*u*v+(j-1)*v+k, add it to Fall and add Cindex(i) to Call as
C(f(i-1)*u*v+(j-1)*v+k)
Return Fall and Call.

3.2.2 Algorithm of collaboration-based semi-supervised
training and selective ensemble

Since the nature of selective ensemble is still ensemble
learning, which integrate the classification results of
member classifiers to determine final classification, and
obtain better performance than single classifier. Schapire
et al. proved that the necessary and sufficient condition
for ensemble classifier’s higher accuracy than any other
member classifier is that all member classifiers have
higher accuracy and differences [14]. Since selecting
member classifiers on the basis of accuracy only
guarantees their accuracy, this paper, according to
characteristics of SVM classifiers, designs a constructing

The basic procedure of the collaboration-based semisupervised training and selective ensemble is:
i) after using labelled data in training data to train all
member classifiers, use these member classifiers to
classify unlabelled data in training data;
ii) integrate classification results, calculate the
confidence of data’s label, the value is the ratio of the
number of member classifiers supporting this label to the
total number of classifiers;
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iii) select data with highest confidence (set the
number as h) from those with confidence higher than
threshold (0.5 in this case), and add them to training
sample;
iv) iterate above steps until it reaches the maximum
iteration number or can no longer update training data.
Since confidence of classification results obtained in the
iteration process can also reflect accuracy of different
member classifiers, so classifiers’ accuracy is also
updated based on results integration during iteration.
When training is completed, a certain number of member
classifiers with highest accuracy can be directly selected
to construct ensemble classifier, which will be used to
detect abnormal behaviour. Algorithm detail is as follow:

convenience of judgment, set z, the number of member
classifiers in ensemble classifier, as singular), detailed
procedures can be described as:
Step1. Measurement: measure user behaviour traffic
according to behavioural characteristics, and obtain data
vector to be detected D={d1,d2,…,dn }
Step2. Classification: input data vector D into
member classifiers (z) to classify it.
Step3. Voting: vote to the data’s label out coming
from every member classifier.
Step4. Judgment: on the basis of simple majority rule,
if output is labelled1, then it represents normal behaviour;
if -1, then it represents abnormal behaviour.
Since user behaviour traffics constantly, the detection
process is in iteration, as shown in Figure 3.

Algorithm 2: collaboration-based semi-supervised training and
selective ensemble
Fall={f1,f2,…,fu*v*w},Call={C(f1),C(f2),…,C(fu*v*w)}, Y,
Input:
iteration number Max, ensemble classifier number z,
number of renewed data h
Output: ensemble classifier Fresemble={f1,f2,…,fz}
1
For every member classifier fi  Fall, build new mdimensional sample Yi from sample Y according the
characteristics in set C(fi), and set fi‘s accuracy
Correct(fi)=0
Use labelled data in Yi to train member classifier fi
2
Use all member classifiers to classify unlabelled data in
3
sample Y
Integrate classification results of unlabelled data by
4
bagging method, and calculate its confidence with
Degree 

5

6
7

8
9

4 Experiment and analysis
4.1 EXPERIMENT INTRODUCTION
This paper uses data from simulation and real network
environment to verify the detection method. Simulation
experiment uses 10% subset of KDD99 data set, which is
adopted by many researchers as the benchmark of
abnormal user behaviour detection. Real network data
come from the computer room network in Suzhou
University of Science and Technology, the network
topology is shown in Figure4.
a) Simulation experiment.
Since 10% subset of KDD99 data set includes 97278
entries of normal behaviour data and 396743 entries of
abnormal behaviour data, which is not in line with them
balance of abnormal behaviour data in real network, so
our experiment sampled KDD99 training data set to form
the imbalanced data to be sampled, and set some of the
data’s label as empty. At last, construct the test data set
from KDD99 by the same way. The detailed condition of
the simulation experiment is shown as Table 1.

Agree
in which Agree is the number of
u vw

member classifiers that support the label 1
Select classification results whose confidence exceed 0.5
and form renewed set Result, arrange items of Result in
descending order based on confidence
If (Result =ϕ) or (iteration number > Max)
go to 8
Else
use top h items in Result to update all member classifiers’
sample Yi
check every item of updated data, if a member classifier
labels this item correctly, add the classifier’s accuracy 1
go to 2.
Select top z member classifiers according accuracy and
form ensemble classifier Fresemble={f1,f2,…,fz}.
Return Fresemble

TABLE 1 Condition of simulation experiment
data set
set 1
set 2
set 3
set 4
set 5
set 6
set 7
set 8
set 9
set 10
set 11
set 12

3.2.3 Abnormal behaviour detecting procedure
The procedure of using ensemble classifier to detect
abnormal user behaviour is:
i) capture user traffic;
ii) classify the data with ensemble classifier;
iii) using the bagging method to vote for the
classification results;
iv) determine whether the user behaviour is abnormal
or not on the basis of simple majority rule (for

sum
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

abnormal data
1%
5%
10%
20%
30%
40%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%

labelled data
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%
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FIGURE 3 The process of detection
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FIGURE 4 Topology of real-environment network

b) Experiment in real network environment
According to the University’s course arrangement, we
collect the network traffic when there were students
doing network attack trials in network security course.
There were 6 students conducting DDoS attack to the
server in Classroom2, while 20 students in Classroom 1
doing normal activities (including Web search, VOD and
P2P download). It took 45 minutes for traffic data
collection (one class). Among traffic data collected,
according to IP address, student behaviour in room 2 was
defined as abnormal behaviour, while data collected from
room 1 was defined as normal behaviour data. Data
analysis found that abnormal behaviour data only
accounted for 20% of total traffic, so the imbalance
feature was satisfied. Behaviour characteristics used in
collection is based on the KDD99’s setting(use the
characteristics that can be collected in our network
environment), and construct over 3000 entries of
behaviour data, select 1000 as data to be sampled and
2000 as test set. The detail is shown in Table 2.

d) Evaluating indicator
Precision, Recall and F-Measure were used as
evaluating indicators. Precision and Recall reflect
detection method’s ability to classify abnormal
behaviour, and F-Measure was the harmonic mean of
Recall and Precision, which could better evaluate
detection method in a comprehensive way, therefore,
these three indicators were widely used by researchers.
e) Hardware and software platform
The software is behaviour detection application
developed by ourselves integrated with tools as svm lib,
Weka, and so on, the database is SQL Server 2005, the
hardware platform is Intel Core2 Quad 2.3GHz, 4GB
memory, and the OS is Windows XP SP3.
4.2 ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENT RESULT
In simulation experiment shown in Figure 5, our method
is much more stable and performs better than the contrast
methods. Specifically, analyse the results of different
proportion of abnormal data in training data, i.e. the
different imbalance degree between abnormal behaviour
data and total traffic.(meanwhile the proportion of
labelled data is fixed at 30%), in Figure 5(a) (Precision),
Figure 5(b) (Recall), Figure 5 (c) (F-Measure) shows the
comparison results with abnormal data proportion at
1%(use data set 1 in Table 1), 5%( set 2 in Table 1),
10%( set 3 in Table 1), 15%( set 4 in Table 1), 20%( set 5
in Table 1), and 30%( set 6 in Table 1). As we can see
from these results, contrast method 2 performs better than
contrast method 1 if there is less abnormal data, because
SVM is based on balanced data. As the proportion of
abnormal data rises, contrast method 1’s performance
gradually gets close to contrast method 2 or even

TABLE 2 Condition of Real-environment experiment
data set
set 1
set 2
set 3
set 4
set 5
set 5

sum
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

labelled data
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

c) Contrast method.
Two contrast methods were adopted: the detection
method based on single SVM classifier, and detection
method based on Naive Bayesian classifier. The SVM
classifier uses svm lib’s tool to optimize parameters.
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outperforms it. But our method performs better than both
of contrast methods in various situations, because of its
advantages coming from the collaborative learning,
ensemble classification, and special treatment to
imbalance data as well. Then analyse the results of
different proportion of labelled data in training data
(meanwhile the proportion of abnormal data is fixed at
20%), in Figure 5(d) (Precision), Figure 5(e) (Recall),
Figure5(f) (F-Measure) shows the comparison results
with labelled data proportion at 5%(use data set 7 in
Table 1), 10%(set 8 in Table 1), 15%( set 9 in Table 1),
20%( set 10 in Table 1), 25%(set 11 in Table 1), and
30%( set 12 in Table 1). These results showed that when
Our Method
Single SVM
Naive Bayes
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there is less labelled data in the total data to be sampled,
contrast method 1 is better than contrast method 2,
because SVM has better generalization ability than Naive
Bayesian method, but with labelled data increases,
performance improvement of contrast method 2 is faster
than that of contrast method 1, while our method
performs better than both of the contrast methods and is
more stable, because when there is less labelled data, our
method can rely on collaboration-based semi-supervised
learning technology, and when the number of labelled
data increases, it can maintain stable due to the advantage
brought by ensemble classification.
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FIGURE 5 Results of Simulation Experiment

The result of real-environment experiment is shown in
Figure 6. As showed in Figure 6, compared with
simulation experiment result, our method maintains its
advantages in all indicators. Since the proportion of
abnormal behavioural data is fixed in real-time
environment (about 20%), we analyse the results of
different proportion of labelled data in training sample,
in Figure 6(a) (Precision), Figure 6(b) (Recall), Figure
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6(c) (F-Measure) showed the comparison results with
labelled data proportion at 5% (use data set 1 in Table 2),
10% (set 2 in Table 2), 15% (set 3 in Table 2), 20% (set 4
in Table 2), 25% (set 5 in Table 2), and 30% (set 6 in
Table 2). Results shows, thanks to the collaborationbased semi-supervised training and selective ensemble
technology, our method is better than contrast methods
when there is less labelled data.
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FIGURE 6 Results of Real-Environment Experiment
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method on partially labelled data to reduce the overhead
and labelled data, and constructs ensemble classifier
based on accuracy to detect abnormal user behaviour
accurately. The experiment results show that our method
performs better in several evaluating indicators than
traditional methods. Our next work includes optimize
detection efficiency, and study user behaviour control
mechanisms on the basis of abnormal behaviour detection
result.

5 Conclusion
Traditional machine learning based abnormal user
behaviour detection method need accumulating a large
amount of abnormal behaviour data from different period
of time or even different network environment, the data
gathered is not in line with practical condition, and that
increases overhead for data labelling, so they cannot
detect abnormal user behaviour quickly or accurately.
This paper proposes an abnormal user behaviour
detection method based on collaborative learning to
improve the traditional methods. It uses distance and
distribution based under-sampling method to construct
training sample from imbalance real data gathered in
targeted environment over continuous time, trains
different member classifiers by collaborative learning
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Abstract
Landscape designing CAD software are now mostly in two-dimensional draft stage in domestic, and three-dimensional visualization
of designed landscape models and applications are still in the initial stage. The essay based on precise three dimensional solid
modelling SketchUp software, introduces SketchUp software functions and features, and focuses on three aspects of garden design,
hand-painted TIN terrain design, planting design and planning and design of garden objects. Through engineering examples to import
the landscape of two-dimension vector data into SketchUp software, use SketchUp techniques flexibly to solve different details and
avoid redundant and diverse work. After rendering and post processing, establishing a realistic visualization of three-dimensional
entity model.
Keywords: SketchUp software, landscape, three dimensional solid model, engineering examples

Landscape designing is the process of combining
aesthetics and technology, science and the environment.
Designing works not only need to have visual aesthetic,
and get more interaction with the surrounding
environment. Modern landscape designing including
urban greening, plaza designing, road conditions, and
river attractions planning, landscaping, etc. [4]. It
emphasizes both the landscape and life, geography,
cultural integration, but also the vegetation development,
conservation and the using of natural resources [5].
However, designing and application of computer-aided
landscape was introduced relatively late, many landscape
design in secondary developed of Auto CAD. This tool
has been unable to meet current requirements and ideas of
the designers. So a variety of model building software in
3D have been appeared much, and are applied to all
works of life. This article focuses on modelling methods
of the SketchUp software, and shows the embodiment of
engineering to display the results.

1 Introduction
With the development of science and technology,
concerning for geographic information are increased, the
requirement for access to information is getting higher
and higher. Due to the three dimensional environment
closer to people’s vision habitat, more geographical
information can be shown, it can express more complex
spatial structures. Establishment of three-dimensional
geologic models in two ways: use a geographical model
of three dimensional to display topography; use threedimensional model animation techniques [1] to display
formation and process of the development of models.
Development of three-dimensional modelling
technology, three dimensional landscape modelling
technique bases on SketchUp software has gotten more
and more attention by Garden Lovers [2]. SketchUp is a
collection of design tools that Google introduced in 2006
for design-oriented process, operator interface is simple
and powerful this gives many landscape designers and
enthusiasts even more ideas of experience, breaking the
shackles of traditional two-dimensional landscape design
ideas, and create different styles of three dimensional
model programmes. Establishment of three-dimension
model in SketchUp software is as simple as a pencil on
paper drawing, the software will automatically identify
the composition of line and capture, you can quickly
import or export to dwg, dxf, jpg and other formats files
[3]. Due to landscape, design has a lot of detail in
textures, you could find texture mapping function in the
SketchUp software, use material of the software itself, or
you can import your own production material, to create
the landscape model more realistic.


2 SketchUp software overview
SketchUp has a unique nature sketches and interaction
designing thinking, making designers have more
inspiration in the designing process, powerful function
bring designers illuminating harvest [6].
2.1 INTRODUCTION OF SKETCHUP FUNCTION
According to the current mainstream trend of multimedia,
three dimensional images and text content is favoured by
learners. Three dimensional multimedia can present plane
content more specific and detailed for learners to
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understand an object more intuitively in different
perspectives and aspects. Three-dimensional character
presented by media factors break through previous
content presentation form. Learners can have different
mental feeling when they receive the content presented
by multimedia courseware.

4) SketchUp software has a unique geometry creation and
editing techniques, and full of randomness.
5) SketchUp through creating groups and components to
achieve three-dimensional modelling, using it widely and
flexibly will not only improve efficiency, also can display
optionally implement an object hidden.
6) SketchUp software entities that defines rich parameter
settings can be made, each entity has a intelligent
autonomous relationship with each other.
7) SketchUp software has more real actions, shadow
analysis, special effects presentation can be done more
quickly and efficiently.
8) SketchUp software provides the secondary
development interface, with extended capabilities [7, 8].

TABLE 1 SketchUp function introduction
Function modules
introduction
Essential tools modules
Comment module
Drawing module
Camera module
Correction module
Sandbox modules
Model management
module
Google module
Navigation module
Import/export module

Tools in module
Selection tool, eraser tool, painting tool
Measuring tool, text tool, dimension tool
Circle tool, line tool, polygon tool, free
drawing tool
View, track, zoom tool
Mobile tool, follow tool, scale tool
TIN is used to simulate terrain
Materials browser, parameter settings
and parameter selection
Share tools on Google Earth
Touring tool, walking tool, camera
setting tool
Supports various data formats for import
and export

3 Modelling of three dimensional designing
Three-dimensional SketchUp landscape designing, take
landscape design as a subject, terrain design, planning
design, planting design for the main content, integrate
elements such as buildings, roads, culture, whole
architecture is shown in Figure 1.

2.2 SKETCHUP SOFTWARE CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 DUAL CHANNELS ASSUMPTION

1) Feature of SketchUp software is his interface is simple,
powerful, and easy to learn and use.
2) SketchUp provides new methods for computer-aided
architectural designing, meet the requirements of each
stage of the building designing, show better details, and
get three dimensional works more realistic.
3) SketchUp provides a powerful rendering tool and
several models displaying mode, you can set the daylight
effects rendering and shadow analysis at different times.

Terrain designing of three dimensional landscape
designing software SketchUp modules including
topography, terrain analysis and geomorphology
transform these basic steps. First use graphic data to
simulate the original topography to get terrain mesh.
Analyse according to software modules such as terrain,
water, and slope.
Terrain design
Planning and design

Garden gadgets

Planting design

Plant maps

Irrigation design

Plant maps
Background maps
Data
library
Seedling water meter

Sketch
UP
Software
design
modeling
system

Model
set
design

Basic editing
Extended editing

Construction marking

Budget table
Landscape drawing
Project quantity
Elevation point

Rendering
Animation

FIGURE 1 Design modelling system architecture

In the sandbox modules, we use TIN to make terrain
models. TIN is the triangular plane which linking to each
other, after smoothing, it looks like a continuous smooth
surface. The orientation of the triangle in TIN can be
different, some triangles are level headed, and some

triangles are orientated vertically, the orientation of the
triangle is known as triangulation. Triangulation [9] is
very important, because with some tools of the Sandbox,
you can change the orientation of the triangle, so as to
make the TIN more smooth as shown in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2 TIN making terrain model

3.2 PLANTING DESIGNING
FIGURE 3 SketchUp Hand-painted plants

In landscape construction process, usage of the plant is
usually very large. There are various planting patterns in
the landscape model, include solitary planting, stroll
planting, turf planting, unitizing and intermingle. In
SketchUp software, you can edit the result of planting,
planting plants in any terrain.
Flowers, plants, shrubs, trees and other plants in
landscape are described by point features. Many three
dimensional modelling software have problems in
details, with free hand drawing in SketchUp, trees are
more realistic, details are more sophisticated, as shown
in Figure 3.

3.3 PLANNING AND DESIGNING
Road landscape planning and designing is included in
SketchUp
software,
handle
road
intersection
automatically and set round corners at road crossings,
modify road width and update the road borders and
rounded corners at intersections automatically; get the
block Specific, custom site name; setting garden gadgets
models parametrically, the system can adequately sum
up the curb, flower beds, pools, steps, Pergola, fence
walls, landscape architecture feature information, as
shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2 Biologically treated effluents (mg/l)a
Category
Vegetation

Sidewalk
River
Main-Building
Infrastructure

Element, Ebenenname
Single-tree
Path
Green-lawn
Sidewalk
Centre-road
River
Main-building
Surroundings
Benches
Stree-lights

Space Type
Punctiform
Threadiness
Facet
Facet
Threadiness
Facet
Facet
Punctiform
Threadiness
Punctiform

Data Type
Ponit Feature
Line Feature
Polygon Feature
Polygon Feature
Line Feature
Polygon Feature
Polygon Feature
Ponit Feature
Line Feature
Ponit Feature

Some parameters of landscaping or gardening
gadgets can also be generated by selecting the input or
parameter, as shown in Figure 4 for landscaping small
objects.

FIGURE 4 Garden gadgets maps
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4 Engineering examples
Getting ready for a modelling job that needs to be
modelled into components of architecture, landscape
architecture, and any component can be saved as a single
file, modifying or assembling a deviation can be
modified at a later time.

FIGURE 7 Base model

We used a group quickly copying approach in the
modelling process. Intercropping in the base map guides,
by rotating a certain degree, to achieve the positioning
that you want to copy. Finally, drawing plane or make
combination to implement a three-dimensional view of
the component, as shown in Figure 8. When model’s
appearance substantially completed, we can get post
processing. In the SketchUp get appropriate materials,
click on the pattern and then attach the material model to
be rendered on the needed part.
FIGURE 5 Required to establish a model of CAD files

As shown in Figure 5 Select the modelling of
architectural CAD files, import into SketchUp software,
and through simple depiction of each line to generate it,
then make in a three dimensional model of each side.
This stage demands very high quality of the CAD
drawing. Representation of contours in two-dimensional
are in very mess. We need to import SketchUp by CAD
drawing software as a base map, change details, as
shown in Figure 6. Some overlapping lines of
unnecessary details in CAD, this is unnecessary in
SketchUp, so make the whole graphic into component
avoids complexity of works. Pull the base, without the
exploded diagram above, based on maps that are not
exploded. On this basis, select the staggered lines for the
base model; Import ARC paths to follow and create the
geometry model; Use method of creating groups to copy
multiple objects of the same; Selection exploded after the
merge component, removing unwanted clutter line (as
shown in Figure 7).

FIGURE 8 Three dimensional model stretch mix

5 Conclusion
This paper introduced variety of function modules and
various tools in SketchUp software, make an overview of
SketchUp software is simple to understand, powerful,
compatible with good features. From three-dimension
modelling aspect outlines three main designing including
landscape design, planting design, planning and
designing. From TIN terrain designing, hand-painted
designing of landscape plants, parametric or texturing the
landscape planning of the image of the object to show
SketchUp modelling tool’s variety and convenience.
Finally, through a detailed analysis of engineering
examples, from the base map locating, to the
combination of individual components, to show

FIGURE 6 Base maps modified
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SketchUp software’s flexibility and application. Twodimensional image after imported into SketchUp, many
lines do not work because SketchUp intelligent, various
issues could appear through models from two-

dimensional graphics into a three-dimensional. Through
flexible use of SketchUp software, you can easily avoid
unnecessary work, this reflecting its strong functionality.
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Abstract
The robot path optimization solution is seek a collisionless path from starting point to end point to make the robot get the shortest
route go along with planning path. Let robot path optimization problem map to mathematical model TSP (Traveling Salesman
Problem) to resolve it, and make the corresponding algorithm realize robot path planning optimization was introduced in this paper.
According to existent insufficiency of traditional artificial fish-swarm algorithm, using improved artificial fish-swarm algorithm
optimizes the robot path planning, and stands out the superiority of improved artificial fish-swarm algorithm. The main improved
aspect of artificial fish-swarm algorithm is increases examine link in foraging behaviour.
Keywords: robot path optimization, Traveling Salesman Problem, improved artificial fish-swarm algorithm, foraging behaviour

and it also brings energy that applies to improve artificial
fish-swarm algorithm.

1 Introduction
Optimization issues are always the researchers’ potluck,
no matter in engineering research field or scientific
research field, its raging flames is never disappearing. As
traditional optimization method cannot satisfied the
requirement of persons solve the complex questions. So
many home and abroad researches step on explorer multiintelligence optimization algorithm journey, uncovered
all kinds of mystery of optimization algorithm. According
to characteristics of all sorts of optimization algorithm,
select the superior and eliminate the inferior, perform the
multi-mixture intelligence optimization algorithm climax
[1]. Robot path optimization is one of most important
robotics’ researches fields, not only can make robot walk
optimization path route, but also can reflect the robot
accomplish the working performance well. It is play an
important role in path planning optimization. Robot path
planning optimization can apply to robots obstacle
avoidance walk in known environment, robots put out
fire, robots rescue and relief work, robots process route
planning [2], mobile robots clean tank [3-5], robots carry
out the weld and assembling and so on. It is save robots
work time and reduce devoted fund. TSP is a particular
case miniature of robot path planning, which is to say the
TSP is equivalently to robots go N different places to
pick up goods, and then go back to original location,
every place just can go over once to seek the shortest
path. So it can abstract to the research of robot path
optimization from traveling salesman problem. There is
scientific feasible evidence based to verify the
effectiveness of improved artificial fish-swarm algorithm,

*

2 The Description of traveling salesman problem
TSP is one of typical combinatorial optimization
problem, which is easy to describe but hard to solve. The
complexity of problem rises with the way of problem’s
scale increase is in the exponent, which even may
produce combination explosion. It is play an important
role to research it. TSP problem can describe as: if there
are n cities, the distance between every two cities is
known, a merchant go out to sell his goods from any city,
it’s require to go around these n cities and every city just
can visit only once, go back to original at last. How to
traversal can make all journeys be the shortest. The
substance of TSP is finds the shortest Hamilton path in n
nodes’ complete graph, and the robot path planning is so.
The mathematical model of TSP problem describes
[6] as:

min  d ij xij
 n
s.t. x  1, i  1,2...n
ij
 
i 1
n

 xij  1, j  1,2...n
 j 1
 x  s  1,2  s  n  2, s  1,2,...n
ij
i
, j s

 xij  0,1, i, j ,  1,2...n, i  j
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TSP has symmetry and asymmetry, when dij  dij , it
is symmetry distance TSP, or it is asymmetry distance
TSP.
The first formula above is an objective function,
which expresses the distance between merchant traverse
path of all cities and go back again is the minimum. The
second formula expresses the merchant just right arrive at
city i one time. The third formula expresses merchant just
leave city j one time, together with the second formula,
they are express every city has already visit once, thus
avoid sub-loop happened. The fourth formula carries the
merchant’s point that cannot form loop in any city proper
subset. Among them, s expresses the number of set s

quantity of cities is proportional to artificial fish-swarm
scale, means the more the cities quantity, which robots
need to travel, the more the artificial fish-swarm
individual, otherwise less.

elements. The decision variable in fifth formula xij  1 ,
expresses the trail path include in merchant from city i to
city j, xij  0 means the merchant is not select this way to

X next 

3.2 FISH-SWARM ALGORITHM CORRELATION
DEFINITION
Definition 1: Suppose artificial fish’s current location
state is X i  ( x1 , x2 ,......xn ) , artificial fish’s next state is
X j  ( x1v , x2v ......xnv ) , and then this process can be

expressed

as:

X j  Xi
|| X j  X i ||

x j  xi  visual * r

,

i=1,2……n,

* Step * r

Definition 2: Suppose G is artificial fish’s set, there is

N ( X , k )   X ' | d ( X , X ' )  k , X '  G to artificial fish X,

travel path. The constraint of i  j making the number of
decision variable reduced as n*(n-1).

N ( X , k ) called X’s k neighbourhood, X '  N ( X , k )
expresses the X’s neighbourhood in distance k.
Definition 3: The centre location of artificial fish
X1 , X 2 ,..., X q ,..., X m is:

3 Fish-swarm algorithm introduction and correlation
definition.

m
m
m
 m

xqj
xqn 


  xq1  xq 2
q 1
q 1
q 1
q 1

Center ( X 1 , X 2 ,..., X q ,..., X m )  
,
,...,
,...,
 m
m
m
m 




i  1, 2,..., m, j  1, 2,..., n  .

3.1 FISH-SWARM ALGORITHM INTRODUCTION
Fish-swarm algorithm introduction, which was put
forward by Li Xiaolei [1] and others, is a new type swarm
intelligent optimization algorithm, which is, imitates the
fish’s behaviour in nature. Use the top-down design idle
has such characters: the requirement of objective
function’s properties, initial value and parameter is not
high, parallelism, global superiority, speediness,
traceability and so on. It also has shortcomings: The
earlier stage of convergence speed faster than later
obviously; the choice of algorithm parameters can effect
on convergence speed and result accuracy; the more
artificial fish-swarm number and the time need more;
wide find optimization range and small changes may lead
to convergence speed slow, and the search efficiency will
be unsatisfactory.
There are four basic behaviours for artificial fish: (1)
foraging behaviour: artificial fish swim to the high food
concentration; this is the foundation of algorithm
convergence. (2) Bunching behaviour: artificial fish swim
to the high food concentration and not very crowd around
fish-swim centre; this is the stability and global safeguard
of algorithm convergence. (3) Rear-end behaviour:
artificial fish rear-end individual fish which with high
food concentration and not very crowd around individual
fish; this is add the algorithm convergence’s speed ability
and global. (4) Random behaviour: artificial fish swim
freely in water, expand the search range. According to the
requirement and property of problem, rational planning
and setting artificial fish-swarm algorithm model to solve
it. Lump together, the main idea is generate a certain
number of artificial fish-swarm, search optimize path in
search field by imitate fish behaviour. In TSP, the

In this form, Center ( X1 , X 2 ,..., X q ,..., X m ) expresses
centre location of artificial fish X1 , X 2 ,..., X q ,..., X m ,
shows the every components average of selected m fish.
Definition 4: The distance between artificial fish
expressed as di , j  xi  x j .
Definition 5: step expresses moving step of artificial
fish, date is crowding factor of artificial fish, try_number
is artificial fish’s maximum explore time, visual is visual
scope of artificial fish and maxgen is artificial fish’s
maximum iterate time.
Definition 6: X i is current artificial fish, X j is next
state artificial fish, nf means number of partner, X c is
fish-swarm centre, X c is food concentration in fishswarm centre.
In TSP, initialize every artificial fish is one of random
permutations which including all cities number to every
artificial fish, that is encoding reasonably. Provide a city
number to arrange randomly can initialize an artificial
fish. According complexity of problem and algorithm
need to create a certain artificial fish. This can be used to
similar robot path optimization issues. Its nature is same
with TSP. Artificial fish centre is the number of city
serial number which appear the most times, statistics n
places that are different from each other and the number
appear more times, the centre position is appear the most
times in the same place. The distance between two fish is
the count of different city serial number in one place.
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These two fish are neighbour if the distance less than
visual, means a fish in another fish’s field. The city sort
of two artificial fish is: A  a1 , a2 ...an  and

3.3 THE BASIC BEHAVIOR OF ARTIFICIAL FISH

N (X, visual), the food
Ymin n f
concentration is Ymin. If
  and Ymin<Yi, make
Yi
the status of most optimize artificial fish Xmin as current
fish status. That is to say, if there is information which
the neighbourhoods of artificial fish included in travelled
city walk route shorter than itself and around it not
crowded, then use several city position serial numbers of
artificial fish short city route randomly instead of current
artificial fish city position serial number. Use the same
way to process it to generate reasonable city position
serial number as next status fish. It will execute foraging
behaviour if rear-end behaviour failure.

3.3.1 Foraging behaviour

3.3.4 Random behaviour

Foraging behaviour is searched arrange information
including city position serial number in field by current
artificial fish. Change position among m cities by itself
1
randomly. It is need to satisfied m  visual , thus can
2
ensure the artificial fish foraging in visual range. If there
is more optimize individual fish status than current fish
status when foraging, then use artificial fish which more
optimize than current fish status to take place of it. That
is to say, travel city path is shorter than current artificial
fish information walk city route. If execute try_number
times with above behaviour in common, foraging
behaviour failure, then carry out random behaviour.

Random behaviour provides artificial fish a city
arrangement randomly in artificial fish sensing range.
Current fish X i swim in visual range randomly; this is a
default behaviour of foraging behaviour. Realize random
behaviour rather simple, it increase artificial fish search
range.

B  b1 , b2 ...bn 

the

distance

between

them

neighbourhood

is

n

dis tan ce( A, B)   sign( ai  bi )

in

it,

i 1

0, x  0

sign( x)  1, x  0 .
1, x  0


3.4 THE IMPROVEMENT OF FISH-SWARM
ALGORITHM
Add examine link: artificial fish of improved foraging
behaviour add a examine link on the basis of primary
artificial fish foraging behaviour. It means artificial fish
seek k different status in its visual range, choose searched
most optimize status as current artificial fish’s next
status. Thus can decrease blindness of artificial fish find
optimization, and it can make artificial fish have multiple
choices in every swimming. This can enhance efficiency
greatly, and get better value faster. In TSP, try_number
each time, current artificial fish searching in
neighbourhood field, it will change randomly among m
cities’ position. After repeating k times, choose the best
status enter into next try_number until reach the most
tempter times. The possibility will be more likely to find
current status individual fish status as next status better
than current fish status.
The pseudo-code descriptions of adding examine link
foraging behaviour as follows:
float Artificial_fish::AF_prey( )
{
Xmin=Xi; //Xmin is own the most optimize food
//concentration which search in visual range
Ymin=Yi; //Ymin express abundance food that
//own the most optimize food concentration
//which search in visual range.
for(i=0;i<try_number;i++) // try_numberis artificial
//fish tempter times
{
for(k=0;k<10;k++) //examing other fish status
//10 times in visual range
{

3.3.2 Bunching behaviour
Find all neighbours of current fish at first, then statistic
every city serial number, which appears the most same
city serial number in one place all neighbours in current
artificial fish field. The most appear serial number in each
column formed arrangement is artificial fish centre. If
there is some serial numbers appeared times are greatest
at the same time, value a number among them randomly.
If there is repeated city serial number in one row n
column, disposed it with missing code replace repeated
serial number to make it as without repeat arrangement
from 1 to n. If the centre city path less than current city
path and satisfied with

Yc n f
Yi

space

  , use several bunching

centre status position serial number replace
corresponding current artificial fish status position serial
number, the new status artificial fish act as next status
artificial fish. If there is repeated code in arrangement
number after replacing one row n column, it should be
processed. It will execute foraging behaviour once
bunching behaviour failed.
3.3.3 Rear-end behaviour
Search the highest food concentration individual Xmin in
nf
neighbourhoods of current artificial fish
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Xj = Random(N(Xi,visual)); //search next status
//randomly in neighborhood field
If (Ymin>Yj) //if it satisfied searched fish own
//food concentration better than most
//optimize fish food concentration
Ymin.
{
Xmin=Xj;//value the status of fish Xj to Xmin
Ymin=Yj; // value the food concentration of
//fish Xj to Xmin
}
}
If (Ymin<Yi) //judge searched most optimize food
//concentration whether better than
//primary food concentration
X i|next  X j ; //use artificial fish which searched

Step (6): draw curve graph of every optimize process
and most optimize solution path diagram.
The algorithm flow diagram is followed 3.6.1:

Start Algorithm

Artificial fish, initialize variable and
set parameter
Judge all invidual fish, initialize
bulletin board

Execute iterate, make optimize

Choose best to execute to
foraging .bunching ,rear-end
behavior

N

//own most optimize food concentration as next status
else
//or moving randomly
X i|next  Random*step;

Artificial fish status better than
bulletin board status

Y
Update bulletin board
Output most optimize
artificial fish and its food
concentration

}
Return AF_foodconsistence ( X i|next ); //return food
//concentration value of next status artificial fish

N
Whether reach
greatest iterations

Y

End algorithm

}
FIGURE 1 Algorithm flow diagram

3.5 ALGORITHM PROCEDURE AND FLOW
DIAGRAM

4 Simulation experiment and result analysis

Step (1): initialize fish-swarm AF and current fish yu and
set parameter: crowding factor delta, tempter times
try_number, examine times k, sensing range visual,
greatest iterations maxgen, the number of artificial fishswarm individual N, city numbers M, moving step length
step.
Step (2): initialize variable: store most optimize
artificial fish status zui_you on bulletin board, store most
optimize artificial fish food concentration zui_min on
bulletin board, store food concentration Y of N artificial
fish, store data shu_ju of total distance, store next status
AF_next of N artificial fish, store initialize food
concentration Y_next of artificial fish next status.
Step (3): output random solution, which get of walk
route map and total distance of current fish yu.
Step (4): make optimize, search most optimize
artificial fish individual in initialized artificial fish,
update bulletin board and record total distance in the
meantime.
Step (5): begin iteration, make behaviour judgment
choose. Call functions foraging behaviour, bunching
behaviour, rear-end behaviour and random behaviour,
compare and judge which behaviour should be execute
for artificial fish to get the best next status and food
concentration, then choose the best one to execute. At the
same time, update the best artificial fish status and food
concentration on bulletin board, as well as update
artificial fish-swarm status and them food concentration.
Record total distance witch each iteration get.

Adapt to MATLAB R2010a as programming software,
solute on computer which CPU is 792MHZ, memory is
2.00GB, operating system is Windows XP.
Table 1 shows the data [7] for 14 cities BURMA14
position coordinate in standard TSPLIB library to use to
validate the effectiveness of improved artificial fishswarm algorithm. It also uses to provide thinking which
solve robot path optimization problem better by the
application of this algorithm. Set artificial fish-swarm
individual number N=10, cities number M=14, visual
range visual=9, tempter times try_number=8, examine
link times k=10, crowding factor delta=6, moving step
length step=3, maximum iterate time maxgen=20, let 10
fish search optimization. These 14 cities may exist the
route is

(14-1)!
 3113510400 if use enumeration
2

method, the best known solution is 30.8785.
TABLE 1 the data for the TSP problem of 14 cities

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

City Number
abscissa X

ordinate Y

16.47
16.47
20.09
22.39
25.23
22.00
20.47

96.10
94.44
92.54
93.37
97.24
96.05
97.02

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

City Number
abscissa X

ordinate Y

17.20
16.30
14.05
16.53
21.52
19.41
20.09

96.29
97.38
98.12
97.38
95.59
97.13
94.55

The most optimize path orbit diagram and iterate
change of optimize process which get by improved
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TABLE 2 Comparison performance of several methods

artificial fish-swarm algorithm shown as Figure 2 and
Figure 3.

sward number
average iterate times
average search range
the percentage of
algorithm search
space
optimum value

Text algorithm
10
5
10*5=50
50
 0.0000016%
(14-1)!/ 2

30.8785

Literature algorithm
100
80
100*80=8000
8000
 0.00026%
（14 - 1）
!/ 2

30.8785

The experiment result shows the application of
artificial fish-swarm algorithm optimization has already
achieved well convergence efficiency. Use 10 fish
artificial fish search parallel; iterate 5 times can get the
optimum value 30.8785. Compared with literature [8],
improved particle algorithm search optimization reduces
the search range about 99%. The convergence efficiency
has improved much, reduce about 98%. Improved
artificial fish-swarm adds the examining link on foraging
behaviour. The obvious advantage is shrink the search
range, speed up the convergence speed, improved much
algorithm optimize performance. At the same time, it
applies in the solution of robot path optimization
problem, can search the shortest path fleetly.

Figure 2 The most optimize path orbit diagram

5 Conclusions
Come up with artificial fish-swarm algorithm has become
a highlight in optimization field. Improved artificial fishswarm algorithm has line out a beautiful scenery line in
optimization field, appeals to scholar’s favourites who
keen on algorithm. Article analysis what catch hold of
TSP and robot path optimization have the same
substance. Solved 14 cities traveling salesman problem
well by using artificial fish-swarm algorithm, and
compared with improved particle algorithm to observe
the merits of convergence speed and result. Verified the
superiority of improved fish-swarm algorithm’s
performance, open up the solution road of optimize robot
path problem. The solution of robot path optimization
problem can be used to robot multiple operation field,
improved robot work performance, enhance the economic
benefit. Meanwhile, it provide a nice platform on
optimize mind to other manufacture, agriculture, national
defence, engineering, transportation, finance, chemical
engineering, energy sources, communication and so on
field, make a huge contribution to national economy.

Figure 3 Optimize process curve

The pictures shown that the experiment result get the
shortest distance: 30.8785. The walk route is:
5  6  12  7  13  8  11  9  10  1  2  14  3  4  5 ,
the origin position could not be affected if walk on this
circus, that is the shortest path. The convergences iterate
times are 5 generations. The convergence extent bigger
from first generation to second generation, it tend to
optimum value after second generation and get the
optimum value on fifth generation.
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Abstract
In the two-stage supply chain, under the model of lead time reduction management cost shared by upstream and downstream based
on Stackelberg Game, when suppliers have the priority of decision right rather than retailers, it is more advantageous to reduce the
cost and the lead time and can reach the maximum profit for the whole supply chain.
Keywords: Supply chain, Lead time, Decision order, Cost sharing

1 Introduction

2 Literature review

Lead time refers to the interval from ordering to receiving
goods in the downstream delivered by suppliers in the
upstream. This is also called inventory replenishment
lead time. Those in the downstream hope suppliers to
reduce the lead time so as to reduce inventory and cost.
To reduce the lead time, suppliers usually needs some
extra investment, for example, buy new equipment,
improve or set up new information system or upgrade
inventory equipment. However, many enterprises can’t
afford such a huge investment and have to shift the cost
to those in the downstream. When the cost is on buyers in
the downstream, some suppliers take it for granted that
buyers should shoulder all cost for reducing the lead time.
If buyers are willing to do so, then they are granted with
the right to reduce the lead time and decide the length of
it.
When suppliers decide the length of inventory lead
time, there are usually two decision orders: one is that
retailers decide how many goods to order and inform it of
suppliers, and leave it to suppliers to decide the length of
the lead time; the other is that suppliers decide the time of
arrival and retailers decide when to order and how many
to order based on the delivery situation.
Suppliers are facing the following questions: when to
decide the lead time, before retailers’ order or after?
What is the best lead time for ordering so as to reduce the
cost as much as possible? What will be the influence on
the cost if the decision order between the upstream and
the downstream is exchanged?

Many researchers have focused on the importance of
reducing the lead time from several perspectives. Perry,
M. Ben-Daya and Zhang describe the random and swift
response model [1-3].
Swift response model is necessary when orders are
given at the same time [4]. In two recent articles, some
researchers propose an effective qualitative model for the
supply chain [5-7]. Many researches study the ordering
lead time decision [8-11]. They suppose that those in the
downstream decide the ordering lead time and shoulder
the cost for reducing the lead time. Moreover, researchers
also study the lead time decision made by retailers for the
maximum profit. However, although suppliers have
shifted the cost for reducing the lead time to retailers, it
doesn’t mean that cost of suppliers is free from the
influence of retailers’ decision on ordering. It is because
under the condition that suppliers have the priority to
decide the length of the lead time, the cost for reducing it
will be affected by the cost of ordering and further, the
quantity of ordering which may lead to a drop of profit
for suppliers. Thus, suppliers do not favour such strategy.
To move a step further, if retailers cannot afford the cost
alone, they will give up reducing the lead time.
3 Model description and establishment
3.1 STACKELBERG GAME MODEL
Suppose there are two producers who take the turn to
decide the production in a two-stage Stackelberg Game.
In the first stage, producer 1 as the leader takes the
priority to plan for the production. In the second stage,
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producer 2 as the follower plans for the production under
the principle of obtaining the maximum profit after
learning about the yield level of the leader. Suppose the
marginal costs of two producers are the same,
c1  c2  c , the market demand function is

Under such circumstances, we divide the Stackelberg
Game Model into two stages as the conventional way.
And apply it to backward induction method. First we
consider the second stage, set the production of producer
1 is q1 , as producer 2 thinks the market demand function

D  a  (q1  q2 ) , in which a  0 , a is a constant. q1 is
the production of producer i , i  1, 2 . This function is
known by two producers.
By the backward induction, we consider the second
stage first. Suppose the production of producer 1 is q1 ,

to be D  a2  (q1  q2 ) . If producer 2 produces q2 ,
producer 2 thinks that his profit is expected to be

 2 (q1 , q2 )  [a2  (q1  q2 )  c] q 2 , from the first order
condition, we can get the optimal reaction function
a q c
producer 2 is q2  R2 (q1 )  2 1
.
2
Let’s be back to the first stage, as producer
estimates
the
market
demand
function
D  a1  (q1  q2 ) , and thinks that the production

s

the

optimal

production

q1

of

producer

2

is:

s

q1  arg gMaxq2 { 2 (q1 , q2 )  [a  (q1  q2 )  c]q2 }
Based on the first order condition, we can get the
optimal
reaction
function
for
producer
2:
a  q1  c
q2  R2 (q1 ) 
2
Then, we consider the first stage and predict the
a  q1  c
reaction function for producer 2 q2  R2 (q1 ) 
.
2

is  2 (q1 , q2 )  [a1  (q1  q2 )  c] q 2 . From the first order
condition, we can get the optimal reaction function of
producer
2
estimated
by
producer
1:
a2  q1  c
q2  R2 (q1 ) 
. In this case, producer 1 thinks
2

of producer 1 is

his profit is 1 (q1 , q2 )  [a1  (q1  R2 (q1 ))  c] q1 . From
the first order condition, producer 1 thinks that his
a c
optimal production is q1  1
, in which q1=a1-c2.
2
a q c
q2  R2 (q1 )  2 1
.
2
Let’s be back to the second stage. As the production
of producer 1 is, producer 2 thinks that his optimal
reaction function is:
Thus, producer 2 thinks that his optimal production is:
a  q  c 2q2  a1  c
q2  2 1

2
2
The
actual
market
demand
function
is
D  a  (q1  q2 ) , so the market price will be:

s

q1  arg gMaxq2 { 2 (q1 , q2 )  [a  (q1  R2 (q1 ))  c]q1
a  q1  c
)  c]q1
2
By the first order condition, we can get the optimal
s
ac
q1 
production
of
producer
1.
So,
2
 [a  (q1 

s

a q1  c a  c
q2  R2 (q1 ) 

. Thus, the result of
2
4
Stackelberg
Game
is
s
s
s
s
3(a  c) s
a  3c
q  q1  q2 
;D  aq 
. The profits of
4
4
s
 s
(a  c) 2
s
 1  ( D  c) q1 
8
two producers are: 
.
s
(
a

c) 2
 s  ( D s  c) q 
2
 2
16
However, in actual economic activities, producers
cannot know exactly about the market demand function
but only estimate it. Nevertheless, such estimation varies
from person to person. Here we suppose that every
producer takes it for granted that the estimation of his
counterparts is the same as his.
Suppose the market demand function estimated by
producer 1 is D  a1  (q1  q2 ) , and that he thinks
producer 2 estimates the same.
The market demand function estimated by producer 2
is D  a2  (q1  q2 ) , and that he thinks producer 1
s

1
is
of

producer 2 will be q2 in the second stage, then the profit

s

The optimal production q1

of

s

p  a  (q1  q2 )  a  [

q1  c 2a2  a1  c 4a  a1  2a2  3c
.

]
2
4
4

Therefore, the profits of two producers
(q1  c)(4a  a1  2a2  c)

 1  ( D  c) q1 
8
.

(2
a

a

c
)(4a  a1  2a2  c)
2
1
  ( D  c) q 
2
 2
16

are:

3.2 INVENTORY MODEL BASED ON (Q, r )
STRATEGY

(Q, r ) inventory strategy is a common inventory
management strategy, in which the warehouse manager
checks the inventory with continuity. When the existing
inventory drops to the replenishment point r , the manger
will order Q goods from suppliers in the upstream.

estimates the same. Here ai , i  1, 2 , which are above 0.
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Those goods will arrive after the lead time L. The
variation of inventory under (Q, r ) strategy is shown in
Figure 1.

time of the supply chain, Li is to express the minimum
length of ordering lead time of part 1,2,…, i , then there
is:
i

n

i

n

i

n

i

j  i 1

j 1

j i

j 1

j i

j 1

Li   a j   b j   a j   b j   b j   b j   (b j  a j )
j 1

i

.

(1)

 Lo   (b j  a j )
j 1

The ordering lead time L can be shortened by adding
some cost. Therefore, it is controllable. Suppose the cost
for reducing a unit time for part i is Ci , and

c1  c2   cn refers to the cost of the ordering lead
time as well as the cost for reducing the ordering lead
time. Then, there is:

FIGURE 1 The variation of inventory

Here we discuss the replenishment cost with fixed
lead time. D L is the aggregate demand during the lead
time, then function G( y ) is expressed as:

n

K ( L)  ci ( Li 1  L)   C j (b j  a j ), L  ( Li , Li 1 ) ,

G( y)  E[h( y  D L )  g ( D L  y) ]
D is the demand per unit time. It is a random variable.
 refers to the demand rate of market; R refers to fixed
ordering cost; g / (piece·per unit time) refers to
replenishment cost; h / (piece·per unit time) refers to
holding cost; the replenishment lead time is L .  , R ,
g , h , L are all constants.
When the demand is reached in the way that the
demand grows stably and randomly and keeps such
growth, under such condition, if inventory y is subject to
the even distribution of (r , r  Q] (when the demand is
discrete, y is subject to the even distribution of
{r, r  1, , r  Q} )
When the demand is a continuous variable, the
average cost per unit time is expressed as:
C (Q, r ) 

R  

r Q

r

n

K ( L0 )  0, K ( Ln )   C j (b j  a j ) .

The cost of suppliers and retailers and the cost of
ordering constitute the cost of inventory. The cost of
ordering and that of the lead time management are
shouldered by suppliers. The aggregate ordering cost per
unit time is m ( L, Q) . There is:

m ( L, Q) 

(4)

D is the average demand per unit time; Q is the

G ( y )dy

r Q

r

Q
D
D
Cm  Pm h   K ( L) .
Q
2
Q

quantity of orders; h is the inventory holding cost rate;
Cm is the cost of a single supplier; p is the purchasing
price of the supplier;  is the ratio of cost for reducing
the ordering lead time shouldered by suppliers. Given
that (Q, r ) strategy is very common in researches and
actual situations, this paper also employs this strategy as
the inventory strategy. Suppose retailers are faced with
the natural distribution of demand during the lead time,
averaging LD and the standard variation to be  L .
Then we can know the average inventory level per unit
Q
time is I p   K  L . K is the inventory security
2
coefficient. The ordering cost of suppliers consists of
average inventory cost, ordering cost, and the lead time
management cost. The aggregate ordering cost per unit
time is m ( L, Q) . Then there is:

R   G ( y )
Q

(3)

j 1

.
Q
When the demand is a discrete variable, the average
cost
per
unit
time
is
expressed
as:

C (Q, r ) 

(2)

j 1

.

3.3 MODEL ESTABLISHMENT
We have studied the two-stage supply chain consisting of
suppliers and retailers with single product. The ordering
lead time L refers to the interval between ordering and
receiving. It can be divided into n separated parts. Part i
has the minimum interval ai and the standard time b j . If
n

Lo   b j is used to express the initial ordering lead

r ( L, Q) 

j 1

Q
D
D
Cr  (  K  L ) Pr h  (1   ) K ( L) .
Q
2
Q

(5)
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Cr is the ordering cost of a single retailer. Pr is the
purchasing price of retailers. (1   ) is the ratio of cost
for reducing the lead time shouldered by retailers.
Usually, the ordering process is that the upstream
decides the arrival time of goods and the downstream
decides the quantity of goods. This paper compares two
cases: one is that the upstream decides the ordering lead
time first, the other is retailers decide the quantity of
goods first.

Thus,

min m ( L, Q) 

d m ( L, Q)
P h dQ*
dQ* DCi
D
. (12)
  *2 [Cm   K ( L)]
 *  m
dL
dL Q
2 dL
Q

Substitute (9) to (12) and get:
d m ( L, Q)
C   K ( L) pr h  Pr Pm h dQ*
.
 { m


}
dL
2[Cr  (1   ) K ( L)] 1   2 dL

Suppose suppliers are equipped with relevant information
of retailers, such as the ordering cost and inventory cost.
Suppliers have the priority to decide the ordering lead
time and then leave it to retailers to decide the quantity of
ordering. Obviously, in this Stackelberg Game, suppliers
stand as leaders while retailers as the followers.
First, we consider the optimal ordering quantity of
retailers under the condition that the ordering lead time L
is given. The optimal decision mode of retailers is:

Because



d m ( L, Q* )
p C [(1   )Cm   Cr ] dQ*
L  Lt   r i
0.
dL
2[Cr  (1   ) K ( L)]w dL

lead time of suppliers is L*  Lt . If K ( Lt )  K ( Ln ) , then

L*  Ln ; If K ( Lt )  0 , then, L*  L0 .Thus the optimal
ordering
quantity
is
2 D[Cr  (1   ) K ( L)]
Q* 
, L  ( Li , Li 1 ) . L* and Q* are
Pr h

(7)

(8)

2 D[Cr  (1   ) K ( L)]
, L  ( Li , Li 1 ) ,
Pr h

DC 2 D[Cr  (1   ) K ( L)]
dQ*
 (1   ) i {
}
dL
Pr h
Pr h
 (1   )

DCi

the equilibrium of the Stackelberg Game with suppliers
as leaders. Compare this result and the original ordering
lead
time
and
quantity,
there
is:
m ( L* , Q* )  m ( L0 , Q0 ) .
4.2 THE OPTIMAL MODEL OF RETAILERS’
DECISION PRIORITY

(9)

.

(15)

Thus, when K ( Lt ) [0, K ( Ln )] , the optimal ordering

As L  ( Li , Li 1 ) , r ( L, Q) is the concave function
about Q, then the optimal quantity is:

Q* 

(14)

When K ( L)  0 , we can get:

Q
D
D
Cr  (  K L ) Pr h  (1   ) K ( L) . (6)
Q
2
Q

dD
[Cr  (1   ) K ( L)]  0 .
Q3

(13)

d m ( L, Q* )
 0 , it is easy to get:
dL

Cm   K ( L)
P
2

 m .
Cr  (1   ) K ( L) 1   Pr

Calculate the derivatives of Q in the cost function and
equal it to 0.

dQ 2

(11)

m ( L, Q* ) to L.

4.1 THE OPTIMAL MODEL OF SUPPLIERS’
PRIORITY DECISION

d 2 r ( L, Q)

Q
D
D
Cm  Pm h   * K ( L) .
Q
2
Q

For each ( Li , Li 1 ) , we can get the derivatives of

Usually, the ordering process is that the upstream decides
the arrival time of goods and the downstream decides the
quantity of goods. This paper compares two case: one is
that the upstream decides the ordering lead time first, the
other is retailers decide the quantity of goods first.

d r ( L, Q) D
Ph
D
 2 [Cr  (1   ) K ( L)]  r  0 ,
dQ
Q
2
Q

The ordering quantity of retailers will

increase along with the reduction of the lead time. When
suppliers can predict the quantity decided by retailers
based on formula (9), there is:

4 Comparison of different decision orders

min r ( L, Q) 

dQ*
0.
dL

Suppose retailers first decide the ordering quantity and
leave it to suppliers to decide the ordering lead time.
Obviously, such decision order is featured by retailers’
decision priority in the Stackelberg Game.

(10)

Pr hQ*
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 d 
1
  L pr hk  0

2
 dL0
 d 
 ( L*  L0 ) pr hk  0, L*  L0 r .

dL
 0
 d 
 ( L*  L0 ) pr hk  0, L*  L0

dk


First we assume that suppliers make the decision of
the ordering lead time after they know about the ordering
quantity Q. For them, there is the following model:
min m ( L, Q) 

D
Q
D
Cm  Pm h   K ( L)
Q
2
Q

d m ( L, Q)
DCi

 0
dL
Q

,

.

1
2
0

(16)

With the increase of the standard deviation R of
customer demand, the cost difference G of retailers of the
original security coefficient k and the arrival time L0 will
decrease for sure, no matter who is the leader. The
fluctuation of the demand is more significant to retailers
when suppliers take the priority to decide the lead time.
Whether willing or not, under the original condition, the
decision of suppliers will affect the fluctuation of
customer demand, the service of retailers and the arrival
time.

(17)

Thus, in this case, the optimal ordering lead time is
L0 and K ( L0 )  0 . When retailers predict that the
ordering lead time is L0 and when L  ( Li , Li 1 ) ,
r ( L, Q) is the concave function about Q. the optimal
ordering quantity of retailers is:

Q0 

2 DCr
.
pr h

(18)
5 Data analysis
We calculate the aggregate ordering cost m ( L* , Q*)

L0 and Q0 are the equilibrium of the Stackelberg
Game with retailers as leaders. Whatever the ordering
quantity is, for suppliers, the ordering lead time is L0 .
Retailers’ decision does not affect the lead time.
Comparing the situations in which suppliers and
retailers serve as leaders respectively. When suppliers are
leaders, the ordering lead time L* is smaller or equals to
that when retailers are leaders. Thus, in the supply chain,
suppliers’ priority of decision helps reduce the ordering
lead time. In the Stackelberg Game, suppliers have the
right of priority of decision and the arrival time is:
m ( L* , Q*)  m ( L0 , Q0 ) . Compare to the situation in
which retailers decide the ordering quantity first and
suppliers decide the lead time later, suppliers are more
willing to take the initiative to decide the length of the
lead time and then leave it to retailers to decide the
ordering quantity.
However, are retailers willing to decide the ordering
quantity after suppliers’ decision of the lead time?
Suppose  is to express the optimal cost respectively
when suppliers and retailers serve as leaders, there is:

and m ( L0 , Q0 ) under two different cost ratio  , and
conclude that the cost of ordering lead time decided by
suppliers first is smaller than or equals to the cost of
ordering quantity decided by retailers. Thus, suppliers
wish to take the priority to replenish the inventory.
With the increase of the standard deviation of
customer demand faced by retailers, or to say, the
uncertainty of the demand, the cost difference varies
between the priority of decision of suppliers and retailers.
This indicates that when the demand fluctuates, retailers
are more willing to let suppliers decide the ordering lead
time first. If the fluctuation is small, then it may not
favour the retailers in that the cost function r ( L* , Q* ) is
bigger than the static Game cost function r ( L0 , Q0 )
when retailers are exposed to full information.
When the cost sharing ratio  is given, the cost of
suppliers’ priority of decision is smaller than or equals to
that of suppliers’ following decision. That is to say,
suppliers are prone to take the priority to decide the lead
time.
Under different cost ratio  , we calculate the cost of
suppliers, the cost of customers in the downstream, the
aggregate cost of the supply chain and the cost of the
optimal lead time. The results show than when the cost
sharing ratio is   0.3 , the cost of suppliers, the cost of
customers in the downstream and the aggregate cost of
the supply chain are smaller than that shouldered by
retailers for reducing the lead time. This indicates that
when the sharing cost is given, leaving suppliers to take
the priority of decision and shoulder some cost for
reducing the lead time is advantageous both to supplier
and retailers. Suppliers can choose a proper ratio to
decide the cost of the lead time and the operation.

   m ( L* , Q* )   m ( L0 , Q0 )
Q* Q 0
D
D
 0 )Cr  (

) pr h
*
2
2
Q
Q
,
R
*
*
 ( L  L0 ) pr hk  * (1   ) K ( L )
Q

(20)

(

(19)

 (Q*  Q 0 ) pr h  ( L*  L0 ) pr hk
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priority of decision on the lead time is advantageous to
themselves, retailers and even to the whole supply chain.
This paper provides a new idea to supply chain
management.

6 Conclusion
This paper considers the cost sharing for reducing the
lead time. It studies the decision order of the ordering
lead time which is common but overlooked. Under the
Stackelberg Game Model, suppliers take the initiative to
decide the lead time and retailers, the quantity of goods.
This paper analyses the ordering order in which retailers
decide the quantity of goods after suppliers decide the
lead time. It points out that this way helps to reduce the
lead time in the two-stage supply chain as well as the cost
of suppliers. If the demand is uncertain, then suppliers’
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Abstract
Active traffic management is method of increasing capacity and smoothing traffic flows. As one of the most important methods,
speed guidance control could be used to improve operational efficiency and reduce accident rates. This paper aims to consider a
variety of factors to determine the best traffic management services. Driver obedience for the speed guidance value affected the effect
directly. The effect might also lose even play a negative role when the traffic demand reached a certain level. Simulation was carried
out depending on different traffic demand and driver compliance rate through abstract urban expressway model. Six kinds of traffic
demand under different obedience level were analysed comparatively. Speed guidance control has the positive effect about safety and
efficiency when the traffic demand is low or medium. When the traffic demand is high, the effect on safety and efficiency both are
negative, and different driver compliance rate affected the effect level to some extent.
Keywords: Urban expressway, speed guidance, conflict, compliance rate, effect analysis

speed guidance to maximize the expressway service
capacity and minimize the ramp queue delay was built [36]. Without entrance ramp limit, combining vehicles state
and the road state, and the fuzzy control method for
highway was given for highway speed limitation.
Incorporation the characteristics of urban expressway
with a macroscopic dynamic traffic flow model, a
variable speed limit control approach was proposed based
on the principle of fuzzy logic. The control for speed
limit on expressway was a nonlinear and time variable
system, intelligent control method of neural network and
neural-fuzzy network were proposed to solve the
problem. Speed limited value was determined by the
binary tree analysis considering traffic volume, vehicle
speed and occupies [7-9]. Shockwaves result in longer
travel times and in sudden large variations in the speeds
of the vehicles, which could lead to unsafe and dangerous
situations, and variable speed limits could be used to
eliminate or at least to reduce the effects of shock waves
[10-14].
In fact, there have been several variable speed limits
(VSL) applications in Germany, Netherlands, UK and
other counties in Europe [15-17]. Some VSL experiment
had been carried out and concluded that VSL experiment
had a significant effect in reducing speed variation. These
studies did not reveal the quantitative effect of VSL for
the traffic safety [18-20]. Based on the accident data, Lee
established a model, which was, used for comparative
analysis the risk changes before and after the VSL
controls. With the same model, Allaby analysed the road
safety effects under different traffic demand by VSL
controls. According to different traffic speed level,

1 Introduction
As the backbone of the city road network, urban
expressway shares large proportion of the traffic. In
Beijing, major urban expressway accounts for only 8% of
the total length, but carries nearly 50% of the traffic flow;
only 5% bears more than 35% of the city traffic traveling
in Shanghai [1]. Urban expressway plays a vital role in
the urban road network, which gradually shifted from the
large-scale infrastructure construction to refinement
traffic management. With the traffic demand rapid
growing, much more congestion and traffic accidents,
integrated traffic management should be introduced in the
background of coordination between road and vehicle. In
recent years, with the development of Vehicles
Infrastructure Integration system, taking active traffic
management to expressway has become the research
hotspots in this subject. The U.S. department of
transportation five year its strategic research plan clearly
pointed out that dynamic speed harmonization would be
one of the main means to optimize traffic flow in urban
transportation networks [2]. The ministry of science and
technology of china has put intelligent traffic
management system as one of the key research areas in
the national science and technology plan. As an important
part of the active traffic management, the speed guidance
control has certain positive significance to improve the
expressway capacity, reduce the accident risk and
decrease even eliminates traffic congestion.
A traffic flow model of the expressway under the
speed guidance condition was derived and an optimal
coordination function for ramp metering and main road
*
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T
vi (k  1)  vi (k )  (ui (k )  vi (k ))  vi (k )(vi 1(k )  vi (k )) , (3)

Li

Abdel-Aty founded two kinds of dynamic accident
prediction models, which used in the simulation analysis
for different VSL control strategies. The effects of VSL
on traffic flow were studied using fundamental traffic
model and shockwave theory [21-27]. In addition, some
new models were involved in VSL research [28, 29].
Nevertheless, most of them were designed to smooth
traffic flow without considering fuel consumption.
Studies have shown that VSL has good control effect on
greenhouse gas emissions [30, 31]. VSL control method
has essential uncertain characteristics about speed limits
value for drivers; they generally choose the driving speed
among a range. For example, if the value of VSL is
80km/h, then vehicle speed not exceeding 80km/h is
legitimate, may be 30km/h, 50km/h or 60km/h. This will
cause the control not precise enough. However, this paper
focused on speed guidance control, which provides the
driver with a clear speed value.
Although speed guidance control can improve road
efficiency and reduce the rate of accident, obedience of
the driver directly affects the effect. Simultaneously,
when the road traffic demand reaches a certain level, the
speed guidance control may lose effect even may play a
negative role. Traffic demand and driver obedience were
adopted as the sensitivity analysis variable. The result
provides theoretical support for speed guidance control in
active traffic management.

1  T i 1 (k )  i (k ) 
 

  Li
i (k )   

where is road segment index, is time interval index, is the
time step used for data collection, is length of road
segment. are the model parameters, is a time constant, is
the anticipation constant and is model parameters which
are equal at a segment. is the traffic density of road
segment at time index, is the mean speed of road segment
at time index, is the metering flow rate of road segment at
time index, is the total off-ramp flow rate of road
segment at time index, is the desired control speed of
road segment at time index and is the number of lanes of
road segments.
The paper determines the origins flow and speed
parameters of upstream mainline by the ramp length of
queue of upstream cell segment. The models are listed as
equation (4) to equation (6):

w0 (k  1)  w0 (k )  T (d0 (k )  q0 (k )) ,



q0 (k )  min  d 0 ( k )  w0 ( k ) / T , Q0



Control-oriented macro dynamic traffic flow model
describes the relationship among traffic flow over space
and time even traffic control variables. LW model was
proposed by British scholar Lighthill and Whitham in
1955. Against the defects, Payne proposed dynamic
relationship between speed and density. The model was
further extended considering off-ramp, on-ramp and lane
change factors by Papageorgiou. Scholars between
domestic and foreign have also proposed various models
which are mostly around dynamic relationship between
speed and density. Model proposed by Payne and
Papageorgiou are widely used in practice. Urban
expressway was divided into several segments. Each
segment contained up to one entrance and one exit. Speed
guidance control was embedded as a new variable in
urban expressway. Dynamic speed change was affected
not only by regular traffic flow parameters but also
interfered by speed guidance control variable. When
speed guidance control introduced as a control variable,
Payne model was extended. To make the calculated
optimal speed guidance value more realistic and accurate,
dynamic traffic flow model are described as equation (1)
to equation (3):

i (k  1)  i (k ) 

 max    ,1  k  

 max  crit ,   , (5)



1



m

v  min (1   )vcrit ,m (k ), v free exp[

2 Macro dynamic traffic flow model

qi (k )  i (k )vi (k )i ,

(4)

(

  ,1  k 
crit ,u



) m ]

 , (6)

where is the onramp flow capacity, is the maximum
density of onramp, is the critical density of onramp at
which the traffic flow becomes unstable, is the density of
mainline which segment the onramp linked, is the critical
speed of mainline, at which the traffic flow becomes
unstable, is the speed of freely traffic flow, is the
maximum number of vehicles stored in onramp and is the
onramp demand flow.
Based on consideration of traffic safety, the speed
change should be smooth temporally and spatially.
Therefore, the control speed variation should be less than
10km/h over time and distance interval, the following
constraints are adopted in equation (7):

Vmin  ui (k )  Vmax ,

(7)

where and are the minimum and maximum control speed
for speed guidance control respectively, taken as 20 km/h
and taken as 80 km/h.
The extended macroscopic dynamic traffic flow
models of urban expressway under speed guidance
control listed as formulas (1) to (7) which were the
foundations of sensitivity simulation analysis.

(1)

3 Control strategy and simulation system

T
( i 1 (k )vi 1 (k )  i (k )vi (k )  ri (k )  si (k )) , (2)
Li i

The Speed guidance value has great influence on the
effect of traffic operation, domestic and international
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research results could be used as a sample. 85% speed
value was usually used as the speed limit in some foreign
country. The effects of safety and efficiency were
determined by the speed dispersion of the vehicles on the
road. When the roads are crowded, 85% speed as the
speed limits seems not precise. To take full account of the
parameter flexibility, dynamic control strategy of speed
guidance value was shown in Figure 1.

MATLAB
MATLAB COM API
Database
VB.NET platform

VISSIM COM

Volume
Road network
Traffic Control
VISSIM Simulation model

< 1200
veh/km/lane

Yes

Occupy

Yes
80km/h

< 15%

FIGURE 2 Framework of online simulation system

No

No
Speed

4 Simulation analysis and results

Speed

Yes

Yes
40km/h

< 40km/h

Road safety assessment can be divided into direct and
indirect methods. Direct assessment method was based on
accident statistics, which was widely used in road traffic
management. Though the method was simple to operate,
it also had some disadvantages, such as relatively small
of the road traffic accidents data, relatively long of the
statistical period, great randomness of the accident and
other problems.
Traffic conflict technique is the representative method
of the indirect traffic safety evaluation, which has
obvious advantages, relatively large number of conflict,
short period and strong regularity. It was extremely
widely applied in the field of road traffic safety.
However, traffic conflict observed manually always was
arbitrary, taking a lot of manpower and resources.
Therefore, SSAM (Surrogate Safety Assessment
Model) which was developed by the United States
Federal Highway Administration was used to analyse
micro-simulation model output trajectory file. SSAM
employed the simulation method to analyse the security.
Figure 3 showed the test expressway. The road section
used in sensitivity simulation analysis of speed guidance
control was shown in Figure 4. It was the inner ring
expressway in Shanghai about 5.2 km long. The research
road section contained bottleneck caused by reducing
lane, which provided a direct target object to analyse the
speed guidance control effect. The section was divided
into eight parts and each one affected by speed guidance
control. The cycle of speed guidance control changed was
1 minute.

No

40km/h

< 40km/h

No
Yes

Yes
> 60km/h

No

80km/h

80km/h

> 60km/h

No

60km/h

60km/h

FIGURE 1 Strategy of speed guidance control

In the speed guidance control online simulation
system, VISSIM software is used to simulate the real
world traffic. The macro dynamic traffic flow model is
established in MATLAB software. Data and control
strategies were exchange through the API interface
among VB.NET, VISSIM and MATLAB. According to
the functional orientation, online simulation system was
divided into four modules: simulation module, strategy
module, interface module and database module. The
structures of the simulation system as well as the
relationship among the modules were shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 3 Test expressway overview
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FIGURE 4 Simulation sections of expressway

The
macroscopic
traffic
flow
parameters
characteristic is an important research content in traffic
flow theory. As the backbone road network, traffic flow
characteristic parameters have great value for the control
and management of urban expressway. Parameters such
as free-flow speed, capacity, blocking density, critical
density and the critical speed described characteristic of
traffic flow. Based on the real-time traffic date, basic
parameters of the traffic flow were analysed and
extracted, then the average length of the vehicle was
statistical analysis to establish the relationship between

occupy and density. Four parameter structure model
proposed by Van Aerde in 1995 which implements
conversion between macroscopic and microscopic traffic
flow model has been widely applied. Data was collecting
from Shanghai expressway traffic information collection
system. Raw data collection interval period was 20s, and
a complete data record includes acquisition time, flow,
speed, occupancy, headway, data validation, etc. The
error data was removed and repaired. Macroscopic
dynamic traffic flow model parameters were shown in
Table 1.

TABLE 1 Model parameters
Parameter

d 0 (k )

w0 (k )

max

crit , 

Q0

T

v free

vcrit ,m



m

Value

2000

10

150

38

1800

10

78

50

0.05

1.87

Driver compliance rate and traffic demand were
considered in sensitivity simulation analysis of urban
expressway under speed guidance control. Driver
compliance rate rose up from 0% to 100% step by 10%
increments. 0% represented no speed guidance control
and 100% represented the driver fully complied the speed
guidance control.
Traffic demand of the mainline entrance rose up from
1000veh/h to 3500veh/h step by 500 veh/h increments.
Traffic demand of the upstream entrance ramp rose up
from 500veh/h to 1750veh/h step by 250 veh/h
increments. Traffic demand of the downstream entrance
ramp rose up from 1000veh/h to 3500veh/h step by 500
veh/h increments.
According to the traffic demand of ramp and entrance,
modes of traffic demand was divided into six categories
as shown in Table 2. Mode A, B, C and D represented
that the traffic demand was in low level. Mode E and F
corresponded to high traffic demand. Different random
seed was selected and 6 times simulation had been carried
out. Then the average result was utilized to analyse and
evaluate the program.

Each mode contained eleven different kinds of driver
compliance rates; simulation analysis was conducted in
VISSIM software. One km part of the expressway was
selected as the travel time monitoring segment.
The number of conflicts and monitored link travel
time under mode A traffic demand were showed in Figure
5. Conflicts tended to reduce when the driver compliance
rate increased. Compared to uncontrolled situation, the
conflicts decreased 36% when all the vehicles were under
speed guidance control. Travel time decreased
significantly at first and when 40% vehicles under control
time reached the minimum. Monitored link travel time
decreased 3.4% if all the vehicles were under speed
guidance control. In the case of traffic patterns A, the
results indicated that speed guidance control not only
reduce the number of conflicts but also reduce travel
time, which demonstrated that safety and efficiency both
had been improved.

TABLE 2 Traffic demand pattern
Traffic
demand
pattern
A
B
C
D
E
F

Mainline
traffic
demand
1000veh/h
1500veh/h
2000veh/h
2500veh/h
3000veh/h
3500veh/h

Upstream
ramp traffic
demand
500veh/h
750veh/h
1000veh/h
1250veh/h
1500veh/h
1750veh/h

Downstream
ramp traffic
demand
1000veh/h
1500veh/h
2000veh/h
2500veh/h
3000veh/h
3500veh/h

FIGURE 5 Conflicts and travel time under mode A

Figure 6 showed the number of conflicts and
monitoring link travel time changes in the case of mode B
under different driver compliance rate. Conflicts also
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tended to reduce when the driver compliance rate
increased. Compared to uncontrolled situation, the
conflicts decreased 52% when all the vehicles were under
control, which was as same as the mode A. Monitored
link travel time decreased 5% if all the vehicles were
under speed guidance control. In the case of traffic
patterns B, the results also indicated that speed guidance
control not only reduce the number of conflicts but also
reduce travel time, safety and efficiency both had been
improved, the effect was same as the mode.

patterns D, safety and efficiency both also had been
improved.

FIGURE 8 Conflicts and travel time under mode D

The number of conflicts and monitored link travel
time under mode E were showed in Figure 9. Conflicts
changed irregularly, but the travel time tended to rise
when the driver compliance rate increased. Compared to
uncontrolled situation, the conflicts increased 1.3% when
all the vehicles were under control. Monitored link travel
time increased 21% when the vehicles were under speed
guidance control. Both conflicts and travel time were
increased in traffic patterns E, which demonstrated that
speed guidance control had negative impact on road
safety and efficiency.

FIGURE 6 Conflicts and travel time under mode B

The number of conflicts and monitored link travel
time under mode C were showed in Figure 7. Conflicts
were not tended to reduce when the driver compliance
rate increased. The number of conflicts slight rose when
the driver's obedience was 50%. The travel time changes
were different from mode A and B. With the increased of
driver compliance rate, the travel time was in the course
of a partial repetition. Because of the growing traffic
flow, interactions between controlled vehicles and
uncontrolled vehicles began to appear. Compared to
uncontrolled situation, the conflicts decreased 64% when
all the vehicles were under speed guidance control.
Monitored link travel time decreased 10% if all the
vehicles were under speed guidance control. In the case
of traffic patterns C, the effect of reducing conflicts and
travel time was more obvious.

FIGURE 9 Conflicts and travel time under mode E

The number of conflicts and monitored link travel
time under mode F were showed in Figure 10. Travel
time changed irregularly, but the conflicts tended to
gradually rise when the driver compliance rate increased.
Compared to uncontrolled situation, the conflicts
increased 3.4% when all the vehicles were under control.
Monitored link travel time increased 11.4% when the
vehicles were under control. Both conflicts and travel
time were increased. Speed guidance control had negative
impact on road safety and efficiency, which was the same
as the mode E.
5

x 10

115
conflicts
time

4.85

FIGURE 7 Conflicts and travel time under mode C
The number of conflicts

The number of conflicts and monitored link travel
time under mode D were showed in Figure 8. Conflicts
and time changed irregularly. Compared to uncontrolled
situation, the conflicts decreased 74% when all the
vehicles were under speed guidance control. Monitored
link travel time decreased 33% when all the vehicles were
under speed guidance control. In the case of traffic
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FIGURE 10 Conflicts and travel time under mode F
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Comparative statistics analysis of speed guidance
control effects were listed in Table 3. It can be seen that
in traffic demand pattern A, B, C and D, the number of
conflicts and travel time showed a downward trend.
Especially in the case of traffic demand mode D both had
the largest decline. In those four traffic demand modes,
speed guidance control has positive effect in enhancing
road traffic safety and improving operational efficiency.
By contrast, conflicts and travel times were increased in
mode E and F; speed guidance control had negative
effects in such two kinds of mode. TRG files generated
by simulation results were analysed through SSAM.
Conflicts were contrastive processed and the results
shown in Figure 11.

Simulation analysis platform of urban expressway was
established by VB.NET. Data and control strategy were
exchange between VISSIM and MATLAB. Simulation
was carried out depending on different traffic demand
and driver compliance rate through abstract urban
expressway model. Six kinds of traffic demand under
different obedience level were analysed comparatively.
Speed guidance control has the positive effect about
safety and efficiency when the traffic demand is low or
medium. When the traffic demand is high, the effect on
safety and efficiency both are negative. Different driver
compliance rate affected the effect level to some extent.
Concrete measures should be designed based on the
specific circumstances when the speed guidance control
involved in the management and control of urban
expressway.
Nevertheless, there are remains rooms that needed
future endeavours. More factors should be taken into
account in the research. The length of the road section
was decided considering the reference researches, which
pay close attention to the physical properties of the
expressway. Dividing the length of the road into different
sections will inevitably lead to different results, and then
the effect of speed guidance control was diversification.
Optimal control model based on length of the road needs
to establish in the future. Though efficiency and security
had been taking into account in the research,
environmental benefits were ignored. As a very important
direction of future research, speed guidance control based
on ecological driving is required to establish the models
and strategies.
Sharp originals (not transparencies or slides) should
be submitted close to the size expected in the publication.
Charges for the processing and printing of colour will be
passed on to the author(s) of the paper. As the costs
involved are per page, care should be taken in the
selection of size and shape so that two or more
illustrations may be fitted together on one page. When
your paper has been received and logged by the publisher
you will be contacted re: prices for colour figures.

TABLE 3 Change of conflicts and travel time under speed guidance
control
Traffic demand
pattern
A
B
C
D
E
F

Change of the
conflicts /%
-36.1061
-52.1696
-63.7891
-74.1142
1.334282
3.422591

Chen Dashan

5 Conclusions

Change of travel
time /%
-3.40232
-5.00489
-10.2006
-32.6657
20.65837
11.35174

FIGURE 11 Conflicts under different traffic demand

The result of data analysis showed that travel time and
the number of conflicts were reduced in low traffic
demand when the expressway under speed guidance
control. If the traffic demands in high level, both were
increased immediately. The effect of speed guidance
control were different, in some cases it might had a
negative effect. When the speed guidance control applied
in practice, detailed analysis about its boundary
conditions should be considered to maximize the positive
effect.
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Abstract
Crowd simulation has been widely applied in computer animation and graphics rendering technology. However, the social
communication and emotional characteristics are often unrecognized in crowd simulation. In psychology, there are two kinds of
emotional factors for humans: the internal one from the individual, and the external one from the neighbours. To this end, in this
work, we propose simulate a crowd using affective computing with dynamic emotional transmission. Specifically, we use Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) to model the emotions for individuals with consideration of personality, and to capture the internal emotion
state transfer. Besides, we abstract a two-layer transmission process to quantify the impact from highly active neighbours. In
addition, we conduct some simulation experiments to evaluate our proposed model.
Keywords: Crowd simulation, Hidden Markov Model, Affective computing

represent the process of decision making of the crowd. To
this end, we propose to embrace affective computing
technique to integrate emotional affects. The intuitive is
that not only external environmental factors are
important, but also the emotional ones. One reason is that
only a small fraction of population is directly affected by
the environment, while others are actually affected by
other individual in the crowd. Another reason might be
that some active people are more likely to affect others.
In this work, we propose to model the crowd
simulation using affective computing to take into
consideration of emotional factors. Specifically, we focus
on the emotional transmission among crowd.
Specifically, there are three issues included in emotional
transmission. (1) How to model emotions of each
individual? (2) How to capture the emotions transmitted
by highly active individuals? (3) Will those transmitted
emotions be accepted, given various personalities?
Generally, the emotional transmission is considered
two-way in this work: (1) emotional state transfer among
individuals, represented by the HMM model; and (2)
emotional impact from other highly active individuals,
simulated by the two-layer transfer process. Specifically,
we propose the following solutions to solve the questions
above. First, we try to model emotions using Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) to capture the dynamic features
of affective crowd. Second, we simulate emotional
transmission as a two-layer transfer process, and quantify
the amount of emotion transmission. Third, to
differentiate the influences on individuals, we modify our
emotion model by considering the personality of each
individual.

1 Introduction
The process of reproducing real world systems based on
specific model, and investigating the characteristics of the
systems through experiments over the model, is called
simulation [1]. With the rapid development of
information technology and relevant techniques,
simulation has become one of the important tools of
improving the planning, designing and operating in
various areas. For example, crowd animation simulation
[2] is a significant direction in computer animation and
graphics rendering technology, and it has been widely
used in movies and games. Indeed in real life, the
population of cities, the social communication and the
crowd activities are all increasingly growing, which post
a challenge in public security. Therefore, creating an
effective crowd simulation model is necessary.
Existing research on crowd simulation can be grouped
into three categories. (1) Macro models focus on the
global perspective of the whole systems, such as speed,
flow and density. However, macro models fail to describe
the movements and activities of individuals in the crowd
in details. (2) Micro models study on the individuals in
the crowd, such as the characteristics (sex, age,
psychology, etc.) as well as the environmental factors. (3)
Meso models are defined between above two types. Meso
model can describe the whole structure of the crowd, and
meanwhile preserve the core data of micro model.
However, above existing efforts mainly investigate
the path or movements of the crowd or individuals,
without considering the emotional factor of each
individual. Therefore, the simulation cannot precisely
*
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we provide some related work. Section 3
presents the individual affective model based on HMM,
and Section 4 proposes the two-layer emotional
transmission model. Simulation experiments are
conducted in Section 5. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section 6.

3 Individual affective model
In this section, we discuss how to model affection of each
individual. A popular method is to construct emotions in
a state space with transitions among different states based
on Markov state model [26-27]. However, even though
the existing model describes the probability of each
emotional state, it fails to present the exact emotional
changing, which is largely related to personality. To this
end, we propose a HMM based emotion model with
consideration of personality in this section.

2 Related work
Related work can be categorized into three groups:
modelling the virtual environment of the crowd,
simulating the crowd behaviour and synthetic crowd
movement. Now we provide some literature review as
follows.
There are basically two methods in virtual
environment modelling is applied: geometrical and nongeometrical methods. The common spatial data structures
for geometrical models include: bounding volume
hierarchy [3-4], trees with binary space partitioning [5-8],
and octree [9-10]. Non-geometrical method is typically
employed in two fields: computer animation and robots.
In the field of computer animation, Lamarche et al.
proposed a topological structuring of the geometric
environment to allow fast path finding as well as an
efficient reactive navigation algorithm for virtual humans
evolving inside a crowd [11]. Noser et al. employed
synthetic vision for navigation by a digital actor [12].
Sung et al. proposed to combine the behaviour model of
virtual agents with the environment model [13]. In the
robots area, typical models include: Grid map proposed
by Elfes et al [14], topological method [15], and
Featuremap [16], etc.
Many efforts have been made in simulating behaviour
of crowd. Reynolds et al pioneered in this field by
simulating the behaviour of flocks and herds using a
particle system [17]. Later agent theory has been applied
to explore the crowd behaviour. For example, Alyett et al
developed a sequence distribution graph using intelligent
agents [18].
The third group of related work is about synthetic
crowd movement. Some methods are based on graph
structure [19-21], which represents the set of motion
segments as a database with graph structure, and
displacement mapping is performed to assemble the
motion. Another method is procedural motion synthesis
[22-23], which is more designed for real-time scenarios.
Motion blending is also employed to motion synthesis
[24-25], which could continuously simulate the motion
routes of virtual human.
Unlike existing works, in this work, we focus on
simulate a crowd with dynamic emotional transmission.
Specifically, we capture that there are two types of
transmission among the crowd. One is emotional state
changing between individuals, and the other is emotional
transmission among the whole crowd triggered by highly
active individuals.

3.1 EMOTION AND EMOTION SPACE
Emotions of human beings, such as angry, surprised,
neutral, sad, happy, etc., makes up the emotion space,
notated as SE  {SE | i  1, 2,..., N} where S Ei is the -th
i

emotion state, and N is the size of basic emotions. Let
X be a random variable, and the probability of is notates
as Pi , and:
N

 P  1, 0  P  1 i  1, 2,..., N  .
i 1

i

i

(1)

Therefore, the probability space model of emotion
space can be represented as:

 S E   S E1
   
 P   P1

S E2
P2

... S EN 
.
... PN 

(2)

3.2 PERSONALITY AND PERSONLAITY SPACE
Emotional response is greatly dependent on the
personality of individuals. For example, a person with an
optimistic personality is more likely to be bright, open
minded and stepped forward, while a reserved person
might be apathetic to everything. From above
observations, we percept that with different personalities,
the acceptance of emotional contagion originated from
highly active people is different.
In the field of psychology, the Big Five personality
traits explore five dimensions of personality to describe
human personality, and the theory is called the Five
Factor Model (FFM) [28]. According to FFM, there are
five factors to represent the personality space, i.e.,
openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness,
and neuroticism. Therefore, any personality can be
represented with above five dimensions:

SP  ( po , pc , pe , pa , pn ) ,

(3)

where po , pc , pe , pa , pn [1,1] denote the value of
openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness,
and neuroticism respectively. Note that we define values
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as e  (e p , ea , ed ) , where e p , ea , ed  [1,1] . For

within [0,1] as positive personality, and [-1,0] as negative
personality.

example, Table 1 shows the PAD representation of eight
basic emotions [30]

3.3 HMM MODEL WITH EMOTION AND
PERSONALITY

TABLE 1 Relationship between basic emotion and PAD space
Emotion
Fear
Angry
Happy
Bored
Curious
Sleepy
Dignified
Elated

Before constructing a HMM model with emotion and
personality, we need to build a unified representation of
emotion and personality. The PAD emotional state model
[29] is an established method to describe and measure
emotional states. Thus, in this work, we employ PAD
model to map both emotions and personalities into a
unified space.
There are three dimensions in PAD: (1) the PleasureDispleasure Scale measures how pleasant an emotion
may be, (2) the Arousal-Nonarousal Scale measures the
intensity of the emotion, and (3) the DominanceSubmissiveness Scale represents the controlling and
dominant nature of the emotion. Every emotion is
represented as a point in the 3-dimensional space, notated

Pleasure
-0.64
-0.51
0.40
-0.65
0.22
0.20
0.55
0.50

Arousal
0.60
0.59
0.20
-0.62
0.62
0.70
0.22
0.42

Dominance
-0.43
0.25
0.15
0.33
-0.01
-0.44
0.61
0.23

PAD subspace
Anxious
Hostile
Exuberant
Disdainful
Dependent
Docile
Exuberant
Exuberant

Then we consider mapping the 5-dimensional
personality based on FFM model into 3-dimensional
PAD space. The method we use in this study is inspired
by [31]. The mapping from personality space to PAD
space is performed as Table 2.

TABLE 2 Mapping from personality space to PAD space
Pleasure
Arousal
Dominance

Openness
0
0.15
0.25

Conscientiousness
0
0
0.17

Extraversion
0.21
0
0.6

Therefore, the personality in Equation (3) can be
represented as follows:

Agreeableness
0.59
0.3
-0.32

Neuroticism
0.19
-0.57
0

N

ei( k )   e (j0) a (jik ) ,

(6)

j 1

 po 
 
e
0
0
0
.
21
0
.
59
0
.
19
 p 
  pc 
.
 e   0.15
0
0
0.3
 0.57  pe 
 a 
 
ed  0.25 0.17 0.60  0.32
0   p a 
 pn 
 

where ei , e j denote the emotion in the 3-dimensional
emotion space. The corresponding matrix representation
is:

(4)

Now we have mapped all emotions and personalities
into a 3-dimension coordinate space. Suppose
E (i )  [e(pi ) , ea(i ) , ed(i ) ] is the probability distribution of

(7)

E ( k )  E ( 0) A ( k ) .

(8)

Suppose the limit probability of A can be represented
as  *   * * *   1/ 3 1/ 3 1/ 3 . Let
 1 2 3

emotional states at time i , and E (0)  [e(p0) , ea(0) , ed(0) ] is
the initialized probability distribution of emotional states.
Suppose   ( E, S , , A) , where X is the emotional
space represented in PAD model, i.e., {(e p , ea , ed )} , S is

L2
 L

1
A
L

1
 L

the set of external stimulations, and  is the initialized
probability distribution of emotional states, i.e.,
  E (0)  [e (p0) , ea(0) , ed(0) ] . A is the transition probability
matrix, where element a ij means the probability of
emotional state e (i ) transferred to e ( j ) .
The basic equations of Markov model are as follows:

where

N

ei( k 1)   e (ji ) a ji ,

E ( k 1)  E ( k ) A ,

1


L

1
,

L

L  2
L 

1
L
L2
L
1
L

L   i* 


3

2

(9)

.

Solve

the

equation

L3

A      I  A     1   
  0 , we get the
L 

2

(5)

j 1
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L 3
following characteristic roots: 1  1, 2  3 
 .
L
We can calculate A as follows:

 k Aji (1)

aij( k )   j  qij ,  *j 
qij  

a0 (1)
mi 1

1
D
(mi  1)! 

layer. Then, internal emotional state transmission is
performed among the individuals. After that, the changes
of emotional state are returned to the crowd layer for
updates. The process is illustrated in Figure 1.
We define the perception scope of emotional
transmission at time t as d (t ) . For individual b , the

,

  Aji ( ) 


 ai ( )    i
k

.

emotional influence sent by b can be calculated as
S  Ebt / d (t ) , where Ebt notates the emotional value. If
individual a gets affected, then:

(10)

Then we have the results:

 2 k 2 L3 k
i  j,
 3   3 ( L ) ,
.
qij  
 1  k   1 ( L  3 ) k , i  j.
 3
3 L

(11)

And

1 2 k
3  3 

1 1
Ak     k
3 3

1  1  k
 3 3

1 1 k
 
3 3
1 2 k
 
3 3
1 1 k
 
3 3

1 1 k
 
3 3 

1 1 k
  .
3 3 

1 2 k
 
3 3 

Substitute
into
Equation
1
1
ei( k )   (ei(0)  ) k , and
3
3
(k )
i

e

 e  ,e
(0)
i

k

(k )
i

e

(k )
i

(5),

1
1
 , ei(0)
 ei(0)  ,

3
3

FIGURE 1 Illustration of the two-layer transfer process

(12)

Eat 1

we

(14)

have
Therefore, the emotional transmission equation is:

E
2 E
 K 2  Ee ,
t
U

(13)

(15)

where K is the damping coefficient, and Ee is the
external influence.
After transmission, the emotion state of individual is
updates as follows:

where e , e denote the strength of i th emotion at
current and initialized state.
In this section, we have modelled the affection of
individuals based on HMM with consideration of both
emotion and personality. In next section, we will discuss
the transmission among the crowd.
(k )
i

if a,b have the

(1   ) E t   S t , same sign in the

a
a
a a

.
pleasure scale,

(1   a ) Eat   a Sat ,
else.

(0)
i





Et  
i 1

4 Dynamic emotional transmission model

 (| c  c

i

|) | c  ci |

i 1



(  1) (| c  ci |)

M it ,

(16)

i 1

where  is the number of individuals within the
influence scope, ci is the position of neighbour

In this study, we assume that the emotions could be
transmitted among individuals, as proved in existing
social psychology efforts [32]. Therefore, we consider the
interactive emotional influences among each other by
simulating the process as a two-layer transfer process.
The basic assumption is that the crowd is dynamic and
contagious. Specifically, the emotional transmission is
conducted in a two-layer manner. We abstract the
emotional transmission as a transmission layer, and the
individuals with certain emotional state forms the crowd
layer. First, individuals are sampled from the crowd

individual, and M it is emotional state of the transmission
layer.
In summary, our proposed method can simulate a
crowd
with
dynamic
emotional
transmission.
Specifically, the affective model of each individual is
built upon HMM model with consideration of both
emotion and personality. After that, there are two types of
emotional transmission: (1) inherent emotion state
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changes over time; and (2) impact from others such as
highly active neighbours. Correspondingly, our solutions
are: (1) probability transfer matrix in HMM, and (2) twolayer transmission model. Figure 2 summarizes the
overall process flow of our method.

Jiang Xueling, Qin Shuijie

From those figures, we have the following observations.
(1) If no personality considered, the emotion of the crowd
is greatly dependent on the highly active person (notated
as the green point in upper figures); and the transmission
is approximately equal to all the neighbours. (2) When
taking personality into consideration for emotional
transmission, the overall activity of the crowd is
increased, and the emotional state for each individual
varies.

5 Experiment
In this section, we conduct several simulations to
evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed model.

FIGURE 2 Illustration of the two-layer emotional transmission process

First of all, we simulate the influence of emotional
transmission upon crowd. As shown in Figure 3, there are
four groups of people formed at some time in the left
figure, and then after a while, it turns into two groups in
the right figure. This transition is caused by the dynamic
emotional transmission among the crowd. Figure 4 shows
a 3D example of emotional contagion. We can observe
that, due the emotional transmission process, people
transfer from one place to another.
We believe that, it is the highly active person who
triggers the emotional transmission process. Figure 5
provides a crowd evacuation simulation with different
percentage of highly active persons. From the left figure
with many highly active persons, notated as circles, we
can see that the crowd is evenly spread all over the space.
However, as shown in the right figure, where the number
of active persons is relatively small, the crowd seems to
be grouped together towards the highly active centres.
Therefore, we can observe that the impact of highly
active people is significant and could influence the
overall crowd.
Figure 6 illustrates the influence of personality in the
process of emotional transmission, where the height
denotes the emotional activity of each individual. The
upper figures in Figure6 show the dynamic evolution of
the crowd without personality consideration, while the
lower figures are the changing with personality included.

FIGURE 3 Influence of emotional transmission upon crowd

FIGURE 4 3D illustration of emotional transmission among crowd
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6 Conclusion
In this work, we focus on the problem of simulating a
crowd with emotion and personality, as well as the
emotional transmission among the individuals.
Specifically, we first model the emotion and personality
of each individual using HMM model. Also, the internal
emotional changes of individual is naturally captured by
the HMM transfer matrix. Then, we design a two-layer
transmission model to simulate the process of emotional
transmission among the crowd. Our simulation results
prove the effectiveness of our method.
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Abstract
The paper sets up a single-cycle and two-level supply chain model of single rural cooperative and multiple retail enterprises, based
on subsidies of option price to combined contract, with the profits maximization of the whole farming-enterprises' supply chain and
each member as the goal. It gives the best order quantity and the profits of the whole supply chain and each member under two
circumstances, centralized decision and decentralized decision. It also obtains conditions to achieve supply chain coordination.
Finally, the paper verifies the model through an example.
Keywords: Farming-enterprise supply chain, Option contract, Price subsidy contract, Supply chain coordination

contracts and managing wholesale price contract in single
suppliers and single retailers system, assuming that
suppliers’ cost is public information while the demand is
the retailer’s private information. Wang [5] proposed
another type of option contract, in this contract assuming
the option execution amount in the second phase can be
less than or more than the purchase volume of the first
stage of the option, and obtained the optimal strategy
from the options buyer’s view. Fugate [6] has
coordinated multi-stage supply chain related to the
market demand forecast constantly updated using
quantity flexibility contract, and has discussed the effect
from the forecast quality and the flexible level to optimal
decision. Research on one to many supply chain
coordination, such as: Cachon [7] built a supply chain
model containing n retailers, respectively analysed
coordinating role of the revenue-sharing contract for the
supply chain when n retailers compete only on the order
quantity, compete only on price, or compete both on
order quantity and price, and got that revenue sharing
contract can coordinate the supply chain in the first two
competition but it cannot make the supply chain
coordination in case of the third competition. Domestic
scholars research in the following aspects, research on the
agricultural products supply chain coordination, such as:
Bai [8] introduced the option mechanism in the
agricultural products supply chain, established the
decision-making mode of each decision-making body
under the supply chain coordination that achieve the
coordination of agricultural supply chain. Zheng [9]
respectively researched that applied option contract to
two-level supply chain model of single rural cooperative
and single enterprise under asymmetric information and
government participation. Research on options contracts
in the supply chain coordination applications, such as: Hu

1 Introduction
In recent years, agricultural industrialization operation
mode revealed gradually, farming-enterprise supply chain
consisting of rural cooperative and enterprise is the most
basic one. This can reduce the circulation, shorten the
circulation time, thereby reducing the procurement costs
of enterprises, meanwhile to address slow selling problem
of the rural cooperative’s agricultural product. However,
because the industrialization of agriculture is still
relatively low, various of systems are not perfect and the
contract lack of flexibility and others. That led to the
phenomenon of default occur frequently. This will not
only damage the interests of the rural cooperative, but
also damage the interests of enterprises even coordination
is far from discernible.
In order to make the profits of the whole supply chain
and two sides of farming-enterprise have increasing and
then realize supply chain coordination, many researchers
research it from different aspects in different ways.
Foreign scholars research it in the following areas,
Research on the agricultural products supply chain
coordination, such as: Gigler [1] has defined agricultural
products’ two features in appearance and quality. And
have optimization study on the agricultural supply chain
using dynamic programming. Cai [2] have coordinated
research on agricultural supply chain in the business
forms of remote transport’s FOB price. Philip [3]
consider it can prevent the risk of agriculture by using
financial derivative instruments, and seeking for the
optimal solution combination of contract farming using
time sequence and dynamic multi-period model.
Research on options contracts in the supply chain
coordination applications, such as: Cachon [4] discussed
channels coordination problems of optimal options
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ci : Retail enterprise i’s processing costs of the
remaining units of the product, i  1, 2, , n ;
g : Retail companies’ out of stock losses of per unit of
product
m : The price subsidies of remaining products in unit
that rural cooperative offered to retail enterprises;
Demand function for the retail enterprises:

[10] introduced one-way and two-way option under the
premise of market demand is uncertain and analysed the
influence of two kinds of options to two-level supply
chain flexibility contract consists of single seller and
single suppliers, and got the sellers and suppliers optimal
decisions under two options contract. Zhu [11]
constructed a three-level supply chain model of a single
suppliers, single retailers and a single sellers under the
premise of demand is uncertain and coordinate the model
by applying option repurchase combined contract and
gives the optimal decision of supply chain and each
member of the supply chain. Research on the
coordination of one to many supply chain, such as: Sun
[12], constructed a two- level supply chain model of
single suppliers and multiple retailers under the premise
of demand is uncertain, characterized competition
between retailers by the use of Cournot competition, and
proposed a linear contract and achieved the coordinate of
supply chain by the application of this contract. Wu [13],
constructed a two- level supply chain model of single
suppliers and multi retailers by the premise of unexpected
events lead to changes in market demand and production
costs and analysed optimal decision of supply chain and
each member of the supply chain under unexpected
events, and revenue sharing contract has been improved
so that it has anti-burst. This paper research the two- level
supply chain model of single rural cooperative and
multiple retail enterprise under the premise of demand is
uncertain by the application of option price subsidies
combined contract on the base of previous studies on
agricultural supply chain coordinator, application of
options contract coordination and one to many supply
chain model.

n

Di  Do   pi    j p j , i  1, 2,
j i

, n ,  j  0,    j .

Do : The respective maximum demand of n retail
enterprises. It is a random variable;
F  x  : Distribution function of the largest market

demand Do ;

f  x  : Probability density function of the largest

market demand Do ;

F  x  : Differentiable, continuous incremented, and


F  0   0,    xf  x  dx;
0

 : Mean of the largest market demand Do ;

 : Consumer’s price sensitivity coefficient;

 j : Influence coefficient of market demand from
retail enterprises j to retail enterprises i;
If the order quantity of retailer i is Qi , when Qi  Di ,
Qi  x  pi 

n

 j pj ,

x  Qi  pi 

j 1

n

 j pj

then the

j 1

sales volume of retail enterprises i is Qi ; when Qi  Di ,
n

n

j 1

j 1

Qi  x   pi    j p j , x  Qi  pi    j p j then the

2 Model symbols and basic assumptions

sales volume of retail enterprises i is Di .
So the expectations sales volume of retail enterprise
i’s
products
is:
S  Qi     min  Qi , Di  

2.1 MODEL SYMBOL

wd : Under the Option Contract, wholesale price of per
unit of product of each retail enterprises given by rural
cooperative;
c : Rural cooperative production costs of per unit of
product;
c : Rural cooperative processing costs of units
remaining products;
co : The purchase price of per unit of product options;
M i co : The interest cost of retail enterprises by
buying the option i  1, 2, , n ;
ce : Execution price of per unit of product options;



Qi  pi 

n

  j pj
j i

xf  x dx  



Qi  pi 

0

n

  j pj

Qi f  x dx

j i

 Qi  

Qi  pi 

n

  j pj
j i

0

F  x dx

Expectations remaining amount of retail enterprise i’s
products is:
I  Qi     max  Qi  Di , 0  
n



   max  Qi   pi    j p j  x, 0  
j i

 


pi : Retail enterprise i’s retail price of unit of product,
i  1, 2, , n ;
Qi : Retail enterprise i’s fixed order quantity,
i  1, 2, , n ;
M i : The purchase amount of option of retail enterprise
i , i  1, 2, , n ;



Qi  pi 

0



Qi  pi 

0

n

.
n
  j pj 

j i
Q


p


p

x
f
x
dx


 i


i
j j
j i


n

  j pj
j i

F  x dx  Qi  S  Qi 
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Expectations shortage of retail enterprise i’s products
LQi   max Di  Qi ,0

of supply by options the same time that was encouraged
using wholesale prices to order products.
d
(3) 1    co  m  w  ci , to ensure the validity of
the option.
(4) m  wd , retail companies cannot benefit from
price subsidies directly.
(5) Assuming rural cooperatives and each retail
enterprises are risk-neutral and completely rational and
both of them are making decision according to their own
expectations profit maximization principle.

n



  max x  pi    j p j  Qi ,0 



j i



is:
.
n



 x  p   p  Q  f x dx
n

i  j j
i
Qi pi    j p j 

j i


j i
   S Qi 

2.2 THE BASIC ASSUMOTION

3 Centralized decision-making farming-enterprises
supply chain model under the option contract

Make the following assumptions to the relationship
between parameters:
(1) c  wc  pi , c  wd  pi , rural cooperatives
wholesale price is higher than its cost of production to
ensure that the profits of rural cooperatives, retail
enterprises retail price is higher than its wholesale price
that is to ensure it is profitable to retail business.
d
(2) 1    co  ce  w , the purchase price of the
option plus the exercise price is more than the wholesale
price that making when retail companies get the elasticity

Centralized decision-making model is researching the
farming-enterprises supply chain as a whole. It is
assumed that a centralization unit for unified
management to all members of the supply chain and
decision makers to arrange the rural cooperative’s
product and each retail enterprises order with the
objective that the whole supply chain to maximize
profits.
Under the centralized decision-making, the whole
profit expectation of farming-enterprise is:

n

 D   pi S Qi  M i   ciI Qi   cI Qi  M i   I Qi   gLQi  M i   cQi  M i 
i 1

n

   pi  c  g S Qi  M i   ci  cS Qi   c  ci Qi  c  cM i 

.

i 1

(1)

n 

Qi  M i pi    j p j
Qi pi    j p j
   pi  g  c Qi  M i    pi  g  c
F x dx ci  c
F x dx  g 
j i
j i
0
0

i 1 


n

n

Formula (1): The first item represents: sales revenue
of agricultural products. The second item represents: the
cost of processing of the retail enterprises’ remaining
agricultural. The third item represents: cost of processing
of rural cooperative’s remaining agricultural. The fourth
represents losses of out of stock. The fifth represents:
production costs.
Solving the first derivative to Qi  M i in formula (1):

 D
  pi  g  c    pi  g  cF  Qi  M i  pi 

Qi  M i 


n



j i



4 Decentralized decision farming-enterprise supply
chain model based on option contracts
In decentralized decision supply chain, retailers often
determine the order with their own profit-maximization
as a criterion. The order cannot achieve overall
optimization of agricultural products supply chain. In
order to realize the coordination of agricultural products
supply chain. As a leader, rural cooperative must enact
terms of options that have incentive effect to the retailers,
in order to make the optimal order quantity of retailers'
and agricultural products supply chain equal.
Expectations
of
exercise
options:

  j p j  .

Solving the second derivative to Qi  M i in formula
(1):

 2 D

Qi  M i 

2


  pi  g  c f  Qi  M i  pi 



n



j i



  j p j   0 .

Qi  M i

Q

i

Thus   D is concave function to Qi  M i , so:

 pi  g  c 
  pi 

 pi  g  c 

Qi  M i   F 1 

 Mi 



Di  Qi  f Di dDi  Q  M
i

Qi  M i

Q

i

n

 j pj .

M i f Di dDi
i
n

F Di dDi  M i 

Qi  M i p i    j p j

Q p    p
n

i

n
 Qi  M i pi  
j pj
 Mi  
F x dx 
j i
0

 S Qi  M i   S Qi 

(2)



j i

j i

i

j i

j

n

Qi p i    j p j

0

F x dx

j

j i


F x dx 



.
In decentralized decision supply chain, profit model
of retailers:
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D
Ri

 pi S Qi  M i   mI Qi   w Qi  1   M i co  ce S Qi  M i   S Qi   gLQi  M i   ciI Qi 
d





  pi  g  ce S Qi  M i   m  ce  ci S Qi   m  wd  ci Qi  1   M i co  g

  pi  g  ce Qi  M i 




m  ce  ci Qi 





n

Qi  M i pi    j p j

0

j i

n

Qi pi    j p j

0

j i







Qi  M i pi    j p j

0

j i

(3)

F x dx 

n

Qi pi    j p j

 pi  g  ce  1   co M i  m  ce  ci 0

j i

F x dx  g

In (3), the first one: agricultural products sales
revenue of retail enterprise i; the second one: subsidy of
the residual agricultural products from rural cooperative
to retail enterprise i; the third one: fixed ordering cost of
retail enterprise i; the forth one: option purchase cost and
interest costs of retail enterprise i; the fifth one: option

 DN 

.


F x dx   1   M i co  g


n

 pi  g  w Qi   pi  g  ce 
d


F x dx   m  wd  ci Qi 



execution cost of retail enterprise i; the sixth one:
shortage cost of retail enterprise i; the seventh one:
processing cost of the residual agricultural products of
retail enterprise i.
Expectation profit of rural cooperative:

 wd Qi  1   M i co  ce S Qi  M i   S Qi   cI Qi  M i   I Qi   cQi  M i   mI Qi 
n

i 1




 wd  c  mQi  1   co  c  cM i  ce  cS Qi  M i   m  ce  cS Qi 
n

.

i 1
n

(4)

 wd  c  mQi  1   co  c  cM i  ce  cS Qi  M i   m  ce  cS Qi 
i 1

n
n


Qi  M i pi    j p j
Qi p i    j p j
 d

  w  c Qi  1   co  ce  c M i  ce  c
F x dx  ce  c  m 
F x dx 
j i
j i
0
0
i 1 







n





In (4), the first one: sales revenue of rural cooperative
benefited from retail enterprises fixed order; the second
one: sales revenue of put option and interest costs of rural
cooperative; the third one: sales revenue of rural
cooperative benefited from retail enterprises option
execution; the forth one: processing cost of the residual


 D
Ri
 pi  g  wd   pi  g  ce F  Qi  M i  pi 

Qi






agricultural products of rural cooperative; the fifth one:
production cost of rural cooperative; the sixth one:
subsidy from rural cooperative to retail enterprises.
Calculate the first and the second order partial
derivative of Qi and M i in (3):

n





n



j i







j i




  j p j   m  ce  ci F  Qi  pi    j p j 


 D
Ri
 pi  g  ce  1   co   pi  g  ce F  Qi  M i  pi 

M i

 D
Ri
Qi2
2

 D
Ri
M i2
2


  pi  g  ce  f  Qi  M i  pi 



  pi  g  ce  f  Qi  M i  pi 



n



  j p j 




 j p j   ce  ci  m  f  Qi  p j 


j i


n

 j pj   0

j i

n



j i

n



j i



  j p j   0
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It is clearly that

D
Ri

It can be known from the hypothesis relationship
among parameters: 0  i  1 .
From (1) and (10) to (13), (3) can be expressed as:

is concave function about Qi

and M i .

 c  1   co  w d
QiD  F 1  e

ce  ci  m


n

  pi    j p j ,

j i


 DRi  i  pi  g  c  Qi  M i 

(5)

i  pi  g  c   

n

  j pj
j i

0

M iD 
 c  1   co  wd
 p  g  ce  1   co 
  F 1  e
F 1  i

pi  g  ce
ce  ci  m




 . (6)




i  ci  c   

Qi  pi 

F  x dx
.

n

  j pj
j i

0

(14)

F  x dx  g 

 i  iD  1  i  g 

The whole expectation profit of farming-enterprise
supply chain:

D 

Qi  M i  pi 

So the profit of rural cooperative  DN can be
expressed as:

n

  DRi   DN .

(7)

n

 DN   1  i  iD  1  i  g   .

i 1

(15)

i 1

5 The coordination of farming-enterprise supply chain

6 Empirical analysis

To achieve the coordination of farming-enterprise supply
chain, rural cooperative must make price policy that has
incentive effect to the retailers. So it can make the
optimal decision of retail enterprises and the decision of
supply chain coordination corresponding.

pi  g  c
p  g  ce  1   co
 i
.
pi  g  c
pi  g  ce

The paper takes a supply chain composed of a rural
cooperative and two retail enterprises from Handan city
for example to prove. With a lot of surveys, the trading
process of the rural cooperative and the two retail
enterprises is as follows: Before the selling season, rural
cooperative gives the wholesale price of the product w c
(without option contract), w d (with option contract),
purchase price of option co , exercise price of option ce
and subsidy of residual products from retail enterprise m .
The two retail enterprises decide the fixed-order quantity
Qi and option purchase quantity M i , according to profit
maximization. In the selling season, retail enterprises
decide whether to implement option or not, and the
quantity of exercise option. After the selling season, if
retail enterprises have residual products, the rural
cooperative will give some subsidy.
The parameters and the parameter values, as Table 1
shows:

(8)

From (8), the coordination of farming-enterprise
supply chain must satisfy:

co 

 pi  g  ce c  c
1    pi  g  c .

(9)

To make the supply chain coordinating, retail prices
from all retail enterprises must be equal (at this time, all
the retail enterprises accept the same contract).
To make the supply chain coordinating completely, it
must adjust contract parameter to realize arbitrary
allocation of supply chain profit between rural
cooperative and retail enterprises.
Suppose that:

pi  g  w  i  pi  g  c  ,

(10)

pi  g  ce  1   co  i  pi  g  c  ,

(11)

pi  g  ce  i  pi  g  c ,

(12)

ci  ce  m  i ci  c .

(13)

d

TABLE 1 The parameters and the parameter values
wc
19
c1
2

Parameter
Value
Parameter
Value

wd
20
c2
2

c



12
g

c
0.5
m

0.1

2

10

2

p1
32
1
0.5



p2
32

2
0.5

Suppose market demand is x ~ N 100,30 normal
distribution, co  2 , solve the model by using Matlab.
(1) In centralized decision farming-enterprise supply
chain based on options contracts, from (1) and (2), the
optimal order quantity of the retail enterprises and the
optimal profit of the farming-enterprise supply chain are:

Q1  M1 



 62.57

;

 Q2  M 2 



 62.57

   2050.34 .
D
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(2) In option contract coordination farming-enterprise
supply chain, the optimal fixed order quantity, the
optimal option purchase quantity of retail enterprises
i  i  1, 2  , the optimal profit of the whole supply chain
and the profit of each members can be calculated
according to (8) ~ (15): Q1D  52.55 ; Q2D  52.55 ;

M1D  10.02


D
R2

 603.08

M 2D  10.02

;
;

 DR1  603.08

;

  422.09  422.09  844.18

;

D
N

;

product and shortage loss of retail enterprises. It realized
the coordination of supply chain, by studying the model
from centralized decision and decentralized decision,
with option price subsidy joint contract. Some
meaningful conclusions are arrived with the guidance of
this conclusion,, the two sides of the supply chain can
improve the efficiency of supply chain operation, reduce
supply chain cost, realize the sustainable development
and cooperation for a long time .They can finally share
risks and profits, achieve the ideal level of supply chain
management.

  2050.34 .
It is clearly that option contract can make farmingenterprise supply chain coordinated.
D
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Abstract
How does traffic processes in weighted networks impact on the dynamics of epidemic spreading have attracted increasing attention.
It is of great importance to reduce the epidemic spreading velocity and increase the critical epidemic threshold of those real world
networks. In this paper, the traffic driven epidemic spreading behaviour in BBV weighted networks is investigated. Formulas to
describe the infected density and the epidemic threshold of weighted networks are derived and validated by simulations. The infected
density and the epidemic threshold are found to undergo a corresponding change when packets are forwarded through different routes
according to the different tuneable parameter. By simulations, the optimal route is explored which is better to control the epidemic
spreading.
Keywords: weighted network, BBV network, epidemic spreading, traffic flow

models have been proposed to investigate the feature of
epidemic spreading such as SIS [16, 17], SIR [18], and SI
[17, 19, 20] models. In these models, a node is classified
in three states: susceptible (which will not infect others
but may be infected), infected (which is infective) and
recovered (which has recovered from the disease and has
immunity). The propagation of epidemic from one node
to another is assumed to be a reaction process, that is, an
infected node can infect any of its neighbourhood nodes
with a fixed probability ν at each time step and the
recovering rate of infected ones is ψ. Hence the effective
spreading rate λ is defined as λ=ν/ψ. Without lack of
generality, ψ is set to 1, since it only affects at the
definition of the time scale.
Recently, it was found that a susceptible node is more
likely to be infected if it receives more packets from
infected neighbours [21]. And in many real systems,
propagation of the epidemic will not occur unless there is
a packet interaction on the network that can physically
transfer the epidemic from one node to another. The
probability that the epidemic spreads from infected to
susceptible nodes mainly depends on the traffic flow. A
novel approach, which called traffic driven epidemic
spreading is introduced to investigate the outcome of the
epidemic spreading process driven by traffic flow [2124]. However, these studies are focused on unweighted
networks, the important issue of how the traffic-driven
epidemic spreads in weighted networks has not been
considered.
In this paper, we probe the traffic driven epidemic
spreading behaviour in BBV weighted networks to obtain
the formulas of the infected density and the epidemic

1 Introduction
Since the seminal study of small-world networks by
Watts and Strogatz [1] and on scale-free networks by
Barabási and Albert [2], the complex networks have
attracted the dramatically increasing interest in the past
few years. A great deal of real networks can be viewed as
complex networks while nodes representing individuals
and edges representing the relationships between them.
The previous studies on networks have been principally
focused on those unweighted networks, edges between
nodes are either present or not, represented as binary
states. However, lots of social, biological, and
communication systems such as the mobile networks [3],
the scientific collaboration networks [4], the cellular
metabolism [5], the world-wide airport network [6] and
the Internet [7] have presented that real networks are
specified not only by their topology but also by the
weight of the edges. Lots of models [8-15] have been
presented to describe those weighted networks, among
which the BBV model [12], take into account the coupled
dynamical evolution of topology and weights, is the most
widely used.
The past decade has witnessed lots of large-scale
international epidemics among human, animal, and plant
which caused an enormous amount of damage or loss.
Those disease outbreaks in real systems can be viewed as
epidemic spreading on complex networks while
individuals are modelled as nodes and possible contacts
between individuals are connected by edges. It is of great
significance to inspect how to control the epidemic
spreading taking place in complex networks. Many
* Corresponding author e-mail: shaofei@jit.edu.cn
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threshold of weighted networks. While the packets are
specified to transfer through the path based on the weight
of the edges with a tuneable parameter α, the optimal
route is explored which is better to control the epidemic
spreading by simulations.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
describe the models and the formulas, followed by the
experimental evaluations on BBV weighted networks and
real world network in section 3. The conclusions are
given in section 4.

1) All the nodes can create packets with addresses of
destination, receive packets from other nodes, and
forward packets to their destinations.
2) At each time step t, an information packet is
generated at every node with probability β with randomly
chosen sources and destinations.
3) At each time step t, each node forwards all packets
in its queue one step according to the specified route at
the same time. In our model, each node has unbounded
packet delivery capability for simplicity which means
traffic congestion will not occur.
4) A packet, upon reaching its destination, is removed
from the system.
Denote Pi  j as the path between node i and j, which

2 Models
2.1 NETWORK MODEL

pass
through
the
nodes
x0 ( i), x1 , x2 , , xn 1 , xn ( j ), we define

In BBV weighted networks, the topological as well as
weighted properties can be described by a weighted
adjacency matrix W, whose elements wij denote the
weight of the edge between node i and j. The generation
of BBV weighted networks is based on two coupled
mechanisms:[6, 11]
(i) Growth. Starting from an initial number of N0
nodes fully connected by edges with assigned weight w0,
a new node will be added at each time step. The newly
added node is connected to m different previously
existing nodes with equal weight w0 for every edge and
chooses preferentially nodes with large strength
according to the probability   si  sl , where si is the
n i

n 1

F ( Pi  j ,  )   wij .

In our routing strategy, we specify the route between i
and j as the one makes F ( Pi  j ,  ) minimum under a
tunable parameter α. When α is 0, the specified route is
the same as the traditional the shortest path route [25].
2.3 EPIDEMIC MODEL

l

While investigating the dynamical behaviours in the very
early stage of epidemic outbreaks, this case corresponds
to the simplified SI [20] model, for which infected nodes
remain always infective and spread the infection to
susceptible neighbours with spreading rate λ.
With the average density of infected nodes of degree k
defined as ik (t), in BBV weighted networks we have

j

(ii) Weight dynamics. The weight of each newly
added edge is initially set to a given value w0 which is
often set to 1 for simplicity. But the adding of edge
connecting to node i will result in increasing the weight
of the other edges linked to node i which is proportional
to the edge weights. If the total increase is δ (we will
focus on the simplest form: δi=δ), we can get

wij  wij  wij  wij   

si

dik  t 
dt

.

si  si    w0 .

(5)

The right-hand side takes into account the probability
that a node with k neighbours belongs to the susceptible
class represented by (1-ik(t)) and gets the infection via
packets travelling from infected nodes. The latter process
is determined by the spreading probability λ, the number
of packets that a node of degree k receives at each time
step β*n*bk (n is the node number and bk is the so-called
algorithmic betweenness [26]), and the probability (t )
that a packet travels through a link pointing to an infected
node.
Assume that the network is uncorrelated, (t ) takes
the form

(2)

The degree distribution of BBV network P(k )  k  k
and the strength distribution P(s)  s  s yield scale-free
properties with the same exponent [6, 11, 12, 14]:

4  3
1
.
 2
2  1
2  1

  *  * n * bk * 1  ik  t   *   t  .

(1)

This will yield the strength increase of node i as:

k  s 

(4)

i 0

node strength described as si   wij .

wij

sequence

(3)

 b P  k  i t   b P  k  i t 
 t  

.
b
 b P k 

2.2 TRAFFIC MODEL

k

k

k

Our traffic model can be described as follows:

k

k

180

k

k

k

(6)
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d  bk * P(k ) *  *  * n *  


d   k 1  bk *  *  * n *  

When the epidemic begins spreading, the density of
infected nodes ik(t) is very small. With the initial
condition i(t )t 0  i0 , we gain

2

b

k

* P(k )

1.

(12)

1

,

(13)

 0

k

  b 2 t

i(t )  i0  2 (e  1)  1 .
b 


(7)

Therefore,
2
d  bk * P(k ) *  *  * n *  


d   k 1  bk *  *  * n *  

And the epidemic outbreaks time scale of the BBV
networks is

b

  b  /( *  * n*  b ) .
2

(8)

The classical SIR [18] model, which is often used for
these in which the infected nodes will get recovered and
will not return to the susceptible state again, and thus
nodes run stochastically through the cycle susceptible →
infected → recovered. It is generally used to study
epidemics leading to endemic states with a stationary
average density of infected nodes. With the effective
spreading rate is defined as λ (which means the
recovering rate ψ=1), we can obtain

1
2
*  bk * P(k ) *  *  * n  1 ,
b k

(14)

1
*  b 2  * *  * n  1 .
b

(15)

We can obtain the epidemic threshold of traffic driven
SIR epidemic model in BBV weighted networks:

c 

 dsk (t )
 dt      n  bk * sk (t ) * (t )
 di (t )
k
 ik (t )      n  bk * sk (t ) * (t ) .

dt

 drk (t )  ik (t )
 dt

b
.
 b  * * n

(16)

2

3 Simulations and analysis
(9)
In figure 1, we plot the infected density i(t) versus time t
with different parameter α in a BBV weighted network
with n=1000, δ=6, m=6 and ω0=1. (For every network, 20
instances are generated and for each instance, we run 20
simulations. The results are the average over all the
simulations.)

In the second row of formula (9), -ik(t) means the
infected nodes are recovered with ψ=1 and sk(t) means
the average density of susceptible nodes of degree k
which is replaced by (1-ik(t)) in formula (5). rk(t) means
the average density of recovered nodes of degree k. The
other symbols in formula (9) have the same meaning as in
formula (5).
By imposing dik(t)/dt=0 and sk (t )  ik (t )  rk (t )  1 ,
we get

 *  * n * bk * 
ik (t ) 
.
1   *  * n * bk * 

 0

1
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i(t)
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 =0
 =1
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Substituting formula (6) into formula (10), we get




k

bk * P(k ) *  *  * n * 
1  bk *  *  * n *  .
 bk * P(k )

0
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FIGURE 1 i(t) VS t. BBV network with λ=0.01, β=1, n=1000, δ=6, m=6
and ω0=1

(11)

From figure 1, we can discover that the infected
density i(t) varies with the tuneable parameter α. Figure 1
shows that when the parameter t is the same, the infected
density i(t) is the smallest in the case that the packets are
forwarded through the route path with tuneable parameter

k

The value Θ = 0 is always a solution. In order to have
a non-zero solution, the condition must be filled.
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α=0, which means the velocity of epidemic spreading is
the lowest.
Then we check the impact of the spreading rate λ and
the packet generation rate β on the infected density.
Simulation results are shown in figure 2.

Then we check the impact of the BBV parameter δ on
the velocity of epidemic spreading. We set δ=3 and 12 to
obtain different simulation results in figure 3.
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From figure 3(a) and 3(b), we can figure that even
though the BBV parameter δ is changed, the velocity of
epidemic spreading with α=0 is the slowest. And the
BBV parameter δ will have a great influence on the
velocity of epidemic spreading.
Then we check the influence of the newly added edge
number m and the total node number n. Simulation results
are shown in figure 4.
From figure 4, we can come to the conclusion that
both the newly added edge number m and the total node
number n have a certain effect on the velocity of
epidemic spreading. And the velocity of epidemic
spreading with α=0 is also the slowest.

0.9

(a)

20

FIGURE 3 i(t) VS t. BBV network with λ=0.01, β=1, n=1000, m=6 and
ω0=1. (a) δ=3 (b) δ=12

As is shown in figure 2(a), when the spreading rate λ
is doubled, the velocity of epidemic spreading is
increased correspondingly which means the spreading
velocity is apparently related to the characteristics of
epidemic. In figure 2(b), the packet generation rate β is
doubled which means there are more packets and more
traffic flow in the network, the spreading velocity is
greater consequently. Compare figure 2(a) with figure
2(b), we can obtain that in a given network, when the
product of the spreading rate and the packet generation
rate is fixed, the velocity of epidemic spreading is almost
constant. The accuracy of the formula (7) is proved to be
correct.
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FIGURE 2 i(t) VS t. BBV network with n=1000, δ=6, m=6 and ω0=1.
(a) λ=0.02, β=1 (b) λ=0.01, β=2
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FIGURE 4 i(t) VS t. BBV network with λ=0.01, β=1, δ=6 and ω0=1. (a) n=1000, m=3 (b) n=2000, m=6
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Then we extend to the SIR model. 20% of nodes are
infected in the initial status and the spreading rate is

increased step by step to check the infected density i(t) of
the endemic state.
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FIGURE 5 i(t) VS t. BBV network with β=1, n=1000, δ=6, m=6 and ω0=1. The results denote different spreading rate λ (from bottom to top)
as labelled in the figures. (a) α=-1 (b) α=0 (c) α=1(d) α=0.2

Figure 5(a), 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d) exhibit the epidemic
threshold λc of a BBV weighted network under differ
route paths. In figure 5(a), when the spreading rate λ is
lower than 0.052, the infected nodes disappear gradually.
And while it is up to 0.053, the infections can proliferate
on the network. It is in good agreement with analytical
finding of the formula (16), λc=0.0521.
And the predication of formula (16) for α=0, α=1 and
α=0.2 is 0.1220, 0.0608 and 0.1877 consequently. One
can see clearly from figure 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d) that the
simulation results also agree very well with the analytic
results.
To explore the exact optimal value of the tuneable
parameter α, which can produce the largest epidemic
threshold, we enlarge the tuneable parameter α step by
step to achieve the corresponding epidemic threshold.
Figure 6 demonstrates that the epidemic threshold
varies with the tuneable parameter, that is to say, the
different route path. Moreover, the epidemic threshold
reaches the peak when α is around 0.2. It means it is the
most effective way to restrain the traffic driven epidemic
spreading when the packets are forwarded through the
route path specified by α=0.2.
To find the influence of the packet generation rate β
on the epidemic threshold, we change β from 1 to 2 to get
the simulation result as presented in figure 7.
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FIGURE 6 λc VS α. BBV network with β=1, n=1000, δ=6, m=6 and
ω0=1
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FIGURE 7 λc VS α. BBV network with β=2, n=1000, δ=6, m=6 and
ω0=1
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When the packet generation rate is doubled, the
epidemic threshold decreases by almost half which also
agree well with the formula (16). The epidemic threshold
also reaches the maximum value when α is around 0.2.
Then we investigate how the BBV parameter δ, the
newly added edge number m, the total node number n and
the assigned weight w0 affect the epidemic threshold. The
simulation results are depicted in figure 8 and figure 9.
As shown in figure 8(a), the highest epidemic
threshold is achieved at different tuneable parameter α
because of different parameter δ. The smaller the
parameter δ is, the flatter the curve of the epidemic
threshold is. Actually, when δ is set to 0, it is an
unweighted network where the epidemic threshold is
fixed no matter how the tuneable parameter α changes.
From formula (3) we can discover that both the degree
distribution and the strength distribution of BBV network
depend on the parameter δ. When the parameter δ is
increased, the distributions become broader which result
the maximum value of the epidemic threshold is obtained
at different tuneable parameter α.
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FIGURE 8 λc VS α. BBV network with β=1, n=1000 and ω0=1. (a) m=6
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FIGURE 9 λc VS α. BBV network with β=1, δ=6 and m=6. (a) ω0=1 (b) n=1000

From figure 8(b) and figure 9(a), we can notice that
the newly added edge number m and the total node
number n have a little effect on the impact of tuneable
parameter α on the epidemic threshold. They only affect
the absolute value of the epidemic threshold. As shown in
figure 9(b), the assigned weight w0 also affect the
tuneable parameter α to obtain the highest epidemic
threshold. As presented in formula (2), when w0 is
considerably high, the minor variation of the parameter δ
may be passed over. In other words, all edges have
almost the same weight. The smaller the parameter δ is,
the flatter the curve of the epidemic threshold is.
Actually, when δ is set to 0, it is an unweighted network
where the epidemic threshold is fixed no matter how the
tuneable parameter α changes.
Finally, we choose the scientific collaboration
network [27] which has a giant component of 5835 nodes

to check whether our conclusions are tenable in real
world network. Simulation result is shown in figure 10.
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FIGURE 10 λc VS α. Real world network
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From figure 10 we can discover that the epidemic
threshold also varies with the tuneable parameter in the
scientific collaboration network which has the maximum
epidemic threshold when the tuneable parameter α is near
0.2. It means our conclusions also work well in the real
world network.

Shao Fei, Cheng Binghua

demonstrated by simulations. The infected density and
the epidemic threshold vary accordingly when packets are
forwarded through different routes according to the
tuneable parameter. In most cases, the epidemic threshold
reaches the maximum when the optimal value of the
tuneable parameter is 0.2. It is worth mentioning that in
some weighted networks the optimal values fluctuate
around the mentioned value. At last, we use the scientific
collaboration network to show the validity of our
conclusions on real world networks.

4 Conclusions
Considering the traffic driven epidemic spreading
behaviour in BBV weighted networks, this paper has
deduced the formulas to describe the infected density and
the epidemic threshold of BBV weighted networks. The
infected density and the epidemic threshold of BBV
weighted networks are found to be proportional to the
ratio between the first and the second moments of the
node betweenness distribution as well as the scale free
networks. The validity of the presented formulas is
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Abstract
According to the analysis of the characteristics of production process in iron and steel enterprise, production planning and scheduling
model of multi-stage hybrid procedure and match of production scheduling mode and time were studied. Then the production
planning model of production process in iron and steel enterprise was set up. Simulation analysis of production planning and
scheduling was carried out using the production procedure of an iron and steel enterprise as an example. The good simulation results
show that the established models are correspond to the actual conditions.
Keywords: production planning and scheduling, iron and steel enterprise, production process, multi-stage, simulation

The scheduling of production system can be
represented by a model which can reflect the actual
production status concisely and completely. The flow
shop scheduling problem of hybrid procedure uses
methods of mathematics to abstract and describe the
production activities and resources (materials, devices,
working crew and so on) of enterprises, with the help of
computers to carry out statistics, operation and analysis of
the system to create fine conditions for a timely and
feasible production scheduling. Currently, studies on
production scheduling mainly focus on two types,
discrete ones and flow ones [1] gives investigations about
a typical discrete-typed flow shop scheduling model of an
enterprise. Few literatures are found on hybrid process
because of the actual difficulty in modelling these kinds
of scheduling problems. This study aims to build the
mathematical model of the production scheduling of
multi-stage hybrid procedure, using the real production of
steel enterprises as examples.
Assuming that there are N batches of tasks, each one
of which goes through M work centres and completes M
procedures. Interruption is allowed between one
procedure and the following. All tasks have similar
process routes. This type of production scheduling is
listed as production scheduling of multi-stage hybrid
procedure. The following are assumed to be true in this
discussion. 1) Every procedure must be completed in the
specified work centre; 2) Every procedure is allowed to
start only when the previous procedure is finished; 3) No
more than one batch of task is allowed to go at any
moment and in any work centre; 4) Once one procedure
begins, no interruption is allowed. The optimized target is
to find a scheduling to minimize the total cost of
earliness/tardiness.

1 Introduction
Iron and steel enterprises need dynamic, timely, ordered
and integrated production strategy of production planning
and scheduling urgently in order to realize the
improvement of product structure and the increase of the
production efficiency. It’s quite necessary to pay high
attention to production planning and scheduling of
enterprises.
Steel production process contains a complete process
flow, including raw materials, sintering, ore tank, blast
furnace tapping, metal adding, LD tapping, refining,
continuous casting, slab yard (slab transportation),
heating furnace, rolling-coiling and shipping department.
The temperature variation with time plays a significant
role in each of the steel production process, influencing
directly the realization of production planning and
scheduling.
2 Production scheduling of multi-stage hybrid
procedure
The scheduling of multi-stage hybrid procedure,
dependent of the major production plan, uses process
level scheduling as a method to realize the optimal
configuration of production resources and to make sure of
the smooth production progress on condition that the
delivery date is guaranteed. Thus, to formulate a
reasonable and effective job shop scheduling is an
important routine for all manufacturing enterprises.
However it is usually difficult to formulate a
scheduling which can satisfy each objective due to the
complexity, dynamic randomness and multi-targets
characters of real production.
* Corresponding author e-mail: ligongfa@wust.edu.cn
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The problems of the production scheduling of multistage hybrid procedure is already an NP problem.
Combined with the nonlinearity, randomness and
uncertainty of real production process, the large-scale
problem can sometimes meet with the so-called
combination explosion problems, which makes it difficult
to obtain the optimal solution. The essence of production
scheduling problems lies in optimization. That is, on the
condition of satisfying the constraints, to choose the best
or better solution from a series of feasible scheduling
plans to assign the production resources and time to the
work. Of course the constraints are complicated. It has
been an effective way to solve the production scheduling
problems by using computer techniques with the
development of computer technology. The main means
are to search for the optimal solution or the near optimal
solution. The current searching approaches include
enumeration method, analytical method, random method
and so on. Genetic algorithm is a type of random
searching method. Genetic algorithm has been widely
applied to fields like engineering design, job scheduling,
automatic control machine learning, image processing
and artificial life for its obvious advantages of flexibility,
glottal search performance, universality and robustness.
The traditional management way of mankind suffers from
the disability of timely production arrangement according
to order changes, which has been the main bottleneck in
restricting the development of modern enterprises. In
order to reduce cost and promote competitiveness,
enterprises need to improve production management by
means of information integration, process optimization
and resource optimization.
Steel production is a multi-process, multi-unit and
multi-stage hybrid procedure and also shows combination
of discrete and continuous modes. The converter and
refining equipments work discretely. The conticaster
works continuously within the working life of the tundish
to improve work efficiency and reduce set number and
production costs. Hot rolling and cold rolling again are
discrete production procedure. The entire production
process is iron-making, hot metal pretreatment, steelmaking, refining, continuous casting and hot rolling. It
contains many production processes, each of which
requires many kinds of equipments. The mode of the
production procedure is multi-stage hybrid. Figure 1
shows the steel-making system model of multi-stage
hybrid procedure.

3 Match of production scheduling mode and time
The continuous steel making and rolling production line
consists of one converter, one refining equipment, one
conticaster and tandem mill. The working processes are
linked end-to-end. The match among time, temperature
and logistics is quite tight, which makes the traditional
artificial scheduling unsatisfactory. Thus, the integrative
continuous production line of shortened process usually
adopts automatic control system, which uses computers
to process information and scheduling to optimize the
production management.
However, experiences are lacked when it comes to the
entire steel-making continuous production line
scheduling. Thus, it’s essential to study and build the
scheduling management model of the process of the
continuous production line.
3.1 PRODUCTION PROGRESS AND EQUIPMENT
The production process flow of steel-making production
lines is as follows. First, the melted iron are transferred
from the converter to the steel tank and go through
refining in LF furnace. After processing, the steel grades
which don’t need to be dehydrated are sent direct to the
conticaster for casting. The billets completed in the
conticaster are cut into one certain dimensions and
transferred by billet shifting machine and hot delivery
table into walking beam furnace. After heated, the billets
are rolled into different kinds of lumber. Under normal
circumstances, the billet rolling ability of the tandem mill
accords with the billet providing ability of the conticaster
to ensure synchronized production. If there is a short
failure or pause of rolling, the billets will be sent to the
stepping buffer unit. When the rolling mill gets right, the
billets waiting in the buffer unit will then be transferred
to heating furnace. Then the rolling machine will go full
steam ahead. In that the compact rolling ability of the
rolling mill is much bigger than the billets providing
ability of the conticaster, and that the billets in the buffer
units have played a fine part of buffering, the rolling mill
will recover to maintain synchronized production with the
conticaster. The process of cold billet knockout from the
tandem ill amounts to that in the converter steelshop. The
transfer of the cold billet into the heating furnace amounts
to the production process in the tandem rolling workshop.
The continuous production line of steel-making
actually contains several units, i.e. converter, LF furnace,
conticaster, heating furnace, hot billet buffering device
and tandem mill. Take some steel-making enterprise as an
example, the main performance parameters of each unit
are as follows.
1) Converter. The nominal capacity is 120t. The
production of steel water is 120t. The tap-to-tap cycle is
42min.
2) LF furnace. The nominal capacity is 120t. The
production of steel water is 120t. The usual process cycle
is 35~55min, dependent on the types of steel. Varying the

DM1
DM2
CM1

CM2

流程
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CMn1

DMn2

FIGURE 1 The steel-making system model of multi-stage hybrid
procedure
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power input will change the average ramp up rate, which
can be used to justify the actual process cycle of LF
furnace and coordinate the match between the converter
and tandem mill as a buffer.
3) Conticaster. The pattern is continuous
straightening, two-strand. The types of steel include low
carbon steel and high strength low alloy steel. The casting
section contains two types, 240mm×240mm and
180mm×180mm. The restranding time is 36min/casting.
The output time of the billet is 32min.
4) Heating furnace. The waling beam type furnace is
adopted. The specification of the billets is
240mm×240mm×6000mm. The production capacity of
hot billets is 132t/h. The production capacity of cold
billets is 100t/h. The output time relates to the billet
section and reheating schedule.
5) Hot billet buffering device. The buffering time is
30~36min.
6) Tandem mill. The time from rolling termination to
gate change is about 10min. The time from rolling
termination to frame change is about 20min.
7) Lifting time of steel ladle. The ladle is lifted from
converter to LF furnace, and then to the rotary table.
After casting, the time of deslagging is respectively 6min,
5min and 6min. The performance parameters and
operating time are the basis in of carrying out the
logistics control of the production line, which should be
tested, statistically detected, analyzed and confirmed.
Only when the performance parameters, operating time
and fluctuation range of every process unit are possessed,
can it be possible to establish the realistic scheduling
management.

Jiang Guozhang, Lei Chongwu, Liu Honghai, Li Gongfa

choice of key parameters of the conticaster. The steel
type, section, casting speed, the continuous casting heats
and preparation time should be determined first. And then
it will be possible to determine the production capacity of
the conticaster. Specific requirements for the flow and
timing of converter and rolling mill are given to make
sure the continuity and stability of the production line.
Figure 2 shows the production paths for a hybrid steelmaking system.

FIGURE 2 The production paths for a hybrid steel-making system

The production modes can be divided into 3 kinds due
to the production match type between the conticaster and
the converter [4].
3.2.1 Large cycle fit mode
This kind of production mode based on the cycle of
continuous casting. If the number of continuous casts is
“n”. Then, the aim is to make the sum of n casting and the
preparation time between two casts (i.e. the cycle of
continuous casting) equal to the sum of the refining time
of n furnaces of steel water. Because this mode is based
on the casting period and that the period is larger than the
refining period, so it’s called large cycle fit mode.
If the sum of the “i”th steel water processing time in
the LF furnace and the lifting time of the ladle from
converter to the LF furnace is equal to or larger than the
refining period of the converter, it will be impossible for
the ladle to reach the LF station on time. The ladle has to
wait outside the LF station for a while. The LF station
needs to be allocated with several ladle carts. However,
the ladle carts will interfere with each other. Also, LF
can’t play buffering performance between the converter
and conticaster. Of course, all of these are unreasonable.
Take into account that the buffering ability of LF furnace
t  tconverter  tcrane reduces along with the shortening
of the refining period and the lengthening of LF’s shortest
processing period. If t  tconverter  tcrane  0 happens,
the LF furnace will lose its buffering performance. If the
amount of planned casts is less and the preparation time
is longer, the casting speed allowed will not be able to
satisfy the restriction of large cycle fit mode for single
tank casting time.

3.2 CHOOSING OF PRODUCTION MODE
Steel-making and continuous casting are key links in steel
production procedure, especially continuous casting.
Because on the one hand, continuous casting is a phasetransition in which steel water turns from liquid water to
solid billet. On the other hand, there is an inevitable
preparation time before casting resumption after a certain
amount of continuous casting, during which time it’s
impossible to cast steel water and also there is no billet
output. In continuous production line, both the steelmaking process and steel rolling process must adapt to
this characteristic, i.e. to provide qualified steel water
according to the pace of continuous casting [2, 3]. Under
normal circumstances, the hot continuous casting billets
outputted from the conticaster will be rolled 100% in the
afterwards rolling mill. If the converter and continuous
casting don’t match well and interrupt happens, dummy
bar has to be installed again, which will not only cost
time and make the normal order of production disturbed,
but also affect the product quality, cause yield loss and
improve the consumption of fire resistant materials. Thus,
adjust and control should be carried out with continuous
casting as the centre in continuous steel-making
production line. The control target starts with the optimal

3.2.2 Small cycle fit mode
This production mode based on the refining period of the
converter. That is to maintain the consistency between
single tank casting time and the refining time. Similarly,
the refining period is smaller than the casting cycle. This
is why it is called small cycle fit mode. This mode is able
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to give the best match of furnace and machines. Also, the
processing cycle of the LF furnace remains unchanged,
which shows great repeatability and reproducibility. It is
easier to be understood and the buffering action of the
furnace will perform better. However, the converter could
not do continuous production. In one casting, the
converter need a timeout according to the preparation
time of continuous casting. This timeout can be used for
hot fixing or equipment maintenance. Also, the timeout
could be used to lower the input power intentionally, or
to carry out heat preservation after adding the steel crap
in order to prolong the refining cycle of the steel in the
first furnace to make it match with the conticaster.

faces 1 LF furnace and 1 conticaster. Assuming that there
are k rolling units, each of which has w slabs. Also, there
are m casts in each production line and each casts will
cast n furnaces.
The starting time of each station of the i-th steel water
in each production line is

TLDi  (i  1)  t LD
i 1

TLFi  i  tLD  i  tLD LF   tLFl

(4)

l 0

TCCi  i  tLD  i  tLD  LF 
i

t

3.2.3 Large and small cycle combination fit mode

l 1

LFl

(5)

 i  tLF CC  TP  (i  1)  tCC

i  1
where TP  
  t P is the preparation time of the cast(
 n 
 i  1
 n  is a rounding function), TLDi , TLFi , TCCi are the


processing starting moment of the i-th steel water in the
converter, the LF furnace and the continuous casting
station, respectively, t LD LF , t LF CC are the transfer
time from the converter to the LF furnace and from the
LF furnace to the conticaster, respectively.
The starting time of the j-th slab in every procedure
process is calculated from

This fit mode is between the large cycle fit mode and the
small cycle fit mode. This mode starts with the key
parameters of the conticaster. If the best casting speed
chosen according to the steel type and steel section, based
on which the single tank casting time is chosen, then the
single tank casting time can be able to either longer or
shorter than the refining time as long as the two times are
close. The imbalance between the converter and
continuous casting is justified by LF furnace. When the
single tank time is shorter than the refining time, it’s not
necessary for the conticaster to lower intentionally the
casting speed to maintain the accordance of single tank
casting time and refining time as in small cycle fit mode.
What’s more, the timeout after finishing one casting is
shorter than that in the small cycle fit mode, which can
improve the utilization rate of factory equipments and
production capacity.
Considering the multi-stage scheduling and match
problems, this study will choose the first kind of mode,
i.e. large cycle fit mode, according to the analysis on the
3 production modes.
In the large cycle fit mode, the following relations
exist.

ntCC  t P  nt LD ,

(3)

TROj  TCCi  tCC  j  tCCRO  ( j  1)  t RO  TQ ,

(6)

 j  1
where, TQ  
  tQ is the preparation time needed
 w 

for the rolling unit (  j  1  is a rounding integration)
 w 



where, tQ is the preparation time of the rolling unit,
tCC  RQ is the transfer time from the conticaster to the

tandem mill.
The total time of the production process is

(1)

mn

T  mn  (t LD  t LD LF  t LF CC  tCC )   t LFl 

where, tCC is the single casting time, t LD is the refining

l 1

time in the converter, t P is the preparation time for one
casting, n is the amount of casts.
In this mode, the converter goes continuously with the
same refining cycle. But the processing period of the LF
furnace in one casting will vary along with the difference
of processing furnace, calculated from

t LFi  t LFO  (n  i)t P n ,

.

(7)

(m  1)  t P  kw  tCC  RO  t RO   k  1 t P

4 Production scheduling simulation analysis
The production plan and scheduling in steel-making
enterprises are transmitted to every flow shop according
to the order contracts and inventories. Then, the flow
shop determine the refining, continuous casting and fit
mode to arrange the production scheduling time
according to global optimization principle based on the
performance parameters of the units and some other
principles. These are the basic control of all kinds of
operation targets in the production process. The
continuous production flow process of steel begins from

(2)

where t LFi is the processing cycle of the i-th steel water in
the LF furnace, t LFO is the minimal processing cycle
which can meet the technical requirements, i is the
sequence number of the LF processing and i  n .
Now there are 2 converters, 2 LF furnaces, 2
conticasters and 1 rolling mill, among which, 1 converter
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charging to finished products of hot rolling [5]. An
realistic production scheduling of the steel enterprises is
shown in Figure 3. The scheduling results of the actual
working procedure time and production is shown in
Figure 4. Based on this, the ideal production scheduling
model is built on basis of the production plan and the
performance parameters of each unit [3, 4]. Here, take an
realistic steel enterprise as an example to illustrate the
general process. Make production plans according to the
steel products order contracts and inventories. Determine
the steel type, casting section and number of casting
furnaces. Choose the production fit mode and put it into
the database. The computer will arrange the ideal
working procedure time and production scheduling sheets,
i.e. formulate an ideal production plan and scheduling
model, according to the procedure time sequences of each
unit, based on the starting time of the converter refining.
Working instructions are decomposed, that is to set out
the production states of the converter, LF, conticaster,
heating furnace, hot slab buffering devices and tandem
mill at each moment, based on which the control of all
kinds of operating targets is carried out. For example, to
make grade steel according to the production plan. The
casting slab is 200mm×1600mm, 4 casts are permitted
and corresponding melting numbers are given. Put these
data into the database to determine the production mode.
If large cycle fit mode is chosen, the preparation time for
casting of the 200mm×1600mm slab stored in the
computer is 58min. The single tank casting time is 36min
based on the model. Then compute the casting speed of
the production line based on Equations (1) – (7), with
combination of single tank casting time, refining time and
hot rolling. Then the operating time sequence of each
flow procedure can be calculated. Figure 5 is the
simulation chart of the production scheduling. That is,
Figure. 5 gives an ideal scheduling mode of a continuous
production process concluding steel-making and steel
rolling.
Blast
furnace

Hot rolling

Heating

Shipping out

Reeling up

Leaving rolling
mill

Leaving heating

Into rolling
mill
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Into heating

Leaving conticaster

Cast on
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Refinging end
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Lift out
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Tapping start
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Continuous
casting
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FIGURE 3 scheduling arrangement of the steel making production
procedure
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FIGURE 4 The real working procedure time and production
scheduling

FIGURE 5 The ideal table of working procedure time and production
scheduling

It can be seen from Figure 5 that:
1) The steel water production capacity of the
converter is 12t. The refining cycle is 42min. There is a
timeout of 18min after the continuous production of 4
converters of steel water, which could be used to carry
out equipment maintenance and repair.
2) The Lf processing cycle reduces with the increase
of the processing numbers. The minimal processing cycle
is 28min.
3) The single tank casting time of the conticaster is
35min. The preparation time between two casts is 28min.
The output time from casting beginning to send the first
billet into the heating furnace or the hot buffering devices
is 30min.
4) The transfer time of the ladle from the converter to
LF, from LF to the conticaster are 4~6min. The dispatch
table gives the dislagging working time of the crane.
5) 15 minutes after the rolling mill stops working, the
inventories of billets in the hot buffering devices reduces
gradually, which is the same when it comes to the
inventories after the rolling mill restarts.
6) There is an accordance between the rolling capacity
of the rolling mill and the billets providing capacity of the
conticaster. Both are 80t/h.
In continuous production line, every working
procedure time is constrained by its process condition and
some external conditions. The variation of one working
procedure time will cause changes in the adjacent
working procedure, which will result in disturbances in
the entire flow process. Thus, real-time control is needed.
The database system needs two data sheets. One is a
permanent data storage sheet about the real-time
simulation of the working procedure time and production
scheduling, with the refining number as the only symbol.
The other one is an ideal data sheet for the current
casting, which is an ideal scheduling model. The latter
one gives the production pattern, effects range and
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processing mode of refining and continuous casting. If
the combination of the computers and experiences is
adopted, then whether to continue casting will be
determined after one casting. If the answer is yes, then
the requirements of service life of the equipment should
be satisfied, i.e. the water gap of the tundish and the
conditions of the fire resistance materials. In the
meantime, there is requirements on time plan, mainly the
plan of the ladle continuous casting. Also, there is another
problem which needs to be paid attention to. That is, after
LF processing and lifting, whether the link is available
after the last furnace of steel water finishes its casting.

Jiang Guozhang, Lei Chongwu, Liu Honghai, Li Gongfa

5 Conclusions
Gantt chart is obtained after the application of the
production scheduling model of the steel-making process.
Production plan and scheduling of the enterprise are
realized.
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Abstract
Green manufacturing is an effective way of realizing the sustainable development strategy. From the view of evolution of production
chain and goods value, energy-saving, cleaner production and green manufacturing of iron and steel industry is discussed and the
importance of system optimization of steel manufacturing process is stressed. Connotation of green manufacturing for the iron and
steel was explained, the function of steel production process for green manufacturing was discussed and the content system of
implementation of green manufacturing for the iron and steel enterprise was established. Finally, the steel production process was
optimized. The function of iron and steel manufacturing procedure are broaden-manufacturing function of steel product, function of
energy conversion and function of waste recycling, which will enhance enterprise’s competitiveness and sustainability.
Keywords: production process optimization, iron and steel enterprise, green manufacturing, resource, environment protection

sustainable development strategy of human society in the
modern manufacturing industry [1]. A key way to
improve environmental friendship of iron and steel
production process is the source control strategy
consumed and polluted, namely green manufacturing
mode is adopt to manage steel production process,
controlling and technological innovation.

1 Introduction
Iron and steel industry is a raw material manufacturing
industry, which produces iron and steel, belongs to
essential industry in national economy. The iron and steel
products are very important structural material and the
biggest functional material in output up until now. It is
the foundations of industry, agriculture, communication
and transportation business and national defence industry.
As an industrial family of our country, iron and steel
enterprise is not merely the consumption rich and
influential families of energy and resource, a large
number of particulate matters, SOX, NOX, greenhouse
and wastewater are released in its production process, so
it becomes environmental heavy polluter. With the issue
of ISO14000 environment management serial standards ,
OHSASl8000 occupational health and security sanitary
standard series , green products authentication mark, the
connotation of the market competitiveness of iron and
steel enterprise is developing constantly, is not merely the
competitions of quality, price now, not even the
competition for centre of quality and variety, but reflect
the green degree of the products, that is to say
comprehensive competitions of such multifactor in many
aspects as price ,cost , quality ,variety , capital retrieves
time ,product supply time, course service , environmental
friendship. Iron and steel enterprise, in order to get the
market competitiveness, one of the most important
proposition (fundamental proposition) facing the new
century is taking sustainable development using advanced
green manufacturing technology.
Green manufacturing is a modern manufacturing
mode that synthesisly considers environmental impact
and resource consumption, its essence is embodiment of a

2 Connotation of green manufacturing for the iron
and steel enterprise
Green of iron and steel industry is concrete embodiment
of the green manufacturing concept in the steel and iron
industry. It is not merely cleaner production, reflects the
thoughts of ecological industry and recycling economy
yet, namely reduction, utilizing and recycling. The
following respects are reflected concretely [2].
1) Raw materials: use little iron ore and other natural
mineral resource, use many renewable resources, develop
the new energy with little use non-renewable energy, use
the new water and fresh water resource little.
2) Production process: fully utilize resource and
energy, discharge few disposals, pollutant and include the
poisonous substance quality, do not use the noxious
substance.
3) Products: low environmental load of the products,
low pollution or non- polluting environment,
increasement the service life and service efficiency of the
products, reduce the pollution load to the environment of
products, easy recovery and circulation use after the
products scrap.
(4) Relationship with other trades and the society:
offer remaining energy and by product to the society;
dissolve the social offal, for instance waste steel and
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manufacturing system effectively and orderly collecting
conversion of matter state, control of matter nature and
control and management of material flow. There are
influences in different levels and varying degrees on
environment from a large number of materials, products
flow, energy conversion processes, and diversified forms
of discharge, disposal and waste materials. The input and
output of the production process of iron and steel
enterprise is shown as Figure 1.

waste plastics, form the ecological chain of industry with
other industry effectively. Please read through the
following sections for more information on preparing
your paper. However, if you use the template you do not
have to worry about setting margins, page size, and
column size etc. as the template already has the correct
dimensions.
The iron and steel enterprise belongs to a procedure
manufacturing industry. Its essence of iron and steel
manufacturing process is an integrative product

recoverable and available resource

Acceptable steel production

Raw material
(iron ore, coke)

Waste product,by- products,
slag,dust,refractory,suspended solid

·

Various auxiliary
material(solvents,water)
Energy
(electricity,oxygen,natural gas)

CO2,CO,SOx,NOx
Waste water,amnonia
nitrogen,phenolic compound,oxide
Iron and steel production procedure

Noise,heat,vibration ,radiation

FIGURE 1 Input and output of iron and steel production process

Production of iron and steel enterprise has relatively
strong dependence on mineral resource and energy,
consumes a large number of energy and material and
emits various kinds of incomplete material and wastes
side by side. Influence degree on the environment is
multi-level that all kinds of discharge materials produced
in the steel production process. Generally speaking, the
influence surface that the steel production process gas
discharges involves the global range, such as CO2, SOX,
NOX, these materials are presented the accumulating on
quite great degree in the atmosphere, have enormous
influence such as the greenhouse effects, acid rain. It is
influenced that the liquid taking place in every process
discharges and grows river system basin, the ocean or the
underground aquatic products in the production process.
And such factors as all kinds of slag, dust, noise and
vibration, influence the life or healthy of attendants and
residents of relevant communities on quite big degree.
It is from the viewpoint of ecological industry chain
combining effectively ecology with economics, the steel
materials are studied from mining ,manufacturing , use
until discarding , retrieve , the recycled impact on
ecological environment in the whole course of green
manufacturing in iron and steel enterprise, production
method , technological route , technological process are
recognized and evaluated further, all kinds of production
procedure technologies , discharge course and control
technology in production process, a series of professional
technique environmental protection from harmful
discharge [3]. It is shown in Figure 2. The goal of green
steel and iron industry should be rationalization of
utilization of resources, few quantization disposal,

pollution-free or low pollution to the environment, form a
ring of the ecological chain of social industry finally.

Environmental load of the
unit product

resource

Service life and efficiency
Green degree of product

Inspection
and
evaluation
system

transportation
Environment pollution load

renewability
Manufacturing
procedure(cleaner
production)

Green and beauty of environment in factories

recycling

transportation
Discharge
process

Utilization for energy

energy
Harmlessization treatment

FIGURE 2 Connotation of environmental protection of iron and steel
enterprise

3 Function and system of iron and steel production
process on the basis of green manufacturing
The steel and iron industry in the 21st century can be
interpreted as coordination and optimization production
system considering social whole energy-conservation,
reducing social environment load Green steel life cycle
system [4], shown as Figure 3.
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energy

products production process. Its main content system is
shown as Figure 4.
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FIGURE 3 Life cycle of green steel
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Therefore, the green steel production procedure
should possess the following 3 kinds of functions.
1) Manufacturing function of iron and steel product.
This is basic function of iron and steel produce, namely
turning raw materials and energy into steel with high
quality, low costs, little environmental and meeting user’s
demand.
2) High-efficient energy conversion function. Energy
flow input has not been totally used by the iron element
flow in the steel production process, should mean its
recycling too through all kinds of conversion
technologies that has reduced the environmental load of
the society correspondingly.
3) Large social disposal treatment and disseverment
function. A large number of social disposals can be
dissolved and treated by making use of steel production
procedure. For example, waste steel of different sources
can be deal with. Waste steel is an important regenerated
resource, and has important meanings in economizing
natural resources, reducing the energy and raw materials
consumption, reducing the environmental pollution,
lowering costs and increasing employment. Waste steel
be utilized to produce 1t steel economizing the 1.3t iron
precise powder, reducing energy consumption of 350kg
standard coal and 1.4t CO2. A large number of waste
plastics are deal with, including injection through the
draught of the blast furnace and hot pressing and pack
into coke oven treatedly. Waste plastics with 1t are
injected in blast furnace can produce the same amount of
heat as 1t oil (whether Germany blast furnace can deal
with 90,000 tons of waste plastics every year).Waste tire
can be deal with, namely the tire can be carried on the
deep cold treatment, crush , separate treatment or burning
by electric stove utilizing liquid nitrogen from the oxygen
machine in the steel factory. Social rubbish can be deal
with, namely a large number of social rubbish in the
special-purpose incinerator deal with by what the usable
steel factory familiar with burning principle and the steel
plant gas. Community wastewater and sewage can be deal
with near community sewage in usable huge water
process system of steel plant.
Green manufacturing of iron and steel enterprise
should be from such respects as environment in the
factory, supply of material and energy, optimization of
production procedure and discharge of production
process, reduce resource consumption and environmental
pollution from the whole life cycle course of the steel

Production process discharge

Utilization foe energy
Harmlessization treatment
Environmental load of the unit product

Increasement of green degree
of product

Service life and efficiency
Environment pollution load
renewability

FIGURE 4 Main content system of green manufacturing of iron and
steel enterprise

4 Production procedure optimization of iron and steel
enterprise
4.1 WHOLE LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT OF IRON
AND STEEL PRODUCT
The whole life cycle management of the iron and steel
products carries on controlling technology research on the
whole life cycle of the products information flow of realtime steel with the thought of the green manufacturing.
Its data management mode solves steel products
production process, order management; quality design,
stock control, and contract retrieve of waste steel
systematically. Through the whole life cycle data
management of steel products effectively, strong support
function is offered to improve the green degree of the
iron and steel products.
It is the important embodiment in the society of iron
and steel industry with friendly environment to pay
attention to the performance of the steel and products,
design method and retrieve to recycle. Green degree
friendly to the environment that compared with other
materials the steel and products demonstrated in many
respects. At the same time, some indexes of green degree
can be used in the friendly degree of relative environment
among more different steel too.
4.2 GREEN COUNTERMEASURE OF STEEL AND
IRON INDUSTRY
Whether Chinese iron and steel industry could really
become the green process industry with ecological nature,
the key lies in whether there is green countermeasure
suiting our country's national conditions. According to
the actual current situation and characteristic of the steel
and iron industry and his environment of our country, the
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main countermeasure that the China iron and steel
industry develop along the green direction are shown as
following:
1) Optimization of the iron and steel production
procedure;
2) Improvement resources and energy service
efficiency, reduce water consumption per ton molten
steel, improvement the circulation service efficiency of
water;
3) Control the discharge of the iron and steel
manufacturing process;
4) Recycling, utilization for energy and
harmlessization treatment;
5) Improve the green degree of the steel products,
such as small environmental load of the unit product,
having long service life and high efficiency of the
products, little environmental pollution load and good
renew ability of steel products;
6) Formation the ecological chain of industry and give
play to the social friendly function with relevant trade;
7) Performance and the perfection green principles
and policies.
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contribute to the environment again friendlily and
sustainable development. The global steel factory is
regarding the most effective technology as motive force
actively, then the steel manufacturing procedure develops
with the direction from the intermittence constantly - stop
- long procedure to the compactness - melt accurately in
succession – shorten procedure. In fact, it is the course of
using a series of power-saving technologies and cleaner
production technology, so it is the embodiment of source
administration even more. Proceed from height of
procedure global optimization, simpler summation that
but not proceed from unit process , individual equipment
transformation briefly, comprehensive result can be got
with maximum material obtaining rate, energy efficiency
optimization and minimum manufacturing process time.
Certainly, cleaner production is got and the result of
environmental load reduced at the same time.
The iron and steel enterprise produces a large amount
of waste gas, wastewater, and waste residue with usable
heat from raw materials, coking, fritting in the production
process of iron-smelting, steel-making, casting in
succession and rolled steel. There are intermediate
products with usable energy and semi-manufactured
products among every process at the same time. It is one
of the signs of enterprise's green degree to fully retrieve
and utilize the energy. In the energy consumption of
various kinds of industry stove, the remaining energy of
the waste gas accounts for 15% - 35%, waste gas after
cleaning is a good energy with easy transportation and
use after combustion and no environmental pollution.
Green manufacturing is a new comprehensive
strategy, which preventing the pollutant from turning into
in the course of resource and production. The iron and
steel enterprise green manufacturing is studied from
course science, procedure technology and project, choose
the resource, energy and product design rationalization,
develops production technology, technical equipment,
procedure of manufacturing with friendly development
environment rationally, the contradiction between
environment pollution and sustainable development is
settled well. Its intension is mainly to deal with energy
circulation at first in discharging the materials, the
energy, recycling treatment and harmless treatment as
small as possible finally.
1) Energy circulation is dealt with again.
Concentration on chemistry is metallurgical mainly,
especially chemical energy and physics heat in the ironsmelting system of the blast furnace in exhaust gas as a
good energy treatment craft in converter, electric stove
and steel rolling heating furnace.
2) Recycle treatment and utilization again. Treatment
and utilization of materials with iron-content and
available resource in converter and electric store mainly.
3) Harmless treatment. For example, concentrate on
water treatment and water-saving technology mainly, the
treatment technology of exhaust gas (especially flue gas
desulfurization) preventing producing and treatment
technology of other harmful gas.

4.3 GREEN KEY TECHNOLOGIES OF STEEL AND
IRON INDUSTRY
The green countermeasure of iron and steel industry is
relied on green technology heavily, only adopt green
technology, could guarantee the implementation of the
green countermeasure, and then the green strategic
objective can be realized finally. There are implementing
green key technology from 3 levels. (1)Popularization
and promotion a batch of ripe energy-conversation and
environment-protective technology. For example, coke
dry quenching technology, TRT, electricity generated by
the blast furnace gas, retrieve of the converter coal gas,
regenerative type clean combustion, high-efficiently
casting and nearly end shape casting in succession, coal
injection of blast furnace, longevity of the blast furnace
and renewability of LD slag.(2) Investment and
development a batch of effective green technology, such
as dealing with the waste plastics in blast furnace and
coke oven, flue gas desulfurization, and tailings disposal
technology for metal mines.(3) Exploration a batch of
future green technology, such as melting iron-smelting
technology and new energy development technology, the
new-type coke oven technology, society's friendly offal
treatment technology dealing with the old and useless
tire, rubbish incinerator. Green manufacturing procedure
in iron and steel enterprise is integrated further on above
basis.
4.4 ENERGY-CONSERVATION AND CLEANER
PRODUCTION OF THE STEEL AND IRON
INDUSTRY
Optimization of the steel manufacturing procedure
improves the market competitiveness of the steel,
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At present, from the view of energy-conservation,
cleaner production and environmental protection, the
water-conservation, closed circulation and sewage
treatment technology, hot water community of water of
the steel factory supply technology are worth causing the
special attention.
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industry must have excellent structural adjustment
procedure carrying on green key technology from 3
levels, integrated as manufacturing procedure green for
the iron and steel enterprise, so as to ensure and realize
the conversion of above-mentioned functions, actively
promote the cleaner production and green process of the
steel and iron industry of our country. It is the only way
that the steel and iron industry faces new century to take
the green road. Only in this way, the steel and iron
industry of our country can have sustainable
development, could march towards the steel powerful
country.

6 Conclusion
The development of iron and steel enterprise of 2l century
faces severe challenge of lightening the environmental
load of the earth. So, the iron and steel industry must
transform from the manufacturing industry offering steel
products simply to green manufacturing industry, from
offering the function of steel products simply to the
energy conversion function of playing a role in the
production procedure, from rich discharge and influential
family to minimum discharge and deals with some social
disposals. The green of the Chinese iron and steel
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Abstract

In order to measure the spatial effect of knowledge spillover on regional economic development, a spatial Durbin
model, which contains the dependent variable GDP and independent variables Capital, Labour &Knowledge stock, was
constructed based on C-D production function. And then an empirical study with 31 provinces of mainland China from
year 2000 to 2011 was conducted. The results show that, firstly, the Capital, Labour and Knowledge-stock all have
significant positive correlation with GDP. In other words, these three factors have an important impact on the local
regional economic development, but the effect of Capital is the greatest and the Labour & Knowledge-stock follow suit.
Secondly, the Capital and Labour have a negative spillover effect, but the Knowledge-stock has much more positive
effect. Consequently, the governments of developing regions should make full use of the spatial effect of knowledge
spillover from developed regions to promote the economic restructuring and great-leap-forward development, especially
when they are lack of sufficient funds to support local R&D activities.
Keywords: spatial effect, knowledge spillover, knowledge sharing, regional economic development, spatial durbin model

existence of this knowledge spillover effect, but also want
to measure the spatial effect and explore its
characteristics. For examples, based on Griliches–Jaffe
knowledge production function, Greunz (2003) proposed
an improved model to investigate inter-regional
knowledge spillover across European sub-national
regions. The result showed that if knowledge spillover
occurred within a given country, the national border
turned out to seriously hamper interregional spillover on
the European scale [4]. Also, an empirical study from
Scherngell et al. (2007) indicated that the knowledge
spillover would be local concentration when analysing
the effect of knowledge spillover in Europe on the total
factor productivity and the degree of knowledge spillover
between industries [5]. Andrea &Chiara (2011) thought
that the statistical evidence suggested that the relevance
of knowledge spillover had increased over time. A
region’s absorptive capacity, measured by local R&D
expenditure and social capital, implied a reduction of
outward knowledge spillover [6]. Bernard &Lesage (2011)
examined the spatial spillovers associated with public and
private research expenditures in own- and other-industry
sectors of 94 French regions. The empirical results
showed that the largest direct and indirect effects are
associated with private R&D activity which spilled across
industry boundaries [7].
In China, an empirical study of the spatial pattern of
China’s R&D spillover at provincial level was conducted
by Su (2006). The results showed that the spatial
dependencies of provincial R&D knowledge production

1 Introduction
The knowledge spillover is a kind of externality
originating from imperfect appropriation of R&D
performances. This implies that the knowledge created by
anybody could be transmitted to other related people in
different ways, such as reverse engineering, patents,
reading scientific papers, informal communications and
so on. Because of the knowledge spillover, it not only
promotes the growth of a region, but also the
development of other contiguous regions. Many
researchers such as Jaffe (1989), Anselin (1999) had
pointed out that the R&D activities had a spillover effect
[1, 2]. With the help of spatial econometrics and panel
data, Seyit &Ronald (2002) conducted an empirical study
with 57 regions of France, Italy and Spain in order to
analyse the effect of knowledge spillover on the regional
economic growth in Europe. The results showed that
R&D intensity and R&D spillover have significant
positive effects on regional economic growth [3]. And
then, the flows of knowledge among regions can increase
the production efficiency and promote the economic
development. Especially, with the development of new
economic geography, the spatial externality is becoming
the core element and the hot topic. Therefore, many
researchers have put focus on the interplay of different
regions. Similarly, in Regional Economics more and
more attentions are put on the effect of economic
spillover of the local region on neighbouring regions.
Surely, the researchers not only hope to prove the
*
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existed, and R&D spillover were also locally bounded.
Under the given conditions, spatial lag model showed
that an average increase of 0.22 percent in a regional
patent production was caused by one percent increase in
neighbouring regional patent production. Moreover, a
decay process of provincial innovation was found to be
existed by considering the research effort made by
neighbouring regions [8]. Based on an empirical study of
BRICs from year 1980 to 2008, Li &Han (2010) had
proved the weak tacit knowledge spillover was positive
correlation with an output of region [9]. There were
knowledge spillover among the provinces and the
knowledge stock had a positive effect on regional
economical growth. Especially, Xu et al. (2010) pointed
that the efficiency of growth was affected by regional
capital and labour and absorbing capacity [10]. Zhou
&Lan (2012) thought that the knowledge spillover effect
weakened the profit of originated region from new
knowledge, but it was good to reduce the gap among
regions and promote the coordinated development of
regional economy [11]. Addition to, in common theory,
the effect of knowledge spillover will gradually decrease
with the increasing of distance. However, Liu &Tang
(2010) proved that the effect of knowledge spillover did
not always descent strictly with the increasing order of
contiguity matrix, and there maybe existed an optimal
distance for spillover [12].
Based on these literatures review, we find that on one
side, the spatial econometric model provides a useful way
to measure and evaluate the effect of knowledge spillover
on agglomeration, innovation and regional economic
growth. However, Lesage &Pace (2009) had pointed that
the ordinary regressive method would get inaccurate
coefficients and we need to change a new method [13].
On the other side, there are lack of empirical studies on
the effect and characteristics of knowledge spillover on
the regional economic development. In other words, we
not only hope to prove the existence of spatial effect of
knowledge spillover, but also explore the nature of such
effect. Therefore, we can deeply understand the regular
pattern of knowledge sharing among regions. This will
help us to make effective regional policies to promote the
regional development soundly and rapidly.
Therefore, based on [14] and [12], in the section II, a
spatial Durbin model is transformed from a production
function whose dependent variable is GDP and
independent variables are Labour, Capital and
Knowledge-stock, In the section III, the data are collected
and reprocessed firstly, and then, the Moran Index is
calculated to roughly test the existence of spatial
correlation. We use the toolbox of Matlab R2010b to
calculate the model and give a detailed analysis. In the
section IV, a stability analysis is conducted in order to
test whether the change of parameter affect the results. In
section V, the conclusions and police recommendations
are given.

2 Constructing the spatial Durbin model
2.1 ANALYSIS AND SELECTION OF VARIBLES
Now, the GDP is a very important index to evaluate the
regional economic development. Therefore, we use the
GDP (G) as depended variable. From the perspective of
knowledge production function, we select the total
investment in fixed assets in the whole country as the
capital input variable (K), and select the number of
employed persons as the labour input variable (L). How
to measure the knowledge stock (S)? In most literatures,
the patent is a good choice. But it has many defects.
Kesidou (2004) showed that the patent was often treated
as a proxy of innovation, but it only contains a formal
output and neglects other complex activities useful for
knowledge accumulation [15]. In other words, the patent
only stands for the measurable knowledge. So, we also
divide the knowledge variable S into S1 and S2, which
stand for the measurable knowledge and un-measurable
knowledge respectively. Surely, the patent is a proxy of
the S1.
As the other goods, the value of knowledge is also
depreciation. Therefore, we will measure the present
value of knowledge stock through perpetual inventory
method. The formula is as follows

S1t  N t  S1t 1(1  d ) ,

(1)

where t stands for time (year), St stands for the
knowledge stock at t, N t stands for the knowledge
added-value at t, and d stands for depreciation rate. In
other literatures, the d is set to 12% [14] and set to 15%
[16]. Considering the data is from China, we also set the
d to 15%. Surely, it may be quite arbitrary. Therefore, a
stability analysis will be provided in section IV.
In Equation (1), we need to get the initiative
knowledge stock S10, which is calculated as follow

S10  N 0(1  g ) / ( g  d ) ,

(2)

where S10 stands for the knowledge stock of base year,
N 0 stands for number of patent application and
authorized of base year, and g stands for average growth
rate per year of patent application and authorized.
2.2 MODELLING
According to the selected variables, we suppose that they
meet the function as follow

G  f ( K , L, S1, S 2) ,

(3)

where G stands for GDP; K stands for capital input that is
the total investment in fixed assets in the whole country;
L stands for labour input that is the number of employed
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persons; S1 stands for measurable knowledge that is
number of patent application accept and granted; S2
stands for un-measurable knowledge. According to the
C—D production function, we get

G  AK  L S1 S 2 ,

3 Empirical results and analysis
3.1 DATA COLLECTION AND PRE-PROCESS

(4)

where  ,  ,  ,  need to be estimated; and A is constant
and using logarithm in the formula (4), we get
LnG   LnK   LnL   LnS1   LnS 2  LnA , then let

G '   K '   L'   S '   S '  c .
1
2

(5)

Many literatures have confirmed that the measurable
knowledge and un-measurable knowledge both had
spatial dependence [17, 14, 13].
Therefore, there is a simple hypothesis as follows:

S1'  1WS1'  u1

u1 ~ N (0,  u21 I n ) ,

(6)

S2'  2WS2'  u2

u2 ~ N (0,  u22 I n ) ,

(7)

where W stands for spatial contiguity matrix; 1，2
stands for the spatial dependence of measurable
knowledge stock and un-measurable knowledge stock
respectively, which reflect the spatial dependence of
sample data and measure the average effect of
neighbouring regions on local region; u1 , u2 are
stochastic error respectively.
Obviously, the measurable knowledge and unmeasurable knowledge is different but there is a
correlation between them. This relationship can be
reflected from stochastic error, so we suppose that the
u1 , u2 meet a simple linear equation as follows:

u1  u2  

 ~ N (0, 2 I n ) .

3.2 CALCULATING AND ANALYZING THE
SPATIAL DURBIN MODEL
Spatial regression models exploit the complicated
dependence structure between observation units, which
represent countries, regions and so on. Because of this,
the parameter estimates contain a wealth of information
on relationships among the regions [12]. A change on any
given explanatory variable of a region will impact the
region itself (e.g. a direct impact) and potentially impact
all other regions indirectly (e.g. an indirect impact). That
is to say, the indirect impact is just the spillover effect. It
implies that the ordinary regression method is not
accurate. And then we need other ways to estimate the
actual spillover effect rather than use the ordinary
regression coefficient  4 of Equation (9). The new way is

(8)

According to the Equations (5–8), we get

G '  1WG '   2 K '  3 L'   4 S1'  5 I 

 2WK '  3WL'   4WS1'  5WI  

,

In this paper, the panel data set contains 31 provinces in
mainland of China with 4 variables over the period from
2000 to 2011. In the State Intellectual Property Office of
the People’s Republic of China, the statistical reports start
from 1985, but the data in most regions are zero.
Addition to, Hainan province was founded in 1988 and
had data from 1989. Chongqing became a municipality
directly under the Central Government in 1997, but it has
independent statistic since 1985. Generally speaking,
there are complete and effective statistical data from
1989. Therefore, we set 1989 as the base year to calculate
the knowledge stock. Especially, when we calculate the
average growth rate per year of the patent (i.e. variable
g), the base year of Xizang is 1990, because the
corresponding data is zero in 1989.
In addition to, considering the availability of data, the
GDP is collected from “Gross Regional Product and
Indices” in statistical yearbook from 2001 to 2012. The
Labour is collected from “Number of Engaged Persons in
Private Enterprises and Self-employed Individuals” from
2001 to 2012. The Capital is collected from “Total
Investment in Fixed Assets in the Whole Country by
Status of Registration and Region” from 2001 to 2012.
The patents are collected from “Patents Application
Accepted and Granted by Region” from 1985 to 2011.
(Data source: Statistics Annual Report 1985-2011 from
State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s
Republic of China, China Statistical Yearbook 2001-2012
from National Bureau of Statistics of China).

(9)

where 1  2 , 2   ,2  2 , 3   ,3  2 ,

4  r   1 , 4  (2   11 ) , 5  c,5  2 c ,

called partial derivative summation method in this paper.
With the help of spatial econometric toolbox and
Matlab R2010b, we get the results as follows in Table 1
and Table 2.
Firstly, from the Table 1, we find that the value of ttests of all variables surpass 2. This indicates that all the
variables have significant linear correlation with GDP.

   1 .
Now, we have found that the Equation (9) is just a
spatial Durbin model.
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An interesting result is that the Capital and Labour have
positive correlation with GDP but the W-Capital and WLabour have negative correlation with GDP. However,
the Knowledge-stock and W-Knowledge-stock have both
positive correlations with GDP. As we all know, the W
stands for the spatial effect. Therefore, this result shows
that the capital and labour of a region make negative
spillovers effect for neighbouring regions.
Secondly, because the regression coefficients are not
to reflect the actual spillover effect, we will evaluate the
spatial effect by Table 2. The first, in direct effect, the
values of Capital and Labour reach to 0.745436 and
0.252985 respectively, and exceed greatly the value of
Knowledge-stock, which equal to 0.076793. This implies
that the capital (e.g. fixed asset investment) and labour
rather than technology innovation are still the main
driving force of regional economic development. In Table
3, the contribution share of gross capital formation to the
increase of the GDP is given from year 1978 to 2011,
which approves the above conclusion.
The second, in the indirect effect, there is also an
interesting result. The spatial spillover effect of Capital
and Labour are negative while the effect of Knowledgestock is positive. How to understand this phenomenon?
We think that the capital is treated as a kind of
homogeneous and excludable resource. Once it is
invested into a region, it can not be used in other regions.
And similarly, the labour is a kind of heterogeneous and
excludable resource. Because of its quick flowing in
present China, the growth of labour (especially the
advanced workers) in a region will inevitably reduce the
supply of labour in other regions in a fixed period.
Consequently, this indicates that it will lower the GDP in

local region because of the increasing of capital and
labour in neighbouring regions. Otherwise, the
knowledge is a kind of non-rivalry and partially
excludable resource. And it is reused by others. This
implies that the growth of knowledge stock in one region
will indirectly increase the growth of knowledge stock in
neighbouring regions. Consequently, this will increase
the GDP in neighbouring regions. Therefore, it is
acceptable that the spillover effect of Capital &Labour is
negative and that of Knowledge-stock is positive.
Moreover, the significant consequence of the
characteristic is that how to make full use of the spatial
spillover effect of knowledge.
The third, for the total effect, we find that the effect of
Knowledge-stock exceed the effect of Labour. This
implies that the knowledge-stock (i.e. innovative
knowledge or high-tech) rather than more pure labour is
playing a stronger role in regional economic
development. The knowledge intensive industry will
gradually substitute the labour intensive industry with the
increasing input on education.
Thirdly, all these analysis indicate that knowledge
spillover will play a more and more important role in
regional economic development. One side, each region
should put much more attention on the knowledge
production. For example, increasing the science and
technology innovation input. One the other side, many
regions maybe are lack of necessary capital or labour, so
they can efficiently utilize the knowledge spillover effect
from other regions in order to promote own region
powerful. For instance, they can engage in extensive
technological exchanges and cooperation with other
regions.

TABLE 1 Model estimation based on linear regression
Variable
Constant
Capital
Labour
Knowledge-stock
W-Capital
W-Labour
W-Knowledge-stock
rho

Coefficient
0.500267
0.763673
0.258725
0.060986
-0.467287
-0.144594
0.159103
0.328976

Asymptot t-stat
3.664145
28.422736
10.255035
5.569024
-10.256821
-4.362333
7.904632
5.726039

z-probability
0.000248
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000013
0.000000
0.000000

TABLE 2 The estimation of spatial effect based on partial derivative summation
Direct
Capital
Labour
Knowledge-Stock

Coefficient
0.745436
0.252985
0.076793

t-stat
29.528766
10.742312
7.342959

t-prob
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

Lower 01
0.674685
0.192955
0.047858

Upper 99
0.807168
0.314691
0.105268

Indirect
Capital
Labour
Knowledge-Stock

Coefficient
-0.304283
-0.083380
0.251915

t-stat
-8.638289
-2.420611
9.882188

t-prob
0.000000
0.015973
0.000000

Lower 01
-0.400282
-0.169920
0.180004

Upper 99
-0.216711
-0.000575
0.325630

Total
Capital
Labour
Knowledge-stock

Coefficient
0.441153
0.169605
0.328708

t-stat
12.948609
6.991557
11.209642

t-prob
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

Lower 01
0.352705
0.106852
0.255210

Upper 99
0.530985
0.227901
0.404317
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TABLE 3 Contribution share of Gross Capital Formation to the increase of the GDP
Year
Contribution Share (%)
Year
Contribution Share (%)
1978
66.0
2004
54.5
1980
26.4
2005
38.5
1985
80.9
2006
43.6
1990
1.8
2007
42.5
1995
55.0
2008
46.9
2000
22.4
2009
87.6
2001
49.9
2010
52.9
2002
48.5
2011
48.8
2003
63.2
--Data source: China Statistical Yearbook 2012 from National Bureau of Statistics of China.

Table 5, we find that there is a little change on indirect
effect of Labour including its value and direction.
However, the absolute values of all t-test are far less than
2, which show that there is not a linear correlation
between GDP and W-Labour. In Table 3, although it
passes to the t-test, the indirect effect of Labour only
reaches to -0.08, which is much lower compared with
Capital and Knowledge-stock. All these indicate that the
Labour only has much weak negative spillover effect on
GDP, and the changes of the parameter d do not change
this situation. So, the model in our paper is stability.

4 Stability of Model
In our model, the parameter d is set to 15%, which seems
arbitrary. So, in this section, a stability analysis is taken
for different d. We set d to 10%, 12%, 18% and 20%
respectively to test whether the change of d will impact
the stability of the model. The detailed results are as
follows in Table 4 and Table 5. From Table 4, we find
that the changes of d do not change the linear correlation
between GDP and other independent variables. It only
changes the regression coefficients a little. From the
TABLE 4 Model estimation with the changes of parameter d
Variable
Constant
Capital
Labour
Knowledge-stock
W-Capital
W-Labour
W-Knowledge-stock
rho

d=10%
Coefficient
t-stat
0.19269
1.36682
0.84978
33.84629
0.17954
7.05091
0.03635
3.27409
-0.59899
-13.30724
-0.09875
-3.12122
0.10631
5.06790
0.51400
10.37155

d=12%
Coefficient
t-stat
0.20914
1.48247
0.84799
33.60750
0.18067
7.05531
0.03636
3.27657
-0.59093
-13.02385
-0.09533
-2.97931
0.10601
5.06654
0.50396
10.04316

d=18%
Coefficient
t-stat
0.24148
1.70667
0.84406
33.09362
0.18462
7.11745
0.03575
3.23700
-0.57818
-12.60055
-0.08982
-2.73716
0.10324
4.98099
0.49099
9.62029

d=20%
Coefficient
t-stat
0.24584
1.73765
0.84337
33.01704
0.18631
7.16648
0.03520
3.19848
-0.58011
-12.68296
-0.09085
-2.75603
0.10141
4.91478
0.49596
9.76483

TABLE 5 The spatial effect with changes of parameter d
d=10%
Direct
Capital
Labor
Knowledge-Stock
Indirect
Capital
Labor
Knowledge-Stock
Total
Capital
Labor
Knowledge-stock

Coefficient
0.824719
0.177917
0.056386
Coefficient
-0.309845
-0.012401
0.238665
Coefficient
0.514874
0.165516
0.295051

d=12%
t-stat
34.608679
7.602651
4.931707
t-stat
-6.675854
-0.325573
5.943980
t-stat
10.513328
5.202213
6.457783

Coefficient
0.823463
0.179406
0.055722
Coefficient
-0.306349
-0.008038
0.232735
Coefficient
0.517114
0.171368
0.288456

t-stat
34.412799
7.616899
4.899498
t-stat
-6.700182
-0.211120
5.944784
t-stat
10.753491
5.408059
6.472558

TABLE 5 The spatial effect with changes of parameter d (continued)
d=18%
Direct
Capital
Labor
Knowledge-Stock
Indirect
Capital
Labor
Knowledge-Stock
Total
Capital
Labor
Knowledge-stock

Coefficient
0.820461
0.184482
0.053744
Coefficient
-0.297518
0.002505
0.220095
Coefficient
0.522944
0.187347
0.273840

d=20%
t-stat
33.584064
7.656494
4.644222
t-stat
-6.984009
0.064312
5.684304
t-stat
11.549711
5.691958
6.298379

Coefficient
0.819707
0.186647
0.053164
Coefficient
-0.296769
0.003888
0.218575
Coefficient
0.522938
0.190534
0.271740

t-stat
33.477667
7.715160
4.598221
t-stat
-6.913834
0.098670
5.614861
t-stat
11.439479
5.681662
6.212776
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Hubei) accounts for 66.5% of national expenditure. In
other words, most other provinces are lack of sufficient
input on knowledge production.
Secondly, it may be a good way to construct a virtual
alliance of knowledge production and promote the
development of collaborative innovation. The knowledge
has the characteristics of stickiness and the locality.
Obviously, it is a slow and difficult process for
developing regions to achieve the knowledge through
spillover. Therefore, it is an effective way to construct
knowledge alliance and promote the collaborative
innovation. It is useful to break the administrative
boundary and promote spatial knowledge spillovers
quickly. According to the reports, the ministry of
education and ministry of finance have implemented
collaborative innovation plan in 2012 in China.
Thirdly, it is essential to promote the flow of
knowledge through an effective mechanism of talent flow
in order to balance the knowledge gap between regions.
In fact, innovative knowledge comes from innovative
talent and the knowledge spillover is achieved mainly by
the flow of talent. Unfortunately, the developed regions
attract too many talents because of the black hole effect.
Although the governments of developing regions provide
the talents many preferential policies in order to get them
stay in the locality, it still fails. Therefore, in the present
situation, the most practical way is to make effective
mechanism of talent flow. The developing regions can get
innovative knowledge from such flow rather than being
entangled in a local production of knowledge.
Fourthly, it is very important to improve the
knowledge absorption capacity of developing regions. If
the developing regions do not have such absorption
capacity, then facing the knowledge spillover will only
lead to frustration and little innovation will take place.
We can take an example to explain it. Why do so many
multi-national corporations invest the mainland China
rather than other developing countries? Except the cost of
labour, one of the critical factors is that the China has
enough knowledge employees to meet the need of
production. Undeniably, this brings China an opportunity
for rapid development compared with other developing
countries.

5 Conclusions and recommendations
With the development of knowledge-based economy, the
knowledge will substitute other production factors such
as capital and land to become the main driving force of
regional economic development. The spatial spillover of
knowledge is becoming more and more widespread
because different regions become more and more closed
with each other. The knowledge and such spatial effect
will play more and more important role in regional
economic development. The question is that how to
measure and evaluate the spatial spillover effect of
knowledge and understand its characteristics.
In this paper, knowledge is divided into two parts:
measurable knowledge and un-measurable knowledge.
With the help of knowledge production function, a spatial
Durbin model is formed. The empirical study containing
31provinces over the period from 2000 to 2011 in China
shows that there is spatial dependence among regions.
The knowledge spillovers go beyond the administrative
boundary and have an impact on neighbouring regions.
The interesting phenomenon is that capital and labour
have a negative spatial effect, but knowledge has positive
spatial effect. This result indicates that spatial knowledge
spillover will play a more and more important role in
regional economic development especially in developing
regions. In other words, although the fixed asset
investment is the main driving force of regional economic
development, but these regions have insufficient money.
Also, from the perspective of sustainable development,
these regions cannot depend on labour-intensive industry
for long term. The knowledge has become the strategic
resource to achieve and keep competitive advantages, but
the knowledge resources are mainly concentrated in
developed regions rather than developing regions because
of location, history, finance supporting and so on.
Fortunately, the knowledge has the characteristic of
public good. Therefore, a meaningful question is that how
to make full use of the spatial spillover effect of
knowledge.
In this paper, many policy recommendations are given
as follows. Firstly, it is essential to increase expenditure
on the knowledge production such as R&D and improve
the contribution share of technology innovation to GDP.
Since knowledge is the most important resource to
achieve competitive advantages. Therefore, it is essential
to guarantee a certain amount of knowledge stock. At
present, the average ratio of R&D expenditure to GDP
has reached to 1.84% in 2011 and ranked third in the
world. However, according to statistical bulletin in 2011
of national science &technology funds, the R&D
expenditure of eight provinces (e.g. Jiangsu, Guangdong,
Beijing, Shandong, Zhejiang, Shanghai, Liaoning and
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Abstract
Due to portfolio decision deals with future events and opportunities, the market information is uncertain. This paper aims to propose
a fuzzy multi-period portfolio selection model to hedge against the uncertainty. A new transformation method based on qualitative
possibility theory is developed to transfer the model to a crisp programming, which can be solved by an optimization technique. An
example is used to illustrate our approach.
Keywords: Multi-period portfolio selection, Fuzzy sets, Optimization, Qualitative possibility theory

uncertain multi period portfolio problem. Liu [7]
proposed a pair of two-level mathematical programs to
calculate the upper bound and lower bound of return and
transfer it into a pair of ordinary one-level linear
programs.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we present the fuzzy number and its four arithmetic
operates. In section 3, we introduce the formulation of
transformation for a fuzzy portfolio model to a crisp
programming. Section 4 presents a numerical example
with real data from the Chinese stock market. The paper
ends with some concluding remarks.

1 Introduction
The purpose of an investor is to predict the future return
and decide how to allocate asset optimally for
Maximilian the total return under some constraints, such
as a budget constraints. However, the confront with two
problems. One is culti-period invest strategy. Another is
uncertainty. As every knows ，the time horizon of an
investment for an investor usually is multi-period,
because he will adjust invest strategy according to market
and his budget, from this point, Markovitz’s single meanvariance analysis model [1] does not conform to the
actual condition. A numerous cholers extended the single
period portfolio to the dynamic case. Hakansson [2] gave
the multi period mean variance model based on the
general portfolio selection theory. Li and Ng [3]
generalize Markowitz’s mean-variance model to the
multi-period model under discrete case, and deduced the
analysis expression of efficient frontier by establishing
auxiliary function.
It is clear that history data not mean the future data
because the market condition is changing time and time.
Conventional portfolio optimization models have an
assumption that the future condition of stock market can
be accurately predicted by historical data. However, no
matter how accurate the past data is, this premise will not
exist in the financial market due to the high volatility of
market environment. To deal with imprecise information
in making portfolio selection decisions. Östermark [4]
used the fuzzy decision theory to study dynamic portfolio
problems with a risk-free asset and risky asset and
proposed a fuzzy control model. Sadjadi etc. [5], who
researched the fuzzy portfolio selection problem with
different borrowing and lending rate. Huang and Qiao [6]
tried to study the multi period portfolio problem under
fuzzy environment, and proposed a risk index of an
*

2 Notation of fuzzy numbers
From [8], membership function of a trapezoidal fuzzy
~

number

A   r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 

is

defined

as

0, x  r1

 xr
1

, r  x  r2
 r2  r1 1

 ~  x    1, r2  x  r3 , where r2 , r3 are the left and
A
r x
 4
, r3  x  r4
 r4  r3

0, x  r4

right modal values and r1 , r4 are the left and right
spreads.
Triangular fuzzy number is a special case of
trapezoidal fuzzy number, for any M   r1 , r2 , r3 , r4  ,
which is a trapezoidal fuzzy number, when r2  r3 ,
trapezoidal fuzzy number will degenerate to the triangular
fuzzy number M   r1 , r2 , r3  .
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Let U be a set of states and X be a set of possible
consequences, a possibility distribution  represent the
incomplete knowledge on the state on U and X be the
possibility distribution representing the preference of
decision maker on X . The utility of a decision d whose
consequence in state u is x  d  u  for u U can be

1

evaluated by combining the plausibilities   u  and the

0

m m

utilities u  x  in a suitable way. Two quantitative criteria

x

were proposed by Dubois and Prade to evaluate the worth
of decision d regarding uncertain information:
Pessimistic criterion:

FIGURE 1







U*  d   inf max 1    u  ,   d  u   .

1

uU

(1)

Optimistic criterion:

0





U *  d   sup min   u  ,   d  u   .

m

uU

m x

In this paper, the pessimistic criterion is used to
determine the satisfaction degree of the fuzzy constraint
that contains uncertain parameters on its left-hand side
and flexible parameters on its right-hand side. For
example, the left-hand side is the future fuzzy cost, and
the right-hand side is the flexible budget of a investor.
The satisfaction degree of the decision d can be defined

FIGURE 2

There exists certain flexibility in making the portfolio
decision .Fig 1 denotes the degree of satisfaction of the
expected value of the portfolio. If the expected value is
larger than m   , the degree of satisfaction increase,
when the expected value is larger than m the investor is
completely satisfy. Fig 2 shows the degree of satisfaction
of the budget spending. If the budget spending is less
than m , the investor is completely satisfy. However, if
the budget spending is greater than m , then the degree of
satisfaction decrease. When the budget spending is
greater than m   , the degree of satisfaction becomes
zero.
The four arithmetic operates on a trapezoidal fuzzy
number as follows:
Suppose M1   r1 , r2 , r3 , r4  , M 2   s1 , s2 , s3 , s4  are
two
trapezoidal
fuzzy
numbers,
for
M1  M 2   r1  s1 , r2  s2 , r3  s3 , r4  s4  a

  r ,  r ,  r ,  r  ,   0

R
,
 M1   1 2 3 4

  r4 ,  r3 ,  r2 ,  r1  ,   0
M1  M 2   r1 s1 , r2 s2 , r3 s3 , r4 s4  , r1 , s1  0 .

(2)





~ ~
Cd  R, B   inf max 1   ~  x  ,  ~  x  ,
R
B



(3)

~

where R is the possible consequences of decision d and
~

B is the preference of decision maker about the
consequence.
3.2 MODEL FORMULATION OF THE PORTFOLIO
SELECTION

then
any

The multi-period portfolio selection problem is to select a
set of strategy to maximize the expected benefits during
the planning horizon under some budget constraints.
Since imprecision and flexibility are encountered in
making portfolio decisions, a fuzzy programming model
is proposed here to optimize portfolio decisions in an
uncertain environment.
Notation
n the total number of candidate assets

,

3 Problem statement and modelling
3.1 INTRODUCTION TO QUALITATIVE
POSSIBILITY THEORY

~

Bt the flexible budget available for stage t
rit fuzzy future value of candidate asset i at stage t
xit share of asset i at stage t

This section introduces qualitative possibility theory, see
to Dubois and Prade [9], which is used to deal with the
fuzzy constraint involving both uncertain and flexible
parameters. The basic concept is introduced as follows.

bit share of buying asset i at stage t , cit  bit  is buying
cost
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sit share of selling asset i at stage t , cit  sit  is selling
cost
I pt the return of portfolio at stage t

Then the constraint can be transformed into
n

r

it

i 1

n

c2

xit  i  rit r xit  bit , where rit c 2 is the right
i 1

W0 the initial wealth
I t the given return of a investor

modal values of rit , and rit r is their right spreads,
respectively. Similarly, we can transform another

I t degree of tolerance for deviation, equivalents to risk

constraints I pt  0.08 and

The optimal model: max  1  I pt  W0 , where
T

n

,

i 1

I I  I
t
 pt t
~
 n
s.t  cit  bit   cit  sit    Bt .
 i 1
 xit , bit , sit  0

In fact, xit  xi ,t 1  bit  sit . And for general, For simple,

max 











  .

T
n

C l   ln 1   rit l xit  0.008  bit  sit 
t 1
 i 1
The target function is equivalent

to max  ,

s.t C   C   .
Since the problem is the maximization problem, the
left edge of C WT ,   is used based on pessimistic
c1

l

criterion to determine the satisfaction degree of the
portfolio value that is greater than  .
4 Illustrated example
This section presents an example of portfolio selection
problem to illustrate the approach developed. The
investment has three stages. The preferred budgets for
stages 1, 2, and 3 are described in fuzzy numbers (in
millions): (0, 271.2, 0, 40), (0, 984.9, 0, 200), and (0,
1975.8, 250), respectively. That is B1   0, 271.2, 0, 40  ,

,

n

bit    0.008bit  0.008sit   0.12 , then the above

B2   0, 984.9, 0, 200 , B3   0,1975.8, 0, 250  .

i 1

n

constraint is transferred to  rit xit  bit .

Let the target satisfaction degree of objective function
be set to 0.95 and risk, budget    are set to 0.9 for

 

i 1

If the decision maker feels that the satisfaction degree
of the constraint needs to be greater than or equal to i ,
the constraint can be reformulated based on pessimistic
criterion
according
to
Eq.
(3):
C r1t x1t  r2t x2t  rnt xnt , bit  i



where

T
n


Let C c1   ln 1   rit c1 xit  0.008  bit  sit   and
t 1
 i 1


 bit  sit   0.008bit  0.008sit   0.12 .

xit  xit  bit  sit

t

,



In this paper, the approach of Inuiguchi and Ramik [10]
has been extended with qualitative possibility theory to
handle the fuzzy constraint containing both uncertain and
flexible parameters. Then the fuzzy portfolio selection
model is transformed into a linear programming model
which can be solved by an optimization technique.
Consider an inequality constraint (first constraint) of
the above problem, it can be divided to two inequalities:
I pt  0.12, I pt  0.08 . For I pt  0.12 , it equals to

Set

s.t. C WT ,    

,



3.3 QUALITATIVE POSSIBILITY THEORY TO
TRANSFORMATION

i 1

it

t 1

maximize wealth，and the first constraint means risk, the
second constraint means budget.

it

it

In order to avoid multiplication, we logarithmic the
target
function
T
n


ln W T   ln 1   rit xit  0.008  bit  sit    ln W0  .
t 1
 i 1

So target of maxing the return equals to
T
n


max  ln 1   rit xit  0.008  bit  sit   .
t 1
 i 1


C  sit   0.008sit , It  0.1, It  0.02 . The purpose is to

it

it

WT   1  I pt  W0 .

1
, the cost of
n
buying and selling asset is proportional, i.e., for example,
transaction costs function is C  bit   0.008bit and

n

i 1

it

T

given the original respective share are

 r  x

~

 c b   c  s   B

into a crisp objective function. So far, all the constraints
are transformed to linear programming.
Next for the fuzzy objective function. Suppose that it
is satisfied for an investor when the satisfaction degree of
the objective function should be greater than or equal to
.

t 1

I pt    rit  xit  bit  sit   cit  bit   cit  sit 

n

all t and i , respectively. Table 1 lists the uncertain
return for three stages in fuzzy numbers.
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TABLE 1 Fuzzy return for 3 assets
Asset no
1
2
3
4
5

Stage 1
(0.3,0,3,0.045,0.045)
(0.1,0,1,0.015,0.015)
(0.1,0.1,0.0 15, 0.0 15)
(0.55, 0.55, 0.075, 0.075)
(0.2, 0.2, 0.03, 0.03)

Fuzzy return
Stage 2
(0.5,0,5,0.075,0.075)
(0.35,0,35,0.011,0.011)
(0.75,0.75, 0.112, 0.112)
(0.65,0.65,0.0975,0.097)
(0.85, 0.85, 0.012, 0.012)

From solving the model, the dynamic portfolio is:
At stage 1, b11  0.7203, a21  a31  0, a41  0.314, a51  0
and s11  s21  s31  0 , s41  s51  0 .
At
stage
2,
and
a12  0, a22  0.577, a32  0, a42  0.027, a52  0

Stage 3
(0.45,0,45,0.067,0.067)
(0.2,0,2,0.015,0.015)
(0.5, 0.5, 0.015, 0.015)
(0.17,0.17,0.025,0.025)
(0.2, 0.2, 0.03, 0.03)

target portfolio value while there is lack of reliable
information. The fuzzy portfolio selection model
developed was able to handle both uncertain and flexible
parameters and the proposed possibilistic transformation
method can convert the model into a crisp mathematical
model, which can be solved by linear programming.

s21  s22  s32  0 , s42  0,s52  0.516 .
At stage 3, a51  0.183, a52  0.204, a53  a54  a55  0
and s51  0, s52  0 , s53  0.1265, s54  s35  0 .
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This paper developed a fuzzy multi- portfolio selection
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Abstract
Personalized service tends to be an emerging challenge in the field of interest mining on e-commerce platform, the issues of which
include how to integrate the user's individual background factor, to hiddenly attain portal user interest behaviour, and to mine interest
drift pattern. According to user interest drift problem of personalized service in network, this paper explains the user interest through
an integration of individual background factor, user behaviour and interest. Meanwhile, it recommends the fuzzy logic thought to
explain its impact factor weights comprehensively in order to reflect the level of the user interest on theme. And, it establishes the
Hidden semi-Markov Model via user browsing path to detect whether the interest is drifted or not. Finally, the method is proved to
be accurate through the experiment analysis.
Keywords: user interest, HSMM, background factors, drift detection

Model to detect whether the user interest drift or not, in
light of the user interest combination of background, user
behaviour and content.

1 Introduction
The quality of personalized service depends on the
accuracy of user interest mastered by the system.
However, the user's interest will change ranging from
time to other surrounding factors. In other words, the user
interest drift occurred. The key issue of personalized
service is how to identify the changes of user’s interest
accurately and timely in order to provide the interested
service content.
Global scholars have made some research for user
interest drift. Grabtree and Soltysiak [1] used the time
window approach to solve the problem of user interest
drift, whereas it only used one sample to train the user
model as the recent visiting. Wu et al.[2] proposed a
Semi-supervised classification algorithm for data streams
of user interesting with concept drifts and Unlabeled
data(SUN). Maloof and Michalski [3] used a forgetting
mechanism to attenuate the sample. Koychev and
Schwab[4] presented a method for dealing with drifting
interests by introducing the notion of gradual forgetting.
Ahmed et al.[5] proposed a novel framework to introduce
a very useful measure, called frequency affinity, among
the items in a HUP and the concept of interesting HUP
with a strong frequency affinity for the fast discovery of
more applicable knowledge. Nicoletti et al. [6] presented
a novel method for topic detection of user interesting
from online informal conversations.
This paper will continue to study the drift of the user's
interest, not only from the perspective of way to proceed,
but also from the perspective of the individual user
background. And it would build Hidden Semi-Markov

2 User interest description and mapping
2.1 BASIC DEFINITIONS
Definition 1. The user interest content set UIC is the
collection of interest content after classification of visited
resource
about
all
users
in
the
website:
UIC={P1,...,Pl}∪{L1,...,Lm}
∪{T1,...,Tn}={UIC1,UIC2,...,UICM}.
Where P is a web site component channels; L is a
hyperlink content; T is a tag page; UIC is the
classification of interest content used by the concept
layered approach [7], and it has a corresponding interest
concept set:   { x |1  x  Z} , UIC |  x ,  x is a
characteristic concept of interest content, | means the
mapping relationship from interest content to
characteristic concept.
Definition 2. The user background factors set UBE is
a collection of various background factors existed in
individual user u, mainly containing Region, Gender,
Age, Marriage, Education and Income. It is defined as a
user background set: UBE = {Region, Gender, Age,
Marriage, Education, Income}.
Definition 3. The User interest behaviour set UIB is a
collection of all possible behaviour operations when u
visits the UIC on the page of website. In this paper, the
behaviour data is divided into several types as follows

* Corresponding author e-mail: talentxch@gmail.com
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when users are browsing the web: marking behaviour,
such as increasing the bookmark (Book), saving the page
(Save), etc.; operational behaviour, such as dragging the
scroll bar (Scroll), visiting the page of time (Times), etc.;
link behaviour, that is, whether click a hyperlink when
you are browsing a page (Click). A set of interest
behaviours is defined as follows: UIB = {Book, Save,
Scroll, Times, Click}.
Definition 4. Let the accessing process of user u
among the session of time fragment T as a accessing
sequential transaction tr, defined as a tuple: {tr.u,
(tr.content1, tr.time1, tr.background1, tr.behaviour1),...,
(tr.contentp, tr.timep, tr.backgroundp, tr.behaviourp)}. In
which, tr.u∈U denoted accessing user; Four tuples
(tr.content, tr.time, tr.background, tr.behaviour1) express
as the per accessing operation of user, tr.content∈UIC
denotes the detail of interest in content objection,
tr.time(tr.timep-tr.time1≤T) denotes accessing timestamp;
tr.background∈UBE expresses as the specific
background factors of the user; tr.behaviour ∈ UIB
expresses as the interests of specific behaviours of users.
Therefore, consisting all accessing transaction tr to
accessing transaction set of user in visiting the website by
sequential session times: TRu = {tri|1≤i≤|TRu|}, |TRu| as
total number of sessions of the user.

The definition of WB(contentk)∈[0,1] is a normalization
that reflects the individual background FBB weight.
Let FBTR = Relation (TRu, UIC ∪ UBE ∪ UIB) said
TRu × (UIC ∪ UBE ∪ UIB) domain uTR and UIC ∪
UBE ∪ UIB relationship between the fuzzy, interactive
access to the process u described the behaviour of interest
characteristics and evaluate the impact of the definition of
WTR (contentk) ∈ [0,1] for the normalized reflected in
the behaviour that FBTR interest in weight.
Let user u interested in browsing the contents of the
purchase process of change expressed as navigation path
sequences: Su = {tri.seq} (tri ∈ TRu, | Su | = | uTR |), tr.seq
each order record requests, the interest in the content of
tri. contentk where the ranks of the position. That FBL =
Relation (Su, UIC ∪ UBE ∪ UIB), said Su × (UIC ∪
UBE ∪ UIB) domain Su and UIC ∪ UBE ∪ UIB fuzzy
relationship between describing the process of u
interested in interactive access to content and degree of
concern , the definition of WL (contentk) ∈ [0,1] is the
normalization of interest that reflect the content of FBL
weight.
Thus, each combination of background, interests
behaviour and interest Description in weight of user u can
be expressed as W (contentk):
W(contentk)=θ1WB(contentk)+θ2WTR(contentk)+
θ3WL(contentk) Where θ1+θ2+θ3=1 (θ1, θ2, θ3∈[0,1]).

2.2 BACKGROUND

3 User interest drift mechanism based on HSMM

There are various differences among different
backgrounds users, and different levels of interest in
commodity. In light of the difference of their ages,
occupations, backgrounds, interests, they focus on
different emphasis on the information systems, and often
merely focus on a subset of resources in specific
areas.Internet users’ interest properties are mainly
determined by external factors and internal factors.
External determinants include: cultural factors, social
factors and family factors, while internal determinants
include: life-cycle stages, occupational factors, income,
lifestyle,
personality
factors,
self-concept
and
psychological factors, etc., both these various factors of
which will be integrated and have an influence on
network behaviour of the users. In this paper, using the
geographic, gender, age, marital status, educational
background and income which are key impacts on the
users' interest as indexes, combining with user behaviour
and characteristics of its interest to obfuscate the content
of user and to get their degree of interest value.
This paper introduces the idea of fuzzy logic to
describe the joint mapping based on the factor weight in
backgrounds and behaviour of interest.
Let the user's individual background factors be
expressed as Bu=(u. background). FBB= Relation(Bu,
UIC∪UIB) represents the fuzzy relationship between Bu
and UIC∪UIB on the domain of Bu×(UIC ∪UIB), where
u describes the process of interaction the user to access
the background of the individual behaviour of interest.

3.1 HIDDEN SEMI-MARKOV MODEL
A Hidden semi-Markov Model (HSMM) is an extension
of HMM by allowing the underlying process to be a
semi-Markov chain with a variable duration or sojourn
time for each state. Therefore, in addition to the notation
defined for the HMM, the duration d of a given state is
explicitly defined for the HSMM. State duration is a
random variable and assumes an integer value in the set
D = {1, 2, . . . , D}. The important difference between
HMM and HSMM is that one observation per state is
assumed in HMM while in HSMM each state can emit a
sequence of observations. The number of observations
produced while in state i is determined by the length of
time spent in state i, i.e., the duration d.
A parameter of the HSMM [8], can be expressed as a
six-tuple:   {N , M ,  , A, D, B} where N indicates the
number of states; M is the number of observations;
π={πi}; A={aij}; B={bj(k)}; P={pi(d)}. ot represents
observation of the t vector, which includes the first t
requests objects and rt between rt and rt-1 with the time
interval τt, that is ot=(rt,τt). Representatives from the first
a one to one observation vector b sequence, represents
the observation vector sequence. The length Tst
represents t time state. εt represents the current state of
the output will be the number of observations, 1 ≤ t ≤ T.
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3.2 USER INTEREST BEHAVIOUR

model. After the model parameters are determined, the
model can be used for drift detection. After a premeasured data is required by observations, by calling
HSMM algorithm module, it can calculate the average of
the number of contingent probabilities. Then, user interest
module in the same sentence will be to get the same
interest in the value of user behaviour. If the value of the
user's interest in the normal range, the user data will be
added to the training data set used in the background
update HSMM model parameters, and enter the service
queue; Otherwise, the user will be considered to be
interested in drift, and to other modules (interested in
change processing module) for processing.
Drift detection implementation is shown in Figure 1.

For the user's interest drift, this will create two hidden
semi-Markov models. One is used to describe the stable
interest and behaviour profile of one or a group of users,
the other HSMM is used to outline the behaviours of
transferred interests. To get classified in accordance with
the path sequence of the user access behaviour, and make
sure the observation value set corresponding to every
state according to the training data (Unchanged behaviour
of user interest) of unchanged user interest behaviour.
Take the path sequence to access the web page of users as
the basis of the classification of the drift behaviour
patterns. Make sure the interest behaviour patterns have
the similar path sequence into the same category.
This paper selected the following two observations to
describe the user's browsing behaviour:
1) the path sequence of the user access to Web
browsing;
2) the time interval between the two adjacent pages.
As the user's browsing behaviour is usually from one
page to another, therefore, let us assume the user's
browsing actions are consistent with the characteristics of
Markov chain, and can describe the chain from a state
perspective. The set of all states is expressed as S = {S1,
S2, ..., SN}, the corresponding set of observations
expressed as V = {v1, v2, ..., vM}, discrete integer seconds
time interval, set as I = {1,2, ...}. For the typical user's
browsing behaviour of a class, the number of its
navigation path link is another random variable, which
can be considered state of the output in a given number of
observations , the set of which is represented as {1, ...,
D}. The sequence of user browsing path is expressed as
user browsing Web content objects and user time interval
between rt-1 and rt from one page to another page. O is a
model of two-dimensional sequence of observations. B =
{bi (v, q)} is the output probability matrix model, where
as a given state i ∈ S, bi (v, q) matches the state of the
user in a page rt = v ∈ V and a page with the previous
time interval To τt = q ∈ I probability. P = {pi(d)}
represents the output under a given state i the number of
observations for the d ∈ {1, ..., D} of probability, and
meets Σd pi(d) = 1, that is, P is the HSMM model the
status of the residence time probability matrix. π = {πi}
represents the initial state probability vector, where πi
represents the initial state i∈S the probability. A = {aij},
represents the state transition probability matrix, where aij
,is transfered from state i ∈ S to j ∈ S the probability.
The user's behaviour is an important record of interest
which is defined as: Uinterest = {user, timestamp, content,
background, behaviour}.

FIGURE 1 Interest drift detection

In this paper, the training data set of all sequences, the
average number of contingent probabilities of the mean
lkh normal behaviour as a reference point. An observation
sequence can be pre-defined length threshold T0, when
the user's browsing path l to T0, the user can calculate the
average number of contingent on the probability of lkh (l).
By comparing lkh (l) and lkh, you can get the user relative
to the model deviation. The smaller the absolute value of
difference is, the lower the deviation is, and the smaller
the degree of interest drifts is.
4 Performance analysis
The testing data is extracted from a shopping site, and
this paper obtains the background factors and the most
interesting of the three themes according to the user's
registration information and historical data. Background
factors mainly contain region, age, marital status, income,
and education; while theme is divided into clothing,
ornament, beauty, digital, home, motherhood, food,
sports and entertainment. The user's background factors
and the initial interest theme form are shown in Table 1,
where the theme is arranged by the interest weight. In
other words, interest topic 1 > interest topic 2 > interest

3.3 USER INTEREST DRIFT DETECTION
First, the user browsing behaviour data from collection
system are used as a sequence of observations, after
pretreatment to form a training sequence to train the
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topic 3, and the empty means the interest does not exist.
This paper allows user access to 150 pages, and then
regards user interest category as the training set. Through
user awareness, human factors analysis, the user
browsing the page follows the regular pattern, in a total of
nine categories, the main user interest categories of which
are "Digital", "food".
We adopt the fuzzy logical thinking to describe user's
interest weight jointly by providing a fuzzy processing of
the user's background factors, browsing behaviour and
the subject content of interest. These specific methods are
defined as definition 6 to 8.The interest weight reflects

the level of the user interest in some subject as well as
tests on the user interest drift if the weight changes. For
the online consumers, the paper analyses the nine interest
subjects to judge the interest drift. We use the 1st to 15th
user visit, and each visit contains 100 samples. Table 2
takes the user1 as an example, the first line of each
concept is the observation sequence of change process of
user interest, where the number in the table presents the
probability of this characteristic and empty presents no
appearance. Among the 15 visits of user1, the original
interest subjects (clothing, accessories and entertainment)
change into (maternal, infant and clothing).

TABLE 1 User's background factors and the initial theme interest form (part)
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Gender
female
male
female
female
male
female
female
female
male
male
male
male
male
female
female
female
male
male
female
female
male
female
female
female
male
female
male
female
male
female
male

Region
eastern
northeast
eastern
eastern
south
south
eastern
northeast
southwest
eastern
south
eastern
eastern
northeast
north
eastern
north
eastern
northeast
southwest
eastern
south
north
eastern
eastern
eastern
southwest
southwest
north
eastern
northeast

Marriage
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Income
8000
6000
7000
5500
14000
4500
5000
14000
14000
8500
15000
7500
23000
9000
15000
6500
6000
4500
6500
15000
4500
8000
4000
3000
12000
8000
15000
6000
13000
5000
8000

Age
27
26
27
33
31
38
40
46
31
42
35
39
30
28
25
46
42
29
27
26
38
29
27
30
34
34
35
30
45
36
30

Education
undergraduate
master
undergraduate
undergraduate
doctor
undergraduate
undergraduate
undergraduate
doctor
senior
doctor
master
doctor
undergraduate
master
senior
senior
senior
undergraduate
doctor
senior
master
undergraduate
senior
master
undergraduate
doctor
undergraduate
master
senior
undergraduate

Interest topic 1
clothing
digital
ornament
maternal-infant
hairdressing
digital
household
clothing
clothing
digital
clothing
clothing
digital
ornament
digital
clothing
clothing
digital
clothing
amusement
household
clothing
amusement
sports
amusement
clothing
digital
clothing
digital
hairdressing
clothing

Interest topic 2
digital
sports
hairdressing
household
amusement
household
maternal-infant
hairdressing
sports
sports
household
digital
food
clothing
ornament
hairdressing
hairdressing
amusement
ornament
clothing
digital
amusement
ornament
clothing
digital
household
maternal-infant
amusement
household
clothing
digital

Interest topic 3
amusement
food
clothing
sports
sports
food
amusement
amusement
household
sports
hairdressing
sports
amusement
food
sports
food
food
amusement
food
household
food
sports
sports
maternal-infant
ornament

TABLE 2 User interest sequence and chances of its weight
Interest
clothing
ornament
hairdressing
digital
household
maternal-infant
food
sports
amusement

1
3.44
2.31

2
3.43
2.62

3
2.65
1.98

0.36

0.36

0.52

1.89

2.64

2.53

4
2.21
0.96
0.86

1.62

5
2.32
0.83
1.32

1.33
0.53
0.98

6
7
3.11 2.76
0.72 0.2
1.56 1.63

8
1.94

9
10
11 12 13
14
2.02 1.88 2.36 2.58 2.61 2.29

0.94

0.32 0.18

0.03

0.04
1.89
1.62

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4
0.05 0.98 1.32 2.63
1.75
1.98
1.18 1.53 1.21 1.67

0.92 1.31
0.67

0.3 0.4
2.91 3.67
0.43
2.28 3.02

15
2.39

0.4
5.41
0.96
3.52
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Define the accuracy of shift algorithm: Detection
accuracy = correct identification of a particular interest in
the number of users / number of a particular user interest.
The accuracy of detection is used to measure the fit
degree of the adjustment of the user's interest and the
actual change in the interest by the algorithm. The higher
accuracy indicates that the more algorithms meet the
change of user's actual interest. There are three respective
algorithm accuracy comparison (HSMM model, sliding
windows, and progressive forgetting), and thus the results
are shown in Figure 2.

User interest extraction and user drift detection have great
significance on interest mining applications. This paper
explains the joint mapping based on the factor weight in
interest background and interest behaviour, taking into
account of the user’s explicit and implicit interests as well
as adopts HSMM model to detect whether or not the
user's interest is drifted. These methods can express the
user's personal interest comprehensively, and improve the
accuracy and predictability on the basis of personal
interest mining. There requires, however, a further
discussion on how to improve the situation of interest
drift after the detection.

0.9
Sliding window model
Forgotten function model
HSMM model

0.8
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Abstract
Evaluation system of C2C logistics customer satisfaction was mainly studied here. Firstly, three primary indexes and nine secondary
indexes were constructed as the components of the evaluation system. Then the integrated use of AHP and FCE was carried on
taobao.com as the empirical research. The result indicates that the overall logistics customer satisfaction of taobao.com is good. But
there is still space for improvement. Through this study, logistics customer satisfaction of taobao.com is to improved. In addition,
references are provided for other C2C enterprises and logistics companies. The common development of them is therefore promoted.
Keywords: C2C logistics customer satisfaction, AHP, FCE

the future these aspects are improved to serve customers
better, thereby to increase their marketing activities. It
can also standardize and improve those marketing
activities, so to give impetus to the development of C2C
enterprises and logistics industry.

1 Introduction
As more and more people enjoy online shopping, in
recent years China e-commerce has gained explosive
growth. Online shopping boom is arriving. China has also
rapidly changed from the distributed shopping to scale
shopping. The running condition of the whole country’s
postal service announced by China Post Office, says that
the express industry has gained a growth more than 27%
for five years in a row, over half of which is from ecommerce, indicating that e-commerce logistics is very
important in the logistics industry. Meanwhile as the only
face-to-face process in the whole e-commerce marketing,
e-commerce logistics becomes one important factor in the
successful development of e-commerce [1, 2].
How to provide effective e-commerce logistics
service for customers, is not only the problem ecommerce merchant cares, but also the logistics company
concerns [3]. Whether customer is satisfied with the
logistics services, not only affects the cooperation
between merchants and customers, but also affect the
business cooperation between merchants and logistics
companies [4]. In current social situation, the
construction of the express logistics system in our
country is still in its infancy, which has not yet formed its
mature system. At the same time, employee diathesis of
the express logistics is generally not high, which becomes
the factor that makes customer dissatisfied [5]. Scholars
and researchers have made many relative studies. But
current research is mainly qualitative research, there is
rarely quantitative research. In addition, relative research
of logistics customer satisfaction of C2C is a little.
By quantitative analysis of customer satisfaction
logistics of C2C companies through AHP and FCE, they
can find explicitly, which aspects they did not well. So in

2 Construction of evaluation index system
Through analysis of related literature and combining with
the practical research experience [6-11], following the
principle of science, integrity, operability, comparability,
and analysis of qualitative and quantitative, the
evaluation index system of C2C logistics customer
satisfaction this study built is as follows.
2.1 TARGET LAYER
It is the highest level, as C2C logistics customer
satisfaction (A).
2.2 PRIMARY INDEXES
The target layer is decomposed into three primary
indicators, respectively are delivery speed and price (A1),
corporate image (A2), and quality of service (A3), as
shown in Figure 1.
C2C logistics customer satisfaction (A)

Delivery speed
and price (A1)

Corporate
image (A2)

Quality of
service (A3)

FIGURE 1 Primary evaluation indexes of C2C logistics customer
satisfaction
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2.3 SECONDARY INDEXES

3.1 ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS

Three primary indexes are decomposed into nine
secondary indicators, as shown in Table 1.

AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process, AHP for short), is a
multi-objective decision-making method used to handle
limited solutions. Its basic method is to establish a
hierarchy structure model. After the hierarchy model is
set up, each two elements of every layer index are
compared, so as to construct the judgment matrix. To fill
the results of comparison in the judgment matrix,
eigenvalue and eigenvector of the judgment matrix are
solved, and then the weighting coefficient of the
importance of each target is determined.

TABLE 1 Evaluation index system of c2c logistics customer
satisfaction
Evaluation
target

Primary
indicators
Delivery speed
and price (A1)

C2C logistics
customer
satisfaction (A)

Corporate
image (A2)
Quality of
service (A3)

Secondary indicators
Speed of delivery (B1)
Cargo tracking and feedback
(B2)
Logistics fee (B3)
Enterprise brand (B4)
Credibility of enterprises (B5)
Enterprise staff quality (B6)
Packing integrity (B7)
Treatment of emergency (B8)
Integrity of goods (B9)

3.2 FUZZY COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION
Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation (referred to as FCE) is
a kind of effective multi-factor decision method, making
comprehensive evaluation on objects affected by various
factors. The evaluation result is based on a fuzzy set with
quantitative description.
While FCE is used, expert investigation method is
chosen. This method is to make expert evaluation
questionnaire, each index is concluded according to the
experience of experts. Through statistics of a few expert
questionnaires, corresponding frequency of each factor is
got. Using normalization, the corresponding grade degree
of membership of each factor is got, so the single
evaluation matrix is obtained, namely the degree of
membership = (the number thought factor i belongs to
comment j)/( the total number of evaluation experts).

Delivery speed and price (A1) consists of three
secondary indicators: 1) the speed of delivery (B1) refers
to the time from purchase to receive goods for the
customers; 2) the cargo tracking and feedback (B2) refers
to the network information timeliness and validity during
the distribution process of goods; 3) logistics fee (B3) is
to pay the price of the logistics by customers.
Corporate image (A2) consists of three secondary
indicators:
1) enterprise brand (B4) refers to the business
philosophy, corporate culture, corporate values and
attitude to consumers, etc.;
2) credibility of enterprises (B5) mainly refers to how
the enterprise credit is;
3) enterprise staff quality (B6) refers to the
comprehensive quality of the main employees, which
consists of the basic quality, professional quality and
political quality.
Quality of service (A3) consists of three secondary
indicators:
1) packing integrity (B7) refers to whether outer
packaging of goods is complete;
2) treatment of emergency (B8) refers to whether
logistics companies actively cooperate with the customers
to deal with unexpected problems;
3) integrity of the goods (B9) refers to the quantity
and quality of the goods customers received has not been
changed.

4 Empirical study
4.1 CASE STUDIES
Here China's largest C2C online retail platform
taobao.com is taken as the study case.
Everyday taobao.com has large quantities of
customers, it also brings the demand of goods logistics.
Sellers on taobao.com come into contact with many
logistics companies, and many sellers even cooperate
with several logistics companies at the same time. When
a customer receives the goods sent from different
logistics companies, the feeling of service is also
different. The logistics situation of taobao.com is
reflected in the following aspects.
The first is about the cargo information tracking
problem. After people shopping on the Internet, they will
be eager to know when their goods ship and where goods
arrive after shipment. However, currently logistics
companies have not done well in the aspect of networks.
After purchase, a lot of customers check the cargo
tracking information on the Internet, it often appears
“temporarily unable to query”. Therefore, that customers
can’t have effective understanding and tracking about
their goods. Customer’s demands are not well met;
naturally, customer satisfaction would be affected a lot.

3 Evaluation method
C2C logistics customer satisfaction is influenced by
many factors [12-15], so to build index system need to
consider from many aspects, in order to objectively and
comprehensively reflect the customer satisfaction level of
C2C logistics. This paper uses the analytic hierarchy
process (AHP) to determine the weights of each layer of
the index system, and makes comprehensive evaluation
combining with Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation (FCE).
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Second is the service of express and speed, and so on,
which can be divided into two phenomena. One is that
online sellers use one more express companies, when a
customer receives the goods from different logistics
companies, his feel of service is also not the same. When
the difference of the service attitude is large, it will cause
customer’s dissatisfaction. The other is due to the
logistics company itself. Logistics time delay leads to
customer’s waiting too long and causes their
dissatisfaction, which directly affects the logistics
customer satisfaction.
The third is the product packaging and damage rate.
When customers find their commodity packaging is not
complete, it will cause customer dissatisfaction, which
even lead to the customer’s request to return. Most of the
time the outer packaging of goods is intact, but after
opening, the inside products are found damaged.
Obviously, customers will have strong displeasure, so
that the satisfaction will drop sharply.

TABLE 4 Judgment matrix of A3 and the corresponding weights

4.2 EVALUATION PROCESS

A3
B7
B8
B9

B7
1
300/551
300/727

B8
551/300
1
300/311

B9
727/300
311/300
1

weights
0.512
0.258
0.230

The consistency check are: λmax=3.006, CI=0.003,
CR=0.006<0.1.
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of those indexes by
data are made, for which the raw data comes from the
results summary of 135 questionnaires and 10 experts
questionnaires before, to get the fuzzy matrix which is as
follows:

Firstly using AHP to respectively determine the weights
of all levels of the evaluation system, then to use expert
evaluation method, to give comprehensive grade of each
index, to get fuzzy matrix of two level indexes, thus can
get comprehensive evaluation vector at all levels.
Firstly to establish the judgment matrix of the
secondary sub-indexes elements to A1 (here ten experts
are invited to participate in the questionnaire, the raw
data in this article is the average value of the experts’
scoring), as shown in Table 2. To adopt AHP to calculate
the weights at various levels, then are checked through
the consistency test.

RA1(35)

 0.062

  0.076
 0.076


0.566
0.434
0.524

0.324
0.379
0.331

0.048
0.097
0.069

0.000 

0.014 
0.000 

RA2(35)

 0.028

  0.056
 0.065


0.490
0.480
0.400

0.448
0.410
0.434

0.028
0.040
0.090

0.000 

0.014 
0.000 

RA3(35)

 0.076

  0.041
 0.041


0.593
0.379
0.338

0.270
0.476
0.428

0.055
0.090
0.124

0.006 

0.014 
0.069 

Based on the common matrix multiplication operator
"·", fuzzy operation is made. "·" means generalized
synthesis operator. Matrix synthesis is (∧, ∨), that is the
elements of B is:
m















b j    ai  rij  (a1  r1 j )  (a2  r2 j ) ... (am  rmj ) , （1≤j≤n）
i 1

TABLE 2 Judgment matrix of A1 and the corresponding weights
A1
B1
B2
B3

B1
1
1
300/577

B2
1
1
30/64

B3
577/300
64/30
1

The evaluation fuzzy sets of the secondary indexes are
obtained:

weights
0.394
0.408
0.198

B  A  R  (0.394, 0.408, 0.198) 
 0.062 0.566 0.324 0.048

 0.076 0.434 0.379 0.097
 0.076 0.524 0.331 0.069

(0.076, 0.408, 0.379, 0.097, 0.014)

The consistency check are: λmax=3.001, CI=0.0005,
CR=0.00086<0.1.
In the same way, the judgment matrix of the other
secondary sub-indexes elements to A2 and A3 and the
corresponding weights are obtained as shown in Table 3
and Table 4.

Normalized to get:
BA1=(0.078, 0.419, 0.389, 0.100, 0.014)

TABLE 3 Judgment matrix of A2 and the corresponding weights
A2
B4
B5
B6

B4
1
10/17
10/36

B5
17/10
1
20/57

B6
36/10
57/20
1

0.000 

0.014  
0.000 

By the same token, the results of the operations of
fuzzy evaluation to other factors are:

weights
0.525
0.342
0.133

BA2=(0.056, 0.444, 0.405, 0.082, 0.013)
BA3=(0.060, 0.407, 0.379, 0.099, 0.055)

The consistency check are: λmax=3.009, CI=0.005,
CR=0.0086<0.1.

In the same way, the judgment matrix of the primary
indexes with application of AHP is got, and the weights
are calculated, as shown in Table 5.
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TABLE 5 Judgment matrix of A and the corresponding weights
A
A1
A2
A3

A1
1
60/107
30/88

A2
107/60
1
120/221

A3
88/30
221/120
1

The consistency check are:λmax=3.001, CI=0.0005,
CR=0.00086<0.1.
To make fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of the
primary indexes, the fuzzy evaluation vector obtained is
as follows: BA=(0.072, 0.410, 0.374, 0.093, 0.051).

weights
0.523
0.305
0.172

Details are shown as in Table 6.
TABLE 6 Evaluation results of c2c logistics customer satisfaction
Primary index

weights

Delivery speed and price (A1)

0.523

Corporate image (A2)

0.305

Quality of service (A3)

0.172

Secondary index

weights

Speed of delivery (B1)
Cargo tracking and feedback (B2)
Logistics fee (B3)
Enterprise brand (B4)
Credibility of enterprises (B5)
Enterprise staff quality (B6)
Packing integrity (B7)
Treatment of emergency (B8)
Integrity of goods (B9)

0.394
0.408
0.198
0.525
0.342
0.133
0.512
0.258
0.230

4.3 EVALUATION RESULTS

fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
secondary evaluation vector
0.078

0.419

0.389

0.1

0.014

0.056

0.444

0.405

0.082

0.013

0.060

0.407

0.379

0.099

0.055

0.072

primary evaluation vector
0.410
0.374
0.093

0.051

From above analysis, it can conclude that for
taobao.com customers value delivery speed and price the
most, second is the brand of logistics companies, the last
is quality of service. Therefore, for customers after
purchase, they particularly value when goods can arrive
and how much the price of logistics is. Compared with
the entity store shopping, the advantage of online
shopping is convenient and cheap, but it also has
shortcoming that customers cannot immediately get the
merchandise they buy. How to shorten the time from
ordering the goods to receiving the goods for customers,
can not only promote better development of e-commerce
logistics and taobao.com, but also improve customer
satisfaction of e-commerce logistics.

This paper makes fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of
logistics customer satisfaction of taobao.com from
delivery speed and price, corporate image and quality of
service. The results show that according to the principle
of maximum membership degree, the value of logistics
customer satisfaction of taobao.com is 0.410, the result is
better, which means logistics customer satisfaction of
taobao.com is ok, but there is still room for improvement.
Combining with Table 6, this paper makes detailed
analysis is as follows:
In the primary indexes, the weight of delivery speed
and price is the biggest, the value of which is 0.523.
According to the principle of maximum membership
degree, the value of maximum membership degree of
FCE is 0.419, the result of evaluation is well. Under its
three secondary indexes, the weight of cargo tracking and
feedback is the largest, whose value is 0.408. It is not
difficult to find whether can effectively provide cargo
tracking and feedback will have huge impact on logistics
customer satisfaction.
Under the index of enterprise image, the weight of
enterprise brand is the biggest, the value of which is
0.525. From this, it can easily find that customers pay
much attention to it. Therefore, how to effectively
improve the brand of logistics enterprises will affect the
logistics customer satisfaction of taobao.com.
Among the primary indexes, quality of service
weights the smallest, whose value is only 0.172. The
weight of its subordinate indicators - packaging integrity,
treatment of emergency, integrity of goods---respectively
is 0.512, 0.258, 0.230. Can say that within service, the
influence packaging integrity making on customer’s
satisfaction is the biggest. According to the principle of
maximum membership degree, the value of FCE is 0.407,
showing that the result is good. However, taobao.com can
do better in service, such as improving the treatment of
emergency, integrity of goods, etc.

5 Conclusions
This paper mainly studies customer satisfaction
evaluation system of C2C logistics. From this research,
can know what customers care much, so it can not only
improve the quality of logistics service, but also let the
C2C businesses choose better logistics enterprises, to
improve customer satisfaction, so as to promote the rapid
development of e-commerce.
This work only evaluates logistics customer
satisfaction of pattern C2C, but for other e-commerce
modes, such as B2B, B2C, O2O, etc., are not studied
here. In addition, due to limit academic accumulation and
limited time, there are many deficiencies, please
comment.
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Abstract
This paper has developed a set of management and experiment system for communication laboratories. Its development platform is
Visual Basic 6.0, using access database, winsocket programming and multicast technology. Including several sets of software and
using C/S architecture, the system can jointly work with data network configuration system so as to achieve the communication
experiment of data network. It can conduct VLAN isolation and IP filter using right management switch, which can make multiple
servers connect to the device simultaneously and completely control the numbers of computers entering the system at some point. By
off-line configuration technology and shared online database technology, the system can make the device resources be assigned
automatically to solve the basic problems of many people doing experiment at the same time.
Keywords: comprehensive communication experiment teaching system, access, winsocket, multicast

authorization, which is adoptive to the management of all
communication devices.

1 Introduction
Currently, there are many problems in the electronic
information experimental teaching process of many
universities. The first problem is shortage of device for
more users. The communication devices the operators use
are very expensive. A set of device costs a minimum of
300,000 Yuan and may cost more than 5,000,000 Yuan.
In general, a university buys one set or several sets of
devices. However, after nearly 10 years of university
increase enrolment, there are much more college students.
These have brought out the problem of device shortage
with more users.
The second problem is system stability. Many
students use one set of device by plugging and
unplugging the lines to switch between different users,
making the operation very confusing and the laboratory
full of network cable. Besides, a lot of data device
configures through the serial port, which does not support
hot plug, and the transmission distance is limited.
The third problem is the heavy burden of teachers’
management. When having classes, the teachers need to
coordinate multiple students to use one set of device
simultaneously. In addition, in order to increase the
device utilization, they definitely increase the device use
time. However, the teachers would not always be able to
supervise in the laboratory for long [1-5].
To solve these problems, this paper has developed a
comprehensive communication experiment system
(CCS). The system uses special access device to manage
*

2 The network structure of CCS
The system should support the shared or exclusive
standing-in-line for a large number of students, including
various modes of control, the port control, the IP filtering,
the hybrid filter between IP and port, and a specific
packet filtering. Being able to authorize for each port of
every device, and allocate time automatically and support
the queue management, time management and equipment
management. The system has three teaching modes,
namely, the study of configuration software, the
controller’s programming, and the adjustment of control
system. So the network structure of the system is shown
in Figure 1. Data network configuration system uses C/S
architecture, managing the entire experimental devices at
a unified platform to provide configuration and testing for
the students. All computers are configured with two
network cards. One is the management net with its IP
locked, so it must be able to connect to the CCS2000
server and all gateways. Via RS232- Ethernet gateway,
the computer can access the CONSOLE port of the data
product by Ethernet to obtain the configuration capability
of the lowest level. The system does not have the issues
of short serial port cable, not supporting hot plug or
unplug and others, so a computer can configure multiple
devices at the same time.

Corresponding author e-mail: thor@vip.163.com
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FIGURE 1 The overall structure of the system

One networking example is shown in Figure 2. All
computers are configured as 129 servers with the same IP
address. By CCS2000, they will not encounter IP address
conflicts. Then, multiple students can make offline
configuration. When the configuration is complete, they
can successively connect to J10 to configure in turn. If
there are multiple J10, the students can choose any one to
queue [6, 7].

Data network topology
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Network communication experiment system
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Topological graph can be divided into three layers,
the upper is for experimental subjects, the middle is for
the control layer, and the lower is for the student server.
In accordance with the test object, the experimental
approach can be divided into two categories:
1) Those that can be classified as one category include
the layer 2 switch in the middle, layer 3 switch, IPv6
router, the router, AP and ADSL MODEM. This class has
a network equipment with a console port. As doing
experiment, it needs to provide IP-to-serial function with
serial gateway. In addition, the student port can complete
the configuration of data network equipment only if it has
a super terminal end.
The networking mode is to install all the student ports
and the configuration of serial gateway in the same
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……

FIGURE 3 Networking example- data products
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FIGURE 2 Networking example-J10

Another networking example is shown in Figure 3.
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network. The student port has access to the address and
port of serial gateway by applying super terminal through
TCP/IP (Winsock). CCS2000 software of serial gateway
will assign a unique gateway to each student as access to
the data network equipment’s console port
2) Another category is the device for the server. To
access such device, it requires student to have a client to
the server.
The idea to access this kind of device in upper layer
is: the student ports are connected with the right control
switches in the middle layer, and each of them is in a
different vlan for isolation. While doing the configuration
experiment, student sends his/her request to a dedicated
server in a queue (to access dedicated vlan
communicating with the experimental object), and at this
time the dedicated server will verify the student port’s
permission; if permission meets with the requirements,
the dedicated server will allow the student port to
communicate with the experimental object with the right
control switch.
The dedicated configuration server controls the power
gateway and the automatic hardwired gateway, which
completes all kinds of networking construction and
subsidiary occupation to experiments. The power
gateway is an automation equipment controlled by stm32,
which can complete the control over power switches of
the experimental object. The automatic wired gateway is
actually a switch with multi-ports (two or more layers), to
which a number of data network equipment can be
connected. Through the configuration of the automatic
wired gateway’s vlan, it can combine various topological
graphs to the connected data network equipment and can
accomplish
various
experimental
networking
constructions and enrich experimental content.

Wang Bin, Li Dashe, Liu Shue

Curriculum: the experiment courses the laboratory
needs to open.
Experiment: the experiments of an experiment course.
Queue: a combination of some devices needed to
complete some experiments. The queue is divided
according to the device group and curriculum. A student
selects one experiment and the experiment needs a queue
which includes all the devices needed to complete the
experiment.
Auxiliary queue: to connect the network cables of
some devices. Currently, only the soft connection (VLAN
connection), not the hard connection between devices can
be provided. Network experiment, free of cable
connection, can be achieved.
User computer: the computer used by teachers and
students.
User: including user ID, user name and user
password. The specified users can only use the computers
belongs to them, but they can choose only one computer
to log in. Users are divided to teachers and students.
Teachers can manage the queue, but cannot select queue
to do experiment. Students can choose experiment and
queue, do experiments, but only can control whether to
line up or not.
Teachers group: teachers dedicated to management.
The group ID is 0 and can’t be deleted.
Administrator: can get into the database to modify
and increase administrator user as well as other teacher
and student users.
When normal server software is in the running state,
you can see the queue status, computer status, device
status and gateway status.
The displayed items of the queue state can be filtered
according to the device groups and courses. For example,
if you select the program-controlled switch device group,
only the queue of this device group is shown below.
If you select a queue in the list, the specific
information of the queue is displayed on the right,
including the name of the current student, the remaining
time of the current student and the total remaining time of
the entire queuing. If the queue is shared, the current
student is defined as “all” and the total time of the queue
is the remaining time of the student who has the longest
remaining time.
The computer status includes the login name and the
connection status. When not connected, the user name is
shown as “not connected”. If connected but not logged in,
it shows “not registered”. And after login, it will show the
user name.
The connection status includes: no connection,
connected but no registration, already logged in, waiting
in line and being testing.
The device state is shown as “device free” or “device
occupied”.
Related gateway information includes “online”,
“connected” or “no connection”. The gateway states
include “right control” or “control error”.

3 The software and hardware modules of the system
3.1 SOFTWARE OF THE SERVER SIDE
Before the whole system can be used, the system
database needs to be set according to the conditions of the
networking mode, the laboratory devices and the
experimental curriculum. Users can enter the editing
interface to form the entire lab environment, including
devices, curriculum, experiment and the students’
computer information. The entire database includes the
following sections: device library, gateway library, user
library, curriculum and experiment library, queue library,
administrator library and system data. In order to design,
the system makes the following definitions:
Device group: a group of devices, which are generally
not used to do experiments jointly.
Device: a network element with a separate
communication port. For example, a program-controlled
exchange MP, a net managed switch, a device with
RS232 or RS485 port; or a device without
communication, even a multi-meter.
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The change of the state may take up to 1 minute for
the refresh utilizes cycle approach.

By command, you can make the product back to the
factory state.
The special operation for teachers can select optional
courses, experiment and queue. The optional and not
optional content can be selected to the list below. The
entire program can also be saved to an external file or
restored and sent to the server, so all the courses,
experiments and queues optional for the students are
within the control of the teachers.

3.2 SOFTWARE OF THE USER END
First, enter a start interface to check the network settings
for all users. The communication IP is required to be set
correctly to decide whether the user is a teacher or a
student. The operation content of a teacher is more than
that of a student and a teacher can do experiments as a
student. Many attributes of the user have been identified
when the server database was created.
The queue status interface of the teachers end is
shown in Figure 2. Except can’t operate queue and enter
the pages of teaching property, the students end is the
same as that of the teachers. So the additional
introduction is not done here.
Select a user, a teacher can do following operations:
Click < Force to Quit >, then the user is forced to quit
and this status will be displayed within one minute in the
classroom end.
Click < Force to Shit Forward >, the user is forced to
move to the front of the front person. If the chosen user is
after the third person, it will show an error. For a shared
type queue, this operation has no meaning.
Click < Force to the Front >, the user is forced to
move to the second position. If the chosen user is after
the third person, it will show an error. For a shared type
queue, this operation has no meaning. If you what the
selected student can do experiment immediately, you can
force the first user to exit.
By increasing time, you can increase a certain period
of time by minute to the chosen student.
User actions include selecting queue and exit
initiatively.
Select one course and select one experiment, then you
will see the queue in correspondence of the course and
meeting the experiment. Then click <Join the Queue>, if
the devices of the queue have been occupied by other
queue, you cannot line up and the server system will give
you a feedback of error message. Otherwise, the
information of the selected queue will be displayed
within one minute. Currently, a student can select only
one queue to line up at one time.
Select a queue and then click <Exit the Queue>,
waiting for response of the server and then you can exit.
If you select a serial port to Ethernet gateway, then it
will show the devices of the selected queue. If the device
belongs to serial port, you can control the serial by
console command, which is especially useful for data
products. For the internet access device, if it supports
Telnet, console can also be used.
Using the serial port gateway, you can configure the
serial port of a product through network not connecting a
dedicated serial port, which can get the ability of the
bottom control device and provide possibility for remote
experiment. You can do operation free from cable
connection with the additional help of auxiliary queue.

3.3 HARDWARE OF THE SYSTEM
The system uses dedicated experimental servers,
supporting for the unified clearance function of the
configurations of “a specified device”, “a few specified
devices” and “all experiment devices” of the
experimental devices. GW2112/16 supports power-onclearance, having good ability of device identifying, able
to identify the type, quantity, location, port status and
other information of the second and third level switches
and routers of ZET. It supports a user to connect up to
five devices simultaneously by network, using simple and
intuitive graphical management interfaces. Besides, it
supports up to five users simultaneously to connect the
configuration ports of a device over the network.
Managing the devices using queuing, you can see the
queue status of the device, including the information of
the queuing computers and queuing time. Also, the
teachers can manage the queue.
The system directly uses ZXR10-2826S and ZXR102852S, supporting the simultaneous management and
control of 46 network elements as well as up to 10 stacks.
It not only supports the exclusive authority, but also
supports sharing authority. The maximum full control
period is 4 seconds and the average control period is 2
seconds. The management interface can provide the
number and device model information as well as the
occupying information of the connected experiment
devices.
4. Program design process
4.1 ADMINISTRATOR PROGRAM DESIGN
PROCESS
The system can support the gateway transformation on
the basis of the serial device, so as to make a remote
access to the controller and also support the group
management and control of the equipment’s and users.
Combine the resources according to the teaching
program, and it can provide the exclusive resources and
the sharing mode for allocating experiment resources by
the way of line. Finally, the system can support the
teachers’ experiment development, with the experiment
time, the mode of equipment network in need and the
like. Through the comprehensive control management of
access, consisting of the time and queue control, the
authorized port switch, routing switch and gateway
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control, it can realize the orderly conduct of the whole
experiment, providing teachers with the convenient
management and the organization, modification,
preservation and effectiveness of teaching plan.
The system starts the server and server software.
Before the entire system can be used, the database needs
to be set according to the conditions of the network
mode, experiment devices as well as the experiment
courses. Establish device and gateway information needs
to create a device group first and then create devices and
gateways. The administrator logins to the configuration
mode, restores the database, creates a template and then
device group, devices, all kinds of users, courses,
experiment and experiment time according to the
requirements of the experiments. And later the
administrator needs to configure the queue, the device
group of the queue, cable connection free operations and
the supported experiments. Finally, the administrator
tests the system. If the test is successful, the database can
be saved, or it is needed to be reconfigured [8]. The
design process is as Figure 4.

4.2 TEACHERS PROGRAM DESIGN PROCESS
Teachers can perform all the operations of students, so
these operations are not included here. Device automatic
identification, one key recovery, power control and other
functions are for the switches, routers and others data
products. The teacher computer can be any IP of the
network segments the of gateway specified “server
communication IP”. After starting the user end software,
the teachers can login the system, set up, restore and
modify the teaching programs in accordance with the
requirements of the experiments and then check the status
of all the devices, queues and users, manage the queues
according to the situation of the experiments and do text
communications with the students. After the experiment,
the data products can be recovered by one key recovery
[9].
Start the user end software

Teacher login
Start the server and the server software

The administrator login the configuration
mode

Set up, restore and modify the teaching
programs

Restore database and create templates

Check the status of all the devices,
queues and users

Configure the device group and the devices

Manage the queues able to force the
users to exit, jump the queue and move
forward

Configure all kinds of users

Configure courses, experiment and
experiment time

Error
Do text communications with the
students

Configure queue, device group of the queue,
operation free of cable connection and the
supported experiments and so on

Reconfigure at any time

End the experiment, recover the data
products

Test the system
Succeed
Save the database

If possible, power off automatically
FIGURE 5 Teacher program design process

FIGURE 4 Administrator program design process

Support the setting of teaching plan, including setting
up all the optional and non-optional courses, experiment
and queue to be saved into the file. Therefore, the system
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can support the organization, modification, preservation
and effectiveness of teaching plan. The text
communication can be conducted between teachers and
students, so that it is convenient for teachers to help
students. Teacher program design process is as Figure 5.

The system should support the queue management
and operation. Students have the choice to join in the
queue or drop out of it while the teachers can manage the
queue, such as cutting-in-line, exit, and increase the time
of individual students. The system should realize
automatic connection among some devices, thus the
isolation can be achieved between the device and the
internship space. Furthermore, the system’s log-in is
recorded to trace the equipment failure.
After CCS starts, the students firstly need to try to
connect to their IP, the same with the first three bytes of
the server. If it requires scanning the server, then send
TCP connection to all the possible servers. Then the
server will respond to provide basic information. In
addition to responding to the asking, the server will do
multicast to the users. After selecting a server connection,
the user joins a multicast. Waiting for the multicast, if not
receive any multicast after two seconds, you will receive
an error. Select a test area and write the user name, then it
will connect to the server. If the server makes respond
and then you enter the system. Otherwise, a starting error
message will be displayed [10].
After starting the user end software, the students login
the system. They can select the relevant course and
experiment and then check the state of all the devices,
queues and users. After selecting the experiment, select
the queue. If the queue is exclusive, then wait. While
waiting, they can check all information including waiting
time. After obtaining permission, they can start the
experiment. They can do text communication, exit in
advance in the experiment process. Submit the
experiment report after the experiment.

4.3 STUDENTS PROGRAM DESIGN PROCESS
Data network configuration system employs C/S
architecture, which can manage all the experimental
equipment and provide student with the configuration and
testing in a unified platform. The Students program
design process is as Figure 6.
Start the user end software

Student login

Select course and experiment

Check the state of all the devices,
queues and users

Select the queue
If the queue is exclusive
Wait and check all information
including waiting time

5 System debugging
Data product debug configuration is generally carried out
by means of the console port. The serial port line,
available for the configuration and daily protection to the
equipment, is a basic cable for the configuration of data
product.
Data product is generally attached with a serial port
configuration line by random. For ZXR10 product, one
end is a DB9 serial interface (with a connection to
computer’s serial port), and the other end is a RJ45 port
(connected to the equipment’s console port). The
schematic sketch of the serial port configuration line is
shown in Figure 7.

If the queue is sharing
Obtain permission and start the
experiment. All the devices in the queue
can be operated. If there is free of cable
connection, the system is connected.

Do text communication, exit in
advance or apply to add time. You will
get a reminder when one minute left.

Time is up, quit or forced to exit by the
teacher; lose permissions and release all
devices

FIGURE 7 Student program design process

It uses the specialized data configuration line, and the
connection device of the console port adopts the terminal
mode of VT100. After the proper connection of PC and

End and submit the report
FIGURE 6 Student program design process
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data product, it can select to connect with TCP/IP or the
serial ports such as COM1, COM2 and so on, depending
on the connected serial port of the configuration wire.
Meantime, it will set the port property of the selected
serial port. It can be directly connected to the serial port
on the server. While on the user terminal, it can use a
serial connection.
Teacher’s computer can be any IP of a segment in the
“connecting with the server communication IP” specified
by the gateway. He/she can run the super terminal by
selecting 192.168.1.200 (the specified IP in the sample),
23, and accessing.

Wang Bin, Li Dashe, Liu Shue

first 80 bytes of the information in order to more
accurately control the behaviour of the terminals. This
provides opportunity for experiments of multiple
campuses and even the entire WAN, which greatly
simplifies complexity of the wiring and construction. In
communication, it uses broadcast technology and
multicast technology, making the whole system respond
quickly and able to withstand the impact of large loads.
Besides, it uses a distributed server technology, so the
user on any network can obtain the information
broadcasted by the server of the experimental area.
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Abstract
The objective of the present study is to build different models forecasting the daily mean relative humidity (MRH) values in China
with the help of the meteorological parameters. A back-propagation artificial neural network (BPANN) models was employed to
identify the relationship between meteorological factors and the relative humidity in China. Weather data 1-day lag was the input
layer variables, including (1) the highest atmospheric pressure, (2) the lowest atmospheric pressure, (3) the average atmospheric
pressure, (4) the average temperature, (5) the highest temperature, (6) the lowest temperature, (7) precipitation, (8) the average wind
speed, (9) the maximum wind speed (the average wind speed over 10 minutes), (10) the utmost wind speed, (11) hours of sunlight,
(12) the relative humidity. Experimental results: in the validation period for 1-day lead, the comparison of the prediction performance
efficiency of the BPANN models indicated that the BPANN models with trainbr algorithm was superior to the remaining two ones
(trainlm and traingdx) in forecasting the relative humidity time series in term of correlation coefficient (R). During the training and
testing periods for 1-day lead, the best performance for the given problem was arid area, followed by semi-arid area, semi-humid
area, and humid area respectively. The possible cause for the results was that the impact of these factors on the relative humidity in
arid area was the largest, followed by semi-arid area, semi-humid area, and humid area, respectively. From the prediction results of
MRHextrema, humid area was the first; semi-arid area was the second; semi-humid area was the third; and arid area was the fourth.
From the prediction results of MRHextrema, trainbr algorithm was the best in arid area, semi-humid area, and humid area; but
trainlm was the best in semi-arid area. So trainbr algorithm was further employed to predict MRH for 2, 3 or 4-day lead at Urumqi
City. From the training and testing effects, 1-day lead was the best, followed by 2, 3 or 4-day lead respectively. In the prediction
results of MRHextrema, the best was 2-day lead; the second was 3-day lead; the third was 1-day lead; and the fourth was 4-day lead.
The BPANN model results will assist researchers determining meteorological parameters to forecast MRH.
Keywords: Meteorological Parameters, Humid and Arid Areas, Artificial Neural Network Model, Relative Humidity, Training Algorithms

1 Introduction
Relative humidity as a major meteorological component
of the hydrologic cycle plays an important role in climate
change studies in climatic regions. The influence of
relative humidity in controlled environments (e.g.
industrial processes in agro-food processing, cold storage
of foods such as vegetables, fruits and meat, or controls
in greenhouses) is vital [1]. The black-box modelling
method is one of data developing techniques in which the
knowledge is abstracted in term of models. When data is
not sufficient, empirical models are a good alternative
method, and can provide useful results without a costly
calibration time [2]. It is crucial to contain all significant
variables that influence relative humidity. Too much
irrelevant data would increase the network training and
restraint the network from learning adequately. Unlike
physical models, black-box models can be made adaptive,
by transforming their parameters as a function of the
actual performance that the models show [3]. Many
researchers have applied ANN to predict relative
humidity with the data related to weather conditions and
*

climate being collected for certain periods [4]. They used
three-layer feed forward neural networks to predict
indoor temperature and relative humidity, and
temperature and relative humidity predictions got very
accurate and satisfactory results [5]. They developed an
artificial neural network model to predict the thermal
behaviour of an open office in a modern building, and
used external and internal climate data recorded over
three months to build and validate models for predicting
relative humidity, moreover, the results reveal that the
model provides reasonably good predictions[6]. They
aimed to determine simultaneously relative humidity in
air, by employing an optical sensor based on a nafioncrystal violet film and ANN to perform multivariate
calibration. In addition, he proposed a kinetic approach in
order to improve the ANN performance [7]. They
adopted artificial neural network approach to estimate the
monthly mean relative humidity (MRH) values with the
help of the topographical and meteorological parameters,
and used latitude, longitude, altitude, precipitation and
months of the year in the input layer of the ANN network,
while the MRH in output layer of the network, at last, the
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result shows that the obtained values were in the
acceptable error limits. To examine prediction suitability
of artificial neural networks in terms of relative humidity
in different areas, measurement data were taken from four
different meteorological stations in China. In the present
study, a methodology is presented to predict relative
humidity simultaneously in China by using BPANN
models. Thus, the methodology is of great practical
importance. The applicability of the methodology is
demonstrated by using three ANN training algorithms
namely trainlm, trainbr, traingdx for forecasting relative
humidity.
2 Study background
The four study stations selected for this study are known
as Chongqing, Beijing, Lanzhou, Wulumuqi (Urumqi),
which are located in China (Figure 1). On the basis of
precipitation, China is divided into four areas, viz., humid,
semi-humid, semi-arid and arid areas. Precipitation of
humid area is greater than 800 mm, precipitation of semihumid area range from 400 mm to 800mm, precipitation
of semi-arid area vary from 200 mm to 400 mm, and
precipitation of arid area is less than 200mm. The four
study stations are located in the four areas, respectively;
that is, study areas include Chongqing, Beijing, Lanzhou,
Wulumuqi, which represent humid, semi-humid, semiarid and arid area, respectively. Eastern China has a
typical monsoon climate with high temperature and
rainfall mainly occurring in the summer season.
Northwestern China has a typical continent climate due to
be far away from the ocean.

FIGURE 1. Location of the four meteorological observation stations

Table 1 shows the main meteorological parameters of
the four stations. The average annual temperatures (AAT)
of the four study stations are 14.8 ℃, 11.8℃, 9.3℃ and
6.6℃, respectively. The average annual relative
humidities (AARH) of the four study stations are 81%,
52%, 53%, and 54%, respectively. The average annual
rainfalls (AAR) of the four study stations are 1138mm,
576.9mm, 316.1mm, and 175.3mm, respectively. The

mean daily minimum and maximum relative humidities
are 42% and 98% in Chongqing, respectively. The mean
daily minimum and maximum relative humidities are
11% and 97% in Beijing, respectively. The mean daily
minimum and maximum relative humidities are 17% and
91% in Lanzhou, respectively. The mean daily minimum
and maximum relative humidities are 11% and 93% in
Wulumuqi, respectively. There is a 2-year (2007-2008)
record of the daily mean relative humidity (MRH) in the
four study stations, and that is {X (t), t=1, 2… n}. For the
ANN models, the data series were divided into a training
set (January to December 2007), and a testing set
(January to December 2008). The 2007 year time series
are used for calibration/ training of the model, and the
remaining year data are used for verification or testing
purposes.
TABLE 1 The main meteorological parameters of the four study
stations in China
Station
Latitude
(oN)
Longitude
(oE)
Altitude (m)
AA T (℃)
AARH (%)
AAR (mm)

Chongqing

Beijing

Lanzhou

Wulumuqi

28.8

39.9

36.0

43.7

108.7

116.2

103.8

87.6

665
14.8
81
1138

54
11.8
52
576.9

1518
9.3
53
316.1

918
6.6
54
175.3

3 Analysis Method based on ANN Model
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a mathematical
model or computational model that is inspired by the
structure and functional aspects of biological neural
networks. The true power and advantage of neural
networks lies in their ability to represent both linear and
non-linear relationships and to learn these relationships
directly from the data being modelled. But, traditional
linear models are simply inadequate when it comes to
modelling data that contains non-linear characteristics.
ANN is successfully applied to the areas of engineering,
mathematics,
medicine,
meteorology,
economy,
neurology, psychology, electricity etc. [8, 9]. Although
back propagation training has proved to be efficient in
lots of applications, it has inherent limitations of gradient
based techniques such as slow convergence and the local
search nature. In this study, feed forward neural network
architecture has been used and three improved ANN
training algorithms, viz., gradient descent with
momentum and adaptive learning rate back propagation
(GDX) algorithm (traingdx), Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
algorithm (trainlm) and Bayesian regularization (BR)
algorithm (trainbr) minimize a sum of squared error and
to overcome the limitations in the standard BPANN.
Three statistical criteria (or statistical indicators) were
used in order to evaluate the effectiveness of back
propagation artificial neural network (BPANN) models
developed in this study. They are root mean square error
(RMSE), mean error (ME), correlation coefficient (R),
and percentage error of peak (EOP).
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The global error function (E) can be calculated by
using equation (1) as,

E
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 Oi  Pi  ,
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R
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E
,
W ji

where △Wji = weight increment from node i to node j;
and η= learning rate, by which the size of the step taken
along the error surface is determined. The weights
between the hidden layer and the output layer are
adjusted first, followed by the weights between the
hidden layer and the input layer.
The transfer function denoted by f(x), defines the
output of a neuron in terms of the induced local field x.
linear function is represented by equation (3),
(3)
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It is necessary to stress here that the problem of finding
the most appropriate structure for a statistical daily MRH
prediction model is perhaps one of the major problem for
the modellers. Moreover, the link between meteorological
factors and daily MRH is non-linear; the selected
variables depend on the particular target of the prediction
model. Finally, it must be stressed that observed data are
affected by various kinds of noise. Generally, some
degree of a priori knowledge is used to specify the initial
set of candidate inputs [10, 11]. Here, the autoregressive
analysis results showed that the autoregressive order was
1, with correlation coefficient R under a 95% level of
significance; and this meant that modelling the time
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4 Relationships between MRH and meteorological
factors
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where, W is weights of the neural network. J is Jacobian
matrix of the performance criteria to be minimized. u is a
scalar that controls the learning process, and e is residual
error vector. When the scalar u is zero, this is just
Newton’s method to use the approximate Hessian matrix.
When u is large, the equation becomes gradient descent
with small step size. Newton’s method is faster and more
accurate near anerrorminimum, so the objective is to shift
towards Newton’s method as quickly as possible.
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The bipolarity S function, which has the advantage of
a positive or negative output, can also be used,
represented by equation (5). And, four statistical
indicators were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
ANN models developed in this study. They are the
correlation coefficient (R), mean error (ME), root mean
square error (RMSE) and peak error percentage (EOP
(%)), given by the following equations (6), (7) and (8).
x

i

where PP denotes the peak data of the predicted MRH, OP
is the peak data of the observed MRH and EOP is the
relative error of the maximum difference in the highest
peak MRH.
Levenberg–Marquardt method is a modification of the
Newton algorithm for finding an optimal solution to a
minimization question. It is used to approach second
order training speed and accuracy without having to
compute the Hessian matrix. It uses an approximate to the
Hessianmatrix in the following Newton-like weight
update.

The most commonly used activation function within
the neurons is the logistic sigmoid function, which takes
the form shown in equation (4),
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where Oi= observed value for ith data, Pi = predicted value
for ith data, = mean of observed value, = mean of
predicted value, and n = number of observations. The
best fit between observed and predicted values under
ideal conditions would yield RMSE = 0, ME = 0, R = 1.
The percentage error of peak MRH, EOP (%) is
deﬁned as follows:

where E is the global error function, Oi is the desired
output and Pi is the output predicted by the network. The
back propagation algorithm uses the gradient descent
technique to adjust the weights in which the global error
function, E, is minimized by modifying the weights using
the following equation (2),

W ji  

1
N

(6)

(7)
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series by using regressive models it should consider 1
past sample at least. The samples of the correlation
functions computed, considering daily time series were
reported in Figure 2 under a 95% level of significance.

He Zhenfang

ANN, trains were used. The selection of the network was
performed considering a minimum value of RMSE for
the train data set. 12 nodes and one node were defined as
the input and output layers, respectively, according to
above paragraph. The number of hidden layer nodes was
calculated by the trial-and-error method. 1 node was
initially chosen; 6 nodes were finally selected after
debugging. Figure 3 shows RMSE index evolution as a
function of the number of hidden nodes for the different
variances assessed in Wulumuqi station. In this study,
multiple lead-time predictions of 1, 2, 3, 4 time steps
were also performed for each input structure. In the case
of the ANN, trainlm, traingdx and trainbr were used as
learning rules. In all calculations, the best performing
ANNs were feed forward back propagation with trainbr
algorithm.

FIGURE 2 The relationship between MRH and meteorological factors

From the correlation coefficient (R) values between
MRH and meteorological factors, such as AT, HS, RH 1day lag, Wulumuqi was the best, followed by Lanzhou,
Beijing, respectively, and Chongqing was the worst; that
is, from the impact of these factors on the humidity, arid
area was the largest, followed by semi-arid, semi-humid
area, and humid area was the least. Therefore, 12
antecedent values of the meteorological factors were
selected as input for modelling daily MRH. The 12
meteorological factors 1-day lag include (1) the highest
atmospheric pressure (HAP), (2) the lowest atmospheric
pressure (LAP), (3) the average atmospheric pressure
(AAP), (4) the average temperature (AT), (5) the highest
temperature (HT), (6) the lowest temperature (LT), (7)
precipitation (P), (8) the average wind speed (AWS), (9)
the maximum wind speed (the average wind speed over
10 minutes) (MWS), (10) the utmost wind speed (UWS),
(11) hours of sunlight (HS), (12) the relative humidity
(RH). In other words, the input layer consisted of 12
input nodes/variables and included a 1-day time-lag (X
(t)), considering X (t) was the value of a given variable at
the present time step for daily MRH. The output of the
network was a prediction of daily MRH at time step t+1.

FIGURE 3 Experimental results for optimization of the hidden layer
neurons (nodes) for BPANN models

6 Prediction of the daily mean relative humidity
(MRH) at 1day lead time
The values of statistical indicators for the three training
algorithms for the four stations were shown in Table 2
during training and testing periods. TABLE 2 showed the
performance of all the three training algorithms was good
during both training and testing periods; all the three
training algorithms were able to forecast relative
humidity 1 day ahead with a reasonable accuracy in all
the four stations. For the trainbr training algorithm during
testing period, the correlation coefficient (R) values
ranged from 0.7634 to 0.9022, mean error (ME) from 0.3119% to 0.0872%, and root mean square error (RMSE)
values from 7.8161% to 34.5310%. For the traingdx
training algorithm during testing period, the correlation
coefficient (R) values ranged from 0.6859 to 0.8569,
mean error (ME) from -0.5927% to 0.3189%, and root
mean square error (RMSE) values from 9.2149% to
36.7818%, whereas these figures for the trainlm
algorithm were 0.7356 to 0.8769, -0.9683% to 0.3189%,
8.7155% to 31.0500%, respectively.
Table 2 summarized the results of the testing for
every network configuration. The best overall
performance for the given problem was achieved by the
back propagation artificial neural network trained with
the trainbr algorithm and the second best by the BPANN
trained with the trainlm algorithm. The rest of the
network performed relatively well but tended to
overestimate the observed dataset. Also all the networks

5 Optimization of the hidden layer nodes
In order to apply the ANN models, several network
structures were tested to find the most appropriate
topology. Numerous studies have shown theoretically
that three-layered BP networks can precisely describe any
nonlinear mapping relation [12, 13]. Therefore, threelayered BP networks were used in this paper. Sigmoid
(tansig) and linear functions were used as activation
functions in the neurons of the hidden layer and output
neuron, respectively. The training was done for a
maximum of 100 iterations. To avoid the over fitting
problem, which generally appears with the application of
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performed very well for 1 day ahead predictions. Since
the given problem was aiming at predicting the daily
mean relative humidity (MRH), overestimating models
were not of particular interest. Thus, the most promising
technique seemed to be one using the feed forward neural

network trained with the trainbr algorithm. The physical
meaning of this result was that the structure of this model
allowed its weights to adjust to values that depict the
trends of the natural system we were simulating.

TABLE 2 Comparison of trainbr, trainlm and traingdx algorithms
Algorithm

trainbr

trainlm

Traingdx

Station

area

Chongqing
Beijing
Lanzhou
Wulumuqi
Chongqing
Beijing
Lanzhou
Wulumuqi
Chongqing
Beijing
Lanzhou
Wulumuqi

humid
semi-humid
semi-arid
arid
humid
semi-humid
semi-arid
arid
humid
semi-humid
semi-arid
arid

RMSE (%)
training
testing
31.0583 34.5310
12.5529 11.7988
7.7302
7.8161
8.7508
8.8835
31.0500 38.0384
13.6846 12.4098
8.7155
8.7164
9.9305
9.9392
36.7818 43.9031
13.6846 13.1006
9.2149
9.7276
10.5758 10.6243

R
training
0.7639
0.7989
0.8814
0.8844
0.7638
0.7546
0.8460
0.8489
0.7117
0.7024
0.8263
0.8265

The model calibration and validation results for the
model design were analysed. In the training stage, at
Wulumuqi station, the RMSE values for trainbr, trainlm
and traingdx were 8.7508%, 9.9305% and 10.5758%,
respectively, the ME values for trainbr, trainlm and
traingdx were 0.6602%, 0.9733% and 1.0433%, and the
R values for trainbr, trainlmand traingdx were 0.8844,
0.8489 and 0.8265. In the testing stage, RMSE were
8.8835%, 9.9392%, 10.6243%, ME are -0.2056%, 0.9683%, and -0.5927%, and R were 0.9022, 0.8769 and
0.8569. The RMSE values of the trainbr were smaller
than trainlm and traingdx in both the training and testing
stages, which implied that the calibration and validation
capability of the ANN model with trainbr was better than
that one with trainlm or traingdx for the given data.
However, in testing phase, the magnitude of the ME
values at Wulumuqi station was higher than that at
Lanzhou station, implying a higher bias of the prediction
results at Wulumuqi station. RMSE values also showed
that the prediction results for Lanzhou station were better
than those for Wulumuqi station. The R values were not
much different for the two stations. For Lanzhou station,
the performance of the three training algorithms was
similar. However, for Wulumuqi station, the performance
of the model with trainbr was better than that with trainlm
and traingdx, especially for testing phase. However, the
correlation coefficient (R) between input variables and
daily MRH for Lanzhou station was lower than that for
Wulumuqi station. This implied that the time-series data
of Lanzhou station could have a higher nonlinearity than
that of Lanzhou station and included more noisy data that
hinder the model training process. The result of model
performances for four stations indicated that the trainbr
was more likely to catch the nonlinear relationship
between meteorological factors and the relative humidity
and to filter out the noise than trainlm or traingdx.
FIGURE 4 showed the correlation coefficient (R) values
between observed and predicted MRH 1 day ahead by
three training algorithms with the observed daily MRH at

testing
0.7634
0.8167
0.8629
0.9022
0.7356
0.7947
0.8254
0.8769
0.6859
0.7680
0.7774
0.8569

ME (%)
training
testing
0.2486
-0.3119
-0.2219
0.0872
0.2260
-0.1754
0.6602
-0.2056
0.3628
-0.3609
0.1486
-0.1470
-0.1174
0.0996
0.9733
-0.9683
0.3931
-0.4416
-0.1283
0.3189
0.0426
-0.1046
1.0433
-0.5927

EOP (%)
training
testing
-8.4280
-2.5180
-11.747
-7.4643
-3.3024
-7.3429
3.4398
-8.7776
-2.9994
-3.2772
-4.5094
-9.4740
-7.2760
-5.5173
-10.701
-10.538
-9.8046
-6.0918
-20.776
-19.359
-14.699
-15.136
-11.996
-13.381

four stations. From the training effects of all the three
training algorithms, Wulumuqi was the best, followed by
Lanzhou, Beijing, respectively, and Chongqing was the
worst; similarly, from the prediction results, Wulumuqi
was the best, followed by Lanzhou, Beijing, respectively,
and Chongqing was the worst.

FIGURE 4 Experimental results for the correlation coefficient (R)
values between observed and predicted MRH

MRH extrema are affected by random factors, which
makes them difficult to predict. The EOP values in
TABLE 2 reflected the models’ performance in
simulating the extremum at the four stations. During the
training period, trainbr algorithm was the best at
Wulumuqi and Lanzhou station, but trainlm algorithm
was the best at Beijing and Chongqing station. During the
testing period, trainbr algorithm was the best at
Wulumuqi, Beijing, Chongqing station, but trainlm was
the best at Lanzhou. From the prediction results of MRH
extrema, Chongqing was the best, followed by Lanzhou,
Beijing, respectively, and Wulumuqi was the worst.
FIGURE 5 showed the comparison of the predicted daily
mean relative humidity (MRH) 1 day ahead by three
training algorithms with the observed daily MRH at four
stations. These figures indicated that there was a very
good matching between observed and simulated daily
MRH at all the stations. Based on the statistical indicators
and the graphical comparison, it could be deduced that all
the three algorithms produced more or less same results.
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However, the performance of the trainbr algorithm could
be considered superior based on the performance criteria
used in this study. On the other hand, the traingdx
algorithm could effectively be used for large networks
with little less accuracy than the trainlm algorithm and

the trainbr algorithm respectively. As a matter of fact,
however, any of these three algorithms could be used for
the daily mean relative humidity (MRH) prediction in the
stations.

FIGURE 5 Comparison of observed and predicted MRH 1 day ahead at the four stations

It is very difficult to know which training algorithm
will be the fastest or accurate for a given problem.
Traingdx has adaptive learning rate. It is a faster training
than traingd (the gradient descent algorithm), but can
only be used in batch mode training. Trainbr (Bayesian
regularization) is modification of the Levenberg–
Marquardt (LM) training algorithm to produce networks
which generalize well. It reduces the difficulty of
determining the optimum network architecture. Trainlm
(Levenberg–Marquardt) is normally used for training

purpose if enough memory is available. However, the LM
algorithm appeared to be the fastest training algorithm,
because the LM method must solve a linear system of
equations in order to obtain the search direction, the
computation becomes expensive when the number of
input elements and the volume of the training data
increase. Therefore, when the volume of the data is large,
the standard gradient descent algorithm is used for
training.
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lead time indicated an overestimation for the model, and
an overestimation for 2, 3-day lead time. However, the
magnitude of the ME values for 4-day lead-time was
higher than that for 1-day lead time, implying a higher
bias of the prediction results for 4-day lead-time. At
Wulumuqi station, from the training effects of trainbr
algorithm, 1-day lead time was the best, followed by 2, 4day lead time respectively, and 3-day lead time was the
worst; Similarly, from the prediction results, 1-day lead
time was the best, followed by 2,4-day lead time
respectively, and 3-day lead time was the worst. Thus,
based on the performance criteria, it could be deduced
that the predicted the daily mean relative humidity (MRH)
for the higher lead times (2 to 4 days) were rational in
this study, but the performance of the BPANN model
normally reduced with an increase in the lead time. In the
simulated results of MRH extrema, during the training
period, 4-day lead time was the best, followed by 1,2-day
lead time respectively, and 3-day lead time was the worst;
during the testing period, 2-day lead time was the best,
followed by 3,1-day lead time respectively, and 4-day
lead time was the worst.

7 Prediction of the daily mean relative humidity
(MRH) at higher lead times
As the three ANN training algorithms were determined in
this study, the trainbr algorithm performed slightly better
than the other two algorithms, and it was further
employed to predict the daily mean relative humidity
(MRH) at 2, 3 and 4-day lead at the four stations. It was
worth referring that the ANN inputs used for this analysis
were the same as that used for predicting daily MRH 1
day ahead. The performance of the model for Wulumuqi
station in terms of correlation coefficient (R), mean error
(ME), and root mean square error (RMSE) statistics
along the prediction time horizon during the testing
period was shown in TABLE 3. The values of the
performance criteria have been acquired for the station.
Taking Wulumuqi station as an example, it was obvious
from this table that the R value varied from 0.9022 for 1day lead time prediction to 0.8410 for 4-day lead time
prediction, the value of ME varied from -0.2056% for 1day lead time to -0.6214% for 4-day lead time, and the
value of RMSE varied from 8.8835% for 1-day lead time
to 11.2188% for 4-day lead time. ME values for 1, 4-day

TABLE 3 Goodness-of-fit statistics using trainbr for different lead time forecasts at Wulumuqi station
lead time (day)
1
2
3
4

RMSE (%)
training
testing
8.7508
8.8835
13.5752 13.7296
58.8667 55.3289
11.0688 11.2188

R
training
0.8844
0.8193
0.7831
0.8038

testing
0.9022
0.8496
0.8204
0.8410

ME (%)
training
testing
0.6602
-0.2056
1.2087
-0.5599
0.8514
-0.9652
0.4782
-0.6214

EOP (%)
training
testing
3.4398
-8.7776
-4.3926
1.1988
-6.6652 -2.5899
3.0198
7.9712

FIGURE 6 Comparison of observed and predicted MRH using trainbr from 1 to 4 days ahead at at the four stations

At the same time, FIGURE 6 also showed a
comparison of observed and calculated for the daily mean
relative humidity (MRH) predictions from 1 to 4 days
ahead at four stations by the best performing network.
The model results showed relative good prediction of the
trend of the daily mean relative humidity (MRH);
however the model prediction accuracy decreased slightly

with increasing horizon of prediction. In the mass, it
could be deduced that the designed BPANN models
could predict the daily mean relative humidity (MRH)
over the area reasonably well for 1-, 2-, 3- and 4-day lead
times. Thus, the BPANN technique was more appropriate
where the knowledge of meteorological parameters was
restricted.
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8 Conclusion
This paper presented a multi-objective strategy for the
optimal design of BPANNs when disposing nonlinear
modelling relative humidity time series. The most
suitable configuration for this task was proven to be a (12;
6; 1) feed forward network using trainbr (Bayesian
regularization) as it showed the most accurate predictions
of relative humidity 1-day in advance. From the
prediction outcome 1day lead time, arid area was the best,
followed by semi-arid area, semi-humid area,
respectively, and humid area was the worst. The possible
reason was that the impact of these factors on the relative
humidity in arid area was the largest, followed by that in
semi-arid, semi-humid area, and that in humid area is the
least. In predicting the extremum, trainbr algorithm was
the best at Wulumuqi station, Beijing station and
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Abstract
Dynamic pricing is concerned by business and academia as a pricing method, and has also made extensive research in this field. But
the dynamic pricing theory with multi period is not mature considering monopolistic environment and after-sale service of manufacture.
Because consumer not only pays attention to the product itself, but more emphasis on after-sale service of product with the changes of
consumption concept and increasingly fierce market competition. Therefore good after-sale service is an important reason for
consumers to purchase repetitively, which has become the key to the success of manufacture. This paper puts forward to the demand
function with learning character, and constructs the multi-period dynamic pricing model on account of monopolistic manufacture and
after-sale service level. Then it has important theoretical and practical significance when the conclusions are applied to the monopolistic
manufacture. The research findings show the product price of manufacture fluctuates with oscillation both in the short and long term.
But it is gradually reduced to a constant value for the magnitude or extent of the price oscillation with certain rate convergence in the
long term. Finally, the price may tend to consumer's reservation price or unit operating cost of manufacture.
Keywords: Dynamic Pricing Model, After-sale Service, Monopolistic Manufacture

1 Introduction

a reasonable price decision, and has been widely used in
the tourism industry, such as aviation, automobile,
railway, etc. [2-3].
There is great development about dynamic pricing
model of the monopolistic manufacture. Smith and
Achabal (1998) construct the dynamic optimal control
model according to the retail commodity with clearance at
the end of season, which considers the change of sales
volume is influenced by lower prices and the seasonal
change [4]. Zhao and Zheng (2000) study the demand is
non homogeneous Poisson process based on Gallego and
van Ryzin (1994). Their results show the optimal price
increases with the decrease of inventory quantity in a
certain period, and it is monotone under certain conditions
[5]. Constantinos Maglaras, Joern Meissner maximize
firms' total expected revenues over a finite horizon and put
forward to dynamic pricing strategies for multiproduct
revenue management problems [6]. Xuanming Su (2010)
studies a monopolist firm selling a fixed capacity, and his
findings show that the firm's expected profits will
increases when the presence of speculators increase, and
the speculative behaviour may generate incentives which
lead to lower capacity investments [7]. Josef Broder and
Paat Rusmevi chientong (2012) build a stylized dynamic
pricing model, in which the purchasing decisions for a
sequence customers make a monopolistic prices [8].
Bhalla and Manaswini (2012) solve a monopolist's optimal
price strategy, and his results show the prices and per
period profits will increase over the period of time [9]. But
many researches seldom consider the dynamic pricing
from the manufacturer's own point of view. The

The study of pricing theory is nothing more than from
macro and micro perspective according to the existing
literatures. The first kind of product pricing is about
economic analysis based on macro perspective, which
summarized the price formation mechanism by using the
basic economics principles, such as the marginal utility
theory of Adam Smith (1776), the labour value theory of
Marx (1845), the equilibrium price theory of Marshall
(1920) and the incomplete competition theory putted
forward by Chamberlain (1938) and Robinson (1933), etc..
It has derived many products pricing methods based on the
above pricing theory, such as elastic analysis method,
correlation product pricing method and complete sets of
products pricing method, etc. [1]. The second is the
specific product pricing method because the cost profit for
traditional pricing mode was broke out by many
economists with the development of market and economy,
and a series of pricing models were developed. These
pricing models are developed to the practical application
and the direction of diversification, which in addition to
considering the internal variety and other factors, but also
considering the external market volatility and the
competitive environment. Dynamic pricing is that the
manufacture adjusts product prices for different customer
groups in real time in order to obtain the maximum benefit.
As an important pricing technology of revenue
management, dynamic pricing has been integrated into the
various optimization software of management, which
provides an important support for manufactures to develop
*
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consumer's behaviour is not only related to consumption
preferences, consumption habits, income and other factors
of consumers, but also more closely linked with the
product quality, reputation and after-sale service etc.
Therefore, the after-sale service is the key to win for
manufacture, which has already become the new focus of
market competition [10].
In summary, the dynamic pricing theory with multi
period is not mature considering monopolistic
environment and after-sale service of manufacture. The
literature is still relatively small, which is need to be
researched further in-depth and systematically. This paper
discusses the dynamic pricing strategy based on after-sale
service under the monopoly environment. Firstly, it
establishes the demand model with learning nature on
account of the early and current period purchase price, the
after-sale service. Secondly, it also solves the optimal
dynamic pricing strategy of manufactures, and the result
show that the price of product tends to a constant value
with oscillation according to the dynamic pricing rules of
manufacture. Finally, the optimal price and after-sale
service of every period are solved, and it proves that the
sales price tends to customer's reservation price or unit cost
under certain conditions.

2.1.4 The cost function of after-sale service
Assume it is independent for production cost and after-sale
service provided by manufacture and the cost function of
after-sale service is
C  at  

kat2
2

,

(1)

where k is the cost coefficient of after-sale service, this
coefficient is closely related to the product type. It is higher
when the complexity of product becomes greater. It means
that the cost paid more when the manufacturer raises a unit
of after-sale service. And at is the level of after-sale
service for product in period t. The larger at indicates the
cost of after-sale service provided by manufacture to
consumers is greater, and the increase is in multiples
square level.
2.1.5 The homogeneity assumption
In addition to the same product price and after-sale service
level of manufacture in each period, the other aspects in
different periods are also homogeneous.

2 Model assumptions and model construction

2.1.6 The assumption of discount coefficient

2.1 MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

The products of manufacture generally have a certain life
cycle, so it is worth considering the time value of money.
Assume the discount coefficient between the two cycles of
the products is  , where   (0,1) .

2.1.1 The market structure
Assume that there is only a monopolistic manufacturer
selling a product in a particular industry. For example, it is
inevitable to form a monopoly in a certain period when
new products promote to the market because of the novelty
of product, the adoption of new technology, enhance of
function and the change of appearance, which is mainly
reflected in the monopoly of proprietary technology.

2.2 DEMAND MODEL
When manufacturer provides after-sale service to
consumers, their demand function in period t can be
represent as

2.1.2 The price and production cost

Dt  M   pt   at .

Assume that pt is the sales price of product in period t,

Here, Dt is the demand function of manufacturer in
period t. M represents the market capacity of product. And
β is the price-sensitive parameter, which indicates the
reverse relationship between the demand and price. Then
λ is the sensitive coefficient of after-sales service to the
demand, which shows the positive changes relation
between the demand and after-sales service. The larger
coefficient indicates the current demand of manufacturer,
Dt , will be increased when manufacturer increases the

and c is the unit production cost of product, which is
equal in each period. Assume pt  c , where t=1, 2….
2.1.3 The objective function
The goals are not the same for different types of
manufacture in different development period, such as the
maximum of profits, value, and market share or customer
satisfaction and so on. This paper assumes that the
manufacture's goal is to maximize profit.

(2)

after-sale service, at .
Eq. (2) portrays only the current relationship between
the demand function of manufacturer and the prices, aftersale service level. In fact, the current price and after-sale
service have not only certain effect on the current demand,
but also influence the sales of product for the future
periods. Therefore, the two assumptions are made as
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3 Model analyses

follows. The first is learning hypothesis. Assume there has
learning process for consumer to the deal, but this learning
process of consumers can be traced back to the previous
transaction only. The second is the diffusion effect
hypothesis of price or after-sale service. The lower price in
period t-1 will lead to the increase of the demand in period
t, and the higher price will reduce the future demand. But
there is positive relationship between the product demand
and after-sale service. This assumption implies that the
current price and after-sale service will be affected by the
next consumer surplus, which is determined by the
difference between them. So Eq. (2) can be rewritten as
follows according to the two assumptions.
Dt  M   pt   at  mat 1  npt 1 , m, n [0,1] ,

It reveals the dynamic pricing rule of the monopolistic
manufacture on account of after-sales service level
according to the optimal solution and its property of model
by partial differential analysis.
3.1 PRICING RULES GIVEN AFTER-SALE SERVICE
LEVEL
In order to solve the after-sale service level, the first
derivative of  t for pt can be solved, and assume it is
equal to zero according to Eq. (4) when the after sale
service level is given. That is

(3)

 t
M   at  mat 1  npt 1  c 
 pt' ( pt 1 ) 
 0.
pt
2

where m and n are the learning coefficients of after-sale
service and price in period t-1. And mat 1  npt 1 is
learning effect of consumer, which is determined by
transaction price and after-sale service. Here, assume
influence degree is much bigger than the last for
current market price and after-sales service levels to
demand, which is   n and   m .

the
the
the
the

The second order derivative of Eq. (7) can be expressed
as follows:

pt' ( pt 1 ) n

0.
pt 1
2

2.3 MODEL CONSTRUCTION

2

2

(4)

t

p 
'
t

Then the total profits of product in infinite period can
be converted into the following decision problems.


2

  max   t 1 [( pt  c)(M   pt   at  mat 1  npt 1 )  kat 2
t 1

,

kat2

2

 t 1 ( pt 1 , at 1 )

 (2 )

t i

i 1

(n)i 1 ( M   at i 1  mat i  c  )  (n)t p0
(2 )t

.

(9)

Relaxing the assumption of after-sales service level,
assume that a1  a2  ...  at  a , Eq. (9) can be simplified as
follows:

(5)

where the discount coefficient for the first stage is equal to
1. And p0 and a0 are respectively the sale price and aftersale service level in the beginning period.
Assume the optimal total profit of manufacturer is
t ( pt , at ) from the period t to the end period. So Eq. (5) can
be rewritten as the Bellman equation.
t ( pt , at )  max  [( pt  c)(M   pt   at  mat 1  npt 1 ) 

(8)

The profit function can reach the maximum value at a
certain point because the second order derivative is less
than 0. By using the mathematical induction, the optimal
selling price of monopolistic manufacture is

According to Eq. (1), Eq. (2) and the unit cost hypothesis,
the profit function in period t can be written as follows.
 t  ( pt  c) Dt  kat 2  ( pt  c)(M   pt   at  mat 1  npt 1 )  kat 2 .

(7)

pt' 

[1  (n

2

)t ][ M  (  m)a  c  ]
2  n

 (n

2

)t p0 .

(10)

There is β＞n according to the hypothesis of demand
function. While t   , so the limit of Eq. (10) can be
written as follows.

 . (6)

p  lim p  lim 
''
t

Eq. (6) shows that the dynamic programming problem
is closely related to the sales price and after-sale service
level, but there is not much relationship with the time.
Therefore, the dynamic pricing problem with monopoly is
converted into the maximization problem of profit.

t 

'
t

t 

[1  (n

2

)t ][ M  (  m)a  c  ]

2  n
M  (  m ) a  c 

2  n

 (n

2

)t p0


. (11)

The following conclusion can be drawn from the above
analysis.
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Conclusion 1 The price of monopolistic manufacturer
t

is

pt' 

 (2 )
i 1

t i

(n) ( M   at i 1  mat i  c  )  (n) p0
i 1

'

t when t is odd cycle, such as t  2n 1, n  1, 2... , but pt will

t

(2 )

also increase with the increase of t due to ( pt''  p0 )  0 .

when the after-

t

Conclusion 2 The sales price of product, pt' , will
increase(reduce) with the increase(reduce) of t due to
a1  a2  ...  at  a and pt''  p0 ( pt''  p0 ) when t is
even cycle, such as t  2n, n  1, 2... , and there always is
'
pt'  pt'' ( pt'  pt'' ) . And pt will increase (reduce) with the
increase (reduce) of t when t is odd cycle, namely,
t  2n  1, n  1, 2... , and there is pt'  pt'' ( pt'  pt'' ) .
This conclusion shows the sale price of product has
oscillation law with the increase of period number in a
certain extent. The sales price of product is fluctuating in
the short term, but tends to a fixed value in the long run.
Because consumer is not familiar with all aspects of the
product information when new product promotes to
market, the price will fluctuate more frequently with the
change of demand. And the price of product stabilizes
when consumer is familiar with the product when the
product is used by a certain cycle.
But this conclusion does not consider the after-sale
service level, which is derived in harsh conditions. Then
the following will discuss the pricing rules when the aftersale service level is a constant value, and there have only
two cases analyzed, such as strictly increasing and strictly
decreasing of the after-sale service
(1) The change of pt' for at  at 1

sale service level is fixed. And the product price is
M  (  m)a  c  while a  a  ...  a  a and t   .
pt''  lim pt' 
1
2
t
2  n

t 

The sale price of product tends to a fixed value when
the cycle of product sales is long enough and there is the
same after-sale service according to the conclusion 1. This
price has positive correlation with the market capacity,
learning coefficient of after-sale service and unit operation
cost, but there is reverse connection with the coefficient of
price learning and price sensitivity. And this price does not
reflect the trajectory before the price tends to be fixed, so
it is worth discussing the change trajectory. Because of
  n , there is -n  ( 1 , 0) according to Eq. (10) while
2

2

'
a1  a2  ...  at  a . So the first half of pt is always greater than

0 whatever the number of product cycle change, and the
second part, (n )t p0 , ill appear the motion rules of
2

vibration with the increase of cycle number. When t is even
cycle, then n  0 , but when t is odd cycle, there has
2

n

2

 0 . The changes of odd cycle and even cycle will

lead to the regular changes of pt' .
Taking

pt'' 

M  (  m)a  c 
2  n

of Eq. (11) into pt' of Eq.

Firstly, there have (n)i 1  0 and at  at 1 when t is
even cycle. So

(10), pt' can be represented as follows.
pt'  [1  (n

)t p  pt''  ( pt''  p0 )(n )t
2 0
2
M  (  m)a  c  M  (  m)a  c   (2  n) p0 n


(
)t
2
2  n
2  n
2

)t ] pt''  (n

t

.

(12)
p 
'
t

 (2 )

t i

i 1

(2 )t
 (2 ) (n) [M  (  m)a0  c ]  (n)t p0
t

There are two kinds of situations for the change rule of
pt' , such as pt''  p0 and pt''  p0 .



(1) The changes rule for pt''  p0
Firstly, due to -n  ( 1 , 0) and ( pt''  p0 )  0 ,
2
2
(n

2

-n

)t will reduce with the increase of t when t is even

(n)i 1 (M   at i 1  mat i  c  )  (n)t p0

t i

increase of t. Secondly, (n )t will increase with the
2

(13)

(2 )t

Then solving the limit of Eq. (13) according to
 ( 1 , 0) , so the limit of pt'' is
2
2
t

p  lim p  lim
''
t

.

i 1

cycle, such as t  2n, n  1, 2... . So pt' will increase with the
increase of t when t is odd cycle, such as
but pt' will decrease.

i 1

t 

'
t

 (2 )
i 1

t i

(n)i 1 ( M   at i 1  mat i  c  )  (n)t p0
(2 )t

t 

t

t  2n  1, n  1, 2... ,

 lim
t 

 (2 )t i (n)i 1 [M  (  m)a0  c  ]  (n)t p0
i 1

(2 )t

 p0''

,

(2) The changes rule for pt  p0
''

Firstly, due to ( pt''  p0 )  0 , (n )t will reduce with
2

(14)

where pt'' is the limit of sale price in the period t, and p0''
represents the limit of sale price for at  a0 .

the increase of t when t is even cycle, such as
'
t  2n, n  1, 2... , but pt will also decrease with the increase

Secondly, when t is even cycle, there is (n)i 1  0 , so

of t. Secondly, (n )t will increase with the increase of
2
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t

pt' 

 (2 )

t i

i 1

(n) [ M  (  m)a0  c ]  (n) p0
i 1

implies the sales price is dynamic with oscillation from a
certain perspective. Therefore, the sales price has rules to
follow in certain conditions.

t

(2 )t

.

(15)

3.2 THE PRICING RULES FOR THE CHANGE OF
PRICE AND AFTER-SALES SERVICE LEVELS
SIMULTANEOUSLY

Similarly, the limit of pt'' is
pt''  lim pt' 
t 

M  (  m)a0  c
 p0''
2  n

.

(16)
The part regards after-sales service level and sales price as
the decision variables simultaneously. In order to obtain
the maximum profits, manufacture should determine the
optimal sale price and after-sales service level according
to the actual situation of manufacture. Solving the firstorder partial derivatives of Eq. (4) for pt and at , and
make them equal to zero, so there have

(2) The change of pt' for at  at 1
Firstly, there have (n)i 1  0 and at  at 1 when t is
odd cycle, so
t

p 
'
t

 (2 )

t i

i 1

(n)i 1[ M  (  m)a0  c ]  (n)t p0

.

(2 )t

(17)

The limit of Eq. (17) is
pt''  lim pt' 
t 

M  (  m)a0  c
 p0'' ,
2  n

 t
 M  2 pt   at  mat 1  npt 1  c   0 ,
pt

(21)

 t
  ( pt  c)  kat  0 .
at

(22)

(18)
After finishing Eq. (21) and Eq. (22), pt and at are

where pt'' is the limit of the sale price in period t, and p0''
is the limit of the sale price for at  a0 .

pt 

Secondly, there has (n)i 1  0 when t is even cycle,

t

p 
'
t

 (2 )
i 1

t i

(n)i 1[ M  (  m)a0  c ]  (n)t p0
(2 )

.

Taking at 1 

(19)

t

(23)

 ( pt  c)
.
k

at 

so

M   at  mat 1  npt 1  c
,
2

(24)

 ( pt 1  c)
k

of Eq. (24) into Eq. (23),

there has
The limit of Eq. (19) is
M  (  m)a0  c
p  lim p 
 p0'' .
t 
2  n
''
t

'
t

pt ( pt 1 ) 

(20)

kM  c 2  c k  (m  kn) pt 1  m c
.
2 k   2

(25)

Similarly, the optimal price and after-sales service
level can be derived through the mathematical induction,
namely the conclusion 4.
Conclusion 4 The optimal price and after-sales service
level are equal to the initial sales price and after-sales
service respectively when the profit of manufacture
achieves maximization. That is

Conclusion 3 The limit of product sales price in period
t is greater than the price limit for at  a0 when t tends to
infinite with odd cycle and at  at 1 , that is pt''  p0'' , but
there is pt''  p0'' while t is odd cycle. The limit of product
sales price is less than the price limit for at  a0 when t
tends to infinite with odd cycle and at  at 1 , that is

p1' 

pt''  p0'' , but there is pt''  p0'' while t is even cycle.
Conclusion 3 shows there has a lower bound for the
sale price of product with the increase of cycle number and
after-sale service level when t is odd cycle, in other words,
the sale price is increasing. The sales price of product has
an upper bound when t is an even cycles, that is to say the
price is decreasing. In the same way, there have similar
change rules for the decline of after-sale service level. It

A1  k (ma0  np0 ) '  ( p1'  c)
, a1 
A2
k

A (1   t 1 ) t 1 ' '  ( pt'  c)
p  3
  p1 , at 
, t  2,3....
A2 (1   )
k

,

(26)

'
t

where

A1 =km  c 2  c k ,

A
A4  m  kn and   4

A2

A2 =2 k   2 ,

A3 =T1  mc ,

.
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(5) There has pt"  p* for   1 and A5  0 when t
tends to infinity. And there has also pt"  c for   1 and

Conclusion 4 means the manufacture’s optimal sale
price and after-sale service is affected by the initial sale
prices of product and after-sale service level. The sale
price and after-sale service will be gradually reduced along
with the increase of the sales cycle number when the initial
price is higher, but the reduction extent will be smaller. In
another word, it is smaller for the initial price and aftersale service level influenced by the late price and after-sale
service level. But there is no further explanation for the
convergence of price, which is reduced to what extent in
conclusion 4. Therefore, the following discusses the
degree of convergence effect.
According to previous consumption experience,
relevant alternative product prices and other product
information, consumer as a whole has a subjective
expectation value for product, which is the reserve price.
This price is the most acceptable price for consumers.
Assume the reserve price as a constant value is p* , and it
does not change with the change of cycle number. It is
different for the reservation price and sales price. Assume
the reserve price of consumer is higher than the sales price
of product, once the product price is higher than the reserve
price, so the demand will be reduced to 0. Therefore, there
is p*  pt . It also assumes that the sale price is generally

A5  0 when t tends to infinity.
According to the analysis of the above five cases the
conclusion 5 can be obtained as follows
Conclusion 5 The sale price of product has four kinds
of choices when the cycle number tends to infinity. Firstly,
the sale price of product is equal to the unit operating cost,
that is pt"  c . Secondly, the sale price of product is equal

to the unit operating cost and the consumer's reservation
price, which is pt"  lim pt'  p* . Thirdly, the sale price is
t 

A
A
pt"  3  (1)t 1[ p1  3 ] for   1 . Finally, the sale price
2 A2
2 A2
A3
for  1    1 .
A2 (1   )
The sale price of product tends to the consumer's
reservation price or the unit operating cost of manufacture
with the increase of sale cycle while it does not consider
the case for 1    1 from the conclusion 5. This
confirms the truth of much realistic economic life. The sale
price of product is reduced gradually when the sale is
sluggish for the product promoting to market or it is the
end of product life cycle. And the product will exit the
market while the price tends to the unit operating costs of
manufacture. The sale price is high, which is generally
lower than the reserve price of consumer when the product
is sold well or is promote to the market for the first.

is pt" 

greater than the unit operation cost, namely pt  c . From
the above analysis, there has pt  p"  lim pt'  c .
t
t 

So the Eq. (26) can be rewritten as follows.
pt' 

A3
A  t 1
A3
A3
.
 3
  t 1 p1' 
  t 1 [ p1' 
]
A2 (1   ) A2 (1   )
A2 (1   )
A2 (1   )

Assume A5  p1 

pt' 

(27)

4 Example analyses

A3
, pt' is
A2 (1   )

A3
  t 1 A5 .
A2 (1   )

The change trend of the optimal sale price and after-sale
service level is studied by the example of an agricultural
machinery manufacturer in the pursuit of profit
maximization. In order to study the change trend, assume
that the initial conditions of manufacture are
k  0.5, m  20, c  80,   0.1,   0.3, a0  20, n  3, p0  120 and T1  175
according to Eq. (26). The optimal sale price and after-sale
service level for the first ten periods can be derived, as
shown in table 1.

(28)

The value of pt' and pt" are also different due to the
different value of η, therefore there are five kinds of cases.
(1) If t is odd cycle, there has  t 1  0 , so
pt"  lim pt'  p* when t tends to infinity for   1 and
t 

TABLE 1 the calculation results for the first ten periods

t 1
A5  0 . But when t is even cycle, there has   0 , then

pt"  c . If t is even cycle, there has  t 1  0 , so pt"  c
when t tends to infinity for   1 and A5  0 . But when t
is even cycle, there has  t 1  0 , then pt"  p* .
(2) When t tends to infinity, there has
A
A
A
pt"  3  (1)t 1 A5  3  (1)t 1[ p1  3 ] for   1 .
2 A2
2 A2
2 A2
(3) When t tends to infinity, there has
A
A3
pt"  lim[ 3   t 1 A5 ] 
for 1    1.
t  A (1   )
A2 (1  )
2

periods(t)

The optimal price ( pt' )

The optimal aftersales service ( at' )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

142.07
134.1241379
126.8434979
123.8728265
123.2342014
123.1580581
123.152913
123.1527139
123.1527094
123.1527094

12.41379
10.82483
9.3687
8.774565
8.64684
8.631612
8.630583
8.630543
8.630542
8.630542

It is seen from table 1, the optimal price of manufacture
tends to 123.152 in the seventh period, and the optimal
after-sales service tends to 8.63 in the sixth period.

(4) There has p  c for   1 when t tends to infinity.
"
t
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Figure 2 shows the optimal after-sale service level of
will gradually reduce and tends to a constant value with the
increase of cycles. Higher initial after-sale service level is
also to recover the initial investment as soon as possible.
Because the cost of after-sale service provide by
manufacture is decreased, so the optimal after-sale service
level will also reduce gradually.
5 Conclusions
This paper proposes the demand function of consumer
with learning character, and then constructed the multi
period dynamic pricing model for monopolistic
manufacture according to the purchase price and after-sale
service level in the prior and current period. In order to try
to reveal the dynamic pricing rules of manufacture, the
optimal sale price and after-sales service level is solved by
dynamic programming method, then the limit value of
product sale price is derived considering after-sales
service. The findings show as follows. Firstly, the product
pricing of manufacture fluctuates with oscillation both in
the short and long term, but in the long term it tends to a
constant value. Secondly, the oscillatory amplitude or
degree of product price is gradually reduced with a certain
convergence when the period number tends to infinity. The
sale price may tend to consumer's reservation price and
unit operation cost of manufacture.
There are two possible research directions to study the
pricing problem. Firstly, the demand function with
learning can be developed from linear to nonlinear model.
Secondly, the uncertain demand function will be
considered to study the effect to pricing.

FIGURE 1 the optimal price trend

Figure 1 shows that the optimal price of manufacture is
at a higher level during initial period. But it gradually
reduced and tends to be a stable value, which is consumer's
reservation price or unit operating costs. Because the
manufacture selects the higher initial price generally in
order to recover the upfront cost of as soon as possible.

FIGURE 2 the optimal after-sales service trend
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Abstract
Based on the conventional C-D Production Function Model, this paper adopted Instrument Variable Model to measure the
multifactor productivity growth of 223 cities at prefecture level and above in China, and probed into its relationship with local
government public expenditure. It is shown that relationship between total public expenditure of local government and city
multifactor productivity growth in China is significantly negative, which does not mean that local government public expenditure in
China is inefficient, but because a considerable part of it is put into social security, health and medical care, and other public services.
Further research by different productivity levels show that the faster productivity grows, the more deeply market-driven is the
economics, the weaker is the negative correlation of local government public expenditure and productivity growth. Science &
technology and educational expenditure of local government positively affect multifactor productivity growth in China cities
significantly, however in varying degrees.
Keywords: instrument variable model, local government public expenditure, multi-factor productivity, decision reference

hand, investment to cities have been much more than that
to rural areas in China, research on relationship between
local public expenditure of government and city
productivity growth is of more importance. Taking these
factors into consideration, this paper probed into
relationship between public expenditure of local
government and city multifactor productivity.
Reviews of literatures show that though many
literatures focus on the relationship between public
expenditure and productivity growth, few is focused on
local government public expenditure and productivity
growth, and few is based on Instrument Varible Models.
The paper adopts the Instrument Variable Model to probe
into relationship between local government public
expenditure and multifactor productivity of prefecturallevel and above cities in China.
Based on conventional Cobb-Dauglass Production
Function Model, this paper positively analyze with data
of 223 cities at prefecture level and above of 30 provinces
in China from 1990 to 2009. Because many data are not
available, Tibet is excluded. And some cities at prefecture
level have become prefecture level city not long ago,
there are very few data about them, they are excluded too.
According to our analysis, relationship between local
government public expenditure and city multifactor
productivity in China is significantly negative, which
does not mean that local government public expenditure
in China is inefficient, but because a considerable part of
it is put into social security, health and medical care, and
other public services. Further research by different

1 Introduction
Literatures show that there is a close relationship between
public expenditure and productivity growth; public
expenditure may enhance productivity by technical
progress or by improving efficiency of single productive
elements such as capital or labour. Many literatures have
probed into this problem, such as Arrow, Kenneth and
Kurz, Mordecai in [1], who first brought public
investment into macroscopical production function
model; Barro, who proposed that public service positively
affect production in [2]. Adam [3] argued that quality and
productivity in delivering and administering public
service was of great importance. The United Nations [4]
suggested that national accounts should measurement
performance of the general government, and International
Monetary Fund [5] suggested detailed procedure of
government finance statistics. OECD (2000) inspected
China’s public expenditure problem, and talked about her
efficiency of public expenditure in [6]. John Baldwin,
Wulong Gu and Ryan Macdonald [7], Sir Tony Atkinson
[8], the UK Office for National Statistics [9], Statistics
New Zealand [10] and OECD [11] shared their
experience and proposals of government performance
measurement. Some other scholars, such as Dongping Fu
in [12], Zhenye Li in [13], Jiejin Zhu in [14] and Ge Jin
in [15] etc [16-21], have also investigated into problems
about public expenditure and productivity.
On one hand, cities that assemble kinds of productive
elements are cores of economic growth, and on the other
* Corresponding author e-mail: wangjianxiang626@163.com
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productivity levels show that the faster productivity
grows, the more deeply market-driven is the economics,
the weaker is the negative correlation of local
government public expenditure and productivity growth.
Science & technology and educational expenditure of
local government positively affect multifactor
productivity growth in China cities significantly, however
in varying degrees.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section,
we show the source and processing of data. Section 3
gives the Instrument Variable Model of multifactor
productivity we adopted. Then we test the model in the
following section. Section 5 concludes.

expenditure of local government to GDP. Some data for
these indicators are missed, and we fill them with Moving
Average Method.
This paper will also study relationship between
expenditure of local government and multifactor
productivity of cities in China by regions. The general
processing divides China into three regions by geographic
location, that is to say, Eastern Region, Central Region
and Western Region. This method is very simple, while
of much disadvantage in research. It is well known that
productivity level and productivity growth of cities in the
same geographic district may differ significantly. Some
times, there may even be significant differences among
productivity level and productivity growth of the cities in
the same province. To avoid this problem, this paper used
the cluster analysis method based on productivity growth
during the period of 1990 to 2009 to divide 223 cities into
groups, and then probe into the relationship of their local
government public expenditure and city productivity of
each group respectively.

2 Variables and Data
Taking availability of data into account, the sample of
this paper takes from 223 cities at prefecture level and
above of 30 provinces from 1990 to 2009. The reason we
choose cities at prefecture level and above is that they are
the main body of city function and are of stronger
agglomeration effects, so are of better representativeness.
Cities at prefecture level and above are more than 223.
We choose only 223 ones for the following reasons:
Because many data are not available, Tibet is excluded;
and some cities at prefecture level have become
prefecture level city not long ago, they are excluded too.
Excluding cities in Tibet and those upgraded to cities of
prefecture level, the number of the remained cities that
meet our research criteria is 223.
For these cities at prefecture level and above, China
City Statistical Yearbook and Comprehensive Statistical
Data and Materials on 50 Years of New China Cities
provide statistical materials for two kinds of concept for
city. The first concept of city means city proper, that is to
say, the downtown area and the suburb area, while
countries and cities of country-level excluded. The other
concept of city means the whole city, that is to say, not
only the downtown area and the suburb area, but also
countries and cities of country-level affiliated with the
prefecture level city are included. Here we adopt the first
concept; the reason is that countries and cities at country
level are not main body of city function, while data for
city proper are preferred.
To carry out our research, we need data for output,
capital and labor input as well as local government public
expenditure of the 223 cities. Data of 1990 to 1998 is
taken from Comprehensive Statistical Data and Materials
on 50 Years of New China Cities, 1999 to 2009 from
China City Statistical Yearbook. Output data are GDP,
labor input data are number of employed persons.
Theoretically speaking, capital input shall use data of
fixed capital stock per year. Because of availability of
data, we took total investment in fixed assets as a
replacement. For public expenditure of local government,
we take intra-budgetary government expenditure; because
it is typically relevant to size of city, we adjust them with
GDP, and use the relative indicator of ratio of public

3 Instrument Variable Model of Multifactor
Productivity
This paper handles with panel data. According to
econometric theory and practice, dynamic models with
panel data typically are troubled with endogenous
explanatory variable problem. To settle this problem,
productivity analysts seek help from Instrument Variable
Model. We have tried some other methodologies in our
previous research, none of them served well than
Instrument Variable Model. Therefore, this paper will
also make use of this method.
The key step of Instrument Variable Method is to seek
appropriate instruments. Inappropriate instrument
variable usually leads to bad, even wrong conclusions.
Many econometricians devote to research on choice of
better instrument variables. In the fields of productivity
measurement with Instrument Variable Model, Anderson
& Hsiao in [22], Arrelano & Bond in [23] and Blundell &
Bond in [24] and [25] have probed into this problem and
suggested practicable instruments respectively. Jian Jin
reviewed the Instrument Variable Model of productivity
growth measurement in literatures in [26].
Anderson and Hsiao’s research is based on the
differenced
form
of
the
original
equation,
yit   yi ,t 1  xit   i   it . Difference cancels the
individual fixed effects possibly correlate with the
exogenous variables which means E  xit i   0 . But the
difference of the lagged
yi ,t 1  yi ,t  2    yi ,t  2  yi ,t 3 
  xi,t 1  xi,t  2     i ,t 1   i ,t  2

endogenous

variable

is obviously correlated

with the error term  it   i ,t 1 . To avoid this problem,
Anderson and Hsiao suggested to use level instruments
yt  2 or the lagged difference instruments yi ,t  2  yi ,t 3
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as instruments for the differential regression estimators
yi ,t 1  yi ,t  2 and proved that level instruments superior
to the latter.
In the same way, Arrelano & Bond (1991) eliminates
the individual effects by differencing to get equation:
yit  yi ,t 1    yi ,t 1  yi ,t  2 
  xit  xi,t 1     it   i ,t 1

.

Once instruments found, we can solve equation and
compute productivity growth with Instrument Variable
Method.

(1)
4 Measurement of productivity and clustering division of
cities

And under some certain presumption, Arellano ＆
Bond proved that  xi ,t  j , yi ,t  j : j  2 are efficient

The model handled with is as follow:

instrument variables for this differential form equation.
Now for each year, researchers on productivity
measurement can find efficient instruments. For t=T,
Equation
(1)
changes
into
yiT  yi ,T 1    yi ,T 1  yi ,T 2    xiT  xi,T 1     iT   i ,T 1 ,

and we have a series of instruments variables
yi1 , yi 2 ,

yi ,T 2 , xi1 , xi2 ,

xi,T 1 .

There is a serious problem. Because making use of
information contained in differences only, the estimator
suggested by Arellano & Bond is rather inefficient when
instruments are weak. Blundell & Bond in [25] proved
that both the elasticities of output to capital and to labour
are very small and inaccurate.
Aimed at shortcomings of Arellano-Bond estimator,
Blundell & Bond in [24] suggest making use of
additional level information beside the differences,
combining moment restrictions on differential and level
instruments, and resulting in a so-called GMM systemestimator. According to Blundell & Bond, for t=T,
are
usable
dyi1 , dyi 2 , dyi ,T 1 , dxi1 , dxi2 , dxi,T

yit  k ki ,t 1  l li ,t 1  i  fi  t   it ,

(2)

where k and l are capital and labour input respectively, fi
denotes fixed effects of each city, ηt denotes time
tendency faced by all the cities.
At first, we exclude time mean values of all the
variables, so that the following processing does not need
to deal with time specific dummy variables. Then we
drops the individual fixed effects by first order difference,
the equation now is:
yit  yi ,t 1  k (ki ,t 1  ki ,t 2 )  l (li ,t 1  li ,t 2 )  (i ,t  i ,t 1 ) .

(3)

We solve this model with difference instrument
variables method and Eviews 5.1, compute multifactor
productivity with surplus method, which is then regressed
with adjusted public expenditure of local government.
It is well known that there exists imbalance in
economic development of different regions and cities,
and productivity in different cities also differs
significantly. To find out relationship between local
government public expenditure and city productivity in
cities of different economic level, we clustered the 223
cities by their productivity growth during the period of
1990 to 2009.

instruments.

TABLE 1 Cluster of cities by productivity growth rate during 1990 to 2009
Productivity growth rate

higher (47 cities)

Lower (80 cities)

intermediate (96 cities)

Cities included
Beijing, Tianjin, Shijiazhang, Tangshan, Taiyuan, Shenyang, Dalian, Anshan, Changchun, Haerbin, Daqing,
Shanghai, Nanjing, Wuxi, Xuzhou, Changzhou, Suzhou, Hangzhou, Ningbo, Wenzhou, Fuzhou, Taizhou, Xiamen,
Nanchang, Ji’nan, Qingdao, Zibo, Dongying, Yantai, Zhengzhou, Wuhan, Changsha, Guangzhou, Shenzhen,
Zhuhai, Shantou, Foshan, Zhongshan, Dongguan, Chongqing, Chengdu, Panzhihua, Mianyang, Kunming, Yuxi,
Xi’An, Urumchi
Xingtai, Chengde, Cangzhou, Langfang, Hengshui, Jincheng, Shuozhou, Wuhai, Fuxin, Tieling, Chaoyang,
Liaoyuan, Tonghua, Baishan, Songyuan, Baicheng, Jixi, Hegang, Shuangyashan, Qitaihe, Mudanjiang, Heihe,
Suqian, Quzhou, Tongling, Anqing, Huangshan, Chuzhou, Sanming, Nanping, Jingdezhen, Xinyu, Yingtan,
Kaifeng, Hebi, Jiaozuo, Xuchang, Luohe, Sanmenxia, Shangqiu, Xiaogan, Huanggang, Shaoyang, Yiyang,
Chenzhou, Huaihua, Zhangjiagang, Chaozhou, Meizhou, Shanwei, Heyuan, Yangjiang, Qingyuan, Yunfu, Wuzhou,
Qinzhou, Guigang, Fangchenggang, Sanya, Zigong, Luzhou, Deyang, Guangyuan, Suining, Neijiang, Leshan,
Yibin, Nanchong, Liupanshan, Tongchuan, Yan’An, Hanzhong, Weinan, Jiayuguan, Jinchang, Baiyin, Tianshui,
Xi’Ning, Yinchuan, Shizuishan
Qinhuangdao, Handan, Baoding, Zhangjiakou, Datong, Yangquan, Changzhi, Hohehot, Baotou, Chifeng, Fushun,
Benxi, Dandong, Jinzhou, Yingkou, Liaoyang, Panjin, Huludao, Jilin, Siping, Qiqihar, Yichun, Jiamusi, Nantong,
Lianyungang, Huaiyin, Yancheng, Yangzhou, Zhenjiang, Taizhou, Jiaxing, Huzhou, Shaoxing, Jinhua, Zhoushan,
Hefei, Wuhu, Bengbu, Huainan, Maanshan, Huaibei, Fuyang, Putian, Quanzhou, Zhangzhou, Longyan, Pingxiang,
Jiujiang, Zaozhuang, Weifang, Jining, Taian, Dezhou, Weihai, Linyi, Laiwu, Rizhao, Luoyang, Pingdingshan,
Anyang, Xinxiang, Puyang, Nanyang, Huangshi, Shiyan, Jingzhou, Yichang, Xiangfan, Ezhou, Jingmen, Zhuzhou,
Xiangtan, Hengyang, Yueyang, Changde, Yongzhou, Shaoguan, Jiangmen, Zhanjiang, Maoming, Huizhou,
Zhaoqing, Jieyang, Nanning, Liuzhou, Guilin, Beihai, Yulin, Haikou, Guiyang, Zunyi, Qujing, Baoji, Xianyang,
Lanzhou, Kramer Iraq
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Cities are clustered into three groups. The outcome of
the cluster shows that, cities with higher productivity
growth rate are mostly with higher economic growth rate,
the four municipalities and most of the provincial capital
cities are classified into this group, others are most cities
in coastal provinces with higher open degree; cities with
lower productivity are mostly low-economic-level ones,
some of whom are cities in the Western Region, and
some had upgraded into prefecture level cities just a few
years ago. Most cities of intermediate level productivities
are of intermediate economic levels, having a long
developing history, some of whom may had experienced
some higher productivity growth rate periods, while have
slowed down ever since about 15 years ago.

education expenditure as independent variables,
economic structure, education level of labors and
economic development level as controlled variable. It
shows that influence of the controlled variables is all
insignificant, so they are all dropped out of the model,
and we have:

lg a  2.112 0.056ln sci  0.178ln edu ,
(27.75)

5.1 FOR 223 CITIES AS A WHOLE
According to the relevant economic theory, besides
government public expenditure, there are many other
factors such as economic development level, economic
structure, education level of the labours, etc., that
influence city productivity growth. To control influence
of other factors than public expenditure of local
government on productivity, we take economic structure,
education level of labours and economic development
level into accounts. Then we have model of 223 cities as
follow:

5.2 RELATIONSHIP OF CITIES OF DIFFERENT
PRODUCTIVITY LEVEL
We had clustered cities into three groups in accordance
with their productivity. Now we shall check influence of
public expenditure of local governments on multifactor
productivity by group.
For the first group, we have

ln a  4.078 1.354 ln g  0.294 sein 0.289tein
( 3.49)

 0.030stu  0.084 ln pgdp
( 2.02)

(2.84)

(2.41)

,

(5)

(12.62)

where a is still multifactor productivity growth, and sci
local government expenditure on science & technology
fields and edu local government expenditure on
education.
Equation (5) shows that local government expenditure
on science & technology and education enhances
multifactor productivity in these 223 cities significantly.
Increase of 1 percent in local government expenditure on
science & technology leads to multifactor productivity
growth of 0.056 percent, and increase of 1 percent in
local government expenditure on education leads to
multifactor productivity growth of 0.178 percent.

5 Relationships between Public Expenditure of Local
Government and City Multifactor Productivity

(5.55)

(5.02)

(4)

lg a1  1.149 0.712lg g1  0.608sein1  0.472tein1
(1.097)

( 3.61)

( 1.99)

(4.18)

 0.040lg stu1  0.070lg pgdp1

where a is multifactor productivity growth, g public
expenditure of local government, sein ratio of the
secondary industrial value-added in GDP, tein the
tertiary industrial value-added in GDP, stu number of
students enrolment in regular institutions of higher
education, and pgdp per capita GDP. The secondary and
the tertiary industrial value-added in GDP reflects
influence of economic structure on city productivity,
number of students enrolment in regular institutions of
higher education reflects that of education level of the
labours, and per capita GDP reflects that of economic
development level.
By Equation (4), it seems that relationship between
public expenditure of local government and city
multifactor productivity in China is negative, public
expenditure of local government does not enhance
productivity growth. This conclusion is inconsistent with
normal economic knowledge.
To find out the reason of the outcome of Equation (4),
taking in consideration of the fact that the parts of public
expenditure playing a key role in productivity are
expenditures on science & technology and education, we
regression with science & technology expenditure and

( 2.02)

(2.27)

,

(6)

( 1.66)

where the subscript “1” means group one, that is to say,
cities with higher multifactor productivity during the
period of 1990 to 2009.
Equation (6) shows that for cities with higher
productivity, total public expenditure of local
governments is negatively correlation with productivity
growth; an increase of 1 percent in local government
public expenditure leads to a decrease of 0.712 percent in
city multifactor productivity. That is obviously contrary
to the aim of the government.
Taking into the fact that parts of the government
public expenditure are put into social security, social
assistance and pension, and that these expenditure has
very little to do with city multifactor productivity, we set
up another model with science & technology expenditure
and education expenditure of the local government as
independent variables, economic structure, education
level of labours and economic development level as
controlled variable, city multifactor productivity still the
dependent variable. The regression equation shows that:
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lg a2  5.084 1.158lg g 2 ,

lg a1  0.620 0.001lg sci1  0.046lg edu1
(0.69)

( 0.05)

(1.46)

 0.517 sein1  0.268tein1  0.049lg stu1
(3.92)

(1.96)

(18.61)

,

(7)

lg a2  3.331 0.007 lg sci2  0.083lg edu2 ,

( 2.52)

(24.67)

where the subscript “1” means group one, cities with
higher multifactor productivity during the period of 1990
to 2009.
That is to say, for cities with higher productivity,
public expenditure of local governments on science &
technology does not enhance city multifactor productivity
growth significantly, while an increase of 1 percent in
that on education enhances productivity growth by 0.046
percent.
For cities with lower productivity, we carry out the
same regression. Firstly, we regress with local
government public expenditure as independent variable,
then with local government public expenditure on science
& technology and education as independent variables.
Now we have:

lg a3  6.025 2.087 lg g3  0.033lg stu3 ,
(19.49)

( 5.80)

( 2.86)

(11)

(4.59)

5.3 COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSES
Putting the entire three productivity situation together, we
find that in each group, just as the situation of 223 cities
as a whole, total public expenditure of local government
negatively influence the city multifactor productivity,
while public expenditure of local government on science
& technology and education positively enhance it
significantly. That is not inconsistent. Nor the negative
coefficients in equations for total public expenditure are
inconsistent with economic theory. In fact, the reason is
that local government public expenditure is divided into
many parts, such as expenditure on science & technology,
on education, on social security, on social support, on
pension, and so on. Most of the expenditure does not
enhance city multifactor productivity significantly, except
for that on science & technology and on education. So it
is not unusual that the coefficients for total government
public expenditure are negative, while at the same time,
local government public expenditure on science &
technology and on education enhances city multifactor
productivity significantly.
For relationship between public expenditure of local
government on science & technology and multifactor
productivity, the higher the productivity, the lower the
regression coefficient is. That means that for cities with
higher productivity, effect of public expenditure of local
government on science & technology on productivity is
less, while for cities with lower productivity, the effect is
more obvious. The reason is that, for cities with higher
productivity, because of higher economic level, the level
of science & technology and degree of marketization is
higher, productivity growth depends more on the market,
so influence of the same amount of public expenditure on
science & technology is less obvious than cities with
lower productivity; for cities with lower productivity, the
level of science & technology and degree of
marketization is lower, and their city productivity growth
depends more on government support, so the influence of
public expenditure on science & technology is more
obvious.

(8)

( 3.56)

(1.54)

(0.586)

where the subscript “2” means the second group, cities
with intermediate multifactor productivity.
Just as situations in cities with higher and lower
productivity, total public expenditure of local
governments with intermediate productivity is negatively
correlation with their multifactor productivity growth,
while public expenditure of local governments on science
& technology and education enhance productivity growth
significantly, an increase of 1 percent in government
public expenditure enhances productivity growth by
0.007 and 0.083 percent respectively.

lg a3  3.604 0.027lg stu3  0.022lg sci3  0.062lg edu3 , (9)
(22.3)

(10)

( 3.44)

(3.44)

where the subscript “3” means group three, that is to say,
cities with lower multifactor productivity during the
period of 1990 to 2009.
Equation (8) shows that just as situations of all the
223cities and in higher productivity cities, total public
expenditure of local government of cities with lower
productivity is negatively correlation with productivity
growth, the controlled variable education level of labours,
denoted by the number of students enrolment in regular
institutions of higher education, shows the same negative
correlation with multifactor productivity. Other
controlled variables do not influence the dependent
variable significantly, and are dropped out of the
equation.
Equation (9) shows that public expenditure of local
governments on science & technology and education and
the controlled variable education level of labours
influenced productivity significantly, public expenditure
positively and education level of labours negatively,
while other controlled variables are all dropped out.
Coefficients 0.022 and 0.062 mean that an increase of 1
percent in public expenditure of local governments on
science & technology enhances city multifactor
productivity growth by 0.022 percent, and that of
education enhances it by 0.062 percent.
For cities with intermediate productivity, public
expenditure of local governments influences productivity
significantly, while all controlled variable does not work
well so that they are taken out of the equation. Both total
public expenditure of local government and expenditure
on science & technology and education perform the same.
The regression equations for the two situations are:
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We also notice that in cities with higher and lower
productivity level, just as the situation of 223 cities as a
whole, educational level of labours has negative
correlation with city multifactor productivity. There are
different reasons. For higher-productivity-cities, social
and economic development level are relatively higher,
educational level of labours is also higher, according to
the law of diminishing marginal benefit, educational level
of labours does not show obvious enhancing effect on
city multifactor productivity. As for the cities with lower
multifactor
productivity,
the
social
economic
development level and education development level are
all lower, though the State and all levels of government
attached more importance to the development of
education, because of the lag of the mechanism of
education to enhance productivity growth and economic
growth, the expenditure of local government on education
in these cities does not show obvious effect on city
multifactor productivity at the present stage.

Jin Jian, Wang Jianxiang

health care and other analogous public service demands
are less, the local governments can put more of its
expenditure on science & technology and education;
while for cities with lower productivity, because of lower
economic level, demands for social security, medical and
health care and analogous public service demands are
more, the local governments of those cities must put more
for these demands, so expenditure on science &
technology and education have to be a less proportion.
Relationship between public expenditure of local
government on science & technology and multifactor
productivity in cities of different multifactor productivity
level shows that, the higher the productivity, the lower
the regression coefficient is. The reason is that, for cities
with higher productivity, the level of science &
technology and degree of marketization is higher,
productivity growth depends more on the market,
influence of public expenditure on science & technology
is less obvious than that with lower productivity; for
cities with lower productivity, just the opposite.
As for relationship between public expenditure of
local government on education and multifactor
productivity, cities with intermediate productivity have
the highest coefficient, 0.083, and that of cities with
higher and lower productivity are 0.046 and 0.062
respectively. It shows that, for cities with higher
productivity, because of higher level of economy and
education, marginal effect of education on productivity
growth decreases; and for cities with lower productivity,
because of weaker economic and education foundation,
the effect of public expenditure of local and central
government on education of these cities in recent years
has not fully manifest itself due to mechanism of action
of education on productivity and economic growth.

6 Conclusions
On the basis of Instrument Variable Model, positive
analysis with panel data of 223 cities at prefecture level
and above in China shows that, total public expenditure
of local government and city multifactor productivity
correlation negatively, while public expenditure of local
governments on science & technology and on education
has positive correlation with productivity. Regression
coefficients of total public expenditure for higher,
intermediate and lower cities are -0.712, -1.158 and 2.087 respectively. The reason is that, public expenditure
of local government are most put into public services,
which includes not only science & technology and
education that enhance productivity growth significantly,
but also social security, medical and health care and other
analogous public service that do not boost the economic
development remarkably.
For cities with higher productivity, because of higher
economic level, demands for social security, medical and
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Abstract
Based on the information asymmetry between enterprises and banks at the stage of loan application, a replicator dynamic model of
bank-enterprise evolution at the pre-loan stage was established and analysed by using the evolutionary game theory (EGT) and the
stability theory of nonlinear differential equation. A numerical simulation was also performed in details, which displayed intuitively
how banks and enterprises achieved stable cooperation through long-term evolution. The results showed that, to effectively prevent
pre-loan moral hazard, it was vitally important for commercial banks to improve their screening ability, increase disguised costs of
enterprises, and formulate proper sanctions and appropriate amounts of penalty as per the local loan atmosphere also with the profit
which the loan investment projects will make.
Keywords: information asymmetry, evolutionary game, duplicator dynamic model, decision-making

Xiaohong Dong discussed that in single-stage credit
decisions, the harm brought by moral hazard could be
overcome by a certain amount of mortgages, but in the
long-term, for cooperation between banks and
enterprises, one method to overcome moral hazard for
banks could be offering certain preferential measures to
enterprises [4]. Yanxi Li constructed a universal model of
bank-enterprise decisions to prevent moral risk by setting
incentives [5]. Xintian Zhuang proposed a pricing model
of loan interest rates, using the maximum principle under
conditions of information asymmetry [6]. Sulin Pang
studied moral risk aversion methods in the cases of
combined and non-combined risks, and proved that
sufficient mortgages and proper ration could reduce the
pre-loan moral hazard of bank-enterprise decisions by
creating a credit risk decision model [7, 8].
Literatures mentioned above chose to convert credit
contracts into either an optimal control problem or a
classic game, in order to find the optimal interest rate,
ration, or mortgage value. Such methods generally have
relatively strict assumed conditions that banks should be
isolated from enterprises and they also should be required
to be “rational entities”. However, in reality, banks and
enterprises belong to different groups and the individual
decisions in a group may be affected by the decisions of
others. So almost no “complete rationality” exists. The
evolutionary game theory can help solve this kind of
problems. The EGT is based on “bounded rationality”, in
which individual decisions are mutually influenced and
realized through the processes of imitation, study and
mutation, etc. With a dynamic analysis of the decisionmaking behaviours, the EGT can help to derive

1 Introduction
A principal-agent relationship can be used to describe the
relationship between commercial banks and enterprises
that they issue loans to. In the case of information
asymmetry, enterprises may adopt some practices, which
go against banks’ fund security measures when pursuing
maximum profit, causing undesirable moral hazard. From
the submission of the loan application to the loan contract
signing (i.e., the pre-loan stage), enterprises aiming to
obtain the loan may lie about their actual financial
situations, loan repayment abilities, credibility, and the
size of the risks involved in the project to be invested in.
Once the loan is approved, it is easy for bad debt to be
created. Banks should be highly cautions in choosing
appropriate enterprises applying for loan, and make the
correct decisions to prevent moral hazard, which is very
important.
Stiglitz and Weiss studied the issue of bank-enterprise
decisions under the hypothesis of information asymmetry
in which banks would limit their loan approval ratios,
causing credit rationing. Stiglitz and Weiss concluded
that if banks increased interest rates, debtors might be
stimulated to make high-risk investments, causing bigger
moral hazard [1]. Bester further explored the role of
mortgages in bank-enterprise decisions, and concluded
that proper selection of loan interest rates and mortgages
could screen out high-risk contracts [2]. Blumberg
analyzed the loan application situations of enterprises at
start-up and found that the most important factors for loan
rejection were: loan commitment, loan repayment sign,
and the success rate of the project invested in [3].
*
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banks, let the rate of return after project success be r ' ,
and the profit be calculated by R ( R  ( B  W )(1  r ' ) ).
Let the project success rate be p , let the rate of
enterprise’s default on repayments be s, let the loan
interest rate be r , let the risk-free interest rate be  , let

conclusions, which reflect real-world situations. Taylor
was the first to propose the duplicator dynamic model
based on the EGT [9]. The model, derived from
biological evolution, combines an evolutionary stable
strategy with a replicator dynamic to simulate population
evolution processes and stable states. Many scholars have
subsequently carried out researches on the model. In
recent years, the EGT has been applied to economic
management applications such as inter-enterprise
cooperation [10]; industrial cluster competition and
cooperation behaviour [11], financial innovation [12],
and credit guarantee [13].
In terms of using EGT to solve practical problems, the
existing literatures lack analysis of stable points in depth,
and lack numerical simulation. Based on the EGT
described in the literatures [14, 15] and the stability
theory of nonlinear differential equation, this paper
studies how banks design loan contracts and sanction
mechanisms at the pre-loan stage, to help banks and
enterprises reach a stable cooperation state through longterm evolution, while effectively preventing pre-loan
moral hazard.

the value of the enterprise’s mortgage to banks be C0
( C0  W ), and let the bank’s examination cost be Cb .
Hypothesis 2: the enterprise applying for loan may
make a decision of “applying based on facts” or
“deceiving for loan” due to the moral hazard created by
the bank-enterprise information asymmetry. Banks should
make a decision of “approving the loan” or “rejecting the
loan” by examining application materials.
Hypothesis 3: if the enterprise chooses to apply based
on facts, but banks choose to reject the loan, banks and
enterprises will suffer the respective opportunity losses of
OLb ( OLb  (r   ) B ) and OLe ( OLe  (r ' r ) B ). If the
enterprise chooses to “deceive for loan”, it must pay a
disguise cost CL ( CL  OLe , which is deduced by the
individual rationality of enterprise), and if banks examine
the enterprise’s attempt to “deceive for loan”, then it will
reject the loan and punish enterprise, in other words,
make enterprises suffer a reputation loss RL , by
increasing the loan interest rate and mortgage value in the
next loan application.
It can be concluded from the above criteria that, if
banks choose to approve the loan, then the individual
rationality of bank needs to be satisfied.

2 Evolutionary Game Model of Bank-Enterprise at
the Pre-Loan Stage
2.1 MODEL CRITERIA AND PAY-OFF MATRIX OF
BANK-ENTERPRISE AT THE PER-LOAN STAGE
At the loan application stage, commercial banks and
enterprises applying for loan shall meet the following
hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: let the fund owned by the enterprise be
W , the amount needed for the investment project be I ,
let the enterprise require a loan of B ( B  I  W ) from

p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  p)s  C0  (1   ) B .

(1)

According the above analysis, the pay-off matrix of
the bank-enterprise game is shown in Table 1:

TABLE 1 Pay-off matrix of the bank-enterprise game at the pre-loan Stage
Enterprise
Applying Based on Facts
Bank

Approving the Loan
Rejecting the Loan

p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  p) s  C0  (1   ) B  Cb

Deceiving for Loan
(1   ) B  C0  Cb

p( R  (1  s)(1  r ) B)  s(1  p)C0

p  R  C0  CL

Cb  OLb , OLe

Cb , CL  RL

When banks adopt the strategies of “approving the
loan” or “rejecting the loan”, the fitness functions and the
average fitness functions U a1 , U a 2 , U a are respectively:

2.2 BALANCE POINTS IN THE PROCESS OF
EVOLUTIONARY GAME
Let X be the ratio of the bank group’s adoption of the
strategy of “approving the loan”, then 1  X is the ratio
of its adoption of the strategy of “rejecting the loan”; let
that Y be the ratio of the enterprise group’s adoption of
the strategy of “applying based on facts”, then 1  Y is
the ratio of its adoption of the strategy of “deceiving for
loan”; and the fitness function is expressed by the
expected profit.

U a1 =Y [ p(1  s )(1  r ) B  (1  p) s  C0  (1   ) B 
Cb ]  (1  Y )[(1   ) B  C0  Cb ]
U a 2  Y (Cb  OLb )  (1  Y )(Cb )

.

(2)

U a  XU a1  (1  X )U a 2

Similarly, when enterprises apply based on fact or
deceive for loan, the fitness functions and the average
fitness functions Ub1 , Ub 2 , Ub are respectively:
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U b1 =X [ p( R  (1  s)(1  r ) B)  (1  p) s  C0 ] 
(1  X )(OLe )
U b 2  X ( P  R  C0  CL)  (1  X )(CL  RL)

.

According to the duplicator dynamic equation, the
following two-dimensional differentiable dynamic system
can be obtained:

(3)

U b  YU b1  (1  Y )U b 2

 dX
 dt =X (U a1  U a )  X (1  X )[Y ( p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  (1  p) s)C0  OLb ) (1   ) B  C0 ]
.

 dY  Y (U  U )  Y (1  Y )[ X ( p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  s(1  p))C  RL  OL ) RL  OL  CL]
b1
b
0
e
e
 dt

(4)

2.3 EVOLUTIONARY STABLE STRATEGY

dX dY

 0 , five balance points of the equation
dt
dt
can be obtained, respectively, A(0,0) , B(0,1) , C(1,0) ,
and
,
among
which,
D(1,1)
E(X 0 , Y0 )
 RL  CL  OLe
X0 
 p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  (1  p)C0 )  RL  OLe
, and
(1   ) B  C0
Y0 
p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  (1  p) s)C0  OLb
X 0 , Y0  [0,1] .
Let

According to the stability theory of nonlinear differential
equation [16], the stability of balance points can be
determined by the sign of the Jacobian matrix’s
characteristic root. By calculating the determinant DetJ ,
and trace trJ , of the Jacobian matrix J , of the
differential dynamical systems (i.e., equation (4)), we can
obtain:

X (1  X )[ p(1  s)(1  r ) B
(1  2 X )[Y ( p(1  s )(1  r ) B  OLb



(1  (1  p) s)C0  OLb ]
(1  (1  p) s)C0 )  (1   ) B  C0 ]

,
J
 Y (1  Y )[ p(1  s )(1  r ) B
(1  2Y )[ X ( p(1  s)(1  r ) B  RL  OLe 


(1  s(1  p))C0 )  OLe  RL  CL]
 (1  s(1  p))C0  RL  OLe ]


(5)

DetJ  (1  2 X )[Y ( p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  (1  p) s)C0  OLb )  (1   ) B  C0 ]
 (1  2Y )[ X ( p(1  s)(1  r ) B  RL  OLe  (1  s (1  p))C0 )  OLe  RL  CL]
 X (1  X )[ p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  p) s  C0  OLb ]

,

(6)

 Y (1  Y )[ p(1  s )(1  r ) B  (1  s(1  p))C0  RL  OLe ]

trJ  (1  2 X )[Y ( p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  (1  p)s)C0  OLb )  (1   ) B  C0 ]
 (1  2Y )[ X ( p(1  s)(1  r ) B  RL  OLe  (1  s(1  p))C0 )  OLe  RL  CL]

.

(7)

Case 2: if RL  OLe  CL , i.e., if the amount of
penalty is smaller than the difference between the
enterprise’s opportunity loss and the disguise cost, then,
after development and evolution, enterprises will choose
to “deceive for loan” and the bank will choose to reject
the loan application.
Proof: in Assumption 1, when the enterprise’s
disguise cost CL is less than the critical value
makes
the
p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  s(1  p))C0 ,
enterprise’s profits from applying loan based on fact
smaller than the profits from deceiving for loan. In the
following section, the Jacobian determinant and trace are
calculated, in order to obtain the stability of the balance
points (see Table 2).

By calculating the above-mentioned values and signs
of DetJ and trJ , in each balance point, we can judge
their stability situation and thus obtain the following
bank-enterprise evolutionary stable strategies.
Assumption
1:
when
CL  p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  s(1  p))C0 , i.e., when the
enterprise’s disguise cost of gaining a loan is smaller than
the difference between the bank’s expected profits and
mortgage value, the bank will adopt different degrees of
punishment, which may lead to the following two results:
Case 1: if RL  OLe  CL , i.e., if the amount of
penalty is greater than the difference between the
enterprise’s opportunity loss and the disguise cost, then,
in the long run, it is impossible to achieve a stable and
ideal partnership for banks and enterprises, no matter
whether the local loan atmosphere is good or not.
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TABLE 2 Bank-enterprise Evolution Path (when the enterprise’s disguise cost CL is smaller)
Size of Punishment RL

Balance Point
A(0,0)
B(0,1)
C(1,0)

D(1,1)

Sign of DetJ






Sign of
trJ

Case 1: RL  OLe  CL
Note: there are five
balance points and






Local Stability

Phase Diagram

Saddle point
Saddle point
Saddle point

D

B

Saddle point

E

X 0 , Y0 [0,1]
E(X 0 , Y0 )



0

Centre

C
A
FIGURE 1 Phase Diagram in case 1





Unstable point

C(1,0)





D(1,1)





Saddle point

z
B(0,1)

Case 2: RL  OLe  CL
Note: there are four
balance points and
X 0  [0,1]

ESS
Saddle point

B

D

C
A
FIGURE 2 Phase Diagram in case 2

Case 1: if RL  OLe  CL , i.e., when the amount of
penalty is bigger than the difference between enterprise’s
opportunity loss and the disguise cost, then, after
development and evolution, banks will choose to approve
loan applications and enterprises will choose to apply for
loans based on fact.
Case 2: if RL  OLe  CL , i.e., when the amount of
penalty is smaller than the difference between the
enterprise’s opportunity loss and the disguise cost, then,
the evolution result depends on the initial loan
atmosphere. If the ratio of cheating by enterprises and
rejection by banks is large, the bank-enterprise evolution
result will choose to reject the loan and “deceive for
loan”; if the initial ratio of “honest” enterprise and
“approving” bank is high, the evolution result will be that
banks approve loan applications and enterprises apply for
loans based on fact.
Proof: in Assumption 2, when the enterprise’s
disguise cost, CL , is less than the critical value
p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  s(1  p))C0 , the enterprise’s
expected profits from applying based on fact are bigger
than which from deceiving for loan. Similarly, the
aforementioned Jacobian determinant and trace can be
calculated, to obtain the stability of the balance point,
which is shown in Table 3.

From case 1 shown in Table 2 we can see that when
RL  OLe  CL , it is impossible to achieve a stable and
ideal partnership for banks and enterprises, no matter
what the initial ratios of strategies adopted by
bank/enterprise groups are. In the process of this
evolutionary game, enterprises have a small disguise cost,
if banks choose to approve the loan at the very beginning,
enterprises tend to choose to “deceive for loan”, then, the
bank group tends to increasingly reject loan applications.
Gradually, as larger sanctions are introduced, the
enterprise’s rationality tends towards the strategy of
applying based on fact. Therefore, the model has no ESS
in repeated cycles (see Figure 1 for evolution path).
From case 2 in Table 2, we can deduce that when
RL  OLe  CL (critical value), both banks and
enterprises in the game tend towards the stable point
A(0,0) , i.e., the evolution result of bank-enterprise
decision is to choose the strategies of “rejecting the loan”
and “deceiving for loan” (see Figure 2 for evolution
path).
Assumption
2:
when
CL  p(1  s)(1  r ) B  (1  s(1  p))C0 , i.e., the
enterprise’s disguise cost is bigger than the difference
between the bank’s expected profits and mortgage value,
banks will adopt different degrees of punishment, which
may lead to the following two different results:
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TABLE 3 Bank-enterprise Evolution Path (when the enterprise’s disguise cost CL is bigger)
Size of Punishment RL

Case 1: RL  OLe  CL
Note: there are five
balance points and
X 0 , Y0 [0,1]

Balance Point

Sign of DetJ

Sign of trJ

Local Stability

A(0,0)





Saddle point





Saddle point

C(1,0)





Unstable point

A(0,0)
B(0,1)
C(1,0)

D(1,1)

Case 2: RL  OLe  CL
Note: there are four
balance points and

D

B

B(0,1)

D(1,1)

Phase Diagram

C
A





ESS











Unstable point

FIGURE 3 Phase Diagram in case 1

ESS
Unstable point

D

B

ESS

E

X 0  [0,1]
E(X 0 , Y0 )



0

Saddle point

C
A
FIGURE 4 Phase Diagram in case 2

Let B  1 million the mortgage value C0  0.8
million the loan interest rate r =7% ; the bank’s safe
investment interest rate  =2.5% the success rate of the
enterprise’s project p=0.9 the rate of default rate
s=0.15.
1) Let parameters CL, RL meet conditions of
Assumption 1.
Disguise cost loss CL  0.02 million RL amount of
penalty is 0.12 million (in accordance with case 1) and
0.05 million (in accordance with case 2). Figures 5 and 6
show the phase diagrams of the system in both cases.
Figure 5 shows five balance points and the solutions
around the central point form a closed trajectory without
any stable point. Figure 6 shows only four balance points
and the trend of solution tends towards point (0, 0),
indicating the existence of stable point (0, 0).

From case 1 in Table 3 we can see that when
RL  OLe  CL (critical value) banks and enterprises in
the game tend towards the stable point D(1,1) (see
Figure 3 for evolution path) i.e., the evolution result of
bank-enterprise decision is to choose the strategies of
“approving the loan” and “applying based on facts”
respectively.
From case 2 in Table 3 we can see that when
RL  OLe  CL (critical value), two players of the game
have two local stable points (see Figure 4 for evolution
path) and the evolution result depends on the value of the
initial ratio of the strategies adopted by bank group and
enterprise group. If the initial value is close to A(0,0) i.e.,
the initial loan atmosphere is enterprises tend to deceive
and banks tend to reject the result of decision evolution is
to choose strategies of “rejecting the loan” and
“deceiving for loan”; if the initial value is close to
D(1,1) i.e., the initial atmosphere is that enterprises tend
to be honest and banks tend to approve the loan, the result
of evolution is to choose the strategies of “approving the
loan” and “applying based on facts” respectively.
3 Numerical Simulation of Bank-Enterprise
Evolutionary Game Model
To display the bank-enterprise evolutionary game more
intuitively, we make a numerical simulation for the
previous model for further discussion.

FIGURE 5 Phase Diagram in case 1
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2) Let the parameters CL, RL meet the conditions of
Assumption 2.
Let the disguise cost CL  0.05 million and let RL ,
the bank’s penalty for deceiving equal 0.15 million (meet
case 1) and 0.05 million (in accordance with case 2).
Figures 9 and 10 shows the phase diagrams of the system
in both cases. Figure 9 shows four balance points and the
direction of solutions points to point (0, 0). Figure 10
shows that the five balance points and solutions tend
towards two points, those points being (1, 1) and (0, 0).

FIGURE 6 Phase Diagram in case 2

Let the initial values of ( X , Y ) as (0.8, 0.3) and (0.2,
0.1); and (0.1, 0.2) and (0.2, 0.7) respectively and make
simulations for case 1 and case 2. Results show that when
the disguise cost CL is relatively small and the penalty
RL is relatively large, the game players have no stable
point and the rate of bank-enterprise decision-making
behaviours displays periodic fluctuations (see Figure 7);
when both CL and RL are small the decisions tend
towards the point (0, 0) (Figure 8) i.e., the evolution
result is that the respective players either choose to reject
the loan and deceive for loan.

FIGURE 9 Phase diagram in case 1

FIGURE 7 Simulation result in case 1

FIGURE 10 Phase diagram in case 2

FIGURE 8 Simulation result in case 2

Let the original values of ( X , Y ) for each respective
case as (0.1, 0.2) and (0.7, 0.1) and (0.1, 0.2) and (0.8,
0.9) and make simulations for cases 1 and 2. The results
showed that when the disguise cost CL is increased, the
punishment RL increases two players of game tend
towards the point (1,1) (Figure 11) and the result of the
evolution is that banks and enterprise choose to approve
the loan and apply for the loan based on fact; when the
amount of penalty RL is small different original values
lead to tremendously different evolution results. When
the original values of X and Y are (0.1, 0.2) evolution
result is that the business and enterprise respectively
choose to reject the loan and “deceive for loan”; when the
original values of X and Y are (0.8, 0.9) the evolution
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result is that the business and enterprise respectively
choose to approve the loan application and apply for a
loan based on fact (Figure 12).

Zheng Qiuhong, Song Liangrong

enterprises will not reach an ideal state in the long-term
evolutionary process, even if banks impose large
sanctions for enterprises. Furthermore, when the degree
of punishments is very low, banks and enterprises may
evolve into a state in which cooperation cannot be
achieved. Therefore, banks should increase the
enterprise’s disguised costs using a variety of means,
such as examining application materials more rigorously,
enhancing the screening ability of commercial banks,
improving industrial standards, and enhancing the
professional ethics of banking personnel, in order to
avoid the opportunities caused by banking personnel’s
corruptive behaviours.
Secondly, when the enterprise’s disguise cost is so
large that the enterprise’s monetary gains from deceiving
for loan are lower than those from applying based on fact,
banks and enterprises can reach a stable cooperation state
only if banks make appropriate sanction mechanisms
according to the local loan atmosphere. If the initial loan
atmosphere is favourable, i.e., the proportions of cheating
enterprises and banks with stint loans are small, banks
only need to focus on increasing the enterprise’s disguise
cost. If the initial loan atmosphere is unfavourable, i.e.,
the proportions of cheating enterprises and banks with
stint loans are high, a proper punishment amount (at least
larger than the difference between the enterprise’s
opportunity loss and disguise cost) needs to be set, to
ensure that evolution can reach a stable state enterprises
apply based on fact and banks approve the loan
application.
Therefore, while increasing enterprises’ disguised
costs, banks should design appropriate sanction measures
for enterprises according to the local loan atmosphere,
enterprise asset appraisals and the profits of the loan
investment project. Additionally, banks should add
cheating enterprises to a blacklist, and impose restrictions
on or make other sanctions such as higher interest for the
enterprises’ future loans, improvements and upgrades in
business credit reference systems and the sharing of
blacklists between various commercial banks.

FIGURE 11 Simulation result in case 1

FIGURE 12 Simulation result in case 2

4 Conclusions and Enlightenments
This paper established an evolutionary game model of
bank-enterprise at the pre-loan stage and made a
numerical simulation. According to the analysis results,
the enterprise’s disguise cost and the bank’s punishments
on cheating enterprise play an instrumental role in
preventing moral hazard.
Firstly, when the enterprise’s disguise cost is so low
that the enterprise’s profits from deceiving for loan are
higher than those from applying based on fact, banks and
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Abstract
It is difficult to take geological disasters defence into city planning, which can greatly prevent lands for construction from geological
disasters and ensure the rationality, safety and high-efficiency of land-use. Based on the model of safe city planning and discussing
from the angle of safe land arrangement, this paper proposes the system of the city planning for geological disasters defence. It
focuses on the defence of mutant geological disasters and takes the geological hazards assessment as the foundation. It makes the
detailed regulations of the “specific control and management”, which guarantees both the defence and the control of disasters from
technology aspect. Besides, it puts forward methods with highly couple of different measures to defend different disasters in city
planning system which can enhance the operability to answer the reality.
Keywords: city planning for geological disasters defence, safe city planning, mutant geological disasters, specific control and management, city
planning system

urban safe system to guarantee the safety of cites by the
all-around and multilevel mean [5].

1 Introduction
1.1 THE CONCEPTION OF SAFE CITY
The conception and research emphasis of “safe city” are
different in countries all around the world. In Occident,
because of the social issue, “safe city” is usually
connected with prevention of crime. While “safe city” in
Japan attracts more emphasis on defending natural
disasters like earthquake, flood, storm etc [1]. In China,
most related researches of “safe city” focus on disasters
prevention and mitigation in cities. As a future
development pattern of cities, like the eco city and the
healthy city, the safe city attaches importance to urban
emergency, share of security resources and disasters
prevention. Meanwhile, it also emphasizes the urban
ability of sustaining the daily safety condition [2-4].

FIGURE 1 The model of the safe city planning

1.2 THE CONCEPTION AND MODEL OF SAFE CITY
PLANNING
The conception of safety in city planning should be based
on the foundation of urban public safety3. Therefore, the
safe city planning needs the construction with an
aggregative model which integrates safe decision-making,
safe land arrangement, safe facilities planning and safe
policies and regulations on technology level (Figure 1).
The safe decision-making means aims and strategic
deployment about prevention and mitigation of disasters.
It also needs to construct a wholesome and effective

*

The safe land arrangement means making the safe
decision-making practicable in urban space by using
technological means of city planning. It includes the
safety of urban lands, evacuation ability of roads and the
planning of emergency refuge space [6].
The safe facility planning covers planning of facility
for disasters defence, salvation and rebuilding [7]. It is an
important infrastructure which guarantees cities’ regular
operation in the periods of preventing, avoiding and
replying disasters.
The safe policies and regulations which have rigid
restrain in city planning system [8] guarantee the
implement of the planning achievement to be legal
provisions.
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in city planning and carried out some researches [10, 11].
However, researches on the connection of geological
disasters defence and city planning is insufficient. In spite
that some regulations like “Regulation on Geologic
Disasters Defence” have already been promulgated in
China, there still exist some deficiencies in the
application of city, land and traffic planning [12].

2 Progress of study on the geological disasters defence
in city planning
On one hand, the geological disaster owns features of
strong destructive power, concatenate diffusivity, hard
reconstruction and long recovery [9]. Thus city planning
usually takes defence as the principle to avoid the
hazardous area to the greatest extent when choose lands
for construction. On the other hand, in China, due to the
large population and limited land, the lands threatened by
geological disasters can be used after the hazard control if
conditions permitted. In worldwide, there exist some
advances in the research of prediction, investigation and
emergency measures of geological disasters. Some are
researches on individual cases and some universal
methods and applications have been proposed. More and
more researchers have realized the intimate relationship
between geological disasters defence and land utilization

3 The frame of city planning for geological disasters
defence
City planning should pay sufficient attention to
geological disasters defence. However, there exists blank
in research on the combination between them. While as
one kind of special public staff, city safety is lack of
economic benefit and less intervened by the market
organization4. The consideration coming from the system
of city planning is especially important (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2 Frame of city planning for geological disasters defence

ground collapse, ground fissure and land subsidence [13].
They are divided into two categories: mutant and gradual
geological disasters. As mutant geological disasters has
kept a quite high proportion in quantity statistics of
geological disasters from 2006 to 2013, China (usually up
to 97%) (Figure 3), they are emphasized in this paper
(Table 1).

4 The mathematical model and content of city
planning for geological disasters defence
4.1 CONGRUITY AND CLASSIFY OF DISASTERS
The geological disaster in this paper refers to the
geological-related disasters caused by natural factors or
human activities that endanger people's lives and
property. It includes rock fall, landslide, debris flow,
TABLE 1 Category of mutant and gradual geological disasters
Category of Disasters

Definition

Mutant

disasters that happen in sudden
and finish in short time

Gradual

disasters that happen and develop
slowly, and develop over time

Disasters Including
rock fall
landslide
debris flow
ground collapse
ground fissure
land subsidence

Measures
emphasis; especially in data
of avoiding
not emphasis; proposing
related code and guide
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FIGURE 3 Classification chart of geological disasters in china from 2006 to 2013 [14]

Here are equations to calculate damage area of three
mutant geological disasters [15].

Lmax 

2
Vmax
cos 2 
d ,
2 g (f  sin  )

(1)

The damage area of debris flow can be ascertained by
the proportion, the maximum length and the maximum
breadth of the deposition fan of debris (S, L, B and R
respectively) by Equation (3). Besides, in Equations (46), A is the drainage area; H is the relative height of it; D
is the length of the main gully; G is the average gradient
of it.

(2)

L 

where

Vmax  2 g (H f  L)  V0 2 .

The damage area of landslide can be ascertained by
the maximum distance of movement ( Lmax ) . It can be
calculated by Equation (1), where Vmax is the maximum
slip velocity;  is the angle between the maximum
sliding direction and the bottom slip layer; g is the
gravitational acceleration; f is the dynamic friction
coefficient of the bottom slip layer;  is the gradient of
the bottom slip layer; d is the distance from centre of
gravity to the front of the debris. Vmax can be calculated
by Equation (2), where H is the level difference of bottom
slip layer; L is the horizontal distance of the bottom slip
layer; V0 is the initial velocity of the slip mass.

S

2
1
1
L  B  B 2 ctg R ,
3
12
2

4.2 PURPORT AND CONTENT
4.2.1 Different solutions to mutant and gradual
geological disasters respectively
1) The layout of lands in cities and towns must avoid
areas influenced by mutant geological disasters. For areas
influenced
by
gradual
geological
disasters,
comprehensive controls should be taken when social
economic and technological conditions permit.
2) Divide dangerousness of mutant geological
disasters into 4 grades: low, middle, high and sky-high.
This needs achievement of geological survey as important
basis.
3) Due to the individual differences in geological
disasters, related detail regulations should be established
in the master planning and detailed planning respectively.

(3)

(4)

where
B  0.2331  0.0091A  0.1960H 
0.0983D  0.0048G

(5)

and
R  47.8296  8.8876H 1.3085D .

(7)

The damage area of ground collapse of ground
collapse can be ascertained by the radius of subsidence
(L). It can be calculated by Equation (7), where η is the
coefficient related to the soil properties; Q is the
exploitation quantity of groundwater; S0 is the effective
drawdown under surface of basement rock; M is the
overburden thickness; t is the duration of pumping.

where
L  0.7523  0.0060 A  0.1261H 
,
0.0607 D  0.0192G

QS0
t.
M

4.2.2 The geological hazards assessment

(6)

The geological hazards assessment is an important basis
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of city planning for geological disaster defence and it
plays a significant part in each stages of city planning.
See Figures 4 and 5.
The geological hazards assessment is influenced by
the predictive probability index [16].
Y  0.62D  0.38R .

1) Put avoidance and defence as the main purpose.
Predominating direction of city development, the layout
of infrastructures and social facilities must avoid areas
with high hazard, and choose areas for them with low or
no geological disasters in prior.
2) The site selection of important projects should
avoid areas with high dangerous ones, and avoid the
possibility of geological disasters induced by the project
construction.
3) In areas with high dangerous ones, the
development scale of existing city or town must be
controlled and it is not suitable for expanding the scale of
land.
4) The existing city, town and housing estate in areas
with sky-high dangerous mutant geological disasters
should be removed when conditions permits.

(8)

The predictive probability index of geological
disasters (Y) can be calculated by Equation (8), where D
is complexity index of geological environment and R is
index of the precipitation.
4.3 DETAILED REGULATIONS OF MANAGEMENT
AND CONTROL IN CITY PLANNING SYSTEM
4.3.1 Detailed regulations of control in urban system
planning

FIGURE 4 The process of geological hazards assessment

FIGURE 5 Key points of geological hazards assessment in different planning stage

4.3.2 Detailed regulations of control in city (town) master
planning

2) Areas harmed by mutant geological disasters
directly must be ranked as forbidding constructing areas.
3) The lifeline engineering should avoid high
hazardous areas. Or effective control measures must be
taken.
4) The detailed regulations of six kinds of geological
disasters defence are shown in Table 2.

1) Based on the geological hazards assessment, we should
evaluate the suitability of the urban (town) lands for
construction, and propose planning measures for
geological disasters defence on urban land choosing,
layout of function, important infrastructure planning.
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TABLE 2 Detailed regulations of geological disasters defence in master planning
Type of
Disasters

Areas with the
Disaster

Body be Formalized

1) Rock Fall

Mutant

Detailed Regulations

cities with high or middle possibility of
disasters
high hazardous areas
areas harmed and influenced by disasters
assessed as low disaster incident areas after
governing
lands on upward and downward side of rock
bodies
areas influenced by disasters

2) Landslide

areas with incident disasters
urban lands for construction
high hazardous areas
existing cities(towns) in high hazardous areas

3) Debris Flow

route of regional infrastructure
channel of disasters and their influencing
scopes
infrastructure construction

4) Ground collapse

the choose of urban constructive lands

1) Ground fissure

lands choosing for new constructive areas
existing districts in high hazardous areas

Gradual
2) Land Subsidence

main traffic facilities
high hazardous areas

compile the special planning
clear the disaster body and condition of threaten
construction forbidden
can be used as green space or square
reserve protective safe distance in advance
manage and control in zonal
restrict development intensity, be suitable for green space and
forestland
safe avoiding distance (20~800m)
control the scale and density of cities and towns
control the scale and form; remove housing estates and important
architectures in direct hazardous areas
avoid or decrease the possibility of inducing disaster
clear the mode of avoiding, arrange lands for construction in safe
areas
avoid channel of the mud, reserve space for drainage in advance
advise its suitability degree based on the distance from the boundary
of disasters
control the scale, avoid high hazardous areas, step back a distance
for 100~200m
restrict high-rise and high dense building groups
arrange in middle and low hazardous areas; need preventive
measures when through high hazardous areas
suitable for arranging green space and forestland; consider selfrestraint and recovery of underground water

TABLE 3 Detailed regulations of geological disasters defence in detailed planning
Type of
Disasters

Areas with
the Disaster

Body be Formalized

Detailed Regulations

buildings (structures)
1) Rock Fall

dangerous rock body
dangerous rock body that can be governed

2) Landslide

planning areas with landslide body
areas must be used for construction
constructions in city

Mutant
3)Debris Flow

measures of defence and governing
existing buildings

4) Ground
Collapse

constructions in city
the area with incident disasters
areas influenced by mined deformation collapse
main traffic facilities and important projects
existing housing estate in high hazardous areas
areas with karst collapse

1) Ground
Fissure

constructive lands with disasters
municipal engineering pipelines
high hazardous areas

Gradual

important traffic facilities
2) Land
Subsidence

important projects and projects, which have 7m
above excavation of foundation pit
projects with deep excavation by using drainage in
high areas

4.3.3 Detailed regulations of control in city (town)
detailed planning

avoiding areas threatened with rocks; reserve 20~30m for defence in
advance
no buildings(structures) on areas influenced by disasters; green space
and forestland can be ranged under it
carry out project and biological measures; then can be land for
construction after passing the assessment
Constructions and project lifelines avoid the scope and influencing
area
carry out reasonable governs to the safe standard
stay away from the scope; clear the distance for avoiding according
to the specific condition
stay back from it for 5% to 20% of its width according to the type of
disasters
housing estate and important buildings should be removed;
strengthen the power of buildings resistance to disasters
stay back from the area at least 500m
forbid planning land for construction except green areas
control the development intensity
stay back from the incident areas above 500m
remove and avoid
avoid or govern it until reach the standard of assessment; mainly
buildings stay back from it above 150m
stay away from the disaster for 6~40m according the Importance of
lands or buildings
avoid spanning the ground fissure; govern it and check it at regular
interval if it can't be avoided.
need to have assessment; control its development capacity
stay back from high hazardous areas and areas influenced by it for
200~500m.
must consider the influence to land subsidence; propose governing
measures to uneven subsidence
clear the governing measures according to the risk assessment report

While in the site plan, measures should be taken in
aspects of architectural layout, ground vertical, municipal
project pipeline.
2) The planning lands that located in the area with
dense constructions and assessed as high hazardous ones,

1) In the regulatory plan, measures of prevention and
control should be taken in aspects of lands layout,
constructive intensity, traffic, infrastructure planning etc.
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can be used reasonably after disasters control and
reaching the level of middle or low.
3) In the regulatory plan, the site and predicted scope
of hazards must be labelled in planning map clearly. And
planning control guideline and advice for defence or
governing should be definitely proposed.
4) The detailed regulations of six kinds of geological
disasters defence are shown in Table 3.

5 Conclusions
In this research, we propose the frame of city planning for
geological disasters defence based on the model of safe
city planning. The frame owns two important control
elements. 1) Take control by different kinds of geological
disasters and the mutant geological disasters are
emphasized. 2) Take the geological hazards assessment
as the important basis. In order to guarantee the effective
implement of city planning for geological disasters
defence in practice, further we makes the detailed
regulations of the “specific control and management”,
which aims at different geological disasters in the city
planning system respectively.

4.3.4 Detailed regulations of management in city
planning system
1) Consummate the system of laws and regulations to
safeguard the requirement of coerciveness in city
planning system.
2) According to the degree of geological disasters
comprehensive hazards and different percentages of the
mutant geological disaster in planning areas, clear the
different requirements in specialized planning about the
geological disaster defence in the planning achievement.
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Abstract
Today, a data centre is the main instrument for providing flexible, scalable IT services to business on the basis of distributed or cloud
computing technologies. Building a data centre is always expensive and resource-intensive project. Therefore, during the
development of the concept of this project it is extremely important to estimate accurately its economic efficiency. This article
represents the model for the analysis of the effectiveness of investment in the data centre construction. Our model comprises several
regressions that show correlations between main characteristics of the project (capital and operational expenditures, Net Present
Value) and parameters of the data centre under construction (data centre area and the number of racks). The model is based on the
results of the analysis of the current state and trends in the data centre market in Russia.
Keywords: datacentre, price, project, CAPEX, OPEX

valuation technique Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) [6],
which highlights all costs that arise both during the data
centre creation and while providing services to
consumers.
Assessing the income of data centre one should take
into account features of pricing, as well as the current
status and trends in the structure of services provided.
The final step in the assessment is the discounting of
possible cash flows of the data centre project that allows
to determine the effectiveness of investment by
calculating the most common indicators of Net Present
Value (NPV) and Internal Rate of Return (IRR).
Initial data for this model were collected from
publications, materials of analytical studies and from
database "SPARK-Interfax» (SPARK – Professional
market and company analysis system). A fragment of
original table that contains data about 77 projects is listed
in Table 1. Missing project data are marked by "-".

1 Introduction
The problem of forecasting a capital expense to build and
an operating expense to run and maintain a data centre
attracts attention of many experts and organizations. In
recent years a variety of activities were aimed at
developing methodologies and tools for solving this
problem [1-5]. However, they do not take into account
the specifics of the Russian market, and usually do not
estimate potential revenue of the data centre. In our work
we collected and systematized the information about the
construction and operation of more than 70 data centres
in Russia. On this basis we have developed the model for
preliminary evaluation of the data centre creation project.
We presume that any evaluation of the effectiveness
of investment consists of comparing the income from the
use of the system with the cost of its implementation and
support.
Integrated view on the costs of creating and
supporting data centre can be obtained on the basis of
TABLE 1 Data of projects of datacentres construction

Technical
area, sq. m.
3200

Number of
racks
1300

Power
MW
-

12000

-

1600

16

-

15000
11500

3000
10000

1200
-

10
40

3
3 sert

90 M RUR

-

300

60

0,45

3

114.5 M RUR
320 M RUR
15 M RUR
NCA = 10 M RUR

280
530
1000
2500
1500

250
250
300
-

20
93
-

1
1,5
1

3

Company

Year

City

Costs

Area, sq. m.

Irkutskenergosvyaz
Government of
Chelyabinsk region
Vimpelcom
Rostelecom

2014

Irkutsk

2.5 BN RUR

10000

2014

Chelyabinsk

27.269 M RUR

2013
2013

4 BN RUR
30 M USD

Inoventica

2012

Rostelecom
Elektronnaya Moscva
UTK
М1, Stack
Technogorod

2012
2012
2008
2007
2007

Yaroslavl
Moscow
Vladimir
region
Stavropol
Moscow
Moscow
Moscow

*

Tier
level
3

Corresponding author e-mail: grekoul@hse.ru
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As can be seen from this fragment, project data are
often incomplete: for example, information can be
available about capital expenses and area of datacentre,
but there can be no data about quantity of racks. In this
case it is possible to use relations identified from the
market research performed by iKS-Consulting company
(2012): the ratio of the area of datacentre and quantity of
racks is usually 3.5 sq. m. per rack.
In some projects in the "cost" column we can meet
acronym NCA. This means that the cost of the project
was not disclosed, but the analysis of the data from the
SPARK-Interfax allowed to detect an increase in the cost
of Non-Current Assets (NCA) during construction of the
data centre. As a result, we used different sets of projects
to develop different models presented in the article.
Prices were transferred to a common currency (U.S.
dollars), and to the level of prices of 2013 using the index
of prices for machinery and equipment used in the
construction [7].

To construct a regression model of the data centre
construction cost we have collected and processed data of
77 data centres.
This data included the following parameters: data
centre location (Moscow / St. Petersburg /other Regions
of the Russian Federation), year of construction, data
centre space, number of racks, total cost of construction,
Tier level.
In the analysis were included data centres of the most
popular in Russia Tier 3 level.
To estimate the cost of the construction we selected
the following indicators as the basic parameters of a data
centre:
 Planned space of a data centre (S)
 Expected number of racks (N)
Then the value of CAPEX (CAPital EXpenditure) can
be defined by the following relations obtained in the form
of regression models (for all projects in Russia).
Dependence of CAPEX on the data centre area:

2 Estimation of the cost of data centre construction

Characteristics of the regression model: R2 = 0.72, Pvalue for S is 4.73E-11. P -value for the free variable
0.76. This means that, despite the fact that the cost of
construction (CAPEX) is negative when datacentre area
is smaller than 129 sq. m., this coefficient is not
significant statistically. At the same time, such a small Pvalue for the coefficient S allows us to state with
confidence that the cost of construction per sq. m. lies
between 19.797 – 24.475 dollars (with a standard error of
$ 2339). This result correlates well with the experts
estimations of CAPEX: 15-25 thousand dollars per 1 sq.
m. (iKS-Consulting company (2012)). Figure 1 shows the
model in a graphical form.

.

The expenditure part of the project includes the capital
and operating costs.
Summarizing research materials about the cost
structure [3, 8-11] we recorded the following components
of the data centre construction cost:
1. Construction of the building (~ 10-15%).
2. Electrical power input (~ 20-25%).
3. Diesel Generating Set (DGS) (~ 0-5%).
4. Optical cable (~ 0-5%).
5. Service equipment (~ 60-65%). (Uninterruptible
power supply, cooling system, raised floor,
networking equipment, etc.).

Cost, USD

300000000

250000000

200000000

150000000

100000000

50000000

0
0

2000

4000
Real cost, USD

6000

8000

10000

12000

Forecasted cost, USD

FIGURE 1 The regression model of dependence of CAPEX on the area of data centre
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Dependence of CAPEX on the on the quantity of
racks in the data centre:

71 994 - 85 508 USD (with the standard error equals to
$6757). The resulting cost of construction per one rack is
about 3.5 times more than the cost of construction per one
sq. m. of a data centre area. It is practically equal to the
ratio adopted in marketing research. Figure 2 shows the
model in a graphical form.

.

Characteristics of regression model: (R2 = 0.8, Pvalue for N is 2.01E-13. P-value for the free variable is
0.67). The cost of construction per one rack lies between

Cost, USD

300000000

250000000

200000000

150000000

100000000

50000000

0
0

500

1000

1500

Real cost, USD

2000

2500

3000

3500

Forecasted cost, USD

FIGURE 2 The regression model of dependence of CAPEX on the quantity of racks

Separate regression models for groups of data,
classified by location of a data centre, were also formed.
For Moscow city we have got:

For other regions of Russian Federation we have got:

.

.

Characteristics of regression model: R2 = 0.88, Pvalue for S is 7.93E-09.

Characteristics of regression model: R2 = 0.7, P-value
for S is 0.002.

.

.

Characteristics of regression model: R2 = 0.99, Pvalue for N is 5.38 E-17.
Deviations of calculated data from the average values
of the entire sample are shown in Table 2.

Characteristics of regression model: R2 = 0.77, Pvalue for N is 0.0009.
TABLE 2 Cost of building data centre in geographical segmentation
Location of a datacentre
Average cost of construction of 1 sq. m. (total CAPEX of sample / total S)
Average cost of construction of 1 rack (total CAPEX of sample / total N)
The forecasted cost of construction per 1 sq. m.
The forecasted cost of construction per1 rack
Confidence interval for the forecasted cost of construction per1 sq. m.
Confidence interval for the forecasted cost of construction per1 rack
Average datacentre area
Average quantity of racks
Deviation of the cost of construction per 1 sq. m.
Deviation of the cost of construction per 1 rack

Due to the lack of representativeness of the sample it
was not possible to include in the regression model such
parameters as the Tier level and creation time.

Moscow
19 686
62 080
22 612
73 616
17 388 – 27 836
59 201 – 88 031
1 583
509
13%
16%

Regions
22 890
85 400
26 586
95 935
24 153 – 29 019
93 366 – 98 502
1041
242
14%
11%

Russia
22 291
80 407
22 136
78 751
19 797 – 24 475
71 994 – 85 508
1258
349
-1%
-2%

The influence of the Tier level on the cost of a data
centre construction can be represented by multiplying the
value of obtained CAPEX by the correction coefficient
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(Cc) which values were obtained on the basis of research
[12]:
 Cc = 0.8 for the Tier 2 level,
 Cc = 1 for the Tier 3 level,
 Cc = 1.8 for the Tier 4 level.
To take into account the effect of time on the cost it is
possible to use the research results presented in [21]. It
shows that the construction cost of 1 square meter
increases by about 30% per year.

8%
5%
9%

36%

19%

11%
24%

Thus, the cost of building of a data centre in the year
G may be defined by the relation:

.
3 Estimation of the cost of data centre operation
There is a considerable difference in the structure of
operating costs of Russian [3, 13-15] and overseas data
centres [2, 12] (see Figure 3).

15%

40%

Croc

15%

16%

25%

35%

15%

17%
42%

7%

20%

36%
40%

10%

5%

9%
19%

25%

25%

30%

APC

Datadome

СNews

AboutDC

Personnel

Rent

Eletrical energy

42%

Radius
Group
Technical support
Power system

Other

FIGURE 3 Structure of a data centre operational expenditures

The differences in OPEX (OPerational EXpenditure)
structure are caused by different approaches to clustering
subgroups of operating costs, as well as the specifics of
the Russian economy (in particular, the difference in
wages, energy costs, etc.). However, every research
includes energy costs, rent, staff and technical support in
the cost of data centre operation. Other subgroups of
operating costs can vary considerably and for our
purposes they are integrated into the group of "other
expenses".
We assume that the operating costs are divided into 5
groups:
1. Electricity payments (~ 40-45%).
2. Rent (~ 15-20%).
3. The salary fund (~ 25-30%).
4. Technical support (~ 10-15%).
5. Other costs (~ 10-15%) (equipment depreciation,
insurance, etc.)
Now operating costs can be calculated on the basis of
such indicator as data centre power: we can estimate the

operating costs by defining the cost of electricity
consumed. Analytical materials include very different
estimations of the share of electricity in operating costs:
from 25% to 45%. We have analysed the financial
statements of a number of data centres and have chosen
the value 42% as the most acceptable estimate.
If the project determines the number and capacity of
racks in the data centre, the calculation of the consumed
energy is trivial. But in this case it is necessary to take
into account the distribution of energy consumption in
data centres (Figure 4).
The analysis of the information about the structure of
the electricity consumption in some data centres [2, 12,
14] showed that all data centre racks consume about half
of the total electricity. This means that all data centre
racks consume electricity, which makes about 21% of all
operating costs. At the moment racks for 42 U with 5 kW
power are the most popular but the cost of 1 kW of
energy in different regions is very different.
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60%
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55%

50%
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33%
30%

27%

30%
18%

20%

10%
5%

9%

10%

5%

3%

6%

1%

3%

1%

0%
APC

Датадом

AboutDC

Chiller

IT equipment

UPS

Air conditioning system

Power Distribution Units

Air humidifier

Lighting system
FIGURE 4 Distribution of energy consumption in the data centres

However, if the early stage of the project does not
include definitions of equipment specifications,
estimation of the power should be performed on the basis
of statistical data. To forecast the data centre capacity (M,
MW / h) we built a regression model identifying the
relationship between this index and basic characteristics
of a data centre (space and the number of racks):

Characteristics of regression model: R2 = 0.93, Pvalue for N is 6.61Е-16.

.
Characteristics of regression model: R2 = 0.66, Pvalue for S is 2.28Е-07.
Figures 5 and 6 present these models in a graphical
form.

40.0
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30.0
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10.0
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0.0
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2000
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3500
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FIGURE 5 Regression model of dependence of datacentre power consumption on the amount racks
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FIGURE 6 Regression model of dependence of the datacentre power consumption on the area

To obtain more accurate results it is better to use the
number of racks (N).
Proceeding from the previous analysis of the structure
of the operating costs, an estimation of the value of
OPEX (during the year) may be performed using the
following relations:
[

] [

]

,
where e is the cost of electricity, $ / kW / h.
It is necessary to note that the price of energy differs
in different regions of Russia is and this will lead to a
certain error in estimation.
Degree of conformity between calculated and actual
values of operating costs is illustrated for several Russian
data centres in Table 3.

,
,

TABLE 3 Comparison of actual and calculated data centre operating costs
Data centre
ОРЕХ/racks deviation
ОРЕХ/sq.m. deviation

ОBIT
34%
31%

Safedata
31%
9%

For modelling future cash flows we should take into
account changes in the prices of the main components of
operating costs. In particular, in case of constant
parameters of capacity, electricity payment costs will rise
according to electricity prices, payroll - according to the
real wages, etc.
Deep analysis requires not only consideration of the
cost structure, but also assessment of the dynamics of

Parking.ru
14%
14%

changes in the future. This requires understanding of how
prices will vary for each subgroup of costs (as the number
in each group will have the same characteristics if data
centre doesn’t change).
So, we use the following forecasts of the Ministry of
Economic Development [16] (Figure 7).
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 All other costs are rising in proportion to the
average annual inflation rate.
The result is the forecast presented in Figure 8.
As can be seen, the overall structure of operating
costs does not change significantly, but we can note the
increase of the share of energy costs and reducing of the
share of personnel costs in the total cost.
These data can be used in the process of specification
of forecasted costs. As a generalized estimation of future
changes in operating costs, it is possible to use the
weighted average of the growth rate of operating costs
equal to 6%.

We constructed the forecast of the structure of
operating costs, using the following assumptions:
 The base year (average year in used researches) 2011
 The original structure of operating costs is
calculated as the average result of used researches
 Personnel costs increase in proportion to the
growth of real wages
 The cost of electricity is rising in proportion to the
price of electricity for all consumers
 The cost of renting the building increases in
proportion to the growth of prices in construction
market
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FIGURE 8 Forecast of changes in the structure of operating costs
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The average annual growth of the components of
operating costs was determined using forecasts of
macroeconomic indicators of Russian economy,
published by the Ministry of Economic Development of
Russian Federation [16]. Weighted average annual
growth of operating costs (including the share of each
group in operating expenses) is 6%.
Now operating costs of a data centre in the year G can
be determined by the following relation:

As a basis for our analysis we have used the results
of revenue forecasts from the data centre market research
of iKS-Consulting company (2012) (Figure 9, 10).
Absolute values of revenue presented in these research
significantly differ from our results because iKSConsulting company used generalized data (total number
of racks, total area of data centres in Russia, summarized
declared income etc.), not the data of concrete projects.
But this data are quite enough to analyse the behaviour of
revenue indicators. We have used trend estimation
technique to make and justify some statements about
tendencies in these data. As we can see, the values of the
coefficients of determination for the linear trends are
within 0.00 – 0.41. This indicates the absence of explicit
changes in the data over time. The variability of
indicators is mainly determined by other factors.
It allows us to conclude that these indicators are quite
stable in nature and will not change significantly in the
foreseeable future.

.
4 Forecasting the revenue of a data centre
To calculate cash flows such indicators as revenue per
rack and revenue per square meter of the data centre
space are usually used.
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Due to significant differences in accounting policies
in different companies information about revenue of data
centres is very heterogeneous and often contradictory (for
example, stated in the reports values of revenue per sq. m
differ by 37-48 times for data centres with the same
location). Therefore, for the analysis we selected the data
of several Moscow typical data centres with relatively
clear accounting system. Finally, we have got the
following average indices: revenue in Moscow and
Moscow region is 5 700 $ / sq. m or 12 430 $ / rack. For
St. Petersburg and other Russian regions these values can
be adjusted with the help of the above mentioned
forecasts (report of iKS-Consulting company (2012)).
It is necessary to consider the impact of the degree of
occupancy of a data centre on revenues. We assume that
the average time to achieve the level of normal
occupancy of a commercial data centre is two years [17].
We believe that the filling of a data centre proceeds
linearly. It means that at the end of the first year the level
of occupancy will reach 50% and the average level of
occupancy for the first year will be 25%. At the end of
the second year occupancy will reach its normal level,

and the average level for this period will be 75% of
normal.
As a result the revenue (Rev) of future periods (since
the moment of commissioning data centre) can be
represented by the following relations:
∑

,

∑

,

where:
 RPR (Revenue per rack) - index of revenue per
rack in every given year
 RPM (Revenue per square meter) - index of
revenue per square meter of data centre space in
every given year
 Per - period for which the analysis is performed
(number of years).
The degree of compliance of real and calculated
revenues of several data centres [18] is shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4 Comparison of actual and calculated data centre revenue
Data centre
Revenue per rack, deviation
Revenue per sq. m, deviation

Safedata
12%
12%

Dataline
14%
17%

The final step in the evaluation of the effectiveness of
investment in a data centre is to build a discounted cash
flows model. It includes income and expenses of future
periods, loans needed for starting the project and the
future payment of interest on them. As a result the net
cash flows will be obtained and finally they must be
discounted. The estimations of NPV and ROI allow us to
receive a final evaluation of the effectiveness of the
project.
[
]

OBIT
-6%
-11%

During the preplanning of the project the following
parameters should be defined:
 Space of a data centre (in the ideal case - the
number and power of racks, as well).
 Period of construction of a data centre (usually –
about 2 years).
 Duration of the data centre lifecycle.
The Net Present Value of a data centre creation
project, launched in the year G, can be determined (using
data about technical space) by the relation:

5 Estimation of financial performance of a project

[

DEMOS-Internet
17%
24%

∑[

where:
 q - serial number of the year of project,
 i - discounting coefficient,
 D - duration of the data centre lifecycle.
6 Conclusion

]
]

COPEX(N) - 2%-16%
COPEX(S) - 1%-14%
for the operational expenditures
ОРЕХ/racks - 14%-34%,
ОРЕХ/sq. m. - 9% -31%,
for the revenue
RPR - 6%-17%
RPM - 11%-24%.

Of course, every data centre is unique, so there can’t be a
universal tool that would exactly forecast cash flows. Our
model provides a reasonably accurate estimate baized on
the most aggregated data centre characteristics – space
and number of racks. In comparison with the data of real
projects the errors of our model lie within following
ranges:
for the capital expenditures
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Parameters of the model depend considerably on the
place of the data centre construction (Moscow, St.
Petersburg or other regions of the Russian Federation).
As an example, let us consider the project of typical
data centre in the Moscow area (of the Tier 3 level, with
the area of 1 000 square meters). Using the proposed
model we obtain the following results:
 CAPEX = -2651754 + 22612*S = 620 007
thousand rubles = 19 960 thousand dollars.

OPEX = (0,24 + 0,003*S)*20857*e = 80 325
thousand rubles = 2 586 thousand dollars.
 Rev = 171 000 thousand rubles = 5 505
thousand dollars (exceeds the volume of
operating costs by 90 675 thousand rubles or by
2919 thousand dollars).
In case of constant CAPEX payback period will be
6.8 years, IRR = 8%. These figures are broadly in line
with the estimates of different experts [3, 19, 20] and
confirm the correctness of relations obtained by us.
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Abstract
Energy consumption has increasingly become a serious problem in contemporary data centres. The electricity bill contributes a
significant fraction of the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), and it is predicted to increase at an even faster pace in the following years
as extremely large volume of data are being generated on a daily basis which would necessitate corresponding storage capacity to
hold them. As a profitable work-around step toward the energy problem within the cloud infrastructure, in this paper, we propose
REST, an energy-efficient cloud storage, which is built upon a cluster-based object store similar to GFS. It achieves high energyefficiency by cleverly exploiting the redundancy already present in the system without compromising the inherently well-established
schemes for consistency, fault-tolerance, reliability, availability, etc., while maintaining a reasonable performance level. By
modifying slightly the data-layout policy, REST can safely keep a large amount of the storage nodes in standby mode or even
powered off entirely most of the time. Deploying a sophisticated monitor, it also provides the flexibility to power up sleeping or
powered down nodes when necessary to accommodate to the variations in workloads. Trade-offs between energy efficiency and
performance can be conveniently made by simply adjusting a trade-off metric in REST. The FileBench and real world workload
experimental results demonstrate that power savings can reach 29% and 33%, respectively, while still providing comparable or even
surprisingly better performance.
Keywords: cloud storage, data centre, distributed storage, energy efficient, power saving

data centres temperature from getting too high [2].
What’s more, cutting the electricity bill is compelled by
external factors and especially critical in certain
situations. For example, in major cities the electricity
prices are extraordinarily high and the requirements of
increasing power supply may not be possible to be
fulfilled at all [14].
Fortunately, many researchers from academic and
industrial background have extensively investigated the
power consumption problem and put forward a number of
fruitful techniques to attack the problem over the past
several years [3-8]. Generally speaking, those techniques
can be classified into two broad subcategories:
component-based solutions [6, 12] and system-level
solutions [4, 5, 7, 8]. Since the data centres must be
designed to account for the peak workloads, they are
most of the time relatively over-provisioned due to the
wide temporal variations exhibited by the workloads, e.g.
diurnal peaks and troughs, which enable those techniques
to be effective. However, while power-proportionality
can be achieved relatively easier for some kinds of
components, e.g. using dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS [13]) for CPUs, non-CPU components,
especially like disks, are not power-proportional. Thus, to
conserve energy consumption in storage subsystem,
taking advantage of the observed idle periods between
successive disk accesses is a common practice. For
example, put some disks into standby mode under light or
moderate workloads and try to manufacture and prolong

1 Introduction
With more and more internet services, outsourced storage
services being concentrated in data centres and cloud
computing infrastructures, added by a variety of dataintensive applications, like Google search engine, genetic
projects, satellites images, data centres are increasingly
getting filled with extremely large amount of data. Such
huge storage requirements pose a lot of challenges to the
IT management in terms of privacy, security, efficiency,
energy consumption, etc. Even worse, the storage
requirements have been reported to be rising by 60%
annually. The phenomenal amounts of data in data
centres not only call for tremendous investment on
hardware, e.g. disks, to provide the corresponding storage
capacity, but also need continuing power supply to feed
the hardware. In large data centres, the energy cost
consumed by the IT equipment over their lifetime is
comparable to the hardware investment and occupies a
significant portion of the TCO [1]. To make the situation
more complicated, the power consumed never comes
alone, but with many accompanying negative side effects,
such as environmental impacts, noises, health
disturbance. For example, according to the data from
EPA, generating 1 kwh of electricity in the United States
gives birth to an average of 1.55 pounds of carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions and consuming the same
amount of electricity would further incur more emissions
and heat which needs other additional electricity to keep
* Corresponding author e-mail: hongyanli78@aliyun.com
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idle periods [4, 5, 7], both of which can be also perceived
as forms of power-proportional.
Still, there remains a relatively less-explored spectrum
of large-scale storage system power-saving space, which
is from a high-level system design perspective.
Distributed storage system systems such as GFS [9],
HDFS [10], and KFS [11] are widely deployed as the
backend storage infrastructure in large data centres and
cloud computing infantries due to the aggregate high I/O
performance and cost advantages over conventional SAN
and NAS solutions. However, they were originally
designed with little if not absolutely no power
considerations. They were established on the assumption
that instead of on enterprise-grade disks, they would be
running on clusters consisting of hundreds of thousands
of commodity servers, for which the unpredictable and
sporadic fault or failure happenings should be considered
as norm rather than exception [9]. Thus, they must be
designed to be able to gracefully tolerate large numbers
of component faults with little or no impact on service
level performance and availability. Facing this hard
situation, replication technique, a method widely thought
to be able to provide high system reliability, better
performance and high availability, had become a natural
technique candidate to be deployed. As a result, each data
block is replicated to a user defined level, typically three,
replicas in those systems, resulting in large amount of
redundancy. However, such redundancy at the same time
introduces a lot of overheads to the system in aspects of
storage capacity, replica consistency, networking
bandwidth requirements, power consumption, etc. For the
energy conservation consideration, an obvious and simple
ideal occurs to us: is it possible to put some of the
redundant nodes into power-saving mode or entirely
power them down under light or moderate workloads
while maintaining the existing sophisticated built-in
mechanisms?
In the remaining of this paper, we present REST, a
new cloud storage scheme based on a replicated,
distributed file system KFS [11]. It aims to improve
energy-efficiency without incurring severe performance
degradation from the perspective of applications. The
central point is that it turns down some redundant nodes
under light or moderate workloads to conserve energy
and also keeps the capability to power them up again in
response to variations in workloads to prevent the
performance from degrading too far. Our main
contributions are: an energy efficient cloud storage
scheme capable of reacting gracefully to variations in
workloads and an architecture deploying new technology
to manage cache and consistency under energy-saving
mode which could be also potentially applied under
disconnected conditions that happen frequently within
large-scale systems. The design specifics are detailed in
section 3. Experimental results have showed that REST
has lived up to our expectations very well.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 introduces the background and motivation.

Section 3 details the design principles and
implementation specifics. Section 4 presents our
evaluation methodology and results. Section 5 makes a
conclusive remark.
2 Background and motivation
Basically, many widely deployed distributed file systems
share some common design and implementation
strategies and tactics. They mainly consist of three parties
assuming respective responsibilities: the client library,
metadata server (MDS) and chunk-servers. The client
provides API facilities to access the file system; MDS is
the central component taking the responsibility of
managing the whole file system name space; chunk
servers are physical nodes where the data are actually
stored. The objects stored in the systems are partitioned
into chunks. Each chunk is replicated on multiple chunk
servers to guard against disk or machine failures and to
provide high performance and availability. The central
MDS is implemented as an in-memory data structure so
as to provide fast access speed, as it is visited much more
frequently by normal operations and scanning checks [9].
It keeps all the metadata information. It is check pointed
periodically to persistent storage to guarantee reliability
and fast recovery in the event of MDS failure. Chunk
servers communicate with MDS through frequent
heartbeat messages reporting their storage status and
receiving corresponding acknowledgement from MDS to
maintain high availability. If the MDS notices some
replicas are unavailable, it initiates re-replication process
to prevent the data block getting under-replicated. From a
high-level perspective, read and write requests are
handled similarly. They both firstly go forward to the
MDS to get the necessary information, like chunk
servers’ location and lease information, then directly
contact the corresponding chunk servers to complete the
data transfer, rendering the MDS out of the data transfer
path. By doing this way, the involvement of MDS is
minimized and the chances of its becoming potential
bottleneck would thus be minimized.
However, there exists a significant difference between
the phases of data transfer for read and write requests. For
writes, all the nodes hosting the replicas should remain
powered on for the purpose of strong consistency during
the entire write process. For example, GFS [9] uses lease
mechanism to define the write order of the replicas and
applies pipelining technique to propagate the content. But
for reads, after getting a list of chunk servers hosting the
replica, the client would contact (may use an optimal
algorithm, e.g. least distance first, to minimize the latency)
one of them to fetch the replica, leaving the other ones
unvisited if the firstly chosen chunk server succeeds in
servicing the request. To get a holistic view of the read
and write distribution, we modified the file access APIs
of dbench4.0 [15] to those APIs exported by KFS, and
then executed dbench4.0 on KFS. We configured KFS to
consist of a MDS and 60 chunk servers. After the running
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process finished, we analysed the statistics from MDS
and all chunk servers. The overall number of reads is
what MDS has recorded, while the total number of writes
is the multiplicative result of the MDS recorded number
and the replication factor. The read and write requests’
cumulative distribution function (CDF) figure is shown in
Figure 1.

installation, like data centres, the situation is far away
from here. Usually, it embraces a wide range of
heterogeneity resulting from its hundreds of thousands of
commodity components possibly differing widely in
aspects of storage capacity, computing capability,
network bandwidth, etc. Furthermore, it is typically
constructed in a hierarchical form using different levels
of switches to connect racks and chunk servers, which
would make different constituents subject to various
network conditions. However, under such a complicated
situation, it is reasonable to assume the existence of
similar or even better observations that we had
experienced with our relatively simple and flat
experimental setup. The assumption is based on the
failure preference phenomenon observed in [16, 17],
stating that failures tend to happen again to where they
had happened before at a much higher probability. This
phenomenon would potentially translate into more
skewness in read/write distribution, which would present
us a great opportunity to conserve energy as discussed in
the following sections. Another thing that should be
pointed out is that with no doubt we would rather like to
admit dbench can never be representative of all readworld workloads, but we hope it would be reasonable to
claim that though simple, it would shed some light on the
problem we are discussing in this paper.
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FIGURE 1 CDF of read/write among all the chunk servers

As shown in Figure 1, it shows a cumulative
distribution function across the numbers of the chunk
servers versus the percentage of read/write that the chunk
servers experienced over the course of the running
process. As pictured in the figure, read distribution
embodies a wide discrepancy from write, i.e. read is more
skewed than write, whereas write is approximately linear,
which results from the inherent different handling
processes. For example, nearly 83% of the reads were
concentrated on 50% of the chunk servers, while 50% of
the chunk servers had absorbed 61% of the total write
operations. That’s because, for read, every time the
request for the same data block would with a strong
likelihood be routed to the same chunk server hosting a
copy (either primary or replicas) of the data block due to
the same internal decision policy, e.g. judging by IP
addresses, with the exception of the cases of chunk server
having failed or the system topology having changed. But
for write, because of the load-balance hinting data placing
policy, especially for newly written data block, the write
operations are more likely to be distributed uniformly
among all the chunk servers. Such observed skewness in
the read/write distribution motivates our work: is it
possible to remove the write traffic from some chunk
servers to make them presented with more readdominated access patterns, which would lead to more
skewness and exploit such skewness to conserve energy?
It is worth noting that due to hardware limitations, the
experiment was not conducted on 60 physical chunk
servers, but with each server hosting multiple chunk
servers. Chunk servers are represented by different
processes running on different ports with respective
dedicated directories providing storage capacity. Such
configurations have the following important implications:
the chunk servers bear great homogeneity, have relatively
flat network topology and are rendered to be equally
subject to the network conditions. By contrast, in a
genuine environment of large-scale storage system

3 Design and implementation
As discussed in the preceding section, the skewness in
I/O behaviour, especially in read distribution, may
provide us with great potential to conserve energy. That
is because skewness implies that some redundant chunk
servers would remain idle even in the presence of I/O
workloads. Thus, the node’s storage subsystem or even
the whole node if the node’s only role is providing
storage function can be transitioned into power-saving
mode in a manner that is oblivious to the applications
running on the system. This section is devoted to discuss
how the energy-conservation potential can be realized. It
deals with the details of the design and implementation of
our prototype system REST. Specifically, it first outlines
the design principles and goals that guide our design, and
then presents the challenges and problems that should be
resolved, followed by the overview architecture of REST.
Finally, it discusses in depth the strategies and tactics we
have deployed to achieve energy-efficiency purpose.
3.1 GOALS AND CHALLENGES
The ultimate goal of our work is to build an energy
efficient storage system through exploiting the
redundancy inherently existing in a replicated, cluster
storage system. We choose the distributed file system
KFS [11] as our basic architecture and develop our
prototype on that. During the process of development, we
strive to fulfil the following design disciplines and
principles, which also act as our design guidelines:
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Changes made to the original system should be
minimized.
Energy efficiency should be obtained not at the
expense of severe system performance degradation.
Energy efficiency should be obtained without
compromising reliability, availability, consistency
and failure resilience.
Trade-offs between energy efficiency and high
performance should possibly be made by users
and the system should be reasonably flexible to
automatically respond to the workload variations.
Failures of the components should be handled
gracefully, ideally transparently, without adversely
impacting the applications.
KFS was initially designed with almost no powerawareness considerations, but with its focus on building a
high reliable, high available, high aggregate performance,
scalable and fault-tolerant storage system on commoditylevel components. Its salient feature is that reliability and
availability can be well guaranteed even in the presence
of failure occurrences to some components. The rationale
behind our design is to conserve as much energy as
possible while maintaining basic functions and desirable
excellent features. To achieve this goal, the following
challenges and problems should be well addressed:
Data placement policy should be power-aware.
The policy deployed by KFS places data blocks in
a random way which would potentially cause all
chunk servers to be highly correlated to each
other. Using that policy, for example, at most N-1
chunk servers can be transitioned into powersaving mode to conserve energy if the system’s
replica factor is N.
How many redundant chunk servers and when are
they going to be put into power-saving mode
while maintaining a reasonable performance
level? And how to differentiate those deliberately
powered-down servers from those that actually
malfunction?
Under what circumstances should the sleep servers
be woken up? And in what manner are they woken
up?
What measurements should the system to take if
failures occur?
How to guarantee consistency among all replicas
when some are temporarily not unreachable for
power-saving purpose?
We present our approach to addressing those
challenges and problems in the following subsections. At
first, we give an overall description of the architecture of
REST, and then we dive into the details of the design
strategies and tactics integrated in REST.
3.2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
As mentioned previously, our simple strategy is to exploit
the redundancy present in the system and the skewness in

IO distribution to realize energy-efficiency purpose. In
order to do so, we have slightly changed the architecture
of the original system and additionally integrated some
functional modules into it. As shown in Figure 2, there
are three main roles in REST: MDS as in the basic
infrastructure with a newly added functional module
instructor (not shown in the figure), loggers that are
performed by dedicated high-performance servers and
chunk servers. Note that the constant heartbeat messages
among them are omitted for simplicity.
Compared with its basic architecture, REST differs
itself in the following aspects: the back-end chunk servers
are partitioned into several subsets, the new entering of
loggers and an instructor that decides when and how
many chunk severs are going to be powered down and up.
Since the details are given in the subsequent subsections,
we only give a brief description in the remain of this
subsection. As shown in the figure, we strategically
partition the entire space of chunk serves into several
subsets. The most important one is named kernel subset
coloured in red, and the others are named backup subsets
coloured in green and light green, respectively. Ideally,
the kernel is expected to remain powered on, while
backups are to be kept powered down under light and
moderate workloads. It is the responsibility of instructor
that determines when to power backups down and when
to up based on a number of factors. The up/down
commands are piggybacked in the acknowledgements to
periodic heartbeat messages from chunk servers. The
loggers are designated the functions of providing
temporary storage space to hold the data destined to the
chunk servers that are powered down for that period of
time, forwarding them to the corresponding chunk servers
when they are powered on again and reclaiming the space.
Read requests are sent to loggers as shown by read step: 1)
(solid-line) if the requested data blocks exist there and the
loggers are not too overloaded, otherwise they would be
served by kernel or backup subsets as shown by read step;
2) (dash-line). Write requests are handled as usual in KFS
if the kernel and backup subsets are all powered on, in
other cases they are written to the powered-on chunk
servers and loggers, and then immediately return to the
clients to indicate write completion.
3.3 POWER-AWARE DATA LAYOUT
The inherent limitation that prevents the original system
from powering down more than N-1 chunk servers in an
N-way replicated system lies in that the initial data block
assignment policy logically imposes a strong tie between
every pairwise, despite they are physically separate. For
example, if N or more chunk servers were powered down,
the data block of which all N replicas unluckily happen to
reside on the N powered-down chunk servers or on a
subset of the powered-downs would have been rendered
unavailable.
To eliminate this limitation, we divide the whole
chunk servers into several independent subsets named
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kernel and backups, and for each data block, it is
guaranteed that there would be at least one replica in each
of the subset. This is achieved by the new data placement
policy. For the convenience of our discussion, we define
the following symbols: N for the total number of chunk
servers in the system; r for replication factor; k
N
(1 k
) for the size of kernel. As a system
r
parameter, k is critical to the system performance and
energy efficiency, since it determines the kernel’s
performance and thus, how often backups are going to be
powered down and up, as discussed in the next following
subsection. Fortunately, its value determination can be
hinted by the individual performance of the chunk servers
and operator’s well-understandings of the characteristics
of the expected workloads or it can be gradually adapted
to the most suitable value using test-and-tune method.
Backup subsets are obtained by equally partitioning the
N k
rest of the chunk servers, making its size
. The
r 1
definitions of kernel and backups can be specified in
advance in a system configuration file, and are all
maintained in MDS. The chunk servers that belong to
kernel and backups are typically chosen to have the same
fault-tolerance properties, like a rack, respectively, for
they are highly logically related, i.e. the failing of any
one of them would render the data blocks residing on it
unavailable within the corresponding subset. Interestingly,
such strong relationship among physically separate nodes
is exactly the reason that motivates our new data
placement policy. However, doing so has several
advantages, for example, utilizing less precious
networking bandwidth and creating opportunity for
power savings for switches, which would otherwise
remain powered on, but also bears potential
disadvantages, like being easily bottlenecked and forming
high-temperature spots in large data centres.
When allocating a data block, MDS firstly allocates
one data block for it from kernel, and then allocates the
remaining replicas from backups, one from each. Within
each of the subset, we also balance the data blocks among
the chunk servers. With this kind of data placement
policy, the minimum availability would safely be
guaranteed by kernel, and backups can be powered down
freely and independently when necessary without
compromising system availability. MDS dynamically
tracks the status of kernel and backups and differentiates
the failed chunk servers and those powered down chunk
servers. The placement policy imposes several changes to
the read/write processes as discussed previously. When
the kernel fails down, one of or all of the backups can be
powered up to take the role of the kernel and
rebuild/recovery the kernel, based on the trade-offs
between
greater
power
savings
and
higher
rebuild/recovery speed.

Legend
wr i t e
r ead
Ot her OPs

Chunkservers

FIGURE 2 REST architecture

3.4 INSTRUCTOR
In reality, due to wide variations in workloads, it is
improper to keep the number of powered down chunk
servers constant. In REST, there is a central role named
instructor that determines when and how many chunk
servers are required to be powered down or up using
WOL [18] technique. It periodically makes the decision
based on a complex combination of multiple factors.
Formally, the decision-making can be expressed as:
n

f ( P, R, F , C )

1

(1)
(2)

In the above equations, n is the result of the decision
making and indicates the number of the to-be-powered
down or up chunk servers. P is defined as the ratio of
performance to power, both of which are monitored by
instructor, it reflects the system power efficiency; R is the
required performance level, usually assigned as the
minimum requirements that must be met; F represents the
instructor’s predication of the near-future workloads. It is
obtained by analysing past workload characteristics and
is used to instruct the decision. If it is predicated that the
forthcoming write requests are very large or the writes
would last for a long time, it will generate a larger value
of F, indicating it is desirable to power more chunk
serves up. The heuristic is that it tries to directly write
large writes to all the chunk servers as possible as it can
be, while redirect as many small writes as possible to the
loggers, which is decided by two reasons: the loggers’
capacity is limited and we want small write requests to be
returned faster, since their latencies are more sensitive to
the applications. If it is predicated that there are
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enormous read-intensive access patterns in the near future,
it would pro-actively prepare to power up more chunk
servers to mask the relative long time, usually minutes, to
power chunk servers up and to avoid degrading read
performance too much. C is the health conditions of the
kernel. Since the kernel is expected to be working all the
time and unexpected failures in the kernel would be
expensive due to the minimum availability being
compromised, kernel health conditions [17] should be
constantly monitored and reported to the instructor to
take corresponding precautions, like replace new devices,
if the health conditions are not so good. , ,
and
are their corresponding coefficients and can be assigned
by the operator. They represent their relative importance
in the process of decision making. For example, if the
operator gives higher priority for performance than
power-saving consideration, she/he can easily achieve
that by assigning
bigger than .
In addition to the above power-down and up scheme,
there are some other scenarios that the chunk servers
should be powered up in REST. For example, in our
current prototype implementation, the loggers and chunk
servers’ statuses are periodically reported to MDS
through heartbeat messages. When MDS notices that if
the overall space utilization of loggers has reached certain
threshold, e.g. 80% or some members of kernel are
unavailable, it would force all the chunk servers to be
woken up immediately.
3.5 LOGGERS
In REST, unlike other techniques using dedicatedly
reserved space on the existing devices, e.g. Eraid [19],
DIV [7], write-offloading, we have used dedicated
servers equipped with solid-state drives (SSD) to log the
data destined to the temporarily powered down chunk
servers. From the point of view of our considerations,
there are four reasons for doing so. At first, we want the
logged data to be persistently stored more reliably, and
SSDs can fulfil our requirements, additionally, SSDs
themselves consume much less power than conventional
disks counterparts. Secondly, it is desirable to place
logged data in different fault domains, typically different
racks in data centres. Thus, even if the kernel subset fails
down due to whole rack or switch failing down [26], it is
still achievable to restore the data to the latest status with
the logged data and the newly powered up servers.
Thirdly, with the technology drastically advanced, the
shortcomings formerly associated with SSD have already
been well overcome [20] and their prices are not that high
as before making them increasingly become acceptable
and practical to be deployed in production systems.
Lastly, SSD flash drives have blazingly fast read speed,
including both of sequential and random patterns. We
deploy this attractive characteristic to provide high
performance for read requests by diverting read requests
to loggers firstly if they are not overwhelmingly
overloaded with traffics.
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To take maximum advantage of SSDs and avoid their
excruciating slow write shortcoming, we deploy a logstructured [21, 22] store engine to record the logged data.
For each logged data block, there is corresponding
information specifying whether it is logged and logged on
which logger in its in-memory metadata entry in MDS
namespace. In addition, each logger maintains a hash
table in memory for itself. The table maps the unique 64bit chunkID to the location where the on-disk entry
resides within the store engine. The on-disk entry of
logged data block is self-contained. It is composed of a
logger header and a logger body. The logger header
contains the following information: chunkID, version
number, destinations, logger factor (meaning how many
copies the chunk should be propagated to newly powered
up chunk servers to in order to maintain the required
replication factor) and chunk checksum. The logger body
is the content of the data block.
For every data block write request, it would be firstly
tried to be forwarded to the powered on chunk servers
and if any of the destination chunk servers is powered
down temporarily, it would be logged to one of the
loggers before returning to the application. Specifically,
MDS would choose a logger and send it a log request
containing the necessary information and update its
corresponding metadata entry. Receiving the log request,
the logger appends an on-disk entry to the store engine,
and then inserts a mapping entry into the local hash table,
or replaces the mapping entry corresponding to the chunk
if it has been inserted previously. That implies, for each
logged chunk, there is only one mapping entry, which
points to the most recent version of that chunk. For every
read request, MDS would look the chunks in the
namespace and preferably forward it to the loggers if it
has been logged in any of the loggers, otherwise forward
it to the powered on chunk servers. From the data paths
of write and read requests, it would be expected that
loggers would improve the system performance due to
the log-structured design and SSDs’ superior random
read performance, which is actually proved by our
experiments.
Considering the limited space of the loggers, we have
designed each logger to initiate propagating and
reclaiming processes at regular intervals, i.e. one minute.
The propagating processes scans through the entire local
hash table, and for each entry, it tries to contact those
corresponding destination chunk servers to see whether
they are reachable and if so it sends the logged data to
them and update the entry information. The reclaiming
process scans the on-disk entries from the beginning, and
reclaims the space occupied by those entries whose
logger factor is zero. It works in a similar way to the
cleaner in [21]. Thanks to the two periodically-run
processes, the loggers’ utilization of space is reasonably
prevented from going high quickly.
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3.6 ENERGY MODELLING

Nl

ER
Nc

Description
Number of loggers
Length of the kth active interval of the ith chunk server

Ai

Number of active intervals of the ith chunk server
Power of the ith chunk server at time t within the kth interval
0 t Ti k

Pi k

Energy consumed by the ith chunk server to transition up

Ei u
Ei

d

Energy consumed by the ith chunk server to transition down

u

Count of transition ups of the ith chunk server

Ci

Count of transition downs of the ith chunk server

Ci d
Pj

Power of the jth chunk server when power up

Tj

Active time of the jth logger. Loggers have no up-anddowns

Nc

Ai

Em

(
i 1 k 1

Tik
0

Pi k dt ) .

Nc

Em

(
i 1

Ti1
0

Pi1 dt ) .

d
i

C )

(
i 1 k 1

Ti k
0

.

(5)

k

Pi dt )

In this section, we evaluate REST from various aspects
using benchmarking method and realistic workload. We
also test the original system, which is referred to NOREST later as baseline for comparison reason. Section
4.1 describes our test environment. Experimental results
are discussed in the subsequent subsections.
4.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

(3)

Since the original system has no power up-and-downs,
the numbers of active intervals of all the chunk servers
are the same and equal to 1. Thus, Equation (3) can be
translated into Equation (4).

Eb'

d

4 System evaluation

Two points should be noted about Table 1. One is that
we have not outlined the energy consumed by MDS,
since our main purpose is to compare the energy
efficiency of the original system and REST. And we
assume the amounts of MDS energy of them are
approximately equal. We denote it as Em in the
following discussion. The other one is that we treat the
instantaneous powers of loggers and chunk servers
differently, i.e. we consider the power of loggers to be
stable, while the power of chunk servers to be varying
over time. Because we expect that individual chunk
servers would experience bigger power gaps between
peak power and the lowest power than loggers. Now we
can calculate the total energy consumed by the original
system using Equation (3).

Eb

i 1
Ai

Ci u )

It says that the total energy is the sum of individual
components’ energy: MDS, loggers, chunk servers. The
differences between the two energy models lie in that
REST divides the energy of chunk servers into active
status energy, transition energy and powered down
energy, which is zero, and has additional energy
consumed by loggers, while the original system keeps the
chunk servers up all the time. The active energy is the
sum of all the energy consumed by all the chunk servers
over all their respective active intervals. The power upand-down overheads are the sum of all the energy
consumed by transitioning. Comparing with the original
system, REST’s potential gaining power savings stem
directly from how many and how long chunk servers are
powered down.

The total number of chunk servers

Nl

( Ei u

Pj )
Nc

(Ei
i 1

TABLE 1 Energy modelling parameters

Ti k

(T j
j 1

To estimate the energy efficiency of REST, in this
subsection, we analyse the energy models for both of the
original system and REST. The following table
summarizes the parameters in our analysis:

Symbol
Nc

Em

Nc

(4)

Involving with the chunk servers power up-anddowns, REST has a more complex energy consumption
formula:

Our test bed consists of one MDS server and a number of
chunk servers composed of 4 servers and 32 commodity
PCs belonging to our lab’s graduate students. The
hardware configuration of the MDS server is
characterized by a quad-core 2GHz CPU 16GB RAM and
16 1TB hard disks. One of the 4 servers is equipped with
a quad-core 2GHz CPU, 4GB RAM and a Kingston 128
GB SSD disk drive and functions as a logger. The
remaining three servers have the same configurations: a
quad-core 2GHz CPU, 4GB RAM and 8 1TB hard disks
structured as RAID5. The other 32 chunk servers bear a
wide variety of configurations and performance, since
they were purchased in the different years when their
respective owners were enrolled in our lab.
We conducted our test using both benchmarking and
realistic workload. The benchmark is FileBench [23], an
application level workload generator that enables the
users to emulate various workloads. Its Workload Model
Language (WML) provides users with the capability to
flexibly define the workload bearing different
characteristics. A WML workload description is called a
personality and it typically contains the following
information about the workload: average file size,
directory depth, the total number of files, and alpha
parameters governing the file and directory sizes that are
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based on a gamma random distribution [24]. FileBench
can define the period of time for which the personalities
are going to be run, and report the total number of
performed operations at the end of each run. We selected
four personalities included in FileBench to drive our
testing. They are Web, File, Mail and Database servers,
and their workload characteristics are specifically
described in [24]. Each of them was run for a period of 1
hour. We deployed fuse support of REST and NO-REST
to access the storage like conventional file systems. The
realistic workload is a shared server workload in our lab.
The server is shared by all lab staff doing their own jobs,
e.g. upload/download files, doing backups, visiting CVS
source code repository, etc., it is also the backup server of
B-cloud [25] system developed at our lab which provides
on-line backup services. We configured REST and NOREST as the backend storage infrastructures of the server,
respectively and monitored the server for 48 hours dating
from 8:00 am GMT on Nov. 10 to 8:00 am GMT on Nov.
12 to observe the workload characteristics and how REST
performs.
We emulated 76 chunk servers for both REST and
NO-REST for fair comparison. Each of the 3 servers
hosted four chunk servers, and each of those PCs hosted
2 chunk servers. The logger server emulated 2 loggers in
REST. Both of REST and NO-REST were configured as
three-way replicated systems. The kernel was set to
include all those chunk servers hosted on the 3 high
performance servers and its size was set to 24. For each
run, we initially powered on all the chunk servers.

It is shown in the figure that REST well outperforms
NO-REST for Web, Mail, File, achieving 9.7%, 8.17%
and 7% performance gains respectively, while consuming
less energy as discussed in the next subsection. And
Database slightly lags behind NO-REST by a margin of
5.7%. Generally, the performance gains can be attributed
to the newly added loggers in REST. Because reads are
preferentially considered to be routed to loggers, which
can provide excellent read performance, including both
random and sequential reads and writes are redirected to
loggers when the destination chunk servers are powered
down temporarily. Due the log-structure, writes can be
returned to applications much sooner, thus enhancing
performance.
It is interesting to note that the amounts of percentage
performance gains are closely related to the read/write
ratio. And it’s surprising to know that the performance
gains are proportional to the energy savings. For example,
Web conserves the most energy but with the most
performance improvement, which are 17% and 9.7% of
the NO-REST counterpart respectively, due to its highest
read/write ratio and its sequential reading entire files
patterns. Analysing the workloads, we know Web, File,
Mail and Database’s R/W ratios are 10:1, 1:2 and 20:1
respectively. It reveals that workloads with higher
percentage of reads can get more energy savings and the
chosen kernel can reasonably satisfy the read requests in
most scenarios. However, there is an exception to that:
Database has the biggest R/W ratio, but exhibits
degrading performance. It is partly because, besides 200
readers, it launches 10 asynchronous writers and a log
writers. In addition, they perform extensive concurrency
and random read/writes, which would adversely prevent
chunk servers from powering down. Another reason is
that the writers’ extensive writing operations would
quickly cause the loggers’ space utilization threshold to
be reached and chunk servers to be waken up more
frequently.

4.2 PERFORMANCE IMPACTS
We compare the performance of different workloads in
terms of the performance metric reported by FileBench.
FileBench reports file system performance under
different workloads in units of operations per second
(ops/sec). Due to the peculiar characteristics of the Web
server workload, FileBench would report much higher
ops/sec than the other workloads. In order to avoid the
results figures being too skewed, we present Web result
in units of 100 ops/sec and ops/sec for the others. Figure
3 shows the performance results.

4.3 TRANSITIONS AND POWER SAVINGS
In this section, we discuss the chunk servers transitions
and power savings of REST. Power savings were
calculated by substituting the parameters in our energy
models with corresponding dynamically monitored
numbers and representative real world values. As pointed
out previously, the chunk servers’ transitions are
determined by the instructor. We define a trade-off metric
T as / , i.e. T = / . It reflects the preference
degree for power efficiency, meaning the bigger T is, the
more power savings are desired. To see how instructor
affects the power up-and-downs, we collected all chunk
servers up-and-downs for the four workloads with
varying T (as a side note, the preceding section’s results
are from experiments conducted with T = 1 for REST)
value while keeping
and
invariable and let their
sum equal to 0.3. The statistics are summarized in Table
2.

NO-REST
REST
966

1000

893

Performance (ops/sec)

800

756
689

600
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FIGURE 3 Performance of different workloads with REST and NOREST
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TABLE 2 Transition counts summary
Workload
Web
File
Mail
Database

T=0.5
126
243
189
74

T=1
113
220
165
87

T=1.5
110
201
146
102

sampled the REST dynamical number of powered on
chunk servers every 2 hours over the 48 hours experiment
period. The result is portrayed in Figure 5.
It shows that the workload exhibits periodicity, and
REST responded to that in a power-proportional way. For
each of the two days, we observed that at 12:00, 18:00,
the up chunk servers are more than other times. We find
that is because our lab members often saved their work
on to the server before leaving the lab, resulting in peak
time in workload. And for the spike points at 24:00 each
day, we assume that is caused by our B-cloud server
services. Several small and medium size companies are
using B-cloud for their daily backup tasks, and they
usually do backups at that point of time. We also notice
there is a spike point at 04:00 on Nov 12 due to a kernel
network partition occurrence. When failures occur to the
kernel, REST would wake up chunk servers swiftly to
rebuild/recovery the kernel.

T=2
95
198
134
121

The table demonstrates that for Web, File and Mail,
the number of transitions decrease with T increasing.
Bigger value of T implies trying to achieve better energy
efficiency, which means once chunk servers are powered
down, they would be powered up under more serious
conditions. Again, Database is the exception with
transitions increasing with T increasing. As explained
before, the nature of Database prevents chunk servers
transitioning, but bigger value of T tries to force
transitioning, causing REST struggling powering down
and up.
Since the energy savings and performance of all the
four workloads share similar characteristics, we take Mail
as our example to discuss power savings and performance
with varying value of T. Figure 4 shows the relationship
between them. The energy savings and performance are
percentages relative to its NO-REST counterpart. It is
apparent that power saving and performance can be
traded off with different T values. For example, we can
get 29% power savings at 83% performance level, or
alternatively, we can enjoy 112% performance level at
the cost of less potential power savings, which is 10%.
This has important practical implications for applications,
i.e. performance and power efficiency can be flexibly
traded off in REST by simply changing T.

80
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# of up chunkservers
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Energy saving %
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FIGURE 5 Dynamical number of powered on chunk servers over the
experiment period References

Our real world lab workload experiment has revealed
that REST has practical applicability. It can save energy
by exploiting both the redundancy in the storage system
and real workload characteristics, like periodicity and
burstness in the workload.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we present REST, a redundancy-based
energy efficient cloud storage system. Motivated by the
observations of workloads’ periodicity and asymmetric
phenomenon in read and write requests, we suggest in
REST powering down the whole redundant chunk servers
to achieve energy efficiency. We explicitly explain the
techniques that we deployed in REST, including poweraware data layout, instructor, loggers and the energy
models. Our experimental results show that a reasonable
amount of energy savings can be achieved at comparable
or unexpected better performance level, especially for
realistic workload.
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Performance %
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Energy saving
Performance

1.2
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FIGURE 4 Energy saving of REST relative to NO-REST for Mail at
different T value

4.4 REALISTIC WORKLOAD EXPERIMENT
For our realistic lab workload, we obtained similar
energy efficiency and performance results. The power
saving surprisingly reaches as high as 33% due to the
wide variations in the workload, while maintains
comparable performance level. In addition to that, we
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Abstract
Proper understanding of textual data requires the exploitation and integration of unstructured and heterogeneous scientific literature,
which are fundamental aspects in literature retrieval research. The traditional literature retrieval is based on keyword matching, and
the retrieval results often deviating from the users' needs. In this paper from the perspective of ontology, we built shareable and
relatively perfect medical enzyme ontology, which is the foundation of the study of domain ontology constructing method. The
ontology-based full text retrieval algorithm is put forward, and a document retrieval system based on medical enzyme semantics is
designed and implemented, which can not only implement intelligent literature retrieval, but also improve the recall significantly
while keeping high precision. This system can employ in particular area moreover it can be used in different areas of the semantic
retrieval, which can provide intelligent foundation for the expert systems in medical enzymes field, information retrieval and natural
language understanding, etc. The experimental results on the public medical enzyme domain dataset show that our approach
performs better than the state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords: Ontology, Literature Retrieval, Semantic Web, Ontology Construction, similarity computation

Tim Berners-lee put forward the concept of Semantic
Web [1]. Its basic idea is that the data on the Web can be
understood by machine through embedding the mark,
which can be read by machine and represents some kind
of knowledge in the creation and release of Web
information. Semantic web [2] is considered to be the
next generation of network technology, whose core is to
use metadata to describe resources on the network, and it
has been widely applied to knowledge retrieval in the
area of library information. Knowledge retrieval
emphasizes the semantic matching based on knowledge,
while the ontology is just making a standard description
and organization of knowledge from the semantic level
with a good concept hierarchy. Full text retrieval
algorithm based on ontology combined with the ontology
knowledge logic can further improve the correlation
between the information retrieval results and target, to
make the retrieval results comply better with the needs of
users [3].
With the improvement of medical scientific research
level, when faced with more and more medical
information resources, it is very difficult for people to
understand them in time and apply them reasonably. In
order to reduce the difficulty of finding effective
information for the medical workers, as well as to
improve work efficiency and avoid duplication of effort,
we must use scientific methods to organize and manage
medical information resources effectively [4]. The
application of ontology is mainly used in the field of
information retrieval and knowledge organization of

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of computer network
technology, the demand for information storage,
transmission and processing power increases rapidly, and
the retrieval and use of mass information has become an
important research and application domain in computer
information retrieval technology. Information retrieval is
mainly implemented through search engines on the
Internet, and its query function is to crawl on the Internet
to retrieve resources by an automatic processing program
using web spiders, and to visit public sites for resource
collection and to organize and process the information
correspondingly so as to provide users with convenient
retrieval service.
Search engine is an indispensable tool for people to
surf the Internet now, but with the wide use of search
engines, users’ satisfaction degree becomes increasingly
low. Many results of information retrieval cannot meet
the demands of users, which are either retrieval
insufficiency or irrelevant. That is mainly because the
current search engine generally adopts full-text retrieval
technology based on keyword matching, which returns
too much useless information and cannot reveal the
semantic level of user queries. Semantic retrieval, which
broke through the defects of mechanical matching
confined to the surface, can understand and deal with
users’ retrieval request from the semantic level of words
expression.

* Corresponding author e-mail: lhsdcn@jn-public.sd.cninfo.net
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medical enzyme literature retrieval. Ontology can reflect
restrictions between the mapping relationships of the
lexical semantic and semantic which supports intelligent
retrieval. The retrieval results will not be complete if the
retrieval is done according to search terms provided by
users only. When retrieving information, users usually
hope that the results is something that they are interested
in, and at the same time the engines could filter out
irrelevant information, so that they could get the most
valuable information. And when using ontology to
retrieve information, researchers can use the ontology to
map search terms to a set of specifications concept set
automatically. Ontology can make a structured
organization of information resources based on some
knowledge organization system and can show links
between content of information and knowledge
organization system, and can connect domain knowledge
base of ontology with information systems, so that in the
process of using information, users can utilize ontology
to understand specific concept and link the related
resources more conveniently [5].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, we provide an overview of ontology
application in literature retrieval and related work.
Section 3 introduces the construction of medical enzyme
ontology and the overall framework of full-text retrieval
system. Section 4 verifies the superior performance of
full-text retrieval algorithm based on ontology in recall,
precision and F-measure by the experimental data and
results, followed by the conclusion and future work in
section 5.

Zhang Zhijun, Liu Hong

associated location ontology, as a result the ontology
collection is not accurate. Maki puts forward the semantic
retrieval methods based on the structure of ontology [9],
effectively using the path in ontology to extend a user's
query request. Navigli put forward a kind of query
expansion method based on ontology annotation [10].
Literature [11] introduces an information retrieval model
based on ontology: MELISA, which is used to retrieve
literatures in the medical field. The Intelligent
Information Processing Laboratory in the Institute of
Computing Technology of Chinese Academy of Sciences
established a kind of information retrieval server
according to the theory of ontology and multiple
intelligent agents [12], which can reflect dynamic
changes of network information timely, and has good
ability of information guidance.
At present, the discussion about the semantic web
mainly concentrates on the research and development of
the ontology. The concept of ontology initially originated
in the field of philosophy, which was used to explain and
illustrate the objective existence of things. With the
continuous development of science and technology,
ontology has been widely used in artificial intelligence,
information retrieval, the semantic Web, natural language
processing, and so on. In 1993 Gruber, who worked in
Stanford University Knowledge System Laboratory
(KSL), first presented a widely accepted definition of
ontology: ontology is a specification of a
conceptualization [13]. In 1998 Guarino proposed a
concise definition of ontology and pointed out that
ontology is a logical theory and is used to indicate a
normal intended meaning of the vocabulary. Ontology is
language-related; while concept is language-irrelevant.
The concept of ontology has four layers of meaning:
conceptualization, explicit, formal and share. Generally
speaking, the ontology describes the relationships
between the concepts in an application domain, which
makes them to have uniquely definite meaning. With the
help of ontology, we can obtain relevant knowledge of
the field, and provide a shared understanding of the
domain knowledge to facilitate communication between
users and computers.
Ontology has become one of the effective tools for
obtaining query expansion words. When using the
method based on ontology for query expansion, we can
select just a few extension words that are most closely
related with the query expansion words by using the
synonymous
relationship,
semantic
entailment
relationship, semantic extension relationship and
semantic related relationship [14] between concepts.
Association relationship between concepts is expressed
by semantic similarity. By means of controlling the
similarity threshold, we can adjust the scope of the
extension concept set. Traditional models of semantic
similarity calculation based on domain ontology between
the concepts mainly has three types [15]: the semantic
similarity calculation model based on semantic distance,
the semantic similarity calculation model based on

2 Related work
The traditional information retrieval is based on keyword
matching, with the retrieval results often deviating from
users' needs. At present semantic research in information
retrieval mainly includes three aspects: natural language
processing, method based on ontology and method based
on concept. Voorhees first suggested using the concept of
ontology to do query and expansion [6], and its basic idea
is to use subclasses relationship of the ontology and
synonyms. Ontoseek [7], developed by Guarino, is a
retrieval system based on collaborative intelligent Agent.
It can accurately describe the products or services in web
pages, combining a content match mechanism driven by
ontology with a formalization representation system with
moderate expression ability, which tries to integrate
ontology with big dictionary library, and provides users
with a system in which interactive semantic query can be
made with any words in the field. Although Ontoseek has
quite effectively realized semantic functions, its degree of
using ontology is not very high due to it is a content
match mechanism. Swoogle [8] is a semantic web
retrieval system based on the spider web concept, which
extracts ontology from each searched text, comparing
relationships between texts based on their ontology
relevancy, but Swoogle method cannot search the
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content, the semantic similarity calculation model based
on attribute. Domain-specific Ontology depicts both
categories and instances in the field and their hierarchical
relationships, inducts and abstracts the domain
knowledge by defining elements such as categories,
instances, attribute, relations, axioms and so on [16]. So
far, many areas have emerged a large number of
Ontology, such as medical ontology UMLS [17].
Ontologies that had been implemented mainly include:
CYC, En-terprise, SENSUS, NKI, the massive
knowledge system and medical knowledge library [18]
presided by professor Cao Cungen, who works in the
Institute of Computing Technology of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, and the research of software
requirements elicitation method based on ontology
developed by professor Jin Zhi at Beijing University and
so on.
The above researches discussed the ontology retrieval
model, but none of them involve ontology learning and
inference problem, nor did they build their ontology
models through formal ontology description language,
which lead to neither fine nor precise use of ontology. At
present there exists no large, shared, reusable, extensible
medical enzyme ontology, thus the building of a good
medical ontology is of vital significance. In this paper the
medical enzyme ontology and its knowledge
representation are built up based on the formal ontology
theory. The ontology construction tools-Protégé is used to
help building the ontology, which is the foundation
through which knowledge acquisition and knowledge
analysis are conducted based on medical enzyme
ontology. Relevant function module has been realized in
medical enzyme semantic literature retrieval system –
MESLRS, which will provide intelligence foundation in
the field of medical enzyme expert system, information
retrieval and natural language processing.

3.1.1 Ontology construction
Currently there is no unified method of the ontology
construction and different methods are used in different
research areas, so is the process of ontology construction.
Now the way of ontology construction includes the
following
methods
such
as
SEVEN,
METHONTOLOGY, IDEFS, TOVE, FRAMEWORK,
SENSUS, KACTUS and so on. At present many research
fields have set up their own standard ontology, which
indicates that the study of ontology model has entered a
new stage. Generally speaking, the process of ontology
construction can be divided into the following several
stages: specification, conceptualization, integration,
application and maintenance, in which knowledge
representation, assessment and document management
usually run throughout the entire process. Both
knowledge representation and standardization are
executed simultaneously in the first stage and evaluation
is a stage of vital importance. In practice, ontology is
usually constructed through method of accumulation, that
is, a fundamental ontology is firstly constructed and then
developed further. Many ontology constructions use a
specific task as a starting point, which is easy for
knowledge acquisition and descriptions of ontology
function.
The early establishment and edition of ontology can
only be conducted by experts and professionals of the
field, while with the in-depth research and promotion of
ontology, a series of ontology editing tools have been
developed and each of which has specific advantages and
disadvantages. Ontology development tools can be
divided into six categories according to their different
applications: ontology construction tools, ontology
integration tools, ontology evaluation tools, ontology
storage tools, ontology query tools and ontology
annotations tools, and some of them might have multiple
functions at the same time. Commonly used ontology
development tools mainly include Protégé3.3.1,
OntoEdit, OilEd, WebOnto.

3 The construction of ontology and framework design
3.1 ONTOLOGY
The ontology formalization description is as Equation
(1):

O

C, R, HC , Rel, Ao ,

3.1.2 Ontology learning
At present manual way of ontology construction is a kind
of main ontology construction method, which is not only
slow, but less efficient. In order to improve the efficiency
of ontology construction, the concept of ontology
learning is put forward.
Ontology learning [19] refers to the procedure during
which the desired ontology is obtained from the existing
data resource automatically or semi-automatically by
means of machine learning and statistical techniques. It is
still difficult to realize the completely automatic
knowledge acquisition, and ontology learning can only be
semi-automatically done under the guidance of users.
Ontology learning includes the learning of concept, the
learning of relationship and the learning of axiom.
Ontology learning can be divided into the following three

(1)

where C is the set of concepts. R is the set of relations.
H c shows the concept hierarchy, that is, the taxonomy
relation between concepts. Re l shows the non-taxonomy
relation. Ao is the ontology axiom. And here C and R is
two disjoint sets. It can be seen from the structure of the
ontology that the task of ontology learning includes the
acquisition of concept, the acquisition of relations
between concepts and the acquisition of axiom. These
three kinds of ontology learning objects form the levels
from simple to complex.
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categories: ontology learning based on structured data,
ontology learning based on unstructured data and
ontology learning based on semi-structured data. The
current evaluation of ontology learning system has not
yet formed a unified evaluation criterion.
3.2 ENZYME ONTOLOGY CONSTRUCTION
We take the industrial enzymes for instance to introduce
the establishment of a medical enzyme. One purpose of
establishing industrial enzymes ontology is to assist the
teaching and scientific research, which can automatically
show students the contents of knowledge to learn
according to the process of the teaching, to help students
to get more accurate query results and solve perplexed
problems because it can provide a certain amount of
semantic search on these resources. Therefore, we need to
provide the semantic relations between concepts as much
as possible. Industry enzymes ontology has not only
stored the classification knowledge of the industry
enzyme, the basic method of enzyme preparation but also
stored the relationship between them.

FIGURE 2 The graph of industrial enzyme classification tree
TABLE 1 OWL documents of industrial enzymes
<Ontology xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2006/12/owl2-xml#"
xml:base="http://www.w3.org/2006/12/owl2-xml#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:owl2xml="http://www.w3.org/2006/12/owl2xml#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntaxns#"
xmlns:Ontology="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/1
1/Ontology.owl#"
URI="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/11/Ontology.
owl">
<SubClassOf>
<Class URI="&Ontology;dongwu"/>
<Class URI="&Ontology;shengwu"/>
</SubClassOf>
<Declaration>
<Class URI="&Ontology;dongwu"/>
</Declaration>
<SubClassOf>
<Class URI="&Ontology;dongwusiliao"/>
<Class URI="&Ontology;yingyong"/>
</SubClassOf>
<Declaration>
<Class URI="&Ontology;dongwusiliao"/>
</Declaration>

With the help of plot plug-in graphviz-2.28 of
Protégé4.0 a class relation diagram is automatically
generated, as shown in Figure 1, 2, which shows the class
hierarchy of industrial enzymes ontology. Owl: Thing is
the superclass of all the classes. The four class of
“yingyong”,
“shengwu”,
“huaxuewuzhi”
and
“gongyemei” are the subclass of the superclass-thing.
Part of the OWL documents described as Table 1.

FIGURE 1 The graph of industrial enzyme hierarchical structure

The most important application of industrial enzymes
ontology is the realization of data mining technology and
the intelligent retrieval and mining of user requirement in
literature systems. In this process, the validity and
reusability of the industrial enzymes ontology model are
also verified as well as the applicability of ontology as
the knowledge organization system in the literature
retrieval.
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3.3 FULL-TEXT RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM

graph is shown in Figure 3.Wu and Palmer [20] (W&P)
proposed a path-based method, which consider the
distance between the concepts.

3.3.1 Design of full-text retrieval algorithm
The query of users is often made up of a set of keywords,
which are either elements of ontology library such as
class, instance, attribute and attribute values, or other
kind of common keywords. Therefore, the user’s input
must be analysed firstly, which is done by using the
analyser component in Figure 4. We use the same
analysis algorithm for both indexing and retrieval, which
can reach the optimal matching retrieval results. The
design of full-text retrieval algorithm is as follows:
Algorithm 1: Full-text retrieval algorithm
Step 1: For each keyword in query, scanning the input
keywords;
Step1.1: If the keyword is ontology element,
then adding it to the ontology annotations stack h 2 ;
Step1.2: Else if keyword is other kind of
keyword, then adding to the ordinary stack h1 ;
Step 2: For h 2 to create space vector model v 2 , v 2 is
given the higher weight value w2 ;
Step 3: For h1 to create space vector model v1 , v1 is
given the lower weight value w1 ;
Step 4: Integrating of v1 and v 2 , creating user input
space vector model v .

c3

c4

c1

c2
FIGURE 3 The graph of taxonomy

simW & P (c1 , c2 )

N1

2 N3
,
N 2 N3

(3)

where N1 is the number of is - a links from c1 to its LCS
(least common subsumer), N 2 is the number of
is - a links from c 2 to its LCS, and N 3 is the number of
is - a links from the root of the ontology to the LCS.
Li et al. [21] proposed a similarity method that
compounds the depth of the ontology evaluated and the
shortest path length in a non-linear fashion.
simLi (c1 , c2 )

e

path ( c1 , c2 )

e
e

h
h

e
e

h
h

,

(4)

3.3.2 Basis of ranking algorithm design
where
0 are parameters, path(c1 , c 2 ) is the
0 and
shortest path length between concept c1 and c 2 , and h is
the minimum depth of the LCS in the hierarchy.
Choi and Kim [22] also proposed a similarity measure
method, which is calculated according to the difference
on the distance of the shortest path of two concepts and
the depth levels between them.

Ranking of full-text retrieval algorithm is calculated
based on the vector space model of information retrieval
in Lucene system. For a collection of documents D , the
closer between document d and query conditions q, the
higher score of document d . The computation formula is
as in Equation (2).
tft , q idft tft , d idft

rank (q, d )

t q

tf t , x

where

idft

normq

1 log

normd

termFrequency t , X

,

normd

4 Experimental and data analysis

,

documentFrequency( t, D)
tf t , q idf t 2

simCK (c1 .c2 )
,

D

normq

MAX _ PATH path(c1 , c2 )
MAX PATH
.
MAX _ LEVEL diff _ level (c1 , c2 )
MAX LEVEL

coord q , d weightt , (2)

d

4.1 DATA SET

,

t q

coord q , d

q

d
q

To test and verify the effectiveness of the full-text
retrieval algorithm based on ontology, we developed
medical enzyme semantic literature retrieval system –
MESLRS. The purpose is to verify the correctness and
reuse of the medical enzyme domain ontology model.
MESLRS is constructed on .NET 2003 platform with
SQL Server 2003 as the backstage database and
deploying in the windows 2003 operating system. We
selected 100 pieces of article about medical enzyme from
cnki.net as text datasets of the domain, and used 12

.

3.3.3 Similarity measures method
In this section, we introduce some methods for similarity
computation, with details of their adaptation to the
ontology domain. We firstly exploit the geometrical
model provided by concept hierarchies. The taxonomy
285
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categories of corpus in TanCorpV1.0 that is the corpus of
Chinese text classification as background data sets.

Pr ecision

4.2 METRICS

F j

,

(6)

,

(7)

A B

A

Re call

The test in this paper was based on the established
medical enzyme ontology library. The evaluation metrics
to evaluate the experiment result is precision , recall
and F - measure , which are widely used in the field of
information retrieval. The bigger of the value of the
precision , recall and F -measure , the better of the
result. Relevant concepts are shown in Table 2.
Evaluation metrics are defined as in Equation (6) (7) (8).

A

A C
2
1
R( j )

1
P( j )

,

(8)

where R j and P j are the recall and precision of the
document j respectively.

TABLE 2 Collection of documents measured by precision and recall
Full document collection
Retrieved documents
A (number of documents being retrieved correctly)
C (number of documents being retrieved wrongly)

Related documents
Unrelated documents

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

the full-text retrieval uses ontology library to analyse
query request, which can grasp users’ query request more
accurately and provide them with a better retrieval
ranking result. The full-text retrieval model is shown in
Figure 4.

4.3.1 Full-text retrieval framework design
Ontology
Learning

Medical Enzyme
Ontology Library

4.3.2 The implementation process of full-text retrieval
algorithm

Ontology
Annotation
Literature
Library

The implementation process of full-text retrieval
framework base on medical enzyme ontology is as
follows:
After reading a document from medical enzyme
ontology library, the analyser component firstly executes
annotations pre-treatment to content of the document,
which will then deliver the annotated content the
IndexWriter component to be indexed. The analyser
component analyses the query request, matches its
ontology elements with the ontology library, and returns
the related literature. The ontologyEncoder component as
a sub-component of the analyser component, switches the
various elements in ontology library into a more efficient
multi-way tree, which can not only be used for ontology
annotations of IndexWriter component, but also be the
scanning object when the IndexRead component queries
the ontology elements. The ScoreRanker component is
used to rank the literature of the query and list the ones
that most conform to users’ query request at the top to
facilitate users to find the required documents quickly.

Full-Text
Indexing
IndexWriter

Query Request

Not retrieved documents
B (number of documents not being retrieve)
Number of documents refused correctly

Analyzer
OntologyEncode

IndexReader

Query Result

ScoreRanker

FIGURE 4 The retrieval model based on medical enzyme ontology

The full-text retrieval framework based on medical
enzyme ontology model is divided into two parts: fulltext index based on ontology and full-text retrieval based
on ontology. Full-text index is the basis of full-text
retrieval, because the indexed medical literatures are the
objects of full-text retrieval. The reason for creating index
is due to the vast data of the full-text, therefore in order to
improve retrieval efficiency and integrate retrieval
algorithm we must first create a full-text index and
retrieval the full-text afterwards. In the full-text index
mechanism based on ontology knowledge of domain
ontology is integrated and indexed content is expanded
by using the ontology annotations technology, which can
s both recall and precision ratio of the retrieval. Similarly,

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Although precision of traditional literature retrieval based
on keyword matching is higher, it paid little attention to
meanings and associations of words in different contexts
for the reason that it did not consider the concepts that
keywords might represent. However, the literature
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retrieval algorithm based on ontology executes query
expansions based on ontology, which compares the
original query keywords t submitted by users with the
terms in the ontology library and finds the relevant words
from ontology, then forms new query vectors so as to use

to full-text retrieval by adding the corresponding context
relationship of keywords to the query keywords. So when
evaluating the retrieval effect in this study we ought to
consider the evaluation of semantic relevance.

TABLE 3 The comparison of experimental results
Semantic Relevancy
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9

Recall (%)
General Ontology
2,73
4,79
4,9
8,87
12,47
19,92
16,63
35,05
21,98
47,36
30,59
69,93
36,65
81,85
53,18
90,25
64,18
98,96

Precision (%)
General
Ontology
99,33
100
98,12
95,15
99,56
95,14
98,01
94,99
91,83
94,03
89,38
93,33
84,95
88,2
71,84
76,01
58,67
56,93

F-measure (%)
General Ontology
0,05
0,09
0,09
0,16
0,22
0,33
0,28
0,51
0,35
0,63
0,46
0,8
0,51
0,85
0,61
0,83
0,61
0,72

In general query algorithm the recall and precision of
the initial query term are calculated and we put the
average value of several queries as the query results.
Similarly in literature retrieval algorithm based on
ontology the recall and precision ratio of the expand
query terms are calculated and we put the average value
of several queries as the results. Lastly, we calculate Fmeasure value of the general query algorithm and query
algorithm based on ontology. The experimental results
are shown in Table 3.

0.9
0.8
General Query
Ontology Query

0.7

F-measure

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

100

0.1
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0
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80
General Query
Ontology Query

Recall（ %（
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40
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FIGURE 5 Recall comparison
100
95
90
85

Precision（ %（

0.4
0.5
0.6
Semantic Relatedness

0.7

0.8

0.9

From Figure 5, 6, 7, we can draw the following
conclusions.
Recall and precision has a reciprocal relationship in
Figure 5, 6. When recall is high, precision is low. On the
contrary, when precision is high, recall is low. A
literature retrieval system can be compromised between
them. In extreme cases, when retrieval system returns all
documents of the system its recall is 100%, but the
precision is very low. On the other hand, if the literature
retrieval system can just return to the unique document,
there will be a very low recall, but its precision could be
100%.
It can be seen from the Figure 6 that as far as
precision is concerned the retrieval algorithm based on
ontology has no special advantage. However, it can be
seen from the Figure 5 that the recall based on ontology
query is significantly higher than that of the general
query. For example, when semantic relatedness is 0.6 the
recall based on ontology query is 39% higher than that of
the general query. Thus, the quality of query algorithm
based on ontology is higher than general query based on
keywords.
From Figure 7 we can find that F-measure of ontology
query is higher than that of general query so it shows the
advantages of ontology query.

50

80

General Query
Ontology Query

75
70
65
60
55
0.1

0.3

FIGURE 7 F-measure comparison

60

0
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0.2

0.2

0.3
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0.6
Semantic Relatedness

0.7

FIGURE 6 Precision comparison
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Compared with the general query, the full-text
retrieval algorithm based on ontology has the following
advantages:
The full-text retrieval algorithm based on ontology
can extract implicit knowledge. Using ontology
knowledge library to extract potential keyword can
retrieve keywords information that the user does not
input, however the results might be very useful to users.
From Figure 8 we can find that the number of retrieval
document is less than 100 by checking with general
retrieval containing keywords "gongyemei", but more
than 900 documents can be retrieved by an ontology
semantic extension.

350

The number of retrievaled document

300

250

200

150

100

50

1000

0

General query

The number of retrievaled document

900

Ontology query
Method

FIGURE 9 The number The number of retrieval document comparison
with keywords “qimei”

800
700

5 Conclusions

600
500

This paper studies the construction method of domain
ontology. We have constructed a reusable, shared,
extensible, relatively perfect and practical medical
enzyme ontology by using ontology to integrate and
standardized medical enzyme knowledge system. The
modification, query and storage of ontology library are
carried out based on some applications of semantic web
supported by Jena, and the full-text retrieval algorithm
based on ontology is put forward. We have designed and
implemented a literature retrieval system based on
medical enzyme semantic, which have realized intelligent
ontology learning about medical enzyme literature
knowledge, as well as intelligent literature retrieval. In
the premise of precision ratio, recall ration have
significantly increased, what’s more, F-measure of
ontology query is higher than that of general query. It
provides intelligent basis for medical enzyme literature
related expert system, information retrieval, the education
system, the natural language understanding and so on.
This system is of strong reusability, because it cannot
only focus on a particular area, but also be used in
different semantic retrieval areas. As long as the
corresponding domain ontology is changed the system
can be used for information retrieval of the new domain.
The efficiency of information retrieval is improved by
using the advantage of ontology semantic expression.
In this article, we have just extracted part of the
enzyme domain knowledge to construct the medical
ontology model. Currently formalization of medical
enzyme ontology is relatively rare and at the same time,
there is no visual reasoning system, and the reasoning
function of reasoning layer also needs to be strengthened.
Therefore, it is very necessary for us to go on expanding
and constructing enzyme ontology model, which is also
our further research direction about ontology.

400
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General query
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FIGURE 8 The number of retrieval document comparison with
keywords “gongyemei”

The full-text retrieval algorithm based on ontology
has intelligent query function. In the case of laccase we
query the literature about functions of laccase. In medical
enzyme ontology knowledge library, keywords and
concepts are one-to-one correspondence, which
guarantees that the query uses concepts instead of text.
When the literature retrieval system based on ontology
gets the keywords "qimei" and "gongneng" it firstly
queries values of attribute "gongneng" of instances
"qimei" in ontology knowledge library, with the returning
values including the pulp bleaching, papermaking, hair
dye, the effect of lignin, industrial wastewater treatment
and so on. From Figure 9 we can find that the query
result is 312 literatures on the application of laccase and
the most appropriate literature is at the top by applying
the ranking mechanism. On the contrary, the general
query only find out less than 80 related literature when
entering keyword "qimeidegongneng". There is no way
of finding the literature corresponding to subordinate
concept of "qimei" and "gongneng" no matter what kind
of query retrieval strategies are used.
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Abstract
Temperature is a key technical index in rotary kiln combustion process, which is so difficult to measure directly online. The offline
analysis has large-time delay and poor precision. An intelligent prediction model of rotary kiln temperature based on case-based
reasoning was developed, which consists of four modules: data collection and pre-treatment, prediction, online modification and
effect estimate. The practical data of some rotary kiln were simulated. The industrial application results show that the prediction
model can reflect the actual operation condition and meet the requirement of real-time control .Its effectiveness is proved evidently.
Keywords: case-based reasoning, intelligent prediction, temperature control, rotary kiln

it. The new case with high typicality will be stored. And
in that way, the CBR system is improved.
The Figure 1 shows an intelligent prediction model
structure. It can forecast key variables of a complex
industrial process. X̂ is the output of the case-based
reasoning prediction module, X is the correction output,
 is the process data set from the distributed control
system (DCS),  is the artificial measurement data set
obtained by the measure model, e is the online correction
parameter from the online correction module, u is the
control input, y is the output of the controlled object.

1 Introduction
Rotary kiln is being widely used in many industrial
departments .But the biggest shortcoming of it is its high
energy consumption and low thermal efficiency. The
backward method to test and control it is the main cause.
At present, the estimation of its thermal state is still
dependent on the fire workers keeping observing the
“ring of fire” of the rotary kiln. The workers’ mental
state, technological literacy, responsibility and many
other factors would affect them .The large randomness
make it hard for the rotary kiln to save energy. Besides,
the rotary kiln is a typical multivariable, time varying and
distributed parameters nonlinear system. The thermo
technical process is so complex that it’s very difficult to
build a mathematical model for it. Using soft-sensing
technique to online test the temperature of rotary kiln is
of great significance to control the combustion process of
rotary kiln. At present, as an effective way to estimate the
uncertain variables of industrial process, soft-sensing
technique is being more and more widely used. It is
mainly aimed at building mathematical model for process
variables. It can be named prediction model according to
its characteristic and function.

Intelligent Prediction Model



X

e

Online
Correction
Module

Case-based Reasoning prediction Module

Adjusting and
Maintaining Module

Data Collecting and
Processing Module

X
Effect
Evalua
-ion
Module

Prediction
Module




u

DCS

y

Complex Industrial
Process

Measure
Module

FIGURE 1 The structure of the intelligent prediction model

2 Modelling method based on case-based reasoning
technology

2.1 DATA COLLECTING AND PROCESSING
MODULE

CBR is a methodology using past experience to simulate
human brain judging things. It expresses and stores a
large number of problems and their solutions in the form
of case. When meet a new problem (case), the system
will match similar cases from its case library and retrieve
the most similar one, then adjust their solutions to solve

Data collected from the working site always accompanied
with various kinds of interference noise. To furthest avert
them, we need converse the data and deal with the errors.
Under some conditions, we need also deal with the output
of the prediction model appropriately. As the model is
built on the premise of a series of hypotheses, it can’t be

* Corresponding author e-mail: ligongfa@wust.edu.cn
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all the fours with the practical situation. There are some
model errors.

3 Rotary kiln temperature intelligent prediction
model based on case-based reasoning

2.2 PREDICTION MODULE

When building a temperature prediction model of rotary
kiln, the temperature of rotary kiln should be analysed in
consideration of the periodically statistics of rotary kiln
temperature, the combustion chamber draft, the heating
gas flow, the heating gas pressure and the calorific value
of gas. Intelligent prediction will be operated based on
case-based reasoning technology. Figure 2 is the model
structure. The rotary kiln temperature intelligent
prediction model consists of case-based reasoning
prediction model, self-adjusting model and so on. There
is the measure data set of rotary kiln combustion process.
There is the output of the case-based reasoning prediction
model, There is the measure value of rotary kiln during a
time interval. There is the statistic of the artificial
measured temperature values. There is the error between
the output of the case-based reasoning prediction model
and the artificial measured temperature value, (>0) there
is the presupposed error limitation. There is the adjusted
output of rotary kiln temperature value. After the model
selector obtain the test data from rotary kiln combustion
process, the case-based reasoning prediction model will
accomplish the prediction and get the value. The result
will be adjusted according to the artificial testing
temperature statistic obtained by the self-adjusting model.
Then we can get the desired value.

Firstly, prediction model reads the current working
condition and retrieves similar cases from the case
library. Then the retrieved cases will be matched and
reused according to their similarity threshold to get the
solution, which is the dominant variable soft
measurement value that needs to be estimated. Analyse
the error between the actual measured value and the soft
measured value, assess the precision of the soft
measuring model precision. If a case cannot reach the
prospective accuracy, adjust it. Else store it into the case
library by corresponding rules.
When the case-based reasoning module is working, as
the object’s technological parameters and other condition
changing, the original useable cases may not be
appropriate any more. In order to make sure the casebased reasoning module can get the object’s changing
information and obtain the right result, the case-based
reasoning system need to adjust and maintain. That is the
function of the adjusting and maintaining module.
2.3 ONLINE CORRECTION MODULE
After the prediction module come into using, the output
of the module may drift if the object’s situation and
working location changed. To ensure the prediction
value’s veracity, it needs correction.

e





1 n
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n i 1
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T  T  e1
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Self-adjusting Model

FIGURE 2 The complex intelligent prediction model of rotary kiln

e is the online correction parameter, Xˆ i is the output of

3.1 CASE-BASED REASONING ALGORITHM


i

the prediction model, X is the actual measured value, n
is the sample size. The corrected output is

X = X̂ + e .

3.1.1 Presentation of the case

(2)

This method is easy to realize. We can adjust the
output of the prediction module with type (1) and type (2)
to facilitate the output result drifting and ensure the
accuracy.
2.4 EFFECT EVALUATION MODULE
This module compares the output of the case-based
reasoning prediction module with the artificial measured
data from the measure module to evaluate the prediction
accuracy.

The prediction model of rotary kiln temperature is based
on case-based reasoning prediction algorithm. Analyse
the operating parameters with visible controllable
analysis and use correlation analysis to compare them
with other variables. In consideration of variable
simplification, choose the parameters below as the
auxiliary variables of the soft-sensing model of rotary
kiln temperature: the heating gas flow u, the calorific
value of gas h, the heating gas pressure p and the
combustion chamber draft n. The cases of rotary kiln are
stored into computer in form of data base. The data base
is composed of several case records, presented as the
Table 1.

TABLE 1 The case of rotary kiln temperature
Time

Heating
Gas Flow

Working Condition
Calorific
Heating Gas
Value of Gas
Pressure

Combustion
Chamber Draft

Solution
Rotary Kiln Temperature
Prediction Value
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3.1.2 Case retrieval

number of matched cases, Simk is the similarity value
between the case set Ck and the working situation.

Case retrieval is of great importance to case-based
reasoning. Retrieve the case library according to the new
case and find the best solution. If the current working
state is described as X =  x1 ,x2 ,...,xn  , but the case in the

~

Suppose C as a case set with biggest similarity value
~

Simmax and the solution as J . J u is calculated solution
reused according to the case set.

case library is X k =  x1,k ,x2,k ,...,xn,k  , k = 1,...,m , m is

1  i  n 

and xi ,k can be defined as:

Sim  xi ,x i ,k  = 1  xi  xi ,k / Max  xi ,xi ,k  .

(3)

(4)

k 1

(6)

To ensure prediction accuracy, the initial predicted result
needs to be self-adjusted. Suppose the artificial
measuring data set as ti ,i  1,2,...,k . The data can be

i 1



The wi in Equation (4) is characteristic weight
n

 w =1.
i 1

k 1

3.2 SELF-ADJUSTING ALGORITHM

n

parameter,

l

The variables above are characterizing attributes.
Their feature weights are determined to be 0.25, 0.25,
0.25, 0.25 according to expert experience. Based on the
past cases from the temperature case library, the rotary
kiln temperature can be predicted with case-based
reasoning method.

And the similarity between current working state Cc
and the existing case Ck is:
Sim  Cr ,Ck  =  wi Sim  xi ,xi ,k  .

l

J u =   Simk  Yk  /  Simk .

the number of the cases. The similarity between xi



conducted with statistical process control (SPC) method.

i

k

Then write the similarity value into corresponding
case library.
Assume the similarity threshold is Simmax =
max( sim( cr ,ck )) .

 J v ,Simmax  J v
.
Simv = 
 Simmax ,Simmax  J v



T =

t
i 1


i

k

.

(7)

Tˆ1 is the initial rotary temperature value obtained by
case-based reasoning prediction model. The temperature
prediction effect is evaluated with the type below.

(5)

e1 = T̂1  T * ,

(8)

e1 is the error between the initial rotary temperature
value obtained by case-based reasoning prediction model
and the artificial test data. If e1  TB , it means the

The threshold J v is confirmed by engineers from the
practical situation.
If similarity value between a retrieved case with the
practical situation is  Simv , then the case is a matched
case.

output of the prediction model needs to be adjusted, e1 is
the adjusting parameter. Else, the output does not need to
be adjusted and e1 can be supposed to be 0. The adjusted

3.1.3 Case retrieval and matching

output T is:

Case retrieval and matching is the key to case-based
reasoning. Its main purpose is retrieving cases according
to the description of new problems and finding out their
solutions. Any case whose similarity value with the
current practical situation is over the threshold Simt will
be retrieved as matched case.

T = T̂1  e1 .

(9)

4 Industrial application
Apply the intelligent prediction model of rotary kiln into
an iron and steel complex’s mineral processing intelligent
control system. The temperature prediction is shown in
Figure 3. Statistic suggests, if the odds, which the rotary
kiln temperature prediction errors stay within ±10°C can
reach 91.8%, it will meet the industrial production
requirement.

3.1.4 Case reusing
In general, the solutions of the retrieved matched cases
can’t be directly used as the solution of the current
working situation. Assume the retrieved matched case set
is Ck = Tk , X k ,Yk ,Simk  , k = 1,2,...,l , l  m . k is the
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model of rotary kiln temperature can be built with the
suggested modelling method. It has been applied to
industrial production, the result is positive. That means
the method is effective.
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FIGURE 3 The prediction effective of the rotary kiln

5 Conclusions
The key parameters of a complex industrial production
process can’t be measured directly online. The intelligent
prediction model based on CBR is aimed at solving the
problem. In consideration of the rotary kiln temperature
cannot be measured in real time, an intelligent prediction
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Abstract
The series capacitor compensation technique can improve the transmission capability of transmission system; however, it may cause
subsynchronous resonance (SSR) which will seriously influence the safe operation of large turbo-generator shafts. Aiming at a series
capacitor compensation transmission system, the transient torques of SSR is simulated in different compensation degrees and unit
load levels. Based on the modified segmentation Prony algorithm (MSPA) proposed in this paper, the characteristic frequencies and
damping parameters are identified and analysed. The MSPA, complex Morlet wavelet and time-frequency contour map are integrated
and used in analysis of transient torques of SSR in time-frequency field. The results of study show that the transient torques develop
towards divergence direction and the frequencies of SSR (converted to the rotor side) in negative damping area move towards into
low frequency area with the increasing of the compensation degree. With the increasing of the power output, the torque values of
each shaft section will increase, but the dominant oscillation mode will not change. The increasing of power output can make the
damping effect slightly change and the trend of the change develops towards the direction that is not conducive to restrain SSR.
Keywords: series-compensated transmission, subsynchronous resonance, modified segmentation Prony algorithm, complex Morlet wavelet, timefrequency contour map

1 Introduction
Series compensation is an effective and economical mean
to enhance the transmission capability and improve the
stability of long transmission systems, but it may cause
subsynchronous resonance (SSR). The electricalmechanical resonance phenomenon would seriously
affect the safety of large turbo-generator shafts and the
stability of the power system. The SSR analysis methods
mainly include eigenvalue analysis, complex torque
coefficient approach, time domain simulation method,
Prony algorithm (PA), and so on.
PA can obtain the characteristic parameters of
sampling signal easily and is applicable for SSR analysis.
Most of the exiting PAs can only be applied to part of
sampling signal every time, so the results are random and
inaccurate [1-5]. An improved PA [6,7], which is called
segmentation PA (SPA) in this paper, enhances the
accuracy of the identified results by dividing the whole
observation window into several segments and comparing
the results of each segment obtained by PA to determine
the optimal results, but it reduces the computational
efficiency. More important, it is difficult to deal with and
choose the results among different segments. Reference
[8] reports a moving window PA (MWPA) which has
stronger adaptability to noise and can be applied to long
time range signals. However, it is raised on the basis of
the modified PA (MPA) which uses singular value
decomposition (SVD) to determine the rank of Prony
model. Experimental results of this paper and reference [9]
*

demonstrate that the order of the model acquired by
means of SVD is low, so some concerned oscillation
modes sometimes cannot be obtained.
In view of the problems mentioned above, a modified
SPA (MSPA) based on traditional PA (TPA) and SPA is
proposed in the paper. The MSPA, complex Morlet
wavelet and time-frequency contour map are integrated
and used in analysis of transient torques of SSR in timefrequency field.
2 Modified segmentation Prony algorithm
PA is a method fitting a linear combination of
exponential terms to a signal (N≥2p). Supposing that a
signal is composed by p exponential functions, the
mathematical model in discrete time function form is:
p

xn   Ak exp( j k ) exp[( k  j 2f k )nt ] ,

(1)

k 1

where n=0,1,…,N-1; k=1,2,…,p; p is the order; Δt is the
sampling time-interval; Ak, fk, σk and θk are magnitude,
frequency, attenuation factor and primary phase.
Meanwhile, the expressions of residues and pole are
defined as follows:
bk  Ak exp( jk )

zk  exp[( k  j 2f k )t ]

(2)
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Assuming that N is the number of data points in the
observation window, while the number of sampling data
within each segment is same as m, and the identification
order of each segment is same as p (p is great enough to
ensure the identification accuracy for each segment).To
ensure that it is completely applicable to effective signal,
there must be several repetitive data points whose number
is m-p between the adjacent sections. The serial number
of each segment is i and the total number of the segments
is j which can be calculated by the following formula.

j  [( N  m) / p]  1 ,

 1
 z
 1
 
 m 1
 z1

(4)
th

where xn are the data points in the i segment, i=1,2,…,j;
n=0,1,…,m-p-1; api=1. Sum the two sides of equations
shown as the above equation in all of the segments, and
then the following formula can be obtained.

 a x
i 1 h0

i i
h n h

0.

(5)

Because ahi (i=1,2,…,j; h=0,1,…,p) should remain
unchanged for each segment, let them be equal to ah.
Equation (5) can be transformed into Equation (6).
p

j

 

1
ah xni  h  0 .
j h 0 i 1

(6)

 X ( p  1)   a 0 
 
 X ( p)   a`1  ,

   
 
 X (m  2) a p 1 

z2m 1 

(9)

(10)

(11)

where C is a constant, which could be 0.5~1Hz according
to practical needs.
By means of making changes to the energy class, the
energy class of SSO modes is defined as:

(7)

m

Ek  Ak2  (e k st ) 2 
s 1

where X(n)=(xn1+xn2+…+xnj)/j; n=0,1,2,…,m-1. As shown
by Equation (7), the overall sample function matrix is
constructed and the average error effect of the whole
observation window is taken into account in the MSPA,
which are different from the exiting ones.
Using singular value decomposition and total least
square method (SVD-TLS) to solve the coefficients ah, zk
can be obtained by solving the characteristic polynomial
which is presented as Equation (8).
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The Equation (7) can be constructed by Equation (6).
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The resonance characteristic of the power system is
negative damped oscillation when σk is positive, and vice
versa.
According to the sampling theorem, the sampling
frequency 1000 Hz is adopted in the analysis of SSR. The
time length of each segment is set to 2 seconds and the
time length of the window 4~5 seconds is adopted and
the failure period should be avoided. With regard to the
rank p, the rank 100 is temporarily adopted here. Lots of
interference components will emerge when p is assigned
to a big value directly. The sampling signal is analysed by
KW-FFT method in order to get the frequencies (FL,
L=1,2,…) of the peak points, then the oscillation modes
can be preliminary screened by Equation (11).
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where the operator [ ]- means negative round number.
For the ith segment similar with the derivation process
of TPA, the forward differential equation can be obtained
and expressed as:

i



In term of zk and bk1 (residues in the first segment),
magnitude, primary phase, damping coefficient and
frequency can be obtained on basis of the following
formula.

(3)

 ahi xni  h  0 ,

1

1   b11 
 
z p   b21 

Ak2 (e2mt k  1)
1  e 2t k

.

(12)

Both magnitude and attenuation factor are taken into
account in Equation (12). Near each FL, a group of fk can
be obtained on basis of Equation (11). Their energy class
can be calculated by Equation (12). And then, the mode
whose energy class is the biggest among the group can be
found out. It is just one of the oscillation modes.
Simulation results based on the FBM show that the
MSPA presented here is suitable for the analysis of SSO
and superior to the traditional ones to some extent [10].

(8)
3 Complex morlet wavelet and time-frequency
contour map

The MSPA residues can be computed by SVD-TLS
according to the following formula.

The traditional FFT method is not suit for non-stationary
signal analysis. The complex Morlet wavelet adopts
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Gauss function, which time-frequency window area is
smallest, whose localization properties of time-frequency
domain are good, and the symmetry is better. The
transform result can reflect both the signal amplitude and
phase relationship [11, 12]. The introduction of the
complex Morlet wavelet transform can provide a new
means to torsional vibration monitoring and analysis.
The time-domain expression of complex Morlet
wavelet can be written as:

 (t ) 

1

f b

exp( j 2f c t ) exp( t 2 / f b ) ,

and 70%. Based on the time-frequency contour maps, it
should be noted that the former three modes are excited.
The second order natural frequency of torsional vibration
is the dominant oscillation mode when compensation
degrees are 30% and 50% (the curves in the figures
exhibit dark colour). As the compensation degree is 70%,
the first step mode is the dominant oscillation mode. The
results in Table1 show that the maximum torque response
value appears between LPB and GEN when
compensation degrees are 30% and 50%. As XC equals
to 70%, the maximum torque response value appears
between LPA and LPB (the maximum torque between
LPB and GEN is 3.498 p.u., however, it is 5.222 p.u.
between LPA and LPB). Therefore, the effect on the
position of the maximum torque should be considered in
the process of safety analysis on torsional vibration of
turbo-generator shafts to avoid locating the wrong
dangerous section.

(13)

where, fb is bandwidth parameter. fc is centre frequency.
The values of fb and fc can be adjusted according to the
time-frequency resolution need in practice. The analysis
result of the complex Morlet wavelet can be represented
by time-frequency contour map. After the specific form
of Morlet wavelet is determined, observation of a scales
wavelet transform is equivalent to that of time-frequency
contour map. Frequency-domain information and timedomain information are contained in time-frequency
contour map that can visually not only represent the
original signal energy distribution but also show the
relationship between each scale wavelet coefficient [13].
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4 Simulations and results

50
1

The study system is according to the conversion design of
the second benchmark model for computer simulation of
SSR, whose wiring diagram and parameters are given in
reference [14]. The generator and shaft are replaced. The
parameters of the turbo-generator come from a 600MW
unit, whose shaft is four spring-mass models, including
HIP, LPA, LPB and GEN. The system exhibits three
torsional modes at frequencies 12.512 Hz, 20.755 Hz, and
25.646 Hz. The auxiliary power is 4% of generating unit
rating.
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FIGURE 1 The torque response curve between LPB and GEN and its
time-frequency contour map (XC=30%)
3

TLPB-GEN/p.u.

4.1 ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT SERIES
COMPENSATION DEGREES
The simulation conditions are: generator output of Pe=0.9
p.u., terminal voltage of Vt=1.0 p.u.. It is assumed that
the system is experienced by an instantaneous single
phase short-circuit from 1.5 s to 1.6 s in the middle of the
line which contains series compensation. The simulation
lasts 10 s. Series compensation degrees (described by XC)
are respectively set as 30%, 50% and 70%.
The torque response curves in time-domain between
LPB and GEN and their time-frequency contour maps in
different compensation degrees are given in Figure 1,
Figure 2 and Figure 3. Table1 shows the maximum
torque response values in each section within ten seconds
when compensation degrees are different. It is clearly
indicated that the torque does not diverge when
compensation degree is 30%. However, the torque curves
become divergent when compensation degrees are 50%
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FIGURE 2 The torque response curve between LPB and GEN and its
time-frequency contour map (XC=50%)
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(described by Pe) are respectively set as 0.3 p.u., 0.6 p.u.
and 0.9 p.u.. The torque response curve and timefrequency contour map are illustrated in Figure 2.
The torque between LPB and GEN response curves
and their time-frequency contour maps for Pe=0.3 p.u.
and Pe=0.6 p.u. are given in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The
maximum torque response values in each section within
ten seconds when power outputs are different and the
results of the torque between LPB and GEN based on
MSPA are shown in Table 3 and Table 4. It can be seen
from the figures that all of torque response curves are
divergent and the second step mode is the dominant
oscillation mode. With the increasing of power output,
the maximum torque response values in each section are
also getting higher. All of the maximum torque response
values appear between LPB and GEN, at the same time,
the dominant oscillation mode of the torque has no
change. In other words, the dominant oscillation mode
will not change when power output is changed. However,
in view of the attenuation factors, the increasing of power
output can make the damping effect slightly change and
the trend of the change develops towards the direction
that is not conducive to restrain SSR.

TLPB-GEN/p.u.
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FIGURE 3 The torque response curve between LPB and GEN and its
time-frequency contour map (XC=70%)
TABLE 1 The maximum torque response values within ten seconds
when compensation degrees are different
THIP-LPA/p.u.
TLPA-LPB/p.u.
TLPB-GEN/p.u.

XC=30%
0.928
1.038
1.172

XC=50%
1.122
1.826
2.691

XC=70%
1.609
5.222
3.498

Table 2 shows the results of the torques between LPB
and GEN under the different series compensation degrees
analyzed by MSPA. As shown in the table, all of the
torsional vibration frequencies can be correctly
recognized. When the series compensation degree is 30%,
the modes at different frequencies have the positive
damping, so the torque response curve is damped. As the
series compensation degree is 50%, the modal damping at
the second order frequency is negative and the torque
curve appears to oscillation and divergence. As the series
compensation degree is 70%, the modal damping at the
first order frequency is negative and the torque curve
appears to oscillation and divergence. The frequencies of
SSR (converted to the rotor side) in negative damping
area move towards into low frequency area with the
increasing of the compensation degree. Therefore, in
order to prevent the happening of SSR, the series
compensation degrees must be designed reasonably in the
new transmission projects to avoid torsional natural
frequencies.

2

30%
12.620
20.841
25.634

70%
12.642
20.822
25.632

30%
-0.0346
-0.0009
-0.0356

σ
50%
-0.0184
0.1314
-0.0496
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FIGURE 4 The torque response curve between LPB and GEN and its
time-frequency contour map (Pe=0.3p.u.)
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TABLE 2 The results of the torques (TLPB-GEN) under the different
compensation degrees analysed by MSPA
XC
Mode1
Mode2
Mode3

1

70%
0.1278
-0.0024
-0.0383
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4.2 ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS POWER OUTPUTS
The simulation conditions are: series compensation
degree of XC=50%, terminal voltage of Vt=1.0 p.u.. It is
assumed that the system is experienced by an
instantaneous single phase short-circuit from 1.5 s to 1.6
s in the middle of the line which contains series
compensation. The simulation lasts 10 s. Power outputs
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FIGURE 5 The torque response curve between LPB and GEN and its
time-frequency contour map (Pe=0.6p.u.)
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TABLE 3 The maximum torque response values within ten seconds
when power outputs are different
THIP-LPA/p.u.
TLPA-LPB/p.u.
TLPB-GEN/p.u.

Pe=0.3p.u.
0.523
0.941
1.615

Pe=0.6p.u.
0.820
1.334
2.131

mainly as follows: (1) The second order natural
frequency of torsional vibration is the dominant
oscillation mode when compensation degrees are 30%
and 50%. As the compensation degree is 70%, the first
step mode is the dominant oscillation mode. (2) The
transient torques develops towards divergence direction
and the frequencies of SSR (converted to the rotor side)
in negative damping area move towards into low
frequency area with the increasing of the compensation
degree. (3) With the increasing of power output, the
maximum torque response values in each section are also
getting higher. All of the maximum torque response
values appear between LPB and GEN. (4) The dominant
oscillation mode will not change when power output is
changed. However, the increasing of power output can
make the damping effect slightly change and the trend of
the change develops towards the direction that is not
conducive to restrain SSR.

Pe=0.9p.u.
1.122
1.826
2.691

TABLE 4 The results of the torques (TLPB-GEN) under the different
power outputs analysed by MSPA
Pe/p.u.
Mode1
Mode2
Mode3

0.3
12.63
9
20.83
5
25.63
5

f/Hz
0.6
12.635
20.832
25.635

0.9
12.628
20.826
25.635

0.3
-0.0434
0.1107
-0.0607

σ
0.6
-0.0319
0.1199
-0.0530

0.9
-0.0184
0.1314
-0.0496

5 Conclusions
The series capacitor compensation technique can cause
SSR which will seriously influence the safe operation of
large turbo-generator shafts. The transient torques of SSR
are simulated in different compensation degrees and unit
load levels in the paper. Based on the modified
segmentation Prony algorithm proposed in this paper, the
characteristic frequencies and damping parameters are
identified and analysed. The MSPA, complex Morlet
wavelet and time-frequency contour map are integrated
and used in analysis of transient torques of SSR in timefrequency field. The achievements of this dissertation are
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Abstract
PIV experiments were carried out to study the mechanism and characteristics of a new artificial upwelling technology via differential heating named
“Differential- Heating-Liquid-Upwelling” (DHLU). Results show that there is a small scaled area with high temperature around the modelling heat
point source in DHLU system. The existence of this high temperature area is suggested as the power source of upwelling. Obvious upwelling flows
upon the heating source were observed in DHLU system. The stream tube of upwelling for DHLU system is just like an upside-down cone. The max
ascending velocity of horizontal layer increases firstly and decreases then as the height increases. A few of fluid masses with high ascend velocities
were observed and the mechanism of the DHLU is revealed.
Keywords: artificial upwelling, differential heating, mechanism

nutrient-rich water can be pumped into the euphotic
layers. Liu et al. [8, 9] also described a similar wavedriven artificial upwelling device which consists of a
buoy and a long pipe with a one-way valve. The main
principle of the wave driving device is that the valve is
only open on the down slope of a wave and close on the
up slope. An estimated flow rate is about 0.45 to 0.95m3/s
for a wave height of 1.90m and a wave period of 12s.
Tsubaki et al. [10] proposed an artificial upwelling
technology based on the concept of “perpetual salt
fountain” which is initiated by Stommel et al. In many
areas of the tropical and subtropical ocean, warm salty
water overlies colder fresher water. And that causes a
famous vertical convective motion calling “salt finger”.
The salt fingers occur because of the difference in the
diffusivities of heat and salt. When a pipe is inserted to
connect deep sea and the surface and the pipe is filled
with the low salinity deep sea water, the salinity of the
water inside the pipe is lower than that outside. The
upwelled deep sea water becomes almost the same
temperature as the surrounding water. Hence buoyancy
occurs in the pipe. The upwelling flow can be continues
as long as the differences of the temperature and salinity
exist. The flow rate with a single pipe was estimated as
approximately 45m3/day [10]. The results would suggest
that if such a perpetual salt fountain were to be viable for
an ocean farming project, a large number of upwelling
pipes would be necessary [11].
Liang et al. [12] proposed an air-lift pump for
upwelling deep ocean water. For the air-lift pump the air
is compressed into a vertical pipe, dipped in water.
Bubbles ascend and the water level in the pipe rises due
to the density decrease in the air–water mixture. Once the
water level reaches the top of the pipe and the water
flows out, the water flows continuously from the lower

1 Introduction
Upwelling is one of the most important conditions for
rich marine fish stocks [1]. Upwelling can bring the
nutrients which is rich in deep seas to the top and
euphotic layer of the ocean. Therefore the phytoplankton
which is at the bottom of most marine food chains can be
fed. So the areas with natural upwelling are the most
productive ocean fishing grounds in the world.
In recent years, only 75% of the world’s commercial
fish stocks are being fished at or above mean sustainable
levels [1]. This situation is likely to get worse as the
world’s population grows. Artificial upwelling is
considered as a promising technique for the enhancement
of productivity in a sustainable way, as artificial
upwelling can make up for the deficiencies of nature
upwelling which has a restriction of time and space [1, 2].
Many studies were carried out for artificial upwelling
technologies over the past few decades. McClimans et al.
[3, 4] realized artificial upwelling with a freshwater
source firstly, and then a combined method of fresh water
and bubble curtain, with which significant amounts of
nutrient-rich seawater could be lift to the light zone and
provide an environment in which useful algae can survive
at a large-scale fjord-experiment.
Kazuyuki et al. [5, 6] described an ocean nutrient
enhancer named "TAKUMI" to upwelling deep ocean
water with a pump which is powered by a diesel
generator. The prototype of the machine was
manufactured and set-up at the centre of Sagami Bay in
Japan. However, the deep seawater flow rate is only
about 1.2 m3/s.
Isaacs et al. [7] proposed to use wave energy to invert
the density structure of the ocean and therefore the deep,
* Corresponding author e-mail: lvmingcn@163.com
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end. For the air-lift pump the seawater flow rate ratio
could be hundred times higher when compared to the air
flow rate [12]. McClimans et al. [4] and Fan et al. [2]
studied the air-lift pump experimentally and the effect of
the air-lift upwelling method was confirmed.
In this paper, a new technology of artificial upwelling
via differential heating is proposed. This renovation
technology is bases on the phenomena that the vertical
temperature gradient of fluid, which is hot at bottom and
cold at top, can cause the vertical density gradient inside
the fluid, which will cause the inner vertical convection
of the fluid for the reason of buoyancy. In this paper, PIV
experiments were carried out to study the mechanism and
characteristics of this new technology which we named
“Differential- Heating-Liquid-Upwelling” (DHLU for
short in follows).

Lv Ming, Liu Haiqiang, Nie Xin, Pan Huachen, Liu Haiqiang

water. The water depth was kept at 420 mm. At the top of
the tank where was a water cooler. The water cooler was
immerged into water to keep the temperature of the top
water layer at a constant lever. The heating system was
fixed vertically at the bottom centre of the glass tank, as
Figure 1 shows. The height of the heating stick’s head
from the bottom of tank was fixed at 100 mm to avoid the
influence of the tank bottom. Rubber seals were used to
seal the heating system.
A group of nine K-type thermocouples was arranged
with its testing points placed nearly equidistantly upon
the heating system along the central axis of heating stick,
as shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. The No.1 to No.8
thermocouples were used to measure the vertical
temperature variation in steady upwelling with height
along the central axis of heating stick. The No. 9
thermocouple was placed in air to measure the room
temperature. Temperatures measured by thermocouples
were collected by a data logger of HP34970A with
34901A Armature Multiplexer Module (Agilent
Technologies, Inc.)
The fluid field of the upwelling was measured by the
V3V-2D PIV system (produced by TSI, USA). The PIV
system includes a laser (Nd:YAG laser, 350mJ, 15 Hz),
three cameras (PowerView Plus 4MP, 2K × 2K pixels ), a
synchronizer and Insight4G software. This system can
measure a three-dimensional flow field with a max area
of 140×140×100 mm. Figure 1 shows the positions of the
laser and cameras of PIV system in experiment.
In Experiments, the power of heating stick was set at
200W. And then the fluid field was measured by PIV
system when a steady upwelling could be observed.

2 Experimental setup
A schematic view of the experimental apparatus is shown
in Figure 1. Heat source of the DHLU system was
modelled by a self-made heating system. The heating
system consisted of a heating stick, a quartz fibre tube
and a temperature & power controller. The heating stick
with a diameter of 10 mm and a length of 25 mm was
placed inside the heat-insulated quartz fibre tube with an
inner diameter of 30 mm and a length of 400 mm. And at
the top, a length of 20 mm of the heating stick was kept
outside of the quartz fibre to simulate a point heat source.
The heating temperature and the power of heating stick
can be controlled by the Temperature & Power Controller
separately.
The environment of the upwelling was modelled by a
glass tank of 700×400×550 mm. The tank was filled with

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental system
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TABLE 1 Heights of the test points of thermocouples from the top of
the heating stick
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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filament of upwelling appeared narrow at bottom and
wide at top. More studies were carried out to analysed the
three dimensional shape of the upwelling boundary with
V3V technology. The 3D iso-surfaces of the velocity of
0.019 m/s was figured out, as Figure 4 shows. From the
Figure we can see the explicit shape and distribution area
of upwelling. The stream tube of upwelling for DHLU
system is just like an upside-down cone.

Height (cm)
0
1
5
10
15
20
25
30
35

3 Results and discussion
Experiments were carried out on DHLU system. In steady
case, the vertical temperature distribution in upwelling
along the central axis of heating stick was shown in
Figure 2. The temperature of heat source could be kept at
about 61℃ when the power of heating stick was set as
200 W in experiment. As the height increased from 0, the
temperature dropped quickly firstly. And the temperature
dropped to 26℃ when the height rose only 5 cm from the
top of heating stick. And then as the height increased
again the drop of temperature became slowly. And finally
the temperature of water reached an environmental water
temperature of about 20℃. The room temperature
measured in experiments was 17.5℃. Above all, we can
see that there is a small scaled area with high temperature
around the modelling heat point source in DHLU system.
The existence of this high temperature area is suggested
as the power source of upwelling.

(a) Velocity

(b) Vertical velocity
FIGURE 3 The velocity field at a XY plane across the centre of heating
stick (Z= -650 mm)
FIGURE 2 Variations of vertical temperature in steady upwelling vs.
the height of test point from top of heating stick (P=200 W)

The fluid field of upwelling was measured by PIV in
steady case via V3V technology. The measure area was
set as X=140 mm, Y=140mm, Z=100mm. X and Z are
horizontal coordinates. Y is vertical coordinate. The
position of modelling heat point source was set at X=-20,
Y=-70, Z=-650 mm.
Figure 3 shows the velocity field at a XY plane across
the centre of heating stick in a steady case. Both the full
velocity and the vertical velocity(Y-direction velocity)
were figured out. It is shown that the temperature
difference caused by the heating at bottom can cause
obvious upwelling. There were obvious upwelling flows
with up velocity upon the heating source. The stream

FIGURE 4 Iso-surfaces of velocity equals 0.019m/s in upwelling
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Furthermore, several water masses with high speed
were observed in upwelling. Speeds of those water
masses are obviously higher than the fluid around. A
string of those water masses appeared and floated up in
steady case. This suggests that the mechanism of the
DHLU may be as follows: The heating at bottom of the
heat source produces a series of fluid masses with relative
higher temperature and lower density. And those fluid
masses ascend due to the density decrease and bring the
fluid around ascend together. And a continuous steady
upwelling is formed as the heating at bottom continuous.
We also analysed the vertical velocity field of
horizontal layers at different heights from the modelling
heat point sources, as shown in Figure 5 to Figure 7.
Totally speaking, in steady case the max ascending
velocity of horizontal layer increases firstly and decreases
then as the height increases. The area of upwelling
increases as the height increases.

Lv Ming, Liu Haiqiang, Nie Xin, Pan Huachen, Liu Haiqiang

FIGURE 7 The vertical velocity field at a horizontal XZ plane with a
height of 120 mm(Y= 50 mm)

4 Conclusions
PIV experiments were carried out to study the mechanism
and characteristics of a new artificial upwelling
technology via differential heating named “DifferentialHeating-Liquid-Upwelling” (DHLU).
Results show that there is a small scaled area with
high temperature around the modelling heat point source
in DHLU system. The existence of this high temperature
area is suggested as the power source of upwelling.
Obvious upwelling flows upon the heating source were
observed in DHLU system. The stream tube of upwelling
for DHLU system is just like an upside-down cone. The
max ascending velocity of horizontal layer increases
firstly and decreases then as the height increases. A few
of fluid masses with high ascend velocity was observed
and the mechanism of the DHLU is suggested as follows:
The heating at bottom of the heat source produces a series
of fluid masses with relative higher temperature and
lower density. And those fluid masses ascend due to the
density decrease and bring the fluid around ascend
together. And a continuous steady upwelling is formed as
the heating at bottom continuous.

FIGURE 5 The vertical velocity field at a horizontal XZ plane with a
height of 40 mm(Y= -30 mm)
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Abstract
According to the low accuracy and low stability of the single feature-based method for Trojan detection, a multi-feature fusion
method based on SVM and DS evidence theory is proposed. First, three types of flow features such as session, upload data of
session/download data of session, distribution of data packet size are extracted from the data stream. Then the SVM classification
results of each single feature are used as evidences to construct the basic probability assigned (BPA). Finally, we use DS combination
rule of evidence to achieve the decision fusion and give the final detection results by fusion results. The experimental results showed
that the accuracy of multi-feature fusion method was 97.48% which has good performance on accuracy and stability compared with
the single feature method in Trojan detection.
Keywords: Trojan detection, support vector machine, DS evidence theory, multi-feature fusion

combining multi-feature fusion Trojan detection method
based on SVM and DS evidence theory. Using the DS
evidence theory’s advantage [10-11] of dealing with
uncertainty information and the better classification
capabilities of SVM in small sample, we combine
multiple single features of Trojan detection information
and get the final test results according to the decision
rules. It's important to note that this paper is to study the
Trojans of information stealing. After such Trojans are
implanted into the target system, they will record or
collect all kinds of important information of the target
system, such as stealing all kinds of user names and
Passwords, and send the information to the attacker
through a particular way.

1 Introduction
With the fast development of information technology, the
rapid growth of data has become a serious challenge as
well as a good opportunity in many industries [1]. In the
era of big data, Trojan technology based on data stream
communication has become the primary means of
attackers to steal confidential information, which poses a
serious threat to network security. Therefore, the research
of Trojans based on the data stream communication
brooks no delay.
At present, many scholars, at home or abroad, have
made a lot of research and exploration about Trojan
detection methods, mainly divided into two host-side and
network-side [2, 3]. Among them, only the host-side
software protection can’t achieve effective detection for
Trojan, and the Trojan detection method based on data
flow analysis of network traffic gradually becomes a hot
topic, attracting more and more attention. However, the
existing work, mostly focus on the researches of a single
feature[4-6], typically by establishing and maintaining a
pre-defined characteristics database, using the database to
match the characteristic information with the network
data flow. If the match is successful, it gives an alarm. In
addition, the comprehensive utilization of multi-feature
also has made some achievements [7-9], but these studies
are simply integrated multiple features without effective
integration, resulting in the low rate of Trojan detection,
and prone to false negatives and false positives, thus
affecting the accuracy and validity of the detection
system.
In order to further improve the accuracy of Trojan
detection, on the basis of feature extraction, we propose a

2 Feature extraction of Trojan
Due to the limit of firewall and NAT networks, the
controlled terminal initiates a connection request to the
control terminal in general Trojans. After that the
connection is established, once the controlled terminal
takes orders of the control terminal, they generally open a
new session to execute, which will be ended when the
session is finished. Figure 1 shows the timing sequence.
Based on the flow characteristics of the Trojans’
communication, this paper detects Trojans by analysing
the roles of both Trojans communication sides (controlled
terminal and control terminal) playing respectively and
the inconsistency of performance in the communication
and the roles that they play. By analysing the
communication theory of many Trojans and a great
amount of communication features, we select three types
of effective communication behavioural characteristics to
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distinguish between normal network communication
behaviours and Trojan communication behaviours.
Controlled Terminal

Control Terminal

Session Control

Close 2
Close n-1

Establish n-1

...

Transport
Session n

Close n

Establish n

Transport
Session n-1

Because of that the data flow of Trojan communication is
the upload data flow from the inside out; we extract
characteristic D of upload data volume / download data
volume in the session. When the controlled terminal
initiates the communication, it is presented as the client
of connecting C/S model requested resources. After that
the connection is established, it will turn into the service
side to provide resources, in which cases the amount of
data sent is much larger than the amount of data received.
Thus this ratio is greater than one for Trojans, while in
normal HTTP C/S server, the upload data is far less than
the amount of download data, the ratio is less than one.

time

Close 1

Establish 2

Transport
Session 2

Establish 1

Transport
Session 1

2.2 SESSION UPLOAD DATA VOLUME /
DOWNLOAD DATA VOLUME FEATURES

2.3 THE DISTRIBUTION FEATURE OF PACKET
SIZE

FIGURE 1 The timing sequence of Trojans communication session

For the characteristic of packet size distribution in the
communication process, we extract the following
characteristics:
1) The number of receiving small packets / the
number of small packets S1 , most of the packets received
in the controlled terminal from the Trojans are the control
commands, which are mainly small packets different
from the big packets for sending information. So the
value is generally greater than 0.5, and the normal HTTP
C/S server is always the case that clients receive resource
information from services, such as website information,
most of which are big packets.
2) The number of big packets sent / the number of
large packets S 2 , most of the packets sent in the
controlled terminal from the Trojans are the resource files
and host information, which rarely receiving a large
package, so the value is generally greater than 0.5. The
normal HTTP C/S server is the case that the client
requests the resource, and only sending the request to the
server, receiving server's resources, so the number of big
packets sent is low.
To sum up, we extract six features from three types,
which are session feature, upload data volume / download
data volume features and distribution feature of packet
size. Grey pigeons Trojan sample is used as an example,
intercepting data flow of a period of time in these
samples. Table 1 shows every characteristic of data flow.

2.1 SESSION FEATURE
There is significant difference between Trojans and
normal HTTP C/S server. For Trojans, interactive
commands, file resource searching and file transfer need
artificial waiting and operating time. Therefore a longer
time of communication is needed, while the normal
HTTP C/S server performance to release the connection
after completing the first request, so there is seldom a
long connection. We use three parameters to describe the
session features. Let T1 be the number of TCP sessions,

T2 be control session duration and T3 be IP flow
duration.
1) The number of TCP sessions T1 : when the IP
connections launch the first TCP session, the value of T1
is one, before the end of the session, the value of T1 plus
1 when a TCP session is finished.
2) Control session duration T2 : the control session
duration is the duration of the first TCP sessions.
3) IP flow duration T3 : the duration of the data
communication between one pair of IP is from the first
TCP session between the pair of IP to the end of all
sessions.

TABLE 1 The characteristic of data flow

T1
7.0

session feature
T2
184.25

upload data volume/download data volume features

T3
190.45

D
6.83

distribution feature of packet size
S1
S2
0.64
0.75

risk, because the problem will be converted into a
constrained quadratic programming problem in SVM
ultimately, so SVM is usually able to get a global optimal
solution. SVM is a method that by defining the optimal
linear hyper plane and summarizing the search of optimal
linear hyper plane algorithm as solving a convex
programming problem, and using Mercer nuclear

3 SVM and DS evidence theory
3.1 SVM
SVM (Support-Vector Machines) [12] is an important
product of statistical learning theory. SVM is able to
make experience risk minimization in a fixed structural
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expansion theorem. The sample space is mapped into a
dimensional or even infinite dimensional feature space by
nonlinear mapping function T, and making it possible to
solve regression and highly nonlinear classification
problems in the sample space by using linear learning
machine method. The classification function as
f ( x) 



xi SV

ai yi k ( x, xi )  b .

Let m1 , m2 ,..., mn be BPA of different evidences on
recognition framework, m(A) can be expressed as:
m( A) 



(  mi ( Ai )) / k .

(2)

A1  A2 ... An  A 1 i  n

K is the normalization constant, and

(1)

k  1



A1  A2 ... An 

In the formula, ai is Lagrange multiplier, b is a
given threshold according to the training samples, SV is
support vector set and k ( x, xi ) is kernel function. Among
them, only the kernel function satisfies Mercer
conditions, then it corresponds to inner product of a
certain space, and the nonlinear transformation can be
changed by the inner product to linear transformation of
high-dimensional space.
The process of solving Equation (1) is the training
process of SVM. Therefore the results through the
training and evaluation are as same as the classification
function used in the actual detection.

((  mi ( Ai ))) .
1 i  n

4 The decision level fusion Trojan detection algorithm
By analysing the characteristic information of Trojans in
the detection, we can get that Trojan session feature,
session upload data volume / download data volume
feature and distribution feature of packet size are
independent of each other, so you can take advantage of
DS theory, which has the ability of composite the
independent evidences to combine the identification
information from the SVM of different characteristics.
Finally, the target type is given by decision module
(Trojans or normal HTTP C/S server). The Trojan
detection algorithm model is shown in Figure 2.
The basic idea of detection algorithm is as follows:
1) Trojan Detection of Single Feature SVM.
According to Trojan feature extraction method mentioned
before, we extract three types of single-feature, Trojan
session feature T1 T2 T3 , session upload data volume /
download data volume feature D and distribution feature
of packet size S1 S 2 .Then we detect three types of singlefeature above with SVM classifier.
2) The Choice of SVM Training Algorithm Using
SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) algorithm [13]
to train the training set, it is because of that the influence
from the choice of kernel function parameters is much
bigger than from the kernel function itself on the
classification results. So this paper selects Radial Basis
function (RBF) as the kernel function.

3.2 DS EVIDENCE THEORY
The evidence theory established by Dempster and Shafer,
which is called the D-S theory, is an important method of
uncertainty reasoning. DS theory combines the trust
function from two or more evidence bodies into a new
trust function as a basis for decision making. The
principle is as follows:
Let  be recognition framework. We define function
m : 2  [0,1] , if there is m : 2  [0,1] such that:

M ( )  0 (  is empty set),  m( A)  1 ( A  2 ) , then
we call m(A) as that basic probability assigning (BPA) on
the framework, which means the precise degree of
confidence in the proposition, which is also known as the
mass function. If m(A)>0, A is focal elements.


The session feature

Trojan
Samples

Feature
Extraction

The session upload
data volume/download
data volume features

The distribution feature
of packet size

SVM1

BPA1

SVM2

BPA2

SVM3

BPA2

DS
Fusion

Decision
Output

FIGURE 2 The Trojan detection algorithm model
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In this method, given data sample ( xi , yi ) , i  1, 2,...n ,
kernel function K ( xi , y j ) and adjustable parameters C,
the necessary and sufficient conditions are Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions that all training data samples should
meet the following conditions:

ai  0  yi f ( xi )  1 ,

(3)

0  ai  c  yi f ( xi )  1 ,

(4)

ai  c  yi f ( xi )  1 ,

(5)

testing the learning sample set, and you can get the
accuracy of classification. So BPA function is defined as
following:
m j ( A)  pi qi

4) The Decision Fusion and Judgment Rule. We can
calculate the confidence of evidences by Equation (8),
and the confidence of overall evidences by Equation (2).
Let Ai (i  0,1) be sample type (data flow of Trojan or
normal data flow), Aw is the target category (data flow of
Trojan or normal data flow). The classification decision
obeys the following rules:
1) m( Aw )  max{m( Ai )} , the target class is the class
with the greatest confidence.
2) m( Aw )  m( Ai )  1 (1  0) , the difference value of
target class and other class should be greater than a
certain threshold.
3) m( Aw )  m( )   2 ( 2  0) , the confidence of
target class should be greater than the assign value of
uncertain reliability.
4) m( )   3 ( 3  0) , the uncertain reliability of
target class’s evidence shouldn’t be too large, and the
assign value of uncertain reliability should be less than a
certain threshold.

f ( xi ) is the output of data sample with number i. The
diagram of KKT conditions is as follows

 c

 0



  0


0   c



u  1

(8)

u 1

5 The prototype of detection system

FIGURE 3 The schematic diagram of KKT conditions

In this paper, in order to verify the efficiency of Trojan
communication detection method, a rapid Trojan
detection system has been designed. The system consists
of data acquisition module, feature extraction module,
Trojan detection and alarm response module. The
structure is shown in Figure 4:

The SMO algorithm breaks the problem down to the
smallest size which is able to achieve, and each
optimization only processes the optimization problem of
two data samples. Its greatest advantage is that with
analytical method for solving smallest optimization
problems, avoiding the iterative algorithm and improving
the overall computing speed. The algorithm does not
require processing large matrix and no additional storage
space is required. So this algorithm is suitable for
processing the network data flow.
3) BPA Function Building. The standard output of
SVM is {1,-1}, which is not a probabilistic output but a
hard decision output, so we can't use it as BPA of
evidence theory. In order to construct the BPA of
evidence body, we build probabilistic modelling by
combining many classification probabilistic results of two
categories. First, assuming the given data of type l, and
for any x, we estimate the probability of matching class
by sigmoid function [14], namely:

hij  p( y  i | y  i or j, x) .

Alarm response
module

Trojan detection
module
Configu
-ration
module
Feature extraction
module

(6)

Data acquisition
module

For posterior probability pi :

1 l
min(   (hij pi  hij p j ) 2 ) .
p
2 i 1 j: j 1

Log File

FIGURE 4The structure of detection system

In this system, we use Winpcap to get data in data
acquisition module. Feature extraction module is
responsible for extracting the Trojans communication
session, the session upload data volume / download data
volume and packet size distribution. Trojan detection

(7)

According to Equation (7), we can get the posterior
probability after the training of the sample set. Then
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module detects Trojan detection in real time based on
Fusion Trojan detection algorithm of decision-making
level, and alarm response module extract the appropriate
information recorded in the log file. Configuration
module is used to configure other modules.

are called Wake1.0, Wake2.0 and Wake3.0
respectively.Wake1.0 masks itself by increasing
redundancy, Wake2.0 masks itself by dividing sending,
and Wake3.0 masks itself by discontinuous transmission.
The initial data sample consists of 410 normal network
sessions and 145 Trojan sessions. Five groups of
experiments were performed. Each of them randomly
selected 90% of the initial data sample as the SVM
training sample, and selected alternatively 10% of the
data sample as the test sample. Then the test samples
were divided into 10 test sets according to the type of
data flow, and the data type of each test set was Trojan
data flow or normal data flow.
First, we extracted six features from three types by
using the method mentioned, which are session feature,
upload data volume / download data volume feature and
distribution feature of packet size, and normalized to
them. Then we classified the data flow by multi-feature
fusion method. In the method, we selected RBF as the
kernel function of SVM model and used cross-validation
method to select the error penalty parameter C and
kernel parameter  : C  40 ,   2.43 . We obtained
judgment threshold from a lot of experiments: 1  0.6 ,

6 Trojan detection experiments
6.1 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
The experiment is conducted in a small laboratory
environment. Shown in Figure 5, there are 20 hosts in the
LAN access the internet and the host network bandwidth
is 3Mbps. Among them, we implanted Trojans in host
PC1, and build DNS in host PC5. The program
containing the above-mentioned Trojan detection
algorithm has been installed in a separate server host.
The operating environment:
 CPU: Xeon E5 2.3G
 Memory: 16G
In this paper, based on grey pigeons Trojan
(Win32.Hack.Huigezi), we designed three types of
Trojans with high concealment by increasing redundancy,
dividing sending and discontinuous transmission to
conceal their communication data flow features, which

 2  0.7 ,   0.1 .

PC1

Firewall
PC2

Switch

……

Internet

PC20

Mirror port

Detection procedure
FIGURE 5 The experimental topological diagram
TABLE 2 The related records of three groups’ experiments
The types of Samples

2-3 Wake1.0

4-6 Normal data flow

5-7 Wake3.0

Single feature
m1
m2
m3
m
m1
m2
m3
m
m1
m2
m3
m

m(A0)
0.5733
0.6673
0.6014
0.8242
0.1012
0.2345
0.1947
0.0754
0.5678
0.7912
0.6322
0.8943

Confidence function value
m(A0)
m(θ)
0.3125
0.1142
0.2134
0.1193
0.1756
0.2230
0.1405
0.0353
0.7914
0.1074
0.5678
0.1977
0.6235
0.1818
0.8997
0.0249
0.2565
0.1757
0.1345
0.0743
0.2379
0.1299
0.0924
0.0133

Detection results
Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite
Wake1.0
Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite
Normal data flow
Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite
Wake3.0
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6.2 ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON

the value of single-feature confidence function, the
confidence of actual target increases a lot, which means
the uncertainty of the detection is greatly reduced.
b) Three types of data samples which are unable to
detect by multi-feature SVM (such as 2-3 and 5-7 in the
table), can be accurately detected after the data fusion, so
the multi-feature fusion method based on D-S evidence
theory has good performance on accuracy and stability,
which enhances the ability to detect Trojans.
2) Using the test set in the test samples as a unit, we
recorded the detection rate and the multi-feature detection
rate of five groups’ experiments. The results are shown in
Table 3. The detection rate means the percentage of
correct classification in data samples, and m1 , m2 , m3 has
the same meaning of Table 2.

1) We recorded the value of confidence function and
recognition results of single-feature and fusion multifeature in the experiments. Table 2 shows the related
records of three groups’ experiments randomly selected.
In which, m1 is the session feature, m2 is upload data
volume / download data volume, m3 is distribution
feature of packet size and m is the fusion result. For
example, No.2-3 means the data flow of the third test set
in group 2.
Table 2 shows the experimental results:
a) Comparing the value of confidence function
combined by session, upload data of session / download
data of session, and distribution of data packet size with
TABLE 3 The experimental results
Experimental group
1
2
3
4
5
Average

The detection rate of single feature
m1
m2
m3
60.25%
80.15%
65.34%
87.23%
92.34%
89.23%
70.34%
85.00%
80.00%
70.46%
90.25%
78.05%
62.25%
81.25%
68.75%
70.11%
85.80%
76.27%

Table 3 shows the experimental results:
1) Comparing three types of single-feature detections,
because of that the great difference between Trojan data
flow and normal data flow in upload data volume and
download data volume, the method based on upload data
of session / download data of session performs better than
the method based on session and distribution of data
packet size. On the other hand, the test data which is
complex in fact results in the inaccurate calculation to
reduce detection rate. In summary, the single-feature
detection has a high error rate, poor reliability and
stability.
2) The average accuracy of multi-feature fusion
detection reaches 97.48% and has less volatile.
Comparing with the single-feature detection, the accuracy
and stability has improved significantly. Because that the
DS evidence theory is based on SVM’s posterior
probability and credits assigned of classification accuracy
structure, it combines the different feature detection
information with session, upload data of session /
download data of session, and distribution of data packet
size, and makes full use of multi-feature information to
improve the accuracy and stability of Trojan detection.
Additional, we use BotHunter detection software [15]
to test the samples above. BotHunter is a kind of driverbased IDS detection software which can detect the
behaviors of network scanning and file downloading
during the process of bot software infection. It matches
with data flow feature and gives an alert when the

The fusion recognition rate of multiple features
97.28%
96.96%
96.44%
100%
96.78%
97.48%

infected host is highly unusual. Some of the experimental
results are shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4 The detection result of BotHunter
Experimental
group
2
3
5

The types of
Samples
Wake1.0
Wake2.0Wake1.0
Wake3.0

The detection
rate
88.3%
90.6%
85.2%

We can get the conclusion that the detection rate of
the method proposed in this paper is higher than the
detection rate of BotHunter software, which has a better
practical significance.
7 Conclusions
In order to improve the detection rate of Trojans, we
propose a multi-feature fusion method based on SVM and
DS evidence theory. First, we use three types of SVM
classifiers respectively based on session, upload data of
session / download data of session, distribution of data
packet size for detecting Trojans. Then the SVM
classification results of each single feature are used as
evidences to construct the basic probability assigned
(BPA). Finally, we make use of DS evidence theory to
achieve the decision fusion and give final detection
results by fusion results. The experimental results showed
that the accuracy of multi-feature fusion method was
97.48% in the real network environment, which has good
performance on accuracy and stability compared with the
single feature method in Trojan detection.
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Abstract
The study of autonomous planning of UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) flyable on-line path to adapt unstructured environment and
improve manoeuvring warfare capability has an important practical significance. A path planning algorithm on-line of UAV based on
Pythagorean Hodograph (PH) curve is put forward, which can consider the kinematics and dynamic constraints. The effect of the key
parameters on the trajectory generation are analysed, and the appropriate value range that satisfy the constrains are given. To
overcome the blindness iteration, the method of improved estimation of distribution algorithm (EDA) is used to trajectory
optimization. In the estimation of distribution algorithm, the probability selection mechanism of global elite individual based on
interval selection is raised, which improve the speed and precision of the path generation. When the obstacle is detected by the UAV,
only if the position and the direction of the interrupt point is given, the trajectory can be replaned online. Simulation results for UAV
trajectory optimization generation prove the validity and practicability of the algorithm.
Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicle, PH curve, estimation of distribution algorithm, trajectory generation, backstepping

mobile robot; the reference [7] uses the seven order
Bezier curve to plan the UAV’s flight path, considering
constraints of system performance such as the curvature.
At present, the Pythagorean Hodograph (PH) curve is
widely used in aircraft path planning online [8-10], the
planning path is C 2 type path that has continuous
curvature, and has a lot of advantages compared to other
curve. The overall curvature is small. The length,
curvature and bending energy of the curve can be
calculated in closed form. At the same time, the length
and curvature of PH trajectory is easy to coordinate.
The references [8-10] give the method of generating
PH curve path, and consider the kinematics constraint and
safety constraint. When the path doesn’t meet the
requirements of curvature constraints, increase the
tangent vectors’ length of the start and the end control
points of the PH curve by iteration, but this article
doesn’t study the optimization parameter’ selection for
the coordination of the curvature and the path length, and
the iteration is time consuming.
In this paper, the effect of the key parameters on the
trajectory generation are analysed, and the appropriate
value range that satisfy the constrains are given. To
overcome the blindness iteration, the method of improved
estimation of distribution algorithm (EDA) is used to
trajectory optimization. The concept of Estimation of
Distribution Algorithm (EDA) is first proposed in 1996
and develops rapidly in about 2000 [11], which has
become the cutting-edge research in the field of
evolutionary computation. EDA presents a new
evolutionary pattern. In traditional genetic algorithm,

1 Introduction
Unmanned Aerial vehicles (UAVs) hold good promise
for autonomously carrying out various operations in
unstructured environment. However, autonomous
trajectory planning is still among the most difficult and
important problems for the UAVs should allow more
flexibility and thus more complex applications, such as
avoid collision with moving obstacles. The literature that
deals with this problem is rapidly growing.
Some planning algorithms, such as rapidly-exploring
random trees [1], genetic algorithm [2] and A* algorithm
[3], divide the object region or explore large areas, and
find the collision avoidance path points, then the path
points are smoothed to flyable path, where vehicles on a
team may be regarded as obstacles, making cooperation
almost an inevitable approach for the problem.
Some scholars put forward the method of applying
curve to plan the whole path directly, such as
Shanmugavel [4] put forward that using Dubins curve to
plan multiple UAVs’ paths. Dubin path is composed by
circular arcs and straight line, and from the perspective of
the theory of differential geometry, in order to get a
smooth flight trajectory, the first two derivative of the
path is existed at least, that is, the curvature of the curve
is continuous, but Dubin path is C1 type curve, and is not
the C 2 type curve. The reference [5] gives the method of
using the Clothoids curve to get path that the curvature is
continuous, the curvature linearly change along the curve,
but the path length is not easy to generate closed solution.
Jolly [6] applies the Bezier curve to the path planning of
* Corresponding author e-mail: yangxiuxia@126.com
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d (obstacle,UAV )  Robstacle  Rs
,
where
d (obstacle,UAV ) is the distance between the centre of
the circle enclosing the obstacle and the centre of the
safety circle of the UAV. Robstacle is the radius of the
circle enclosing the square obstacle.

with the population representing a group of candidate
solutions for optimization problems, each individual of
the population has its own adaptive value, and then do the
genetic manipulation of simulated natural evolution, such
as choose, crossover and mutation, repeating the
manipulation until the problem is solved. However, in
EDA, there is no traditional genetic operation such as
crossover and mutation, but the learning and sampling of
the probabilistic model. EDA describe the distribution of
the candidate solutions in space through a probability
model, uses statistical learning tools from the perspective
of the macro group to establish a probabilistic model to
describe the distribution of solutions, and then take a
random sampling of the probabilistic model to generate
new populations, repeat it and achieve the optimization of
the population. Traditional evolutionary algorithm
achieves the population evolution based on the genetic
manipulation for the every individual in the population
(crossover and mutation, etc.) and establishes the
mathematical model from the "micro" level. But EDAs
directly describes the evolution trend of the population
through the establishment of a mathematical model based
on the whole population from the "macro" level in
biological evolution. To satisfy the value range of the PH
curve and select the optimum parameters, the probability
selection mechanism of global elite individual based on
interval selection is raised, which improve the speed and
precision of the path generation.

2.2 USING PH TRAJECTORY GENERATION AND
ITS ANALYSIS
Reference [10] show that the lowest order of the PH path
that has a point of inflection is the fifth, called the quantic
PH. The presence of an inflection point allows the path to
have more flexibility so that the path can easily be
manipulated. Hence, the quantic PH curve is used for
path planning, in which six control points are needed.
Supposing
the
path
is
t2

t2

t1

t1

s(t )   r (t ) dt  
Selecting



2

x(t ) 2  y (t ) 2 dt .

appropriate

 t 

to

satisfy

t   x t   y t  .
'2

'2

Then the length of the path is
1
s  t     (t ) dt .

t

(1)

t0

2 PH Trajectory Optimization Generation

We can produce PH curve by selecting appropriate
u(t ),v(t ),w(t ) to construct x  t  ,y  t  and satisfy Equation
(1). Therefore

2.1 PROBLEM PRESENTATION

x(t )  w(t )[u 2 (t )  v2 (t )], y(t )  2w(t )u(t )v(t ),

Let the starting pose of the ith UAV is posesi ( xsi , ysi ,si )
and the final pose of the same UAV is pose fi ( x fi , y fi , fi ) ,

x2 (t )  y 2 (t )   w(t ) u 2 (t )  v 2 (t )

 (t )  w(t ) u 2 (t )  v 2 (t ) 

then the path of the UAV is defined as the parametric
curve ri (t )  [ x(t ), y(t )] with curvature  i connecting the
initial
and
final
pose:
ri ( t )
Posesi ( xsi , ysi ,si ) 
 Pose fi ( x fi , y fi , fi ) .

2

,

where w(t )  1 . The Bernstein form of u(t ),v(t ) is
2
 2
u (t )   uk   t k (1  t ) 2  k , t  0 1 ,
,
k 0
k 
2
2
u (t )  u0 (1  t )  2u1 (1  t )t  u2t 10.

In this case Pythagorean Hodograph curve in
parametric form subjected to the following constraints:
1)  i (t )   max 10 , where  max is the maximum
curvature attainable by the UAVs.
2) The vehicles must keep safe distance to avoid inter
collision while tracing their corresponding trajectories.
This can be written in mathematical form as follow:
Rsi  Rsj   .
That is, the intersection of the safety circles of radius
Rsi , Rsj corresponding to i-th and j-th UAVs must be
empty.
3) The vehicles must keep safe distance to avoid
collisions with known obstacles while tracing their
corresponding trajectories. This can be written in
mathematical
form
as
follow:

2
 2
v(t )   vk   t k (1  t ) 2  k , t  0 1 ,
k 0
k 
v(t )  v0 (1  t ) 2  2v1 (1  t )t  v2t 2 .

Considering the numeric stability, PH curve can be
give by Bézier curve. The curve is

 x(t )  5
5
5 k k
r (t )  
   Pk  k  (1  t ) t ,
y
(
t
)

 k 0  

(2)

where Pk  ( xk ,yk ),k =0,1,2,3,4,5 are control points,
which have the following relation:
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1
P1  P0  (u02  v02 ,2u0 v0 ) .
5

(3)

1
P2  P1  (u0u1  v0 v1 , u0 v1  u1v0 ) .
5

where

2
s

,

 f  x 2f  y 2f ,

,

9 2 2 2 2 5
15
(u0  v0  u2  v2 )  (u0u2  v0 v2 )  ( x4  x1 ),
16
8
2
9
5
15
b  (u0 v0  u2 v2 )  (u0 v2  u2 v0 )  ( y4  y1 ),
8
8
2
a

(4)

1
P3  P2  (u12  v12 , 2u1v1 )
5
1
 (u0 u2  v0 v2 , u0 v2  u2 v0 ) .
15

 s  x  y
2
s

c  a 2  b2

(5)

1
P4  P3  (u1u 2  v1v2 , u1v2  u 2 v1 ) .
5

(6)

1
P5  P4  (u 22  v22 ,2u 2 v2 ) .
5

(7)

Therefore P2 , P3 can be determinate.
From the generation of the PH trajectory, it can be
seen that if the start and the final pose are known, the
tangent length  s ,  f of the start and the end points can
determine the UAV trajectory. The trajectory has
continuous curvature. From equation (3) to (16) it can be
seen that after the pose of the initial control point
poses ( xs , ys ,s ) and
the
final
control
point
pose f ( x f , y f , f ) and the tangent length  s ,  f are

Giving the initial and final tangent vector length
(xs , ys ) , (x f , y f ) , P1 ,P4 can be determinate.

r (0)  P0  ( xs , ys ) ,

(8)

r (0)  5( P1  P0 )   xs , ys  ,

(9)

r (1)  P5  ( x f , y f ) ,

(10)

given, four paths will be generated. Select the path with
minimum energy, and justify whether the path is satisfy
the curvature constrain. If not, justify the tangent vector
length  s ,  f . The bending energy is calculated by the
following expression:

r (1)  5( P5  P4 )  [x f , y f ] ,

(11)

E    2 (t ) (t )dt10

1
 xs , ys  ,
5

(12)

P1  P0 

The curvature of the UAV path is:

 (t ) 

1
P4  P5   x f , y f  .
5

 f  x f
 u2 
5 


v 
2  sign(y f )  f  x f
 2



,



(15)

ca

u1 
3 u0  u2  1 
,
v     v  v   
4  0 2  2  sign (b) c  a 
 1

(16)

3



2[u (t )v(t )  v(t )u (t )]
.
w(t )[u (t ) 2  v(t ) 2 ]2

(18)

In references [8-10], the parameter  s ,  f are selected
by iteration, which is time consuming and the optimize
parameters cannot be get. On the following, through
analysing the relationship between tangent vector length
 s , f and the path performance under the different initial
and the final position and the tangent line direction, the
parameters value range are given.
Suppose the initial and the final control points are:
 Ps ,s    0, 0  ,  Pf ,s    600 , 800  . The distance

According to reference [10]:

(14)

r (t )  r (t )
r (t )

(13)



 s  xs


 u0 
2

,


v 

( s  xs ) 
 0
 sign(5ys )

2



(17)

between the two points is: P0 P5  1000 . Suppose the
maximum curvature of the planning trajectory is 0.02.

TABLE 1 The effect of different tangent vector length and initial/final angle to the curvature
tangent vector length
initial/final angle (°)
0/120
30/120
60/120
90/120
120/120
150/120

1
d
15

1
d
10

1
d
5

1
d
3

1
d
2

2
d
3

0.0235
0.0249
0.0270
0.0297
0.0324
0.0408

0.0118
0.0128
0.0143
0.0161
0.0180
0.0221

0.0034
0.0042
0.0055
0.0067
0.0076
0.0111

0.0038
0.0056
0.0074
0.0079
0.0075
0.0113

0.0076
0.0129
0.0144
0.0118
0.0092
0.0138

0.0157
0.0273
0.0215
0.0141
0.0099
0.0154
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For convenience, set the tangent vector length  0 ,1 is
proportional to the distance d of the initial and the final
points where d  P0 P5 . Similarly, to get the affection of

能量最小曲线的曲率

x 10

12

the initial and the final heading angle to the PH path
curvature, set the heading angle at some step, and the
simulation results are shown in table 1.
Suppose the initial/final angle is 30/120°, from
Figures 1-5, the minimum bending energy PH curve with
different tangent vector length and the corresponding
curvature are shown.
It can be seen that when the tangent vector length is
short, the curvature of the PH curve is very big and not
easy to satisfy the constrains, which is shown in Figure 1
1
(  0  1  d ). With the increase of the tangent vector
15
1
length, such as  0  1  d (in Figure 3), the curvature
5
is small, which can satisfy the demand of the
performance. When increase the tangent vector length
1
continuously, such as  0  1  d (in Figure 4), the
3

10
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400
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peak appear in the curvature curve, accordingly, the
bending energy and the length increase. From the above
analysis, it shows that the tangent vector length  s , f
should be selected appropriately in some interval. At the
same time, with the different initial and final angle  s , f
may be selected differently. From above it show that
1
2
 s , f can be selected in the interval    d , d  .
15 3 
Under the different combination of the initial and the
final tangent vector length, the PH path maximum
curvature change with the initial heading angle increase
at the step  6 is shown in Figure 7, where the final

An EDA starts with a solution population Pop and a
solution distribution model Prob. The main loop consists
of three principal stages. The first stage is to select the
best individuals (according to some fitness criteria) from
the population. These individuals are used in the second
stage in which the solution distribution model Prob is
updated or recreated. The third stage consists of sampling
the updated solution distribution model to generate new
solutions offspring.
Estimation of distribution algorithm is suitable
especially for the situation of this article, which needs to
find the feasible range of  s , f first, which meets the
dynamic performance constraints and then optimize the
parameters. On the following, the probability selection
mechanism of global elite individual based on interval
selection is introduced to the EDA to adapt the interval
optimization of the PH trajectory planning. The improved
EDA is applied to optimize parameters of the flight path,
in order to complete the manoeuvre in high dynamic
environment with the threats.
1) Performance Index
In order to get the shorter path and has strong
manoeuvrability, considering both the length s and
curvature  , and the curvature of path reflects by
bending energy E , so the performance index is defined
as:

angle is 2 3 . The initialization condition of the best
PH curve can be found from Figure 7. At the same time,
the heading angle that satisfy the curvature constrain can
also be found from the different initial and the final
tangent vector length.
0.045
ε0=300
ε0=400
ε0=500
ε0=600

0.04
0.035

曲 率 /m -1

0.03
0.025

J  min(1  s  2  E) ,

0.02
0.015

where the bending energy E is calculated by the equation
(17), the length of path is calculated by the Equation (1).
2) Gene coding
The real values  s and  f are applied to coding the
individual gene in estimation of distribution algorithm.
Suppose the distance between initial point to final point is
ps p f , the range of tangent vector length of the starting

0.01
0.005

0

30

60

90
角 度 /°

120

(19)

150

FIGURE 7 PH path maximum curvature change with the initial heading
angle increase

2.3 PATH OPTIMIZATION GENERATION BASED
ON ESTIMATION OF DISTRIBUTION
ALGORITHM

2
1

and ending points are set to  s   ps p f , ps p f  ,
15
3


2
1

 f   ps p f , ps p f  , which can satisfy the
3
15

constraints of system dynamic performance, and doesn't
make the length of path and bending energy too large.
Using this heuristic information, the number of
iterations can be reduced when generate and optimize the
trajectory.
3) Individuals Chaotic Initialization
In order to improve the population diversity, initialize
the individuals using chaotic variables.
The Logistic mapping chaotic model is induced:

In order to make full use of the performance of PH curve,
and overcome the defects of blind iteration in the present
literature, the method for generating and optimizing flight
path based on distribution estimation algorithm is put
forward.
EDAs use probabilistic modelling of promising
solutions to estimate a distribution over the search space,
which is then used to produce the next generation by
sampling the search space according to the estimated
distribution. An algorithmic framework of most EDAs
can be described as follows:
Framework of EDA
Pop InitializePopulation( )
while Stopping criteria are not satisfied do
Popsel = Select(Pop)/*Selection*/
Prob =Estimate(Popsel) /*Estimation*/
Pop = Sample(Prob)/*Sampling*/
endwhile

rd 1  rd (1  rd ) ,

(20)

where rd  (0,1) ,  is the control parameter. When
  (3.56, 4.0) , equation (20) is in a chaotic state. Take
  3.6 , the coverage of chaotic sequence can meet the
requirements of the population diversity.
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Mapping the chaotic variables to the range of the
decision variables ( x j _ min , x j _ max ), the j-th component of

n

H j ( N )   p jk log p jk

the i-th individual X ij can be get:

H j (N ) is the overall information measure of the jth

X ij  x j _ min  ( x j _ max  x j _ min )rd 1 ,

(21)

locus. From the definition of information entropy, the
greater of H j (N ) the better of the locus diversity.

where j  1, 2,…，M , M is the number of the variables,
i  1, 2,…，N , N is the number of the individuals.
4) Establishment of the Probability Estimation Model
and Generation of the New Population
Divide the range [a j , b j ] of all variables x j into

Population information is abundant in the early
evolutionary, which may achieve the maximum entropy
log n . With the increase of the evolution generation t
and the improvement of the fitness, the population
diversity will reduce gradually. When the individuals in
the population achieve consistent, the diversity is zero.
b) Population diversity calculation and adjustment.
The threshold for diversity of each generation is
defined as:

equal span [a jk , b jk ] , where k is the kth search interval,
k  {1, 2,…, n} , n is the interval number of division.
Select the elite individuals at the probability pe . The next
generation individuals’ genes are generated according to
the probability of the elite individual in each interval
[a jk , b jk ] . That is, suppose the probability of the elite
individual in the kth search interval of the jth dimension
search variable is p jk (shown in Figure 8)
p jk 

 (t )  A  (log n )  e

s 1

k 1

jk

 p j   p jk

j
new genes. If p  p j1 , select the values within interval

[a j1 , b j1 ] to generate the new genes. Thus, the next
generation population will be generated at a rather large
probability in the interval with more excellent individual.

interval1

interval k

j

…

M

Pj1

Pu .

Reserve the best individual of each generation.
7) Gauss Perturbation Optimization
In order to find the optimal individual, Gauss
perturbation is adopted for the neighbourhood
optimization of the best individual. The variable
perturbation is carried out as follows:

M
interval n

(24)

increased, and inoculate it with the probability

values within the (s+1)th interval [a js , b js ] to generate the

…

,

Pjk

( s  {1, 2,…, n  1} ), select the

k 1

1

Bt
G

M

. (22)

When new individuals are generated, create random
p j in (0, 1) for each gene. If
number
s



where A  (0,1) is regulating coefficient, B  0 is
accelerating factor, t is the current evolution generation,
G is the total evolution generation.
Justify the population diversity in the process of
evolution. If the diversity is below to the threshold given
by equation (23), the chaos substitution needs to be
adopted. The detail operations are:
i) M individuals are selected randomly from the
population with probability P , where P  (0,1) .
ii) The chaos substitution ware adopted. Lowdiversity gene loci j of X it was chosen, a new gene was
generated according to the Equation (20) after
normalization, then chaos substitution was carried out
with the probability pc .
6) Vaccination Based on the System Information
In order to make full use of the system information,
the immune evolutionary mechanism is added. Extract
the vaccine at first, and according to the system
information and the heuristic information, such as if
initial boundary curvature does not meet the requirement
of the curvature’s constraints, the value of  s should be

The number of elite individual contained in Kth intervalof locus j
N

p

(23)

k 1

Pjn

FIGURE 8 Probability value of the elite individual locus in every search
interval

xb' , j  xb, j  N (0,  ) ,

5) Individual Diversity Adjustment Based on Interval
Information Entropy
a) Diversity calculation of each locus
The interval information entropy theory is used to
define the population diversity. The j-th locus
information entropy H j (N ) is defined as

(25)

where xb , j is the jth variable of the optimal individual,
xb' , j

is the

individual

values

of variables after

perturbation, N (0,  ) is the amount of Gaussian
distribution,  is the variance, N (0,  ) may be replaced
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by other random distribution. If the fitness of the
individual xb' , j exceeds xb , j , the perturbation is carried
out. Retain the original optimal individual.

trajectory can be generated between the obstacle detected
point and the interrupt point. Then take the interrupt point
as the initial point and the object or the next interrupt
point as the final point, the next trajectory can also be
generated. To keep the continuous of the trajectory, on
the detect point and interrupt point, the direction of the
tangent line keep unchanged. Through adjusting  s ,  f

8) Performance analysis of the algorithm
a) The improved algorithm is convergent by
probability 1, and the convergence speed is accelerated.
For the optimal reservation mechanism in the
algorithm, although the other operators are added, the
convergence of the algorithm is not affected. Based on
the certification of literature [12], the convergence
probability of this algorithm is 1. The global elite
individual probability selection based on EDA can
effectively improve the convergence speed. After the
vaccination operation, the system information can be
fully used to speed up the evolution towards the optimal
solution.
b) The global optimal solution is appropriate to get.
The loci interval information entropy is used to judge
the population diversity and it can more accurately reflect
the information of the individual, and it can obtain the
individual that satisfies the evolution rule by the
adjustment of the threshold in the process of evolution,
which is more meet the requirements of the evolution
than using the fixed density individual choice. Chaos
initialization and Gauss perturbation optimization make
the search space increase and the probability of local
optimum decrease.
9) Step of the Algorithm
a) Determine the range of the parameters and
decoding them with real value. Divide the interval, using
the chaotic initialization and perform individual
vaccination with probability pu .
b) Calculate the interval probability estimation model
of elite individuals, and generate the new population.
Calculate locus information entropy of each individual
and adjust the low diversity genes using chaotic replace
operation.
c) Using immune mechanics, perform individual
vaccination with probability pi .
d) For the individuals satisfying the dynamic
constrains, calculate the fitness J and preserve the best
individual X b . Optimize the best individual by Gauss
perturbation for the neighbourhood. If the best fitness
keeps constant in g generations or arrives the max
generation, then output the best individual and stop, else
return to step b).

of each trajectory, the flyable trajectory that satisfy the
performance constrains can be given.
3 Simulation Results
1) The optimization PH trajectory generation based on
EDA
Supposing UAV sets up from the initial point Ps
0 ，0 to the object point Pf 200 ，500 . The initial
angle  s is


5
and the final angle  f is  . The
6
4

maximum curvature constrain is kmax  0.02 .
Estimation of distribution algorithm is used to
generate the trajectory. After normalizing the curvature
and the trajectory length, the weight coefficient is set to
1  0.008, 2  40 . Determining the parameter range of
every gene, the elite individuals selection probability
1
pe  , the diversity select threshold coefficient are set
3
to A=0.8, B=0.8. The low diversity individual probability
P =0.6. The chaotic replacement probability pc  0.5 .
The inoculation probability Pi =0.5. The initialization
individuals gene inoculation probability pu =0.6. The
Gauss perturbation variance   0.1 .
Set the population individuals number N=10, the
evolution generation G=10. The tangent vector length is
2
1

 s   ps p f , ps p f 
selected
as
,
3
15

2
1

 f   ps p f , ps p f  . The optimization trajectory is
3
15

generated and the corresponding optimized parameters
 s  97.3 ,  f  98.2 , the path length s  548.63 , the
maximum curvature kmax  0.0111 .
Set the evolution generation G=5, the simulation
results are shown from Figure 9 to 11. The optimized
parameter  s  88.3 ,  f  99.8 , s  546.6 ,

2.4 COLLISION AVOIDANCE PH TRAJECTORIES
GENERATION

kmax  0.013 . Compared with the simulation results of
G=10, the near optimal trajectory is already found. For
the online planning, the optimal trajectory is not needed,
while the iteration times is reduced largely, which show
that the flyable trajectory can be generated in a short
time.

When UAV detects the unknown moving threat or
obstacle and it need to be avoided, the interrupt point of
the trajectory should be given. The UAV will replan the
trajectory according to the velocity and the position of the
obstacles. After the UAV velocity turn angle and the
interrupt point coordinate are determined, the new
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The minimum bending energy curve among four PH curve
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300
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Pf are 0 ，0 and 200 ，500 . The heading angle


17
and
 . Suppose the detect distance S t
18
9
is 100. The average UAV speed Vu is 50. On the location

9
The curvature of path(1/m)

200
x(m)

It is assumed that the starting point

10

s ,  f

8
7

are

132 , 90

6

of the PH path, the obstacle is detected. The

radius of the barrier’s circle is 20, the movement velocity
is Vo  40 , the line-of-sight angle between UAV and

5
4

obstacle is o  6.6° .
It can be judged whether UAV need to avoid obstacle
according to the obstacle avoidance principle of velocity.
The coordinates of the insertion point are 215，200 and
the angle that UAV needs to counter clockwise turn is
  76.4° by calculation at the insertion point.
Using PH curve, UAV collision avoidance trajectory
is generated, which is shown in Figure 12. The UAV
successfully realize the obstacle avoidance online.

3
2
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100

FIGURE 12 UAV planning Trajectory Based on PH Curve

FIGURE 9 N Trajectories of the Last Generation Individuals
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FIGURE 10 Curvature Change with the Length of the Trajectories in
Figure 9
0.7965
0.796
0.7955

4 Conclusion

Best J

0.795
0.7945

Pythagorean Hodograph (PH) curve is used to plan the
UAV trajectory, which is flyable and satisfy the
kinematics and dynamics constrains. The effect of the key
parameters on the trajectory generation are analysed, and
the appropriate value range that satisfy the constrains are
given. EDA is used to optimize the trajectory overcome
the blindness iteration. The proposed probability selection
mechanism of global elite individual based on interval
selection is appropriate to the PH trajectory interval
optimization, which improve the speed and precision of
the path generation. The method of PH optimization
generation can be generalized to three-dimension
trajectory generation.
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FIGURE 11 The Optimum Individual Fitness Evolution Curve

2) Collision Avoidance Trajectories Generation
Online
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Abstract
Reliability is very important in digital radio point-to-point transmission system, especially for bulk data transfer in narrow band
channel. Currently most applications are based on raw UDP service, which does not guarantee the reliability, and existing reliable
UDP transfer protocols do not satisfy the performance expectations. The article presents R2UDP(Reduced Reliable UDP) over the air
transfer suitable to radio system, SBACK (selective bundled ACK) and smart probe improves the transfer efficiency and saves the
bandwidth, and also minimizes the impact of bulk data transfer to other traffic on the shared channel.
Keywords: R2UDP, bundled ACK, smart probe, digital radio, narrow band channel

The literature [5-7] proposed the RUDP that sends a
message into waiting queue and continues to send the
next packet, do not receive confirmation of the message
and then send a message. Compared with the literature
[3-4], RUDP saves a lot of waiting time. However, it is
still to confirm each message and spend a lot of
resources. Lack of RUDP based on [5-7], the literature
[8-13] put forward the concept of batch confirmation or
timing validation BA-RUDP (Bulk Ack-Reliable UDP).
The BA-RUDP algorithm is better than the previous
RUDP. It has saved a lot of time and resources, but it still
exists some problems: the sending end of the sending
pointer is only one. Namely, the sending end each
received confirmation; the sending pointer need
temporarily stop the sending operation if the sending end
has the need to retransmit a packet. This process is still a
stop waiting process, spend considerable time.
This paper presents R2UDP (Reduced Reliable UDP)
protocol for the specific application of digital wireless
narrow-band system of point-to-point file transfer. The
protocol creatively adds selective BACK (Bundled ACK)
and smart probe, improves the transmission efficiency
and save the bandwidth, but also reduces the influence of
mass data on the shared channel transmission.

1 Introduction
In digital radio system, some data application needs to
transfer bulk data over the air in low speed underlying
channel. This application does not occur often to warrant
having a dedicated reversion channel. And it has the
lowest priority and shares channel resource with other
traffic loading. As a result, it will take a long duration for
whole transfer and occupy the bandwidth for a long time,
not only because the channel speed is low and packet loss
probability is high, but also the transfer is interrupted
often by other higher priority traffic occurred on the
shared channel.
Currently methods of the data transmission mainly
has TCP (transmission control protocol), SCTP (Stream
Control Transmission Protocol), and the UDP (user
datagram protocol). TCP and SCTP protocols are
connection oriented, ensure the reliability of the data, but
the processing is complex, efficiency is not high, occupy
more resources, unable to support the massive concurrent
connections; UDP protocol adopted for non-connection
transmission, fast speed, high efficiency, and can support
massive concurrent connections, but there are many
shortcomings of poor reliability [1-2]. Through the
comparison, the UDP protocol is a more appropriate
choice to further improve the speed of data transmission.
To study and improve the reliability of UDP protocol
has become a hot issue in current. The literature [3, 4]
proposed the RUDP protocol for the environment of a
large number of communication terminal frequently
sending small size message to the dedicated server. The
protocol is very similar with the TCP timeout
mechanism. Although compared with TCP, the protocol
is much simplified, the kinds of delay is not suitable for
fast data transmission of wireless narrow-band system.

2 Problem statement
In digital radio system, some data application needs to
transfer bulk data over the air in low speed underlying
channel. This application does not occur often to warrant
having a dedicated reversion channel. And it has the
lowest priority and shares channel resource with other
traffic loading.
As a result, it will take a long duration for whole
transfer and occupy the bandwidth for a long time, not
only because the channel speed is low and packet loss
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probability is high, but also the transfer is interrupted
often by other higher priority traffic occurred on the
shared channel.
For example, as shown in Figure 1, the PCR OTAP
(Over The Air Programming) application deployed in

USB

PC Application

remote PC server and subscriber exchanges large size
configuration data through the DMR (Digital Mobile
Radio) radio system, such as IPSC (IP Site Connect),
single site. The system context diagram is illustrated
below.

OTA

DMR System

Control
Station

OTA

Subscriber

FIGURE 1 System Context Diagram

The PC application and the subscriber application are
two end applications for bulk data transfer in the existing
radio data application infrastructure. The control station
is a L3 device to route the data between the RAN and the
wired USB connection. It is transparent to application
and does not expect any specific change. The channel in
the RAN is low speed with less than 9600 bps data rate, it
suffers from poor link quality and also shares with high
priority traffic, e.g. voice call. The channel of USB
connection is high speed and has good link quality.
In the radio system above, there is a critical parameter
of ‘time to transfer’ between the two ends, and the bottle
neck is the performance of the OTA link in the RAN. The
‘time to transfer’ over the air is impacted by many
factors, besides the inherent wireless channel
characteristic of high error rate due to RF impairment, the
round trip delay varies in different system, and the
transmission channel will become unavailable when the
subscriber is engaged in voice call, or it is out of RF
range, or radio user switches the channel, etc.. All of
them worsen the transfer success rate.
In case of bulk data transfer, we are pursuing shorter
transfer time with less bandwidth consumption, because
we need to minimize the impact of long time channel
occupation by this lowest priority data application. If the
duration is too long, it will not meet the requirement of
the application itself, and also it will impact other traffic
transfer occurred on the channel.
To achieve this goal, in upper L7 application layer,
the raw bulk data is compressed and fragmented, and the
transfer is designed as resilience. It means that the
application only needs to transfer those unsuccessful
fragments in continuous sessions and does not transfer
the data from the scratch, in this way the bandwidth
resource is saved and the whole transfer time is shorter.
Here the fragment size is balanced by the underlying
channel speed and feature interaction, if it is too large, it
will delay other higher priority traffic access on this
channel, and this will be unacceptable.
Although the L7 handling gets benefits to some
extent, the performance is still not desired. The main
problem is the efficiency of reliable transfer for each
fragment. So an effective transfer mechanism is expected

to transport the data over the air faster and consume the
bandwidth resource as less as possible.
Current known transfer mechanisms can be found in
transport layer protocols, e.g. TCP, UDP and some
standard file transfer protocols, e.g. TFTP. Since the UDP
does not provide reliable transfer service, it is upper layer
application’s responsibility to retransmit the failed packet
to guarantee the reliability. The UDP based transfer is the
direction of over the air transfer in radio system because
of its simplicity, lightweight, and some proprietary utility
of UDP/IP header compression. The existing UDP based
reliable transfer scheme is not desirable because the
retransmission strategy is low efficient or aggressively
clogs channel, or there is redundancy as it is heavy
weight model based which is not suitable to the radio
system. In consequence, the channel utilization and
system throughput is decreased, and the user interface is
hard to be utilized in special application scenario.
Accordingly, there is a need for a reliable UDP
transfer, which is lightweight and efficiently transports
the bulk data over the air in radio system.
3 R2UDP mechanism analysis
This paper provides an efficient reliable UDP transfer
over the air. It is a balance of efficiency and complexity
in radio system. R2UDP (Reduced Reliable UDP) is
referred in following chapters. The security is not covered
as it is supposed to be application layer’s responsibility. It
has the following goals.
1) It will guarantee the success rate of each data UDP
packet transfer, but not allow the big size data packet
is loaded on the channel too fast to clog the system.
2) It will reduce the reliability overhead as much as
possible to decrease the overall transfer time and save
the bandwidth, e.g. less cost on acknowledgement
traffic and handshake.
3) It will be lightweight and simple in radio system
model.
4) It will provide simple and general low level user
interface, like socket interface.
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3.1 GENERALS

receiver receives the bulk data and returns ACK to
indicate which packets are arrived successfully.
In the example below, the PC device is the data
sender that sends bulk data over the air to the receiver of
subscriber. As shown in Figure 2.
As shown in Figure 3, there are 2 symmetric data
paths provided for full duplex reliable channel as below.
Each path consists of bidirectional UDP packets (data and
ACK) and is independent on each other. The following
chapters only describe one path.
As shown in Figure4, R2UDP encapsulates the
payload data and send it with raw UDP service. The
transfer unit of R2UDP is called as segments as follows.

R2UDP is a ‘thin’ layer based on UDP and completely
compatible with UDP packet format to embrace existing
proprietary UDP/IP header compression. It attempts to
provide only those services necessary, in order to be
efficient in operation and small in size. It is efficient
because essentially there is small overhead and
retransmission intelligence.
R2UDP is deployed as 2 ends: ‘Fat’ sender and ‘thin’
receiver. One device could be both sender and receiver
for full duplex reliable channel. The sender initiates bulk
data transmission with UDP packets. It is the key
functional part to manage the pace of retransmission. The
PC: Sender Device

Subscriber: Receiver Device

Data Application

Data Application
Logic Reliable Channel

R2UDP

R2UDP

UDP

UDP
Control Station

IP
USB cable

USB

IP

IP
USB

RAN

USB

Radio Carrier

FIGURE 2 Protocol Stack Overview

receive

send

receive

R2UDP

send

R2UDP

Socket interface

Socket interface

UDP

UDP

IP

IP

Link Layer

Link Layer

PHY

PHY

data

ACK

FIGURE 3 Logical Reliable Channels

Network access header

IP header

UDP header

R2UDP header

DATA

R2UDP Segment
FIGURE 4 Segments in Frame
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R2UDP provides efficient reliable transfer through
main mechanisms here.
1) Manage sending buffer with several windows and
data blocks. The data block in next window is only
transferred when the current window transferring
completes. It essentially provides more patience to
avoid channel clogging.
2) Bundle acknowledgement for cumulative ACK and
selective retransmission. It essentially reduces the
traffic and increase the data throughput.
3) Active probe by the sender to pull in the last delivery
information. In this way, the sender is capable of
pacing the flow with more patience instead of put
bulk data aggressively.
4) Reduced header format and handshake overhead.

window number to differentiate it with others, and each
block engages one block number to identify it among
blocks in the window. The initial window number and
block number are 0 after data path reset which happens
prior to the beginning of first transfer. The window
number is increased by 1 each time a window buffer is
sent successfully.
Sender is responsible for filling in window and blocks
number, and make sure that a window must be
successfully received by receiver before a new window
starts.
Window number and block number are filled in
R2UDP header, which forms a data segment with data
block.
The window size can be modified during transfer
according to the total data length. If the remained data is
less than previous window size, e.g. there is only 4 data
blocks, while the previous window size is 5, the sender
updates the last window size as 4.E.g. transferring 2K
bytes buffer from user, window size = 3, block size = 256
bytes. The window n+1 is only transferred upon
completion of the window n.

3.2 RELIABLE COMMUNICATION
3.2.1 Window and Block Number
As shown in Figure 5, a buffer from user will be split into
several windows, and each window contains several
blocks, which share one ACK. Each window engages one

2K bytes
split
Sender

block
1

block
2

block
3

BACK

1280B

Window n
Receiver

block
1

block
2

block
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Sender

block
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block
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3
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3

BACK
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2
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Window n+2
Receiver

block
1
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2

block
1
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3

block
2

block
3

block
1

block
2

BACK

combine
2K bytes
FIGURE 5 Window Management

3.2.2 Bundled Acknowledgement

As shown in Figure 6, here the ACK is a bundled
acknowledgement for data segments belong to the same
window. Receiver will update the received data block
number in cumulative BACK when missing segment
arrives. The ACK segment will not be acknowledged.

R2UDP assumes it has only an unreliable datagram
service to deliver segments. To guarantee delivery of
segments in this environment, R2UDP engages
mechanism of ACK and selective retransmission.
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3.2.4 Selective Retransmission
Sender

Receiver

DAT
A n(

1)

DAT
A n(

2)

DAT
A n(

3)

As shown in Figure 9, sender sends out data blocks of a
window. Receiver will reply a BACK once all blocks in
the window are received. Otherwise if not all blocks are
received, receiver will wait for the blocks not arrived, or
reply a BACK for blocks arrived on receiving a PROBE.
Sender retransmits only those missing data blocks and
waits for the positive BACK.

2,3)
BACK n(1,

T1

DAT
A (n

Receiver

Sender
+1 ) (

1)

DAT
A n(
1)

DAT
A n(2
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FIGURE 6 Window size = 3, normal case

DAT
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3.2.3 Active Probe
To detect missing segments, the sender utilizes a
retransmission timer for each window transmitted. As
shown in Figure 7, the timer could be set according to the
single segment transfer time in the network and the
amount of segments. When an acknowledgement for a
window is received, the timer for that window is
cancelled. As shown in Figure8, if the timer for a window
expires before an acknowledgement is received, a
PROBE segment is transmitted. Receiver will reply a
BACK to identify the window number and received data
blocks.
Sender

PROB
E
T2

T3

DAT
A (n
+1

1)

DAT
A n(

2)

3.2.5 Reset Path
As shown in Figure 10, the data path is to reset before the
first transfer. Sender is responsible to send a RST upon
reset. On receiving a RST segment, receiver will discard
incomplete window, and then reply a RACK to indicate
its availability. Receiver will update its window number
on receiving a DATA segment.
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FIGURE 9 Window size = 3, 1 data segment loss
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We analysed the mechanism and performance of the
R2UDP protocol through the Motorola radio to test and
NS-2 network simulation.
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4.1 TESTING ON VOICE INTERFERENCE
The testing conditions are as follows: the radio is
Motorola Mag One A8, the channel bandwidth is

FIGURE 8 Window size = 3, BACK delay
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12.5KHZ, and the use of transferring the file is
bandwidth is 9600bps, the file is10M between the radios.
Comparison of the protocol is TCP, TFTP (the bottom for
the UDP protocol), and R2UDP. The total test time is 10
minutes and 5 seconds of the phone every 30 seconds in
Table 1. The total test time is 10 minutes and 5 seconds
of the phone every 20 seconds in Table 2.

4.2 SIMULATION ANALYSIS ON NO
VOICEINTERFERENCE
Through the NS-2 simulation comparative analysis of
TCP, UDP, R2UDP, the specific simulation environment
is shown in table 3. Given the error rate of lrate=4%,
different bandwidth situation, compare the average
throughput as shown in Figure 11. Given the bandwidth
of 9.6K, different error rate comparison of throughput is
shown in Figure 12.
As shown in Figure 11, compared to Vegas and Reno,
R2UDP showed good performance in a higher rate of
error (4%), a narrow bandwidth (less than 12K). As
shown in Figure 12, compared to Vegas and Reno,
R2UDP showed good performance with the increased
error rates in a narrowband system (9.6K), while Reno
and Vegas respectively in the error rate is 10% and 45%
in the case of a throughput of 0.

TABLE 1 Interference 30s
Protocol
TCP
TFTP
R2UDP

Data
4.054M
4.163M
4.769M

TABLE 2 Interference 20s
Protocol
TCP
TFTP
R2UDP

Data
3.292M
3.856M
4.293M

From Table 1 and Table 2 shows that, even in the
frequent case of a voice interrupted, R2UDP showed
better transmission performance. TCP and TFTP
transmission performance dramatically decrease with
frequent access interference.

TABLE 3 Parameter settings
Type
Link delay
Packet Size
Window size

Value
10ms
256Bye
3

12000

Throughput（ K）

10000
8000
6000
4000

Vegas
Reno
R2UDP

2000
0
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
1.2
Bandwidth（ K）

1.4

1.6

FIGURE 11 Throughput at 4% error rate

1.8
4
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10000
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Throughput（ K）

8000
6000
4000
2000
0
0
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0.5

0.6
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FIGURE 12 Throughput at 9.6K bandwidth
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+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
3 |DATA| 2 | n | 2 | Payload | --> Lost
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
4 Wait because not all segments of window 1
are received
5 Time out
+----+---+-+
6 |PROB| 2 |1| -->
+----+---+-+
+----+---+------+---+--------+
7
<-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0 |00000011|
+----+---+------+---+--------+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
8 |DATA| 2 | n | 2 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+--------+
9
<-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0 |00000111|
+----+---+------+---+--------+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
10 |DATA| 2 | n+1 | 0 | Payload | -->(next window
starts)
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+

5 Conclusions
This paper designs a simple and reliable R2UDP protocol
in order to adapt to the digital narrowband radio systems.
This protocol adds Selective BACK and Smart Probe
Frame. According to the measured data of Motorola
Digital Radio experiments indicate that: in the case of
frequent voice interrupted, R2UDP showed better
transmission performance; and through the analysis of
NS2 network simulation proves that, even in a higher rate
of error, the narrow bandwidth cases still showed a better
performance.
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Appendix Examples of operation
A1 No Segment Loss and Delay

A3 BACK Segments Loss
In this case, the receiver receives all segments of the
window and replies a BACK in time. It is the simplest
case.
Time
Sender
Receiver
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
1 |DATA| 2 | n | 0 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
2 |DATA| 2 | n | 1 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
3 |DATA| 2 | n | 2 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+

In this case, the receiver replies a BACK indicate, which
segments are received, and then the sender retransmits
those lost segments only.
Time
Sender
Receiver
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
1 |DATA| 2 | n | 0 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
2 |DATA| 2 | n | 1 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
3 |DATA| 2 | n | 2 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+--------+
5
Lost <-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0 |00000111|
+----+---+------+---+--------+
6 Time out
+----+---+-+
7 |PROB| 2 |0| -->
+----+---+-+
+----+---+------+---+--------+
8
<-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0 |00000111|
+----+---+------+---+--------+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
9 |DATA| 2 | n+1 | 0 | Payload | --> (next window
starts)
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+

+----+---+------+---+--------+
<-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0 |00000111|
+----+---+------+---+--------+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
5 |DATA| 2 | n+1 | 0 | Payload | -->(next window
starts)
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
4

A2 Data Segments Loss
In this case, the receiver replies a BACK indicate
which segments are received, and then the sender
retransmits those lost segments only.
Time
Sender
Receiver
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
1 |DATA| 2 | n | 0 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
2 |DATA| 2 | n | 1 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+

A4 Communication Over Long Delay Path
In this case, the sender sends a PROBE segment to query
the result of last transfer when timeout.
Time
Sender
Receiver
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+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
1 |DATA| 2 | n | 0 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
2 |DATA| 2 | n | 1 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
3 |DATA| 2 | n | 2 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+--------+
4
[Long Delay] <-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0
|00000111|
+----+---+------+---+--------+
5 Time out
+----+---+-+
6 |PROB| 2 |1| -->
+----+---+-+
+----+---+------+---+--------+
7
<-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0 |00000111|
+----+---+------+---+--------+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
8 |DATA| 2 | n+1 | 0 | Payload | --> (next window
starts)
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
The BACK at ‘7’ will be ignored by sender because it
duplicates with ‘4’.

Zhang Juan, Jiang Hesong, Hong Jiang, Chen Chunmei

+----+---+------+---+--------+
10

Time out
+----+---+-+
11 |PROB| 2 |0| -->
+----+---+-+
+----+---+------+---+--------+
<-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0 |00000111|
+----+---+------+---+--------+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
13 |DATA| 2 | n+1 | 0 | Payload | --> (next window
starts)
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
The BACK at ‘12’ will be ignored by sender because it
duplicates with ‘9’.
12

A6 Communication over Long Delay Path with Lost
BACK Segments
In this case, the sender sends a PROBE segment to query
the result of last transfer when timeout. After the BACK
is received, it retransmits those lost segments according
to the BACK.
Time
Sender
Receiver
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
1 |DATA| 2 | n | 0 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
2 |DATA| 2 | n | 1 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
3 |DATA| 2 | n | 2 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+--------+
4
Lost <-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0 |00000111|
+----+---+------+---+--------+
5 Time out
+----+---+-+
6 |PROB| 2 |1| -->
+----+---+-+
+----+---+------+---+--------+
7
[Long Delay] <-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0
|00000111|
+----+---+------+---+--------+
8 Time out
+----+---+-+
9 |PROB| 2 |1| -->
+----+---+-+
+----+---+------+---+--------+
10
<-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0 |00000111|
+----+---+------+---+--------+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
11 |DATA| 2 | n+1 | 0 | Payload | --> (next window
starts)
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
The BACK at ‘10’ will be ignored by sender because it
duplicates with ‘7’.

A5 Communication over Long Delay Path with Lost
DATA Segments
In this case, the sender sends a PROBE segment to query
the result of last transfer when timeout. After the BACK
is received, it retransmits those lost segments according
to the BACK.
Time
Sender
Receiver
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
1 |DATA| 2 | n | 0 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
2 |DATA| 2 | n | 1 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
3 |DATA| 2 | n | 2 | Payload | --> Lost
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
4 Wait because not all segments are received
5 Time out
+----+---+-+
6 |PROB| 2 |0| -->
+----+---+-+
+----+---+------+---+--------+
7
<-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0 |00000111|
+----+---+------+---+--------+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
8 |DATA| 2 | n | 2 | Payload | -->
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
+----+---+------+---+--------+
9
[Long Delay] <-- |BACK| 2 | n | 0
|00000111|
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+----+---+-+

A7 Sender Reset

+----+---+-+
<-- |RACK| 0 |0|
+----+---+-+
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+
|DATA| 2 | n | 0 | Payload | --> (DATA starts)
+----+---+------+---+-----~~-----+

In this case, when the sender is reset, it sends a RST to
reset the data path. Then the next window number will
reset to 1.
Time
Sender
Receiver
+----+---+-+
1 | RST| 0 |0| -->

2
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Abstract
The Vehicle Routing Problem of Logistics park distribution (VRPLPD) is an extension of the vehicle routing problem, which deals
with simultaneous distribution of goods to customers. With the increasing importance of logistics activities, it is of great theoretical
and practical significance to determine efficient and effective vehicle routes for simultaneous delivery activities. The study attempts
to propose a genetic algorithm approach to tackle this problem. Numerical example is presented with parameter settings in order to
demonstrate the applicability and feasibility of the proposed approach. The simulation is carried out in Simulink package of
MATLAB. It is shown that Genetic Algorithms are highly effective in optimizing vehicle routing problem.
Keywords: Vehicle routing problem (VRP), Logistics park distribution, Genetic algorithms

common way to achieve the objective is to minimize the
total distance with a vehicle. This paper proposes a
Genetic Algorithm (GA) to accomplish the objective. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
conducts an extensive and in-depth literature review.
Section 3 defines the notation and problem formulation.
The proposed approach is elaborated in Section 4, and
numerical example in Section 5. Section 6 draws
conclusion and provides future research directions. By
looking into the trade-off between these solutions,
scholars and practitioners in the sphere of vehicle routing
can acquire more information and make more informed
decisions.

1 Introduction
The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) can be described as
the problem of designing optimal delivery routes from
one or several depots to a number of geographically
scattered customers within some constraints [1]. The
VRP, the heart of distribution management, plays a
pivotal role in the fields of physical distribution and
logistics [2], which serves as an effective way to ascertain
the optimal set of routes within specific constraints [3-4].
The VRP can be regarded as the travelling salesman
problem (TSP). In order to solve the TSP, customers are
partitioned into vehicles to minimize the required number
of vehicles without violating the capacity constraint. For
each vehicle, the VRP seeks to find out the lowest-cost
(usually the shortest-distance) driving path, which is the
same as what the TSP requires. The Vehicle Routing
Problem with Time Window (VRPTW) is an extension of
the VRP .In the VRPTW, customers have predefined time
windows and a vehicle serves a customer within the time
window [5]. The Vehicle Routing Problem of Logistics
park distribution (VRPLPD) is typical of the VRPTW. In
Logistics park distribution, the time window is a rigid
constraint. If a Logistics park distribution vehicle arrives
at the downstream distributors' location earlier, it must
wait until the beginning of the time window; if a
Logistics park distribution vehicle arrives at the
downstream distributors' location later than the end of the
time window, the solution is not acceptable [5]. Due to
the complexity of the challenging problem, the VRPLPD
is of great theoretical and practical significance in the
fields of physical distribution and logistics research [5-6].
The VRPLPD is multi-objective, with minimization
of the total travel distance as the most common one. The

2 Literature review
The literatures on vehicle routing problems are extensive
and have been contributed by numerous scholars [7].
Hadjar et al (2009) adopted a pricing approach to solve
the problem of multiple depot vehicle scheduling with
time windows. They developed a dynamic time window
reduction technique, which was used at every node of the
price tree to tighten the time windows [8]. Chen Hsueh et
al (2009) solved vehicle routing with time windows for
perishable food products by utilizing a heuristic method
[9]. Zachariadis et al (2009a) proposed a heuristic models
methodology for the CVRP with two-dimensional
loading constraints, the paper attempted to find the
minimum cost routes that a vehicle started and terminated
at a central depot [10]. Fleszar et al (2009) proposed a
variable neighbourhood search heuristic for open vehicle
problem. Proposed solution was based on reversing
segments of sub-routes and exchanging segments
between routes [11]. Li et al (2009) proposed a
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Lagrangian relaxation based-heuristic for the real-time
vehicle rerouting problems with time windows. In realtime vehicle, rerouting problems there are service
disruption because of vehicle breakdowns. Therefore,
some vehicles must be rerouted [12]. Based on ant colony
optimization, Fuellerer et al (2009) developed an
effective heuristic algorithm for the two-dimensional
loading vehicle routing problem. There is a combination
of two problems: loading of the freight into the vehicles
and routing the vehicles successfully [13].
Genetic algorithms (GAs) were put forward by John
Holland in the 1960s and were further developed by
Holland, his students and colleagues at the University of
Michigan in the 1960s and the 1970s [14-15].Genetic
Algorithms have been extensively studied, experimented
and applied in many fields in engineering world. GAs not
only provide an alternative method to solve problem but
also consistently outperform other traditional methods in
most of the problems link [16].Genetic algorithms have
shown great advantages in solving the combinatorial
optimization problem, including certain types of vehicle
routing problem [17]. Numerous researchers have
conducted studies to solve VRP using GAs. Baker et al
(2003) considered the application of GAs to solve the
VRP, in which customers of unknown demands were
supplied from a single depot [18]. Wang et al (2009)
primarily focused on solving a capacitated vehicle
routing problem by applying a novel hybrid genetic
algorithm [19]. Chan et al (2004) considered the problem
of scheduling a single production plant in order to satisfy
delivery time constraints. They proposed two approaches,
an exact method suitable only for very simple cases, and
a GA for instances of more realistic size. The paper did
not address a realistic application scenario, as it
considered only a single depot, ignored limited resources
for transportation [20]. In another recent research work,
Feng et al. (2004) focused on scheduling for a single
depot, equipped with a fleet of vehicles with identical
capacity and a fixed (customer and depot independent)
loading/unloading times [21].

the depot;
3) The total demand of the customers served by each
vehicle shouldn’t exceed the maximum capacity;
4) A vehicle must arrive at customer no later than the
end of the time window;
5) The service shouldn’t start before the beginning of the
time window;
6) The length of each route is no more than maximum
mileage of a vehicle.
The parameters of Vehicle Routing Problem of
Logistics Park Distribution (VRPLPD) are defined as
follows:
1) The VRPLPD involves two types of objects: locations
and vehicles. A special location 0 represents the depot.
The remaining N locations correspond to N customers.
The centre of Logistics park distribution has k
vehicles. The maximum capacity of vehicle k is Qk ,
the maximum mileage is Dk , The fixed cost of vehicle
k is Ck , the average cost is M k  k  1 ~ K  , the
dispatching cost for all vehicles is Z;
2) Each customer i has a fixed demand Ai and a time
window  Ei , Li  ;
3) The distance from customers i to j is d ij , the
distance from logistics centre to each customer is d 0i ;
4) Arrival time of vehicle at customer i is ti , the time of
vehicle arrival at customer i from the customer j is
tij , unloading per ton cargo needs time ti . The serve
time is S ;
1, if vehicle k delivers goods

yik   to Customer i

0, else


5)

1,if vehicle k arrives loaction

X
 of customer j from customer i
6)
ijk 

0,else

The model, which is shown as below:
N

N

K

K

min Z  M k    dij X ijk   ck ,
i 1 j 1 k 1

3 Notation and problem formulation

N

N



k 1

(1)



min S    t j  (ti  tij )  X ijk .
i 1 j 1

The vehicle routing problem of logistics park distribution
(VRPLPD) can be viewed as a vehicle routing
optimization problem of single distribution centre within
time windows. This problem can be described as: the
goods are delivered with more than one vehicle to
multiple customers from a logistics park, each vehicle
departures from park and returns to the park after the
completion of delivery. Each customer's location and
demand is changeless, the time to send the goods is set
within a certain window, and each vehicle load is fixed.
A feasible solution to the VRPLPD must satisfy the
following constraints:
1) Each customer must be served by one vehicle exactly
one time along the designated route;
2) The route of each vehicle must start from and end at

Subject to
N

Ay
i

ik

N

K

i 1
N

 Qk ,

d
i 1 j 1 k 1

ij

X ijk  Dk ,

(2)

1, i  1 ~ N

k 1
 0, i  0
Ei  ti  Li .
M

y

ik

4 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are adaptive heuristic search
algorithm premised on the evolutionary ideas of natural
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selection and genetic. The basic concept of GAs is
designed to simulate processes in natural system, which
is necessary for evolution, specifically for those
principles, which are firstly laid down by Charles Darwin
of survival of the fittest. As such, they represent an
intelligent exploitation of a random search within a
defined search space to solve a problem [22].
An initial population of individuals (chromosomes)
evolves through generations until reaching the
satisfactory quality criteria, and a maximum number of
iterations or time limits are reached. New individuals
(children) are generated from individuals forming the
current generation (parents) by means of genetic
operators (crossover and mutation). GAs simulate the
survival of the fittest among individuals over consecutive
generation for solving a problem. Each generation
consists of a population of character strings that are
analogous to the chromosome that we see in our DNA.
Each individual represents a point and a possible solution
in a search space. The individuals in the population are
then made to go through a process of evolution [23-24].
Algorithmically, the basic genetic algorithm is
outlined as below:
Step I [Start] Generate random population of

chromosomes, that is, suitable solutions for the problem.
Step II [Fitness] Evaluate the fitness of each
chromosome in the population.
Step III [New population] Create a new population by
repeating following steps until the new population is
completed:
a) [Selection] Select two parent chromosomes from a
population according to their fitness.
b) [Crossover] With a crossover probability, cross
over the parents to form new offspring, that is,
children. If no crossover is performed, offspring is
the exact copy of parents.
c) [Mutation] With a mutation probability, mutate
new offspring at each locus.
d) [Accepting] Place new offspring in the new
population.
Step IV [Replace] Use new generated population for a
further run of the algorithm.
Step V [Test] If the end condition is satisfied, stop,
and return the best solution in current population.
Step VI [Loop] Go to step II.
The framework of the proposed genetic algorithm is
shown in Figure1.

FIGURE 1 The framework of the proposed genetic algorithm

5 Numerical example

Initially, a pilot study is conducted to determine the
appropriate population size and number of generations for
GA. The proposed approach is applied with combinations
of population sizes M = {50,100,150}, and number of
generations T= {2000, 3000, 4000}. The other parameters
used in GA are crossover rate 0.75 and mutation rate 0.1.

In this numerical example, there are 39 customer nodes,
the customer nodes coordinates are shown in table 1. The
depot 0 coordinates are (41, 43). A vehicle capacity is
30 units, each customer has the same demands.
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TABLE 1 Customer’s coordinates (unit: km)
Customer ID
X
Y
Customer ID
X
y
Customer ID
X
y

1
25
52
15
11
40
29
61
18

2
8
62
16
19
60
30
31
25

3
50
37
17
31
58
31
45
14

4
41
30
18
29
64
32
54
24

5
62
36
19
57
28
33
18
22

6
18
40
20
36
64
34
59
52

Using Matlab to solve the problem, results of several
iterations are summarized in Table 2. For each
combination, the best objective function value (column I),
the average of the best values obtained through several

7
19
54
21
44
51
35
24
13

8
38
17
22
24
27
36
15
15

9
52
44
23
33
16
37
13
27

10
42
13
24
40
41
38
7
27

11
29
44
25
51
59
39
60
58

12
9
48
26
59
44

13
24
43
27
34
22

14
51
32
28
61
64

runs (column II), the worst of the best values obtained
through several runs (column III), the average objective
function value of the population (column IV) are given.

TABLE 2 Computational results for the parameter settings
Popsize

Number of generations

I

II

III

IV

50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150

2000
2000
2000
3000
3000
3000
4000
4000
4000

405
348
326
356
378
406
379
396
356

435
426
450
435
406
408
456
425
411

489
456
437
478
436
490
431
434
453

503
489
514
524
536
513
543
510
514

In this example, the best objective function values and
the corresponding distribution path through the evolution
process are given in Figs.2 and Figs.3 respectively.
From these results, it can be concluded that
population size 150 combined with number of
generations 2096 results in good solutions considering
the best objective function values. Total travelled
distance by the vehicle is 326.The vehicle served 39
customer nodes through:
0  4  8  14  19  32  29  31  13
 8  33  27  31  35  40  33  36

 38  15  6  22  11  14  1  7 
12  2  16  18  17  20  25  28 
39  34  26  5  3  9  21  24  0

FIGURE 3 The optimal distribution path

6 Conclusion
The VRP is a well known combinatorial optimization
problem. The Vehicle Routing Problem of Logistics Park
Distribution (VRPLPD) is an extension of the VRP and
considers simultaneous distribution of goods to

FIGURE 2 Best objective function value through the evolution process
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customers. The VRPLPD has been getting more and
more attention due to the increasing importance of
logistics activities. In the same vein, VRPLPD has a
combinatorial nature. Due to GAs’ effectiveness in
solving complex optimization problems, an improved GA
approach for solving VRPLPD is proposed in this study.
This study sheds light on the VRP field by providing
an efficient and effective GA approach that produces
highly feasible routes for VRPLPD. Details of the
proposed approach are presented in the previous sections
after introducing VRPLPD and its mathematical
formulation. In the following section, a numerical
example is provided.
According to the results of numerical example, the

proposed GA approach is proved to be effective and
superior to other existent methods. Also, genetic
algorithms can be applicable to other combinatorial
optimization problems, but for different optimization
problem, need to adopt different ways of encoding and
different operation of genetic operators. Therefore,
blending with other algorithms is highly advisable with
the aim of gaining the most favourable solutions.
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Abstract
Modal parameters of a structure are important for system identification. In order to identify modal parameters of a structure more
accurately, this paper proposes a parameter identification method combined with stabilization diagram. Stochastic subspace
identification (SSI) is a recently developed method for identifying a linear system. Combining SSI and the proposed method can
easily confirm system order. However, the proposed method has difficulty in distinguishing spurious modals. Therefore, the
proposed method must be revised to ensure that the spurious modal can be detected and the SSI can be used to improve identification
accuracy. Finally, a simulation is conducted on a fracturing pump truck, when the damping ratio increases from 10% to 40%, those
spurious modals disappear. The results indicate that this method performs precise identification.
Keywords: Parameter Identification, Modal Analysis, Stochastic Subspace Identification, Stabilization Diagram, Fracturing Pump Truck

1 Introduction

determined according to a free vibration analysis of the
identified system model.
In this paper, the stabilization diagram can be used to
determine the system order, which is an important step
for system identification. Other studies [9–11] confirmed
the stabilization diagram method based on singular value
decomposition. However, the obtained results are
insufficient because the stabilization diagram method is a
comparatively new method of determining system order.
The stabilization diagram method can be used to
distinguish real modals and modals in cases with excess
noise. The stabilization diagram can delete certain system
poles that meet the condition, but cannot be treated as
real poles because they may belong to noise modals and
not to the system. Thus, these poles can be distinguished
and deleted by using the stabilization diagram.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows
how the vibration structure can be modeled according to
stochastic state-space models and modal analysis. Section
3 discusses the subspace identification method used for
system identification. The use of a stabilization diagram
to determine the system order is discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 shows the application of this method to a real
structure.

Determining modal parameters has become important for
system identification in the past decades. Results of
experimental modal analysis (EMA) are used in practice;
an overview of the EMA method can be found in [1–3].
In some cases, performing the vibration test on large
structures is difficult or impossible because some
excitations, such as wind or traffic, cannot be measured.
In addition, using artificial excitation, such as hammer or
drop weight, is impractical or, in some cases, expensive.
Therefore,
output-only
stochastic
system
identification methods have been developed. In these
methods, ambient forces cannot be ignored and should be
regarded as stochastic quantities with some unknown
parameters. Stochastic subspace identification (SSI) is
one of the methods for identifying system parameters.
SSI has two implementation procedures: covariance-drive
(SSI-cov) and data-drive (SSI-data) implementation [4].
Given that these methods need only the outputs of the
structure for measurement, artificial excitation is
unnecessary.
Estimating the modal parameters of the structures
according to the measured data involves three steps: data
collection, system identification, and determination of
modal parameters [5–7]. This paper focuses on data
collection. Thus, system identification should be treated
as an important problem and is defined as construction of
the system model according to the measured data. The
SSI method is used in the time domain because of its
convenience [8]. The modal parameters can be

2 Stochastic state-space model for vibrating structures
For a linear dynamical system model, the following
system of ordinary differential equations can be obtained:

M

d 2 u(t )
du(t )
 C2
 Ku(t )  B2 f (t ) ,
dt
dt 2

(1)

*Corresponding author e-mail: liuzhy@upc.edu.cn
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wk  Bf k and vk  Df k  ny,k ,

where M represents the mass matrices, C2 represents
the stiffness matrices, K represents the damping
matrices, f (t ) and u(t ) represent the nodal forces and
nodal displacement, respectively, B2 is the selection
matrix, and t is the time. This equation can be converted
into the state-space model as follows:

dx(t)
 Ac x(t)  Bc f(t) ,
dt
 u(t) 

where x(t) =  du(t)  , Ac
 dt 

 0
=
-1
  M K

where Ny,k can be considered the measurement noise. The
stochastic terms wk and vk are unknown in the above
equation. However, these variables are assumed to have a
white noise nature and an expected value of zero. The
covariance matrices can then be defined as follows:
 w p 
T
  w p

v


p
 

(2)

E  


I
,
1
 M C 2 

S
   p q  .
R 

(11)

d
d
s
s
xk = xkd + xks , xk+
1 = Axk + Bf k , xk+ 1 = Axk + wk ,

,

(3)

3 Reference-based deterministic-stochastic subspace
identification

when they are the linear combination of nodal
displacements, velocities, or accelerations.
In these equations, Ca, Cv, and Cd are the selection
matrices. The discrete-time state-space model can be
obtained after discretization in time:

y  Cx  Df .
k
k
k

(6)

3.1 IDENTIFICATION OF SYSTEM MATRICES
In some vibration tests, the sensors are less adequate than
the test spots in the structures. Hence, several steps may
be needed to complete the tests. Several test spots are
selected as reference spots to unify every test step.
Sensors in the reference spots are stabilized and
sustained. In the state-space equation, the system
matrices A , B , C , D , Q , R and S are all unknown.
The outputs can be grouped into the following block
Hankel matrix:

From the relationship above, the system matrices on
continuous-time and the discrete-time can be obtained as

A  e Ac ( t )

and

A  e Ac ( t ) B  k( k t1) t e Ac (( k 1) t  ) d Bc
1
 ( A  I ) A B,
c

, (7)

where t is the discrete-time step.
When system matrices A , B , C , and D are known,
the outputs yk are measured. However, the inputs cannot

Y0|2 i -1

be known; thus, f k remains unknown. In the state-space
equation, the measurement noise on the measured outputs
should not be neglected.
The state-space equation can be written as follows:

xk+ 1  Axk  wk ,

(8)

yk  Cxk  vk ,

(9)

.(12)

d

du(t)
du(t)
 Cv
 C u(t)
d
dt
dt
= C  C a M KCv  Ca M C  x(t)+ CM 1B f(t) , (4)
2
2
 d
= Cx(t)+ Df(t)

(5)

yks = Cxks + v k .

stochastic terms. However, xk+ 1 can be estimated when
the output vector yk can be measured. The Kalman filter
offers a method of determining the optimal linear
estimate because of the unbiased and minimum variance
of the estimator.

y (t )  Ca

x
 Ax  Bf ,
k 1
k
k

yk = ykd + yks , ykd = Cxkd + Df k ,

The state cannot be calculated exactly because of the

where x(t) is the state of the structure. The quantities of
interest can be grouped in an output vector (t) as follows:

follows:

 Q
v pT    
   ST
 

The states and the output can be separated into a
purely stochastic part as follows:

and
 0 
Bc =  1  B2
 M 

(10)

 y ref
 0
 y ref
 1
 ...

ref
1  yi -1

j  yi

 yi+1

 ...
y
 2i -1


y1ref

y2ref

...

y ref
j -1

y2ref

y3ref

...

y ref
j

...

...

...

...

yiref

ref
yi+1

...

ref
yi+
j -2

yi+1

yi+ 2

...

yi+ j -1

yi+ 2

yi+ 3

...

yi+ j

...
y2i

...

...
...

...

y2i+1

y2i+ j -2







  Y ref
 P
  Yf
 







 . (13)



The inputs can also be grouped into the following
block Hankel matrix:
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F0|2i -1







1 

j








f0

f1

f2

...

f j -1

f1

f2

f3

...

fj

...

...

...

...

...

f i -1

fi

f i+1

...

f i+ j -2

fi

f i+1

f i+ 2

...

f i+ j -1

f i+1

f i+ 2

f i+ 3

...

f i+ j

...

...
f 2i

...

...
...

...

f 2i -1

f 2i+1

f 2i+ j -2







 F
 P
  Ff
 







The output sequence is represented as follows:

Yi|i
 . (14)



 A   Xˆ i 1  ˆ 
 Xi .
   
 C   Yi|i 

 wi   Xˆ   A 
    i 1     ( Xˆ i ) .
 v   Yi|i   C 

 i 

(15)

j 

Y f onto the joint row space of FP and YPref in the



,


(16)

eigenvectors

where  i is the extended observability matrix:

i

A = 
,

where Xˆ i is the sequence of reference-based Kalman

 


xˆi xˆi 1



...

xˆi  j 1 .

ci 



The theorem states that the rank of i is equal to the

system order n. The matrix  i can be calculated
according to the following singular value decomposition:

W1iW2

 T
 S 0 V 
T
 U1 U 2   1   1   U S V
1 1 1
 0 0 V T 
 2 

where rank ( Pi

ref

lin

)  n,U1  R

,

,

s1  R

nn

,V  R
1

Xˆ i = Oi  Piref , Xˆ i 1  Oi 1 Piref
1

.

, A =   .
i
i i

ln( i )
.
t

(24)

(25)

ci
R
f 
and   100 ci .
i
i
2
ci

.

The state sequence of the Kalman filter can be
obtained as follows:

Oi  U1S11/2 , Oi 1  Oi (1: l (i  1),:)

1

The undamped eigenequencies f and damping ratios
i
 i can be calculated from the continuous-time system
poles  by
ci

(18)
jn

i :

The continuous-time system poles 
can be
ci
calculated by the discrete-time system poles  as
i
follows:

(17)

filter states: Xˆ i

(23)

The modal parameters of the system (eigenfrequencies,
damping ratios, and mode shapes) can be obtained from
the identified system description ( A , C ). An eigenvalue
decomposition of A obtains the diagonal matrix  of
discrete-time system poles  and corresponding right
i

direction of the row space of F f ,

 C 


 CA 


  . 
 . 
 . 
 i 1 
CA 

(22)

3.2 DETERMINATION OF MODAL PARAMETERS

where i is the oblique projection of the row space of


 FP
 ref
YP

(21)

The noise sequence is given by

a.s. lim i  lim  i Xˆ i ,

i  Y f / F f

R21 R 22 0 
.
R31 R32 R33 

The system and output matrices of the structures have
the least squares solution:

According to the subspace identification theorem, the
following equation can be obtained:
j 



 




(26)

The experimental mode shape  can be calculated as
i
follows:

(19)

  C , i  Ci .

(27)

The stochastic state-space model equations can be
calculated as follows:

4 Stabilization diagram

 Xˆ i 1   A 
 wi 

    ( Xˆ i )    .
 Yi|i   C 
 vi 



As the true system order is often unknown, a practical
method is to calculate the model orders n. The true

(20)
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system poles can be detected by comparing the modal
parameters for different model orders. Thus, weakly
excited system poles can be detected. This procedure is
called stabilization diagram and is one of the novel
methods for distinguishing system modals. The basic
concept of the stabilization diagram is shown in Figure 1.

Xiao Wen-sheng, Liu Zhong-yan, Liu Jian, Wu Han-chuan

Every point should then be judged according to
whether they are stable or not based on the following:
(1) The deviation between frequency and average
frequency.
(2) The deviation between damping and average
damping.
In practice, when the assumed deviation of the
damping ratio is under 10%, numerous mode shapes have
similar frequencies. Thus, many false mode shapes are
eliminated when the deviation of the damping ratio
increases.
5 Sample analyses
One of the applications of the SSI modal analysis method
is the fracturing pump truck, which has become
increasingly important with the development of shale gas.
Shale gas has a crucial role in fracturing work. Thus,
learning the vibration characteristics of fracturing pump
trucks and determining abnormal vibrations is important.
5.1 EXPERIMENT SETUP

FIGURE 1 Theory of the stabilization diagram

An experiment on truck vibration characteristics is
carried out to simulate fracturing pump truck vibration
characteristics under the support boundary condition, as
shown in Figure 2. This experiment consists of 14
reference channels, which can collect all acceleration
data.

Certain matrices, such as frequency, damping, and
mode shape matrices, should be established to obtain
accurate results. According to the frequency and damping
matrices, every model order frequency and damping can
be confirmed because they are both the average of each
matrix.

FIGURE 2 Experiment system: fracturing pump truck
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5.2 SIMULATION OUTPUT

two consecutive eigenfrequencies dfi < 1%; difference in

Simulations are performed to illustrate the function of the
stabilization diagram. In these simulations, f k is white

two consecutive damping ratios d  i <5%; and the highest
modal transfer norms N n =3. The modal transfer norm
ni is the contribution of each mode to the total positive

noise, and v k is a white noise vector. The only
assumption of SSI is the infinite amount of measurement
data. The stabilization diagram for this simulation is
shown in Figure 3. Certain mathematical poles can be
removed based on the following criteria: difference in

Model Orders

power spectral density. Given that the system and
measurement noise terms are white noises, the
contribution of the spurious modes is low enough that the
modes are equal to an infinite number of samples.

Frequency (Hz)
FIGURE 3 Stabilization diagram obtained by applying SSI. Stabilization criteria: 2% for frequencies, 10% for damping ratios, 2% for mode
shape correlations, and

dfi < 1%, d  i <5%, N n =3
TABLE 1 Dynamic parameters of the fracturing pump truck frame

Spurious modes are removed as shown in Figure 4.
The simulation shows that the stabilization criteria are
similar to those of the first simulation, except for the
damping ratio deviation. In this simulation, the mode
shape shows the operational deflection shapes. The
spurious modes that pass the stabilization criteria can be
easily detected based on the nature of their mode shapes.
The SSI method can distinguish the system mode shape
accurately, as shown in Table 1. When the damping ratio
is 10%, spurious modals occur and the frequency of these
modals and mode shapes are similar, except for the
obvious difference in the damping ratio. When the
damping ratio is 40%, these spurious modals can be
eliminated.

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Frequency/Hz
Damping
Damping
criteria:10%
criteria:40%
2.186
2.186
4.369
4.378
4.378
6.449
6.515
6.539
6.539
8.711
8.711
8.840
10.492
13.037
13.037
15.505
15.535
15.535
15.552

Measurement
Damping
ratio/%
0.24
0.46
0.14
0.34
0.27
0.18
0.61
0.92
1.15
0.21
0.73
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Frequency (Hz)
FIGURE 4 Stabilization diagram obtained by applying SSI. Stabilization criteria: 2% for frequencies, 40% for damping ratios, 2% for mode shape
correlations, and

dfi < 1%, d  i <5%, N n =3
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Abstract
The development and utilization of coal-bed methane, as an unconventional gas, is not only beneficial to the reduction of
environmental pollution caused by fossil fuels, but also conducive to the prevention of disasters during coal mining. In this paper, a
dynamic permeability model of coal body is established and discussed by means of experimental tests, which measure the
deformation and gas permeability of coal-containing methane in the process of gas pressure reduction under different temperatures.
The results show that, when gas pressure decreases, the strain of coal-containing methane increases linearly. With temperature
increases, the variation of radial strain decreases. Under the same temperature, the permeability of coal decreases first and then
increases again during gas pressure reduction. The changing point of gas pressure is approximately 1.2 MPa in the study. In the
initial stage of gas pressure decrease, the radial strain of coal-containing gas has a significant effect on its permeability.
Keywords: Gas Pressure, Gas Permeability, Coal Deformation, Dynamic Permeability Model

1 Introduction

variations in the reduction process of reservoir pressure,
with the background of No. 3 coal reservoirs of Qinshui
CBM Field. The results showed that, with the decrease in
gas pressure, permeability firstly decreases and then
increases. ZHOU Junping [3-4] established a fluid-solid
coupling model for CBM considering the matrix
shrinkage effects and simulated the changes of
permeability during the primary production of CBM. By
measuring the macroscopic fracture, mechanical
parameters, stress and permeability of the main coal seam
in the south-central Qinshui Basin, FU Xuehai [5]
established a numerical model to simulate the dynamic
change of permeability during the production of CBM.
With regard to the physical simulation experiment, the
permeability and deformation of coal seam influenced by
gas pressure and temperature have been the focus of
many studies. ZHAO Yangsheng [6–8] concluded that
coal and rock permeability changed parabolically with
gas pressure through experiments by keeping the axial
pressure and confining pressure constant and increasing
the gas pressure and then proposed the concept of critical
gas pressure. ZHAO Yangsheng also observed the trend
that lignite permeability firstly decreased, then increased
significantly, and finally decreased in the experimental
study under the condition of different temperatures. CAO
Shugang [9] derive a quadratic polynomial relationship
between gas pressure and permeability by studying the
influence of gas pressure on coal permeability
characteristics, whereas the gas pressure range in his
study was only confined from 0.3 MPa to 1.5 MPa.

The “fog” has recently swept through nearly half of
China. This occurrence indicates that environment
problems are becoming increasingly serious. The energy
consumption structure must be reformed; therefore, the
exploration and application of natural gas, coal-bed
methane (CBM), and shale gas should be strengthened.
Among these resources, CBM is an unconventional clean
energy that is symbiotic with coal, and it is abundant in
China. Furthermore, the reasonable development and
utilization of CBM can effectively reduce the risks
associated with coal mining.
At present, the United States, Canada, Australia, and
China are the main countries engaged in the exploration
and development of CBM and have realized CBM
industry. During the extraction of CBM, gas pressure of
the coal reservoir gradually decreases, which affects
reservoir permeability, thus further affects the output of
CBM. On the other hand, with the increase in extraction
depth, the geothermy is playing an increasingly important
role in the extraction of CBM [1]. Therefore, study on
deformation and permeability variations in the coal
reservoir during the reduction process of gas pressure
under different temperatures is significant in the effective
exploitation of CBM. Thus far, most of the studies on
dynamic deformation and permeability variations during
the extraction of CBM are conducted are numerical
simulation based on mathematical model. Based on the
P&M model, DENG Ze [2] simulated permeability
*
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LIANG Bing [10] analysed the mechanical and
nonmechanical mechanisms of the influence of gas on
coal and rock deformation by conducting experiments on
triaxial compression under the condition of different
confining pressures and gas pressures. LI Zhiqiang [1112] concluded that the relationship between coal
permeability and coal temperature was not monotonically
increasing or monotonically decreasing under the
condition of different effective stresses. A transition zone
existed through coal and rock permeability change under
the condition of different temperatures and stresses. And
the location of the transition zone depended on the ratio
of effective stress to thermal stress. XU Jiang [13]
conducted coal and rock seepage experiments and
mechanical tests under different temperatures and
concluded that permeability decreased with the increase
in temperature. In addition, the influence of temperature
on permeability would decrease with the increase in
effective stress and gas pressure. Moreover, XU Jiang
concluded that the coal and rock deformation increased
with the increase in temperature and that the dependent
variables had different changing trends under different
temperature ranges. So far, studies regarding the
deformation and seepage evolution of CBM reservoir are
conducted mostly using numerical simulation. The
physical simulation is conducted in the method of
increasing gas pressure, ignoring the fact that gas
pressure decreases around the borehole in the coal
reservoir during the CBM extraction process, which
certainly leads to some errors because of adsorption and
desorption irreversibility [14-15]. What is more,
temperature in those studies was rarely considered.
Therefore, this paper focuses on the deformation and
permeability evolution of coal-containing methane when
gas pressure decreases under different temperatures. The
relationship between deformation and permeability could
provide support for the CBM extraction program.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

2 Experimental work

3.1 THE DEFORMATION CHARACTERISTIC

2.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION

The strain evolution curves of coal-containing methane
with gas pressure decrease under different temperatures
(from 20°C to 70°C) are shown in Figure 1. Under
constantly external stress (axial stress and confining
pressure), the coal sample is gradually compressed while
gas pressure decreases. The axial strain and radial strain
show a linear relationship with the gas pressure. Under
the 20°C condition, the axial strain and radial strain of
coal-containing methane increase in a similar way on
account of the decrease in gas pressure, and their
variations are similar when per unit pressure decreases.
As the temperature increases, the variations of axial strain
and radial strain with gas pressure show a significant
difference. This is because the ability to resist
deformation of coal-containing methane is decreased with
the increase in temperature. Meanwhile, with the decrease
in gas pressure, the effective stress applied to coalcontaining methane is increased, which leads to

The self-developed triaxial servo-controlled seepage
equipment
for
thermal–hydrological–mechanical
coupling of coal-containing methane [16] was used to
implement these experiments. This apparatus could test
the mechanical properties as well as the flow
characteristics of CBM under different axial pressures,
confining pressures, gas pressures and temperatures.
2.3 TEST PROCEDURE
Seepage experiments under different temperatures (20°C/
30°C/ 40°C/ 50°C/ 60°C/ 70°C) and different gas (CH4)
pressures are conducted. The experiments were
conducted strictly in accordance with the following test
procedures:
1) Before the experiments, the coal specimen was
fitted into the triaxial pressure chamber, which
was lifted into the heated waters to keep the
ambient temperature predetermined.
2) Applying the axial pressure and confining pressure
to 6.0 MPa. And then applying the CH4 injecting
pressure to 3.5 MPa, the status was maintained
steady until the coal specimen adsorbed gas
sufficiently. Then, the deformation and flow data
were recorded.
3) The CH4 gas pressure was adjusted as follows:
3.5→3.0→2.5→2.1→1.8→1.5→1.2→0.9→0.6→
0.3 MPa. At each point of the gas pressures, the
corresponding data were recorded after sufficient
desorption that was directly implied by constant
deformation and flow data.
4) Each test condition was conducted repeatedly to
confirm the reliability of the test results.
3 Results and model analysis

In this paper, coal specimens were obtained from the
Songzao Colliery, Chongqing, China. The thin coal seam
exhibits high gas content, as well as relatively developed
joints and fissures.
Firstly, the raw coal was crushed into powder and
sieved to get pulverized coal with particle diameters
between 60 mesh and 80 mesh.
Secondly, the pulverized coal was mixed with enough
water and then placed in a mold.
Thirdly, the mixture was formed into a cylindrical
specimen (Φ50 mm × 100 mm) with forming pressure of
100 MPa by using the material testing machine.
Finally, samples were dried in a drying basin and
desiccated in the vessel.
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mechanics property. Therefore, under the 70°C condition,
a slight decrease in the radial strain is observed when the
gas pressure decreases.

compressive deformation gradually in the axial
orientation and expansion deformation in the radial
orientation of the coal sample due to anisotropic
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FIGURE 1 Evolutions of strain with gas pressure under different temperatures: (a) 20°C, (b) 30°C, (c) 40°C, (d) 50°C, (e) 60°C, (f) 70°C

total bulk stress,  p is matrix/system strain on account of

Stress-strain relationships for an isothermal gas
adsorbing coalbed may be written as [17]:
 ij 

p
p
1
1 
 1
 ij  

 ij   ij ,
  kk  ij 
2G
3K
3
 6G 9 K 

gas adsorption/desorption. Grey [18] used a linear
relationship between the swelling strain  p and pressure

(1)

in his permeability model. Eq. (1) indicates a linear
relationship between the total strain tensor  ij and gas

where  ij is the component of the total strain tensor,  ij

pressure p when total stress  ij remains constant, just as

denotes the component of the total stress tensor,
  1  K / KS , is the Biot coefficients, p denotes gas
pressure, δij is the Kronecker delta, K denotes the bulk
modulus of coal and fissure system, KS represents the
bulk modulus of coal matrixes,  kk   i   j   k , is the

shown in the Fig.1. The otherness of deformation at
different temperatures is caused by changes and
anisotropy of mechanical properties induced by
temperature change.
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where K is the permeability (m2), q is the gas permeation
rate (m3/s), μ is the gas kinematic viscosity (Pa·s), L is the
length of the coal specimens (m), A is the cross-sectional
area of the coal specimens (m2), p1 is the gas pressure at
the upper stream or inlet of the specimens (Pa), p2 is the
gas pressure at the downstream or outlet of the specimens
(Pa), and p0 denotes the standard atmosphere.
The permeability of coal-containing methane under
different gas pressures and temperatures are shown in
Table 1. The table shows that, when temperature is less
than 40°C, the permeability of coal-containing methane
shows a tendency to decrease firstly and then increase
during the decrease process of gas pressure. If the
temperature is greater than 40°C, the change in
permeability is not evident in the initial stages of gas
pressure decrease. Nevertheless, the permeability
increases significantly when gas pressure further
decreases. The turning point of gas pressure for the
permeability is approximately 1.2 MPa. When gas
pressure is constant, the permeability of coal-containing
methane shows an overall trend that increases firstly and
then decreases with the increase in temperature.

3.2 THE DYNAMIC PERMEABILITY MODEL AND
ITS DISCUSS BY TEST
According to J. Liu [19], the permeability for coal matrix
system can be given as:

    m  p  
k  1  
  k0 ,
K
 0

3

(2)

where the mean compressive stress σm is denoted by
σkk/3, φ0 indicates initial porosity, k0 denotes initial
Klinkenberg permeability, which could be determined by
actual test in the lab, k∞ is the real-time Klinkenberg
permeability.
According to Klinkenberg [20], effective gas
permeability at a finite pressure is calculated by the
following formula:


k p  k (1  b / Pm )
,


b  4c Pm / r

(3)

TABLE 1 The permeability of coal under different temperatures

where kp is the real-time gas permeability, b is the
Klinkenberg factor, dependent on the pore structure of the
medium and temperature for the given gas, c denotes
Klinkenberg coefficient acquired by fitting the
experimental data observed in the lab,  is the mean free
path of gas molecular, Pm shows the average gas
pressure; r indicates the effective pore radius;  is
Boltzmann gas constant, 1.3806505×10-23 J/K; T
expresses coal temperature, d is the gas molecular
diameter.
Combining Eqs (2) and (3), the following relationship
is achieved as:

    m  p  
k p  1  
  k0 (1  b / Pm ) .
K
 0


Gas pressure
(MPa)
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.1
1.8
1.5
1.2
0.9
0.6
0.3

(4)

Eq (5) is the dynamic permeability model and reveals
that it is a complicated relation between gas permeability
and gas pressure, and that the Klinkenberg permeability
lessens with the decrease of gas pressure. However, at a
finite pressure, the slippage effect gradually dominants
gas permeability. Therefore, the gas permeability
decreases with the decrease of gas pressure, and then
increases, which will be mainly elaborated by means of
experimental test.
For the measurement of coal permeability, Darcy’s
law (Eq (6)) was used to interpret the experimental result
[21]:
2qp0  L
A( p12  p22 )

,

30°C
0.368
0.365
0.340
0.316
0.286
0.286
0.278
0.279
0.294
0.397

kp (10−3 µm2)
40°C
50°C
0.287
0.418
0.267
0.430
0.265
0.437
0.216
0.441
0.189
0.451
0.181
0.430
0.202
0.428
0.262
0.446
0.338
0.600
0.344
0.908

60°C
0.385
0.388
0.391
0.399
0.383
0.367
0.357
0.423
0.553
0.936

70°C
0.511
0.517
0.524
0.530
0.543
0.534
0.519
0.538
0.724
1.100

To analyse the evolution of permeability with gas
pressure in an intuitive way, the permeability of coalcontaining methane was normalized, using the
dimensionless K/K0 in the analysis, where K0 is the
permeability of coal-containing methane while gas
pressure is equal to 3.5 MPa at the corresponding
temperature. The contrast curves of radial strain–gas
pressure and dimensionless permeability-gas pressure are
shown in Figure 2.
As shown in Figure 2, in the initial stage of gas
pressure decrease, the radial strain of coal-containing
methane reveals a trend of increase, whereas the
dimensionless permeability shows an evidently opposite
trend under the 20°C and 40°C conditions. The decrease
in gas pressure leads to an increase in effective stress
when the external stress is constant at the initial stage. As
such, the gas flow channel is contractive because of the
increase in radial strain, which eventually leads to the
decrease in permeability. When the temperature is 60°C
or 70°C, at the initial stage of gas pressure decrease, we
observed little change in the radial strain and
dimensionless permeability of coal-containing methane.
At the initial stage of gas pressure decrease, the radial
strain of coal-containing gas has a significant effect on its

3

k

20°C
0.431
0.423
0.404
0.382
0.372
0.366
0.358
0.359
0.383
0.407

(5)
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permeability.
The
relationship
curve
between
dimensionless permeability and radial strain when gas
pressure exceeds 1.2 MPa is shown in Figure 3. As
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shown in Figure 3, at the initial stage of gas pressure
decrease, the permeability of coal-containing methane
decreases linearly with the increase in radial strain.
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FIGURE 2 Contrast curves of radial strain-gas pressure and dimensionless permeability-gas pressure: (a) 20 °C, (b) 40 °C, (c) 60 °C, (d) 70 °C

While the temperature increases (more than 40°C in this
paper), reservoir compression deformation decreases and
desorption enhances, thus improving the permeability of
the coal reservoir.

1.1
K/K0 = -169.35ε3+ 1.0268

1.0

K/K0

R2 = 0.8434

0.9

4 Conclusions
0.8

The deformation and permeability characteristics of CBM
reservoir are important factors that affect CBM recovery.
By means of the experimental study on the deformation
and permeability of coal-containing methane by
decreasing gas pressure under different temperature
conditions, the following conclusions are achieved:
(1) With the decrease in gas pressure, the strain of
coal-containing methane shows a linear increasing trend.
As temperature increases, the variation in radial strain has
a decreasing tendency with the decrease in gas pressure.
(2) Under the constant temperature, the permeability
of coal-containing methane shows a tendency to decrease
firstly and then increase with the decrease in gas pressure.
The turning point of gas pressure is approximately 1.2
MPa, less than which the intensive slippage effect
dominants permeability change. At the initial stage of gas
pressure decrease, the radial strain of coal-containing gas
significantly affects its permeability because of effective
stress change.
(3) Elevated temperature within a certain range can
alleviate the reservoir compression deformation caused
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-0.0005
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ε3 /
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FIGURE 3 The relationship curves of K/K0 and ε3 (P ≥ 1.2 MPa)

With further decrease in gas pressure, radial strain
continues to show a linear increase. However, the
permeability of coal-containing methane increases
correspondingly because of the increased permeability
caused by the slippage effect as shown in the Eq (4). This
because the radial strain reflects only the structure
deformation of coal-containing methane. Instead of
structural deformation, the intensive slippage effect
dominants permeability change when the gas pressure
decreases less than 1.2 MPa.
With the decrease in CBM pressure, the permeability
of coal-containing methane decreases first and then
increases because of reservoir compression deformation
caused by effective stress and intensive slippage effect.
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by gas extraction, as well as promote desorption to
improve the extraction efficiency of CBM.
(4) To simplify the test process, gas pressure changes
linearly and discontinuously with time, which is different
from the gas pressure changes of during actual extraction
of CBM. Nevertheless, some predictable rules are
obtained through the test results, and more detailed
studies on the actual problem will be considered in future
work.
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Abstract
The insufficient utilization capacity of photovoltaic (PV) power has been considered as the bottleneck for the future development of
PV power in China. Nowadays, the bundled transmission mode of PV power is regarded as the most advocated solution by many
scholars. Under the current unsound fiscal taxation policies in China, however, participators cannot receive the corresponding policy
incentives and financial compensation for the additional contributions in constraining the implementation of the bundled transmission
mode of PV power. Based on the basic theory of the DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) Game, the allocation model of excessive
profit was established. The feasibility of the developed model was verified by means of an actual case study. Arguably, the paper
provided a certain theoretical basis for the quantity and practical form of excessive income distribution concerning the bundled
transmission mode of PV power, and offered a solution to the income distribution for the bundled transmission mode of PV power.
Keywords: DEA Game Model, Photovoltaic Power Utilization, Photovoltaic Power Transmission, Income Distribution

1 Introduction

determined that the rapid development and utilization of
China’s PV power can be realized only when a firm
trans-regional interconnected grid is established [5].
Therefore, effective coordination with other types of
power supplies and power grid groups are required to
provide the support services for the bundled transmission
mode of PV power. The bundled proportion of PV power
is related to the peak load regulation capacity of thermal
power, hydropower, and so forth. Additionally, it is also
related to the output characteristics of PV power and the
depth of long-distance power transmission in
participating in peak load regulation of receiver grid, etc.
Nowadays, the implementation of the bundled
transmission mode of PV power has been restricted by
the associated fiscal taxation policies in China. Zhang
Yunzhou et al. in their paper “A Study of the Major
Issues Related to the Development and Utilization of
China’s PV Power” put forward the major problems
including: the subsidy standard stipulated for grid
connection is too low; No policy is available regarding
the investment returns concerning long-distance
transmission and transformation project of large-scale PV
power bases; no pricing and compensation mechanism
for various support services provided by large gridconnected PV power of other power plants and grids is
made, etc [6]. Therefore, to ensure the smooth progress of
PV power as well as other types of the bundled
transmission, the aforementioned problems must be
solved and related fiscal taxation policies must be
revised.
Therefore, the distribution of income must be well
allocated to guarantee the smooth implementation of the

Currently, the insufficient utilization capacity of wind
power has become a bottleneck for its development. The
average utilization rate of many wind turbine generator
systems (WTGS) is less than 30%. Therefore, in order to
accelerate the development of PV power in China,
appropriate countermeasures must be executed to
improve the PV power utilization of power grid [1]. In
the opening meeting of Research on Connecting PV
Power to Power Grid and Market Utilization, organized
by the National Energy Administration (NEA) and held
in Beijing on March 30, 2010, this issue has been further
augmented. Mr. Liu Qi, the Deputy Director of NEA,
presented that [2], “the development of PV power and
other new energy industries is an important strategic task
in China. Strengthening the coordinative development of
power grid and PV power is an important foundation for
the rapid development of PV power, wherein, the study
on grid connection of PV power and market utilization is
a top priority.”
In order to enhance the utilization capacity of PV
power, previous researchers proposed to adopt the
bundled transmission mode of PV power for expanding
its utilization regions and improving the stability of
power grid [3-4]. Furthermore, some researches verified
its scientificity and feasibility in various aspects. Bai et
al. stated that, “the adjustability of other power supplies
(such as thermal power and hydropower) is the decisive
factor to determine whether the electrical power system
can accommodate the scale of PV power or not. As the
domestic wind power resources are concentrated, it is
*
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i th index score of coalition S is defined as

bundled transmission modes of PV power. In other word,
all parties involved – hydroelectric power, thermal power,
pumped-storage power, nuclear power, biomass power
and power grid enterprises should get the corresponding
incentive compensation for better coordination with the
countermeasure and achieving the objective of enhanced
PV power utilization capacity. In this paper, DEA Game
model is proposed to solve the distribution of income
among all parties involved in the bundled transmission of
PV power. This in return provides a basis for establishing
corresponding subsidy and incentive mechanism.

The

2 DEA Game theory

C ( S )  max  wi xi ( S ),

Nakabayashi and Tone extended the efficiency analysis
of multiplayer game proposed by Golany and Rousseau
[7]. This set up the idea of qualitative classification on
DMU by means of their coalitions, to consider the
cooperative game of DMUs, and construct the DEA
Game model. This initiated the application foundation of
DEA game though the application of DEA Game was
still restricted. This is because that the number of
participators and standards considered by Nakabayashi
and Tone [8] is relative small and the challenge of getting
game solutions is augmented with the increase of the
number. Therefore, it is worthy of studying how to design
the reasonable game solutions for such a problem. Li et
al. [9, 10] took fixed cost proportions among DMUs into
account based on DEA and coalition game. They
analyzed the allocation of coalition game by the Shapley
value and nucleus, respectively. Finally, the linear
programming algorithms and the genetic inheritance
algorithms were developed to solve the problem.
DEA Game model mainly considers the progress of
reaching an agreement by multiplayers under various
standards. Assume there are n parties and each person has
m standards to distribute the given interests. For private
interest, everyone wishes to maximize the standard that is
beneficial to himself and to minimize the unfavourable
standard. In this way, the given benefits are insufficient
for distribution. Therefore, the allocation gets stuck into a
dilemma. It will inevitably lead to inconsistency when
participators determine the weight values of various
indexes. However, DEA can solve such kind of problems.
DEA Game is based on the assumption that every party in
the game is willing to take part in the game and all
participators agree to negotiate together so as to reach a
reasonable and fair allocation plan. The coalition and
distribution of members are also taken into account.

m

wi  1


s.t. 
i 1
 w  0(i  1, 2, 3
 i

xi ( S )   xij (i  1, 2, 3

xi (S ) :

, m).

jS

2.1.1 DEA maximum game
The characteristic function of coalition S is defined
as C (S ), (C ( )  0) . C(S) is the maximum profit value
obtained by coalition S, and C(S) is expressed by the
following linear programming:
m

i 1

In the equation,

.

(1)

, m)

wi is the weight of index i under a

certain coalition.
 N , c  is used to represent DEA max game with the
participator set of N and the characteristic function of c,
which has the transferable utility. The characteristic
function of DEA max game has the following properties:
I. For coalitions of S and T, if S  N , T  N and
S  T   , then C (S  T )  C ( S )  C (T ) ;
II.

C( N )  1 .

2.1.2 DEA Minimum game
In DEA Minimum game, the characteristic function of
coalition S is defined as d (S ), (d ( )  0) . d (S ) is the
minimum cost value paid by coalition S, and d (S ) can be
expressed by the following linear equation:
m

d ( S )  mix  wi xi ( S ),
i 1

m

wi  1


s.t. 
i 1
 w  0(i  1, 2, 3
 i

,

(2)

, m)

where wi is the weight of index i under a certain
coalition. (N,d) is used to represent DEA min game with
the participator set of N and the characteristic function of
d with the transferable function. The characteristic
function of DEA min game has the following properties:
I.
For coalitions of S and T, if S  N , T  N and
S  T   , then d (S  T )  d (S )  d (T ) ;

2.1 COALITION OF DEA GAME AND THE
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION
All players are recorded as N, N  1,2,3，
 n . Any
subset S of N is a coalition, then S  N . When players
are conducting profit (cost) distribution, the index that is
agreed to be important is denoted as i, i  1, 2, 3 m .

II.

d (N )  1 .
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2.2 BENEFIT APPORTIONMENT OF DEA GAME
AND THE APPORTIONMENT VECTOR

power capacity obtained from the bundled transmission
(PU) - profit of utilized wind power capacity that is not
obtained from the bundled transmission under current grid
development condition (PD) + contribution amount of
utilized wind power capacity to the social benefit (PE).
The contribution amount of the utilized wind power
capacity to the social benefit mainly covers environmental
benefits including the saved non-renewable energy
resources and so on.

Benefit (cost) apportionment is the nucleus content of
DEA game, as a decisive role in the stability of
cooperative alliance. Once a party suffers from unfair
treatment, the already formed coalition is at the risk of
disintegration. Therefore, to maintain the stability of the
cooperation, the benefit (cost) apportionment should
satisfy definite rationality.
Assuming that the cooperative cost apportionment can
be simplified as a transferable apportionment or utility,
namely with side payment (transferable payment), the
side payment shall meet the following requirements:
 Every player measures his apportionment with the
same utility scale;
 The apportionment of each coalition can be
distributed to each participator in any manner. In
other words, the apportionment of all players is
transferable.
n -dimensional vector z  z1 , z2 , zn  is used to

3.1.2 Participators of profit apportionment
Wind power plant – provides wind power capacity and
bears the cost of wind power generation.
Power grid enterprise – constructs trans-regional
power grid and undertakes the assurance of risk and cost
of grid stability after the utilized PV power generation.
Grid-connected power station refers to the power
plant used for the bundled transmission (including
thermal power plant, hydroelectric power station,
pumped-storage power station, gas turbine power station
and nuclear power station, etc.) – Except for the basic
services, they should also be compensated for the
provided support services of automatic generator control
(AGC), paid peak load regulation, alternative, paid
reactive power regulation, black start and so on.
The support services of grid-connected power station
can be divided into the basic support services and the
compensated support services. The basic support services
indicate the support services that must be provided by
generator set to ensure safe and stable operation of
electric power system and power quality including
primary frequency, basic peak load regulation, basic
reactive power regulation, etc. For this part of support
services, no distribution of excessive profit concerning the
bundled transmission of wind power is required. Only the
compensable support service, which is provided by other
grid-connected power stations and is included in the
bundled transmission of wind power, can participate in
the distribution.

represent shares distributed from the coalition
apportionment to each player of DEA game. The
following condition shall be satisfied:
 Rationality of individuals:
z j  C(j) or z j  d(j), (j  1, 2, 3,

n) .

(3)

 Rationality of collectives:
n

z
j 1

j

 C ( N )  1 or

n

z
j 1

j

 d (N )  1 .

(4)

3 Construction of income distribution concerning the
bundled transmission of PhotoVoltaic (PV) Power
Based on DEA Game Model
3.1 MODEL PARAMETERS
As an obstacle of recent research, the distribution of
income is related to the immediate interests among every
participator of the bundled transmission of PV power.

3.2 BASIC MODEL OF INCOME DISTRIBUTION

3.1.1 Determination of excessive profit
The distributed interest in the model refers to the
excessive profit of the bundled transmission of wind
power, considering the practical planning and operation of
electric power system. Under the normal operation of the
the bundled transmission of wind power, power grid
enterprises will settle with each participator according to
the existing system. Combined with the actual cost
statement delivered from each participator, the power grid
enterprises are compared with previous parameters every
half a year to estimate the excessive profit of this section.
That is to say, the excessive profit of the bundled
transmission of wind power (M) = profit of utilized wind

This paper mainly involves the application of DEA game
in the income distribution of the the bundled transmission
mode of PV power. A new scheme has been proposed to
take advantage of DEA game model for income
distribution. Firstly, all the players, namely all the profit
sharers of the the bundled transmission mode of PV
power, are recorded as N, N  1, 2, 3 n . Any subset S
of N is a coalition, then S  N . When the players are
conducting profit (cost) distribution, the index that is
agreed to be important is kept down as i, i  1, 2, 3 m .
And the index score of each player under every index is
evaluated together. xij is the index score of the j th player
under the i

th

index, j  1, 2, 3

n . The higher xij under
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min  e(S , z )  C (S )   zi ,

an index reveals that the j th player has higher evaluation
under this index. The matrix constituted by all index
scores is set as X, namely X   xij  . And matrix X is

iS

 zi    C ( S )

.
s.t.  iS
  zi  C ( N )
 iN

m n

standardized, namely

n

x
j 1

ij

 1(i  1, 2, 3

, m).

In the equation,  is an arbitrary small real number;
N is the set of excessive profit sharers of the the bundled
transmission mode of PV power; and S is the nonvoid
subset of N. This is a standard linear programming
problem and it can be solved by virtue of Matlab tool.

The i th index score of coalition S is defined as xi (S ) :
xi (S )   xij (i  1, 2, 3

, m) .

(8)

(5)

js

Characteristic function of coalition S is defined as

C (S ), (C ( )  0) . C(S) is the maximum profit value

4 Empirical study on income distribution concerning
the bundled transmission of PhotoVoltaic (PV)
Power Based on DEA Game Model

obtained by coalition S, and C(S) is expressed by the
following
linear
programming:
m

C ( S )  max  wi xi ( S ),
i 1

m

wi  1


.
s.t.
i 1

wi  0(i  1,2,3, m)

In the equation,

(6)

wi is the weight of index i under a

certain coalition. Obviously, C(N)=1. Unit profit share
obtained by each person is expressed by vector Z:
z  z1 , z2 , z3 , zm  .
3.3 SOLUTIONS
In the cooperative game, many significant methods can
be used to analyze and solve the game, including
negotiation set, stabilization set, nucleus, nucleolus and
Shapley value. Since the solution of nucleus must be
unique and feasible, nucleus is adopted in the paper to
solve the model so as to enable the players to get a fair
and reasonable profit distribution amount.
Let e(S , z )  C (S )   zi , then e(S, z) is the difference
iS

value between total excessive profit obtained by profit
sharers when forming coalition S and the actual excessive
profit obtained by sharers. The greater the difference,
take this strategy is not ideal. Since there are 2n subsets of
N, there are also 2n subsets of e(S,z). They can be
restructured into a vector according to the order from
small to large  ( z)  1 ( z), 2 ( z) 2 ( z)  .
n

The nucleus is defined as:
N (V )  z  E(C )  ( z)   ( y), y  E(C) .

(7)

wherein, E(C)is the set of all allocation vectors.
As known from the above equations, the nucleus is a
kind of distribution that allows the minimum excessive
vector. All coalitions that might be formed in the
cooperation have a definition of excessive value at the
nucleus. The nucleus solution can be realized by the
following linear programming:

To enhance the utilization ability of PV power, N persons
are involved in the bundled transmission mode of PV
power to split its excessive profit. It means 4 participators
of DEA Game if N=4 is selected. It is assumed that the
estimate of excessive profit in the first half year of 2012
is 80 million Yuan according to the equation M= PU—
PD+PE.
4.1 CASE STUDY
Firstly, 4 players are defined as: A – wind power plant
participated in the bundled transmission mode of PV
power; B – power grid enterprises to maintain the
stability of power grid and trans-regional power grid
construction after the establishment of the bundled
transmission mode of PV power; C – grid-connected
thermal power plant that participates in the bundled
transmission mode of PV power; and D - grid-connected
hydroelectric power station, respectively.
Secondly, indexes that are agreed to be important by 4
players A, B, C and D are listed: power generating
capacity, maintenance of power grid stability, superior
alternative emergency power supply for peak load
regulation, AGC, workload of reactive power regulation
and additional investment of basic construction. Experts
are employed to score the above 6 indexes according to
the Performance Table of Semi-Annual Power
Generating Capacity, Power Supply Reserve for Peak
Load Regulation and the Use Condition Table, Analysis
Table for Workload of Reactive Power Regulation and
Table for Additional Investment Condition of Basic
Construction delivered by participators. It should be
noted that regarding the continuous distribution of
excessive profit, the scores of six indexes will vary
dependently on different contribution of involved parties.
In order to ensure the accuracy of income distribution, the
scoring is needed half a year for the changed materials.
According to the materials in the first half year of
2012 provided by four participants, the above six indexes
are scored as shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 Each Index Score of Every Player
Power Generating Amount
Maintenance of Power Grid Stability
Superior Emergency Power Supply
Reserve for Peak Load regulation
AGC
Workload of Reactive Power Regulation
Additional Investment of Basic
Construction

A
0.5
0.1

B
0
0.6

C
0.3
0.2

D
0.2
0.1

0.1

0

0.5

0.4

0.2
0.1

0
0

0.4
0.5

0.4
0.4

0.1

0.7

0.1

0.1

The presented procedure is employed to solve the
multi-objective programming problem. Since the wind
power plant must exist as a participator of the bundled
transmission mode of PV power, the abovementioned
alliance set thus has invalid coalition (supposing the
weight of invalid coalition is 0). To deal with this part of
the invalid alliance, the linear weighted sum method of
Matlab multi-objective programming problem is adopted.
The objective functions for each scenarios and the given
weight factors are shown as Table 3.

Finally, the interest allocations of various alliances
are obtained. The characteristic values of function, under
different coalitions are calculated by equations (5) and (6),
as shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2 All Kinds of Combination Alliances
Method of coalition
A
B
Independent
C
D
AB
AC
Allied by two
AD
BC
groups
BD
CD
ABC
Allied by three
ABD
ACD
groups
BCD
ABCD
Allied by four
groups

Nominal amount of excessive profit
0.5
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
1
0.9
1

TABLE 3 The Objective Function and Its Given Weight
Serial No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Objective Function
min  0.5  z A

min   0.7  z B
min   0.5  z C
min   0.4  z D
min   0.8  ( z A  z B )

min   0.8  ( z A  zC )
min   0.7  ( z A  z D )
min   0.8  ( z B  zC）
min   0.8  ( z B  z D )
min   0.9  ( z D  zC )

min   0.9  ( z A  z B  zC )
min   0.9  ( z A  z B  z D )
min   1  ( z A  z C  z D )
min   0.9  ( z B  zC  z D )

min   1  ( z A  z B  z C  z D )

Weight
0.05
0
0
0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0
0
0
0.15
0.15
0.15
0
0.2

4.2 SOLUTION OF CASE MODEL

The multi-objective linear programming of Matlab
linear weighted sum method is expressed as below:
 Evaluation function of a linear weighted sum
method is established as follow,

The above characteristic values of functions are
substituted in (8) and further results are obtained:

min h( F ( x))  1 (0.5  z A )  2 [0.8  ( z A  zB )]

min  e(S , z )  C ( S )   zi ,

3[0.8  ( z A  zC )]  4 [0.7  ( z A  zD )]

(9)

5 [0.9  ( z A  zB  zC )]  6 [0.9  ( z A  zB  zD )]

iS

z A    0.5


z
B    0.7


zC    0.5

z D    0.4


z A  z B    0.8

z A  zC    0.8


z A  z D    0.7


s.t . 
z B  zC    0.8

z B  z D    0.8

z D  zC    0.9

 z  z  z    0.9
B
C
 A
 z A  z B  z D    0.9

 z A  zC  z D    1
 z B  zC  z D    0.9


 z A  z B  zC  z D  1

(11)

7 [1  ( z A  zC  zD )]  8 [1  ( z A  zB  zC  zD )].
The corresponding weights into the above equation
are substituted, and then the objective function min h
(F(x)) can be sorted out as follow,
min h(F ( x))  0.875  ( z A  0.6  zB  0.6  zC  0.6  zD ).

(12)

 The equations are solved with the aid of
commercial software MATLAB:
z A  0.4162, zB  0.2618,

(10)

zC  0.1852, zD  0.1368.
 Excessive profits are distributed as: A of 33.296
million Yuan; B of 20.944 million Yuan; C of
14.816 million Yuan; and D of 10.944 million
Yuan.
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5 Model analysis

6 Conclusions

From the presented model, targeting at the finite nonrenewable energy and environmental pollution that may
be caused at present, PV power has become the
mainstream of future power supply development, and its
utilized amount by power grid will be the key factor to
determine whether it can be developed into the
mainstream or not. Therefore, to make power supply
constituents in a sustainable way, various support
services provided by participators should receive
corresponding compensation incentives to guarantee the
implementation of various policies encouraging the
utilization of PV power. Income distribution scheme
provided previously expressed the distribution principle
with three key issues: firstly, the paper provisionally
assumes that the materials provided by grid companies
combined parties involved are estimated every six
months, but the specific estimation method still needs
further study. Secondly, in the scoring six key indexes
must be determined according to the contribution degree
of various participators. Thirdly, due to the existence of
subjective judgment in the model, a comprehensive
collection of information is required for all parties. The
information shall be reasonable and comprehensive.
Briefly, the excessive profit distribution of the bundled
transmission mode of PV power is a challenging research
topic. In the practical applications, the material submitted
by participators should be followed strictly to estimate
the excessive profit as accurately as possible; and the
value of each index should be strictly determined in order
to ensure the relative accuracy of the allocation result.

Based on the state of art of PV power, the enhancement
of PV power utility capacity is proposed as a key to the
rapid development of PV power in future. The most
highly praised expansion method of PV power utility
capacity is the bundled transmission mode of PV power.
In light of the constrained situation by some policy
towards the implementation of the bundled transmission
mode of PV power, DEA Game is proposed in the paper
to solve the problem of excessive profit distribution.
Based on the hypothesis that all players are willing to
participate in the game and consult together to reach a
fair and equitable distribution program, a DEA Game
distribution model of excessive profit has been
established. Through systematically case studies, the
feasibility of the model is proved to provide a theoretical
basis for the excessive profit distribution regarding the
bundled transmission mode of PV power. It allows the
participators to obtain appropriate compensation as an
encouragement for them to participate in the bundled
transmission mode of PV power in a better way. Then the
utility capacity of PV power can be expanded.
In the design of excessive profit distribution model
for the bundled transmission mode of PV power, the
estimation of excessive profit and the determination of
six key index scores are required to be combined with a
lot of the relevant materials. More concise and accurate
methods still are needed in the further studies.
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Abstract
This study developed an optical measuring system with a gray level distribution difference (GLDD) model, and applied the system to
examine the displacement field of a Brazilian disk (BD) split under dynamic loading. The system consists of high-speed (HS)
photography, a split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB), a synchronization control system and operation of differential images. First, we
captured differential images with a high speed camera (10 frames at a time resolution of 10μs). Next, we established the
corresponding relationship between the dynamic fracturing evolution of the disc rock samples and the stress loading process with a
synchronization controlling system. Changes in the surface displacement field were calculated with the differential image base
method according to the joint probability distribution function of two images. This method takes the image correlation into account
and can effectively eliminate the influence of background noise, identify surface displacement and capture cracks and expansion in
dynamic Brazilian disk splitting experiments straightforwardly and accurately. Findings can be used for novel measurement of
surface displacement fields in Brazilian disk splitting tests under dynamic loads.
Keywords: grey level distribution difference model, SHPB, dynamic load, high speed photography, differential image

deformation measurements in rock dynamic experiments.
Many studies have explored deformation and crack
characteristics of rock materials under dynamic loading
[5, 6]. High-speed cameras and digital image methods
have been developed in recent years. For example,
Siviour used a high speed camera for a high strain rate
experiment to monitor specimen deformation and analyse
field methods for three point bending. Louis Ngai Yuen
Wonga used digital image subtraction techniques to
inspect cracking processes in Carrara marble specimens
containing a single, pre-existing open flaw under
dynamic loading.
Digital image subtraction is a common tool to analyse
image changes. With this standard tool, most researchers
are already familiar with resulting difference images.
Taking a simple subtraction between two images is
directly equivalent to forming a null hypothesis test
statistic, assuming that the expected change is due to
uniform noise. Therefore, this can be described by a
single distribution across the entire image [7]. However,
the background noise in dynamic experiments of digital
images is uneven, and is affected by light sources and
camera equipment. Therefore, an effective processing
technique is essential to remove background noise from
dynamic load images.
In this work, Brazilian disc specimens were loaded
with a SHPB system, and a high-speed camera was used

1 Introduction
In recent years, computer digital imagery has been widely
used to measure full-field deformation in material and
structure mechanics [1]. Recently, new static loading test
procedures have been developed to calculate surface
displacement and deformation based on digital images of
good quality with standard cameras [2]. However, in
dynamic loading tests (impact, Hopkinson bar tests),
relatively small, higher resolution images are required for
the displacement measurement. So far, the development
of methods that handle dynamic events is still in its
infancy [3].
Traditional contact measurement techniques using
sensors such as mechanical extensometers and strain
gauges have limitations in frequency response and
measuring range. Therefore, they cannot provide
sufficient information to explore the rapid variation of
dynamic mechanical behaviours. Non-contact, full-field
monitoring techniques such as caustics, Moiré, photo
elasticity, digital image correlation and coherent gradient
sensors have substantial advantages for measuring
deformation and stress fields in dynamic loading tests [4].
However, most of these techniques require many optical
components. These are often quite expensive, and tare
only applicable for transparent materials such as organic
polymers and inorganic glass. They are not suitable for
*
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to monitor the full-field dynamic fracture process in the
specimens. Surface deformation and failure mode of
specimen were analysed, based on the grey level
distribution difference (GLDD) model.

consisted of two gauges in a symmetrical arrangement.
These strain gauges are used to measure the strain
histories induced by the stress waves propagating along
the elastic bars. The strain history during the test was
recorded with a digital oscilloscope (DL 750) though a
differential amplifier (super dynamic meter CS-1D) and a
Wheatstone bridge connected to strain gauges.

2 GLDD model
The GLDD model is used to calculate difference images
using probability distributions in the normalized scatter
gram. This defines a probability that reflects how likely it
is that grey level values from corresponding pixels in an
image pair are drawn from the same distribution as the
rest of the data. Corresponding pairs of pixels from
original images are taken, and their grey levels are used
to find their coordinates in the normalized scatter gram
[7]. Integration is then performed along the vertical cut
passing through that point c, summing all of the values
F(x, y) that are smaller than the value of F(x, c) at that
point.

D( x, y)   ( F ( x, c)  F ( x, y))F ( x, c) .

Recording
equipment

Strain gauges

Air gun

(1)

c

The images of g1(x, y) and g2(x, y) are the grey values
of the subset in the non-deformed and deformed images,
respectively. The variable m and n are the probability
distribution density of the grey values of images,
respectively. S (m, n) is probability distribution of the
pixel gray distribution with g1 and g2. The image
difference S can reflect the probability of grey values
different between two images in the same region.
Therefore, when the image of g1(x, y) and g2(x, y) are
completely identical, S=0. When the background noise of
images shows no change, S is the direct finite difference,
such as:

S  abs[ g1 ( x, y)  g2 ( x, y)] .

Transmission
bar

(2)

Incident
bar

FIGURE 1 Experimental set-up for SHPB at CSU

During a SHPB test, two basic requirements must be
satisfied: the specimen is under one-dimensional stress
and the specimen is in-loaded evenly [10]. The equation
of motion can be written as:

When the background noise of images changes, S are
equal to stack values of the weighted average background
noise and grey. This eliminates the effect of background
noise.
3 Test systems



The experimental set up for the SHPB impact test in this
study is shown in Figure 1. The SHPB system consisted
of a gas gun, a conical bullet, and a stress transmission
component [8]. A conical bullet was used in the improved
test system to eliminate oscillation and obtain a stable
half-sine wave loading [9]. The stress transmission
component was made up of three elastic bars, including
an incident bar (2m in length), a transmission bar (1.5m),
and a momentum bar (0.7m). The rock specimen was
sandwiched between the incident bar and the transmission
bar. The conical bullet and elastic bars made from 50 mm
diameter high strength steel (40Cr), and have yield
strength of 800MPa. Two sets of strain gauges are glued
on the surface of the middle of the incident bar (SGIn) and
the transmission bar (SGTr) respectively. Each set

 2u
t 2

E

 2u
x 2

,

(3)

where u is the location of the infinitesimal at x under
stress; E is the elastic modulus of bars; ρ is the density of
the bar; t is the time of stress loading; x is the location of
the infinitesimal.
The half-sine wave produced by the conical bullet
lengthens the rise time of the incident stress wave,
allowing the specimen to be in-loaded evenly during the
rise time. Since the strains in the incident and
transmission bars are known, the dynamic loading forces
(P) at the two elastic bars/ specimen interfaces may be
calculated as [11]:

P1  Eb Ab ( I   R ) , P2  Eb Ab T ,

(4)
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where Eb is the elastic bar’s Young’s modulus, Ab is the
cross section area of the elastic bars,  I and  R are the
incident and reflected strains measured by the strain
gauges on the incident bar, and  T is the transmitted
strains measured by the strain gauges on the transmission
bar.
If the dynamic forces (P1 and P2) on both sides of the
specimens are almost equal during the entire dynamic
loading period, then the specimen is said to be in stress
equilibrium, and the applied force on the specimen ( P(t ) )
can be calculated as:

P(t ) 

1
1
 P1  P2  = Eb Ab ( I   R   T ) .
2
2

(5)

2ce
LS

t

0  r (t )dt  ,

(6)

the applied dynamic load ( P(t ) ) and the time-to-fracture
( tf ):

πDB

,

P1

(7)

where D is the diameter of the BD specimens, B is the
thickness of the BD specimens.

Specimen

Incident bar

2 P(t f )

SG3

FIGURE 2 Arrangement of strain gauges on specimen

Transmission
bar

.

P2

SG1

In this study, a high-speed camera (PHOTRON
FASTCAM SA1.1) was used to record the full-field
dynamic fracture process of specimen photographically
during tests, coupled with a high-strength and nonstroboscopic light source (PALLITE VIII), positioned at
a safe distance of 0.7 m from the specimen surface. The
high-speed camera was operated at the setting for
dynamic tests, with a frame-rate of 100,000 frame per
second (10s inter-frame time), and 192×192 pixels for
size of 56×56 mm2. The specimen was randomly
speckled with black and white paint to ensure good
contrast in the digital images. The HS image of the
dynamic Brazilian disk testing methods is shown in
Figure 3.

where ce is the elastic wave velocity of the bars; LS is the
length of sample; εr(t) is the strain of the reflected stress
wave at time t.
Under the condition of stress equilibrium, the
dynamic tensile strength (  td ) can be derived by using

 td ( td ) 

Incident bar
SG2

5 High speed camera system

The impact strain ε(t) are calculated by onedimensional stress wave theory using the following
formulas:

 (t )  

Transmission
bar

.

The loading rate (  td ) is determined by the slope of
the stress history starting from the time of stress
equilibrium ( tequil ) and ending at the time-to-fracture ( tf ).
4 Sample preparation
The rock material used in this study was fine-grained
sandstone found in the Zigong region of Sichuan, China.
BD tests were performed to measure surface deformation.
BD testing specimens are 50 (diameter) ×20 (thickness)
mm. The non-parallelism and the non-perpendicularity of
specimens were both less than 0.02 mm. The specimens
were grey and smooth on surface, with no distinct
interspaces. The density of specimens was 2.50t/m3.
To representatively capture the time-to-fracture of the
specimen, three strain gauges were mounted on the
specimen surface, perpendicular to the load direction
along the specimen centre line with equal spacing, as
shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 3 Photographic view of dynamic testing

A triggering system is composed of strain gauges on
the surface of the incident bar and the oscilloscope. The
incident stress wave generated by the impact of the
conical bullet will propagate along the incident bar, and a
TTL electrical signal will be generated when the
oscilloscope detects this stress wave signal by strain
gauges [12]. The camera was connected to the
oscilloscope using a coaxial cable (about 2m in length).
Then the camera was triggered by the TTL pulse from the
oscilloscope. This pulse was generated by the strain
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gauge on the incident bar, so that the number of captured
images at the specimen could be obtained:

n

ts  tIn  tTTL ts  s / ce  tTTL
,
=
tframe
tframe

white spots in Figure 8b are regarded as the deformed
area on the surface of the rock specimen.
Detailed observations of the patterns before 48 s
indicate that the deformation initiated at the right end of
the rock disk under dynamic loads at about 2 s. Then the
deformation expanded leftwards and arrived at the left
end of the rock disk at around 42 s. This result is
consistent with the dynamic, photoelastic numerical
simulation on the rock specimens [13].

(8)

where ts is the time of the specimen HS image, tIn is the
time of the stress wave arriving at the sample, s is the
distance between the specimen and SGIn, tTTL is the pre
trigger time by a TTL pulse, and tframe is the time interval of
the inter-frame.

120
In.
Re.
Tr.
In.+Re.

80

In this test, to match the recorded images with the
loading steps, the delay time from the loading start time
to the triggering start time was determined to be 188s.
This was based on the combined consideration of the
travelling time from the strain gauge to the specimen end
(wave velocity 5410 m/s, distance 1017mm) and the pretrigger time by a TTL pulse 26s, as shown in Figure 4.

Force (kN)

40
0
-40
-80
-120

0

50

100

150

200

250

Time (s)

FIGURE 5 Dynamic force balance check for the dynamic Brazilian
experiment
1.2

tequil

0

0.8

tf
Tr.
In.+Re.
SG1
SG2
SG3

-10

-20
0

FIGURE 4 The pre trigger time measurement
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10
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FIGURE 6 Signals from strain gauges on specimen

6 Results and discussion

16

Figure 5 represents a typical testing result with a striking
velocity of 3 m/s. Figure 6 indicates that the time of stress
equilibrium was approximately 48s, and the time-tofracture was about 80s, according to the time-to-peak of
load and time-to-fracture of SG1. The electric potential of
SG1 increased gradually from the time of stress
equilibrium to the stress peak. The electric potential of
SG2 and SG3 showed a similar trend, but lagged behind
SG1. Therefore, it can be inferred that the cracks began at
the center position (position of SG1) of the sample under
dynamic loads, and extended to the two ends of the
sample.
Figure 7 shows the tensile stress time history marked
with corresponding points of high speed images. The
dynamic tensile strength was about 14.2MPa at the
loading rate of 202GPa/s.
The first image (0s) was chosen as the reference
image, as shown in Figure 8a. The differential images are
shown in Figure 8b. The results of image difference
technique reproduced the main deformation process and
validate the accurate of BD test under dynamic loads. The

Tensile stress (MPa)

Tensile stress
images

12
.

td~202GPa/s
~
8

4

tequil
0

0

25

50

tf
75

100

125

150

Time (s)

FIGURE 7 Stress-time history with high speed images

Between the time of stress equilibrium (48 s) and the
time-to-fracture (80 s), white spots increased with
tensile stress (Figure 7). After the time-to-fracture (80s),
observable cracks (block line in Figure 8b) (82 s, 92 s)
were initiated at the centre of the disc along the loading
line, and the tensile stress decreased with time (Figure 7).
The failure pattern at time 80 s closely resembles the
experimental results of fine-grained marble obtained by
Q.B. Zhang [4].
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(a)

2μs

12μs

22μs

52μs

62μs

72μs

crack

32μs

42μs

82μs

92μs

(b)
FIGURE 8 High speed images of a specimen under dynamic loading (a) Different stages; (b) Differential images

popularity with higher speed and higher resolution
cameras as well as better computing methods, particularly
as sub-pixel techniques become more readily and
economically available.

7 Conclusions
This study successfully employed a method combining a
SHPB with an HS camera technique to explore the
dynamic fracture behaviour of sandstone. In situ images
of the surface of sandstone in Brazilian disk test were
acquired during the dynamic loading step. The GLDD
technology base on probability integration was used in
conjunction with HS- photography to measure full-field
deformation of specimens. The proposed system
facilitates
cost-effective,
non-contact
full-field
deformation measurements of specimens in dynamic
testing methods. Results demonstrate that dynamic
mechanical properties can be well-determined, and that
the image difference technology base on probability
integration is a reliable, full-field deformation
measurement method. This method is likely to gain
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Abstract
Statistics of colour value of each pixel in the image are output in traditional colour histograms. Therefore, though the two same
images photographed in different illuminations are consistent in colour content, they have different colour distributions in the
histograms. To solve the problem, this paper introduces an illumination invariance colour index algorithm based on colour ratio.
According to the colour constancy theory, although colour values of its pixels will be changed once the image is subject to
illumination, colour ratios remain unchanged. Colour ratio refers to the ratio between two contiguous pixels. As per colour ratios,
colour ratio image may be obtained, which depicts obvious boundaries or margins of the image content so that we statistics of colour
ratio histogram can be obtained as an index mechanism to remove illumination effect. Verified by lots of tests, this method can
extract useful colour characteristics and remove illumination effect, so that it can be practically used in effective computer
recognition of objects in traffic videos.
Keywords: colour index, image retrieval, colour constancy, illumination

logarithmic space, which is extended by Gevers et al [11].
That further removes the effect of perspective and shade
on colours. Since CCCI is based on derivative of colour,
it relies on the margin information of images and is likely
to be affected by image blurring.
This paper introduces an index algorithm based on
illumination invariance. It mainly removes illumination
effect, thus affecting the effectiveness of traditional index
mechanism to a great extent. Therefore, illumination
invariance plays a significant role in improving index
technology. The algorithm raised in this paper is well
applied in object recognition of traffic monitoring system,
so as to assist the intelligent traffic video monitoring
system, reduce human assistance and improve monitoring
efficiency. Verified by a quantity of tests, this histogram
technology based on colour index can effectively remove
the effect of objective environmental factors on images,
which is the core for solving problems in image
recognition technology of intelligent traffic system.
Traditional computer recognizes image through pixels of
images, but a barrier for recognizing people and vehicles
in images is posed by the illumination; colour index can
remove the effect of environmental hue on the object
recognition of computer.

1 Introduction
Images photographed by the traffic monitoring system are
affected by illumination to a great extent; as a result,
objects can't be positioned and recognized by many
traditional methods accurately, causing the intelligent
monitoring system less intelligent and limiting its
popularity. Human assistance is still needed for
recognizing images in monitoring videos. Therefore, how
to achieve illumination invariance in colour recognition is
a key to guaranteeing the robustness of video monitoring
systems.
With the simplest, most direct and effective
characteristic, colour has been widely used in computer
vision applications. Colour histogram is a simple and
effective expression of the colour characteristic.
Histogram intersection algorithm raised by Swain et al
[1] is rather effective in object recognition. However,
colour histogram is easily subject to illumination despite
of its robustness in image rotation and affine. To remove
illumination effect on colours, RGB colour space may be
transformed to RG chroma space, thus making a chroma
histogram. Chroma histogram, however, still can't
remove the effect of illumination colour variance on
image colour. To solve the problem, Colour Constancy
Colour Index (CCCI), a descriptor, which is robust to
both illumination intensity variance and illumination
colour variance, is raised [2-10]. This descriptor removes
illumination effect using the derivative of colour
*

2 Relevant Principle-Physical Characteristics of
Colours
The colour of an object is determined by three factors:
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surface reflection of the object, illumination distribution
and responsivity of colour channels. For a certain wave
length λ and a point (x, y) on the surface, its illumination
function is stated as follows:

I ( x, y,  )  E( )  S ( x, y,  ) ,

sub-block calculation in the characteristic colour pair
table of the image and rank them in descending order. Set
a field value, and select the greatest colour pairs in the
colour pair table as the representative features of the
image.
Step 6: perform colour matching and read the N
images to be compared. Calculate the colour histogram of
the compared image, and search for the colour pair table
for each sub-block in the target image. Do not use
accurate matching. Therefore, colour pairs whose error is
smaller than 2% also belong to the matching values.
Step 7: count the number of single matches. Calculate
the colour pairs of a sub-block and its surrounding subblocks of the target image in order. Inquire the calculated
colour pairs in the colour pair tables entered by users. If
the difference is smaller than a threshold value, it
matches and should be marked with the colour matching
logo.
Step 8: if over 60% of colour characteristic colours
are matched, then the image is retrieved.
Step 9: present search results.

(1)

where in: E ( ) refers to illumination distribution
function; S ( x, y,  ) refers to surface reflection function
of the point (x, y).
Colour response of the point (x, y), i.e. transformation
into visual system through Channel k. It can be expressed
as:

k   I ( x, y,  ) Rk ( )d  .


(2)

Rk ( ) refers to the responsively of Channel k
Illumination mentioned above is independent from
surroundings of the object. However, illumination
perceived by people is dependent on the surroundings.
Both illumination energy distribution and colour channel
responsively are objective factors in physics, so the
perceptual colour of object can be approximately
expressed as illumination distribution of surface
reflection function.

3.2 CALCULATION OF IMAGE COLOUR RATIO
VALUE
Objective brightness of a point should be independent
from its surroundings, but the actually perceived colour
depends more on its relationship with adjacent points
rather than its own amount of light reflection. Therefore,
the colour perception amount is subject to the overall
situation. That has to say, the adjacent spatial area of the
object will be taken into account by human visual system
when calculating its colour. Therefore, the invariant
colour characteristics may be based on operations to
adjacent points; that's, the relationship between a point
and its adjacent points should be considered. The
following common assumptions are made to image
environment: the surface is not smooth, only diffuse
reflection exists, and there is no shade on the surface.
These assumptions may not always be reached, but it
renders analysis to the colour ratio model operative. In
computer calculations, these are some typical
assumptions. [6] Set αβξ as the conversion factor and
make the following assumptions: illumination function
may be expressed using the following linear function:

3 Illumination Invariance Algorithm Based on Colour
Ratio
3.1 IMPROVED STATISTICAL COLOUR
HISTOGRAM ALGORITHM
For 24-bit Windows bitmap images of true colours, there
is no such a title as histogram. Only statistics of each
colour value for grayscale images can be performed and
presented in form of histogram. That's why the grey value
of a single under a single channel is extracted in the 2 nd
step of the algorithm. Both histogram and colour ratio
histogram are concepts designed for images under a
single channel. Grey values of grayscale image pixels are
stored in a matrix. Therefore, it is easy to draw a colour
histogram. Only two nested loop statements are needed to
perform statistics of each colour value frequency. They
are stored in an array or matrix and drawn using twodimensional coordinates.
The improved statistical colour ratio histogram
algorithm is stated as follows:
Step 1: read in key images from the image library.
Step 2: position sub-blocks in images and calculate
sub-block histograms; i.e. users select sub-blocks
containing query images.
Step 3: calculate sub-block (x, y) colour pair tables
using "eight-direction adjacent technology" with the
calculate colour pair () function.
Step 4: delete the colour pairs whose differences are
smaller than a certain threshold, so as to eliminate colour
noise.
Step 5: fill the colour pair tables obtained from the

N

E ( )    i Ei ( ) .

(3)

i 1

Surface reflection function may be expressed as
follows:
M

S ( )    j S j ( ) .

(4)

j 1

Illumination may be described using an expression
merely relying on conversion ratio, so may similar
reflection functions. Equation (2) can be approximated as:
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N

M

k  i i E ( ) S ( ) Rk ( )   ijk ( )  S ( ) .


emphasize the relationship between its spatial adjacent
points. The equation can be simplified as follows:
1 m
x, y
m
.
(7)
 x , y  i 1

(5)

i 1 j 1

Despite of illumination changes, adjacent points will
receive the same amount of light simultaneously.
For the two different points of (x1, y1), (x2, y2) on the
surface, simple expressions for colour responsively at
Channel k may be given separately: k1  k 1S 1 ;

x, y

Thus, for a given colour channel, colour ratio of a
designated point is the average of colour values of its
adjacent points. The colour ratio model can be expressed
using the following simpler one:

k2  k 2 S 2 . The parameter ξ is used to capture changes
in illumination and surface reflection function.
Illuminations for the small adjacent areas are the same. At
this time, ξ depends only on surface reflection, thereby
substantially dependent on physical properties of the
image surface. Based on the same assumptions, k is also
same for the two points. Thus, k may be removed in
obtaining the colour ratio.
These assumptions are relatively weak and are easy to
be satisfied in practice. For small adjacent spatial areas,
the fourth assumption is obviously correct. When N and
M is relatively small, such as 3, most changes in ambient
light or reflection coefficient can be calculated using the
linear function. As mentioned above, even if the
illumination is changed, colour responsivities of the
adjacent points are the same, unless colour borders exist.
Therefore, to obtain the unchanged colour characteristics,
we only need to detect how the colour value of a point
varies as that of its adjacent point varies. The ratio is
obtained using the following formula:

 x, y 

x, y 

1 m
 ( x, y   xi , y )
m i 1

x, y

,

m

 x , y   i ( x, y) ,

(8)

i 1

where:  i ( x, y) is the colour value of the ith adjacent
point of the specified point. If  i ( x, y)  xi , y / mx , y ,
Equations (6) and (7) will be used to obtain the colour
ratio characteristics. If  i ( x, y)  log(xi , y / x, y ) , the
method proposed first by Land and McCann and then
used by Funt and Finlayson will be adopted to obtain the
colour ratio characteristics. This is more in line with the
multiplication of adjacent ratios rather than addition. A
standard calculation formula for colour ratio model is
presented in Equation (8), which is helpful to analyse
colour ratio distribution. To facilitate the analysis, only
direct
colour
value
is
considered;
that's,
 i ( x, y)  xi , y / mx, y .
First of all, the colour value for each pixel is extracted
from the image and stored in a matrix. Then the colour
ratio value is calculated as per Equation (6) and stored in
another matrix with the same size. The ratio between the
differences of each pixel and its neighbouring 8 points
and the sum are calculated. During this process, some
particular points need to be treated differently, namely,
the pixels at the image edge, separately the matrix middle
row, the 1st column or the maximum. These pixels can be
divided into several categories; and the colour ratio
calculation of each category of pixels needs to be treated
differently instead of only substituting the pixel value
into the formula. The colour ratio calculated in this way is
closer to the actual value. Only in this way, can this
indexing mechanism have obvious advantages in effect.

(6)

where in:  x , y means the colour value of the point (x, y),
0    L and L is the colour grade,  xi , y means the

colour value 0 the ith adjacent point near to the point (x,
y).
The colour ratio  of the aforesaid result is a constant
physical quantity of adjacent points on the surface. The
ratio is invariable compared to the illumination changes.
It is essentially a description of the spatial context
information of a small area in the image. It is independent
from external factors, such as external light. For the three
colour channels, three colour ratio figures for the original
image are drawn.
Algorithm is designed to obtain colour ratio of the
image. First of all, the formula suitable for colour ratio
calculation should be located.  obtained from Equation
(6) is the desired colour ratio. But obviously the equation
is relatively complicated. To simplify the colour ratio
calculation, the colour ratio model is further standardized.
In Equation (6), the colour model is formulated to

4 Experiments
Two images photographed are loaded under different
illuminations. Here are two images with the same scene
separately photographed at daytime and night-time by the
monitoring system, used for experimental purpose. This
is one of the practical areas for this technology
application.
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(a) At daytime
(b) At nighttime
FIGURE 1 Two images with the same scene photographed at daytime and nighttime by the monitoring system

Obviously, the two images have the same scene.
However, when performing matching retrieval using
traditional colour histograms, they will deemed to be
completely different by computers since their colour
histograms vary greatly.
Perform statistics of and draw colour histograms as
shown in Figure 2. Through intuitive comparison of the

two colour histograms, it can be seen that the two images
are greatly different. Calculate colour ratio values and
obtain colour ratio images as shown in Figure 3.
Calculate and obtain colour ratio histograms as shown in
Figure 4. It can be seen from the two images that they are
quite similar.

(a) Daytime histogram

(b) Nighttime histogram
FIGURE 2 Colour histograms

(a) Daytime colour ratio image

(b) Night-time colour ratio image
FIGURE 3 Colour ratio images

(a) Daytime colour ratio histogram

(b) Night-time colour ratio histogram
FIGURE 4 Colour ratio histograms

Another method may be used to display the colour
ratio histogram as shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that

the two colour ratio histograms are similar in a more
intuitive and obvious manner.

FIGURE 5 Colour ratio histogram
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The distribution status of the colour ratio histogram of
the image at daytime is drawn by solid black line while
that at night-time is drawn by the blue dotted line. In this
way, it can be seen that they are substantially the same in
a more intuitive manner. When it is used as an index in a
retrieval system, correct matching may be achieved with
only one threshold value set.

presentation of experimental results, as well as
histograms and colours are detailed.
The algorithm is studied and achieved for the final
purpose of applying it in target recognition of traffic
monitoring system. After the algorithm is achieved, we
should move to target object recognition. One
background image and one target image under the same
ground are given, just like frame images extracted from
the traffic monitoring system. Since images photographed
within one day may be subject to illumination differently,
the algorithm achieved in this paper instead of traditional
colour information is to be used in target recognition.

5 Conclusions
How to extract effective colour characteristics from the
image and remove the illumination effect are mainly
studied in the paper. This algorithm can be used for
effective computer recognition of target object in the
image. This algorithm is relied by target recognition of
modern intelligent traffic monitoring system.
Through analysis of current status of computer image
processing, such as image retrieval, the application and
development status of colour characteristics in image
retrieval field, technologies for effective characteristic
extract, application of colour indexing in image retrieval
and illumination problems, as well as analysis and
research on colour processing technologies, one
illumination invariance indexing algorithm is proposed
and described accordingly; besides, experimental results,
specific requirements for the experimental platform,
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Abstract
CORS has been widely established in China and abroad, and can be used in geodetic measuring, coordinate system retaining and
surveying and mapping of city. However, some issues (stability of base stations, influence of survey precision on horizontal and
vertical extension, et al) are still unsolved in Surface Movement Deformation Monitoring in Mining Areas. Based on the CORS, a
method and flow for data processing and stability analysis of deformation monitoring network was proposed. Using rank defect free
network adjustment, a robust estimation with minimum of first order norm of displacement component was offered to determine
displacement of relative stability. The strategy can resolve the confirmation of robust iterative weights and the effects of different
reference models. Displacement significance was tested with the normality method. Finally, according to this method , datum of GPS
deformation monitoring in Mining Areas in Datong were calculated and preliminarily proved that this method was feasible and
effective, providing a new monitoring methodologies terrain monitoring in mining areas.
Keywords: CORS (Continuous Operation Reference System), deformation monitoring, rank defect network adjustment, robust estimation, hypothesis
test

1 Introduction

of deformation monitoring; 2) if the baseline length of
static GPS observations is too long; the precision will be
greatly reduced. For a certain working face, surface
monitoring of GPS can meet the requirement, but to a
wider regional monitoring, the GPS measurement
becomes stretched [3, 8].
Continuously Operating Reference Service (CORS)
can be defined as one or several fixed, continuously
operating GPS reference station, using modern computer
data communication network of LANWAN technology
and the internet. CORS can automatically provide
different types of GPS observations (such as carrier phase
and pseudo-range), corrections, and the state Information
of GPS and other relevant Service Projects of GPS to
users with different needs and different levels in real time
[4].
CORS, which is a revolutionary change of GPS
technology, is the orientation of the development of GPS
in the future. It not only has the advantages of GPS static
measurement, but also perfectly resolved the lack of GPS
[5]. First of all, it does not need the scene of known
points, fixed reference stations which are more than
dozens of kilometres or even hundreds of kilometres far
away. This has greatly relieved constraints when
designing and make arrangements of observation points.
It can better reflect the ground deformation situation.
Secondly, the length of baseline is not need to be
considered as long as observation points are taken within
CORS covered region at any time. In general, CORS
reference stations are more than dozens of kilometres or
even hundreds of kilometres, which can fully cover the

Coal is the major energy source for China. As the main
province of coal resources reserve and production, Shanxi
province owns a long history on it. Such a large-scale
mining, for one hand, can bring huge economic benefits
and create great wealth for the country. However, on the
other hand, large-scale underground mining will cause
ground deformation and ground settlement, which will
affect people’s life in mining areas, and produce a serious
threat to the safety of people's lives and property. So
effective surface movement deformation monitoring is
particularly necessary [1].
In a long time, the traditional methods and techniques
for mining surface movement monitoring remained
unchanged. The traditional methods, such as triangulation
measurement and levelling, are still widely used. The
weaknesses are also obvious. For example, 1) needs more
time and costs; 2) greatly restricted by topography,
climate and other external factors; 3) data delay. It is not
the real-time response to the information, less efficient
[2].
The emergence of GPS solves the defects of
traditional measuring method. It is less affected by
visibility; topography, climate and other external
constraints, and its precision completely meet the
requirements. However, there are still some problems
with GPS observations: 1) for static GPS observation,
there must be at least two known control points within the
scope of survey area. Without known monitoring area,
GPS survey is obviously unable to meet the requirements
*
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whole range of mining areas [6]. So, no matter where the
monitoring of both working face of surface monitoring
and a wider regional monitoring can be taken under
CORS. Currently in China, CORS has been applied in
domestic construction, urban planning, land surveying
and mapping, and many other fields. And it has already
achieved fruitful results. However, CORS application in
the field of mining surface movement monitoring is still a
blank. Therefore, CORS application in this field has a
high research value and practical significance [7]. Based
on the Project “Research on surface strata movement law
of Tashan mine 8,103 and 8,104 working face surface of
Datong Mine area”, CORS application in the field of
mining surface movement monitoring is studied. There
are 4 base stations constructed by 115 Exploration
Institute of Shanxi Coal Geology, which formed a CORS
System. The distance between the 4 CORS base stations
is 40 ~ 100 km, entirely covering the Tashan mine.
Studied results indicate that the monitoring accuracy of
CORS is completely meeting the monitoring
requirements and bringing practical guiding significance
for the future of mining surface movement monitoring
[9].
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1,356m, separation distance of the observation point is
25m, the distance between observation point and control
point is 50m respectively and the number of observation
station is totally 59, including 6 control points. The
length of the trend observation lines and the tendency
observation line is totally 5,041m and a total of 143
points. The distance between observation point and
control point is 50m respectively and there are a total of 9
control points [15].
Observation point layout schematic diagram is shown
in Figure 1.
3 Analytical methods and processes based on Datong
CROS land subsidence monitoring network
For high precision GPS monitoring network, in order to
obtain better results of the analysis, in addition to the
reasonable and correct calculation strategy of the
baseline, the choice of benchmark is critical. These
benchmarks include the position reference, the scale
reference, orientation and time evolution and so on [9].
Stability deformation analysis should be based on a
unified, appropriate benchmarks to correctly distinguish
between variables and system errors. Therefore, the
observation data of GPS monitoring network can be
treated scientifically, the study and evaluation method of
analysing the stability of data, which is not only the need
of theoretical research, but also the practical application.
Tashan surface mine subsidence network stability
analysis methods and procedures are as follows: 1) with
high precision processing software, choose the right
baseline processing strategy to solve the baseline; 2) take
the centre of gravity of the monitoring points as a
benchmark for rank-defect free net adjustment, get the
coordinates of the monitoring points every period and the
factor matrix; 3) according to the displacement of two
phase calculations and the factor matrix, the
displacements of a norm as the minimum robust
estimation method to determine the relative stability of
the displacement, to obtain the optimum stability of the
monitoring array and displacement; 4) construct statistics,
then conduct significance test to monitoring
displacement, determine the possible instability point; 5)
according to each phase of testing the stability of the
datum, the use of quasi-stable adjustment calculate the
amount of displacement [16, 17].

2 Establish monitoring network
Due to mining working face covered by the fourth loess.
The terrain is so complicated, and topography are
characterized in huangtuliang, plateau and hilly. Based on
Tashan mine, when the arrangement of surface movement
observation station, we should arrange observation line
according to the terrain and landform flexible. Trend line
of observation arrange in line with the central line of the
ground surface over the 8104 working face. Tendency
direction of observation line along the tendency direction
of 8103, 8104 working face was layout as a broken line
on the plain ground. The details of the arrangement are as
follows:
There are two observations line in this program. One
of them is a trend line expressed as Z. The length of Z
trend observation line is 2,175m, separation distance of
the observation point is 25m, the distance between
observation point and control point is 50 m respectively
and the number of observation station is totally 89,
including 3 control points. The tendency line Q represents
the observation line: The length of Q observation is
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FIGURE 1 Observation station layout
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vk t  

GAMIT software which is developed by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and IGS precise
ephemeris are used in baseline solution. In baseline
processing should consider the earth tide, tidal and polar
motion correction; Satellite high Angle is 15°; Combine
dual-frequency ionospheres LC as the basic observation;
Use Saastamoinen model and parameter estimation to
decrease troposphere error, and estimate a gradient
troposphere per hour, deal with the daily time relaxation
solution as the basic results every day. Baseline accuracy
showed that daily coordinates solver accuracy in the
north-south direction is 1~3mm, 2~4mm in the east-west
direction; elevation accuracy is 8~10mm [10-12].
When processing baseline, double differential
observations model is used. Get information of the
baseline vector and the variance-covariance matrix with
the method of the global combined net. If there are two
observation station T1 and T2, the synchronous satellites
SJ and SK where SJ is the reference satellite, then the
double differential observation function can be expressed
as:

(n J  1)  nt error equations.
equation can be expressed as:
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And the vector l2k (t ) m2k  t  n2k  t  can be
expressed as:

 l2k t    l2k t   l2j t  
 k   k
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 2   2
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(12)

According to the aforementioned method and steps, carry
out rank defect free network adjustment on the two
monitoring networks. After six iterations, to get the most
reasonable displacement of monitoring point and its
stability weight matrix [13, 14]. In the N, E and U
direction, stable iteration weight matrix is a 27 × 27 order
diagonal matrix, its final iteration results are as follows:

If l t  can be expressed as:

l k t    k t  

.

1 

1 
.


n J  1

5 Instance study

k

t   1k (t )   20j (t )  1j (t )

(7)

where P is the weight matrix of the double differential
observation.
Finally when the number of the satellite of the two
observation stations is n J , and the number of the epoch
is nt , the corresponding weight matrix can be written as:

N k  N k  N J .

k
20

N  Y  U  0 ,

where Y , N and U can be expressed as:

where N k can be written as:




(6)

Therefore, the corresponding normal equation and the
solution can be written as:

N k 
1 k
   t   1k (t )   20j (t )  1j (t ) 
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The relative error
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If the number of the synchronous satellite is n J , the
number of the epoch is nt . Then write out

k

 X 2 
k
n2  t     Y2  
  Z 2  ,
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l2k  t  m2k  t  n2k  t     Y2  

 .

  Z 2 
N k  l k (t )10

4 Model construction and Baseline processing

(4)

 = diag(0.5010

Then the error equation can be express as:

0.0477
0.9231
0.3425
0.1958
1.0000

0.6024 0.0655
0.4587 1.0000
0.4975 0.134 2
0.2710 0.1720
0.4651 0.5558
0.746 3)27×27

0.3818
0.2693
0.4219
0.2688
0.1575

0.074 7
0.7692
0.0478
0.9929
0.2747
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Considering the needs of CORS monitoring data
analysis, four points Z78, Z79, Z80, Z81 which are good
for the levelling surveying were surveyed under third
order levelling while CORS monitoring conducted over
the same stage. After error distribution, the maximum
levelling closure error W3 of the 6 stage is 5.7mm, the
minimum W1 is 3.5mm. Both of them were less than the
tolerance requirements of the closure error of third order
levelling  4 n = 13.9mm. It is shown that the results
of levelling measurement are qualified and it can be used
to compare the observation data of CORS.
Comparison curve diagrams of each stage are shown
in Figures 2-5.
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settlement curve comparison diagram of Z81
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FIGURE 5 Settlement curve comparison diagram of Z81
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Comparison of settlement curves between static GPS
measurement under CORS and third order levelling
surveying showed that the maximum difference between
them is 1.3mm, the minimum is 0mm. From the curves, it
can be seen that the two settlement curve agree with each
other generally.

CORS settlement
curve
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curve
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1
0
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TABLE 1 Height Difference table of some observed points both by
CORS and levelling
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FIGURE 3 Settlement curve comparison diagram of Z79
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FIGURE 4 Settlement curve comparison diagram of Z80
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The above tables are the differences of the height of
the observation station using CORS measurement method
compared with the levelling surveying at the same time.
It is not difficult to see from the table that the maximum
height error of the two methods is -11.3mm, the
minimum is 0.1mm. And height error of the most of the
points in all 6 observation stages is within ±10mm, height
errors of some points in several stages are less than 1mm.
Height error diagram between CORS and levelling is
shown in Figure 6 below.

6 Conclusions
As mining subsidence problem has increasingly become a
popular concern, the ground movement and deformation
monitoring has been attracted more and more attention.
Strata and surface movement caused by mining process is
very complicated, it is caused from geological conditions,
hydrology, mining field, topographical conditions and
other factors. Therefore, the most effective, reliable and
directive method is field observation for conducting
mining surface movement deformation monitoring.
The emergence of CORS is a combined product of
computer, data communication, Internet technology, and
it is the trend of the development of GPS in the future.
CORS has been applied in domestic construction, urban
planning, land surveying and mapping, and many other
fields, and it has already achieved fruitful results.
Meanwhile, advantages of high precision and long
baseline make CORS for mining deformation monitoring.
Through actual data, it can be proved that the
precision of CORS observation can fully meet the
requirements of the mining surface movement
deformation monitoring. It is a fast and efficient method
for ground movement and deformation monitoring of
mining area.

height difference between CORS and leveling of each stage
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H direction can meet the requirements of ground
deformation completely. Finally, we can conclude that
CORS can fully meet the accuracy requirements, and
because of its advantages of the high accuracy and there
is no need to know the known control points, CORS
monitoring can replace conventional methods of
measuring ground deformation monitoring [18].

1
2
3
4
5
6

-0.01
-0.015

FIGURE 6 Height difference between CORS and levelling of each stage

From the above comparison and analysis, it can be
seen that the height observation by CORS and by
levelling surveying method is more or less the same, and
the trends of changes are also corresponding. Therefore,
it can be thought that statistic GPS height observation
under CORS can substitute the levelling method. In
addition, through the internal fitting accuracy, it can be
seen that the accuracy of X, Y is better than H. So it is
believed that the accuracy of CORS observations in X, Y,
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Abstract
The strength and deformation behaviours of unsaturated soil can be approximately described by elasto-plastic constitutive model that
was proved by abundance academic and test researches. The Barcelona elastic-plastic model is an excellent model that can simulate
the strength and deformation of unsaturated soil. But their calculated result of shear strength is low. So an improved BBM model is
settled by using drop-shaped shear yield surface and hardening theory of dual stress. The results show that the improved model can
more accurately predict the strength and deformation behaviours of unsaturated soil under suction-controlled triaxial compression
stress states.
Keywords: shear yield surface, drop-shaped, hardening theory, dual stress, unsaturated soil, elasto-plastic

based on the classic modified Cam-clay model. The
suction component was introduced and the unified elastoplastic model was proposed in the generalized stress
space (q, p, s) according to the concept of saturated
critical state for non-expansive soil and weak expansive
soil, in which q, p, s, represent the shear stress, the
average net stress p and the suction s, respectively. When
the soil is saturated, the model degenerates to the
modified Cam-clay model.

1 Introduction
The constitutive relation is very complex for unsaturated
soil, a three-phase material that consists of solids, water,
and air, and very little, if any, promising models have
been reported. Some representative models on
constitutive relation include nonlinear elastic model,
elasto-plastic model and structural model [1-3]. Of those
models, Fredlund et al. [4] proposed non-linear elastic
model for unsaturated soil; Alonso et al. [5-9] proposed
the elasto-plastic model, namely, the Barcelona Basic
Model (BBM). These proposed models reflect the
strength and deformation properties of unsaturated soil in
varying degrees. Theoretical and experimental results
also show that the strength and deformation
characteristics of unsaturated soil can be approximately
described by elasto-plastic model. Therefore, BBM can
be utilized for applications in engineering practice.
However, experimental studies showed that the
generally BBM underestimates the shear strength of
unsaturated soils in [6, 10], attributed to the elliptical
yield surface of modified Cam-clay model. To address
this issue, the drop-shaped yield surface was introduced
as the shear yield surface, and the associated flow rule
and dual stress hardening theory are used in the
framework of the original model. Comparative studies
show that the improved model can predict the properties
of strength and deformation for unsaturated soil more
accurately, under the tri-axial compression test of
controlled suction.

2.1 STRESS YIELD SURFACE
According to the following Stress variables, two types of
yield functions are defined.

p  (1  2 3 ) / 3  ua ,

(1)

q  1   3 ,

(2)

s  ua  u w .

(3)

In Equation (3), u a and u w are the pore air pressure
and pore water pressure.
The first type of yield function is expressed as:

f1( p, q, s, p0 )  q 2  M 2 ( p  ps )( p0  p)  0 ,

(4)

ps  ks ,

(5)
[  (0)  k ]/[  ( s )  k ]

p0  p0* 
 
pc  pc 

2 Barcelona basic model

,

(6)

Alonso et al. [5-9] proposed the Barcelona Basic Model
*
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 (s)   (0)[(1  r ) exp( s)  r ] .

d vsp

(7)

(18)

1 and  2 can be obtained through the plastic
consistency condition, namely

Equation (6) is the LC (after loading-collapse) yield
surface equation, p0 and p0* are pre-consolidation
stresses, corresponding to suction and saturated
conditions.
The second type of yield function is defined as

f 2 (s, s0 )  s  s0  0 .

 2 .

f1
f
f
dp  1 dq  1 ds
p
q
s
,
1 
*
f1 p0
p0*  vp

(8)

Equation (8) represents the SI yield curve (after
suction increase), where s0 is the maximum suction in the
history of soil.

 f 2 
ds 
 s 

2  

 f 2 s0

 s  p
 0 v


.



(19)

(20)

2.2 FLOW RULE
2.3 HARDENING LAW

Corresponding to the yield surfaces of f1 and f2, the
plastic potential function are assumed as

g1  f1 ,

(9)

g2  p .

(10)

The development of yield surface is controlled by
*
hardening parameters p0 and s0 , which further depend
p
on the total plastic volume strain increment d v .

The f1 and f2 are used on the associated and nonassociated flow rule. The plastic strain increment is
(d vpp , d qp ) and the following formulas are obtained

dp0*
v

d vp ,
p0*  (0)  

(21)

d vpp  1n p ,

(11)

ds0
v

d vp .
( s0  pat ) s   s

(22)

d qp  1nq ,

(12)

np  1 ,

(13)

nq  [2q / M (2 p  ps  p0 )] .
2

2.4 ELASTIC STRAIN
The volumetric elastic strain and shear elastic strain are
constituted by the following formula.

(14)

d ve 

In Equation (14),  is a constant that can be obtained
by calculating the plastic strain increment in the direction
of no lateral deformation, as
d qp
d vpp

 (2 / 3)1 /[1  k /  (0)] .

d qe  (1 / 3G)dq .

3.1 SHEAR YIELD SURFACE
BBM with elliptical shear yield surface underestimated
the strength of unsaturated soils. The shear yield surface
of drop-shaped for saturated soil [1, 11, 12] can be
extended to the elasto-plastic model for unsaturated soils
Figure 1, with the associated flow rule to improve the
BBM.

(16)

Thereafter,  can be expressed as

M ( M  9)( M  3)
1 /[1  k /  (0)].
9(6  M )

(24)

3 Improved model

assumed to be 0. The stress state to meet K 0 conditions
can be determined using Equation (16).



(23)

(15)

In order to simplify the formula, d qe has been

(q / p  ps )  3(1  K0 ) /(1  2K0 ) .

k dp ks
ds
,

v p
v ( s  pat )

(17)

To estimate yield surface of f2, the associated plastic
p
strain vector is given as (d vs ,0) , where
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q

CSL(s>0)
M

H  Hb  H0

1
and A is the plasticity coefficient.
A
Equation (29) shows that   0 and H  H b when the
Here H 

s>0

stress point reaches the boundary surface that is equal to
the hardening modulus of the boundary surface. When
   0 and H   , then no plastic strain is produced. If
the boundary surface is replaced with the failure surface,
the Equation (29) can also be extended to the isotropic
hardening model, as

s=0
p*
0

(29)

CSL(s=0)

M

-ps


.
0 

p0

p

FIGURE 1 Yield surfaces of p-q space

Equation of drop-shaped yield surface is
f1 ( p, q, s, p0 )  ( p0  ps )q 2  2M 2 
( p  ps ) 2  ( p  p0  2 ps )  ( p  p0 )  0

H  H0
.

(25)

1


16( p  ps ) 2  ( p0  ps ) 2  ( p  ps )
2


,
( p0  ps ) 4

f1
4q
.
 2
q M ( p0  ps ) 2

(30)

Equation (30) shows that H  0 when reaching the
failure state. H 0 is the hardening modulus under the
isotropic consolidation (Figure 2).

According to

f1

p


.
0

q

(26)

(27)
M

 vpp



f
q

f
p

q( p0  ps ) 2

1


4M 2 ( p  ps ) 2  ( p0  ps ) 2  ( p  ps )
2



-ps

.

q

0

BBM uses non-associated flow rule, while the
improved model employs associated flow rule to simplify
the calculation. The shear shrinkage rate is

 qp

CSL

q CSL

p0

p

FIGURE 2 Dual Stress of p-q space

(28)

3.3 MODEL VALIDATION
Both the improved model and BBM are implemented to
simulate the tri-axial compression tests under controlled
suction conditions for the silt sand [10], and the
simulation is compared with experimental data. The
impact and difference of the two elasto-plastic
constitutive models for unsaturated soils are compared
and the results indicated that our new model is superior to
the conventional BBM.

3.2 HARDENING THEORY
With drop-shaped shear yield surface, the predicted shear
strength has been significantly improved, compared with
the original model, but the results tend to be hard, and the
deformation is small. To overcome the deficiency, the
dual stress hardening theory is used in instead of the isosurface hardening theory for the original model [1, 13,
14]. Initially, the dual stress theory appeared in the
bounding surface model, and its method was to find the
dual stress qCSL that corresponded to the existing stress
q on the boundary surface. Here,  is the distance

3.4 MODEL PARAMETERS
The parameters of numerical model are shown in Table 1.
The parameters of improved model and BBM include
p c , p0* ,  (0) ,  , r ,  , s0 , s ,  s , G , M and k .
All parameters can be obtained through three methods of
following:

between q and qCSL , hardening modulus H was
assumed to be the function of  .
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(1) The isotropic drainage compression test (loadingunloading) under different suction conditions can
determine p c , p0* ,  (0) ,  , r and  ;
(2) The cycle test of wet and dry under average net stress
can determine s0 , s and  s ;
(3) The test of shear strength under different suction
conditions can provide data to define G , M and k .

3.5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The numerical results of the two types of model, and the
comparation with the experimental studies are shown in
Figure 3.
The predicted curves show that two predicted models
suggest consistent changes and trends with the
experimental studies. For the stress-strain curves, the
tendency of the improved model is harder than BBM and
agrees better with most of the experimental results.
However, the theoretical value of final calculated failure
stress for two yield surface is equal. For the deformation
curve, that is, the specific volume and total shear strain
curve, the results of two yield surfaces achieve the same
prediction accuracy.
The application of drop-shaped yield surface and dual
stress hardening theory in elasto-plastic model for
unsaturated soils can provide higher simulation accuracy
of the deformation characteristics of unsaturated soil,
than the elliptical yield surface-based model

TABLE 1 Parameters of model [10]
Parameter name
 (0)

Parameter values

Unit

0.220

-




0.011

-

17.89

MPa-1

r

0.210

-

pc

36

kPa

G

8.800

MPa

M

0.982

-

k

1.324

-

p0

41

kPa

350

2.18

300
2.10

Experimental
Improved Model
BBM

200

v=e+1

q / kPa

250

150

2.02

1.94

Experimental
Improved Model
BBM

100
1.86

50
1.78

0
0

3

6

9

12

0

15

3

6

9

12

15

q / %

q / %

a) pini=50kPa and s =50kPa
2.18

350
300

Experimental
Improved Model
BBM

2.10

200

v=e+1

q / kPa

250

150

2.02

1.94

Experimental
Improved Model
BBM

100

1.86

50
0
0

3

6

9

12

1.78

15

0

3

6

q / %

9

12

15

12

15

q / %

b) pini=50kPa and s =100kPa
2.18

350
300

2.10

200

v=e+1

q / kPa

250

Experimental
Improved Model
BBM

150

2.02
Experimental
Improved Model
BBM

1.94

100

1.86

50
0
0

3

6

9

12

1.78

15

0

q / %

3

6

9
q / %

c) pini =50kPa and s =200kPa
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2.18

500
Experimental
Improved Model
BBM

2.10

v=e+1

q / kPa

400

300

Experimental
Improved Model
BBM

2.02

200

1.94

100

1.86

1.78

0
0

3

6

9

12

0

15

3

6

9

12

15

12

15

q / %

q / %

2.18

400

2.10

300

2.02

v=e+1

q / kPa

d) pini =200kPa and s =50kPa
500

200

1.94

Experimental
Improved Model
BBM

100

Experimental
Improved Model
BBM

1.86

1.78

0
0

3

6

9

12

0

15

3

6

9
q / %

q / %

2.18

400

2.10

v=e+1

q / kPa

e) pini =200kPa and s =100kPa
500

300
Experimental
Improved Model
BBM

200

2.02
Experimental
Improved Model
BBM

1.94

1.86

100

1.78

0
0

3

6

9

12

0

15

3

6

9

12

15

q / %

q / %

f) pini =200kPa and s =200kPa
FIGURE 3 Experimental and predicted curve of q -  q and v  1  e -  q

shear yield surface of drop-shaped can provide higheraccuracy prediction than the elliptical yield surface for
unsaturated soils. The only disadvantage we observed in
our model is that the calculated stress-strain curves of
BBM for unsaturated soil was softer.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we extended the drop-shaped yield surface
to unsaturated soil and proposed the function of dropshaped shear yield surface, with the associated flow rule
to improve BBM. The dual stress hardening theory was
then used in instead of the iso-surface hardening theory
in the original model for the controlling of deformation
in the improved model. The comparation of simulation
models and the experimental results show that the
improved model can be used to simulate the tri-axial
compression test of controlled suction for unsaturated
soil, and the results are consistent with the experimental
studies. Comparison of two types of calculated results
further show that the elasto-plastic constitutive model of
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Abstract
Using methods such as the transient electromagnetic method, rock mechanics testing, X-ray diffraction analysis, rock strength
weakening experiment, borehole observation technology and grout mix design, etc. to study the mechanism of water trickling and
roof falling of soft argillaceous roadways, via model analysis and numerical calculations, we reached many conclusions: Rock
breakage is perpendicular to the axis of borehole; expansion of argillaceous swelling rock weakens the surrounding rock, the strength
degradation of which occurs in 1h; performance of anchor agent also significantly decreased; uniaxial compressive strength, friction
angle and cohesion of surrounding rock decreased by 40%, 16.5% and 11.1%, respectively; water trickling further exacerbated the
risk of roof falling in the construction of roadway; according to calculation, the weak plane of the original 12 # I-beam became shear
failure, and cannot meet the large initial deformation of roadways, floor heave is large with serious water logging. We presented the
technology of “targeted drainage, deep-and-shallow hole grouting, advanced ductile, floor anchor rope, U29-shaped steel, and anchor
net spray composite support”. Site monitoring on 1# railway cross-cut of Bofang Coal Mime displayed that the maximum amount of
deformation was less than 125mm, working resistance of anchor bolt and cable were 72-91kN and 123.3kN, respectively. Water
trickling and roof falling were controlled; water logging of floor heave was improved obviously. Numerical simulations show that
plastic zone is greatly reduced, and support effects were fairly good.
Keywords: soft and argillaceous, X-ray, water trickling and roof falling, composite support, numerical simulation

conductivity. No significant water blocking layer
overlying, roadway construction is largely affected by
trickling water in the roof. Roadway layout near 1#
railway crosscut is shown in Figure 1.

1 Introduction
For a long time, soft rock roadway support has been the
difficulty of coal mine roadway support. China has made
considerable progress in the research of soft rock control
theory and basic theory of soft rock [1]. However, many
research results have been concentrated on broken soft
rock and high stress soft rock [2-4], while research of soft
rock on argillaceous rock under water conditions has not
been taken seriously and promoted high enough. Taken
1# railway crosscut of BoFang coal mine as engineering
background, this paper studied the water trickling, roof
falling, support and repair process of argillaceous
roadways.

1-1201 haulage gate
1# ventilation crosscut

haulage cross-cut
railway crossheading 1#
centrollized houlage

1-1201 railway gate
gyru crossheading of 1#
centrollized houlage

1# r ai l way cr osscut
milling coal hole

ventilation shaft
main incline shaft

2 Engineering situations

vice inclined shaft

FIGURE 1 Roadway layout nearby 1# railway crosscut

2.1 GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
2.2 SUPPORTING SITUATION
Buried depth of 1# railway crosscut is 39 m ~ 150 m and
floor-elevation is +1401m, direction of drift driving is
parallel with the shaft orientation, and its opening
segment is located in the floor of 6-2 coal Seam. 1#
railway crosscut passed through each coal seam and its
surrounding rocks are mostly silty mudstone, argillaceous
siltstone, siltstone and mudstone. The surrounding rocks
have developed joints and fissures with strong water
*

1# railway crosscut is a roadway with the width 3.6m,
height 3.4m, straight wall semi-circular cross-section.
Support pattern is 12 # I-beam for mining (shield distance
800mm) + double-network + jet C20 concrete, railway
steel (shield distance 800mm) + double-network+ jet C20
concrete. Deformation and damage of 1# railway crosscut
is serious in original support. In the 43 days from January
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3400

3400

20, 2014 to March 4, the largest two sides move quantity
of the middle yard segment (70 m~ 110 m from the
opening) reached 1800 mm and the kick drum was
serious; the largest convergence between roof and floor in
this segment reached 1600 mm. Roadway's sides swelling
out and roof subsidence were also serious, concrete in
vault and shoulders cracked, and connections of steel
support broke. Most of the bolt trays were very loose and
the anchorage performance of anchor agent significantly
reduced [5].
After the destruction of the top support connection,
support was like "人" shape under pressure from the two
sides. The connections of straight leg segments broke
when the pressure from one side was greater. The
insertion length of the leg reached 800 mm when pressure
from roof was greater. Sketch of deformation and failure
in 1# railway crosscut is shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 3 Apparent resistivity contour lines pseudosection
(achievement) map of 1# railway cross-cut
3600

In this figure, the values in the contours represent the
conductive strength of underground rock. The higher the
value is, the weaker the conductivity is. The smaller the
value is, and the stronger the conductivity is. Detection
conclusions are as follows based on the detection results:
Roof direction detection results, abnormal point 1:
abscissa -35 ~-5m, ordinate 35 ~ 95m. Detection results
along driving direction, abnormal point 2: abscissa90～60m, ordinate 3～25m; abnormal point 3: abscissa-30～
40m, ordinate 50 ～ 95m. Bottom direction detection
results, abnormal point 4: abscissa-10～5m, ordinate 70
～90m. Apparent resistivity is relatively low and waterabundance is better. We hypothesized that the water is
from the water bearing structure, and also may be caused
by water in the drilling process. Apparent resistivity is
relatively high in other detection zone. In order to provide
reliable data for repair scheme, surrounding rock
components analysis and borehole observation also have
been done in the following.

3600

b) leg of support move inward
a) leg of support broken
FIGURE 2 The sketch map of the deformation and failure

2.3 GENERAL SITUATION OF WATER TRICKLING,
ROOF FALLING AND GEOPHYSICAL
EXPLORATION
Roof collapse happened when 1# railway crosscut dug
124 meters in. The caving length was 7.8 meters, the
largest caving height was 5.6 meters, and the caving
position was 12.3 meters away from the driving face.
While water trickling was serious before and rear the
caving zone, but there was not a lot of water during
excavation [6, 7]. This shows that serious water trickling
was mainly due to the fractures generated when digging
roadway, and these fractures were connected to the water
bodies.
Considering that drilling method will produce a great
impact on roadway excavation, after the roof falling, the
geophysical prospecting has been done in the working
face of 1# railway cross-cut with an YCS160 intrinsically
safe transient electromagnetic instrument (TEM). There
are 39 dates from 1 (working face) × 13 (view angle) ×
3(direction) and the three directions were bottom, top and
along driving direction, detection was along rock and
floor direction and probing direction was 45° upward the
level of the roof. Its apparent resistivity contour lines
pseudosection (achievement) was shown in Figure 3.

3 Surrounding rock components analysis
3.1 X-RAY DIFFRACTION EXPERIMENT
The mineral composition of soft rock is the key factor
that determines its mechanical properties, according to
the engineering characteristics of large water and roof fall
project in 1# railway crosscut. Mechanical test and X-ray
detection on representative rock samples in roof falling
zone have been done. X- ray diffraction instrument was
D/Max-3B. A diffraction pattern is shown in Figure 4, the
main components are indicated and concrete components
are given in Table 1.
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3.3 WEAKEN DEGREE OF MUDSTONE STRENGTH
IN WATER
Take mudstone and argillaceous siltstone samples
without flooding from the roadway to do the strength test
in soaking in water.
In order to study the degree and speed of the impact
of water on the mudstone rocks, the time interval is
60min and the results is shown in Figure 6.

FIGURE 4 X-ray diffraction pattern
TABLE 1 experimental results of X ray diffraction
Sample No.
1#
2#
3#
4#
5#
Main
I/S, Q,
I/S, Q,
Q, K,
I/S, Q,
Q, S,
Components
C
K, S
D, S
D, K
K
Table: I/S: illite/montmorillonite mixed layer; Q: quartz; C: calcite; K:
kaolinite; S: siderite; D: dolomite

3.2 SURROUNDING ROCK COMPONENTS
ANALYSIS

FIGURE 6 Attenuation curve of rock immersion strength

As seen from the figure, strength of the mudstones
soaked in water decreases rapidly, and the water can
decay the mudstones within a few hours. Strength
degradation occurs mainly within the first 1h, less
strength degradation occurs in 1-4h and strength will
remain at 0.4MPa after 6 ~ 7h. At the same time,
minerals that has cementation functionary in original rock
will drain with the leaking water, and the anchorage
performance of anchor agent significantly reduced.

The main components of the surrounding rock are:
illite/montmorillonite mixed layer, quartz, calcite,
kaolinite, siderite and dolomite [8], among which the
kaolinite and illite belong to clay shale swelling rock,
volume of this two kinds of rocks increase smaller when
influenced by water, water can only weaken the
connection force between particles. And montmorillonite
expands when there is water, its volume change greatly
resulting in the weakening of roadway surrounding rock.
1# railway crosscut is layout in the aquifer, joint and
fracture of its surrounding rocks developed and water
conductivity of the rock is also very good. Deformation
characteristics are sensitive to moisture content [9]. The
water content of this natural rock is 16.82% and saturated
moisture content of this kind of rock is only 17.03%,
though moisture content increased only 0.21% from
natural state to saturation state, the uniaxial compressive
strength decreased 40 percent, friction angle decreased
16.5%, and cohesion decreased 11.1%, as shown in
Figure 5.

4 1# railway crosscut surrounding rock structure
detection
In order to detect the lithology, thickness, faults, fractures
and other geological structure and their changes in
roadway fracture development ring, the structure of 1#
railway crosscut was probed with a YTJ20 rock drilling
detector. The rock destruction within each borehole was
shown in Figure 7 along the drilled axially from the
inside out, in which drilling peep of 2# drilling was
shown in Figure 8.
1) 1# railway crosscut is located in the stress
concentration area which is in the transition section of
topsoil to bedrock. By the drilling peep we can know the
surrounding rocks are mostly silty mudstone, argillaceous
siltstone, siltstone and mudstone. The surrounding rock
has developed joints and fissures, and the structure is also
very bad and rock cleats are disordered. Small structures
were found during roadway excavation, no significant
water blocking layer overlying, water trickling further
exacerbated the danger of roof cave.
2) Through comprehensive analysis of the situation of
each borehole peep, we discovered that within the range
of 1.2 ~ 1.5m depth surrounding rock was severely
broken. This range can be considered as broken loose
body with lower bearing strength.

FIGURE 5 The effect of weakly cemented soft rock stress-strain curve
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3) By monitoring the greatest damage depth from
drilling peep, we know that damage within 3.65m was
more serious; and with the increase of the drilling depth,
rock destruction is easing. Therefore, it can be considered
that the failure depth of roadway surrounding rock is
3.6m.

where
Kcx – the surrounding rock extrusion stress concentration
coefficient, determined by the cross-section shape and
aspect ratio of roadway;
 – the average gravity density from the roadway to the
surface, kN/m3;
H – depth from the roadway to the surface, (m);
B – dimensionless parameter represents the influence
degree of mining;
fy – coefficient of rock hardness, (m);
 – internal friction angle of surrounding rock, (°).
According to the relevant data of BoFang coal mine,
the roadway side failure depth C=0.56m. The damage
depth of roof strata b can be calculated according to
Equation (2):

result of 5# drilling

15

30

result of 3# drilling

00

1
00 180 450
0
resul t of 2# dri l l i ng

4650
4100
3650
2750

1600
1250

1200
result of 1# drilling
result of 4# drilling

3600

700

Legend

Severe crushing

Medium crushing

Compare broken

b
Crack、Fracture

b) 0.8m

(2)

where
a – half width of roadway, (m);
 – coal seam dip angle;
ky – stability coefficient of the to be anchored rock;
fn – coefficient of hardness of the anchored rock;
According to the relevant data of BoFang coal mine,
failure depth b=0.92m.

Intact rock

FIGURE 7 Distribution map of broken rock zone

a) 0.3m

(a  C ) cos 
,
kyfn

c) 1.25m

5.1.2 Roof pressure
The calculation formula for the roof pressure according to
the normal of rock beddings is:
d) 1.8m

e) 2.2m

QH  2 nabB  83.13 kN/m .

f) 2.6m

(3)

Roadway width is 3.6 m, and then the pressure of
bracket is:

P  2aQH  299.25kN .
g) 3.6m

h) 3.8m
FIGURE 8 Picture of borehole pee

5.1.3 Carrying capacity

4) Through detection, we know that fracture is mainly
caused by roadway excavation and lack of supporting
strength. Most of the fractures are perpendicular to the
borehole axis direction. The original support cannot
guarantee the stability of surrounding rock, so the original
support is failure.

Calculation of bearing capacity of rail steel support and
12# I-steel support in 1# railway crosscut:
n

2

i 1

180

P18   Qi Li  Qa 
n

P12   Qi Li  Qa 

5 1# railway crosscut repair scheme

i 1

5.1 SUPPORT PARAMETERS BASED ON
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

n

P = Qi Li =Qa r 

By natural equilibrium arch theory, failure depth of the
two walls was calculated by Equation (1):

KCX  HB
90  
 1)h tan
,
2
104 fy

 3.14  2  Qb Lb  111.8 kN . (5)

2
 3.14  2  Qb Lb  223.02 kN .
180

(6)

Calculation of bearing capacity of U29 type steel
bracket under the same conditions:

5.1.1 Failure depth of the two walls and roof

C (

(4)

i) 4.2m

i=1

180
  +2  Qb t =406.89 kN .
180

(7)

The results show that, the original 12# I-steel support
and 18 kg/m rail steel support are all rigid metal support,
the bearing capacity is lower than the required load and
cannot adapt to the muddy roadway initial large

(1)
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deformation, support welds are weak and prone to shear
failure. U29-type steel support is easy to connect, more
flexible and easy in fabrication, the load-carrying
capacity is 1.82 times of 12# I-steel and 3.64 times of 18
kg/m rail steel support and this can achieve the required
load.

Through analysing the failure mechanism of 1# railway
crosscut, we know that in the original support rock is
broken, water trickling is serious with roof falling,
roadway deforms severely and carrying capacity is low.
The floor heave and waterlogging are serious, which is
the sally port of the railway deformation. The two sides
first broke under the stress caused by rock expansion, as
the destruction continues the roof would also damage and
finally the whole roadway broke. So we presented the
technology of “targeted drainage, deep-shallow hole
grouting, advanced conduit grouting, floor cable, U29shaped steel anchor and net spray composite support”
[10-13]. Cross-section design and orthographic views are
shown in Figures 9 and 10, and bolt net support
parameters is shown in Table 2.

5.1.4 Repair scheme

40
0

00
R18

3790

0
40

70
14

R18
00

length 357
4
Arc

2090

2240

8°
Li nk pl at e

5.2 GROUTING PARAMETERS
5.2.1 Slurry ratio parameter determines

4165

f oot

300

In order to determine the ratio of grouting material, 425 #
ordinary portland cement and 40 degrees Baume water
glass (Formula Na2OnSiO2) were used in laboratory
experiment. The model is 7.07 × 7.07 × 7.07 cm cubes
and stripping time is about 24 hours. After numbering the
test blocks, these blocks would be maintained at constant
temperature and humidity (about 20 Celsius), strength
test was done on test blocks with a servo universal tester
according to different age groups. The results are shown
in Table 3.

90

I r on shoe si ze

60

300

φ20

Li nk pl at e si ze

FIGURE 9 Design drawing of U-steel support
φ40¡ Á
3000mmGrouting pipe
φ22×2400mmSteel bolt

800 800

W stell strip

800 800
15
00
1600

Groups

1600

1600

30
°

800
580

15°

1200 1200

TABLE 3 Grout setting time and intensity in different proportions

1600

I

φ21.6×6300mm cable

FIGURE 10 Orthographic views of combined support
TABLE 2 Tables of support parameters
Name

Bolt

Cable
Grouting
Pipe
Steel
Strip
Mesh
Reinforce
ment

II

Parameters
bolt specifications sinistral
thread steel bolt with no
Specifications
longitudinal reinforcement
Φ22×2400mm
Length
1500mm
K2335 one roll，Z2350 one
Resin cartridge
roll
Row & Line Space
800mm×800mm
Number
11
Specifications of trays
200mm×200mm×10mm
Cable specification
Φ21.6×6300mm
Row & Line Space
1200mm×1600mm
Number
3
Specifications of trays
300mm×300mm×15mm
Φ40×3000mm,
Parameters
1500×1600mm
W-type steel band (BHWModel
280-3.00)
Material

III

IV

W:C
1:1
0.9:1
0.8:1
0.7:1
1:1
0.9:1
0.8:1
0.7:1
1.0:1
0.9:1
0.8:1
0.7:1
1.0:1
0.9:1
0.8:1
0.7:1

S:C

1:0.06

1:0.05

1:0.04

1:0.03

Setting
time (min)
216
191
179
156
293
245
229
210
327
289
261
245
378
337
325
301

Strength (MPa)
The
The
seventh
fourteenth
day
day
3.9
7.5
4.3
10.4
6.1
12.7
8.2
16.1
3.8
8.6
4.1
10.7
6.3
14.3
8.3
16.7
5.1
9.6
6.1
11.9
8.1
17.7
9.6
20.9
4.3
8.8
5.2
11.2
7.9
17.1
9.1
18.4

When cement and sodium silicate ratio S:C is 0.04:1
and water cement ratio is 0.7:1, the strength of test blocks
is high. Considering strength, gel time, slurry pump and
other factors, cement and sodium silicate is identified as
S: C 0.04:1, water cement ratio (0.7~1).
5.2.2 Depth and row & line space of grouting hole
Empirical equation of rock fracture degree:

Φ6steel, 1000mm×1500mm,
mesh Size100mm×50mm

ry  (0.78  2.13 H / Rc )a ,

(8)
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where:
γ – rock density;
H – buried depth of roadway;
Rc – strength of rock mass;
a – roadway radius.
Cement grout can be only injected in the rock crack,
which is more than 0.2 mm in width. Through
calculation, the fissure development range of 1# railway
crosscut is 3.7 m, the depth of grouting hole should be
not less than 1.5~2.0m considering the permeability of
rock. In addition, considering the permeability region of
grout determining the depth of grouting hole 3500 mm
For the convenience of construction, grouting hole
spacing is often designed the integer times to bolt spacing
or metal support spacing. And penetrating distance of two
grouting holes should have some overlap.
Grout diffusion distance is 0.5~3.0 m in field test of
grouting, the design of grouting hole spacing and single
hole diffusion distance roughly the same, and here is 1.5
m.

FIGURE 11 Surface displacement of roadways

FIGURE 12 Resistance detection of bolt and anchor cable

1) Surface displacement of roadway [15, 16]. The
maximum deformation of roadway sides was 124mm
after the adoption of new supporting technologies and the
maximum deformation of the roof and floor was 102mm;
roadway deformation rate is relatively large in the former
12 days of support, the deformation rate of roadway was
significantly lower 12 days later, and 15 days later the
roadway was basically stable. 40 days after the
introduction of new support technology, the surrounding
rock has been stabilized.
2) Working resistance of cable and bolt. Initial
support resistances of bolts and cables were about 36KN
and 71KN respectively. The bolt support resistance grew
significantly in the previous five days, and cable
resistance had more growth in the previous 10 days.
Surrounding rock was stable in 30 days, and support
resistances of bolts and cables are 72-91 kN and 123.3 kN
respectively. Floor support was strengthened, the two
sides and roof deformation was prevented and the water
condition has remarkable improved.

5.2.3 Determining the grouting pressure
A large number of experiments show that grouting
pressure is generally less than 2 Mpa if grouting hole
depth is limited and rock fissures are developed. To
prevent rock splitting damage caused by grouting,
grouting pressure cannot exceed 1/10 of rock’s
compressive strength in soft rock. Comprehensive
consideration suggests that the grouting pressure was 3
MPa.
5.2.4 Targeted drainage and deep-shallow hole grouting
Targeted drainage: grouting before drainage to close the
cracks, and after to cement fractured rock timely, crowd
out the remaining water, fill the fractures caused by rock
dehydration, reduce the attenuation of rock strength after
water, improve the cohesion, angle of internal friction
and tensile strength of rock, and finally improve the
overall performance of rock compressive to maintenance
the stability of roadway.
Shallow hole grouting: low-pressure grouting was
used in shallow hole in order to consolidate the large
fissures in shallow first and form a grout layer in the rock
surface [14].
Deep grouting: deep hole grouting was conducted
after forming a grout layer in shallow, this will enhance
the bearing capacity of the roadway in a large range.

6 Numerical calculations based on FLAC3D model
The deepest point of 1# railway crosscut is 150m. Due to
the complex geological conditions incurred by faults and
complicate mechanical calculation of the stability of the
surrounding rock [17], it is unable to carry on accurate
analysis of the stability. This section mainly uses
FLAC3D model to establish the expanding brush repair
model (U-shape steel+ top slope bolt+ floor cable+
grouting model) [18, 19] to simulate plastic zone
distribution of roadway surrounding rock in order to test
the support effect. The result is shown in Figure 13.

5.3 THE SUPPORTING EFFECT MONITORING
After the application of the control technology in BoFang
coal mine, observation of roadway surface displacement
and stress testing of anchor and cable were done. The
results were shown in Figures 11 and 12.

FIGURE 13 Plastic zone distribution of roadway
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By calculating we concluded that the boundary of the
upper part of the plastic zone is 1.37 m from the roof, the
boundary of the lower part is 2.69m from the floor,
boundary of the left part is 1.35m from the left side and
boundary of the right part is 1.30m from the right part.
The width of plastic zone of the two sides is shorter, and
the scope of plastic zone is greatly reduced after the use
of bolts and cables. Force of bolts and cables is relatively
reasonable after using the repair program, in which the
largest axial force of bottom cable is 127.4 kN. And the
tails of anchoring segment are in the outside of the plastic
zone of surrounding rock.

2) Serious water trickling was mainly due to the
fractures generated when digging roadway, and these
fractures were connected to the water bodies ， water
trickling further exacerbated the dangerous of roof cave.
Anchorage performance of anchor agent significantly
reduced and rock strength attenuation occurs mainly in
the first 1h.
3) Floor support was strengthened and rock fracture
was reinforced after grouting. The water situation was
also significantly improved, and this further helps
preventing roadway deformation.
4) Presented the technology of “targeted drainage,
deep-shallow hole grouting, advance conduit grouting,
floor cable, U29-shaped steel anchor and net spray
support”, water cement ratio is (0.7~1) and sodium
silicate ratio S:C is 0.04:1.
5) The numerical results show that after the use of
bolt support, plastic zone is greatly reduced and the
supporting effect is good.

7 Conclusions
1) The surrounding rock of 1# railway crosscut
contains mainly illite, montmorillonite and kaolinite, so
the rock is easy to soften, fragmentation, collapse and
swelling in water, resulting in the weakening of rock
structure.
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Jingfei Jiang, Rongdong Hu, Lujάn Mikel, Yong Dou Accuracy evaluation of deep belief networks with
fixed-point arithmetic
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 7-14

Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) are state-of-art Machine Learning techniques and one of the most important
unsupervised learning algorithms. Training DBNs is computationally intensive which naturally leads to investigate
FPGA acceleration. Fixed-point arithmetic can be used when implementing DBNs in FPGAs to reduce execution time,
but it is not clear the implications for accuracy. Previous studies have focused only on accelerators using some fixed
bit-widths. A contribution of this paper is to demonstrate the bit-width effect on various configurations of DBNs in a
comprehensive way by experimental evaluation. Explicit performance changing points are found using various bitwidths. The impact of sigmoid function approximation, required part of DBNs, is evaluated. A solution of mixed bitwidths DBN is proposed, fitting the bit-widths of FPGA primitives and gaining similar performance to the software
implementation. Our results provide a guide to inform the design choices on bit-widths when implementing DBNs in
FPGAs documenting clearly the trade-off in accuracy.
Keywords: deep belief network, fixed-point arithmetic, bit-width, FPGA

Huiyong Li, Yixiang Chen On denotational semantics of the complex event query language STeCEQL
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 15-23

With the complex event processing technology has been widely used in processing the information of the internet of
things, many scholars have proposed a lot of event query languages(EQL) for different scenarios. Early scholars
generally study the operational semantics of EQL. Recently, many researchers begin to pay attention to the correctness
of the operational semantics of the EQL. Some researchers have shown the correctness of the operational semantics by
proven the equivalence between the denotational semantics and the operational semantics of EQL. The internet of
vehicles is an important research branch of internet of things and it has a very wide range of applications. STeCEQL is
a spatial and temporal constraint EQL for the internet of vehicles. In this paper, we focus on the correctness of the
operational semantics of STeCEQL. We mainly establish the denotational semantics of STeCEQL. Finally, we prove
the equivalence between the two semantics of STeCEQL. Therefore, the operational semantics of STeCEQL are
correct.
Keywords: Complex Event Query Language, Internet of things, Mobile System, Denotational Semantics, Operational Semantics

Cuirong Zhao, Honghai Wang Analysis and research on the simulation and output of discrete event
system with fuzzy parameters
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 24-30

This paper discusses discrete event system simulation output analysis method with fuzzy input parameter. For a classic
discrete event model, which contains randomness, once stimulation running is only a sampling according to systematic
behaviour, which could not represent all features of the system. Hence, there should be a systematic analysis method,
under the guidance of which to apply multi-times stimulation of model and analyse output data of stimulation. This
paper provides a solution and introduces random fuzzy theory at last to improve traditional output analysis method.
Result of stimulation experiment proves that the method could improve the reliability of stimulation output analysis.
Keywords: Discrete event system, Fuzzy Parameters

Weiliang Zhu Research of simulation techniques based on rough set theory
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 31-36

Rough set theory can effectively analyse and deal with incomplete information in simulation techniques. This paper
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studied the knowledge reduction problem and discrete continuous attributes and improved the BP neural network on
the basis of rough set theory. Firstly, methods of attribute reduction of classical are analysis. This paper proposes a
heuristic algorithm for reduction of knowledge based on information entropy. Subsequently, it studied the combination
algorithm of rough set and neural network. Pre-treatment of sample data based on rough set in dealing with
imprecision and uncertainty issues on the edge. The decision rules obtained after reduction in order to map to the
training sample of neural network. Finally, the neuron number of hidden layer of neural network and hidden layer
makes the neural network more logical. The simulation results show that the simulation technique of rough set and
neural network has obvious complementary and reduce the time to train the neural network. It improved the training
accuracy and generalization ability simulation techniques achieved satisfactory results.
Keywords: simulation techniques, rough set, knowledge reduction, BP neural network

Hong Li, Xiaoping Ma, Zhenghua Xin A new formal representation of granules based on features
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 37-43

In order to provide the unified representation of granules under Granular Computing, this paper studied the granules’
basic meaning, descriptions and relationships between the features of granules, and described that the four elements of
granules were closely related to granular features. Then the paper presented four-tuples formal representation on data
levels based on granular features. The representation includes the object set, feature set, relationship sets and
constraints set. Then the representations of several special granules were presented. They showed the unity and
advantage of the representation. At last, this paper gave a specific example. By the example, the formal representation
has important significance in methodology to solve the granular representation on data levels based on granular
features well. And this method is conductive to solve problems and study of granular computing theory.
Keywords: granule, feature, formalization, representation, granular computing

Weidong Tang, Jinzhao Wu, Meiling Liu Interleaving semantics and action refinement in event structures
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 44-51

An event structure acts as a denotational semantic model of concurrent systems. Action refinement is an essential
operation in the design of concurrent systems. But there exists an important problem about preserving equivalence
under action refinement. If two processes are equivalent with each other, we hope that they still can preserve
equivalence after action refinement. In linear time equivalence and branching time equivalence spectrum, interleaving
equivalences, which include interleaving trace equivalence and interleaving bisimulation equivalence are not
preserved under action refinement [9-11, 14, 16, 21]. In this paper, we define a class of concurrent processes with
specific properties and put forward the concept of clustered action transition, which ensures that interleaving
equivalences are able to preserve under action refinement.
Keywords: event structure, action refinement, concurrency, interleaving equivalence, clustered equivalence

Xiani Yang, Yaqin Lu, Cunzhi Tian Research on growth opportunity and liquidity monitoring by
mathematical optimization
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 52-58

Based on the assumption of variable-investment, this paper introduces growth opportunity into the model of liquidity
needs (Tirole, 2006). Through the establishment of mathematical optimization model, we analyse the influence of
growth opportunities on liquidity needs and liquidity investment decisions. Both of mathematical derivation and
numerical simulation show that, the entrepreneur tends to overinvest in illiquid assets if the growth opportunity is
small; otherwise, he will overhoard of liquid assets. In addition, the agency costs due to information asymmetry may
also affect the entrepreneur's decisions of liquid assets investment.
Keywords: Growth opportunity, liquidity monitoring, variable-investment model, mathematical optimization

I Keshabyan-Ivanova A computer-assisted analysis of literary texts: a sample study
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 59-64
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The overall aim pursued in this work is to demonstrate how quantitative data and a range of different corpus-based
analytical techniques can be used in assessing an author’s literary originality in relation to his texts’ structures and
meanings. With this in mind, the present study provides a sample of quantitative analysis of the two literary texts –
Shakespeare’s Hamlet [1685] and Sumarokov’s Gamlet [1787]. Prior research has explored Hamlet and Gamlet in
terms of historical, philosophical, language-based, etc. approaches that have existed to date. Taking into consideration
the aforementioned visions of both plays, a special perspective on Hamlet and Gamlet is adopted herein. Given the
importance assigned to computer-assisted analysis of literary texts, the current study is based on the idea that the texts
under examination contain a certain number of particular characters that are distributed in a special way within and
among the acts and intervene with a particular frequency specified by the authors. To achieve this aim, the texts are
closely read and, then, computational and quantitative resources are applied. In general, the relevant findings unveil
substantial structural deviations of the presence and interventions of all main characters, leading to noticeable
diversions in the role and weight assigned by the authors to them per different acts inter-plays.
Keywords: Corpus-based, computational, quantitative, presence, interventions

Computer and Information Technologies

Chunmei Huang, Chunmao Jiang, MingCheng Qu Design of software error detection system based on
SPARC V8 and research on the key technology
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 65-71

This paper analyses the key issues confronted when SIHFT is implemented on the SPARC V8 platform, gives the
algorithm to solve the problem and the corresponding technology solutions. Software error detection technology
system was designed based on SPARC V8, and software signature control flow error detection technology was
implemented, the system is based on the architecture of SPARC V8, uses software signature control flow error
detection technology and copy instruction error detection technology as the prototype, it’s a software system which
detects transient faults induced by space radiation and was developed through research, analysis and transformation,
with availability, modifiability, portability, maintainability, readability, scalability and other features. The error
detection coverage rate of software error detection technology suitable for target platform was tested through
simulation experiments. The result data of experiments conducted in the emulator TSIM shows that on the basis of
given average performance overhead, the system had high error detection coverage rate when brought in register
injected fault and memory injection fault. This proved the SIHFT technology is feasible and effective.
Keywords: SIHFT, architecture, SPARC V8

Honghui Fan, Hongjin Zhu, Qingbang Han Image reconstruction of concrete based on Filtered
Backprojection method using ultrasonic time of flight data
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 72-78

This research aims to recognize the defect of concrete materials using an ultrasonic computed tomography imaging
technique. Filtered Backprojection method was used to reconstruct concrete images in this paper. Ultrasonic time of
flight data was measured to reconstruct computer tomography images. 306 data paths were obtained in total by manual
scanning for one computer tomography image. We examined the effect of the interpolation data as the density of time
of flight data has a considerable effect on image quality. The feasibility of concrete reconstruction system and time of
flight data interpolation were examined in detail using numerical and concrete phantoms.
Keywords: Image reconstruction, Time of flight, Filtered Backprojection, Interpolation, Concrete

Liang Jia, Nigang Sun A line segment detection algorithm based on statistical analyses of quantified
directions in digital image
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 79-88

Line segment detection is a typical image processing problem with constantly evolving solutions. Following the line
segment detect (LSD) by Grompone von Gioi, two branches of algorithms merged. The first branch aimed to improve
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its speed at the cost of lower accuracy; the second applied in the opposite way. We investigated the philosophies of
these methods, and attempt to develop a line segment detection algorithm based on statistical analyses of quantified
directions (LSDSA) to achieve better accuracy and faster speed. We utilize a statistical approach estimating the
distributions of pixels with direction values approximating the direction changes when traversing along the edges
given by any edge detector. It efficiently reduces the dimension of the input data, and incurs limited increasing in
computation time for validation process. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm achieves better
performance compared to the existing typical LSD algorithms. The experiment using industrial data in noisy cases also
exhibits excellent performance.
Keywords: Line segment detection, Hough transformation, Image processing, Pattern recognition

Dajian Zhang, Minyan Lu, Nan Wu A model-based assurance case construction approach for system
control software
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 89-96

As the massive damage caused by the failures of system control software becomes increasingly prominent, people pay
more attention to the construction of assurance case to demonstrate the dependability level of system control software.
In this paper, a new assurance case construction approach for system control software is proposed. Based on the
metamodel of modular GSN, we give the basic procedure and tree structure deductive algorithm of the approach, and
verify our work using Brake Control software used in an aircraft. The results show that the approach can develop
assurance case effectively and efficiently.
Keywords: Software, Dependability, assurance case, GSN, modularization

Xiao-Yuan Qu A noise estimation approach by assembling fast edge detection and block based methods
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 97-100

Noise estimation is one of the most important research topics in image processing. Aishy and Eric had proposed a
variance estimation method used in Gaussian white-noise, in which, a measure was provided to determine the
homogeneous blocks and an analyser was used in calculating the homogeneities. The approach should present two
shortcomings corresponding to structures and textures. One is that the blocks with edge textures should be considered
as intensity-homogeneous blocks that could have an effect on estimation accuracy. The other is that some special
blocks with high variance but low homogeneity could result in over estimation. In order to avoid the two
shortcomings, in this paper we have proposed an improved noise estimation approach by combining fast edge
detection and block based methods. The blocks hold continuous points were firstly excluded rejected by using fast
edge detection method. The experimental results indicated that our method can avoid over estimation effectively in
special conditions and can obtain more accurate results than the Aishy and Eric’s method did.
Keywords: Guess Noise, noise variance estimation, edge detection, image processing

Jianjun Chen Supervised orthogonal tensor neighborhood preserving embedding for face recognition
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 101-105

The deficiency of supervised discriminant information is the problem of Orthogonal Tensor Neighborhood Preserving
Embedding (OTNPE) proposed recently for face recognition. So a dimension reduction algorithm called Supervised
Orthogonal Tensor Neighborhood Preserving Embedding (SOTNPE) is proposed in the paper. On the basic of
OTNPE, the algorithm achieves neighborhood reconstructions within the same class, preserving supervised class label
information and neighborhood reconstruction information. Experiments on AR and YaleB face datasets show our
proposed algorithm is efficient.
Keywords: face recognition, dimensionality reduction, orthogonalization, tensor neighborhood preserving embedding,
neighborhood reconstruction

Jianjun Chen Constraint-based sparsity preserving projections and its application on face recognition
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 106-112
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Aiming at the deficiency of supervise information in the process of sparse reconstruction in Sparsity Preserving
Projections (SPP), a semi-supervised dimensionality reduction method named Constraint-based Sparsity Preserving
Projections (CSPP) is proposed. CSPP attempts to make use of supervision information of must-link constraints and
cannot-link constraints to adjust the sparse reconstructive matrix in the process of SPP. On one hand, CSPP obtains the
high discriminative ability from supervised pairwise constraint information. On the other hand, CSPP has the strong
robustness performance, which is inherited from the sparse representation of data. Experimental results on UMIST,
YALE and AR face datasets show, in contrast to unsupervised SPP and existing semi-supervised dimensionality
reduction method on sparse representation, our algorithm achieves increase in recognition accuracy based on the
nearest neighbour classifier and promotes the performance of dimensionality reduction classification.
Keywords: semi-supervised dimensionality reduction, pairwise constraint, sparse representation, sparse reconstruction, sparsity
preserving projections, face recognition

Qinghui Wang, Wangyuan Huang An effective time of advent-based scheme for mitigating the influence
of the non-line-of-sight propagation
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 113-118

Aiming at the problem that Time of Advent-based wireless location is easily influenced by non-line-of-sight, a set of
effective wireless ranging system for mitigating the influence of non-line-of-sight has been proposed in this paper. At
first, the Kalman filter model has been established to eliminate the influence of non-line-of-sight, as well as the
random interference. Secondly, it carries out the off-line filter simulation with test data to verify the effectiveness of
the model. Finally, a set of ranging system has been designed by taking the ATmega1280 microprocessor as the
controller and the nanoPAN5375 as the radio frequency chip, and it can carry out the real test on the improved ranging
platform. According to the results, the designed system can accomplish the real-time dynamic filter, which can reduce
the non-line-of-sight error with a high measurement precision, and it can also be applied in the location under nonline-of-sight environment directly.
Keywords: time of advent, wireless location, non-line-of-sight, Kalman filter, nanoPAN5375

Kai Song, Caihong Niu Incomplete character recognition technology in the license plate recognition
system
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 119-124

The incomplete characters recognition in the license plate, characters can be divided into linear character and curve
character. For the curve characters, used a method of statistic the number of character holes as the character
characteristics for feature extraction, which extended seed filling algorithm in the Computer Graphics .For linear
characters, we proposed a method of extracting a character conversion slope of the line feature by Hough transform,
which had a good effect on linear character recognition.
Keywords: license plate recognition; extraction of character feature; incomplete character recognition

Kunliang Liu, Jinming Huang Research and implementation of 3D reconstruction base on multi-contours
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 125-131

3D Reconstruction often faces to a serial of 2D contour lines but not to volume data, which as we often processed, so
study of 3D reconstruction based on multi-contours has important practical values. In the process of 3D-reconstruction
based on multi-contours, contours correspondence, contours splicing, branch problem, and terminal contours closing
are all its key technologies. In this paper we give the concrete solutions on every step of 3D construction of multicontours. According to winding issue of contours we provide means of gauging sum of angles of contour’s edges
adjacent to each other, which avoided error judging of winding of contours. As to branch issue of one contour
corresponding to several contours, we give the way of splitting contour based on ratio in circumference of
corresponding contours. We also give the mean of maximal field angle to reduce the calculation time on triangulating
terminal contours. The solution we provided can give correct result of contours splicing under any kind of contours. It
proves that every step of the solution is correct and effective. The solutions we designed are more general than other
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solutions.
Keywords: contour, 3D reconstruction, Delaunay triangulate, convex hull

You Lu, Xuefeng Xi, Ze Hua, Hongjie Wu, Ni Zhang An abnormal user behaviour detection method based
on partially labelled data
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 132-141

Detecting abnormal user behaviour is of great significance for a secured network, the traditional detection method,
which is based on machine learning, usually needs to accumulate a large amount of abnormal behaviour data for
training from different times or even different network environments, so the data gathered is not in line with practical
data and thus affects accuracy, and that increases overhead for data labelling. In light of these disadvantages, this
paper proposes the detection method based on collaborate learning, it uses under-sampling method based on distance
and distribution to generate training sample from imbalanced data, and semi-supervised learning method combined by
ensemble classifying method to reduce demand for labelled data, it also uses differentiated member classifiers based
on mixed perturbation method for collaborate training and selectively build ensemble classifier according accuracy to
detect abnormal user behaviour. Experiments based on data from simulation and real network showed that this method
can effectively detect abnormal behaviour and outperform traditional methods in several evaluating indicators.
Keywords: abnormal user behaviour detection, collaborative learning, support vector machine

Xiaoxiong Wang Landscape based on three-dimensional SketchUp modelling to get visualization
applications
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 142-146

Landscape designing CAD software are now mostly in two-dimensional draft stage in domestic, and three-dimensional
visualization of designed landscape models and applications are still in the initial stage. The essay based on precise
three dimensional solid modelling SketchUp software, introduces SketchUp software functions and features, and
focuses on three aspects of garden design, hand-painted TIN terrain design, planting design and planning and design of
garden objects. Through engineering examples to import the landscape of two-dimension vector data into SketchUp
software, use SketchUp techniques flexibly to solve different details and avoid redundant and diverse work. After
rendering and post processing, establishing a realistic visualization of three-dimensional entity model.
Keywords: SketchUp software, landscape, three dimensional solid model, engineering examples

Operation research and decision making

Jiansheng Peng The robot path optimization of improved artificial fish-swarm algorithm
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 147-152

The robot path optimization solution is seek a collisionless path from starting point to end point to make the robot get
the shortest route go along with planning path. Let robot path optimization problem map to mathematical model TSP
(Traveling Salesman Problem) to resolve it, and make the corresponding algorithm realize robot path planning
optimization was introduced in this paper. According to existent insufficiency of traditional artificial fish-swarm
algorithm, using improved artificial fish-swarm algorithm optimizes the robot path planning, and stands out the
superiority of improved artificial fish-swarm algorithm. The main improved aspect of artificial fish-swarm algorithm is
increases examine link in foraging behaviour.
Keywords: robot path optimization, Traveling Salesman Problem, improved artificial fish-swarm algorithm, foraging behaviour

Hao-ran Shi, Kejian Liu Research on lead-time reduction of two-stage supply chain based on Stackelberg
game
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 153-158

In the two-stage supply chain, under the model of lead time reduction management cost shared by upstream and
downstream based on Stackelberg Game, when suppliers have the priority of decision right rather than retailers, it is
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more advantageous to reduce the cost and the lead time and can reach the maximum profit for the whole supply chain.
Keywords: Supply chain, Lead time, Decision order, Cost sharing

Dashan Chen Effect analysis of speed guidance on traffic demand and driver compliance
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 159-165

Active traffic management is method of increasing capacity and smoothing traffic flows. As one of the most important
methods, speed guidance control could be used to improve operational efficiency and reduce accident rates. This paper
aims to consider a variety of factors to determine the best traffic management services. Driver obedience for the speed
guidance value affected the effect directly. The effect might also lose even play a negative role when the traffic demand
reached a certain level. Simulation was carried out depending on different traffic demand and driver compliance rate
through abstract urban expressway model. Six kinds of traffic demand under different obedience level were analysed
comparatively. Speed guidance control has the positive effect about safety and efficiency when the traffic demand is
low or medium. When the traffic demand is high, the effect on safety and efficiency both are negative, and different
driver compliance rate affected the effect level to some extent.
Keywords: Urban expressway, speed guidance, conflict, compliance rate, effect analysis

Xueling Jiang, Shuijie Qin Simulating a crowd with dynamic emotional transmission based on Hidden
Markov Model
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 166-172

Crowd simulation has been widely applied in computer animation and graphics rendering technology. However, the
social communication and emotional characteristics are often unrecognized in crowd simulation. In psychology, there
are two kinds of emotional factors for humans: the internal one from the individual, and the external one from the
neighbours. To this end, in this work, we propose simulate a crowd using affective computing with dynamic emotional
transmission. Specifically, we use Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to model the emotions for individuals with
consideration of personality, and to capture the internal emotion state transfer. Besides, we abstract a two-layer
transmission process to quantify the impact from highly active neighbours. In addition, we conduct some simulation
experiments to evaluate our proposed model.
Keywords: Crowd simulation, Hidden Markov Model, Affective computing

Xiangyang Ren, Yu Ren, Qingmei Li Uncertain demand of farming-enterprise supply chain coordination
based on the option contract
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 173-178

The paper sets up a single-cycle and two-level supply chain model of single rural cooperative and multiple retail
enterprises, based on subsidies of option price to combined contract, with the profits maximization of the whole
farming-enterprises' supply chain and each member as the goal. It gives the best order quantity and the profits of the
whole supply chain and each member under two circumstances, centralized decision and decentralized decision. It also
obtains conditions to achieve supply chain coordination. Finally, the paper verifies the model through an example.
Keywords: Farming-enterprise supply chain, Option contract, Price subsidy contract, Supply chain coordination

Fei Shao, BingHua Cheng Traffic driven epidemic spreading in weighted networks with different routes
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 179-185

How does traffic processes in weighted networks impact on the dynamics of epidemic spreading have attracted
increasing attention. It is of great importance to reduce the epidemic spreading velocity and increase the critical
epidemic threshold of those real world networks. In this paper, the traffic driven epidemic spreading behaviour in BBV
weighted networks is investigated. Formulas to describe the infected density and the epidemic threshold of weighted
networks are derived and validated by simulations. The infected density and the epidemic threshold are found to
undergo a corresponding change when packets are forwarded through different routes according to the different
tuneable parameter. By simulations, the optimal route is explored which is better to control the epidemic spreading.
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Keywords: weighted network, BBV network, epidemic spreading, traffic flow

Guozhang Jiang, Chongwu Lei, Honghai Liu, Gongfa Li Planning and scheduling model of production
process in iron and steel enterprise
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18 (6) 186-191

According to the analysis of the characteristics of production process in iron and steel enterprise, production planning
and scheduling model of multi-stage hybrid procedure and match of production scheduling mode and time were studied.
Then the production planning model of production process in iron and steel enterprise was set up. Simulation analysis
of production planning and scheduling was carried out using the production procedure of an iron and steel enterprise as
an example. The good simulation results show that the established models are correspond to the actual conditions.
Keywords: production planning and scheduling, iron and steel enterprise, production process, multi-stage, simulation

Gongfa Li, Yikun Zhang, Guozhang Jiang, Honghai Liu, Jia Liu Production procedure optimization in iron
and steel enterprise
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 192-196

Green manufacturing is an effective way of realizing the sustainable development strategy. From the view of evolution
of production chain and goods value, energy-saving, cleaner production and green manufacturing of iron and steel
industry is discussed and the importance of system optimization of steel manufacturing process is stressed. Connotation
of green manufacturing for the iron and steel was explained, the function of steel production process for green
manufacturing was discussed and the content system of implementation of green manufacturing for the iron and steel
enterprise was established. Finally, the steel production process was optimized. The function of iron and steel
manufacturing procedure are broaden-manufacturing function of steel product, function of energy conversion and
function of waste recycling, which will enhance enterprise’s competitiveness and sustainability.
Keywords: production process optimization, iron and steel enterprise, green manufacturing, resource, environment protection

Houxing Tang Spatial effect of knowledge spillover on regional economic development: an empirical study
from China
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 197-203

In order to measure the spatial effect of knowledge spillover on regional economic development, a spatial Durbin
model, which contains the dependent variable GDP and independent variables Capital, Labour &Knowledge stock, was
constructed based on C-D production function. And then an empirical study with 31 provinces of mainland China from
year 2000 to 2011 was conducted. The results show that, firstly, the Capital, Labour and Knowledge-stock all have
significant positive correlation with GDP. In other words, these three factors have an important impact on the local
regional economic development, but the effect of Capital is the greatest and the Labour & Knowledge-stock follow suit.
Secondly, the Capital and Labour have a negative spillover effect, but the Knowledge-stock has much more positive
effect. Consequently, the governments of developing regions should make full use of the spatial effect of knowledge
spillover from developed regions to promote the economic restructuring and great-leap-forward development, especially
when they are lack of sufficient funds to support local R&D activities.
Keywords: spatial effect, knowledge spillover, knowledge sharing, regional economic development, spatial durbin model

Xing Yu A fuzzy set approach for a multi-period optimal portfolio selection model
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 204-207

Due to portfolio decision deals with future events and opportunities, the market information is uncertain. This paper
aims to propose a fuzzy multi-period portfolio selection model to hedge against the uncertainty. A new transformation
method based on qualitative possibility theory is developed to transfer the model to a crisp programming, which can be
solved by an optimization technique. An example is used to illustrate our approach.
Keywords: Multi-period portfolio selection, Fuzzy sets, Optimization, Qualitative possibility theory
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Chonghuan Xu A novel method of user interest drift detection engaging in individual background factors
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 208-212

Personalized service tends to be an emerging challenge in the field of interest mining on e-commerce platform, the
issues of which include how to integrate the user's individual background factor, to hiddenly attain portal user interest
behaviour, and to mine interest drift pattern. According to user interest drift problem of personalized service in network,
this paper explains the user interest through an integration of individual background factor, user behaviour and interest.
Meanwhile, it recommends the fuzzy logic thought to explain its impact factor weights comprehensively in order to
reflect the level of the user interest on theme. And, it establishes the Hidden semi-Markov Model via user browsing path
to detect whether the interest is drifted or not. Finally, the method is proved to be accurate through the experiment
analysis.
Keywords: user interest, HSMM, background factors, drift detection

Jing An, Bo Xu Empirical study of C2C logistics customer satisfaction based on AHP and FCE
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 213-217

Evaluation system of C2C logistics customer satisfaction was mainly studied here. Firstly, three primary indexes and
nine secondary indexes were constructed as the components of the evaluation system. Then the integrated use of AHP
and FCE was carried on taobao.com as the empirical research. The result indicates that the overall logistics customer
satisfaction of taobao.com is good. But there is still space for improvement. Through this study, logistics customer
satisfaction of taobao.com is to improved. In addition, references are provided for other C2C enterprises and logistics
companies. The common development of them is therefore promoted.
Keywords: C2C logistics customer satisfaction, AHP, FCE

Bin Wang, Dashe Li, Shue Liu Research and development of comprehensive communication experiment
teaching system
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 218-224

This paper has developed a set of management and experiment system for communication laboratories. Its development
platform is Visual Basic 6.0, using access database, winsocket programming and multicast technology. Including
several sets of software and using C/S architecture, the system can jointly work with data network configuration system
so as to achieve the communication experiment of data network. It can conduct VLAN isolation and IP filter using right
management switch, which can make multiple servers connect to the device simultaneously and completely control the
numbers of computers entering the system at some point. By off-line configuration technology and shared online
database technology, the system can make the device resources be assigned automatically to solve the basic problems of
many people doing experiment at the same time.
Keywords: comprehensive communication experiment teaching system, access, winsocket, multicast

Zhenfang He Artificial neural network model of forecasting relative humidity in different humid and arid
areas of China
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 225-232

The objective of the present study is to build different models forecasting the daily mean relative humidity (MRH)
values in China with the help of the meteorological parameters. A back-propagation artificial neural network (BPANN)
models was employed to identify the relationship between meteorological factors and the relative humidity in China.
Weather data 1-day lag was the input layer variables, including (1) the highest atmospheric pressure, (2) the lowest
atmospheric pressure, (3) the average atmospheric pressure, (4) the average temperature, (5) the highest temperature, (6)
the lowest temperature, (7) precipitation, (8) the average wind speed, (9) the maximum wind speed (the average wind
speed over 10 minutes), (10) the utmost wind speed, (11) hours of sunlight, (12) the relative humidity. Experimental
results: in the validation period for 1-day lead, the comparison of the prediction performance efficiency of the BPANN
models indicated that the BPANN models with trainbr algorithm was superior to the remaining two ones (trainlm and
traingdx) in forecasting the relative humidity time series in term of correlation coefficient (R). During the training and
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testing periods for 1-day lead, the best performance for the given problem was arid area, followed by semi-arid area,
semi-humid area, and humid area respectively. The possible cause for the results was that the impact of these factors on
the relative humidity in arid area was the largest, followed by semi-arid area, semi-humid area, and humid area,
respectively. From the prediction results of MRHextrema, humid area was the first; semi-arid area was the second;
semi-humid area was the third; and arid area was the fourth. From the prediction results of MRHextrema, trainbr
algorithm was the best in arid area, semi-humid area, and humid area; but trainlm was the best in semi-arid area. So
trainbr algorithm was further employed to predict MRH for 2, 3 or 4-day lead at Urumqi City. From the training and
testing effects, 1-day lead was the best, followed by 2, 3 or 4-day lead respectively. In the prediction results of
MRHextrema, the best was 2-day lead; the second was 3-day lead; the third was 1-day lead; and the fourth was 4-day
lead. The BPANN model results will assist researchers determining meteorological parameters to forecast MRH.
Keywords: Meteorological Parameters, Humid and Arid Areas, Artificial Neural Network Model, Relative Humidity, Training
Algorithms

Yulan Zhou Dynamic pricing model of monopolistic manufacture based on the after-sale service
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 233-239

Dynamic pricing is concerned by business and academia as a pricing method, and has also made extensive research in
this field. But the dynamic pricing theory with multi period is not mature considering monopolistic environment and
after-sale service of manufacture. Because consumer not only pays attention to the product itself, but more emphasis on
after-sale service of product with the changes of consumption concept and increasingly fierce market competition.
Therefore good after-sale service is an important reason for consumers to purchase repetitively, which has become the
key to the success of manufacture. This paper puts forward to the demand function with learning character, and
constructs the multi-period dynamic pricing model on account of monopolistic manufacture and after-sale service level.
Then it has important theoretical and practical significance when the conclusions are applied to the monopolistic
manufacture. The research findings show the product price of manufacture fluctuates with oscillation both in the short
and long term. But it is gradually reduced to a constant value for the magnitude or extent of the price oscillation with
certain rate convergence in the long term. Finally, the price may tend to consumer's reservation price or unit operating
cost of manufacture.
Keywords: Dynamic Pricing Model, After-sale Service, Monopolistic Manufacture

Jian Jin, Jianxiang Wang Study on local government public expenditure and multi-factor productivity in
china based on instrument variable model
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 240-246

Based on the conventional C-D Production Function Model, this paper adopted Instrument Variable Model to measure
the multifactor productivity growth of 223 cities at prefecture level and above in China, and probed into its relationship
with local government public expenditure. It is shown that relationship between total public expenditure of local
government and city multifactor productivity growth in China is significantly negative, which does not mean that local
government public expenditure in China is inefficient, but because a considerable part of it is put into social security,
health and medical care, and other public services. Further research by different productivity levels show that the faster
productivity grows, the more deeply market-driven is the economics, the weaker is the negative correlation of local
government public expenditure and productivity growth. Science & technology and educational expenditure of local
government positively affect multifactor productivity growth in China cities significantly, however in varying degrees.
Keywords: instrument variable model, local government public expenditure, multi-factor productivity, decision reference

Qiuhong Zheng, Liangrong Song Study on pre-loan evolutionary stable strategy of bank-enterprise for
preventing moral hazard
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 247-254

Based on the information asymmetry between enterprises and banks at the stage of loan application, a replicator
dynamic model of bank-enterprise evolution at the pre-loan stage was established and analysed by using the
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evolutionary game theory (EGT) and the stability theory of nonlinear differential equation. A numerical simulation was
also performed in details, which displayed intuitively how banks and enterprises achieved stable cooperation through
long-term evolution. The results showed that, to effectively prevent pre-loan moral hazard, it was vitally important for
commercial banks to improve their screening ability, increase disguised costs of enterprises, and formulate proper
sanctions and appropriate amounts of penalty as per the local loan atmosphere also with the profit which the loan
investment projects will make.
Keywords: information asymmetry, evolutionary game, duplicator dynamic model, decision-making

Yuhui Xu, Qiuyue Luo Study on the city planning for geological disasters defence based on the model of
safe city planning
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 255-260

It is difficult to take geological disasters defence into city planning, which can greatly prevent lands for construction
from geological disasters and ensure the rationality, safety and high-efficiency of land-use. Based on the model of safe
city planning and discussing from the angle of safe land arrangement, this paper proposes the system of the city
planning for geological disasters defence. It focuses on the defence of mutant geological disasters and takes the
geological hazards assessment as the foundation. It makes the detailed regulations of the “specific control and
management”, which guarantees both the defence and the control of disasters from technology aspect. Besides, it puts
forward methods with highly couple of different measures to defend different disasters in city planning system which
can enhance the operability to answer the reality.
Keywords: city planning for geological disasters defence, safe city planning, mutant geological disasters, specific control and
management, city planning system

V Grekul, L Baydalina A forecasting model of the economic efficiency of data centre construction project
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 261-270

Today, a data centre is the main instrument for providing flexible, scalable IT services to business on the basis of
distributed or cloud computing technologies. Building a data centre is always expensive and resource-intensive project.
Therefore, during the development of the concept of this project it is extremely important to estimate accurately its
economic efficiency. This article represents the model for the analysis of the effectiveness of investment in the data
centre construction. Our model comprises several regressions that show correlations between main characteristics of the
project (capital and operational expenditures, Net Present Value) and parameters of the data centre under construction
(data centre area and the number of racks). The model is based on the results of the analysis of the current state and
trends in the data centre market in Russia.
Keywords: datacentre, price, project, CAPEX, OPEX

NATURE PHENOMENA AND INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING

Hongyan Li An improved energy-efficient distributed storage system
COMPUTER MODELLING & NEW TECHNOLOGIES 2014 18(6) 271-280

Energy consumption has increasingly become a serious problem in contemporary data centres. The electricity bill
contributes a significant fraction of the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), and it is predicted to increase at an even faster
pace in the following years as extremely large volume of data are being generated on a daily basis which would
necessitate corresponding storage capacity to hold them. As a profitable work-around step toward the energy problem
within the cloud infrastructure, in this paper, we propose REST, an energy-efficient cloud storage, which is built upon
a cluster-based object store similar to GFS. It achieves high energy-efficiency by cleverly exploiting the redundancy
already present in the system without compromising the inherently well-established schemes for consistency, faulttolerance, reliability, availability, etc., while maintaining a reasonable performance level. By modifying slightly the
data-layout policy, REST can safely keep a large amount of the storage nodes in standby mode or even powered off
entirely most of the time. Deploying a sophisticated monitor, it also provides the flexibility to power up sleeping or
powered down nodes when necessary to accommodate to the variations in workloads. Trade-offs between energy
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efficiency and performance can be conveniently made by simply adjusting a trade-off metric in REST. The FileBench
and real world workload experimental results demonstrate that power savings can reach 29% and 33%, respectively,
while still providing comparable or even surprisingly better performance.
Keywords: cloud storage, data centre, distributed storage, energy efficient, power saving

Zhijun Zhang, Hong Liu Research on ontology-based literature retrieval model
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 281-289

Proper understanding of textual data requires the exploitation and integration of unstructured and heterogeneous
scientific literature, which are fundamental aspects in literature retrieval research. The traditional literature retrieval is
based on keyword matching, and the retrieval results often deviating from the users' needs. In this paper from the
perspective of ontology, we built shareable and relatively perfect medical enzyme ontology, which is the foundation of
the study of domain ontology constructing method. The ontology-based full text retrieval algorithm is put forward, and
a document retrieval system based on medical enzyme semantics is designed and implemented, which can not only
implement intelligent literature retrieval, but also improve the recall significantly while keeping high precision. This
system can employ in particular area moreover it can be used in different areas of the semantic retrieval, which can
provide intelligent foundation for the expert systems in medical enzymes field, information retrieval and natural
language understanding, etc. The experimental results on the public medical enzyme domain dataset show that our
approach performs better than the state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords: Ontology, Literature Retrieval, Semantic Web, Ontology Construction, similarity computation

Gongfa Li, Jia Liu, Guozhang Jiang, Honghai Liu, Wentao Xiao Case-based reasoning intelligent prediction
model of rotary kiln temperature
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 290-293

Temperature is a key technical index in rotary kiln combustion process, which is so difficult to measure directly
online. The offline analysis has large-time delay and poor precision. An intelligent prediction model of rotary kiln
temperature based on case-based reasoning was developed, which consists of four modules: data collection and pretreatment, prediction, online modification and effect estimate. The practical data of some rotary kiln were simulated.
The industrial application results show that the prediction model can reflect the actual operation condition and meet
the requirement of real-time control .Its effectiveness is proved evidently.
Keywords: case-based reasoning, intelligent prediction, temperature control, rotary kiln

Chengbing He, Dongchao Chen Study on subsynchronous resonance problem in series-compensated
transmission system
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 294-298

The series capacitor compensation technique can improve the transmission capability of transmission system;
however, it may cause subsynchronous resonance (SSR) which will seriously influence the safe operation of large
turbo-generator shafts. Aiming at a series capacitor compensation transmission system, the transient torques of SSR is
simulated in different compensation degrees and unit load levels. Based on the modified segmentation Prony
algorithm (MSPA) proposed in this paper, the characteristic frequencies and damping parameters are identified and
analysed. The MSPA, complex Morlet wavelet and time-frequency contour map are integrated and used in analysis of
transient torques of SSR in time-frequency field. The results of study show that the transient torques develop towards
divergence direction and the frequencies of SSR (converted to the rotor side) in negative damping area move towards
into low frequency area with the increasing of the compensation degree. With the increasing of the power output, the
torque values of each shaft section will increase, but the dominant oscillation mode will not change. The increasing of
power output can make the damping effect slightly change and the trend of the change develops towards the direction
that is not conducive to restrain SSR.
Keywords: series-compensated transmission, subsynchronous resonance, modified segmentation Prony algorithm, complex Morlet
wavelet, time-frequency contour map
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Ming Lv, Xu Yan, Xin Nie, Huachen Pan, Haiqiang Liu Experimental studies of differential heating for
artificial upwelling
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 299-303

PIV experiments were carried out to study the mechanism and characteristics of a new artificial upwelling technology
via differential heating named “Differential- Heating-Liquid-Upwelling” (DHLU). Results show that there is a small
scaled area with high temperature around the modelling heat point source in DHLU system. The existence of this high
temperature area is suggested as the power source of upwelling. Obvious upwelling flows upon the heating source
were observed in DHLU system. The stream tube of upwelling for DHLU system is just like an upside-down cone.
The max ascending velocity of horizontal layer increases firstly and decreases then as the height increases. A few of
fluid masses with high ascend velocities were observed and the mechanism of the DHLU is revealed.
Keywords: artificial upwelling, differential heating, mechanism

Shengli Liu, Xiang Gao, Pan Xu, Long Liu Method of multi-feature fusion based on SVM and D-S evidence
theory in Trojan detection
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 304-310

According to the low accuracy and low stability of the single feature-based method for Trojan detection, a multifeature fusion method based on SVM and DS evidence theory is proposed. First, three types of flow features such as
session, upload data of session/download data of session, distribution of data packet size are extracted from the
data stream. Then the SVM classification results of each single feature are used as evidences to construct the basic
probability assigned (BPA). Finally, we use DS combination rule of evidence to achieve the decision fusion and give
the final detection results by fusion results. The experimental results showed that the accuracy of multi-feature fusion
method was 97.48%, which has good performance on accuracy and stability compared with the single feature method
in Trojan detection.
Keywords: Trojan detection, support vector machine, DS evidence theory, multi-feature fusion

Yi Zhang, Xiuxia Yang, Weiwei Zhou UAV trajectory optimization generation based on Pythagorean
hodograph curve
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 311-320

The study of autonomous planning of UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) flyable on-line path to adapt unstructured
environment and improve manoeuvring warfare capability has an important practical significance. A path planning
algorithm on-line of UAV based on Pythagorean Hodograph (PH) curve is put forward, which can consider the
kinematics and dynamic constraints. The effect of the key parameters on the trajectory generation are analysed, and
the appropriate value range that satisfy the constrains are given. To overcome the blindness iteration, the method of
improved estimation of distribution algorithm (EDA) is used to trajectory optimization. In the estimation of
distribution algorithm, the probability selection mechanism of global elite individual based on interval selection is
raised, which improve the speed and precision of the path generation. When the obstacle is detected by the UAV, only
if the position and the direction of the interrupt point is given, the trajectory can be replaned online. Simulation results
for UAV trajectory optimization generation prove the validity and practicability of the algorithm.
Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicle, PH curve, estimation of distribution algorithm, trajectory generation, backstepping

Juan Zhang, Hesong Jiang, Hong Jiang, Chunmei Chen Reliable UDP over the air transfer in digital radio
system
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 321-329

Reliability is very important in digital radio point-to-point transmission system, especially for bulk data transfer in
narrow band channel. Currently most applications are based on raw UDP service, which does not guarantee the
reliability, and existing reliable UDP transfer protocols do not satisfy the performance expectations. The article
presents R2UDP(Reduced Reliable UDP) over the air transfer suitable to radio system, SBACK (selective bundled
ACK) and smart probe improves the transfer efficiency and saves the bandwidth, and also minimizes the impact of
bulk data transfer to other traffic on the shared channel.
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Keywords: R2UDP, bundled ACK, smart probe, digital radio, narrow band channel

Wenqiang Chen A genetic algorithm for the vehicle routing optimization problem of logistics park
distribution
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 330-334

The Vehicle Routing Problem of Logistics park distribution (VRPLPD) is an extension of the vehicle routing problem,
which deals with simultaneous distribution of goods to customers. With the increasing importance of logistics
activities, it is of great theoretical and practical significance to determine efficient and effective vehicle routes for
simultaneous delivery activities. The study attempts to propose a genetic algorithm approach to tackle this problem.
Numerical example is presented with parameter settings in order to demonstrate the applicability and feasibility of the
proposed approach. The simulation is carried out in Simulink package of MATLAB. It is shown that Genetic
Algorithms are highly effective in optimizing vehicle routing problem.
Keywords: Vehicle routing problem (VRP), Logistics park distribution, Genetic algorithms

Wen-sheng Xiao, Zhong-yan Liu, Jian Liu, Han-chuan Wu A novel method for identifying system modal
parameters using stabilization diagram
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 335-341

Modal parameters of a structure are important for system identification. In order to identify modal parameters of a
structure more accurately, this paper proposes a parameter identification method combined with stabilization diagram.
Stochastic subspace identification (SSI) is a recently developed method for identifying a linear system. Combining SSI
and the proposed method can easily confirm system order. However, the proposed method has difficulty in
distinguishing spurious modals. Therefore, the proposed method must be revised to ensure that the spurious modal can
be detected and the SSI can be used to improve identification accuracy. Finally, a simulation is conducted on a
fracturing pump truck, when the damping ratio increases from 10% to 40%, those spurious modals disappear. The
results indicate that this method performs precise identification.
Keywords: Parameter Identification, Modal Analysis, Stochastic Subspace Identification, Stabilization Diagram, Fracturing Pump
Truck

Yunqi Tao, Dong Liu, Jie Cao, Jiang Xu Decline in gas pressure influences the deformation and
permeability of coal-containing methane
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 342-347

The development and utilization of coal-bed methane, as an unconventional gas, is not only beneficial to the reduction
of environmental pollution caused by fossil fuels, but also conducive to the prevention of disasters during coal mining.
In this paper, a dynamic permeability model of coal body is established and discussed by means of experimental tests,
which measure the deformation and gas permeability of coal-containing methane in the process of gas pressure
reduction under different temperatures. The results show that, when gas pressure decreases, the strain of coalcontaining methane increases linearly. With temperature increases, the variation of radial strain decreases. Under the
same temperature, the permeability of coal decreases first and then increases again during gas pressure reduction. The
changing point of gas pressure is approximately 1.2 MPa in the study. In the initial stage of gas pressure decrease, the
radial strain of coal-containing gas has a significant effect on its permeability.
Keywords: Gas Pressure, Gas Permeability, Coal Deformation, Dynamic Permeability Model

Ling Li Income distribution of the bundled transmission of photovoltaic power plant based on DEA game
model
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 348-353

The insufficient utilization capacity of photovoltaic (PV) power has been considered as the bottleneck for the future
development of PV power in China. Nowadays, the bundled transmission mode of PV power is regarded as the most
advocated solution by many scholars. Under the current unsound fiscal taxation policies in China, however,
participators cannot receive the corresponding policy incentives and financial compensation for the additional
contributions in constraining the implementation of the bundled transmission mode of PV power. Based on the basic
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theory of the DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) Game, the allocation model of excessive profit was established. The
feasibility of the developed model was verified by means of an actual case study. Arguably, the paper provided a
certain theoretical basis for the quantity and practical form of excessive income distribution concerning the bundled
transmission mode of PV power, and offered a solution to the income distribution for the bundled transmission mode
of PV power.
Keywords: DEA Game Model, Photovoltaic Power Utilization, Photovoltaic Power Transmission, Income Distribution

Zhiqiang Yin, Lei Wang, Haifeng Ma Optical measurement method for dynamic mechanical testing based
on image grey level distribution difference model
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 354-359

This study developed an optical measuring system with a gray level distribution difference (GLDD) model, and
applied the system to examine the displacement field of a Brazilian disk (BD) split under dynamic loading. The system
consists of high-speed (HS) photography, a split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB), a synchronization control system
and operation of differential images. First, we captured differential images with a high speed camera (10 frames at a
time resolution of 10μs). Next, we established the corresponding relationship between the dynamic fracturing
evolution of the disc rock samples and the stress loading process with a synchronization controlling system. Changes
in the surface displacement field were calculated with the differential image base method according to the joint
probability distribution function of two images. This method takes the image correlation into account and can
effectively eliminate the influence of background noise, identify surface displacement and capture cracks and
expansion in dynamic Brazilian disk splitting experiments straightforwardly and accurately. Findings can be used for
novel measurement of surface displacement fields in Brazilian disk splitting tests under dynamic loads.
Keywords: grey level distribution difference model, SHPB, dynamic load, high speed photography, differential image

Fei Cai, Wenjun Wang Research on illumination invariance colour index algorithm based on colour ratio
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 360-364

Statistics of colour value of each pixel in the image are output in traditional colour histograms. Therefore, though the
two same images photographed in different illuminations are consistent in colour content, they have different colour
distributions in the histograms. To solve the problem, this paper introduces an illumination invariance colour index
algorithm based on colour ratio. According to the colour constancy theory, although colour values of its pixels will be
changed once the image is subject to illumination, colour ratios remain unchanged. Colour ratio refers to the ratio
between two contiguous pixels. As per colour ratios, colour ratio image may be obtained, which depicts obvious
boundaries or margins of the image content so that we statistics of colour ratio histogram can be obtained as an index
mechanism to remove illumination effect. Verified by lots of tests, this method can extract useful colour characteristics
and remove illumination effect, so that it can be practically used in effective computer recognition of objects in traffic
videos.
Keywords: colour index, image retrieval, colour constancy, illumination

Debao Yuan, Xueqian Hong, Shiwei Yu, Liangjian Li, Yanbao Zhao Study on feasibility of CORS
application in surface movement deformation monitoring in mining areas
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 365-371

CORS has been widely established in China and abroad, and can be used in geodetic measuring, coordinate system
retaining and surveying and mapping of city. However, some issues (stability of base stations, influence of survey
precision on horizontal and vertical extension, et al) are still unsolved in Surface Movement Deformation Monitoring
in Mining Areas. Based on the CORS, a method and flow for data processing and stability analysis of deformation
monitoring network was proposed. Using rank defect free network adjustment, a robust estimation with minimum of
first order norm of displacement component was offered to determine displacement of relative stability. The strategy
can resolve the confirmation of robust iterative weights and the effects of different reference models. Displacement
significance was tested with the normality method. Finally, according to this method , datum of GPS deformation
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monitoring in Mining Areas in Datong were calculated and preliminarily proved that this method was feasible and
effective, providing a new monitoring methodologies terrain monitoring in mining areas.
Keywords: CORS (Continuous Operation Reference System), deformation monitoring, rank defect network adjustment, robust
estimation, hypothesis test

Jianjun Dong Study on improved elasto-plastic model for unsaturated soils based on Barcelona Basic
Mode
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 375-380

The strength and deformation behaviours of unsaturated soil can be approximately described by elasto-plastic
constitutive model that was proved by abundance academic and test researches. The Barcelona elastic-plastic model is
an excellent model that can simulate the strength and deformation of unsaturated soil. But their calculated result of
shear strength is low. So an improved BBM model is settled by using drop-shaped shear yield surface and hardening
theory of dual stress. The results show that the improved model can more accurately predict the strength and
deformation behaviours of unsaturated soil under suction-controlled triaxial compression stress states.
Keywords: shear yield surface, drop-shaped, hardening theory, dual stress, unsaturated soil, elasto-plastic

Wenyu Lv Water trickling and roof falling of soft argillaceous roadways with its composite supporting and
repairing technology
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(6) 381-387

Using methods such as the transient electromagnetic method, rock mechanics testing, X-ray diffraction analysis, rock
strength weakening experiment, borehole observation technology and grout mix design, etc. to study the mechanism of
water trickling and roof falling of soft argillaceous roadways, via model analysis and numerical calculations, we
reached many conclusions: Rock breakage is perpendicular to the axis of borehole; expansion of argillaceous swelling
rock weakens the surrounding rock, the strength degradation of which occurs in 1h; performance of anchor agent also
significantly decreased; uniaxial compressive strength, friction angle and cohesion of surrounding rock decreased by
40%, 16.5% and 11.1%, respectively; water trickling further exacerbated the risk of roof falling in the construction of
roadway; according to calculation, the weak plane of the original 12 # I-beam became shear failure, and cannot meet
the large initial deformation of roadways, floor heave is large with serious water logging. We presented the technology
of “targeted drainage, deep-and-shallow hole grouting, advanced ductile, floor anchor rope, U29-shaped steel, and
anchor net spray composite support”. Site monitoring on 1# railway cross-cut of Bofang Coal Mime displayed that the
maximum amount of deformation was less than 125mm, working resistance of anchor bolt and cable were 72-91kN
and 123.3kN, respectively. Water trickling and roof falling were controlled; water logging of floor heave was
improved obviously. Numerical simulations show that plastic zone is greatly reduced, and support effects were fairly
good.
Keywords: soft and argillaceous, X-ray, water trickling and roof falling, composite support, numerical simulation
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